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ABSTRACT

This report details the review of the Diablo Canyon Probabilistic Risk Assessment (DCPRA).
'I'ue study was performed under contract from the Probabil/stic Risk Analysis Branch, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Research, USNRC by Brookhaven National Laboratory. The DCPRA is a full scope Level 1
effort and although the review touched on all aspects of the PRA, the internal events and seismic events
received the vast majority of the review effort. The report includes a number of independent systems
analyses, sensitivity studies, importance analyses as well as conclusions on the adequacy of the DCPRA for
use in the Diablo Canyon Long Term Seismic Program.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

On February 23, 1984, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff proposed a license condition
for the Dinblo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) based in part on the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards' (ACRS) letter of July 14, 1978, which recommended that "...the seismic design of Diablo
Canyon be reevaluated in about 10 years taking into account applicable new information." The

_on adopted the staff recommendation and a license condition, consisting of four parts, was added
to the operating license _or DCPP. In part, this license condition required .thatthe licensee (Pacific Gas
and Electric Co. or PG&E) assess the significance of conclusions drawnfrom the seismic reevaluation
studies (as required by other parts of the license condition) utilizing a pmbal_,iJflsticrisk analysis and
deterministic studies, as necessury, to assure the adequacy of seismic margins. In order to comply with the
license condition, PG&E developed a Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP). A_ _ part of this LTSP,
PG&E performed a Levell 1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (IRA) including both internal and external
events.

"lltis report documer,ts tho.results of the review of the Diablo Canyon PRA (DORA). Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BN'L) was selected by the NRC to assume lead technical responsibility for the review
and the Ptobabil_'c Risk Analysis Brnnch, Division of Systems Reselrch, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Research (ORES) was as_Lguedthe programmatic responsibility for the PRA review.

The overall objective of the review was to provide assurance that the DCPRA was sufficiently complete '-,
scope, accurate in modelling and data, attddetailed such that the fmdings derived from it within the LI'SP
(and beyond) had a _und basis for acceptance.

Given that the driving force (from a regulatory perspective) for the PRA came from seismic concerns, the
scope of the review was dominated by an internal events review and a seismic events review. Other
mental events were also reviewed bat to a lower level of effort. The internal events review concentrated

on the traditional major elements of a PRA (i.e., initiating events, event trees, fault trees, data analysis
and reduction, human reliability analysis, and leading accident sequences as well as independent sensitivity
studies, importance analys¢_ and requantification). The seismic events review concentrated on fragilities,
hazards, structural analyses and uncertainty.

The DCPRA reflects the plant as it existed in the summer of 1988, including the changes in hardware and
procedures that resulted from the early phases of the Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP). PG&E
identified the following mollifications that were either completed or committed to by April 1988. These
modifications were in resl_3nse to issues identified by preliminary versions of the DCPRA and were
included in the final DCPRA model submitted for revi_,w.

• Diesel Generator Fuel-Oil Transfer System. Constant recirculation paths were designed
to eliminate multiple pump starts. Connections for a backup portable fuel oil pump were
also added.

• Charging Pump Backup Cooling. Hose connections were added to allow use of the
firewater system for emergency cooing in the event of a total loss of component cooling
water.

• Substation Spare Parts. Dedicated spare parts will be stored at the 230kV substation to
allow rapid recovery of offsite power in the event of a substation failures.

• Valve Control Switch Replacement. The modification consisted of replacing three-
position valve switches with two-position valve control switches to prevent valve positions
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from changing in response to relay chatter during an earthquake.

The DCPRA relates to Unit 1 only. However, it also models interactions between the two units at the
site, such as the possibility that the swing diesel generator may go to Unit 2 and the ability to crosstie
augiliary saltwater cooling capability across units.

The DCPRA was given a detailed and broed-scoped review. The basis for such a comprehensive review
originated with the license condition discussed above that required a full reevaluation of the seismic risk of
the plant. The seismic portion of the PIt,A, therefore, required special review attention. In order to
provide a base from which to develop a seismic or other external event PRA model, the internal events

PRA including all the systems analyses must first be formulated. Therefore, the internal event portion of
the PRA was also given an indepth review. As fire.related initiating events contn"vuted a significant
fraction of the overall CDF, these too were included in the review.

The primary reason for the difference in internal event quantification presented in Table E.I between the
PG&E and BIqLresults is the alternate conditional split fractions quantified for the auxiliary saltwater
system and a higher initiating frequency for the LOOP event. Overall, requantification has not
significantly changed iw, ights regarding which,initiating events are the major contributors to the core
damagefrequency.

As seen from Table E.I, the review did not propose alternative results for the seismic-induced CDF as the
review found that there were no significant disagreements in the hazard and fragility estimates used in the
DCPRA. In past PRA reviews, alternative estimates of these two parameters have been generally the
cause of different CDF estimates. Partly, this is the result of the interactive mode in which this review was
conducted. This mode of review identified several issues and offered a number of sensitivity studies early

in the review such that the resolutions were incorporated in the final analysis or issues were shown to be

not important. However, the main reason for the fewer disagreements is the very rigorous and detailed
plant/site-spedgk analyses performed for both the hazard and fragility estimates in the DCPRA by PG&E.
Sensitivity studies in the seismic analysis were performed as part of the review to verify the DCPRA
analyses and draw additional insights.

A number of the fire sequences were also requantified. The reasons for the higher fire-induced CDF
estimated by the review are two fol& 1) higher estimate of frequency of the turbine deck fires; and 2) less
credit to several operator actions used in the DCPRA to mitigate the fire scenarios.

From an overall perspective, (in the context of the license condition and the LTSP program) the seismic
events are not dominant contributors to the CDF estimates for the Diablo Canyon plant. The overall
seismic contn"vution in percentages varies from about 10 percent (review) to about 20 percent (DCPRA).
Both the internal events and fire events contribute more to the CDF estimates than the seismic events

based upon the results of this review.

A comparative analysis of the overall results of the DCPRA with those of nine other PRAs was also
conducted. The estimated CDFs for the Diablo Canyon plant were found to be similar to those computed
for other comparable PWRs.

The following are considered the major insights from the internal events review:
• The internal events are the major contributors to the total core damage frequency

(roughly 65%).
• The Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) initiator is by far the greatest contributor to the
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internal event core damage frequency (roughly I/3 to I/2) and in the number of leading
sequences. About 314of the LOOP-induced core damage is associated with extended unit
blackout.

• Initiators representing support system (common cause) failures other than LOOP (i.e.,
Loss of one dc bus (L1DC), Total lossof auxiliarysaltwater (LOSW), Total loss of
component cooling water (LPCC), Loss of 480V switchgear ventilation (LOSWV), Loss of
control room ventilation (LOCV)) contribute in the range of 9-11 percent to the internal
event core damage frequency.

• Transients (other than LOOP) contn'bute between 25 and 40 percent to the internal event
core damage frequency.

• llte total contribution to the internal event core damage frequency of initiators belonging
to the Loss of Coolant Inventory group is small, about 5 to 10 percent.

• By examining the sequences, the following observation can be made regarding the leading
individual sequences. No single internal event sequence contributes more than 3 percent
to the non-seismic CDF.

• Among the operational failures of the plant, loss of feed and bleed cooling, loss of the
auxiliaryfeed water system, and the occurrence of RCP seal LOCA are the most frequent.

• Tne following scenarios and their contribution to the non-seismic CDF are: Station
Blackout (18%); RCP Seal LOCA (with and without station blackout - 31%); Primary

Relief Valve Opens and Fails to Re,close (12%); Bleed and Feed Cooling (12%); and
Pressurized Thermal Shock (4%).

• The most important frontline systems were the auxiliaryfeedwc.ter system and primary
system pressure relief.

• The most important support systems were the diesel generator systems, the 125V dc
power systems and the auxiliarysaltwater system.

• Based upon the review requantification, operator failure to actuate SSPS (upon failure to
automatically actuate) went from one of the less important operator actions to the most
important.

The following are considered to be the major insights from the seismic events review.

• The overall seismic CDF profile is dominated by accident sequences leading to station
blackout (79%). These may be due to loss of offsite power (LOOP) in conjunction with
failures in the emergency diesel generator system, or due to failures of buildings (i.e.,
Turbine Building) or components (e.g., 4kV switchgear or 4kV/480V transformers) which
can lead to st_,tionblackout with or without loss of offsite power. Of these blackout
sequences, .¢Jpercent do not directly fail the auxiliary feedwater system, but lead to
reactor coolant pump seal failures, and hence, small LOCAs. Direct failures of the
AFWS account for 22 percent of the station blackout sequence contributions.

• The single greatest contributor is the failure of the turbine building, followed by the loss
of 230kV offsite power. There appear to be no overwhelmingly weak links in the plant.

• The seismic hazard analysis provided a reasonable probabilistic representation of the

earthquake ground motions at the site considering the information developed in the LTSP
program. The Hosgri fault zone was found to dominate the seismic hazard at the site.
The Los Osos and San Luis Bay faults each contribute only a fcw percent to the _ ,_,,i
hazard. Relative contributions to the total hazard from tb_:_>_i}crfaults is insignificant.
Sensitivity studies showed the important parameters are slip rate, maximum magnitude,
and ground motion attenuation. The spectral shape and uncertainties used in the fragility
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analysis are thought to be a reasonable estimate and consistent, in most part, with the

detailed ground motion studies carried out in the LTSP.
• The fragility parameters for the structures and equipment were found to be reasonable.

The level of effort in developing the seismic fragilities for equipment went well beyond
those expended on previous seismic PRAs. A review of the identified and analyzed
modes found that the appropriate failure modes have been considered.

• Based on the systems review, it appears that the sequence of scenarios and events which
can be portrayed by the early front line tree represents a reasonable and complete
approach to modeling the Diablo Canyon seismic scenarios.

• Using the results of the seismic PRA, the com_nent and plant seismic margins were
derived, and the margin against the 84 percent site.specific ground motion was calculated.
It can be seen that all components whose failure will lead to seismic core damage have at
least 40 percent margin over the site-specific ground motion. The median capacities were
shown to be much higher.

• The largest contribution to the seismic-induced CDF comes from earthquakes with
average spectral accelerations in the 2g to 3g range. This provides an important insight
that for the high seismic sites, the seismic CDF estimates appear to be governed by
seismic levels at or near the HCLPF value.

In conclusion, there were two primary goals associated with the review of the DORA. The first was to
ensure that the DCPRA was sufficiently complete and accurate to provide a reasonable foundation upon
which the necessary elements of the Diablo Canyon Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP) could be based.
The second was to provide quality feedback, where appropriate, so that the DCPRA might become an
even more useful tool in any future applications. It is believed that both goals were met. The review was
sufficiently rigorous and broad enough in scope to conclude with a high degree of confidence that the
DCPRA does indeed provide a reasonable foundation to support the LTSP. Feedback was also provided
such that some elements of the DCTRA were modified during the review. Finally, other elements have
been identified by PG&E for future revisions as a result of the review.
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Table E.1 Overall DCRPA Mean CDF Estimates.

i i i i i i i i i

Initial DCPRA Updated DCPRA Alternative Results
Submittal (Based Upon Review Offered by the Review

Feedback)
i i

Intemal Events 13E4 (65%) 1.3E4 (62%) 2.1E4 (63%)
i i i ii

SeimnkEvents 3.7E-5 (19%) 3.712-5 (18%) 3.7E-5 (11%)
i i i

Fire Events 2.8E-5 (14%) 3.5E-5 (17%) 8.0E-5 (24%)
ii i i i

OtherE.xternal 6.9E-6 (3%) 6.9E-6 (3%) 6.9E-6 (2%)
 e,,ts (e.g.

•Fl, J!

Total 2.0E.4 2.1E-4 3.3E-4

i
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

On Febnu_ 23, 1984, the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff proposed a Hcense condition
for the Dlablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) based in part on the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards'
(ACRS) letter of July 14, 1978, which recommended that "...the seismic design of Diablo Canyon be

reevahmted in about 10 years taking into account applicable new information." The commission adopted the
staff recommendation and a Hcensecondition, consisting of four parts, was added to the operating license for
DCPP. In part, this Hcense condition required that the I/censee (Pacific Gas and Electric Co. or PG&E)
assess the significance of conclusions drawn from the seismJc reevaluation studies (as required by other parts
of the license condition) utilizing a probabilistic risk analysi_and deterministic studies, as necessary, to assure

the adequacy of seism/c nu_rgins.

The license condition concerning the Seismic Design Bases Reevaluation Program read as follows:

"PG&E shall develop and implement a program to reevaluate the seismic design bases used for the
Dlablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. The program shall include the following elements:

1. PG&E shall identify, examine, and evaluate all relevant geologic and seismic data, information, and
interpretations that have become available since the 1979 ASLB hearing in order to update the

geology, seismology and tectonics in the region of the Dlablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. If
needed to define the earthquake potential of the region as it affects the Diablo Canyon Plant, PG&E
will also reevaluate the earlier information and acquire additional new data.

2. PG&E shall reevaluate the magnitude of the earthquake used to determine the seismic basis of the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant using the information from Element 1.

3. PG&E shall reevaluate the ground motion at the site based on the results obtained from Element
2 with full consideration of site and other relevant effects.

4. PG&E shall assess the significance of conclusions drawn from the seismic reevaluation studies in

Elements 1, 2, and 3, utilizing a probabiHsticrisk analysis and deterministic studies, as necessary, to
assure adequacy of seismic margins."

In order to comply with the license condition, PG&E developed a Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP)
consisting of three phases. Phase I was the development of a detailed program plan to address the license
condition. This plan was submitted for NRC staff review on January 30, 1985. Phase II consisted of a scoping
study to refine the scope of work for Phase III and associated schedules. A report describing Phase II
activities and conclusions was submitted to the NRC staff on January 30, 1986. Phase III represented the

actual detailed studies and the final report was submitted in July 1988. As a part of this LTSP, PG&E
performed a Level I Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) including both internal and external events.

This report documents the results of the review of the Diablo Canyon PRA (DCPRA). Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) was selected by the NRC to assume lead technical responsibility for the review and the

Probabilistic Risk Analysis Branch, Division of Systems Research, Office of Nuclear Reactor Research (ORES)
was assigned the programmatic responsibility for the PRA review.

1-1 NUREG/CR-5726



1 Introduction

Pmbabilistic Risk Analysis Branch, Division of Systems Research, Office of Nuclear Reactor Research (ORES)
was assigned the programmatic responsibility for the PRA review.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Review

The overall objective of the review was to provide assurance that the DCPRA was sufficiently complete in
scope, accurate in modelling and _lata, and detailed such that the findings derived from it within the LTSP
(and beyond) had a sound basis for acceptance.

Given that the driving force (from a regulatory perspective) for the PRA came from seismic concerns, the
scope of the review was dominated by an internal events review and a seismic events review. Other external
events were also reviewed but to a lower level of effort. The internal event review concentrated on the

traditional major elements of a PRA (i.e., initiating events, event trees, fault trees, data analysisand reduction,
human reliability analysis,and leading accident sequences aswell as independent sensitivity studies, importance
analyses and requantification). The seismic events review concentrated on fragilities, hazards, structural
analyses and uncertainty. Detailed desc.eiptionsof the review for internal and seismic events can be found in
Sections 3 and 4 respectively.

1.3 Organization of' the Report

Section 2 provides a description of the approach used by PG&E to develop the DCPRA as well as a summary
of the DCPRA results. Section 3 concentrates on the internal events review and its findings but also includes
the remaining dominant non-seismic initiators in the quantification offered in Sections 3.9, 3. I0 and Appendix
D. Section 4 addresses the seism/c-relatedrev/ew and its findings. Section 5 addresses the other (non-seismic)
external events review with an emphasis on the fire-related portions of the DCPRA. Section 6 provides the
overall summary and conclusions of the DCPRA review.

1.4 Contributors

The review of the DCPRA was a collegial effort involving a number of people and organizations. The NRC
Program Manager charged with the overall responsibility for the review was N. Chokshi. The BNL Principal
Investigator was R. G. Fitzpatrick and the Technical Leader of the review was G. Bozoki. Also participating
on the BNL review team was M. Sabek. The Technical Leader for the seismic review was M. Bohn of Sandia

National Laboratory (SNL) under sub-contract to BNL. Also participating in the seismic review were M.
Ravindra and J. Johnson of EOE Engineering. Other contributors from the NRC include T. Ryan (HRA
methodology), A. Buslik (fire analysis) and P. Sobel (hazards).

NUREG/CR-5726 1-2



I

2 OVERVIEW OF THE DCPRA APPROACH AND RESULTS

2.1 introduction

2.1.1 Background

"l_is section of the report is intended to provide a brief synopsis of the DCPRA including a general plant
description, a discussion of methodological approaches (especially novel features) and a condensed summary
of the DCPRA results. Specific review results/findings are discussed throughout the remaining sections of the
report and comparisons to the DCPRA results are made in those sections.

Diablo Canyon is a tw_.'nunit reactor site located on the California coast approximately midwaybetween Coan
Francisco and Los Angeles. Each unit employs a four-loop pressurized water reactor nuclear steam supply
system (IqSSS) furnished by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. The NSSS for each unit is contained within
a steel-lined reinforced concrete structure that is capable of withstanding the pressure that might be developed
as a result of the most severe design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

The following paragraphs, extracted from the DCPRA, highlight some of the more important plant-specific
features.

The vital 4 kV, 480 V, and dc systems are arranged to provide three redundancies, except for the instrument
ac system which has four trains and six inverters. Emergency power for the two units is supplied by five diesel
generators. One of these generators is a "swing" unit that is automatically transferred to the unit with the first
need. The diesel generators have self-contained automotive-style radiators that do not require plant cooling
water. For long-term operation, the fuel to the day tanks is replenished by two redundant fuel oil transfer
pump trains supplied from underground fuel oil storage tanks.

Two redundant auxiliary saltwater system pumps at the intake structure pump seawater to the component
cooling water heat exchangers. Three redundant component cooling water pumps are crosstied to the two
component cooling water heat exchangers which in turn feed three headers. The three headers provide

componeut cooling water to the fan coolers, reactor coolant pump seals, charging pumps, and other systems
requiring heat removal. The auxiliarysaltwater system and component cooling water systems may be crosstied
between units if necessary.

The instrument air and nitrogen systems are classified as non.vital and for modelling purposes were assumed
to fail; therefore, vital air-operated equipment that must operate is furnished with backup air bottles. These

systems were analyzed to determine the amount of time that the operator could use the equipment before the

backup air was exhausted. The recovery action modelled for these systems was manual operation of a valve
or replenishment of the backup air.

The reactor charging system is important because it provides _ealwater to the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs).
Loss of seal water will lead to failure of the seals and a resulting RCP seal LOCA. The charging system is
dependent on component cooling water for pump cooling. However, the dependence on component cooling
water may be mitigated by an emergency pump cooling system fed from the fire mains.

For completeness, Tables 2.1;1 and 2.1.2 have been included herein to provide simplified dependency tables
of support systems to support systems and support systems to mainline (frontline) systems, resp'ectively.These
tables were taken directly from the DCPRA (Tables 6-34 and 6-35).

2-1 NUREG/CR-5726



2 Oven_'iewoftheDL_RA Approachand Results

2.1.2 General

"fineDiablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant Unit I Probabilistic Risk Assessment (DORA) is a full scope, level
1 PRA. It utilizes a scenario-based approach to risk analysis, as any other PRA. The scenarios represent the
plant and personnel responses to any in/tiatingevent that causes the plant to depart from its otherwise normal

state of operation. The scenarios are chains of events leading to a variety of end stf_tes, including
restablization of the plant or various levels of plant damage up to and including core damage. The objective
of the DCPRA was to determine the probable frequency of having reactor core damage due to "all reasonably
conceivable" accident initiating events, with an emphasis on seismically initiated scenarios, it was developed
over several years by a large team of PRA specialists from P/ckard, Lowe and Garrick (PLG) with the active
help of a number of Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (PG&E) personnel.

The DCPRA reflects the plant as it existed in the summer of 1988, including the changes in hardware and
procedures that resulted from the prior phases of the Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP). PG&E identified
the followln 8 modifications that were either completed or committed to by April 1988. These modifications
were in respomhJeto issues identified by earlier versions of the DCPRA and were included in the final DCPRA
model subm/tted for review.

• Diesel Generator Fuel.Oil Transfer System. Constant recirculation paths were des/gned to eliminate
multiple pump starts. Connections for a backup portable fuel oil pump were also added.

• Charging Pump Backup Cooling. Hose connections were added to allow use of the firewater system
for emergency cooling in the event of a total loss of component cooling water.

• Substation Spare Parts. Dedicated spare parts will be stored at the 230 kV substation to allow rapid
recovery of off-site power in the event of a substation failures.

• Valve Control Switch Replacement. The nmd/fication consisted of replacing three-position valve
switches with two-podtion valve control switches to prevent valve positions from changing in response
to relay chatter during an earthquake.

In addition to identifying a number of deslgn/procedural changes from which the plant could benefit, the
DCPRA has alto been used to demonstrate the viability of Technical Specification changes. For example,

during this review, PG&E submitted a Technical Spec/fication Change Request to NRC concerning the diesel
generators and based upon tlte DCPRA. As BNL was already deeply involved in the review of the PRA and
the diesel systems, NRC contracted BNL to review the PG&E submittal. This review is documented in a BNL
letter report from R. G. Fitzpatrick to N. Chokshi, dated September 11, 1989. Favorable findings were
forthcoming from the review and NRC approved changes to the Diablo Canyon Technical Spec/fications.

The DCPRA relates to Unit I only. However, it alto models interactions between the two units at the site,

such as the possibility that the swing d/esel generator may go to Unit 2 and the abil/ty to crosstie auxiliary
saltwater cooling capability across units.
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2 Overview of the DCPRA Approach and Results

2.2 Overall DCPRA Approach for Internal Events

2.2.1 Methodology

The overaU methodology of constructing the PRA model, i.e., of describing the accident scenarios due to
various initiating events and rendering them amenable for quantification, is the "large event tree, small fault
tree" approach. This methodology is the same as it was when introduced by PLG a decade ago, but is now
incomparably refined. The refinements incorporate PLG's experience of preparing more than 20 prior PRAs.
In addition, the DCPRA itself includes some other novel features compelling the reviewers to classify it as
an "advanced state-of-the-art" PRA.

2.2.2 Advanced and Novel Features of the DCPRA

Inltlatla8 Events. In most of the previous PRAS, the number of initiating events were classified into 15-25

initiator categories. The DCPRA considers 50 initiating categories falling into six major groups such as:
1. LOCAs (9),
2. Transients (14),
3. Support System Faults (6),
4. Seismic Events (6),
5. Fire and Smoke (12), and
6. Flood, Jets and Sprays (3).

(Groups 3 through 6 represent essentially Common Cause Initiating Events.)

Extensive Application of Event Sequence Diagrams - The central element of the DCPRA is the plant event
sequence model (see further explanation and a schematic diagram in Section 3.9.1) derived from so-called
Event Sequence Diagrams, ESDs. The ESDs represent the flow charts of the unfolding accident scenarios
in the plant. They were developed according to detailed operational analyses, which included specific steps
in the Diablo Canyon emergency procedures, available control room indications and alarms and realistic
training simulator experiences. The development required very strong collaboration of the PLG analysts with
the licensed operators, the training personnel and the PRA team of the utility. The application of ESDs is
a relatively new feature of state-of.the-art PRAs and represents a major advance in PRA methodology.

Preparation of Large Event Trees of Still Manageable Size from the ESDs - The plant event sequence model
consists of large event trees. The large event trees were abstracted from the ESDs. In the ESDs, states
(failure/success) of plant equipment, automatically or manually actuated "actions" or passive processes were
grouped to define event tree top events. Sometimes a top event included more than one system or parts of
a system. In order to keep the size of the event trees to still manageable size, the DCPRA used a modularized
event tree technique. This technique provided successive event tree modules instead of super large event trees.
The event tree modules facilitated the construction of the event sequence model and kept the model tractable
for quantification. The technique exploited the functional and shared intersystem (support systems - support
systems and support systems - frontllne systems) dependences. It was developed from the realization that a)
given an initiating event, various outcomes of the support system event trees (support system states) had
identical impact on the frontline systems and b) numerous frontline system event tree scenarios ended up with
identical final event sequences (i.e., each main tree scenario did not require its own unique long term subtree).
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2 Overview of the DCPRA Approach and Results

The event sequence model of the DCPRA is based upon a network of 13 event tree modules each consisting
of numerous top events. These modules include:

a. _ support system event tree modules: an electrical event tree with 21 top events and a mechanical
event tree with 13 top events.

b. _ mr/yfre_t//M _a,enttn_ mad_s, such as: general transient event tree with 14 top events, large
LOCA event tree with 17 top events, steam generator tube rupture event tree with 14 main and 12
auxiliarytop events, interfacing systems LOCA event tree with 17 top events, seismic event tree with
13 top events, a transients without trip (ATWT) event tree with 14 top events, and a medium LOCA

t

event tree with 18 top events.

c. Fear leq term (LT) fraatllm wt,eat tr_ medules, such as: LT1 with 16 top events, LT2 with 5 top
events, LT3 with 15 top events, and LT4 with 12 to? events.

Note that each event tree module represents a sizeable event tree and the associated computational complexity
for its quantification is remarkable compared with those of earlier PRAs when a support state event tree
contained only 5-6 top events and a frontline event tree had only 10-15 top events.

The modularized format of the event trees has the great advantage that it makes more efficient the

quantification process and facilitates easier requantification of the entire risk model if it becomes necessary
due to extensive changes. (The quantification of the event tree modules and the individual scenarios are
described in Section 3.9.)

]gaham:ed Human Action Analysis. In order to make the risk model as realistic as possible, a large number
of human actions (more than 70) were incorporated into the PRA in the following three levels: I) below the

event tree top event level, in the unavailabilitymodels of the systems (e.g., leaving a train in misalignment
after test or maintenance); 2) at the event tree top event level (e.g., manual initiation of a system or switchover
from injection to re.circulation)and in the recovery actions. The human actions themselves were subjected
to very extensive analysis by means of an interactive six step process. The quantification for many of the

actions was also made earthquake-level-dependent. (For more aspects of the DORA's human action analysis,
see Section 3.8.) No previous PRA has applied human factors in such a versatile way in its risk model.

Trutmeut and Documentation of Internal Events - The event tree top event quantification (system models),
the evaluation of accident scenarios to calculate the core damage frequency together with its uncertainty; i.e.,
the treatment of internal events, is highly sophisticated. Computers were used in somewhat novel ways to
integrate model development and model documentation. The system analysis descriptions and presentation
of the results are completely different from previous PRAs. They reflect a homogenized "assembly line" type
analyzing process. Each system and subsystem model was developed in "cause table" format that displays the
¢ontn'butions to system unavailabilityfrom independent hardwarefailures, dependent (common cause) failures,

testing, maintenance, inadvertent human errors, and other causes identified by each analyst. This framework
facilitated detailed investigation of many system=levelchanges without requiring reevaluation of the full plant
model. The system descriptions, given in computer software format, contain some of the most important
documentation and reflect document and quality controls.
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2 Overview of the DCPRA Approach and Results

i_hwlbility and Serutability ot me Analyses_. The original submittal of the DCPRA (Chapter 6 of the LTSP
final report) suffered from inadequa_tedefensibility and scrutabilityof the analyses compared with other PRAs.
The adequate defens|'bility and scrutabUityof the analyses is at least as important as the results. Most of the
problems encountered during the re,_iewprocess were somehow connected with the problem of inadequate
presentation/documentation. The _stems po_tion of the documentation that was provided did contain most
of the information for independent scrutinybut in ar_i_-resistant and sometimes inaccessible format. System
schematics, p&IDs and electrical otte-line drawings had to be requested for the review because the PRA
presented only system reliability bloctkdiagrams. Explanations of certain analytical approaches in the system
analyses were missing or found to be incomplete. In many cases significant detailed information was added
to the PRA as the result of the review process; not because the results were incorrect but rather because the
details were necessary for defensibililty. The scrutiny of the software associated with each of the reviewed
systems required the creation of addit.ionalreview software. The reviewersbelieve that the review would have
gone smoother if PG&E had included as much detail as possible at the start of the review rather than to
expend resources defending its approach afterward.

2.3 Overall DCPRA Appr :mch for Seismic Events

The Seismic Events Anplysis of the DCPRA is a natural extension of the internal event analysis. In this
approach, a single initiating event is considered which is the occurrence of the earthquake itself. The
probability of earthquakes of differenl:sizes is specified by a discrete family of hazard curves. Each curve is
associated with a weight, normalized so that the summation of weights equals unity.

The response of the plant to this eartltquake is then identified through a front fine event tree which has the
major structures and safety systems as top events (see the Plant Event Sequence Model, Figure 3.9.1). Each
of the accident sequences identified on the front line tree are related to two support trees - one mechanical
support tree and one electrical support tree. These support state trees are used to specify different
combinations of successes or failures c,f the support systems for use in quantifying the accident sequences
determined on the front line trees. Ulling the front line tree, a large number of accident sequences can be
identified.

The accident sequences are in terms of basic events or groups of basic events and include both random and
seismically induced failures. The seismic failure probabilities were derived from site specific fragilities, all of
which utilized average spectral ground .'tccelerationas the independent variable. Detailed building response
analyses were carried out for the auxili_lrybuilding and the turbine building to determine median responses
and associated variabilities. Fragilities were developed for both buildings and for components.

For the components, both structural am_!f_nctional failures were considered:

a. For structural failures, the engineering factor of safety approach due to Kennedy, et al., was utilized.
This approach was benchmarked, in a limited sense, with the detailed non-linear analyses of the
turbine building.

b. For functional failures, seismic qualification test data were used with an assumed level of
conservatism to determine the median failure probability.

For the structures, the engineering factor of safety approach was also used. The independent review of the
component and structural fragilities is presented in Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.4.
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2 Overview of the DCPRA Approach and Results

The accident sequences were quantified using mean values for each of the seismic component failure
probabilities, and mean values for all random failure events, and then the dominant accident sequences were
identified. Note that each different earthquake level yields a different accident sequence from the same
branch on the event tree. From this initial point estimate quantification, a total of 791 accident sequences
were identified and studied for the Diablo Canyon Seismic PRA.

Finally, the 791 sequences were used to build a simplified block model for which an uncertainty analysis using
the Discrete Probability Distribution approach could be used to obtain mean core melt frequencies and
uncertainty bands about the distribution of core melt frequency.

2.4 Summary of DCPRA Results

Table 2.4.1 Gable 6-26 of DCPRA) provides the complete fist of all initiating events selected for
quantification in the DCPRA. The overall DCPRA results are summarized in Table 2.4.2 (Table 6-55 of
DCPRA) and show a mean total core damage frequencyof 2.02E-4. The following subsections provide a brief
description of the various initiator categories.

2.4.1 Internal Events

In the DCPRA, internal events accounted for 63 percent of the overall CDF. Table 2.4.3 (Table 6-59 of
DCPRA) provides the breakdown by individual initiating event. One readily sees that loss of off-site power
(LOOP) represents the single most dominant contribution. Table 2.4.4 (Table 6-60 of DCPRA) presents the
leading functional internal event scenarios leading to core damage. (BNL's review comments are provided
in Section 3.)

2.4.2 Seismic Events

This section summarizes the results of the Diablo Canyon Probabilistic Risk Assessment for seismic events
which result in core damage. The total mean core damage frequency due to seismic initiated events is 3.7E-5,
contributing only 18 percent of the total (all events) core damage frequency on a mean basis, as shown in
Table 2.4.5 (Table 6-54 of DCPRA). This table also shows the range of uncertainty associated with the core

damage frequency. The median or 50th percentile is only 6.2E-6, which is a factor of six less than the mean,
as compared to the internal events which had the same median and mean core damage frequency. The 95

percent and 5 percent frequency for seismic events is 1.1E-4 and 9.3E-7 respectively, which gives an error
factor of about 17. This is considerably higher than the error factor for total core damage frequency of about
3. However, it is not uncommon for the uncertainty of seismic events to be this high as demonstrated by the

results of other nuclear power plant seismic PRAs.

The seismic risk assessment model was quantified for six discrete ranges of spectral acceleration within the
range of 0.2 g to 4.0 g. (Average spectral acceleration over the range 3.0 to 8.5 Hertz was used as the
independent parameter for both the hazardcurves and the fragilities in an effort to reduce overall uncertainty,
as discussed later in Section 4.5. The average spectral acceleration variable can be shown to be 2.34 times

peak ground acceleration). The interval of each range as well as the contribution to core damage frequency
of each earthquake level is shown in Figure 2.4.1 (Figure 6-49 of the DCPRA). In this figure it can easily be
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2 Overview of the DCPRA Approach and Results

seen that most of the contribution comes form spectral accelerations between 2.0 g and 3.0 g. In fact, 55

percent of the seismic core damage frequency comes from this range, and only 14 percent comes from
earthquakes larger than 3.0 g spectral acceleration.

A total of 791 non-negligible accident sequences leading to core damage were determined from the mean point
estimate evaluation of all the accident sequences resulting from the combinations of all the support states and
all the branches of the seismic event tree. These were presented in an appendix (but without inclusion of
complement events). No detailed discussion of the dominant scenarios was presented.

However, in response to BNL's request to identify which sequences were associated with certain "special
issues" of interest to NRC, the PG&E staff performed an importance study by sorting the point estimate

model sequences into groups (defined by the "special issues" and summing the frequencies of each group to
determine the relative contribution (see Section 3.9.3.6 and Table 3.9.4 for further details). The results of the
seismic sequences are:

Issue I - Station Blackout:

RCP Seal LOCA Sequences 53%

Failure of Secondary Heat Removal Sequences 22%

Failure of PORVs to Open and Reclose 4%
Total 79%

Issue 2 - Failure of Reactor Trip:

Non-Station Blackout Sequences 2%

Station Blackout Sequences 9%
Total 11%

Issue 3 - RCP Seal LOCA:

Non-Station Blackout Sequences 5%

Issue 4 - PORVs Open and Fail to Reclose 3%
Issue 5 - Failure of Operator to Perform Feed and Bleed Cooling 0%
Issue 6 - Pressurized Thermal Shock: Not modelled for seismic.

Note that each issue was examined separately. The contributions of each special issue group are not mutually
exclusive, and should not be combined from different issues.

A component importance study was also included in the seismic portion of the DCPRA. The importance of
each component to core damage was evaluated by setting the seismic failure probability of each component
to zero, which gives a measure of the net reduction in core damage frequency that would occur is that
component was made impervious to an earthquake. Table 2.4.6 shows the reduced core damage frequency
and the percent improvement for all the dominant components. The single greatest contributor is the turbine

building, followed by the loss of 230 kV off-site power. In addition, this table also shows the importance of
key components if they were _ery weak and guaranteed to fail, and how much the core damage frequency
would increase.
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2 Overview of the DCPRA Approach and Results

Based on the component importance study in the DCPRA and the "special issues" study provided later, the
seismic risk profile could be determined. In summary, the overall picture is a risk profile dominated by
accident sequences leading to station blackout (79%). These may be due to loss of off-site power (LOSP) in
conjunction with failures in the emergency diesel generator system, or due to failures of buildings (i.e., Turbine
Building) or components (e.g., 4 kV switchgearor 4 kV/480 V transformers) which can lead to station blackout
with or without loss of off-site power.

Of these blackout sequences, 53 percent are those not directly failing the auxiliary feedwater system, but
leading to reactor coolant pump seal cooling failures, and, hence, small LOCAs. Direct failures of the AFWS
account for 22 percent of the station blackout sequence contributions. (As part of the review, the dominant
sequences were determined as described in Section 4.7. Clearly, however, this is one area that was not fully
documented in the DCPRA and resulted in the request for a significant additional amount of documentation.)

2.4.3 Other External Events

The contribution from the non-seismic external events come primarily from fire and flood scenarios arising
within the plant. Altogether, they are responsible for 19 percent of the core damage frequency (16 percent
fires, 3 percent floods). From the large number of potential fire and flood scenarios identified by a spatial
interactions analysis, 17 were judged significant enough to warrant more thorough analysis and propagation
through the full DCPRA model. The results for these fire and flood scenarios are summarized in Table 2.4.7
(Table 6-61 of DCPRA).

A number of additional external initiating events were also considered. The results are summarized in Table
2.4.8 (Table 6-62 of DCPRA). None of these events contributed substantially to the core damage frequency.
All these results were reported in the DCPRA as conservative upper bound calculations, except for the
hazardous chemical release for which a somewhat greater depth of study was performed.
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Figure 2.4.1 Contribution of Each Earthquake Range to the Seismic Core Damage Frequency
(Figure 6-49 of DCPRA).
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2 Overview of the DCPRA Approach and Results

Table 2.4.1 Initiatin8 Event Catesories Selected for Quantification of the Diabio Station Risk Model
(Table 6-26 of'DCPRA)

][nitrating Eveht Categories Selected COde
Group for Separate Quantification _Designator

I I llllill i ii it| I It lilt l lilt

.,

Loss of Coolant 1. Excessive LOCA ELOCA
Inventory _. Large LOCA LLOCA

3. Medium LOCA MLOCA
4. Small LOCA, nonisolable SLOCN
5. Small LOCA, isolable SLOCI
6. Interfacing systems LOCA
6a. At RHR pump suction VS.
6b.. At RItR pump discharge Vl:r

• 7. Steam 8eherator tube rupture SG'fR

Transients 8. Reactor trip RT
9. Turbine trip TT
10. Loss of condenser vacuum LCV
11. Closure of all MSIVs AMSIV
12. Steam line break inside containment SLBI
13. Steam line break outside containment SLBO
14. Inadvertent safety injection ISI
15. Main steam relief valve opening MSRV
16. Total main feedwater loss TLMFW

(includes feedwater line break)
17. Partial main feedwater loss" PLMFW
18. Excessive feedwater EXFW
19. Closure of one main steam IMSIV

isolation valve (MSIV)
20. Core power excursion CPEXC
21. Loss of primary flow LOPF

Common Cause
Initiating Events

Support System 22. Loss of of[site power LOSP
Faults 23. Loss of one DC bus LIDC

24. Total loss of auxiliary saltwater LOSW
25. Total loss of component cooling water LOCC
26. Loss of 480-V switchgear ventilation LOS'_W
27. Loss of control room ventilation LOCV

Seismic Events 28. 0.2 g to 1.25 g SEIS1
29. 1.25 g to 1.75 g SEIS2
30. 1.75 g to 2.0 g SEIS3
31. 2.0 g to 2.5 g SEIS4

•32. 2.5 g to 3.0 g SEIS5
33. 3.0 g to 4.0 g SEIS6
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Table 2.4.1 (continued)

Initiating Event Catesories Selected Code
Group for Separate Quantification Designator

Flre and Smoke 34. Loss of both motor-driven AFW pumps PSI
35. Loss of all charging pumps and MSIV closure FS2
36. Loss of component cooling FS3
37. Loss of control ventilation FS4
38. Loss of auxiliary saltwater FS5
39. Loss of 4-kV buses HF and HO FS6
40. Loss of 4-kV buses HO and HH FS7
41. Loss of 4-kV buses HF, HG, and HH FS8
42. Control room fire at vertical board VB-1 CR1
43. Control room fire at vertical board VB-2 CR2
44. Control room fire at the interface of CR3

vertical boards VB-2 and VB-3.
45. Control room fire at vertical board VB-4 CR4
46. Cable spreading room fire one CS1
47. Cable spreading room fire two CS2

Flood,Jets,and 48. Loss of all auxiliary feedwater FS9
Sprays (pipe 49. Loss of both motor-driven AFW pumps FS 10
breaks) 50. Loss of auxiliary saltwater FSll
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Table 2.4.2 Contributions of Mean Core Damage Frequency
(Table 6-$$ of DCPRA)

Mean Core Damage Contribu-
Initiating Event Category Frequency (Per Year) tlon
............. (Pe_:ent)

LOCAs 1.1-5 6

Interfacing system LOCAs 5.6-7 1

Steam generator tube rupture 3.0-6 2

Transients 5.3-5 26

Loss of offsite power 4.1-5 20

Loss of one DC bus 9.2-6 5

Loss of auxiliary saltwater or 4.3-6 2
component cooling water

Loss of ventilation 2.7-6 1

TOTAL INTEIU_AL EVENTS 1.3-4 63

Seismic events 3.7-5 18

Fires 3.2-5 16

Floods, jets, and sprays 6.6-6 3

Chemical hazards 3.$-7 <1

TOTAL EXTERNAL EVENTS 7.6-5 37

TOTAL 2.02-4 100
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Table 2.4.3 Internal Initiating Event Contribution to Core Damage Frequency
(Table 6.$9 of'DCPRA)

Core Damage
Frequency Contribution

,, Initlatin| Event , Catesor ), (Per Year) (Percent)

1. Excessive LOCA 2.7-7 0.2

2. Large LOCA 2,5-6 2.0
3. Medium LOCA 5.8-6 4.6
4. Small LOCA, nonsolable 9.0-7 0.7
$., Small LOCA, isolable 1.7-6 1.4
6. Interfacin8 systems LOCAs

6.a. At RHR pump suction $.0-7 0.4
6.b. At RHR pump discharge $.8-8 <0.1

7. Steam generator tube rupture 3.0-6 2.4
8. Reactor trip 1.6-5 12.5
9. Turbine trip 1.4-5 11.2

10. Loss of condenser vacuum 7.0-7 0.6
11. Closure of all MSIVs 2.4-7 0.2
12. Steamline break inside containment 2.3-6 1.8
13. Steamline break outside containment 2.7-6 2.2
14. Inadvertent safety injection 6.0-7 0.5
15. Main steam relief valve opening 5.0-8 <0.1
16. Total MFW loss 8.0-7 0.6
17. Partial MFW loss 1.1-5 8.8
18. Excessive feedwater 3.0-.6 2.4
19. Closure of one main steam isolation valve 9.0-7 0.7
20. Core power excursion 3.0-7 0.2
21. Loss of primary flow 1.0-6 0.8
22. Loss of offsite power 4.1-5 32.4
23. Loss of one DC bus 9.2-5 7.3
24. Total loss of auxiliary saltwater 1.3-6 1.0
25. Total loss of CCW 3.0-6 2.4

26. Loss of 480V switchgear ventilation 1.5-6 1.2
27. Loss of control room ventilation 1.2-6 1.0

TOTAL 1.3-4 100
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Table 2.4.4 Functional Internal Event Scenarios Contrlbutln8 to Core Damaae
(Table 6-60 of DCPRA)

Further
Frequency Contribution Recovery Dependent

8_narlo (Per Year) (Pelr_ont) Initiator Direct Failures Possible Failures
- " . _ .......... _L Its II --

1 $.36-e 3.1 ltT Ftflure to maintain Yes Unspecified
hot standby Operator Errors

:1 4.96-6 2.9 'IT Ptllure to mnintsin hot Yes Unspecified
standby Operator Errors

3 3.53-6 2.0 PL,MFW Pnilure to maintain hot Yes Unspecified
standby Operator Enors

4 2.28-6 1.3 MIX)CA Manual switchover to No Failure of
rectrculstlon Kecfrculatlon

$ 2.13-6 1.2 LDCC Pnil to s/lips backup No Component
aooUn8to charSinSpump Coolia8Water,
for KCP seal injection Chaxflin8 Sl

Pumps, KCP
hal LOCA

6 1.72-6 1.0 LIDC DC poww trshs H, Yu Instrument
one AFW motor-driven Channels 12,
pumps 13, 14; 2 AFW

Pumps; Bleed
ud Feed
CooUn8

7 1.71-6 1.0 MLOCA Both KI"IKpump trains No PIdlure of
Injection

8 1.70-6 1.0 LIDC 4-kV vltni bus HH and Yes Instrument
one _ motor*ttrlven Channels 12,
pumps 14; 2 AFW

Pumps; Bleed
and Feed
CooUns

9 1.40-6 0.8 EXFW Failure to mtintaln hot Yes UuspecLqed
standby Operator Erron

10 1.27-6 0.7 LJ.,OCA Accumulttors No Pnilum of
Injection

11 1.25-6 0.7 KT Instrument channel 13, Yes None
auxtllaw feedwtter, bleed
and feed coolin$

12 1.2S-6 0.7 KT Instrument channel 11, Yes None
8uxilhu'y feedwtter, bleed

• and feed coolinfl

13 1.24-6 0.7 LOOP Swin8 diesel floes to Unit 2, No NO;he
txtxiliary feedwtter, vessel
intelPrity fails due to PTS

14 1.16-6 0.7 TT Instrument channel 13, Yes None
auxiliary feedwater, bleed
and feed coolin|
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Table 2.4,4 (continued)

Further
IVrequenc:y Contribution Recovery Dependent

_nsrto (Per year) _ (Potent) Initiator ....... DiroctFelluree Pos!ible Failures

15 1.16-6 0.7 TT Instrument ohsanel 11, Yes None
tuxfllary feedweter, bleed
tad feed aoolfn|

16 1.16-6 0.7 KT Auxiliary feedweter, bleed Yes None
sad teed cooUn8

17 I. 14-45 0.7 TT Auxiliary feedwater, bleed Yes None
sad food coolie|

lJ 1.13-.8 0.7 LOOP Diesel for bus HH, POKV Yes Failure of
stieks open sad is not KecfrGulation
isolated, KI-IKpump train
A falls0 hdlure to 1--.,.over
AC before x,_lrm_tlon
m,p_md
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Table2.4.S Diablo Can_onProbebilisticRisk AssessmentSummaryStatistics
(Table6.$4 of'DCPILk)

Core Dtmese Frequency Most Likely
_2,,,H ,,it , , I III I I IIIFI 111 I I _1 -- RecuFFence

Contributor jth J0th Mean 9Jth Rate
Percentile Percentile Percentile

,, I I iiiii iii fl III JI

.............. i i I I Ill III I I

Seismic ][vents 9.3 x 10"_ 6.2 x 104 (5%) 3.7 x 104 (18%) 1.1 x 10"4 1 in 160,000years

lntental |venu S.2 x 104 1_3x 10"_ (82%) 1.$ x 10"4 (63%) 2.3 x 10"4 1 in 10,000years

Other External 4.1 x 104 1.5 x 10"s (13_) 3.9 x 10"s (19_) 1.0 x 10"4 1 in 65,000
Bvents _eJrs

TOTAL 7.7 x 10̀ 4 1.$ x 10_ (100_) 3.0 x l0'4 (100_) 4.0 x 10"4 1 in '7,000years
ii t t tt i i tr t i t

__ , ...... it i t
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Table 2.4.6 Seismic Failures of Components Contributing to Core Damage

(Table6-$8ofDCPRA)

Importance
-- Impa©t' If Very Stron|, Impact If Ve'ry Weak,

that is, It Impervious that is, It Guaranteed
to Earthquake ___ to Fall

............Parcon,(t) ....... ver"nta)
Improvement Delredation

Does Failure in Mean In Mean
Guarantee Core Seismic Core Core , Seismic Core

Core Dsmsle Darnels Damage Damaje

..........component _ Damsle?. Frequency Frequency 1Frequency FrequencyL

OrJjtnsl ears darnels 0- $.7-$ --- $.7-S .-
bequsaey

TufbiaebuUd/alsheen,all Yes Z.4-S 30.S

230-kVensilepower Ne S.I-S =4.4

Vltal _ No

ExcessiveLOCA Yes'

Diesel l_moraloreon_rolhnel No $._S 10.0

4,1|O..kVI480V Uusformors Yes $.$0S $.0

Ste*m sea-raters Yes $.J-$ $.4

KSIaysham (main eont_01, No $.6.-$ 3.4
diesel 8eneralor eomrol, 4-kV
Swltebsssr)

BOP pipin8 sad supports No $.i-S 2.Z

rmsudsm POKV No $.i-5 0.7 1.4-4 291

Slrut for twrbl_sebu/ldln8 No $.7-$ 0.4

IbnsD L£)CA _0_OltV.ICPs, No 1.4-4 191
Jmpubo_rm.,BOPpJptnsud
mppeu)
Humsa actionto tu_vory No 1.0-4 175
relay ebsuor

Ces_ abstains pump No $.7-$ 0.=
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Table 2.4.7 Core Damage Sequences Initiated by Fires and Roods
(Table 6-61 of DCPRA)

Sequence
Frequency

• Initiator Flre--Re!ated__ Failures Independent_ Failures (Per Year)

I. CS2 Preumrizer PORV sticks Operators abandon control 1.20-5
(Cable Spreading open room and fall to isolate
Room Fire) PORV from hot shutdown

panel. No credit for

establishing recirculat/on I
from outside the control
room.

2. CS! Auxiliary saltwater and Operators fail to either trip 7.7-6
(Cable Spreading component cooling water the RCPs or reestablish
RoomFire) ccw.

3. FS8 Fail of all three trains of Core damage assumed from 6.0-6
(Turbine Building vital 4-kV switchgear resulting RCP seal LOCA.
Fire)

4. CR4 Failure of all vital 4-kV Operators fail to trip RCPs 5.8-6
(Control Room Fire) breakers; 4-kV buses, or to reestablish vital AC

HF, HG, and HH before core uncovery due
deenergized to RCP seal LOCA.

$. FS11 CCW fails. Operators fail to align fire 4.0-6
(]Pipe Break in CCW water cooling to charging
Pump Room) pumps to avoid RCP seal

LOCA.

6. All Other Fires and -- -- 3.1-6
Floods
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Table 2.4.8 Other External Events Contributing to Core Damage
(Table 6-62 of DCPRA)

Upper Bound Frequency
_, Core Damage, of Core Damage

Aircraft crash and falling objects <10-s

Ship impact 2.1 x 10-s

External flooding 2.1 x 10-8

Hurricane and tornado wind and missile 3.2 X 10 -7

Hazardous chemical 3.5 x 10-7

Turbine missile _ 10 "7

External fire <10 -8
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2.5 Presentation of the DCPRA for NRC Review

This section is provided in order to give the reader a clearer understanding of both the magnitude and breadth
of the DCPRA as well as to provide a background as to why following sections in this report discuss problems
associated with a lack of documentation.

The DCPRA was summarized in Chapter 6 of the LTSP final report. Chapter 6 was initially the only PRA
information available for review and is approximately one inch thick (single sided). The DCPRA itself is a
multi-volume report that was not submitted in full for review but rather sections of which were submitted as
requested by the review. Table 2.5.1 presents the table of contents of the actual DCPRA. As can be seen,
the DCPRA is a large and comprehensive document. It is expected that this table will be of benefit in
providing background and perspective as selected sections of the DCPRA are referencedwithin the remainder
of this report.
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3 REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL EVENTS ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

This section describes the overall review approach applied to the internal events portion of the DCPRA as
well as the major findings in each of the review areas. Section 3.2 provides the details of the review strategy
and bases for its selection. Section 3.3 provides the description of selected plant systems, DCPRA modelling
techniques, and outlines the results of BNL's independent systems analyses. (The detailed system analyses
are found in Appendices A and B.) Section 3.4 addresses initiating event selection as well as a detailed
Bayesian updating of the Loss of Service Water and Loss of Component Cooling Water events performed by
BNL. Section 3.5 provides an overall description of the DCPKA approach to generating event trees. Sections
3.6 and 3.7 address fault trees and the overall DCPRA data base respectively with specific review details found
in Appendices A and B. Section 3.8 provides a focused review of the overall human reliability analysis (HRA)
methodology. Section 3.9 presents the results of the BNL review of the accident sequence quantification
including selected sensitivity and importance measure calculations as well as a comparison of the overall
DCPRA results with nine other PRAs. Section 3.10 presents a summary and analysis of the internal events
review results and offers some alternative sets of quantification.

3.2 Description of the Internal Events Review Approach

The major elements and novel features of the DCPRA are outlined in Section 2.2. Given the unprecedented
size and complexity of the PRA, it was determined that a novel approach would be required for the detailed
review and analysis. The review itself was divided into two phases. The first phase was termed "interactive"
and was conducted while the PRA was still being developed. The goal of this phase was to both familiarize
the reviewerswith the PRA in order to get a head start on the formal review and to provide a potential early
feedback mechanism to the DCPRA team should something questionable be detected. During this initial
phase, two site visits to the Diabio Canyon plant were made for familiarization purposes and three PRA
workshops (approximately one-week each) were conducted.

The second phase was to formally review the final DCPRA report. The review strategy employed had to take
into account the fact that neither the NRC nor the national laboratories had in-place processing software that
could directly accept the DCPRA large event tree/small ,'ault tree model. In addition, the strategy had to
accept the fact that employing a full independent requantification type of PRA review as outlined in the PRA
Review Manual (NUREG/CR-3485) with the use of the large fault tree/small event tree methodology, to a
level of detail commensurate with that in the DCPRA, would simply be cost-prohibitive and unnecessary.

The resulting DCPRA review strategy, therefore, called for a detailed review of selected portions of each of
the major elements of the DCPRA. These elements essentially conform to the subsection headings of the
remainder of Section 3. As the actual review progressed, some subjects received more attention than others
according to the perceived needs by.the reviewers.

BNL developed the following seven point plan as the overall review basis for the DCPRA:

1. The logic for the primary event trees will be reviewed to verify consistency and accuracy.
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2. Selected bontl_e and support systems will undergo an independent fault tree analysis to verify the

DCPRA's approach to unavailability modelling (the systems will be selected based upon perceived
importance). This effort will include requantiflcationof an appropriate number of top event conditional

split fractions.

3. Selected failure probabilities and initiating event frequencies will be reviewed (including the Bayesian
updating proceu) to verify the DCPRA data analysis. Actual failure data selection will be determined
by the results of item 2 above.

4. An abbreviated fault model of the entire Diablo Canyon plant will be developed by incorporating the

leading accident sequences from the DCPRA.

5. Given the fault model from item 4 above, investigation will be undertaken on the impact of the findings
from items 1 through 3 above as well as the performance of other analyses such as importance
measures, palr-hnportance, and sensitivity calculations.

6. In addition to the above overall review plan, two novel aspects of the DCPRA which are: a) the

approach to human reliability analysis and b) the relay chatter analysis will receive special attention.

7. The seismic portion of the PRA review will follow a similar overall methodological approach modified
as necessary to account for the specifioJ of the seismic analysis.

In terms of item 1 above, BNL checked for any obvious errors/omissions in the DCPRA event tree structures
but none were apparent. The event trees were not given a rigoronsly detailed review by BNL as part of the

overall review process. The basis for this was that there was an extremely detailed and comprehensive
methodology applied to the event tree development and, therefore, BNL believed that the review effort should
concentrate resources on other areas of the PRA. The DCPRA methodology utilized event sequence diagrams
(ESDs) and stressed the involvement of both PRA analysts and plant operations personnel.

The fault tree analysis portion of the review (item 2 above) was conducted as part of the sys--temsanalyses.
The system documentation associated with the DCPRA provided reliability block diagrams (as opposed to
actual fault trees) containing supercomponents covering large portions of the system. BNL converted these

diagrams into fault trees and used the SETS computer code to solve them. This allowed BNL to display the
leading cut sets for those top events so modelled. Such cut sets are not provided within the DCPRA. In

addition, the fault trees had to be prepared according to the specific requirements of the a-factor common
cause failure methodology. ,

The quantification of the supercomponents was supplied in algebraic equation form by PG&E. That is, in

order for BNL to supply the value block for input to the SETS code, the algebraic equation for each of the
supercomponents had to be computed as well as broken down to identify its constituent parts. Each equation
represented an expression that combined all the failure modes of each of the elements of the given
superconqx>nent. BNL also checked each equation against the plant drawings, test/maintenance procedures,
and Technical Specifications to verify that all major components/failure modes/uuavailabilltieswere included.

In order to then verify the various split fractions associated with each fault tree, BNL had to set various
elements to one or zero to define each boundary condition and then solve that version of the fault tree four

times to account for the different postulated sets of system alignment. The methodology of systems analysis
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applied in the DCPRA requires that the top event split fraction (associated with a system under a given
boundary condition) should reflect the notion that the system (or its portion) in question is in one of the
following mutually exclusive alignments: I) normal alignment, 2) testing alignment, 3) maintenance alignment,
or 4) mimllgnment. 1_us, the contribution to the system unavailabilltyfrom a specific alignment is determined
by the conditional system unavailability, given that the system is in that alignment multiplied by the fraction
of time that the system spends in that alignment. The quantification/verification of the conditional split
fractions in most cases provided good agreement with the PG&E results. The difference in the majority of
the cases coming from some modeling errors of minor significance and from the use of Monte Carlo
techniques by PG&E and point estimates by BNL.

The following systems/_nctions were subjected to detailed review/requantification:

High Pressure Injection Function

Low Pressure Injection Function

Auxiliary Feedwater System

Diesel Generator & Diesel Fuel Transfer Systems

Electrical Power Systems (AC & DC)

Auxiliary Saltwater System

Comtxmeut Cooling Water System

Solid State Protection/Reactor Protection Systems

The review of the first three above (fmntline systems) is documented in Appendix A. The review of the

remainder (support systems) is documented in Appendix B.

BNL carried out the following types of analyses to verify the DCPRA data base. The DCPRA data base was
derived from the PLG proprietary data base and updated using Bayesian techniques to incorporate Diabio
Canyon-speeific data/experience. As part of the auxiliary feedwater system review, BNL solved the derived

fault trees first with the DCPRA data and then with an alternate generic data base derived from other recent
PRAs. This was done to see the sensitivity of the model to the different data bases. The quantification of
the conditional split fractions was in fairly close agreement; demonstrating little sensitivity to the two data

bases. Had the data bases provided significantly divergent results, further review effort would have been
devoted to this particular area of the review.

In terms of initiating event quantification, BNL checked aHof the initiators against other industry sources.
A number of the initiating event frequencies seemed somewhat low. This was attributed to the rather
restrictive criteria applied by PG&E to se.Jectsome prior event samples for Bayesian updating (mainly
transients). However, use of less restrictive selection criteria in sensitivity studies did not result in large
variations in total core damage frequency. Additionally, BNL selected two initiators for detailed scrutiny. The

loss of auxiliary saltwater (LOSW) and the loss of component cooling (LPCC) were selected for this purpose.
Both of these initiators were quantified by fault tree analyses in the DCPRA and the latter initiator was
basically limited to loss of the CCW pumps (thus LPCC rather than LOCC). BNL's approach was to carry
out a detailed industry-wide LER-type search for all LOSW and LOCC events. BNL then screened this list
for events that, due to design considerations, could not happen at Diablo Canyon and then proceeded to
undertake a Bayesian updating of this data with the Diablo Canyon experience, (i.e., no events in either
category). This effort yielded significantly larger initiating frequencies and, therefore, significantly larger core

damage contributions from these two initiators than that presented in the DCPRA_ Following meetings with
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the DCPRA team (Pacific Gas and Electr/c, et al.), PG&E submitted new and higher values for both LOSW
and LPCC. The increases were 44 percent and 47 percent respectively. Details of this portion of the review
are provided in Section 3.4 and Appendices B3 and 134.

The abbrev/ated fault tree model (item 4 above) was or/ginaIly going to be developed by BNL, however,

PG&E developed a reduced model (Dominant Sequence ModeI-.-DSM) for their own purposes and agreed
to share this with BNL. The PGE model contained both internal and the non-seismic external events and

therefore the BNL results based upon this model were termed "non-seismic" results. The leading sequences
and the quantification associated with all of the conditional split fractions and basic event failure probabilities
were provided to BNL on a floppy disk. BNL had to modify the DSM in order to convert it into a Boolean
expression and then utilized this model as the basis for the quantification described in Sections 3.9, 3.10 and
Appendix D (i.e., i_em 5 above). A full description of this model as modified by BNL and all input data can
be found in Appendix DI.

The relay chatter analysis mentioned in item 6 above was audited by BNL in conjunction with a review
meeting held with PG&E in San Francisco. PG&E performed the relay chatter analysis in a trulyconservative
fashion. For each relay that was determined to have the potential for chattering, the circuit was reviewed in
detail. PG&E applied the conservative assumption that all relays in a given circuit that could chatter would
indeed chatter together in order to make/break the circuit. This assumption was uniformly applied even if it
took six, seven or more relays chattering in synchronism to accomplish the event. PG&E then looked at the
consequence of the circuit failing/changing state and determined what circuits could lead to problems in the
plant. At this point, the results of the relay chatter analysis were not simply input to the DCPRA model but
rather those circuits identified as particularly vulnerable received hardware modifications to prevent the action.

The BNL audit of the relay chatter analysis therefore focused on methodology, scope, and completeness. BNL
audited a number of the systems (e.g., auxiliarysaltwater, electrical power) and concluded that a rigorous and
conservative electrical circuit analysis had been performed. The seismic PRA aspects of the review are
addressed in Section 4.

One of the key elements of the review process turned out to be its interactive nature. As discussed
previously, the first phase of the review was termed the interactive phase, however, the formal review turned
out to be even more interactive. All eight system analysis reviews listed above were documented in letter
reports to the NRC Program Manager as they were accomplished. These reports were forwarded to PG&E
and meetings were held to discuss the preliminary findings. Each meeting typically covered two to three letter
reports.

As with any large and complex piece of work such as the DORA, it is almost impossible to document every
detail, assumption, success criterion, etc. Therefore, when the meetings were held, much of the open item
materialwas found to be because of insufficient documentation. Other open items were shown to have meri:

with some being dismissed as havingvery low impact and others accepted in whole or in part as feedback into
the DORA.
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3.3 15ut Descriptionand Modenlq

seb nd Corruqq rrontnneSemJ

"l'ne goal of this portion of the DCPRA review was to select a small number of frontline systems that
supported a number of important safety functions and do a full systems analysis review including

requutiflcation of the associated conditional split fractions where possible. The safety functions/systems
selected for this review were the ECCS high pressure injection function, the ECCS low pressure injection
function, and secondary side heat removal via the Auxiliary Feedwater System. The complete detailed review

documentation for these system analyses can be found in Appendix A.

The system analyses of the selected frontline systems encompassed validity of the fault trees, level of detail
of the fault trees, support system interaction, success criteria, failure data and requantiflcation of at least a
representative number of conditional split fractions.

The results of BNL's detailed system analysis of the High Pressure Injection (HPI) function can be found in
Appendix A1. BNL reviewed ihe high pressure injection top event logic diagrams and corresponding fault
trees along with supporting drawings and other information provided by PG&E. This information included
the Technical Specifications, relevant operating and surveillance test procedures as well as fluid flow and
actuation logic diagrams.

The DCPRA applied the simplifying assumption that the leak would always occur in cold leg number one.
BNL conducted an independent calculation that allowed the leak to occur in any of the four cold legs. The
results of the BNL analysis verified the validity of this assumption. BNL concluded that the HPl function
system analysis in the DCPRA represented a fully adequate characterization.

The results of BNL's system analysis of the Low Pressure Injection (LPl) function can be found in Appendix
A2. This review covered the same scope and depth of the HPI review discussed above as well as an additional
sensitivity analysis on the one-out-of-three (1/3) success criterion (flow to 1/3 of the intact loops) used in the

DCPRA. The sensitivity analysiswas performed to see the effect of using a 2/3 success criterion as had other
previous PRAs. Later in the review, PG&E provided additional documentation to support the 1/3 criterion
that was used. Based upon the additional information, BNL was satisfied with the 1/3 criterion.

The DCPRA also used a simplifying assumption as to break location for the low pressure case. That is, it was
again assumed that the break would always be in cold leg number one. When BNL recalculated the split
fractions assuming the break could occur in any of the four cold legs, the use of this assumption provided (on
average) higher values. The difference in applicability of the same simplifying assumption between the I-IPI
and LPl is the result of differences in the design features of the injection headers. In the case of the RHR
system (LPI), each of two header systems feeds its own two branch lines. In the case of the charging and
safety injection systems (HPI), one header feeds all four branch lines. As a result of the BNL review, certain
LPl function split fractions were requantifiedby PG&E. In the end, the BNL audit calculations were in good
agreement with those presented by PG&E and the alternative break location assumption produced a negligible
increase in CDF when substituted into the DSM.
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Tae results of BNL's detailed system analysis of the Auxiliary Feedwater System can be found in Appendix
A3. BNL performed a thorough review of the top event logic diagrams and the corresponding fault trees
related to the "low pressure" boundary conditions. The fault trees related to the "high pressure" boundary
conditions were not reviewed as they pertained to the ATWS sequences which had no measurable impact on
the CDF. During the review, BNL discovered an anomaly between split fractions AW5, AW7 and AW8.
AW8 represents a more degraded set of boundary conditions and yet it had a higher quantified availability
than either AW5 or AWT. In the BNL calculations, this anomaly did not appear. PG&E responded that this
was the result of the way these split fractions went through the truncation process. Recalculation of these split
fractions by PG&E on a point estimate basis came into good agreement with the BNL results. When PG&E
substituted the new values for these split fractions into their dominant sequence model, they discovered they

had a s/geiflcant effect on the CDF. (BNL calculations showed a 38 percent increase in non-seismic CDF over
PG&E's final results when BNL's values for AWS, AWl and AW8 were used.) PG&E therefore decided to
remove some of the modelling conservatisms present in their original calculations in attaining their final
results. ('l'nis is discussed in detailin Appendix A3.) The remaining numerical differences between the PG&E
and BNL calculations for the AW split fractions were attributed to the Monte Carlo vs. mean value approach
used by PG&E and BNL, respectively.

3.3.2Smrt Systmm

The goal of this portion of the review was exactly the same as outfined in Section 3.3.1 for the frontline
systems. That is, to perform a full systems analysis review including requantification of the associated

conditional split fractions where possible. The support systems selected for full review encompassed all of the
electrical power systems, the diesel generators and fuel oil transfer system, and the auxiliary saltwater system.
The component cooling water system and the solid state protection/reactor protection systems (SSPS/RPS)
were reviewed to somewhat less detail. The SSPS and RPS reviews were limited to a comparative review

between the DCPRA and previous reviews performed by BNL. The complete detailed review documentation
for these systems can be found in Appendix B.

The results of BNL's detailed system analysis of the diesel generator and diesel fuel transfer systems can be
found in Appendix B1. The BNL review identified several inconsistencies and neglection of failures of diesel
subsystems in the unavailability modelling of diesel generators in the DCPRA and the omission of the
unavallabilitycontn'bution from Unit 2 (and swing) dieseloverhauls. The combined effect of these negiections
may result in underestimation of the associated top event split fractions and through them the expected core

damage frequency value of Unit 1.

As an overall sensitivity study on the Diesel Generator and Diesel Fuel Transfer Systems, the BNL values for
the conditional split fractions found in Tables BI.2.5 and B1.2.6 were substituted into the dominant sequence
modeL The overall unnormalized Fussei.Vesely importance of this class of events was 4.30E-05 (PG&E
values) and 4.12E-05 (BNL values), respectively. This demonstrates excellent agreement between BNL and
PG&E.

The results of BNL's detailed system analysis of the entire electrical power system (non-vital electric power,
vital 125 V dc, vital ac, instrument ac, and Unit 2 vital ac and dc) can be found in Appendix B2. The BNL
review identified several inconsistencies and potential omissions in the unavailability modelling of the Diablo
Canyon electrical power systems. These resulted in several questions that were discussed with PG&E and are

highlighted in the appendix. The combined results of the identified omissions may result in a slight
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underestimation of the expected core damage frequency of Unit I. BNL's audit calculations were in close
agreement with those within the DCPRA concerning the electrical power systems.

The results of BNL's detailed system analysis of the auxiliary saltwater system (ASW) can be found in
Appendix I}3. As a result of the BNL system analysis review of the Auxiliary Saltwater System, PG&E
performed a number of additional calculations. One of the calculations demonstrated that under most
circumstances (but not all as had originally been assumed) a single Unit 2 ASW pump could supply both Unit
I (via the crosstie) and Unit 2 with sufficient ASW flow. This was one of the major concerns of the ASW
review. PG&E then carried out a sensitivity study to determine the impact of this finding on their overall
results. PG&E determined that the change in non-seismic CDF was not appreciable and none of the
conditional spllt fractions in Table A3.2.3 were changed as a result. BNL also performed an independent
analysis of the loss of auxiliary saltwater (LOSW) initiator frequency. This is described in detail in Section
3.4 and Appendix I}3.

The BNL review of the component cooling water system (CCW) can be found in Appendix I}4. This review
was not as extensive as the previously described support system reviews. The review was more qualitative in
nature in that none of the split fractions were requantified. BNL found a number of minor
omissions/discrepanciesbut none were believed to be significant with respect to the overall non-seismic CDF.
BNL also performed an independent analysis of the loss of CCW (LOCC) initiator frequency. This is
described in detail in Section 3.4 and Appendix I}4.

BNL found that the DCPRA predicted a lower SSPS unreliability for both a single channel and for system
failure (both channels) than the predicted values presented by the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) in
support of Technical Specification change requests. This work was reviewed previously by BNL. (A full set
of references is supplied in Appendix B5.). BNL believes the reason for this difference is that the WOG effort
represented an unprecedented detailed fault tree review of the system and therefore included more
components and failure modes. As this was acomparative review,BNL did not attempt to requanti_ the split
fractions. BNL did perform a sensitivity study to determine the impact of increasingthe applicableconditional
split fractions (as discussed in Appendix B5) and determined that increasing the SA split fractions (single
channel failures) by a factor of 5.0 and the SB split fractions (conditional probability of the second channel
failing given that the first had already failed) by a factor of 2.0 increased the overall non-seismic CDF by
approximately 19 percent. (The WOG work is proprietary in nature-PG&E is a member - and therefore no
quantification is quoted. The factors of five and two used herein were simply chosen to demonstrate the effect
of a full order of magnitude increase in system unavailability.) The comparative review of the RPS system
analysis with the WOG study/BNL review results showed reasonable agreement and no further review effort
beyond that was considered necessary.

3._.3 _ Crllerls

As part of the BNL system analysis reviews (3 frontline and 5 support systems) documented in Appendices
A and B, all success criteria were reviewed to determine their validity. As part of this process, two specific
success criteria were questioned. The first was associated with the ECCS low pressure injection function
provided by the residual heat removal (RHR) system. In some previous PRAs the success criterion for a four
loop plant was taken to be injection to two out of the three intact loops with no credit for the broken loop.
The DCPRA success criterion for this scenario is only one-out-of-three (1/3) intact loops requires injection.
In response to a BNL question, PG&E referenced a study that demonstrated that 1/3was sufficient for Diablo

Canyon (see Appendix A2 for details).
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The other su_es8 criterion that BNL questioned dealt with the ability of a single Unit 2 auxiliary saltwater
pump to supply both Unit 2 as well as Unit I given the loss of the Unit 1 ASW system. PG&E supplied the
results of their calculations that demonstrated a nearly equal split of the flow between the two units and
r.,knowledged that there are certain circumstances in which one pump will not suffice. PG&E responded with
a sens/t/v/ty study that indicated that the overall effect, on the non-seismlc CDF was negligible. BNL's
calculations showed a memrable impact on the non.seismlc CDF (see Appendix B3 for details and Section
3.10 for its integrated impact as part of the review's alternative quantification).

3.4 initistlq Events

3.4,1 Gemr81

The scope of the initiating events review documentation included herein encompasses the following: a brief
description of the selection and quantification of initiating events and the results of the BNL resdewof the
initiating event analysis of the DORA, i.e., the completeness of the set of initiators considered and the
frequency estimate assigned to each.

bdaatbql EventSeleetlonin the DCPRA

In order to make the list of initiating events as complete as possible, PG&E used three methods for initiating
events identification. These were:

1. Master Logic Diagram (MLD)

2. Heat Balance Fault Tree (HBFU)

3. Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (I_/EA)

The MLD is similar to a fault tree with "potential release of radioactive material" as the top undesired event.
The diagram reflects the logical hierarchy of the safety functions of the plant systems. Its basic input events
are the initiating events. By using the MLD method the DCPRA team identified most initiating event
categories that were finally selected for quantification.

The I-IBFTmethod was used to enhance completeness. It is a special fault tree, whose undesired top event
is "heat imbalance event occurs." The event is a consequence of a departure from equilibrium of thermal
enerfgytransfer from the reactor core to the environment. The input events of the HBFT are any event that
causes a plant transient condition which challenges the plant control/safety systems to act. The application
of the HBFY method not only resulted in enhancing completeness, but also proved to be helpful in defining
finer structures for initiating event categories.

The FMEA method was used to systematically identify support and control system failure modes that give rise
to common cause initiating events. (Observe that the FMEA method is a "bottom up" approach, in contrast
with the previous two "top down" approaches.) Common cause initiating events also included spatially
dependent physical interactions such as fires and floods, turbine missiles, sprays and pipe whips aswell as truly
external events such as earthquakes, aircraft accidents, etc.

The initiating event categories obtained as a result of the above identifying/selecting methods were further
compared and cross-checked with lists of initiators given or analyzed in several reports, such as, the Diablo
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CanyonFeoARt(forplant.specificfactors),WASH-1400,aEPRI NP.2230,sthePSA ProceduresGuide,4Indian

PointProbabUistlcSafetyStudy,sandSeabrookStationProbabilisticSafetyAssessment.6

Tne candidateinitiatingeventcategorieswerefurtherscreenedby thequantificationprocess,i.e.,initiating
eventswithlowoccurrencefrequencyandwithlessrelevancetochallengesafetysystemswereomitted.

WiththisproceduretheDCPRA arrivedatarathercomprehensivesetofinitiatorsconsistingof27"internal"

and 23 "external"initiatingevents.1_nlssetofinitiatingeventsisunusuallylargecomparedwiththatof
previousPP_JL

The listof thesevenLOCA, 14 transients,sixsupportsystem(common cause)failures,14 fires,three
floodway, and sixlevebofearthquakeinitiatorsand theircodedesignatorsaregiveninTable3.4.1.

Allthenon.selsmicinitiatorswereanal3ns_andquantifiedinthecontextofthefullDCPRA plantmodeland

inthissensetheywereallconsideredinthecoredamagefrequencyanalysisas"internalevents."

3,4.3 ofthe"lntu.nalInlaattns Inthe

The 2'7trulyinternalinitiatingeventsoftheDCPRA weredividedintotwogroupsforquantification.The

firstgroupiscomposedofthoseinitiatorsforwhichitwas deemed thatgeneticoperatingexperiencewas
applicable.The secondgroupincludedinitiatorswhichweredeemed torequireplant-specificanalysis.The

quantificationprocessforthefirstgroupentailedsophisticatedBayesianupdatingtechniqueswhichcombined
genericoperatingexperiencewithplant.specificex13erience(4.7yearsofoperation).For thequantification
of the secondgroup,systemunavailabilitycalculationswere used. Initiators,whose frequencieswere

calculatedby systemunavai_bilitycalculationsaremarkedwithasterisksinTable3.4.1,

The quantificationofthe"external"initiatingeventsinvolveda rathercomplexspacialinteractionstudyand
a detailedimpactanalysison plantsystems.Forfirescenarios(groupedinfirecategoriesdesignatedasFSI

throughFsg)individualinitiatingeventfrequencieswerecalculatedandtheywerefedintotheplantmodel
forcoredamagequantification.

Firescenariosoccurringinthecontrolroom (designator:CR) andthecablespreadingroom (CS)leadingto
coredamagewerenotincorporatedinthemodelasinitiatingevents,theyweremodelledseparatelyasdirect

coredamagefrequencies.

Floodscenarioswere groupedintothreeinitiatingeventcategories:FS9,FSI0 and FS11. Theirinitiator
frequenciesweredeterminedindividuallyandwerefedintotheplantmodelforcoredamagequantification,

similarlytotheFSI-FS8firescenariocategories.

Seventruly"external"eventinitiatorswerealsoconsidered(i.e.,aircraftimpact,shipimpact,externalfloods,
hurricanesand tornadoes,hazardouschemical,turbinemissiles,and externalfires).Excepthazardous

chemical,theseeventswerescreenedoutbytheDCPRA teamasratherinsignificantcontributorstothecore

damagefrequency,thustheywerenotconsideredfurtherintheDCPRA (SeeTable2.4.8).

Thoseinitiatorswhichweredeemedtobe significantcontributorstothecoredamagefrequency(i.e.,those
whichwereconsideredtoconstitutetheriskaftertruncating,mergingandcorrectingforscenarioswithsmall

coredamagefrequency)wereincludedinthereducedplantmodel.TheseinitiatorsarelistedinTable3.4.2a.
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(The reduced plant model 18_ in detail in Appendix D: DCPRA Dominant Accident Sequence
ModeI-DSM.)

The table lists the initiating event desigaators and the corresponding initiating frequencies. It also indicates
the mean value8 of the generic prior distributions applied in the Bayesian updating. Notice that several
htitiatoruwere found to provide negiiafble contribution to the total core damage frequency and therefore were
left out of the reduced plant model These are:

• Interfacing _nJtems LOCA, RI-IR Discharge Side
• C3omre of All MSIVs

• Inadvertent Opening of Main Steam Relief Valve
• Core Power Excursion

• Lore of All Charging Pumps and MSIV Closure (by fire)

• Loss of Component Cooling (by fire)

• loss of Com_nent Ventilation (by fire)

• Lm8 of 4kV Buses HO and HI-I (by fire)

The frequencies of the above initiators are listed in Table 3.4.2b. The external initiating event "hazardous
chemical release" was not a siflnificant contributor, however, it was included in the reduced plant model (see
Table 3.4.2a) _ upon a completeness argument. The control room (CR) and the cable spreading room

(CS) core damage frequency contributions were combined in the DSM and were given a common designator:
CRFIRE. Table 3.9.1a provides a breakdown of this set of initiators.

3.4.4 dtbe maans AnandJ

3,4,4.1 C---.'-_'_--_---

As demonstrated in Table 3.4.1 the DCPRA does not suffer from a lack of initiating events. The high degree
of completeness is the consequence of applying mutually supplementing initiatingevent selection methods and
a self- checking systematic comparison with other references. However, BNL noted that the screening process
applied to the final list of initiators dismissed the following:

a. The traditional initiator"Loss of two (or more) 120V AC Instrument Buses" was screened out from the
original list of initiators as an extreme low frequency event. A recent BNL study7 (see also Appendix
132),however, found that the recent generic rate of reactor trips due to multiple inverter failure alone
is .185 trips_ear. From these trips a non negligible fraction might be selected to be applicable for
Diablo Canyon Plant conditions. Each of the applicable events has the potential for impacting safety
because of the additional equipment response and operator actions generally needed to bring the unit
to a safe and controlled condition. In the DCPRA, the reactor trip initiator (RT) and the associated
event tree do not account for events of the above type, since the RT event tree is not conditioned for
8imultaneotu guaranteed failure of more than one instrument ac channel. Its contribution to the core

damage frequency might be aecounted_for in the present framework of the DCPRA by being grouped
together with the initiators"Loss of 480V AC Switchgear Ventilation, LOSWV" (or with "Loss of One

DC Bus, LIDC"). The Review of the Millstone 3 PRA s lists a mean value of 6.15E-02 year"tfor the
frequency of the initiator: "Los8of a Pair of Vital 120V AC Buses."
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1"he review interest in tb:, analysis of the "loss of two (or mot©) vital 120V ac instrument buses,
stommedfrom the insiphta it might provide into plant dependencies, interactions and, therefore, safety."

b. Similarly,another traditional initiatingevent "Loss of Instrument/_Jr" was not quantified and analyzed
u a separate initiator. Instead, the DCPRA assumed that the instrument air system simply fails after
each type of initiatingevent. By this assumption, the DCPRA introduced an unnecessary"conservatism"
which ultimately led to a modelling artifact: instrument air appears to be the most important plant
safety system. In addition, this assumption prevented the realistic assessment of the instrument air
system's importance for safety. Thus, the only useful information about the effect of failures of the
instrument air system at Diablo Canyon plant comes from the original initiator FIVlEA. (Results of the
FMEA indicated that at Diablo Canyon the effect of loss of instrument air is somewhat similar _ _he
effect of loss of main feedwater, TLMFW). BNL believes a realistic analysis of the loss of instrument
air initiator would be beneficial for any safety insights for the DCPP.

c. BNL simply notes for completeness that it appearsthat none of the DCPRA initiatorcategories includes
events classified in category [37] of EPRI.NP.2230:3 "Loss of Power to Necessary Plant Systems." The
median frequency of these events was estimated by BNL using the data of NUREG/CR-38629 to be
2.87E.02 year"t. BNL identified several events of this kind during its search for events representing
"Total Loss of Service Water Systems" (see Appendix A3) but did not take them into account in the
calculation of that initiator.

hte.eq g,.etrn.p.Ju

BNL's review of the initiating event frequencies did not include a recalculation of each initiator frequency.
However, to determine potential outliers, all initiatingevent frequencies listed in Tables 3.4.2a and 3.4.2b were
compared with those of other recent PRAs or other data sources. From those initiating frequencies which
were determined in the DCPRA by system analysis (fault trees), two specific initiatorswere chosen for detailed
audit/requantification. The two initiators were "Loss of Auxiliary Saltwater (LOSW)" and "Loss of
Component Cooling Water (LPCC)."

The objective of this section is to provide the observations gained from this portion of the review. The
observations are made roughly ih the order of the initiator's importance, i.e., the initiator's contribution to the
core damage frequency (for ranking of initiator importance see Table 3.9.Ia).
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1. lm, at _ PUmr, LOOP

Generic and site.specific information was used in the DCPRA to evaluate the frequency of the loss of offsite
power, LOOP, initiating event. This detailed information was not available for BNL. Neither was the
information about the subdivision of this frequency according to its main sources. That is: 1) frequency of
LOOP events affecting only Unit I or Unit 2, 2) frequencyof LOOP events affecting both units simultaneously
(the DCPRA emphasized that DCPP never experienced a grid-related LOOP during the 4.7 years of
operation included in the study), 3) LOOP events induced by non LOOP transients at Unit 1 and affecting
that unit only (see, e.g., BNL's question on load rejection contribution to the LOOP frequency in the review
of non-vital electric power system, Appendix B2), and 4) LOOP events at Unit 1 induced by non-LOOP
transients at Unit 2 under any operational condition. (As this report was in its final editing stages, DCPP did
experience a LOOP event, however, no attempt at that late stage was made to factor this event into the review
analy,h.)

A recent article from the EPRI Journalt° calls attention to the fact that solar magnetic storms represent a real
threat to power grid integrity during the next i 1 year cycle of increased sunspot-activity. The article goes on
to discuss specific examples. This subject would not normally be a concern in a PRA, however, the article
includes a map which shows most all of Californiawithin a "high potential" zone for grid failure and this could
affect the LOOP component 2) mentioned above.

upon 1) the electrical system model of Unit 1, which considers the advantages due to the
interconnectioMbetween the _o units, but is tacit about any disadvantages arising from component 4) above

of the LOOP initiators and 2) the recent EPI_I report, BNL suggested that it would be very useful for PG&E
to reevaluate the derivation of their LOOP initiator frequency and documer,t their finding_¢accordingly.
PG&E did reevaluate the original derivation and concluded no changes we.re required, tt As a sensitivity
calculation, BNL applied the assumption that one such solar event would hat?penon the PG&E grid over the
next 30 years with s 0.5 probability of causing a loss of offsite power at Diablo Canyon. When this
contribution was added to the PG&E LOOP value and substituted in the dominant sequence model, the non-
seismic CDF increa_w,dby just over 4 percent. Subsequent to BNL's surfacing this issue within the DCPPRA
review, the U.S. NRC issued Information Notice No. 90-42 (June 19, 1990) advising all licensees of this
potential circumstance.

2. Ructer Trip, lIT

The mean generic prior frequency for this initiator, 1.53 yr"1seems to be small compared with other generic
RT data. This initiator is cross-referenced (see Table C1-6 and CI-5 of the DCPRA) with the following
initiator categories of the EPRI-NP-2230 report: [38], [39], [40]. The review of the Millstone 3 PRA lists for
these EPRI categories a combined median and a mean value of 2.32 yr"tand 3.03 yr"t,respectively (see Table
3.1-3 in NUREG/CR-4142). Based on the data in NUREG/CR-3682 and the classification of EPRI-NP-801, t2
(equivalent with the classification of EPRI-NP-2230) BNL obtained a median value of 2.18 yr"t, near to the

Millstone median. A subset of the data, the "spurious frequency of reactor trips" (due to testing of analog
channels in the Reactor Protection System) alone provides a value of 0.5 yr"t. This is the value used by the

Westinghouse Owner's Group to request Technical Specification Relaxation for the Reactor Protection
Instrumentation Systems from the NRC (see the Westinghouse reports WCAP-10271 t3and WCAP-10272-A t4.
The latter report also contains the NRC's approval of the request).
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In the Seabrook PRA; the mean frequency of the reactor trip initiator is: 3.13 yr"1.The Midland PRA ts used
for the same initiator: 6.11 yr"1. Both values are "prior dominated" plant-specific values with zero plant
evidence (since the plants had no operating experience).

i

The analysts preparing the DCPRA used special selection and screening criteria to arrive at their results on
the prior frequency, RT. These are described in Section 3.4.5. The DCPRA mean value for RT was 1.14

events/year. It appears that the screening criteria employed and the blanket fashion in which it was applied
in order to obtain the DCPRA value represents a lower bound mean value. BNL did not perform a Bayesian
updating of the other data sources to obtain an alternative plant-specific mean frequency. However, the
Mil_one and BNL median values were close and therefore, one can take the Millstone mean value (3.03/yr)
as indicative of long term previous industry experience and then take the specific industry performance for
the years 1988 and 1989 (from the April 23, 1990 issue of "Inside NRC" - Volume 12, No. 9, as 2.26/yr and
1.85/yr, respectively) as indicative of the trend to fewer trips per year as the industry matures. The following
sensitivity study (based upon thb dominant sequence model) using these values gives an indication of the effect
of the reactor trip initiator on the non-seismic CDF.

i ,,,, ,,,,, ,, i, ill i iH

Case RT Unnormailzed Resulting % A CDF
Events/Year Fussel-Vesely Non-Seismic

Importance CDF
i

DCPRA 1.14 1.615-5 1.7728-4 --

Industry - 1989 1.85 2.621-5 1.8733-4 5.7
i ii

Industry- 1988 2.26 3.202-5 1.9314-4 9
iiiiii i i i

Long Term Industry Experience 3.03 4.293-5 2.0405-4 15

3. Turbine Trip, "l['r

The mean generic prior frequency of the Tr initiator, 1.08 yr"1is also smaller compared with other data. The

DCPRA cross references this initiator with categories [33] and [34] of EPRI-NP-2230. The review of the
Millstone 3 PRA provides for the sum of the EPRI categories a median value of 1.76 yr"_(see Table 3.1-2a
of Reference 8). Based on the data in NUREG-3682, BNL obtained a median value of: 1.66 yr"t. The "prior
dominated" plant-specific mean "IT initiator frequencies in the Seabrook and Midland PRAs are the same for
both plants: 1.95 yr4. The Diablo Canyon plant-specific mean TT initiator value was 1.05 yr"t. The following
chart demonstrates the sensitivity of the non-seismic CDF to the "IT initiator frequency using the dominant
sequence model.

Case RT Unnormalized Resulting % A CDF
Events/Year Fussel-Vesely Non-Seismic

Importance CDF

DCPRA 1.05 1.477-5 1.7728-4 --
i

Alternative 1.95 2.743-5 1.8994-4 7.1
i
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4. All Transient Catesories

A similar trend that the prior and consequently the posterior mean frequencies used for a given transient are
smaller than those of other PRAs can be observed for practically each of the categories in the transient group
of Table 3.4.1. The trend can'be demonstrated by comparing the sums of the mean prior and posterior
frequencies of the initiators of that initiator group with similar values of other PRAs. The sum of the mean
prior frequencies of the group "Transient"in Table 3.4.1 (i.e., RT+TY+LCV+...+LOPF)is: 4.53 yr"1. The
sum of the mean posteriors (Diablo Canyon specific values) is: 3.79 yr"1(3.71 yr"1in the dominant sequence
model). Seabrook's sum of posterior means is: 10.80 yr"1(the categories are the same as those of the
DORA). Midland's sum of posterior means is: 8.98 yr"1(Midland categories are: RT, TY, EF, FW). The
Millstone Unit 3 sum of the medians is: 7.71 yr"tand the sum of the means is: 10.57 yr"1(the Millstone
values correspond to the categories of EPRI-NP-2230, cross referenced by using Tables C. 1-6of the DCPRA).
Additional comparison with other sums of transient values obtained from PRAs on Westinghouse plants, show
the same discrepancy. The Westinghouse plants analyzed in NUREG- 115016have the following (plant-specific)
values:

1. Surry Unit 1 transient categories: T2 + T3 = 8.16 yr"1.

2. Zion, as reviewed in Reference 17 see p. 2-8 of that reference) transient categories:
5+6+7+8+9+10+lla+12+13a = 13.97 yr"t.

3. Sequoyah transient categories: T2 + T3 = 7.80 yr"1.

BNL offers the following sensitivity study to place the entire class of transient initiators into perspective for
the Diablo Canyon plant. The previous two subsections addressed RT and TI' individually and therefore they
have been removed from the list for this sensitivity study. With the removal of RT and TY:

the DCPRA value becomes (3.79- 1.14- 1.05 =) 1.60 yr"t

the DSM value becomes (3.71 - 1.14 - 1.05 =) 1.52 yr"t

the Seabrook value becomes (10.8 - 3,13 - 1.95 =) 5.72 yr"x

Taking the ratio of Seabrook to Diablo Canyon (5.72/1.60 = 3.575) and applying it to the dominant sequence
model yields the following:

'[' i i i

Case Transient Unnormaliz_d Resulting %A CDF
Events/Year FusseI.Vesely Non-Seismic

Importance CDF

DCPRA 1.52 2.348-5 1.7728-4 --

(DORA) (3.575) 5.43 8.395-5 2.3774-4 34

$. Total Loss of Auxiliary Saltwater, LOSW

The mean frequency of the LOSW initiator was derived in the DCPRA by an unavailabilityanalysis (fault tree
evaluation) of the AS system and not by reflecting appropriately screened industry experience. The analysis
took into consideration the intertie to the parallel AS system of Unit 2. BNL performed a detailed review

of the system analysis (see Appendix B3) and in addition conducted a data search and analysis to check
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whether the failure rates used in the quantification reflect the harsher environmental conditions that might
be ezpectedwith a saltwaterworking fluid. The data search was directed also to obtain an industry-experience

based frequency for this initiator. The review showed that the assumptions and failure values used in the
DCPRA unavailability model to determine the frequency of LOSW were somewhat optimistic.

A sensitivity calculation performed by BNL (see Appendix B3) based on modified modelling assumptions but
with the original failure rates resulted in a new point estimate mean initiator frequency BNI2.: LOSWc, k =
4,36E-04,yr"I.

A mush mperience-basedBayesian estimate (San Onofre 2 and 3 event) provides the following value for the

mean frequency of this initiator: LOSWeq, = 2.23E-03 yr"t. From the above two estimates, one may
anticipate that the real value of the LOSW initiator frequency Hesin the interval: 4.56E-04 yr"1< LOSW <
2.23E-03 yr"t.

Based upon BNL's initial findings, PG&E reevaluated their initiator frequency and offered an updated value
44 percent higher than the original. This represented a less than one percent increase in overall non-seismic
CDF. In turn, in order to factor in an element of expert opinion and to provide an additionaldata point, BNL
took the geometric mean of the above interval related to LOSW initiator frequency and this provided a 7.64
percent increase in total non-seismic CDF. This is the value used by BNL in section 3.10 (cases 5 and 6)
concerning alternative quantification.

6. Total Loss of Component Cooling Water System, LPCC

BNL did not requantify the unavailability model of the CCWS which serves the basis for the determination
of this initiator in the DORA. Instead a data search and analysis effort was carried out to provide an
industry-experience-based frequency value (see Appendix 134). BNL's calculation resulted in a mean value
of _ - 3.14E-3 yr"1. BNL considered that a fraction of the initiating events represented "linked"

initiators; e.g., when one of the CCW heat exchangers was in outage and the other heat exchanger was lost
because of a failure of its associated saltwater system train. Depending on the perception of which LER
events should be considered as conceivable priors, and as a result of the BNL review, PG&E estimated a new
mean initiating frequency to be: LPCCm&e - 2.88E-04 yr"1. This was 47 percent higher than the original
DCPRA value listed in Table 3.4.2a.

If one takes the updated PG&E value as a lower bound and the BNL value as an upper bound, the geometric
mean derived therefrom would yield a 6.9 percent increase in non-seismic CDF when substituted into the

dominant sequence model. This is the value used by BNL in Section 3.10 (cases 5 and 6) concerning
alternative quantification.

7. Other Common Cause Initlatiq Event Frequencies

BNL did not perform a rigorous, detailed review of the remaining initiators belonging to the common cause

group. These are: L1DC, LOSWV and LOCV. The frequencies of these initiators were obtained via plant-
specific systems analysis which seemed to be reasonable.
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8. LOCA Initiators

The categorization of LOCA events in the DCPRA is based on the analyses of generic Westinghouse plants.
The LOCAs are:

• ExcessiveLOCA, ELOCA: Any LOCA more severe than the design basis LOCA (beyond the capability
oftheECC_).

• LargeLOCA, LLOCA: Dis > 6 inches(withinthecapabilityoftheECCS).
• Medium LOCJ_ MLOCA: 2 < Dia < 6 inch_s.
• Small LOCA; Isolable, SLOCI: Dis < 2 inches; results from leaking PORV, Nonisolablo, SLOCN: Dia

•_ 2 inches; break or leak other than from PORV.
• Steam Generator "l_be Rupture, SGTR.
• Interfacing Systems LOCA; VSI, VDI: LOCAs originating at an interface between RCS and low

pressure systems with a release path bypassing containment. VDI is located on the discharge side of
the RHR pump, and VST is located on the suction side.

BNL considers tiffs selection of LOCA initiators to be consistent with those of other PRAs. The review found

that the mean frequencies of the majority of the LOCA categories were comparable with those used in PRAs
for other Westinghouse reactors.

Due to current regulatory interest and insights obtained from ongoing studies, BNL has the following
comments on the frequencies of the "Interfacing LOCA" and "Nonisolable, Small LOCA" initiators:

a. The main frequencies of the interfacing LOCA initiators in the DCPRA were derived along the
approach developed for the Seabrook Emergency Planning Study.ts The approach involved the
application of: i) "gross reverse leakage"and "_ailure to reseat on demand" failure modes for the series
of check valves in the RHR injection lines. The frequency of the gross reverse leakage failure mode
was considered to be leak-rate dependent; fi) "Gross reverse leakage," "MOV fails to operate on
demand", and "MOV disk failing open when indicating closed" failure modes for the series of MOVs

in the RHR suction line. The frequencies of MOV leakage and failure to operate upon demand failure
modes were assumed to be identical with those of the check valves; iii) Averaging of time-dependent
failure rates over the time period between leak testing of the valves. Valve leak tests are performed
at each refueling (T = 1.5 year).

b. The check valve leak failure frequencies play a crucial role in the initiator frequency calculation. These
were determined by the authors of the Seabrook study by selecting LER events essentially at the RCS-
ECCS interface (the majority of the events were leakage into the accumulators). To estimate the total
number of checkvalve hours, the analysts considered the total population of check valves in the ECCS
instead of the particular subset of check valves at the interfaces. This resulted in a substantial
overestimate of check valve hours, i.e., underestimation of check valve leak failure rates and thus

underestimation of the frequencies of the interfacing LOCA initiators.

c. The initiator frequency calculation apparently did not consider the number of cold shutdowns between
refuelingperiods, and thus neglected the contribution of"disk fails to reseat after demand" failure mode
to the initiator frequency. Similarly, the human factor contribution through testing and maintenance

was completely neglected.
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d. 1"hecheck valve failure analysis did not recognize that the frequent occurrence of leakage events into
the accumulator was due to the unusual corrosive environment of boric acid affecting the outlet check
valves of the accumulators. Consequently, it was not recognized that leakage events to the accumulators
represent "small LOCA precursors" in that preferred direction.

e. "l_ne"Nonisolable, Small LOCA" initiating frequency seems to be underestimated from the point of view
that industry-experiencedRCP seal LOCA events caused by mechanical or maintenance-inducedfailures
were neglected from the prior event sample. NUREG/CR-440019 identified 71 seal leakage events at
Westinghouse RCP pumps up to 1985, with four events in the 25 gpm - 500 gpm leak rate range. Based
on this information, an annual exceedance frequency vs. leak rate curve was constructed for

Westinghouse plants with four RCPs (see Figure 3.4.1). From this curve the initiator frequency of seal
LOCAs exceeding the makeup capability of a plant can be estimated. Taking the "best estimate" curve,

the RCP seal LOCA initiating frequency, i.e., the frequency of seal leakage events exceeding 150 gpm
can be determined. The value is about 8.0E-03 yr"t. This value, which relates essentially to a subset
of unisolable small LOCA initiating events is still higher than the "updated" DCPRA value, which is
5.83E-03 yr"1.

Upon the request of BNL, PG&E provided information about the fractional contribution of RCP seal LOCA
events to the unisolable small LOCA frequency. PG&E considered it to be zero based on a cursory review
of the data in the period 1980-1985. BNL indicated that PG&E may relatively easily correct the above
problematic issues b) through e) by using Reference 18 and a recent BNL study on Interfacing Systems LOCA
at PWRs) ° In terms of the overall impact on plant CDF, these issues would not be expected to have a
significant influence. They may, however, be important for the level 2 and 3 portions of the DCPRA when
that effort is undertaken.

3.4,5 ,__ of _neri¢ Initiating Event l_ncles for the DCPRA

In order to understand the difference in initiating event frequency with respect to other PRAs, upon BNL's
request, PG&E submitted the following clarification of their approach in selecting generic initiating events for
the DCPRA. This is reiterated here verbatim.

"The two main sources for the generic plant data used in the development of transient initiating event
frequencies were:

- an Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) study of transients at U.S. nuclear power
plants (Reference 9). Events selected from this study were those causing forced shutdowns at
PWR units from 1980 to 1983.

- a compilation of Licensee Event Reports (LERs) by Tennessee Valley Authority. PWR t_ansients
from 1984 through July 1987 were considered from this source.

The transient events collected from the above sources covering a period of 7.6 years (from 1980 through
July 1987) were further screened to include only those events that are appropriate for use in a PRA of
a nuclear plant in power operation. The criteria used in the screening process were:

1) Those trip events occurring at or below 25% power were excluded if they occurred during power
ascent or during shutdown. Trip events at or below 25% power were included if they occurred
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during power descent or during prolonged operation at a low power level. It was assumed that
the decay heat at low power levels during power ascent would not be significant.

2) Trip events occurring between _% power and S0% power were excluded if they occurred during
ascent ud were also due to feedweter instability. Feedwater problems are extremely common

during power ascent, and it was judged that these events would not be applicable to normal plant
operating conditions.

!

Many trip events not appropriate for a PRA of a nuclear plant in power operation were excluded from
the database when the above screening criteria were applied. Moreover, by considering PWR transients

from the period 1980 through July 1987 only, trip events occurring during the first year of operation for
many PWR units were also excluded from the database. These are PWR units whose first year of
commerdni operation is prior to 1980. It is evident from Reference I that, in general, nuclear reactors
emperiancedmany more trip events in their first year of operation than in subsequent years.

It is expected that the transient initiating event frequencies computed from the above sources would be
lem than those values calculated from a PWR transient events database which includes events from all

years of operation for aH t_e _WR units (i.e., includes first year of operation). Furthermore, the

screening criteria described above will also tend to yield lower values for initiating event frequencies."

BNL considers the above generic initiating event selection and screening procedures to be somewhat biased
in an optimistic fashion as noted throughout Section 3.4.
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(Figure Taken from Reference 20).
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TM_ &4.1 InlgiMla8 Evmt Catqet4N Sdectd for __ of tlte l)lal_ Stltfloll lflslk Modd
(Table 6.26 of DCPRA)

_ i i , | ' "

Initiating Event Categories Selected Code
Group " for Separate Quantification De_lg_ator

I I I II I _* .....

Loss of Coolant 1. Excessive LOCA ELOCA
Inventory 2. Large LOCA LLOCA

3. Medium LOCA MLOCA
4. Small LOCA, nonisolable SLOCN
5. Small LOCA, isolable SLOCI
6. Interfacing systems LOCA
6a. At RHR pump suction VS
6b. At RHR pump discharge VD
7. Steam generator tube rupture SGTR.

Transients 8. Reactor trip RT
9. Turbine trip 'IT
I0. Loss of condenser vacuum LCV
11. Closure of all MSIVs AMSIV
12. Steam line break inside containment SLBI
13. Steam line break outside containment SLBO
14. Inadvertent safety injection ISl
15. Main steam relief valve opening MSRV
16. Total main feedwater loss TLMFW

(includes feedwater line break)
17. Partial main feedwater loss PLMFW
18. Excessive feedwater EXFW
19. Closure of one main steam IMSIV

isolation valve (MSIV)
20. Core power excursion CPEXC
21. Loss of primary flow LOPF

Common Cause
Initiating Events

Support System 22. Loss o.f offsite power LOOP
Faults 23. Loss of one DC bus L1DC

24. Total loss of auxiliary saltwater LOSW
25. Total loss of component cooling water LPCC
26. Loss of 480-V switchgear ventilation LOS_.W
27. Loss of control room ventilation LOCV

Seismic Events 28. 0.2 g to 1.25 g SEIS1
29. 1.25 g to 1.75 g SEIS2
30. 1.75 g to 2.0 g SEIS3
31. 2.0 g to 2.5 g SEIS4
32. 2.5 g to 3.0 g SEIS5
33. 3.0 g to 4.0 g SEIS6
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Tsbb 3.4.1 (mdlasd)

]111i I I I IIIIII I IHII IIII II i ii I ii i I I i I

Inltlatln8 Event Categories Selected Code
Group for Separate Quantification Designator

I i IlL I Ill I IllS I ISI Ill ISIt I _ i

Fire and Smoke 34. _:Loss of both motor-driven AFW pumps FS1

_57_.. Loss of all char_n 8 pumps and MSIV closure FS2

Loss of component cooling FS3
Loss of control ventilation FS4

, 38. Loss of atedllary saltwater FS5
/ 39. Loss of 4-kV bum HF and HO FS6

' ' 40. Loss of 4-kV buses HO and HH PS7
41. Loss of 4-kV buses HP, HO, and HH PS8
42. C.,ontrolroom fire at _cal board VB-1 CRt
43. Controlroom fireatverticalboardVB-2 -. ,. CR2
44. Conn_ room fire at the interface of CR3

vertical boards VB-2 and VB-3
45. Control room flre atverticalboardVB-4 CR4
46. Cable spreading room fire one CSI
47. Cable spreading room fire two CS2

Flood,Jets, and 48. Loss of all auxiliaryfeedwater FS9
Sprays (pipe 49. Loss of both motor-driven APW pumps FS10
breaks) 50. Loss of auxiliary saltwater FSII
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Tahls_L,Ia _ IbmSs a,_iTI,,_Mini _mr laam _ _

.......................... I IIIII ....................
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3£ Event Trees

The DCPRA event trees were not given a rigorously detailed review by BNL as part of the overall DCPRA
review process. The basis for this was that there was an extremely detailed and comprehensive methodology
applied to the event tree development and, therefore, BNL tried to concentrate resources on other areas of
the PRA.

The applied methodology utilized event sequence diagrams (ESDs) and stressed the involvement of both PRA
analysts and plant operations personnel. BNL did check for any obvious errors in the event tree logic
structure but none were apparent. The following is one of the latest papers presented on this subject: F.R.
Hubbard III, M.A. Waller, D.J. Wakefield, "The Use of Event-Sequence Diagrams in Probabilistic Risk
Assessment," Vol. 60, p. 407.408 in Transactions of the American Nuclear Sociely, 1989 Winter Meeting, San
Francisco, California, TANSAO 60 1-792, 1989.

3.6 Felt Trees

The fault tree revlewwas conducted as part of the systems analyses documented in Appendices A and B. The
system documentation associated with the DCPRA provided reliability block diagrams (as opposed to actual
fault trees) containing supercomponents covering large portions of the system. BNL converted these diagrams
into fault trees and used the SETS computer code to solve them. This allowed BNL to display the leading
cut sets for those top events so modelled. Such cut sets are not provided within the DCPRA.

The quantification of the supercomponents was supplied in equation form by PG&E. That is, in order for
BNL to supply the value block for input to the SETS code, the equation for each of the supercomponents had
to be solved as well as broken down to identify/verify its constituent parts. Each equation represented an
expression that combined all the failure modes of each of the elements of the supercomponents. BNL also
checked the equation against the plant drawings to verify that all major components/failure modes were
included.

In order to then verify the various split fractions associated with each fault tree, BNL had to set various items
to one or zero to define each boundary condition and then solve that version of the fault tree four times to
account for the different postulated sets of system alignment as discussed in Section 3.2.

The BNL quantificationYverificationof the conditional split fractions in most cases provided good agreement
with the PG&E results. The difference in the majority of the cases coming from the use of Monte Carlo
techniques by PG&E and point estimates by BNL. There were a few notable exceptions as discussed in
Appendices A and B, however,_thesewere not due to the fault tree/reliabilityblock diagram structure or level
of detail. BNL concluded that for the fault trees/reliabilityblock diagrams that received detailed review, they
adequately represented the Diablo Canyon Plant.

3.7 Failure Data

The DCPRA data base was developed by updating the proprietary PL&G data base. The PL&G data base
was first screened to exclude failure events that were believed clearly not applicable to the Diablo Canyon
plant. This screened data base then became the source of the "priors" for a Bayesian updating process.
Diablo Canyon-specific data was used where available as the "experience" for updating and the resulting
posterior distributions became the Diablo Canyon data base used in the DCPRA. Appendix H (specifically
Section H.2) of the DCPRA provides a comprehensive treatise on the complete data analysis approach that
was used and is therefore not repeated here.
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Appendix C of tlds report presents the complete database as provided to BNL by PG&E and reflects its status
as of July 8, 1988. Ouantification of the conditional split fractions discussed in Section 3.9 and Appendix D
was based upon this data base.

The BNL review scope in this area was limited to a review of the overall methodology and then was
specifically guided by the results of the systems analysis reviews documented in Appendices A and B. BNL
fully endorses the Bayesian updating approach used for the DCPRA. Specific comments on individual failure
probabilities are addressed as part of the systems analysis reviews within Appendices A and B. Specific

comments on initiator quantification are found in Section 3.4. ]

lAs part of the systems analysis review of the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system, BNL substituted generic
failure probabilities into the AFW model to get an idea of how sensitive the results were to the Diablo
Canyon.specific data used in the DCPRA. This analysis is documented in Appendix A3 and showed that the
results were not that sensitive to an alternate data base.

3.11 Human Rellab,ifityAnalysts (HRA) Methodology

$.S.1 of the imA M olew  mdew

The review of the Diablo Canyon Probabilistic Risk Assessment (DORA) HRA methodology centered on
Section 3.5 and Appendix G of the main report. Also reviewed were documents elaborating on the HRA
preparedbyPG&E and provided to the NRC in response to questions and solicitations arising from this
review. These latter documents were included in correspondence from PG&E to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) dated January 16, 1989, and December 8, 1989, respectively. The following paragraphs
present questions which guided the HRA review (part of 3.8.1), an overview of the HRA performed as part.
of the DCPRA (3.8.2), an overview of the HRA review findings (3.8.3), a detailed discussion of each finding
vis-a.vis questions guiding the review (3.8.4), and a summary of the HRA review (3.8.5). In addition,
suggested revisions/improvements for Section 3.5 and Appendix G to the DORA, mainly for the benefit of
future users, are discussed in Section 6 of this report.

No attempt was made to replicate any of the analyses performed by the HRA team. Rather, reasonableness
of results was judged based on the credibility of modeling, source data, and human factors assessment
instruments employed. Therein, the review focused on data, methods, and comprehensiveness of analyses
performed to assess involvement of humans as precursors, initiator, and mediators, including recovery, in each
DCPRA accident sequence. More specifically, the following nine questions guided this review.

1. To what degree were human factors professionals used in the DCPRA HRA?
2. What type of human systems analysis was performed to support plant model development, and to

identify pertinent human task actions for inclusion in the event and fault trees?
3. What types of task actions (both cognitive and execution) were analyzed as part of each accident

sequence? And, how were they chosen?
4. What person-centered (e.g., experience, fatigue, stress), task-centered (e.g., training, procedures), and

environment-centered (e.g., supervision, team support, organizational support) performance sr_sping
factors 0PSFs) were scaled for human task actions included as precursors, initiators, or mediatoni in the
event and fault trees? How were they chosen? And, what methods (including rationale for their choice)
were used to scale each PSF7

5. What quantiftcationmethods (e.&, THERP, HCR, SLIM-MAUD)were used to estimates human errors
on task actions selected for analysis? Why were these quantification methods chosen?

6. What were the sources of generic error data from which bounding values were derived for estimating
human errors? Why were these sources selected?

7. What characterization or behavioral model of plant personnel was used to identify multiples and
dividends of the base or point estimates of human error for the sensitivity analysis?
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8. What inferences (insights) are drawn (in line with information developed as part of 2 through 7 above)
regarding the contribution of human error on overall plant risk?

9. To what extent were results documented to allow for auditing and/or replicating, or to allow for
combining with data from other PRAs?

BNL conducted a full set of importance analyses for the various human actions/errors that are included in the
DSM. These can be found in Section 3.9 and Appendix D. In addition, the quantification of _lected actions
was reviewed as part of the system analyses documented in Appendices A and B.

3.8,20verviewefthe HRA

The DORA HRA was performed by staff of PG&E and PLG, closely supported by Diablo Canyon (DC)
plant personnel. Based on discussions with PG&E representatives, it was concluded that no human factors
specialists were included on the PG&EA_LG HRA team. The HRA segment of the DCPRA followed a
sometimes iterative six step process:

• First, event sequence diagrams (ESDs) were used as task analysis tools to identify pertinent human
actions that would be analyzed as part of the event and fault trees.

• Second, human task actions ident/fled as pertinent were categorized as skill, rule, or knowledge based
(Rasmnsson's topolosy ) using the Electric Power Research Institute's Human Cognitive Reliability
(HCR) criteria.

• Third, performance shaping factors (PSFs) were identified by PG&E and PLG HRA team members by
means of a nominal group technique, for each human task action selected for analysis.

• Fourth, some 21 equipment and person centered PSFS, identified as part of the previous step, were
evaluated by DC operators using a survey instrument developed and pre-tested by the HRA team.

• Fifth, error probability, recovery, and uncertainty estimates were calculated employing the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's Success Likelihood Index Method (SLIM) as the quantificationtool, and using
Three Mile Island PRA human error data as bounding values.

• Sixth, HRA results documentation was guided by precedents established in earlier PRAs especially
Three Mile Island.

3.u SmmmrTet mudtu,.

xs. l l,..abe ma6.p

The HRA performed by PG&E_LG is innovative in form if not completely in substance. Efforts were made
to systematically select, analyze and document the effects of 75 different human task action types, primarily
involving potential for errors of omission, as part of some 400 sequence analyses encompassing 12 frontline
and 14 support systems. Calculated human error point estimates ranging from close to 1.0 to 1.6E-3 appear
reasonable _ on the scaled PSF values, bounding values, and quantification methods employed.
Uncertainty estimates generally failing between 1-2 magnitudes above and below the point estimates also
appear reasonable. In summary, while the human factors qualificationsof the PG&E/PLG personnel involved
in the HRA may be at issue, it appears that personnel involved made appropriate use of source data and
quantification methods cited in the DCPRA main report (Section 3.5, Appendix G). Two other innovative
features of the HRA should be noted. First, task analyses were constructed as ESDs relying on interviews,
documentation reviews, and walk-throughs/talk-throughs, rather than relying primarily on normal operating
and emergency operating procedures. This had the effect of producing more accurate and complete
descriptions of what plant personnel actually do during off-normal conditions than can be achieved relying
solely on written procedures. Second, human factors rating scales and plant personnel were used in
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evaluating the 21 PSFs considered in the HRA. This is a significant departure from more commonly used
engineering judgement approaches to PSF scaling. This approach also allowed for better auditing of the
quantitative analyses of human errorand for gaining insights into strengths and weaknesses of person-centered,
equipment-centered, and environment-centered factors which tend to enhance or exacerbate human
performance.

3.U.2 lrmal

The following findings were derived using the nine questions enumerated under 3.8.1. They should be viewed
as distractions rather than as refutations from the findings summarized under 3.8.3.1.

1. No certified human factors specialists participated as members of the HRA team.
2. The HRA focused primarilyon potential errors of omission rather than commission; likewise it focused

primarily on execution errors rather than on cognitive errors.

3. PSF evaluations, based on ratingsby plant personnel, were often done based on single item rating scales.
4. It is not always clear which of the 21 PSFs scaled for the HRA were associated with each task action,

by type and by analysis.
5. Generic data used for bounding point estimates and uncertainties were derived from the Three Mile

Island PRA rather than from training simulator data collected by the HRA team at Diablo Canyon, or
from an amalgamation of data from the two dozen PRAs that were available at the time.

6. The main report, Section 3.5 and Appendix G, leave the impression that the HCR method was used to
analyze cognitive errors. Later correspondence from PG&E to the NRC indicate that HCR was used
only to categorize task actions (i.e., skill, rule, knowledge).

7. Environmental PSFs (e.g., habitability,supervision, working or organizationalclimate) were not included
in the analysis.

8. The main report (Section 3.5 and Appendix G) leave the impression that a SLIM-MAUD "type"
quantification method was used to analyze human error. Later correspondence indicates that the SLIM
methodology, a limited version of SLIM-MAUD, was actually used.

3.8.4 Discussion of each l_nding Vis-A-Vis Review Guidelines

3Jr.4.1 HllA Team Members

The HRA team was comprised of PG&E and PLG scientists none of which were certified human factors
specialists. While this omission has been the rule in past PRAs, the credibility of the DCPRA could have been
further enhanced if this type of expertise had been available, especially since a number of innovations were
introduced into the analysis. In this regard, free standing task analyses were done to identify pertinent task
actions and associated PSFs (the latter heavily reliant on behavioral and social science considerations).
Second, rating scales were developed and implemented with plant personnel to evaluate PSFs (a process
heavily reliant on psychometric scaling expertise). Third, the SLIM method, employing a nominal group
approach, was used to derive human errorpoint estimates and to do sensitivity analyses (the latter assuming
a conceptual model of human performance under a wide range of task conditions mediated by the effects of
person, equipment and environmental PSFs). In each of these instances, inclusion of one or more human
factors specialists, bringing behavioral and social science, and psychometric perspectives to the team, would
have contributed to a more complete analysis, would have enhanced the team's ability to gain insights from
the analytic experience, and would have enhanced the team's ability to derived lessons learned for future
analyses such as those to be performed for the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) Program. Greater
involvement of certified human factors specialists would have more fully responded to Negative Finding 1
0.8.3.2).
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The HRA team did stand-alone task analyses of anticipated accident sequences, employing event sequence
diagrams (ESDs), to identify pertinent task actions and associated PSFs. This innovation (not relying solely
on normal and emergency operating procedures) reflects a conscious attempt by the team to elevate HRA
beyond a peripheral consideration in the DCPRA main report. The ESDs emerging from this process along
with narrative information necessary for the human actions review were not fully documented in the main
PRA report or Appendix G. This omission somewhat Hmited the reviewers' abifity to assess the degree to
which inclusion of certified human factors practitioners on the team could have further exploited the
procedure. As a minimum, such involvement would have sensitized the whole team to a broader mix of
omission, commission, execution, and cognitive errors, therein, responding more completely to Negative
Finding 2"(3.8.3.2).

3.8.4.3 d

A total of 75 human task types, involving approximately 400 analyses, were included in the HRA. The scope
of the analysis, therefore, compares favorablywith other precedent setting HRAs such as those performed for
the Oconee III and Arkansas Nuclear 1 PRAs. Limited attention of the HRA to errors of commission and

cognition (e.g., decision making) is unfortunate because the HRA team did had available the HCR method
for analyzing errors of commission; likewise it had available the THERP method described in NUREG/CR-
1278 for analyzing cognitive errors. Greater attention to these type errors would have responded more fully
to Negative Finding 2 (3.8.3.2).

3.8,4,4 l_r_ssm_ Skspis8 Fse_rs Evslus_l

Some 21 person and equipment centered PSFs were selected by the HRA team using the ESDs discussed
above, and were scaled using a rating scheme with plant personnel. These human task actions and PSFs were
subsequently used to analyze the likelihood of error for each of the 75 task actions types under the
approximate 400 analysis conditions. Regarding PSF selection; the absence of environment centered PSFs
from this constellation, and the potential influences that these environmental factors are believed to have on
performance, may have had a deleterious effect on the accuracy of the HRA results. Closer attention to
environment centered PSFs would have more fully responded to Negative Finding 2 (3.8.3.2). Regarding PSF
scaling; the reviewers consider this to be an innovative way of developing such data. In some instances,
however, PSFs were scaled using single items, therefore, potentially reducing intra- and inter-judge refiability.
Inclusion of a human factors practitioner experienced in scale development and interpretation would most
likely have precluded this type of problem, and would have responded more fully to Negative Findings 3, 4,
and 7 (3.8.3.2).

3.SA.S Quatiflcatiea Metheds Used to Estimate Human ]ErrorRates

Two state of the knowledge quantification methods were used for the analysis (i.e., HCR, SLIM). According
to the main report (Section 3.5 and Appendix G) HCR was used to analyze cognitive errors (diagnosis). Later
correspondence to the NRC (January 16, 1989, and December 8, 1989, however, indicate that HCR was only
used to categorize human task actions using the Rasmusson topologies (skill, rule, knowledge). According
to the main report (Section 3.5, Appendix G) a SLIM-MAUD type method was used to do the main analyses.
It was determined through subsequent interactions between the reviewers and PG&E staff, that SLIM rather
than SLIM-MAUD was used for quantifyinghuman error likelihoods. This is an important distinction because
SLIM is implemented differently than SLIM-MAUD, and some of its algorithms differ from SLIM-MAUD.
This distinction is even more important for the DCPRA since SLIM was employed in a unique way. Instead
of using SLIM as a basis for forming consensus judgements among subject matter experts, its rating and
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weighing inputs were based, in part, on actual field data. In summary, SLIM was used to quantify the effects
of PSFs human error rates using real plant data rather than solely on judgements of subject matter experts.
A more clear description of the method employed in the analyses, and the manner in which it was employed
(real data rather than solely expert opinion), would have more fully responded to Negative Findings 4, 6, and
8 (3.8.3.2).

$.11A.6 C,,mmk limmm i_mrm"l}mm Semem

Source data used by the HRA team as bounding values for human error rate point estimation and for
sensitivity testing were taken primarily from the Three Mile Island PRA. Relying solely on those data
ostensibly introduced an unnecessary element of conservatism into the analysis. The team had available to
it data from some two dozen other PRAs, as well as data derived from the plant training simulator. More
stable bounding value data could have been derived from combining these data rather than relying solely on
Three Mile Island data. Consideration of other PRA data as well as training simulator data for this purpose
would have more fully responded to Negative Finding 5 (3.8.3.2).

xu.7 smm ueatrms

Sensitivity analyses performed using HRA data seem reasonable within the context of the findings presented
above, although neither the main report nor the supplements, provided to the NRC in January and December
1989, made clear what kind of behavioral model was used to guide the analyses. Explication of the model
used would have made the review more straightforwardand probably more supportive of the reported results.

Insights gained from the HRA were stated in very general terms in Section 3.5 and Appendix G of the main
report. Human errorwas a "sigaificantcontributor" to bottom Hnerisk. However, more specific delineations
of the particular human task actions, associated PSFs, and quaHtativeinformation on these PSFS"would have
enhanced the reader's appreciation of work done, and would have provided guidance to future HRA analysts
for gaining insights into causal factors of human error, and potential remedial actions for overcoming these
errors. Information developed in the HRA (stand-alone task analyses, PSFs scaling, innovative uses of HCR
and SLIM) could have supported a much better delineations of insights gained from the HRA.

Again, this review of the Diablo Canyon ProbabiHsticRisk Assessment (DCPRA) HRA centered on Section
3.5 and Appendix G of the main report. Also reviewed were documents elaborating on the HRA prepared
by Pacific Gas and Electric (PL&G) in response to questions and solicitations from the reviewers. These were
included in correspondence from PG&E to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) dated January 16,
1989, and December 8, 1989, respectively. The latter two documents were necessitated because information
initially provided in the main report was incomplete. It was concluded as part of this review that the main
report is u incomplete, and sometimes inaccurate (e.g., applications of HCR and SLIM) representation of
what was accomplished in the HRA. Just as important, the main report fails to detail the innovations that
were introduced in the HRA, and the effects of these innovations on the overall results. Finally, as suggested
by the discussions under 3.8.3.4.1 through 3.8.3.4.8, incomplete documentation was probably one contributor
to the negative findings. It is mmpect_ that further interactions between the reviewers and the HRA team
would disclose that some of the negative findings discussed above were influenced by incomplete
documentation on the tasks for which these analyses were carded out.
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3.8.S Summw7 of timHRAMeUo

This review was conducted using the main report and supplements described in 3.8.4.9 above. Based on these
documents it is concluded that the HRA team conducted a state of the knowledge analysis, and introduced
several innovations ostensibly of interest to the largerHRA/PRA community. These included stand-alone task
analyses using ESDs, systematic scaling of PSFs using plant personnel, and applying real PSF data in
quantification of human errorusing an otherwise expertjudgement SLIM approach. The quantitative results
(point estimates and uncertainty bounds) emerging from this were reasonable when compared with data from
other PRAs. In some instances the main report fails to document completely and accurately the analyses
performed, the techniques employed to gather input data, and the manner in which quantification methods
were used. Negative findings described under 3.8.3 and 3.8.4, while detracting from the HRA, do not
compromise its overall acceptability.

3.9 Accident Sequence Quantification

3J.l The ENmat Sequenee Model of the DCPRA

The event sequence model of the DCPRA consists of four parts:
1. The electrical support system event tree.

2. The actuation and mechanical support system event tree.

3. The early response frontline system event tree.

4. The long-term response frontline system event tree.

Figure 3.9.1 shows the schematic of the event sequence model. This model served as a basis to evaluate the

plant response to each one of the 50 initiating categories. Depending on various combinations of plant
equipment and operator response success or failure states, an event sequence either was terminated with no
core damage (success) or lead to core damage. Since the plant response to many of the initiating event
categories is quite similar, common event tree modules were developed. They were quantified, however, with
different boundary conditions and different system top event values specific to each initiator. Figure 3.9.1
indicates the essential modules of the event sequence model.

The electricalactuation-mechanical modules are common to all initiating events. These modules represent
different support system states, i.e., combinations of support system top event successes and failures that affect
the frontHne systems in similar ways. The number of different support system states after a
reduction/combination process became 178 distinct states.

Next are the seven early response frontline system event tree modules. These are:

General Transient: For most initiating event categories that require active nuclear shutdown, heat removal
or coolant injection.

Large LOCA: For LOCA_ having breaks in the RCS boundary with dia. > 6 inches up to _tfull guillotine
break of the cold leg piping requiring high capacity makeup.

Steam Generator Tube Rupture: Similar to the general transient, with special requirements for operator
actions to eliminate the flow of reactor coolant though the ruptured steam generator and thus bypassing
containment.
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Intermorns Systems LOCA: For high pressure/low pressure boundary failures when reactor coolant can
ipypan containment and equipment needed for control of the LOCA can also be damaged.

Sebmi¢ E_,n_: Similar to the general transient module; additional details added to account for
earthquake.induced dependent failures and specially required human actions.

Any 715msient Wuhout Trip (ATWT): Covers all the initiating events that require trip if the trip was
identified as failed in the support system model; considers potential ensuing overpressurizations and special
actions to provide long-term shutdown of the nuclear reaction.

A/r_ LOC,4: For LOCAs havingbreaks in the RCS boundary with diameters in the range from 2 inches
to 6 inches. Similar to the general transient module with modified top event success criteria to reflect
conditions i_ by the break flow.

If the event sequence has not reached a successful conclusion, sequences continue to one of the long-term
event tree modules. Sequences requiring long-term cooling continue into LTI. E_sentially, the model for
Diablo Canyon ends here, as the DCPRA is a Level I PRA. Figure 3.9.1 shows the generic model as it relates
to Level 2 of PRA. In that case sequences that have already reached core damage would branch to LT2, LT3
or LT4 to be classified into plant damage states depending on the status of the containment safeguards.

In developing the ATWT event tree module, four initiating events were selected as representative of a range
of challenges to the RCS pressure boundary and the plant safety systems. These were:

I. Loss of Auxiliary Saltwater or Loss of Component Cooling Water

2. Turbine Trip

3. Loss of Offsite Power

4. Loss of Main Feedwater

The loss of main feedwater was taken as representative for all initiators not mentioned above that are
accompanied by failure of reactor trip, except for small LOCA. The small LOCA was not treated in the
ATWT, because the safety requirements without reactor trip are claimed to be essentiaLlythe same as in the
case when the reactor is successfully tripped.

It has to be emphasized that the event trees associated with the modules appearing in Figure 3.9.1 are
essentially abstracted, simplified versions of the underlying event sequence diagram (ESD) models. They were
quantified by using the appropriately selected top event split fractions discussed previously. For the DCPRA
quantification, the RISKMAN family of computer codes was used.

$._.Z Some Teclmlcal Aspects of the In_rnal Event Sequence Qmutlflcstion
!

This section provides information about some technical aspects of the internal event sequence quantification
process. Its content was developed mainly as a result of the review effort as the originally submitted DCPRA
documentation did not present significant information in this area. It outlines the calculationai approach
followed by PG&E to obtain core damage frequency values for the internal event sequences.
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A. Quantification d the Support State Modules

According to the DORA, the plant event sequence model was quantified for each initiating event and each
support state. Since many of the internal (and seismic) event/support state combinations were extremely
unlikely or physically not realizable, the DCPRA grouped them together. The resdewrequested clarification

about this procedure. The concern was the potential error in the plant response analysis if certain support
states were neglected entirely. The response from PO&E is reproduced here to offer some detailed insight
about the early phases of the event sequence quantification:

"In regards to frequency binning of support states, it should be noted that the DCPRA does not
discard any support states; an support states areretained either explicitlyor in a bin. Support states
are binned, if low enough in frequency, to a support state with the worst possible impacts (on the
frontline systems). The frequency of this support state is added directly to the core damage
frequency (it is not unused). The binning occurs in the following two steps:

The first step evaluates the combination frequency of the electric power event tree end states and
the mechanical/actuation event tree end states without regard to impacts on frontline systems. If

the combinational frequency of an electric power state (i.e., first stage of the support model) and
a mechanical/actuation state (i.e., second stage of the support model) for all initiators is low enough
(5.0E-10) then this support state is mapped to the bin support state. This cutoff is primarily used
to filter out the zero frequency states (i.e., those combinations which are logically impossible)
although it is pom_ole that some very low frequency support states are binned in this process.

The second step of binning occurs after the support states have been defined in terms of their
impacts on the frontHne systems. This binning also is done on the electric power/mechanical and
actuation event tree end state combination frequency. Two different cutoffs were used; for the sum
of all non-seism/c events, the cutoff was 5.0E-09 and for the sum of all seismic events the cutoff was
1.0E-08. Again, all support states with frequencies below these cutoffs were mapped to a "bin"
support state with the worst possible impacts."

B. Quantification of the Frontline System Modules

The support states of the support modules were linked with the sequences of the frontline modules by using
a computer code, SQLINK of the RISKMAN family of codes. From the vast amount of sequences which lead
to core damage, SQLINK selected and retained the leading 1999 sequences. In other words, the DCPRA
truncated all sequences whose frequency was below an effective cutoff value of approximately 8.0E-09 yr"1.
This de m/n/mus value is somewhat higher than the traditional de minimus value used in the Reactor Safety
Study (WASH-1400); 1.0E-09 yr"1. For practical purposes, PG&E developed a reduced, Dominant Sequence
Model (DSM) by selecting the leading 420 sequences (representing 88.1 percent of the total non-seismic core

damage frequency). The corresponding effective cutoff value was: 1.1E-07 yr"1. (A description of the
Dominant Sequence Model can be found in Appendix D.) PG&E claims that after correcting the leading
sequences (manually) for selected successful top events, requantifying them by usingpoint estimated initiators
and top event split fractions and renormalizing the total frequency of the 420 sequences to the total frequency

from the SQLINK output, the DSM can be taken as an unbiased representative for the full (1999 sequences)
model.
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The final values of the total non-seismic core damage frequencies were determined by multiplying a number
of selected sequences by appropriate sequence recovery factors (for their definition see also Appendix D).

C. Quntiflcstiou of the Lon8 Term Frontline System Module

The quantification of the Long Term Frontline System Module LT1 was also performed by the code SQLINIL
The reviewers noticed, however, that some of the sequences in the reduced model included top event split
fractions associated with certain containment functions seemingly irrelevant to mitigate core damage (e.g.,
containment isolation). Their effect, at first, seemed simply to somewhat reduce the core damage frequency
contn"outionof those sequences in which they appeared. Upon further review and discussions with PG&E,
it was determined that the corollary sequences (i.e., those with the failure state) were also in the overall model
but were of too low a value to, in most cases, make the cutoff for the dominant sequence model. The basis
for the inclusion of these top events was to facilitate the Level 2 PRA effort expected to follow.

D. SpeedMethod.

Owing to their small core damage frequency, sequences belonging to eight of the initiating event categories
are not represented in the DSM (see their list in Section 3.4.3 and in Table 3.4.2b). Upon BNL's request for
an explanation, PG&E supplied the following additional information. For three of the internal initiating
events, 1) Closure of all MSIVs, 2) Main Steam Relief Valve Opening, and 3) Core Power Excursion, PG&E
calculated the core damage frequencies by the following special method:

"lhe conditional core damage frequency for these three initiators was assumed to be equal to the
conditional core damage frequency for reactor trip initiating event after recovery; this assumption
was based on the fact that the quant'_cation of the event tree models for these initiating events are
similar. The conditional core damage frequency for the reactor trip event was calculated by dividing

the core damage frequency for reactor trip initiating event, by the reactor trip initiating event
frequency. This conditional core damage frequency was then multiplied by the initiating event
frequencies for "Closure of All MSIVs," "Main Steam Relief Valve Opening," and "Core Power
Excursion" to calculate the corresponding core damage frequencies."

The core damage frequencydue to interfacing systems LOCA (RHR pump discharge side) was estimated using

a special interfacing LOCA event tree.

E. Uneertsinty Analysis of the Total Internal Core l)smsqle Frequency

The uncertainties of the core damage frequencies due to (strictly) internal events and due to the non-seismic
external events (fires, floods, chemical hazards) included in the DSM were determined by Monte Carlo
techniques in the DCPRA. The associated probabilitydistributions are shown in Figure 3.9.2. The figure also
shows the probability distributions for seismic events and for all the initiators combined. The probability
distributions were obtained by using the DSM model (400+ sequences). Although the DCPRA claims that
the uncertainty calculations account for all identified sources of uncertainty in the model and the data, it seems
that one aspect of the uncertainty is missing. There was no clear attempt to quantify uncertainties contributed
by initiating events that were excluded from further analysis by the selection process and the screening
calculations (see Section 3.4.4). A more complete treatment of uncertainties would have included additional
work on the contribution to the core damage frequency of the excluded events. (See Section 4.7.3 for a
description and comments on the seismic uncertainty analysis).
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3,t.__ gwj Jkqu_m _
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Initial documentation of the DCPRA and its results was limited to Chapter 6 of the LTSP Final Report. As

such, a significant amount of information required for this review as web as insights that might be derived
from the PRA were miss/ng. This review has subsequently surfaced considerably more information and has
sought to independantly offer insights where feasible. To this end, BNL performed detailed I) initiator, 2)
system and 3) top event intportance analyses for the whole model, both globally and also for each individual
initiator/condltlonal split fraction based on the non-seimnk Dominant Sequence Model (DSM). The results
of these review efforts are presented in the following sections. As one would expect, several of the results will
reiterate those of the oriBinal PRA, however, others provide some useful additional information.

_J.z sm.s,_ c._ _ _,q.,mU bat.,.r h.pmmm

The core damage frequency contributions for the non-seismlc initiating event categories listed in Table 3.4.2a
were calculated by mdng the DSM (Appendix D). The core damage frequency contribution for each initiator
was calculated as the difference between the total non-seismic core damage frequency, CDF T and the total

non-seismic core damage frequency calculated with the frequency of the initiator of interest, It set equal to
zero, CDFT(II--0). ExpresseA in a formula:

cDr(x,), cz>Fr- CZ>Fr(I,-0) O)

It is easy to see that Equation I is the numerator in the expression describing the Fussel-Vesely importance
of the i-th initiator to core damage:

cz>r(I,) . CDrr- CDrr(_,-O) (2)
JF.v(I_ ) - CDFr CDFr

i.e., the unnormalized Fussel-Vesely initiator importance.

Table 3.9.1a fists the ranked unnormalized and normalized Fussel-Vesely importances of the initiating events
included in the dominant sequence model.

In order to gain insights about the plant non-mitigation probabilitygiven the occurrence of an initiating event,
another quantity', the conditional core damage probability was also calculated for each initiating event. This
quantity was calculated as the difference between the total non-seismic core damage frequencies when the
frequency of initiator of interest (It), set to one, CDFT(I_=I) and when it is set to zero, CDFT(I_=O).
Expressed in a formula:

CCDP i - CDFr(I , . 1) - CDFr(I , -0) (3)

It is easy to recognize that Eq. (3) represents the partial derivative of the total non-seismic core damage

frequency according to the i-th initiator frequency. This is also called "Birnbaum importance,"
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,,,. CDPr(I,- 1) - CDrr(Z,- 0) - CCDP, (Y)0Z,
From Equations I and 3' one can see that the relationship between the unnormalized Fussel-Vesely and the
BJrnbaumimportances has the following form:

CDF(Z,).Z,.CCDe,- Z,.7" (4)

The Blrnbaum hnportance has the advantage that it is independent of the initiator frequency itself (which may
change sipiflcantly) but actually measures the plant performance under the condition of the occurrence of
that initiatingevent. Besldesthe Fussel-Veselyimportance, Table 3.9.1a also shows the Birnbaum importances
for each initiator. In order to see the relationship between the importances expressed by Equation 4, the

initiator frequencies are also indicated.

It may also be of specific interest as to how many leading sequences contribute to the core damage frequency
for a given initiator. This information is given in the last column of Table 3.9.1a.

i

Table 3.9. lb shows the core damage frequency contributions to the internal event core damage frequency due

to initiating events not included in the DSM. Their total estimated contributions seem to be indeed negligible.

3.9.3.3 _ ef laterud lb_t gequmem

Based on the data given in Table 3.9.1a one can make the following observations about the characteristics of
the internal event sequences:

• The majority (73%) of the non-seismic core damage frequency is due to internal events.
• The LOOP initiator is by far the greatest contributor to the non-seismic core damage (24%), in

magnitude and in number of leading sequences. About 3/4 of the LOOP induced core damage (i.e.,
17.5%) is associated with extended unit blackout (for additional details see the Special Issues
Importance Summary, Table 3.9.4).

• Initiators representing (conmmn cause) support system fa_res other than LOOP (i.e., L1DC, LOSW,
LOSWV, LOCV) contribute about 9.6 percent to the non-seismic core damage frequency.

Including LOOP, this initiator group causes 1/3 of core damage, more than all the "externals" (fire,
flood, etc.) combined. The plant mitigating capability against these initiators is varied (see the

conditional core damage probabilities, i.e., Birnbaum importances); the worst is for the initiating event,
Loss of 480V Switchgear Ventilation, LOSWV. This is followed by the Loss of Component Cooling
Water, LPCC, and the Loss of Auxiliary Saltwater, LOSW. Then LOOP, L1DC, and LOCV. (One

should keep in mind that the ranking of the plant mitigating capability might be somewhat biased
because many of the LOOP sequences were subjected to "sequence recovery" considerations, while
others were not.) The average conditional core damage probability for this group of initiators is: 2.98-
04.

• Trans/ents contribute to the non-seismic rare damage frequency almost in the same proportion as the

support system failures: 31 percent. Reactor trips, turbine trips, feedwater losses etc. are rather
frequent initiatiug events. Their large occurrence frequc._tcyrepresents a challenge to the plant's safety

systenm but their nature seems to be mild. The average conditional core damage probability for this
group is one order of magnitude smaller than that of the group associated with support system failures:
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2,9_}_.Among thetransients,theinitiatingeventwiththehighestcond/tionalprobabilityofcore

damage is the steam line break accident, particularly If the break heinside the containment. The plant's
eondftionai probability of failure to mitigate (Birnbaum importances) against the initiating events

belonging to this group rank as follows: SLBI, SLBO, PLMFW, RT, 11', EXFW, LOPF, IMSIV,
TI.MFW, LCV, and ISI.

• The totalcontributionofinitiatorsbelongingtotheLass07"CoolantInvento_grouptothenon.seismic
coredamage frequencyissmall:about9 percent.However,thenatureof theseaccidentsisquite

significant:theplantsafetysystemshave themost troublemitigatingthe excessiveLOCA, and
interfacing systems LOCA events. The conditional core damage probability (Birnbaum importance)
ranking of the LOCAs is as follows: ELOCA, VSI (SS), LLOCA, MLOCA, SGTR, SLOCN, SLOCI.

Cempmbm ef,b. ,fC.enh,m,d bratS.qemmGraspsWith
_ d OCherPhuJts

InordertocomparetheDiabloCanyonplantresponsesforvarioustypesofinternaleventsequenceswith
thoseof otherPWRs, ninePRAs were selected,themajorityofthem representingWestinghouseplants.
Thesewere:Seabrook,Zion,Sequoyah,Surry,Millstone3,IndianPoint2 and3,Oconee,andYankeeRowe

PRAs, Itmustbe notedthatallofthesePRAs weredoneon differentbasesfordifferentutilitiesbydifferent

analysts.Therefore,thefollowinginsightsareprovidedtoyieldanenhancedperspectiveoftheDiabioCanyon
plantand nottoprovidea comprehensiveandrigorousbesisfordirectnumericalcomparisons.

To make thetaskofcomparisontractableandmeaningful,theaveragecharacteristicsofcertaininitiatingevent
groupswerecompared.The groupingfollowedthetraditionalwayofgrouping,toallowtheuseofsomewhat

olderdata,aswell.Thus,theLOCA initiatorswerecategorizedaslarge,intermediate,small,and interfacing
LOCAL (ThelargeLOCAs includetheexcessiveLOCA andreactorvesselruptureinitiatingevents,aswelL)

The transientgroupincludedthecommon causeinitiatorsassociatedwithsupportsystemfailuresand the
SGTR initiator.

Table3.9.2acomparesthecoredamagefrequencycontributionsforthesegroupstothetotalinternalcore

damage frequency.Table3.9.2bcomparesthecorrespondingconditionalcoredamageprobabilities(except

forinterfacingsystemsLOCA, forwhichtheconditionalcoredamageprobabilityisone ornearone).

From Table3.9.2aitcanbe seenthatatsixplantsoutofnine,transientscontributemore totheinternalcore
damagefrequency,thantheLOCAs. At threeplants(DiabloCanyon I,Seabrook,andZion)thedominance
ofthetransientsisoverwhelming.The dominanceofthetransientswerepointedoutonlyby recentPRAs,

where common cause initiators due to support system failures such as loss of component cooling water, loss

of service water etc. were analyzed more seriously. The other observation is that Yankee Rowe and Diablo
Canyon have the smallest frequency for treasient initiators. The PRAs for both plants utilized very similar
screening criteria for generic data selection (see the discussion of the selection criteria for the DCPRA in
Section 3.4).

Because of the broad variability in the data of Table 3.9.2a, the less fluctuating data of Table 3.9.2b are
discussed further. By using this data, the conditional core damage probabilities; i.e., the no_-mitigating
probabilities of the plants are compared. From this comparison one can infer, that given a large LOCA,
among all the plants, the Diablo Canyon plant can mitigate this initiating event the most ineffectively.
Apparently, there is a similar situation with the intermediate LOCA. As concerns small LOCA_ the resilience
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of Dinblo Canyon seems to be the best. For transients, the Diablo Canyon again plant seems to provide the
least mitfgatin| capability compared to the other plants.

BNL believe8 that these difgerences are drivenpredominantly by some of the event tree modelling assumptions

of the DCPRA rather than inherent deficiencies in the Diablo Canyon design. A typical example of this is
the use of the split fraction HS1. The reader should refer to the following sequences in Table 3.9.3: 3, 4, 6,
13, 64, 74, 78, 93, and 111. All of these sequences involve a transient and then the only legitimate other
failure is HSI (operator fails to maintain the plant in a safe and stable hot standby condition). If these
sequences were to be removed from the model, Dlablo Canyon would not appear to handle transients leu
efficiently than the other plants In the comparison.

3..9.&S_ lqm-kbmb gmat Semm4be

Individual scenarios having core damage frequency :* 1.0E-06 yr"t selected from the Dominant Sequence
Model are listed in Part A of Table 3.9.3. The listing follows the rankingof the individual scenarios according

to the contribution to the non.seismic core damage frequency. Besides the individual ranking the listing also
provides information about the sequence rankingof appearance of the leading sequence of each given initiator.

In order to rake the latter information more complete, in Part B of Table 3.9.3 the ranking of the leading
sequence8 associated with initiators not listed in Part A are also presented.

In contrast with Table 6-60 of the DCPRA, the scenarios listed in Table 3.9.3 are shown in their entirety, i.e.,

each constituent top event split fraction is indicated. For convenience, the definitions of all the top event split
fractions included in the table are also given in the note section of the same table. The definitions of the
initiating events are provided in Table 3.9.1a.

By examining the table one can make several observations:

• Except for the block of control room/cable spreading room fire sequences, CRFIRE, there is no
scenario which contributes snore than 3 percent to the non.seismic core damage frequency.

• In spite of the fact that the initiating event LOOP is the main contributor to the non-seismic core
damage frequency, only two LOOP sequences appear among the leading 23 scenarios and the rank of
the first one is 17th.

• External scenarios tend to have higher rank than internal scenarios.

• Transients (mainly RT, "IT, PLMFW initiators) appear predominately among the leading internal
sequences as opposed to LOCAs.

• Among the initiators associated with support system failures, a Loss of Component Cooling Water
(LPCC) sequence has the highest rank.

• Among the operational failures of the plant, loss of feed and bleed cooling (top event OB), loss of
auxiliary feedwater system (top event AW), and occurrence of RCP seal LOCA (top events SE) are the
most frequent.

The first observation implies that the present ranking of the leading sequences is not robust, i.e., very small
changes in the sequence variables (i.e., initiator frequency, top event split fractions, recovery actions) may
change the ranking significantly. Change in the ranking is fairly conceivable because recovery actions were
not applied to a great many of the internal event sequences and the DCPRA considers the potential for
additional recovery actions for numerous scenarios where recovery actions already were applied.
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The firstobservatlonhasalsoa technicalimpacttothereviewprocess.The significanceofchangesorerrors
intheInitiatingeventfrequencies,topeventsplitfractions,etc.cannotbeestimatedbysimplychangingseveral

variablesina smaflgroupofleadingsequenceswithhighfrequencyaswas thecaseinthemnjorityofolder
PRAs, InthecaseoftheDCPRA, wherearelativelylargenumberofsequencescontributealmostuniformly
tothecoredamagefrequency,sensitivitycalculationshavetobecarriedoutbyperformingmoresophisticated

importance analysm such as those done by BNL in this review.

39,3,6 IpNbl lmlm er llhmet to PIIA

This section presents the results obtained by PO&E concerning several issues of special interest to PRAs that
were identified in the DCPRA, but somehow were not presented in the original version of the final report.
They were recently submitted to BNL as a consequence of the review effort. The nature of the issues involves
both the non-seismic and seismic initiating events, therefore the scope of the following presentation goes

beyond the non.seiunic scenario analysis. The presentation roughly follows the text of the PG&E submittal.

There are six issues of special interest to PRAs identified in the DCPRA:

1. Station Blackout

2. Failure to Trip the Reactor (ATWT)

3. Reactor Coolant Pump Seal LOCA

4. PrimaryRelief Valves Open and Fail to Reciose

5. Feed andBleedCooling

6. PWR PressurizedThermalShock(IriS)

Theseissuesareofinterestbecausetheyareunresolvedsafetyissuesorhavebeenshown tobe significant
contributorstoriskinotherPRAs.

The coredamagefrequencyand percentcontributiontocoredamagefrequencyofeachofthesecategories

(i.e.,unnormalizedandnormalizedFussel-Veselyimportances)arepresentedinTable3.9.4.Thesequantities
areprovidedforbothnon-seismicandseismicinitiators.

The contributions to core damage frequency associated with non-seismic initiators were computed from the

DSM by PG&E. The scenarios in the DSM were sorted into special scenario groups indicated in the table
and the frequencies of each group summed to determine contribution to each of the categories.

The scenarios associated with ATWT events in the DSM were supplemented with additional ATWT event
sequences identified from a larger list of key sequences i.e., including sequences which were too low in
frequency to be included in the DSM.

To normalize the unnormalized non-seismic Fussel-Vesely importances, the total non-seismic core damage

frequency (Table 3.9.1a) was used.

For seismic initiators, the contributions to core damage frequency were obtained by PG&E from the DCPRA
seismic key event sequence list, not the seismic uncertainty model. The key sequence list (the top 791 core
damage sequences) accounts for approximately82 percent of the total seismic core damage frequency. It was
assumed that the remaining 18 percent contribution to the seismic core damage is distributed proportionally
among each of the scenario groups of interest. The contributions from each of the scenario groups in the key
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eventsequencelirawerethereforescaledup.The pointestimateseismiccoredamagefrequencyfromthekey

sequencesis3.43E.5yr"I,Thisisthenormalizationvaluefortheassociatedimportances.The contributions
fromthescenariogroupsof interestshowninTable3.9.4arenotmutuallyexclusive.Therefore,caremust
be takenwhen combiningdifferentscenariogroups.Forexample,itwouldbeincorrecttoadd theseismic-
initiatedstationblackout"ATWT" contributiontothe"total"seismic-initiatedstationblackoutcontribution

sincethe"total"alreadycontainsthe"ATWT" contribution.Notestothetableindicatethetypeofsequences
thateachoftheflroup8contain.

The totalcoredamage frequency(pointestimate)accordingto PG&E is: 2.12E-04yr"I. Thisisthe

normalizationvalueforthe"total"importancescalculatedbyBNL.

From Table3.9,4one can obtainperhapsone of most Importantinsightsof thewholeDCPRA: the

vulneraldlityrankingoftheDiabloCanyonplantforthesespecialfailurecategories(rankingisaccordingto
the"totalimportJmce):

rl IIII I I I IIII 1111, , ,,,,, , , ,-.........

st**dwteak, _ mmm,.v***nyw=_ (_,)
Noa-Sebs_ Simslc Total

III I I II IIIIII I II II III IIIII III1'1111 IIIIII I IIIIIII IIII L I

t n0 suntaCAtwltl_ withouts,,_,m,_,,,t) .....al 58 a5
-_ Station Blaglhxmt 18 79 28

a. _ no_V_ op_,j F_toR,c_,,........ 20 , 3...... 17_
4. m_ mJJ,o__ .... n o ,,,tO
5. PremudmdThemalShock 4 0 3

6. P_of _x_p (ATWT_ .8 u a _.... ,11" IIII I I II I II

It is noted here for completenen that the very low ATWT contribution reflects the fact that Diablo Canyon
hu made modiflcatlons to the protection system in accordance with the NRC's ATWT rule.

x_Ja _ _Agtsm __m,,

In order to gain inMghtsinto the vulnerabilityof the Diablo Canyon plant with respect to system level failures,
a system level importance analysis was performed at BNL by using the Dominant Sequence Model. The
analyMswu separately carriedout for support systems and frontline systems as well as importance calculations

for operator and recovery action failures explicitly appearing in the event sequences as top event split fractions.
The analysis was global, in that sense, that it did not distinguish between the various initiating events. In the
analyses each wstem/operator action importance was determined by calculating the importance of its
associated top event or an aggregate of top events appearing in the DSM.

Table 3.9.5 presents the unnormalized Fuuei-Vesely importances for both the overall systems safety functions
as well as the constituent top events. Part A lists the support system, Part B the frontline system and Part C
the operator/recovery action importances. The system/operator action importances aregiven in ranked order.

The most important support systems are: 1) the diesel generator systems and 2) the Unit 1 125 V dc power
system. The most important frontline systems are: 1) the auxiliary feedwater, and 2) the primary pressure

relief systems. The most important operator action is: to maintain hot-standby given a transient.
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In order to gain insight_ into the importances of the ind/vidual top event sprit fractions, BNL performed a

dedicated top event split fraction importance analysis. The results of that analysis are presented in Table 3.9.6.

Following the structure of 'Fable 3.9.5, parts A and B of Table 3.9.6 list the ranked top event sprit fraction

importances for support systems and frontline systems respectively. Part C shows the ranked importances of

the operator/recovery action top event sprit fractions. The ranking was done according to the unnormaHzed

Fussel-Vesely importance values. For additional information, the table also indicates the number of

occurrences of each top event split fraction within the DSM (i.e., the number of sequences in which it occurs).

To facilitate sensitivity analysis on the individual _op event split fractions, the Birnbaum importance is also

shown. A complete list of top event split fractions ranked according to their Birnbaum importance is Oven

in Table D2.10 of Appendix D2.

The overall ranking of the leading top event split fraction (CSF) importances is as follows:

CSF NormallaKI

Fussel-Vmly*(%)
II I I I

I. Operator inab/I/ty to maintain hot standby (everything available). HSI 11.5

2.Lossofprimarypressurerelief'(IossofPORV operabilityforfeed OBI 9.9
and bleed. No imstrument air.)

3. Loss of primmy pressure relief (for LOOP/SGTR, failure 0f 1t2 PRD ' ' 9.1
PORVs or 1/3 SRVs).

4. Loss of DGI3 (after Iota of 4.15 kV bus I-IF). GF1 8.6

5. Failure to trip RCP, after loss of CCWS to prevent seal _ RP2 6.8

6. Loss of DGI2 (DGI3 is successful). GGI 63
I II III

+For normalization, the total non-seismic core damage frequency was used.

,- A Jmt smpm, byvar m

It is rather reassuring to be able go give quantitative answers to questions posed frequently in connection with

nuclear plant safety: Given an initiating event of a certain type, which are those safety systems/operator

actions whose unavailabilities dominate the failure to mitigate the variety of event scenarios that may follow

that initiator? Or, to answer assertively to question formulated as follows: C_ven a safety system or operator

action with its characteristic unavailability, which are those initiating events where this unavailability

contributes most to the core damage frequency?

In order to gain such knowledge about the Diablo Canyon plant, BNL extended its system's importance

analysis to individual initiating events. An snalysis was performed for each of the initiating events of the

Dominant Sequence Model lyy subsequently setting to zero all the initiating events in the DSM but the one

of interest and setting that one to a value of 1.0.
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Tables 3.9.7 and 3.9.8 present the results of these analyses for the internal and external (fire/flood scenarios)
initiators, respectively. For each initiator, the unnormaHzed Fussel-Vesely importances of system/operator
actions and associated top events were calculated.

Table 3.9.7 is rather large; it spreads over four sheets. When one scans the data column below a given
initiator (put sheets I, 2, or 3, 4 together vertically) one can read off the answer to a question of the first type
above. When one scans the data row belonging to a system/operator action (put sheets I, 3, or 2, 4 together
horizontally) one can get an answer to a question of the second type.

Thus, given the initiating event, RT; the ranking of system/operator action importances is:

I. Auxiliary Feedwater System

2. Maintain Control for Hot Standby

3. Primary RCS Pressure ReLief (feed and bleed)

4. Instrument AC Power, etc.

Or, given the Auxiliary Saltwater System, the ranking of the initiating event importances is:

1. Loss of One 125 V DC Bus, L1DC

2. Loss of Offsite Power, LOOP

3.9.3.10 hs_ of Systes_op Eve-t Split _ Pairs

Individual system/top event split fraction pair importances provide information that can be used to identify
system/human action unavailabilities, whose simultaneous occurrence are critical with regard to the core
damage frequency. The identificationof these pairs is more relevant for plant safety from an operational point
of view; it guides the personnel, e.g., to assess the advisability of permitting simultaneous activities
(maintenances, tests) on two systems that may not be prohibited by the Technical Specifications.

Mathematically the definition of the pair importances is analogous to the single event importances, e.g., the

definition of the Birnbaum pair importance of two top event split fractions, T_and T/with respect to the non-
seismic core damage frequency, CDF_ is given by the formula:

O(CDF)T = CDFT(T i = T/= 1) -CDFT(T i - T/= 0 ), (5)
D,ff -.- a(T,T])

The corresponding unnormalized pair-wise Fussel-Vesely importance is:

F-V
z>fj . • df . (6)

This importance characterizes the contribution of the "intersection" of the pair (TIT/) to the total core damage
frequency.

To obtain normaLizedpair-wise Fussel-Vesely importances, the above expression should be divided by the
normalization constant; in this case the total non-seismic core damage frequency.
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The pair-wise system importances represent a generalization of the above concepts. They are determined by
calculating the importances of the intersection between two aggregates of top event sprit fractions, where each
aggregate contains the top event split fractions associated with a given system. The unnormalized Fussel-
Vesely importances of support system pairs, as well as those of frontline system-support system pairs are
tabulated in matrix form in Tables 3.9.9 and 3.9.10, respectively. Similar values in the tables express strongly

correlated top events in the support system event tree module.

From Table 3.9.9 the overall ranking of the top five support system-support system pair importances is as
follows:

1. Component Cooling Water - Diesel Generator Systems

2. Component Cooling Water - Vital 125 V DC Systems

3. Diesel Generator Systems - Vital 125 V DC Systems

4. Control Room Ventilation - Diesel Generator Systems

5. 480 V Switchgear Ventilation - Diesel Generator Systems

From Table 3.9.10 the overall ranking of the top five frontline system-support system pair importances is as
follows:

1. Primary RCS Pressure Relief - Diesel Generator Systems

2. Auxiliary Feedwater System - Diesel Generator Systems

3. Primary RCS Pressure Relief- Instrument AC Power

4. Auxiliary Feedwater System - Instrument AC Power

5. Auxiliary Feedwater System - Vital 125 V DC Systems

The pair importances presented in this section reflect aggregated split fractions and in some cases aggregated
top events to represent the system/function level. Unnormalized Fussel-Vesely importances as well as the

associated Birnbaum importances were also calculated for a variety of combinations of all top event individual
split fractions of the DSM. These are listed in ranked form (according to the unnormalized Fussel-Vesely
importance) in nine tables (Tables D2.1 through D2.9) of Appendix D2. Each of the tables provides some
additional insight into the plant safety. Among them, maybe the most enlightening are those pair importances
which describe support system-operator/recovery actions (Table D2.8), frontline system-operator/recovery
actions (Table D2.6) and operator/recovery-operator/recovery actions (Table D2.9) top event sprit fraction
pairs.
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3 Review of the Internal Events Analysis
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3 Review oftheInternalEventsAnalysis

Internal events Total core

j •

s,_,m_=_ _" / -__ I\ V

-7/, ,/,, ,/ ,,, ,,, , ,,:
I x 10 -7. 1 x 10 4 I x 10 "6 I x 10 4 I x 10 "_

Coredsmspfr_umw (peryear)

3.9.2 Probability]Ms_butlms f_r Total Core DsmsM Fn_macles Due to Various Groups
d la_ Evm_ 11m _ _ d I:_nmi aad Exterssl

Events CmsdtBte the Dominsnt Seqmce Model (DSM).
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TdJe_._ _aq Z,_t _ b Nm.Sdmte_ Dm_ _ DmmmJ_ M,dd _.

(i) (PerYmr) l_md-Vmd_

1 _ [,n,,, o( Of_'_'_,_Power 9.10_2 4.18-05 23.57 4.59-04 183
2 c__ FIRP. • r-umol p._n_mi,d CJb_ _Spr_lln"_ P,cxm P'ns 3.17-05 17Jr7 1 [3 RT P_e_,__or Trip 1.14+00 1_-_ 9.13 1.42-C_ 34

4 Ti" Tudor_ Trip 1_+00 1.48_ 834 1.41-05 33

5 lq MFW psr_i-I l_-m c( h_-h, F____dwster 7.49-01 IJB-C5 6_9 1.45_ 26

6 LIDC L_,m o( One DC Bus 2.564)2 9.qG_6 5.36 3.71-04 34

7 FS8 Fire ___=n_"rkxL_,m o( 4.16kV Buses HI;, HG and IO! 6.18-06 6.48_6 3J_ IJX}+00 2

8 FSII _ -____mnio([ns of _,rrmsry _!_twau_r 3_1-04 6204M 3.50 1.63-_ 4

9 MI.OC_ M_,__"_'___LOCA 4.6.3-(M 5.97-4}6 3.37 1.29.02 7

10 SGTR _-_ Ge_tm T_u_v_p,_m_ 1.71-02 3.M_6 222 2.10-04 12

11 [Jq_ To___!l_rm c_ C__m___,____-nt C__'._. Wa_e_ 1.96-04 3.19_6 1J0 IJ_kO2 4

12 EXFW p-,_=_.-_.F___-_-sterFlow 2.79-ol _._2.o6 L76 L_2.C_ 9

13 _RO _-m [i N. gi__-_nkCu'_'_'_ _"nn,ulnmeuC _.33-03 2.1N)-06 1.58 $.06-04 24

14 LLOC.A Lau_ LOCA 2.02-04 _ 1.45 1.28-02 4

15 _..ql __e_m! ;,,,, Bre___k_ C'_,n,"m_,_nt 4.63-04 7..38-06 134 5.1_-_3 8

16 N__r_l .c---n _ __,___u4e 1.61432 1.81-06 1._ 1.12-04 6

17 LOSWV L'_ o( 480V Swil'4"_.*_" Ven.ila.m 6.29-04J I_I-G6 .91 _ 6

18 PSI F'ure__ n-,io: 1_,_ ct"nc,ah Mc4c_-Driv_n AFW Pumps 2.9404 1.47-06 .83 5.00.03 9

19 L__c_W Total L_,Tu_c_ A,,_-,y __e_!mster 9.74.0_ 1.4_-06 .82 1.49-02 2

20 LOC'V [_n O( C__n_ i--r_ R--t_n-- Ve nt_Istltm 7.99"02 1.24-06 .70 1_-0_ 6

21 FS6 Fire _urkx tin. cg 4.16kV B_mu___Hi: am_ HG 2.42-05 1.104)6 .62 4.._1-02 2

22 LOPF I r,_ O_PP"_/Flow 1.21-04 1.08-06 .61 8_06 5

23 IMSIV Clmure o( One MSIV 1.07-01 9_1-07 .53 8.89-06 5

24" TLM_FW Tmsl 1_ of Main Fee__m__!er 9.98-02 8_/-07 .50 8.89-06 5

25 SLO(3_ ,¢.,,u [A3CA; __Id,___l______Ne 3.26-03 8.17-07 .46 1.53-04 4 ,

__CV I,_ o( C___,___-__rV_-o__-__._ 8.73-02 7.76-07 .44 8.89-06 5



Table3.9.hi (eantlnmd)

•..,,.,,_ h_, llnmenml

N_ nm0pm_ Cmqm_ t_pem_ n L rmd.Vmi_ mmbmm mo.dcn
(i) _ Yem_ l_md-Vemdk (_)

27 Fm .IFItnndr,mmwio:!mr of All AFW 1._-(_ 6J17-O7 39 $.(m-_ 2i

t 29 FS.5 _ _ouio: [_ of _mrab_ _ $.28-05 5.71-07 .32 1.0Ka 1

30 vsa(ss) !_.._-+ _ (Jurasect_eside) lm.0s 5.m.m _ 4.gs.m 1
31 EL_7___4M O___u P-,_,d (_ ,_,J,,,_,BJummm_relemes) 4..39-04 3_514)7 30 ?.g9.04 1

32 1_ t_.A I_ L_-C_A 2AJ6-07 2.d64r/ .15 1_0+00 1

33 FSI0 _ _,---,_ I,-- el m_k ldmer-DrivemAFW Pumqm 1.410.05 2.93-08 .02 2.10,03 1

T_-n l_e_,'md 1.2V-04 72.72

T_ -pmue_nml" 4.844_ 27.28

T_m__!_C__F (Dmmi_m SeqmmoeModel) 1.7'7-04 452
_a

• Sumof six omtrolroomandcablespreadingroomfiresequenceswhichbreakdownas follows:
CR-VB-1 CR VerticalBoard-l:Loss of ASW,CCWcontrols 1.08-04 1,25-06 .70 1.1602 1

Q

CR-VB-2 CR Vertical Board-2:Los8of PORV and ChargingPumpcontrob 8.0005 1.1606 .65 1.4502 o_

CR-VB-2/3 CR VerticalBoards2 and 3, Interface:Lm8of PORV and AFW controls 9.36-05 3.15-06 1.76 3.37-02 '_
CR-VB-4 CR VerticalBoard4: Loss of 4.16kVBusesHF,HG & HH 9.74-05 6.01-06 3.38 6.17-02

CSR-I CableSpreadingRoom:Loss of ASW,CCWcontrols 5.49-4)4 7.90-06 4.45 1.43-02

CSR-2 CableSpreadingRoom:Loss of PORV and PressurizerInstrumentation 9.25-04 1.23-05 6.93 1.33-02

t_



Txble 3J.Ib InJtJotJnJE_tt _ m btorual Event Ceee Dooqp Irtsquooq InJtJodJoJl_veots___ _ _ _t _ _

(0 lJ_J6Vesdr* (_ Seqpmm

34 Cl_XC c,,_eP___:-_ 2.19.02 3.11-4)7 .18 1.42-415" 34

3.5 _MqV _ d AllMSIVs 1.74-02 2.47-07 .14 1.4Z_• 34 l
36 VDI I_ _ LOCA(l_-It _ Side) 3.864]6 $.80.08°® .f13 1.50.02 1 155

37 Msnrv l--d,_ _ of _ SteamReliefVsJeo 3,,59-03 $.104B .(13 1.42.05• 34 _"

i
+EstimatedbyWecialmethods(seeSection3.9_..C).

++Fornonmli_tioL thetotalCDF(Domin_t SequenceModel)was
•Taken from Table 3.9.1a for RT initiator.

•*Taken from Table 6-59 of the DC'PR/tt.



'rd,_3.,.Z. Csmtmdmmd C_ nma_._m,V (C_ CmU'n,d__ ]bUi,mqb,m Gmq,.
!

_k) _ 1 S_._rook Zi_ (]_vi,_ Sequc_
Ini_ L_m Ini_ucr CDF Initiator CDF l_istor CDF l_mor CDF _ CDF

Freq_ncy Ccm_ Frequency Ccmn_ution Frequency Coatnlbutm F_iue_ C_ulm_on F_

LOCA

Vdum

excessive, RV 2.02-04 2.85-06 2.03-04 1.70-06 9.40-04 1.46-06 $.004M L13-06 5.tX_4 8.41-07
rUlZUre)

i

Intermediate 4.63-04 5.97-06 4.6,5-04 9.91-07 9.40-04 4.14..06 1,00.03 3.1,5..06 1.00.Q3 1.60.06

Small 2.14-02 2.63..06 1.73..02 1.99-05 3..50.(12 8.24-06 2.00.02 4.67-05 2.10-(12 4.28.06

Interface 1.01-06 5.00.07 1.84.06 1.84..06 1.10.07 1.10.07 3.30.07 3.30.07 9.00.07 9.00._

Touti LOCA 1.20-_ 2.44-_ 1.40-05 5._ 7.62-06
i

Transients

(ind; SGTR, 3.80 1.17-04 11.0 131-04. 14.1 2.64.04 8.4 3.49.Q5 8.4 1.72-06
commoJlcstit_)

,._ Total CDF 1.29-04 1_55-,04 2.78-,04 8.62-0S 2.48-05

'_o Mean: 1.00.04

LOC.A (%) 93 15.7 5.0 59..5 30.7

Transients (%) 90.7 843 95.0 40..5 69.3

L'x'J



Tdde a_9._.(eo.amed) |

lnitiatin8Event Initiator CDF Initiator CDF lnithtcr (_F Initiator _ _ cz_F

LOCA Y_

eXcc_ivc, RV 3.88-04 2.6706 1.95-03 1.61-05 2.16-03 1.81-05 9.31-04 1..51-(15 2.63.04 2.87-06

lntct_te 6.11-04 5.4-a_06 1.95-03 130-05 Note I Note I 7.50.04 . 4.62-4_ 1.00413 1.60-06

._,--,u 9.07-CC3 1.58-06 1_ 1.6505 2.01-0_ 8.50-056 3.0003 6.10.06 3._._,_ 5.42-06_ 2

!ntert_,,_ 1.90-06 1.90-06 4.60-07 4.60-07 4.64-07 4.64-07 1.40-07 1.40-07 200.07 2.(I)O7

To_-tLOCA 1.15-05 4.61-(_ 1.16-04 1.64-05 1.32-4_

Transients
ind.; SGTR, 10.9 3.42-05 22,0 3.29-05 10.0 1.4005 7.0 3.76-05 3..54 3.80-06

Total CDF 4.57-.05 7.90._ 1.3004 5A0.04 1.7005
_ mlll_mmm mnu_u m_mlm _ mmsmmlmmlmmms _ __ mnmml _

SS_ 89_ 303 77.1o LOCA f%'l 25.4

Transients (%) 74.6 41.8 10.4 69.7 22.9
_ _ mmmlmm m0mlmllml mllnum_

•Coredamagefrequenciesare basedon internalinitiatingeventsonly.
Note 1: IntermediateLOCAwas notdefinedfor thisp/anL
Note 2: Very smalland smallLOCAcategorieswere added.



Table 3.9.2b

Comparison of Conditional Core Damage Probabilities by
Initiating Event Groups

IIIII ...........

Inittattn8 Diablo Seabrook Zion Sequoyahy Surry Mil¼tone3 Indian Indian Oconeev Yankee
BventGroup CanyonI (revised) Point2 Point3 Rowe

iii iii i i i i iiii

l,srlle 1.41-02 837-03 1.55-03 2.26.03 1.6803 6.11-03 8.21-03 4.23-03 9.68-03 9.89-03
, ,, ,, , ,,,,,,,,,,, ,,

intermediate 1.29-02 2.13-03 4.40.03 3.15-03 1.6(}-03 8.99-03 6.67-03 6.34-03 - 6.16-03

Small 1.23-04 1.15.06 2.35-04 2_)3 2.04-03 1.74-04 8.92-04 4.05-03 2.03-03 1.58.03

Transients 3.08.4)5 i.19-05 1.87-05 4.15-06 2,05-06 3.14-06 1.46-06 1.40-06 5.37-06 1.05-06
i, I III

"MedianValues
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Table 3.9.3
Evut Scenarios Rsnked According to Non-Seismic CDF Contribution

Dominant Sequace Mod.I

RANK
ii il i i i i i i ilil III

I I I fill I I II II Irl II I IIII IllIII"I I I II|III

I 3.170-05 CRFIREL
i i i ii ii ii ii i i

2 6.180-06 FS8 ' IAF*AFF' AGF*AHF' CCF
f, i i i , i ii i ,iiii,,, i ,,

3 5'.377-06 RT * IAF* HSl*/RF4 '/CII
i i iii i i

4 4.93_ Tr * IAF * H$1 "/RF4 */CII

5 4.136-06 FSII * IAF *ASF * RP2 *SE1
i i i iii, , , ,,,

6 3.533-06 PLMFw * IAF * HSI */RF4 */CII

7 2.283-06 MI.£)C_ * IAF * RF3
i i iiilll i i i ill ii

8 2.128-06 LPCC * IAF * ASF * RP2 * SEI

9 1.714-06 LIDC * DGF * 12F * 13F * DH2 * 14F * AWA
i i i, IHI ,, ,i , ,, , ,,, ,,,,,,,, ,

I0 1.705-06 MLOC_ *IAF * LB2 *LA3

11 1.6_-I_ LIDC * DGF * 12F * 14F * AWA * _4
, , ,,,,| , ,

12 1.524-06 FSII * IAF * ASF */RP2

13 1.398-06 F..XFW * IAF * HS1

14 1.267-06 LLOCA * IAF * AC!
,= , ,,,, ,, ,

15 1.250-06 RT * OBI * I11 * AW5

16 1.280-06 RT * OBI ' 131 * AW5

L'P ............17 1.2414)6 * IAF * OGF * SWI * AW3 * V12

18 i'.157-06 RT *IAF* OBI' AWl*/RF4*/CII

19 1.152-06 Tr * OB1 * I11 * AW5

20 1.152-o6 Tr *Om * 131*AW5

121 1.134-06 LOOP * IAF * OGF * I._1 * PRD * REA_ * GH
i i ,, , ,,, ,, ,=, , ,, ,

22 1.132-06 Tr * IAF * OB1 * AWl

23 1.057-06 LOSW * IAF * AsF * RP2 * SE1
Ill i

_.LB{' t _)earance o[ the i'3rstEv int Scenario A_ " ........... J ' ':" ......toctateJ wtt_ a Gtven lnmator Not Listed Above

32 .... 8.269.07 SGTR *IAF *' SLI* MUI I

, , , i ,

49 i'.889-07 FS6 * IAF* CC5' AFF* AGF* RP2

58 6.334-07 SLBO * IAF * LA1 * LB2 * MS2 * AWB

64 6.062-O7 LOPI_ * IAF * HS1

66 5.861-07 SLOCI " IAF* LAI* LB2* PRN

67 5.823-07 FSI * 'LAF * AW4 * OBI */RF4

68 5.710-07 FS5 * IAF * ASF * RP2 * SEI

74 5.360-07 IMSi'_' ...... * IAF * HS1

75 5.257-07 LOVC * CVF * OSF * RT1

78 5.000-07 TLMFW * IAF '_''HS1
,i, ,,.. ,R, .,. . ,,,,

79 4.999-07 !VSI * IAF * IT1 * ME1
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Table 3.9.3 (continued)

C'DF CDF Contribution Seque_ce

sl 4.816.o7 SLy•............• Msi. sBE.osF....................
I I I ii I ii 1 ii i i ii ii i i i

84 4.767-.07 _ " * SVF * SAI
I I Ii i II I _ I I II I I i II i i i i

93 4.373-07 L,CV * IAF * HS1

105 3.901-07 FS9 * IAF * OB1
ii i i

111 3.702-07 ISI * IAF * HSI
I I ii i i ii i i iiii

119 3.50'/-.07 HAZCHM * zHEHs5 * POINT1
[] J [ [ [ • ............... [[i[ ii ii

i44 2.913-07 SLOCN * IAF* LAI* LB2* MU2*/CI1
i i i i iii ii i i i i

158 2,660-07 ELOCA * IAF
I Ill J I [ I [ J I I I I IIIIk I[ [[[[ Ill [ [ I [[11[ V

356 2,933-08 FSI0 * IAF * AW4 * OB1II i I[ i i i I I i i I I i
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3 Reviewof the latarnai Eventsa*.naiys/s

Table$.tJ (mmlmd)

of Toe Events"

HAZCHM Designatorfor all chemicalreleasesequences(in particular,chlorine
J andammoniareleases).

IAF Globalfailureof instrumentair system.

AFP,AGF,AHF Guaranteedfailureof vital4.16kVac buses: F, G, andH.
AH4 Failureof vital4.16kV ac bus H, given failureof dc power trainG

(DO.F).

DFF,DGF,DHF O4obaifailureof vital125V dc powertrain F, O or H.
DH2 Failureofvital125VdepowertrainH,81yenavailable480VacbusIH

and top event DF failure and top event DO success(DF-F, DO.S).

OGF Global failure of non.vitalac powerfrom230kVswitchyard.

GHI Failureof dieselgenerator11, all supportsystemsavailable.

SWI Swingdiesel is altsnedto Unit 2.

IIF,12P,DF,14F (Hobaifailureof instrumentac channel I, !1, IIor IV.
111,121,131,141 Failureof instrumentac channel i, !I, ili or IV, with all support

systemor previoustrainsavailable.

RTI Failureof reactorprotection system;1/2 trains, both SSPS s/Snais
generated.

SAI Failureof signalgeneration(General Transient)by train A of the
SSPS;aHsupportavailable.

SA.5 Failure of signalgeneration (SLBIC)by train A of the SSPS;all four
instrument channels available.

SBE Failureof s/Snaigeneration(SLBIC)by trainB, givenfailed trainA;
all four instrumentchannelsavailable.

CVF Global failureof controlroomventilationsystem.

"Thedescriptionsfor the majorityof initiatordesignatorsaregiven inTable 3.9.1.
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Centimeter
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 mm

i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,i,,,,I,,,,I,,,'1'"'1'"'1'"'_
1 2 3 4 5

IIIII,°+Inches 1.0 ,_
' + ++-_ +_ I1111_

l+l+t'.1+++++=,IIII'
IIIIINlilll_lllll_





3 Review of the Internal Events Analy_

TaMe 3.9.3 (eoutlnuod)

SVF Global failure of 480V switchgear ventilation system.

ASF Global failure of auxiHa_j saltwater system.

CCF Global failure of component cooling water system.
CCA Failure of component cooling water system, given loss of 4.16kV buses

F and G.

Failures of AmdUa_ Feedwater System. Low Power

AWl All support system available.
AW3 Supportforone MDP unavailable.
AW4 Supportfortwo MDPs unavailable.
AW$ SupportforallI0_ steamdump unavailable.
AWA SupportforallI0_ steamdump,one MDP and TDP unavailable.
AWB One SG depressurine_ all support systems available.

FailuresofECCS, Low Pressure

ACI Failures of accumulators and cold leg path. .
LA1 Failure of REIR train A, all support available (SLOCA).
LA3 Faiinreof RI-IRtrain _, all suppo_ available (MI_OCA).
LB2 FailureofR/qR train-B;givenfailedtopeventLA-(SLOCA).
MUI Failure of RHR suction fzomthe hot leg o_.RWST makeup; power at

i acbuae_G andH available.
MU2 Failure ox makeup to RWST (v/a RFW pump); power available at ac

bums O and H;

Failures of Pflmarv RCS Pressure ReUef

PRD I/2 PORVs or (I/3 SRVs) slicks open and-is not _solated given
LOSP/SGTR. No block valve available.

PRN I/I block valve closes, all support available.

OBI Failure of feed and bleed (I_ORV opening and redosure) given loss of
instrument air.

MS2 Failure of main steamline isolation; given failed 'IT, an support
available.
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3 Reviewof theIntomslEventsAsslysb

TnWe 3.9.3 (continued)

/CII Success of containment penetration isolation (inboard or outboard
isolation valves for penetrations 50, 51, 52, and 45 are successful).

SEI Failureto alignbackupcoolingto chargingpumps forRCP seal
cooling;CCWS fails.

SLI Failure of isolation of ruptured steam generator, all support available.

ITI Failure of RHR piping integri_, VO successful (RHR pressure relief
valvesopen).

ME1 RHR hole size >4 inches.

VI2 Failure of vessel integrity (due to pressurized thermal shock); loss of
secondary heat sink.

Pointl Conditional probability of core damage in chemical sequences 8/yen
that the CST was not initially replenished.

HSI Failure of operator action to maintain hot standby ,,_oss of control
after an accident); all support systems are available.

REAC06 Failure to recover vital 4.16kV ac power before recirculation required.

OSF Operator failure to actuate faikd SSPS automatic actuation.

RP2 Operator failure to trip RCPs to prevent LOCA; given loss of CCW.
[_J'2 Operator success to trip RCPs to prevent LOCA, given loss of CC_.

RF3 Failure of manual switchover to recirculation after LLOCA or
MLOCA.

/RF4 Successful switchover to recirculation after core melt.

ZHEHS5 Operator failure to replenish the condensate storage tank.
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Table 3.9.4 Special Issues Importance Summary

. Ill I

Inpomne,,
I I Ill

Neu-Seismic Seismic Tetd
I I 'Hll i I

Unnmmalized UnnormalizedI Unnormal_ed

Fuss-Ves Fuss-Ves(_) Fuss.Ves [ Fuss-Ves(_) Fms-Ves Fuss-Ves(_)f

I.StationBlackout

a. RCP Seal LOCA 2.3-05 13 1.8-05 53 _4.1-05 19

b. Failure of Second-

ary Heat Removal 5.9-06 3 7.4-06 22 1.3-05 6

c. Primary Relief Valve

Open and FailtoRe-

Close 2.2-06 1 1.4-06 4 3.6-06 2
.., ,, , ,

d. Total 3.1-05 17 2.7-05 79 ' 5.8-05 27
,, . . ,

2. Failure of Reactor Trip (ATW'T)

a. Non-Station Black-

out 1.4-06 .8 5.0-07 2 1.9-06 1

b. Station Blackout 0.0 0 3.2-06 9 3.2-06 2

_' fi 5.1_ 3•-,1 c. Total 1.4-06 .8 3.7-06
,.

3.Ro s_ LOCA0_on-Station., , . .,,. •

Blackout) 3.0-05 17 1.8-06 5 [3.2-05 15 _

4. Primary Relief Valve

Open and Fail to Re.

Clos.....ee [3.4-05 19 1.0-06 3 3.5-05 [17

5. Bleed & Feed Cooling 2.005 11 0.0 0 2.0-05 i9

6. Pressurized Thermal
Z , . .,.

Shock 7.2- 06 14 0.0 0 7.2 -06 3,,

_* .

Notes to the table:
"_ 2a Seismic core damage sequences due to failure of reactor trip but not concurrent with station blackout.

2b Seismic core damage sequences due to failure of reactor trip with station blackout.
'_ 3 Non-station blackout scenarios; these scenarios result from loss of RCP seal injection and coofing.
t_ 4 Non-station blackout scenark_.
_" 5 For seismic events, the contribution to core damage due to failure of operators to initiate bleed and feed cooling is negligible.

6 _ events were not modelled for seismic initiators.



Table 3.9.5

System/Operator Action Importances for Non-Seismic Core Damage Frequency
Ranking According to System/Operator Action Importances

A. Domlnaqt Sequence Model1 Support Systems

Support Systems Fussei.Vesely Importances

. ill i

Associated Top Top Event System Importance System
Event(s) Importance lImportance

(¢t)
. ,, ii i ii i .i i i i ii J Hill ,

Diesel Generator Systems 4.255-05 124.0
i i

a. Unit 1 DGs GF 1.517-05

GG 1.983-05

GH 2.139-05

b. Unit 2 --DGs' TG 7.387436--
i i

i

TH 7.099.06

e. Swing Diesel Alignment SW 9.2624)6
i i ill i ii i i

d. Diesel Fuel Oil FO 7.0044)6
Transfer
...... i l i I Jillli i

Vital 125V DC Power, 1.681-05 9.5
Unit 1

...... DF 2.281-06
i , ,.

DG 3.926-06
..... ii

DH 1.006-05
i | m. ill i i.

Instrument AC Power '1.138-05 6.4

.... I1 ._'1.675-06

12 1.771-06
i i i i i

I3 4.159-06

I4 ..... -t.771-06
III I ,i,. _, ,.,,,,,.,

Component Cooling Water CC 1.065-05II N I , ,, ,

Vital AC Power, Unit 1 Is605 6 14.9
AP 2,428-06

AG 6.722-07
i

AH 5.500-06
i i ii

SF,SG,SH --
i i i " i

Solid State Protection 5.153-06 2.9

System
i i

SA 4.000-06

....... sB '4.376
I ii

480V Switchgear SV 4.411-06 4.411-06 2.5
Ventilation

ii i
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Table 3.9.S (continued)

Jill I_ , ,

Support Systems Fussei.Vesely Importances
II I r" ' ,,

Unnormalized
t t ,,,,, ii t

Associated Top Top Event System Importance System
Event(s) Importance Importance

. (¢_)
I

Auxiliary Saltwater AS 2.588-06 2.588-06 1.5
I i t it, ii ii |l i

C(mtrol Room Ventilation CV 2.583-06 2.583-06 JI.5
H,,, I II I ,,,, i , ,

Protection System RT 1.558-06 1.558.436 [0.9R,to,
i i i i

Non-Vital Electric Power 1.309-06 10.7
OG 1.309-06

II II I I I

NV
...... iiJ ' , ,, ,

Vital AC and DC Power, 7.511-07 [0.4
Unit 2 I

BF

BG 5.402.4)7
I IIII II I I

BH 2.109-07
illlllJl Ill I I III i Fi IIIIR i

B. Dominant Sequence Model_Froutline Systems

II

Fronfiim Systems FttsN/-Vue/y Importances

UmmrmalizKI
II i i I

Associated Top Top Event System Importance System
Event(s) Importance Importance

(_)
i H, ,, '

Auxiliary Feedwater 4.586-05 25.9
system

AW 4.586-05
i i i

TD

13.'i17 5 21.0
Primal, RCS Pressure
Relief

' PR 1.689-05

PO

OB 2.028-05
I i I ' i

EC(_, Low Pressure 1.390435 7.8
II I I

LA 7.519-06
i

LB 7.149-06

LV 2.125-07
i

RW 2.072.07
i

VA 2.292-07
i i ii

VB 7.663.07
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Table 3.9.$ (continued)

" " Frontlim Systems .... FusHI.v.imly Importancu

Unnormalized
,i

._,au_lat_l Top Top Event System Importance System
Event(s) Importance Importance

I i i,iI , , , , ,,, ,,., ,

_^c 1._7_
TJ _

MU 1.918-06
ii II i lii I ' ill

ECCS, High Pressure 7.456-06 4.2
IIIIII I II II III II III I I I i III

ICH 8.943-07 .....
I ii I III I l I I I II [ I[ II I

F.._CS, High Pressure SI 7.268-07

...... HR 1.085-06 ....
Hi1,

RC --

....... RF(-RF4) 4._94_ .....
'r i ,,,,,,, , ,1,,, lI ,, ,,, ' , ,,, , ',' ,,,

Reactor Vessei hltegrity .... Vl 71175.06 7.175-06 !4.0
Alter Pressurized Thermal

Shock0rs)
'1' , i' " ' i , 1 , ,,.., "" ' , t''

Turbine Trip and Main 15.984_ 3.4
Steam L_lation

111 I

' MS 5.984-06 .....

ofRop,  i..'so.,sL . li.9 1.9 .
11' 'ilr' ' " ,,, ,',., llh , ,, ', 'I, ., , ' ',

Top Events VO, VC,VR,SM --
,.. ,,., ,, , , , ,,

IT 5.0-07

LW --
, ,, ,,,, ,,, ,,,,,,,,,, , . j,,

ME 5.0-07
L

Containment Isolation 3.524-07 .2
k ,

C) 3.524..0"/

CP,WL

Containment Spray 2.982-08 .02
,, ,, ......

CS 3.364-10

' SR " 2.949-08 "'
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Table 3.9.$ (continued)

C. Dominant Seouenee Model1 Operator Recover?/Actions

r i ,

.... Action [ Fussei.Vesdy Importances, , , ,,,,, ,, f ,t ,

Unnormailzed

Associated Top Top Event Op. Action Operator
Event(s) Importance Importance Action

Imp. (%)
i i i , , 1

Maintain Control for Hot- HS 1.960-05 1.960-05 1i.0
Standby After a Reactor
Trip

Operator Trips RCPs After RP 1.215-05 1.215-05 6.8
of CCW to Prevent

Seal LOCA

Actions Needed to SE 18.999-06 8.999-06 5.1Maintain RCP Seal Coolin_ , , ,

_ectric Power Recovery 5.958-06 3.4
Factors

REAO36 2.733-06

1.64_:.06.,RESLC1

IRESLC2 1.484.06

RESLC3 9.360438

REAC12 2.925-09 I

_lu_ SI l_erOperaling OP 1o643l"06 1.643436 0.9
Procedures Following
SGTR

Operator g_tuation of ' OS 1,069,.06 I 1,069=06 10,6
SSPS Signal

Various Human Failures in !11' 3oio.6Accident Recovery
ZHEHS5 3.508.07

ZHESV3 2.874.07i
i , i i

ZHERP2 1.709-07
=,

!ZHEFO6 1.153-07

ZHEAW4 8.748-08

ZHEOB2 5.587-08

ZHEAW3 2.584-08

ZHESWI 2.236-08

ZHERE2 2.018438
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Table 3.9.6

Top Event Importances. Conditional Split Fractions
(Ranking According to FusseI-Vesely Importance)

A. Dominant sequem 'Model, 'suP_rt SYstems .... ....

!mportances Occurrence

Unnormalized in the DSM

Top Event FuueI.Vesely Birnbaum Scenarios
i ii ill i IIIII II[I I iiii I1[ II i iii I iii ii I i |1 is

OF1 _1.517E-05 3.338E-04 69

o01 ........... :_._25E_5 2.504E_ 43
GH1 9.579E-06 2.157E-04 47

GG2 8.576E-06 1.538E-04 30

om £193E_...... _.504E_4 44.......
,.1, , u i , ,u ,, , ,,., |. , ,, ,,, .

swl........ 7.2_E_ _."9_5 4o
DH1 ' 7.227E-06 1.031E-02 '34 .....

ccs 5.105E_ 1.779E_ _7
DG1 ...... 3.026E-06 5.568E-03 .... 3i ...........

i rim.|i

]b"O1 [3.853E-06 1.784E4)2 7

131 ...........3.799E-06 3.303E-03 ...... 7 .............

ill ...... 3.675E.06 3.196E.03 6

TH3 3.618E-06 5.76iE.o5 ............ 18

To_ .......3.478E_ 6._39E.O5....
OH3' 2.887E-06 3.420E-05 ' 7 '

DH2 2.S33E_ 4.059E-03..... 3
m i ii i i ,i t

DF1 2.82iE-()6 4.002E-03 14
i | _ i i , i, ,i,H i

AI-I4 2.809E-06 4.059E-03 3
i i i

TH2 2.722E-06 4.969E-05 16
|m i i u l. i

SA1 2.692E.06 3.549E-04 8

AH! ......2.691E-436 ' 3.889E-03 22 .....

AF1 2.42SE_ 3.500E_..... lo
TG3 2.297E-06 3.610E-05 18

$B2 ' 2.101E-06 8.755E-05 6 '

CC3 1.817E.06 3.107E-03 8

141 1.771E-06 3.074E.(Y3 5

121 1.771E-06 3.074E-03 5

SV1 1.672E-06 9.780E-01 12

SW2 .......... 1.601E-06 6.305E-04 3

CV3 1.596E-06 2.811E-05 5
II IIII I HII I II IIIII I I

SV2 1.460E-06 8.112E-03 14

FO5 1.385E-06 2.727E-05 2

As_ _._'/_E_ S.0_E_S _ ....
,, u,

OO! 1.309E-06 1.'/15E-03 9

C_C2 1.284E-06 2.256E-03 ......4 '
,,,
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Table 3.9.6 (continued)

A. Dominant Sequence Model, Support Systems
ii iii i , ' , . , f ' ' i , . ,

Importance Occurrence

Unnormalized in the DSM

Top Event Fussel.Vesely Blrnbaum Scenarios
It I n Iltltl u ii

RT7 1.032E-06 5.347E-04 3

AS4 " 1.010E.06 51977E.05 3

TG1 _- 1.008E-06 2.283E-05 ..... 3 .......

!SB1 9.748E-07 1.301E-04 6

CC4 9.501E-07 3.558E-05 2

!FO4 9-_30E-07 .... 4.115E-05 4 ......

cCI 9.025E-07 4.801E-02 4

SV5 %639E-if7.... 1.042E-04 9 ....
i

AG1 ' 61_/7iE-07 9.786E-04 4

SA5 6.682E-07 .... 4.773E-05 2

SA2 6.398E-07 5.613E-05 2

SB6 6.398E437 %581E-06 2

FO2 6.214E-07 .... 8.827E-05 8

CC7 5.914E-07 8.921E-04 3

I BG1 5.402E-07 3.752E.04 2

RT1 5.257E.0"/ 7_990E-02 1

SBE 4.816E-07 6.482E-06 1

GH4 4.133E-07 9.225E-06 2

sw3 4113OE 7 '.155E-o7..........9
SV3 4.057E-07 3.051E-03 4

I32 ' 3.606E-07 ..... 21072E-04 2 "

CVI 3.519E-O7 4.630E-04 I

CV2 3.323E-07 1.613E-05 1

GH5 3.195E-07 '" 5.746E-06 2

TG6 3.109E-0:7 5.746E-06 2 '

CV6 3.023E.07 7.792E-06 1

TG5 3.010E-07 6.780E-06 2
,. ,=., , , ,.

TH6 2.983E-07 6.780E-06 2

TH1 2.477E-07 5.598E-06 4 "

FO3 2.145E-07 6.110E-04 4

TH4 2.132E-if7 2.579E-06 4

BH1 2.109E-07 ..... 1.465E-04 1 "

SBC ...... 1.786E4)7 11333E-05 " 1 ""

AS5 1.776E-07 4.960E.O4 .... i

SV4 .... 1.089E-07 .....4'I'X_6E-03 .... 2 "

AS3 2.949E-08 ...... 2.418E-04 1
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Table 3.9.6 (continued)

I I ill ir ,, , ,.,

B. Dominant Sequenee Model, Frontline Systems

Importances Occurrence
....... in the

UnnormaliZody [ Birnbaum DSMFussel.Vesel_
i i i

OBl 1.760E-05 6.089E-04 59 t

pRD 1.618E.05 3.316E-04 43

' 9.'T60E-06, 1.34:u-O4or- ..... 60AW4

AW5 9.676E_6 2.932E-04 12

AWl 7.497E-06 2.010E-01 21

AWA ....... 6.532E'06 .... 6.81 -i E-05 8

MS2 5.984E'06 5.984E-06 32

LA1 5.695E'06 2.792E-04 24
I I III III I I I II i ,

VI2 5.569E-06 2.531E-04 16

AW3 5.029E-06 4.056E-03 33

LB2 4.958E-06 2.128E-05 11

AW8 3.412E-06 2.774E-03 18

RF3 3.278E-06 6.650E-04 2
=,,, , ,, ,,,

OB3 2.684E-06 7.158E-06 14
...... . ,, , ,,,=, , ...

LB3 2.061E-06 1.OIOE-04 7

LA3 1.824E-06 1.155E-04 2

AW9 1.688E-06 1.197E-05 8
,, m.

AWl} 1.611E-06 6.686E-05 9
,,,,, ,.,, ...,

RF1 1.515E-06 4.795E-04 11

MU1 1.430E-06 1.792E-04 2

SL1 1.319E-06 2.177E-04 2

AC1 1.267E-06 2.020E-04 1

VI3 9.260E-07 4.630E-04 1
,, , =,,.. , , ,

CH2 8.917E-07 6.324E-05 13

HRB 8.310E-07 2.072E-04 2

VB1 7.544E-07 2.072E-04 2

6.e02E n7o .._ 7.55e_:-05o. 1VI5

AW7 6.616E-07 2.042E-03 32

SL2 6.202E-07 9.513E-05 7

PRN ..... 5.862E-07 7.653F--05- -- 1

IT1 ..... 4.999E-07 5.050E-07 1........
I IIIII ii i iiii

ME1 4.999E-07 9.999E-07 1
,. . ,.

MU2 4.878E-07 4.169E-05 3
, ,, , ,,,.,,, ,., ,.... .,,,

S12 4.818E-07 3.011E-05 3

HRD 2.535E-07 5.560E-05 1
ii

. ,, , ,, .,,

SI1 2.450E-07 7.513E-05 3
...............
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i ml i i , i i m. ,,,.=,. ' , iii, , ,,j_ ,, .. l

B. Dominant Seqtmne, Model, Frontllne Systems

Importances Occurrence
......... in the

Unnormalizod ! DSMFussei.Vesely Blmbaum
|It 1 nnlnl l ii I It II , I , inn l,nlll illllnlllnI I ill l I I

al z414E 7
ii i ml i ,

LVl 2.125E7 4.630E 4
'RWI 2.072E-07 5.260E-03 ...... l '

,,, ,, , , ......... , ,,

PRA 1.233E-07 1.498E-05 1

LB8 1.197E-07 3.192E-06 1

......... 1il 1'_-07_[ ....... ,., -,-v.,_"a2AE'_':.... 2 ......C12

I 1._94E_ 31110E-05 l 1 ..........

LB1 9.977E.09 6.395E-07 2
II I //

CH 1 l 2.55_ E_ ..... 4.094E-06 i ....

CS2 3.364E-10 2_352E-08 1
i ii i ,, tl

C. Dominant SequerumModel, Operator Recovery Actions

!mpertances Occurrence

Unnormalized in theDSM
FusseI.Vesely Birnbaum

] ] i I IIIIIi I I I i iii i i i i i iiii i i iii INIlll

HS1 1.960E-05 1.O00E+00 15

RP2 1.215E-05 -6.622E-04 23

S_'I=,...... 8.999E.-06 l I 8.256E_j_ 9 ......

REAO36 ..... 2.733E-06 9.690E-06 6 ......

RESLCI 1.645E-(}6 3.545E-06 22
,,,l ,,,H , ,, ,,,,, ,,,,,

0P1 1.643E-06 3.716E4)4 3

RESLC2 1.484E-06 3.885E-05 ' 6 "'

OS1 1.069E-06 5.347E-04 3

ZHEHS5 3.508E-07 4.390E-05 1
i

ZHESV3 2.874E-07 7.706E-05 14

ZHERP2 1li'709E-0'7/ H 1"_ 11E_5 l I 2

ZHEF06 1.153E-07 2.882E-06 7

R I.C3..... 1.08. F. .... 9
ZHEAW4' ' 8.748E-08 "' 1.750E-05 5 ..........

ZHEOB2 5.587E-08 6.983E-07 4
f ., ,,,.,

ZHEAW3 2.584E-08 3.230E-06 5

ZHF__.SW1 ' 2.236E-o8 I. 6.31iE-o6 .... 3 .....

ZHERE2 2.018E-08 3.800E4)6 4

REAC12 2.925E-09 1.373E-08 5
....... ........ =, ,,,,,, ,, ..... ,, , , i ,,,, ,

Note: A ne ive Birnbaum importance indicates that the complement of the
even_ :iomi_ant in the overall CDF expression.
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Tdds_._ Umwmdmd _ Adha hpm/_ JarIst,mdiDemt_
Demlmt _ iddd (ab,e*t eC45

Asso4J_teM ZnLtLat_. _nLttato_ I_Hlpamsoy (yr'*)
Top IMm_s I-mCC,LO_

_J System{Operator Aat Lea Yotal Z/YaP,IOoU Tt, _1.05 ZIPS7. A0-01 l_uat. 56-02 _. 6]-06 XI_, ?2-02 _. 74-05 ZY_. 79-01 ZYm5.$3-05

S_noort flyer.s
tfon-¥LtaL EiecttLc _ _ _L_tl_r S.?lil-07 2,1_7-07 ...............

DLiIII Gelt4_lto£ SyltN TOtal 4.55f-04 5.762-07 2._?*0? ............
a. UnLt: I DG, G7 1.S44-6_ 4.120-07 2.M?-O? ..................

OO 2• 200-04 2.773-07 1. S79-07 ..................
GU 2.2S7-04 2.921-07 2.926*07 ..................

b. UnLt 2 DGs TO ?.85t)-05 1.1956-07 .....................
111 ?. 400-05 ........................

_... S_v[_ Diesel JUL18_. IJN 1.021i-04 ........................
d. D_esel 1_el O11 Traaa_e= 70 7.4951-05 1.662-07 .....................

Znst:_ment AC Pover Total 2.1106-011 ],292-04 2.292-04 5.638-07 --- 2.2-51-05 ...... l,$O&-Ot
11 --- 1.0957-06 |L.0957-06 ...... 7.6958-06 ...... S.8_*-0S
][2 --- 5.965-07 9.915-07 ...... $. 756-06 ...... l. 663-05
Z$ 2.804-06 1.0957-06 1.097-06 $.438-G7 --- 7.698-06 ...... 5. 856-05
Z6 --- $. 6953-07 S. 6952-07 ...... 2.756-06 ...... 1. 665-05

AuxLLLit7 Salivator AS 1.702-05 ...... 2. _76-05 ...... ZnLttato: ......

_J YLtal 125¥ DC Povet, OnLt 1 To_l 2.042-05 ]L.965-06 2.852-04 1,682-04 **- 1.376-05 1.&06-03 1.692-0G _L.1_69-04

DF 7 ll3L5-06 I $20-07 I 520-09 S 750-05 --- & $97-06 ...... 2 057-05
e #

DG 9.809)-04 &. &22-07 4.422-07 ...... &. 597-06 7.0_0-0_ &. 307-07 *. 2:O- 0_5
DE 2.299-05 1.351-06 1.258-04 1.107-06 --- 6.571-06 7. OZO-Ot l. 261-06 t. 246-05

Component Coollnl rater ¢C 6.276-05 1.015-06 2.015.04 9).435-05 ......... 8.123-07 ---

V_tal AC Pover0 Unit I Total 2.825-05 2.73?-07 95.827-07 1,461-04 ......... _._81-07 6.192-05
AF 5._d_-06 2.266-07 1.266-07 5.646-05 ............ 2.000-05
AG 6.964-06 ........................
AH ?. 737-06 l. 6951-07 8.581-07 1.0957-0_ ......... 8.581-07 4.192-05

Control Room Vent_latton CV 2.&52-05 ......... 7.699-0_ ............

Sol_d State P:otectLon System Total 6.054-04 7,1695-07 ?.1695-07 95,?19,06 _)a_20-04 ............
SA --- ?.1695-07 ?.1695-07 t.636-06 9.620-0_ ............
S]l 6.054-04 7. 269-07 ?. 1695-07 $. 285-06 9. t520-04 ............

kaoY Sv[tchseat Ventilation SY 1,752-05 5.343-07 2.S?S-O? ............ 1.710-06 ---

Reactor Protection SyJtlm IT --- 3.512-07 3.$12-0? ..................

Y_al AC L_d De Pov*_, Unit 2 Torsi 8.256-06 ........................
I1P ... ... .._ ... .... . ..........
lIG $.Y_7-06 ........................
Bll 2. $1i-04 ........................

AuxLl_ar7 Feedvata_ System AM 2.402-06 _ 7.234-04 _,_ - ........ 2.657-06 ._
p:tmary RCS P_eesure It411aJ[ Total I 859 04 &.624,06 6.654-04 _o_,. -,- 2,078-06 1.823-0,

Pit 1.765-06 ...... 4.8,_'_-05 ...............
O_ 9.656-04 _. 616-04 6. 656-04 l. O/,_+-Q6 ......... 1.078-06 l. 825- O_

£CCS, Lov P_essur. Total _,040-05 1.9)48.07 1.775-07 _ _160-03 1.356-06 ......
LA 2,284-05 1• 9_8-01 1 • ?75-07 --- 2.681-03 i. 981-05 ...... 1.1 _6-04



Tebk3_.7 Usmmd_ I_Olmme kdka _mms k k_l_ _ kmsms
D_km kpmm _ (m_Z d@

Ass_l_ttMI ZnLtLatett ZALtlAt_ r_qmm_r (_.,)
Top Ihmmts LIPCC,LO_
Or _lr LOOP I_, Z]P*I. 14 _ LIDC Iq_OCA _ 7J_1. Sl_-04 _ SLI)O

Systms_0perator ActLoD TotslL Zl_9.10-02 TT, _1.05 _7.4_-02 _. H-02 _. 62-04 Zlhsl. 71-02 _. 7i-0S _2.79-01 ZrmS.5$-02

LB 2.0SS-0S l. 773-07 1.775-07 S. 211-0i 3.681-05 6. IM1-05 ...... 2.246-04
LV ............ 4. $90-0A ............
H --- --* --- -.. ... ... ._. ... ...
VA 2. $29-06 ........................
_l 7 • 9S8-06 ...... 1.640-00 ...............
AC --- *-- *-- ... ... ... ... ... ...
140 ......... 7.733*08 -*- 8.365-0S .........

ECCS. BLsh Pressure Total 4.007-05 1. &81-08 --- 2. 732-06 _ ............
¢M 9.065-06 1.220-08 --- 1.371-08 9.16S*05 ............
ST 5.295-06 ...... 3.069-07 9.265-05 ............

l. 155-05 ...... 1.299*06 ...............
• ( *RF4) It_ 1.416-05 2.712-09 *-- 1.024-06 4.950-03 ............

Reactor Vessel IntearJLty TZ 1.304-05 8,206-0_ 8.200-9_r 7,518-06 2,000-03 3.978*05 -*- 8,206-97 8,291.05

Turbine Trip & Hain Steam Isolation NS 1.772-06 3.038-07 3.630-07 5.750-05 ............

Isolation of Ruptured SG SL ............... 1.134-04 .........

Containment Isolation CI 1,023-06 ...... 7.011-07 ...............

Containment Spray Total ......... 1.165-9_ ...............
CS ......... 1.314-00 ...............
Sit ......... 1.152-06 ...............

O_ltot/i_cmmrT Actlm

HaLntaLn Control for Rot Standby After

an AceLdent HS 7. 515-06 4.991-06 4. 991-04 ............ _010-08 ---
Operator Trips RCIPsAfter Loss of CCWto

Prevent Seal LOCA lIP --- 7.805-07 _.908-07 ......... 1.086-02 ......
Actions ffeeded to HaLntakn RCP Seal Coolln$ SK ._.564-06 2.0&2-07 2,041-07 ......... 1.086-02 ......

EIeccrlc Pover Recovery Factors Total 6.548-0_ ........................
RESLC1 1.808-05 ........................
ILESLC2 1.631-05 ........................
ILESLC3 1. 029-06 ........................
REA¢O6 3.003-05 ........................
REACI2 3.21A-08 ........................

Operator Actuation of SSPS SLsnal OS --- 3.658-07 _.638-01 ..................

Secure $1 Per Operatinl|* Procedures Follov- OP ............... 9.60S*_ .........
In4 SCTR

Various RumanFailures in Accident Total 2.278*06 2,326-00 2.326-0_ 7_686,06 ......... 1,827.08
Recoveries ZlrRSV3 4. 840-07 5. 905-09 5. 905-09 ..................

L_ rams5 ...........................

uuuv4 ...........................Dm_2 ......... 6.677-o6 ............ 1.502*05
£11uvl I.457-07 ........................

zmmz2 2.217-o7 ........................
-_ :mEAVS ......... 1.009-00 ...............
I_ _ 1.267.06 ........................
O_ ZlB_OB2 --- 1.727-08 1. 727-00 ............ 1.827-08 ' ---



Z
Tdd,_7 U_mmdbd 8p_ ,_am kpmmu JRheaud _nt bdnk*m

needm_ lequm_MeddmmJ J et •

T_p Ihmau Ml'lro Z/k-l.07*01
_ LOm#_ L0¢/ L0tqr t'IJgql, XI_4. M-02 Ig[,O¢ll ][SZOr TbRLt LLOCA ILSZ

SystemlOper,tor J_tLoa Tolr_L Zlh4.02-0_ Zl_t. 62-0& Zlreil. 61-02 _ .2tl-05 ZI_?. _J;-02 Z]rel. 21-04 LClr, Zr=4.73°02 11_. 24-0:3 XF-?. 39°02

,mm_lmm
I[_ Mcm-VLt&l EleatrLo P.vet OG ...........................

DLesel Generator System Total ...........................
a. UnZt I D_s G_ ...........................

b. UnLt 2 DGs TG ...........................

c. Svtns Diesel AItsn. SV ...........................
d. DLesel ?uel OLL Trlmm£e_ It, ...........................

Instrument &C Povelr To_I ..................... 2,3t6-05 ---
][11 --- --- --- --- --- --- -'- "'" "'"

ZS) ... ... ... ... .-. .. ..... . ....

Z$ ..................... 2. ]_,6-05 ---

AuxiXlar7 Saltvate: AS ...........................

YltaX 125¥ IX: P.vet. Unit I To_L --- _.&06-O3 2,86B,05 --- 1.Ogl-06 1.091-06 1.091-04 --- 1.091,06

t,m4 DG --- 7.0S0-0& 1• t3B-0S -'- 2 •2Bt-07 2 •284-07 2.2B4-07 --- 2.28t-07

DIE "'- 7,0Z0-0t 1• &30-04 --- 8.622-07 8.422-07 4. 422-07 --- 8.622-07

Component Coolln8 Water CC ...... 1.880-04 ..................

Vttst AC P,v,r, Unit I YotsL --- 6.892-06 2.82&-04 ..................
A1r --- 0.. ... ... ..6 ... ... ..0 ...

AG ...... 1.612-05 ..................
A8 --- 6.892-Q& 1• _12-04 ..................

Control RoOmYentLlation CV ............ ZnLtLstor ............

Soltd State Protectlott System T, tit1 _)V622-0t 1.829-03 "'" 1,$04--02 ...............
U 9.622-06 1. AA3-03 --- 7.580-03 ...............
SB 9.622-0_ 1. _26-0) --- 7. _80-03 ...............

680Y $vLtchSeSr Ventilation SV ......... XnSLttl_toz 1.710-04 1.710-0G 1.710-06 --- 1,710-06

Reactor P:otectlon System ILT ............ 6,_580-06 ............

V/tsl AC and DC P.v.r, Unit 2 Total ..........................
ml F --- ... ..0 ... ... ... ... ... ...

N --" "'" "'" "'" "'" "'" "'" "'" "'"

IN --- ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .0.

_[ontl J_e Syst_
Au_[ILarlr Feedvater System AM --- 1.222-03 ...... 2.149-06 2.269-06 2.169-06 --- 2.169-06
PrJ_sr7 RCS Pressure RolJLef ?oral --- , _._82-03 3.441,04 --- 1.078-06 1.078-06 1.078-06 ......

PR ...... $.6_1-05 ..................
OIL ............ 1.078-06 1.018-06 1.078-06 ......

[CCS. Lov Pressure TO_al 4.843-03 -'- D._I$$-OS ............ 1.5S2-04k ---
LA S. 924-0d_ --- 4. _83-05 ............ 7.8L5-05 ---



Td,k U.7 Um_dkd S_s_m_ _ks _pmsm k _msd _ _
nmhm x,p,m Ik, kl (n_ 4dr4)

Ass,e*-teA ts_tLstew, 1aAtLstet heqem_ (y:")
" ?ep _mau XNSXV, XI_l.07*Ol

Or TMeLt LLOCA _MIZ ILOCX LOUV _ _ 2LmV0 XI_4.N*02 IL0¢I ZSZ
S?lteml0peritoz AetLea _etal Z_2.02-01 XI_. t3-04 X_I. 11-02 _. 29-05 Zl_?. fl_02 X_I. 21-04 LCV, _. 73-02 XI_. 26-05 ZY*7.39*02

U $. _AS-0A 0-- •. 4gl*0S ............ S._9-05 -**

!_ ..................... 3.910-05 ***

AC 4.2?0*03 .......................

HD ..................... 9.236-05 ---.

P_C$. E_sh Pz, seuze Total 6.g30-03 ..... S.040-05 ......... $J697-05 *-*

IX ......... $.010-03 ...............
IN ... ... ... ..-- ... ... _.. ... ...

* (*RFA) I_* 4. g30-03 .................. 3.697-0$ *--

RIJlCtOr VQSJC_ Xg_tl•rLt T VX *** _L_2*Od_ .....................

TufbJ.Iui Trip & Haln |tolm XJolatioa _ *** 2.060oO] .....................

ZsolatLon cf Ruptured SG SL ...........................

Conta lnmm_t Zsolat Lem CX ......... 3_858-05 ...............
I

Containment Spry Total ............ ............

9_:_/a, cmm_ aetiew
Na_tal_ Control £c_ Hot Standby After

an A4e Ldent lie ............ $.010-0_ _ $. 020-04 -** 5.020-06
Operetmr Trips RCPe After Loss o£ CCU to

Prevent Seal LOCA !_ --- 2.700-05 .....................
AatLaaJ I(eeded to HaLntaln I_P Seal CeolA_ I_ ...........................
£1eetrlc Power Recovery Factors _ota_ ...........................

I_L4¢22 ...........................

Operato_ Actu_ltLcm o_ SS_)S SLpl O_ ...........................

Secure SI Per OperatJ_ Procedures _ol2ov* OP ...........................

_n8 SG_
varto_s Human Fst_cs _ Acctdent 1'oral ......... _.868-03 ..............

Recovertcs _ ......... 3.648-03 ...............
7- :SSaSS ..........................

_u_ ............. * .............

_G Zl_OSZ ...........................

_J



Table 3.9.8
OEtisolmlltlLled lylitell/Opelr81_Ol_ Jb_tLoa Zfq)ol_JIl_ell ,olr lrLl_tll_JLood kmuzLoil

Dm_umt _ _1

AIIIIooLated ][DLtL&tot. ][n_tLatof Fz_lqumml_r (yg'*)
Top IhNmts
Or 71_Lr TIll IrN , nl FI6 IrSI F_ FS10

System/Operator Act loa Total ZFm3.18-06 ITedS. 18-06 1Tml. 96-06 Zl_2.42-05 ][lhnl. 35-05 ]LTmS.26-05 lrF-I. 60-05

SUDDOrt Systems ..

A-,,lltart SaltvateY AS ......... 2.685*02 .........

Vital 125VDCPovtr, IJnLt 2 Total 1.606-03 --- 8.038-04 ............
DF .....................

DG 7.050*04 --0 7.050-0_ ............
OH ?.010-0A --- 9.886-05 ............

Component Coolins Water CC ......... 2.8$9-02 .........

Yrontline Systems

Auxiliary System AM ...... 4.296-03 -*- Xnltlator --- 2,095-03
Feedvlter

Prtms_y RCS Pressure Relief Total 0-- 6.880°02 2.272-03 -0- 2.890-02 00- _.09S00_
PR --- _.880-02 ...............

OB ...... 2.171-03 --- 2.890-02 --- 2.095-03

ECCS, Lov Pressure Total ...... t._O0-gl ............
1.4 ...... 3.874-04 ............
13 ...... 3.773-0_ ............

Reactor Vessel lntesrlty VX ...... 1.682-03 --- 2.890-0_ ......

Operato T Regove=T Action s

Operator Trips RCPs After Loss of CC_f to

Prevent Seal Lc.:e RP ].086-02 ...... 4._A_-0; --- 1.086-02 ---

Action Heeded to 14atntatn RCP Seal Cooltn8 SE 2.086-02 ............ 1.086-0_ ---



Table 3.9.9

UnnotumlLzed Fuaul-VeHIT Zmportsnena o£ Support STstem - Support System Pairs

Support Systems

Diesel VLtal Campor_nt VLtat AC Control SolLd State 480V SvLtcJ_- Rla_tor VLtal
Support Systems Generator Instrument AmcLILary 125V DC0 CooLie8 P.vet° Roam Vent- ProteotLen Sear Vent- ProtaetLon AC & DC

(Top Events) Systems AC P.vet SsLtvater gnLt I Hater Ualt I Llation System Llation System Unit 2

Non-VLtal gle©trAe "
P.vet (GG) 1.309-06 ..............................

Dtesel Generator

SyJtN (GF,GG°GH,TG,
TH,SHoFO) 3.662-0? 1.568-06 2.68?-06 3.981-06 1.661-06 2.231-06 3.691-07 1.590-06 --- ?.$11-07

Instrument AC P.vet

(11°12,13o16) ...........................

Auxiliary Saltvater

(AS) 3.050-07 --- 2.996-07 3.507-07 ............

_" VttaL 125V DC, Un_Lt 1

((DF,DG,Dll) 3.606-06 ......... .5. 771-07 ......

Component Cool l.rqr.
Water (CC) 9.81_-07 3.728-07 2.55-07 .........

VLt=I AC P.vet, UnJLt 1
(AF, AG,AH) ...... 5.676-0? ......

Control Room Ventlla-
tton (CV) ............

S.lid State Protection

System (SA, SB) --- 1.032-06 ---

taov Svf.tchaear Vontlla-
tLon (SV) ......

Z Reactor Protect Lon

(_ Systm (RT)
;0
m

d.



_a_le S. _. 20

_1 I_ose]L-Veoe]LF _s of rmrJLtn. System - _ System hats
_malLsed

N
Oup_ System (Top Ih_mu)

DteN]L Oen*

eretor Sys* Znstru- VLt_A Coe_roL Joltd 8tato 480V VttaL

lloa*YL_L tam ((lit. meat A_ &uxL1LLan_p YLtAJL _ _ _ For, t. _ JP_Loa thpJLtehlo_ Jtooetof _ & OC,
FroflttUNt SysteR8 nLeettie G0,0E.TO Pmz (71. fh_Llnm_f DC, II_t t GooLJJI8 OLtt I VestrY- Jl_tem VdltL_La- PtqW_M_fLmt OnAt 2
(Top Events) Pover (00) TII.IM./O) Z2.Z$.Z4) (AS) (Dt.DO.DR) Mstez COO) (AJP.AO.Jdl) tl_ (CV) (8&.SB) tLee (Iv) fly,tin _ (J_.N.U)

r
A_ucAI_ty lPeedvttet

System (AU) 3.t)60-07 2.487-06 9.690-04 000 8.4S0000 D. 220-07 4.59&-0t| 6.367007 2.639-07 4.530-07 _ 4.218-07

Prtmsry RCS Pressure

Rel tel* (PR, OI) --* 1.074*05 1.057-06 6. aSS-0? 2.627°06 2.782°06 2.714006 0.629-07 3.884°07 .......

_*_S, L_It _l)rejltlLJre ,
(LA, I.B,'.V,Ig, VA,

VB,AC,PA/) *** 4 . 632006 1. 234007 000 6 . 628007 000 4 •929007 2• 30S*07 ............

[CCS, Ntsh Pressure

_J (CN, SX,/flt,RF e) *-0 3.6&7006 ............ $.263-00 ......I_ ..... 2.66$-07

Reactor Vessel

Intesctty (VX) -0- 1 • 261-06 2. 798-07 ...........................

Turbine TrLp & 14aLa
Stem XsoLat t0n (HS) **- 1.612o07 8.316-07 $. 050-07 2.216-06 S. 280-07 3. 426007 00- 2.551-06 ........

ZsoLatton eL Ruptured
SG (SL) ...... 3.849007 -*- 2.356-07 .....................

Contatnment ZsoLat Lon

(el) --- 9. 309-08 ..............................

Cents Lnment Spray

(CS,SR) ....................................

XnterLaeLn8 LOCA
Event Tree Top Events
(VO.VC.VR. SH.XT. LW.

• RF does not lnc_Jcle RF/, aS RF& IS



3 Reviewo( the lstentslEvents

:3.10 Summaryand Ana!yslsor ReviewResults

Altenmlve qmmtiflcatioahm been offered _t this reporton a multitudeof indtvidul ite_
u a resultof the interredevants review. This sectionmllem these indtvidmditemsud ineorpomes them
into a set of intqmed CDF adc_tious.

T_ble 3.10.1 lira each of the items within the DC'PRAintenud events review for which sltenmive
qmmlflcattoa hm bean offered i any signiflam differencehas bean noted with the ori_ted
DCPRA. Table 3.10.1 also lists the orijinsl values _ by i_&E (as used in BNL's c81culstiousin
Section3.9) as weu u the BNL slteuntive vsines used in sensitivityestimstesthroullbOUtthe report.

Table3.10.2provide8the resultsof a set of over+dlinternaleventCOPc81cuistiousin an attemptto place the
Internalevents reviewresults Into an intellm_sdand proper perspective. Cue 1 in the table is simplythe
solutionto the orilfnsl DSld msdescribedin Sm:tioa3.9 (minusthe estemsl events). Case 2 representsCase
I plus the three updsted initintorspmvidodby .lq3&Eis • resultof this reviowandit is our beliefthat this
emeatisllyrepresentsPG&E's updatedDCPRA interredevut results. Csse 3 representsCase 2 plus the
sulxtiluttemof the BNL split fractionqmtifl_tion fromTak4e3.10.1. Case 4 representsCase 3 plus the
substitutionof the BNL value for LOOP. Cue $ representsCase 4 plus the BNL vslues forLOSt+V,
andSL(X_. Case6 representsthemlxmltutlonof all sltemsth'_BNLvaluesfrom Table3.10.1into theDSId.

BNL beMevmthatCase 4 _ts the met resmubk set of sdternstivequantificationof those offered in
Table 3,10.2. Case 2 is shnplythe updsted PO&E resultsand Case 3 does not include the solarmagnetic
storm eostribetfosidentifiedbyBNL for the LOOP initistoras doesCase4. (Note: Folimvingthe
coaq_ttan of this ,tudy but priorto the imuanceof this report, _ Ctmmmexperiencedits firmLOOP
event. AJtboulh not caused by a solarmagneticstomk it furthersultmantintmthe use of • hlsher LOOP
initintinlfrequeuy. ) Cases5 aad 6aredominstedby inftintorfrequenctesthstarebesvflydependenton Ionf_.
termindusUy-wldeesperlanm. Based upon Dinlgo Canyon'sdeammsted sbiltty to avoidplant mwients
asweli as the industrytread to lowernumbersof tnutsiant events peryear, these cases me felt to be overly
pessimisticfor formulstin| • best esthnste type of value.

it shouldsho be noted thatthe BNLCSP'8includethe removalof HSI (HSI - 0.0) fromthe modelmsit is
betievedto be too comm_tive In the D<_PRA. HSI representsthe compiste failureof the operatingstaff
to maintainthe plantin • safe hot shutdownconditionfollowing• transient(predominantlyRT andTT) with
no otber bdlurmprment.

The breskdownof initiatorJmportan_ for cue 4 can be found in Table3.10.3. This is an equivalenttsble
to that of Table 3.9.18 (whichb besed upon the orilJnsl DSM_put data) minusthe non-seismicexternsl
events. Case 2 is also includedIn Table 3.10.3 as this representsa truercmnpsrimnbetween the updated
DC?RA and BIqL'8slternstiveset of qmmtificstioa.(Theupdstedinput.i.e.,three •ew initistor frequencies-
from PG&E came sfter the importem:ecskuistious on the DSM were a_mpletedand therefore those

cakullllolss wore not repeated. The changes,however,do not represent• sJgldficsntlydiHerentviewof the
DlJo riskpron).

Table 3.10.4covers Case 4 (the analogof Table 3.9.5 for Case 1) andprovidesthe associatedrankingof the
systemfoporsloractionImport•noNaccordingto the Sllumptlonsof this case. It is interestingto note that
for the _ systems,the largestincreasesin import•hoerankingcamefromthe Diesel GenerstorSystems,
the Auxflb_ Ssltwster Systemandthe Solid Slste Protection_3utem.For the frontlinesystems,the biggest
changewasthattheAuxiliaryFeedwaterSystemandthePrimaryRCS PressureReliefSystem(rankedIand

NUREG_R-5726 3.73



3 Reviewof the IntemadEventsAm_mb

2 in tbo _)ezchup_ placmad surenowranked2 md I mpectlv_. And,morntntermttugof d b

mutritmtor(operatoramiwutmsof SSPS)wu alsnifimn_leminqm_t inCaseI ud theteamimportant
opemt_ sctkm in Case 4 (fitflumto maintainbot standby)was the lesdin| contributorin case 1.
emmtidy repmemtsa full revermdof them mira.

The drove dternatfeeremdt8me offered u msadditionalset of eemitivity8tudieathat my providefurther
insJsbtto timfuture

in humming,the internaleventslevel I portionof the DCPRArepresentsmtrulycomprehensiveand detailed
effort. It haswithstooddetailedscrutinyand is consideredto represent• firmsad reasonabletrashfor input
into PG&L_sLong TermSeismicProgrsm.

3.74 NUREG/CR.5726



3 Reviewof the Intenud Bv_ _nl)sb

_ 3.10.1

M_ llkmmm _rAI_ hvkm _mkdkm

ii ii i iiiit iiiii i _ iii i i i i a,i i _ i i1,1 , ,, ,.,, ,.,.., ,,

IEkmemt Dem_ptk)a POd_ DSM BNL Review
Value

3r_LtLatows1
LOOP Less of[ OffsLte Waver g.1|-1 Z.OIW-I

RT Iteaetot ?rip 1. It I. 85
TT Tucbtne TrLp 1.05 1.95

laSH Less o2 AuxLl£arY fr_ltvater 9.7_|'$ 1,0Zli-$

(l'Ordl updated Vslue) (L.40E*4)

LPO_ loss of[ Qempmwnt _)oLLnlJ Hater 1,96K'4 9.51| °6

(POrdt up.ted vslue) (2.Ult-4)

8LOCN IIm_Z LO(:AsNImZseZsble $._ta'$ 1. $$11i-2
(lqJtll updated value) ($,85|-3)

L_V Lees of[ (:eade_er VMuum e,?_ °:t $,1n'1

SLIJX Stoma LLne Jxq_k lnxtde ContaLmmnt 6,651-t 1,66R-$
lllJiO Jtm LLl_ llre_k OutsLde _mtaLlment 5,531-3 1.tNIE-2

lSl lnadvelrtencJafety lnJeetLen 8Lsnal 7,39r-2 2.66E-1

_rotal Loss Of[ Ikstn ]Veedvater 9.98E-:t 3.57E-1

Pa_L_L Less of[ J4a_ Feodvater 7,69|-1 2.611
KuaesaLve /Veedvater FLov 2,79K-1 9,97R-1

INIZT Closure 0£ Oae HaZY 1,07B-1 $,85B-1

Lat_ Less of PrUm_r Flay 2,:tZl-t a,$$K'I

Spilt Fr_tLoeuJ,
lULl ?. 589-$ 3 •79E-2

IM2 1,14E-2 S. 70E-2
IULS 2./_OE-2 7. OOE"2

S31 SoLLd State Pcateat Lon System ?. aBE-3) I. SOl-2
S82 2. _01-2 t,. 80t-2

8B6 8. irE-2 1.69E-1
Silo 1.3tK'2 2.68E-2

$1JE 7. aSE-2 1. tSE*I

AGI Lmu Presaure XnJeetLon _t Lon 6,27E-3 8,541[- $

FO$ DLeasl Fuel OLl System 5.08K-2 2.29E-2

AS3 1.229-4 2.6:W-k

AS4 Au_LILst7 l161t_ter System 1.69E-2 2.961-2

ASS 3. $8K-4 6.97|-4
ASS 2.7|-2 1.0

RTZ baator Proteatton System 6.581-6 2.90E-5

ESI Operator Walls to J4aLntaLn Hot Shutdmm $,01K-6 0.0
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T_do3.10.3

Oveeadlln_atadlvent CDIP'Ibtimal_weitm4ewAJmiiJ4ioi

i i i i i iiiiii ii i iin i i

_tlon PulntEmlmteCDF _.'_)tii i i i i i i i Hllllli i i

, i,...,.,,,, s i ill ill i i

3:1o.1).............
3. Cue 7.+ BI_ CSFs 7..0E.4

ill II [ Hll I I I

4. Case3 + BNI.,-LOOP 2.1E..4
]_ iiill i i IlllHI I III II I I I II I

S. _4 4, lint, _t'o¢ :2.4E.4
_, _ midSLOCN

i ii i i i i i ilmml n

AnBNLvehsesfromTdde3.10.1 $._E-4
i1 i ii IIINNI I ,1 r , , ,,,,n,

(Note: Polaremimte remlu pmmltedI- dsedmf_verd_
tl_ _tm tomsd timbidslos'finesu_'s _ flJisp

_TS, 9epplememNo.34)nd wee treedoa s dlallt_
moremmervstlveAasllb_ Feedtter Sptemm_emait4er_.
In tideflanlvml°a' thb mlervstim ha beenrem°ved"
Ovma medmiom m emettj_ _)
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Tdde 3.10.3

Cempm4omd Inws_d Smut CitrlbutloM b Ce_ Demqp l_oqueney

(Rmtkin$of Top Ten InternalEvent Contributors)

II_II I I I I I ,

Updtted DSId - Cue 2 _E) Cle 4
i Hi i ill L _

Fua_Ve_ Fumel.
__r _ l_t_r V_

(,) Imeorta
__

lllllll llli i i ii

LOOP 32 LOOP 50

lit 12 RT 8
I iiiIII I if ,,i, ,,,,,

11 'IF 8
i i i ii i i H

8 _ 6......
I J li II II it ililUUll

IJDC l 7 t.tDC S
III WEll I Ill

4 _ 5
i i iii ,i... .....=.

¢

3 SLDI 4
• -- I III IIII I III II I I

SOTR 2 LLOCA 2
IIIII II I I II I I

EXPW 2 _ 2
-- I III II1[I I I IIn I I

SLBO 2 LOSWV 2
mu, ,, I I III I

NURIROK_R.S726 3.77



Table 3.10.4A

RANKING OF SUPPORT SYSTEMS IMPORTANCE

INTERNAL EVENTS. CASE 4

i ilmr ill iiii

System Importance
(%)

Support System

i ii iii ,,... ,

1. Diesel Generator Systems 51
v,,, i ,,, , ,

2. Auxiliary Saltwater 29
| l ii ,,,,,, , T

3. Solid State Protection System 18

4. Control Room Ventilation 3

5. Vital 125V DC Power, Unit 1 8

6. Reactor Protection System 6

7. Instrument AC Power 5

8. Component Cooling Water 5
,,,, | , .,,, _

9. Vital AC Power, Unit 1 4
,,,. , i HI i i i ,,,, , ,,

10. 480V Switchgear Ventilation 2

11. Non-Vital Electric Power 1

12. Vital AC&DC Power, Unit 2 0.4
Illl[ il ii ii i II i

NUREG/CR.5726 3-78



Table 3.10.4B

RANKING OF FRONT-LINE SYSTEMS IMPORTANCE

INTERNALEVENTS. CASE 4

System
FrontHneSystem Importance

%
ummmm_,_mm_ _ mm

L P_,mary RCS Pressure Relief 28
ii ill IIIII iii I I

2. Auxiliary F_a_er ..... 22

3. Turbine Trip and Main Steam 9
Isolation

i .ira m i .....

4. ECCS, Low Pressure 7
L

5. ECCS, High Pressure 4

6. Reactor Vessel IntegrityAfter PTS 3
• , ,m, m m ..,,,|

7. Isolation of Ruptured Steam 1
Generator

........

8. Interfacing LOCA 0.2
i im i,

9. Containment Isolation 0.2
.mm.

10. Containment Spray <0.1
IIII iii i
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Table 3.10.4C

frANKINGOF OPERA_)R/RECOVERY ACTIONS IMPORTANCE

INTERNAL EVENTS. CASE 4

i ii i i i

Action

Operator/Recovery Actions Importance

I I

Operator Fails to/wtuate SSPS Signal 5

Failure to Recover 1 of 3 DGs with AFW 4.6
Available

ii ill

Operator Fails to Trip RCPs After Loss of CCW 4.1
to Prevent Seal L@CA

i iii i

Failure to Take Acl,ions Needed to Maintain RCP 2.8
SealCooling

i ii i

Failure to Recover Normal Power in 6 Hours 1.5

Failure to Recover 1 of 3 DC_ with _ 0.9
Unavailable

ii i ii

Failure to Secure S]!Per Operating Procedures 0.8
FollowingSGTR

,, ii

o
o

i i i i i. i

Failure to Maintain Control for Hot Standby After (neg.)
a Reactor T_p

i H

NUREG/CR-5726 3-80



4 REVIEW OF SEISMIC PRA

4.1 Introduction

This section presents the results of a detailed review of the Seismic ProbabiHsticRisk Assessment portion of
the DCPRA, as contained in Section 6 of the LTSP document. The necessity for and importance of a detailed
review of the seismic PRA is discussed in Section 1 of this report. In the following, the major steps in the
seismic PR_ namely:.

a. Hazard Curve Development
b. Fragility Development
c. Systems Analysis (Event and Fault Trees)
d. Risk Integration and Uncertainty Analysis

are discussed separately in Sections 4.4 through 4.7. One unusual feature of the PRA is the use of average
spectral acceleration rather than peak ground acceleration as the independent parameter for the hazard curve,
fragilities and responses. This raises a number of interface questions which are discussed explicitly in Section
4.5.

4.2 Detailed Description of DCPRA Approach Used in the Seismic Analysis

_ In general, the PL&G approach for seismic PRA is to develop a so called "frontlineseismic event tree"which
has top events which model both building failures and failures of essential safety systems. The single initiating
event is the earthquake. Definitions of the top events in terms of Boolean expressions for component failures
are developed in the report. These frontline seismic accident sequences either (a) lead directly to core
damage with seismic failures only (b) require the addition of random failures for certain systems (as obtained
from the internal events analysis) to create the conditions for core damage or (c) are "ok"sequences. In
addition, each accident sequence on the frontline seismic is mapped to an end state which is used to determine
the configuration of support systems. For example,

sequences are usually noted which lead to one of the following: (a) no seismic impact on support states (b)
extended loss of offsite power (c) loss of all AC power, etc.

In order to quantify the accident sequences, both random and seismic failure probabilities were determined.
In general, the seismic failure probabilities were developed by using the so-called "factor of safety" or
"separation of variables"approach in which the median level of failure is characterized by the design capacity
and the margin of safety associated with each aspect of the design calculation. Uncertainties (both random

and systematic) are derived from data or estimated for each safety margin factor and combined assuming a
log-normal model of conditional failure probability.

In addition to structural seismic failures of components and buildings, functional failure of electro-mechanical
equipment due to relay chatter or circuit breaker trip (caused by the seismic shaking) were also considered.
An extensive effort to identify all relays or breakerswhich were susceptible to ground motion (and which are
also imlx_rtant to safety) was made as part of the DCPRA.

As part of developing the fragility functions for both components and structures, the response of each
important structure (in terms of floor response spectra for each floor slab and shear and moment loads in
load-bearingwaU) must be determined. In the DCPRA, a detailed building response analysis was performed
for the auxiliary building using dynamic structural models and suites of recorded earthquake (and artificial
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earthquakes) time histories, l_ls analysis was compared with the design analysis results, and the results of
the compadmn were used to scale the design responses of other structures important to the PRA, and provide
appropriate measures of uncertainty for all required responses.

In addition to the seismically-induced failures, both random and human error failure probabilities were
included in the seismic sequences. Random equipment failure rates were taken directly from the internal
events portion of the PRA. Judgement was used to specify human error rates as a function of earthquake
level.

In general, PL&G uses a two step approach to quantifying risk, a point estimate calculation of the mean core
damage frequency followed by an uncertainty analysis. In the first step, a mean point estimate is computed

using a mean hazard curve and mean values of the conditional component failures. In general, a family of
hazard curves are developed and each hazard curve is associated with a judgmental weight. The numerical
values of the family of hazard curves and their associated weights are presented in tabular format. From this
table one can compute the ordinates of the mean hazard curve, taking into account the assigned weighing.
A number of increments are then defined, in this case six increments starting at 0.20g and extending up to
4.0g. These increments or levels are used to report intermediate results. Typically, they use small intervals

for low values of acceleration and fairly large intervals for higher values of acceleration.

A table of conditional mean failure fractions is presented for each component having a seismic failure mode.
This table presents the mean conditional failure fractions for each interval of average spectral acceleration,
such that this mean fraction - when multiplied by the incremental hazard curve frequency of that interval -
gives the correct total failure frequency for that component over the interval. It is computed by use of a code
in which each acceleration interval is further subdivided into increments (either .01g or 0.5g) and then the

failure fractions are computed at each sub-point in the interval and weighted by the hazard curve frequency.
They are finally normalized to the numerical value of the hazard frequency in the increment. The net result
is that the mean failure fraction, when multiplied by the reported increment frequency does yield the correct
total failure frequency for that increment. This is done so that in the second stage analysis (the uncertainty
analysis using Discrete Probability Distribution (DPD) arithmetic techniques as discussed later in this section)
these incremental values can be used.

The accident sequences are evaluated by multiplying each Boolean expression for the top events in the

accident sequence together, using the mean component failure fractions to evaluate the Boolean expressions.
Correlation (other than 0.0 or 1.0) is not considered in this process. Finally, each accident sequence is
multiplied by the incremental hazard curve frequency for that increment. A table is provided which gives the
conditional mean values for the top events as computed from the Boolean definition and including the hazard
curve values. This table is useful in that it usually shows the relative contributions of the components within
each Boolean expression to the total and it is usually found that (at most) one or two components essentially
dominate each Boolean expression. This is useful in interpreting the final results, in performing sensitivity
studies, and in identifying critical components whose fragilities should be given special scrutiny.

Compl_ment events are added to the accident sequences both in the reduced model for uncertainty analysis
and in the point estimate accident sequences. (If neglected, this leads to unnecessary conservatism in the
results.) In addition, random failures are added to the dominant accident sequences as required.

As the second step in their seismic PRA process, an uncertainty analysis is performed. The PL&G approach
makes use of a discrete probability distribution (DPD) arithmetic scheme which involves developing pairs of
acceleration and probability frequency points and then combining them using DPD arithmetic. This approach
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is relatively laborious and requires considerable intermediate aggregation of groups of components at each
stage of the process. This aggregation may lead to some uncertainty in the final result. In general, because
their ace/dent sequence and support state process develops many accident sequences (on the order of
2000.4000), PL&G does not use the full set of accident sequences to evaluate the uncertainty. Instead, using
engineering judgement, they develop a subset of accident sequences. This is a fairly simple Boolean model
involving perhaps only 20 to 30 components which models the dominant accident sequences for the entire
plant. It is this model on which the uncertainty analysis is performed, rather than the more complete set of
accident sequences derived from the frontline, mechanical support, and electrical support trees used in the
point estimate calculation.

4.3 Detailed Description of Review Approach

The detailed review of the seismic PRA was performed by several different teams which focussed on the

natural divlsious of the PRA, namely,

a. Hazard Curve Development
b. Component and Structures Fragility Development
c. Systems Analysis (Event and Fault Trees)
d. Risk Integration and Uncertainty Analysis

The scope and objectives of the reviews of each of these areas are described below.

(1) Review of the Hazard Curve

The review of the development of the hazard curve was performed by the NRC staff. The family of hazard
curves provided by PG&E was examined for the basic methodology used to develop the curves, the logical
decis/on trees used to incorporate various assumptions as to types of faults, etc. and for appropriateness of
basic ground motion data utilized in this process.

In addition, the hazard curves being developed are being keyed to spectral acceleration, rather than peak
ground acceleration as has been done in the past. Implications of this new approach were e_amined.

(2) Review of Fragilities Development

Two separate aspects of the fragility development were considered- equipment fragility and building structural
fragility. To perform this review, an initial two-day plant visit was required. In addition, copies of all
supporting documentation (in particular, the engineering calculation sheets - usually handwritten) for all
fragilities were made available. After preliminary review of the documentation, a meeting between the
reviewers and the fragility development personnel was scheduled to allow discussion of the details of the
fragility calculations.

A vital aspect of developing both component and building fragilities is the defendable determination of all
floor slab special accelerations and all load-bearing wall shear and moment forces. This important aspect was
reviewed by a) duplicating the DCPRA analysis of the auxiliarybuilding using the same input and models as

in the DCPRA (but different structural dynamic computer codes) and b) performing the analysis using
alternate input assumptions.
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The component fragility review was performed by Dr. M.K. Ravindra (EQE, Inc.). He reviewed the basis for
the comlmnent fragilities, and compared the final values against the existing equipment seismic performance
data base (observed performance during actual earthquakes) being developed and maintained by EQE, Inc.
The structural fragility calculations were rev/ewed by Dr. JJ. Johnson (EQE, Inc.), who performed the
independent responsebenchmarking studies.

(3) Review of Event Trees and Fault Trees

The frontline event tree plus the support trees were reviewed for completeness and appropriateness. In
particular,proper inclusion of random failures and test/maintenance unavailabilities in the seismic sequences
(which can be important at low earthquake levels) was examined. Assumptions underlying any credit taken
for recovery were examined for appropriateness. Finally, any implicit assumptions as to correlation between
seismically-induced failures were identified and examined. Review of the systems models was performed
jointly by the Brookhaven National Laboratory team (who reviewed the fault trees as part of their review of
the internal events portion of the DCPRA) and by Dr. M.P. Bohn of Sandia National Laboratories who
reviewed the seismic systems models.

(4) Review of Seismic Risk Integration

The assembly process resulting in the final seismic core melt frequencies was reviewed. An independent
calculation of key results wak made. Key assumptions driving the final result were identified and limited
sensitivity studies performed to highlight the potential impact of alternative assumptions. Areas examined
included the following:

a. appropriateness of final sequences and method of screening used.

b. Proper inclusion of seismically-induced correlation.

c. Completeness of evaluation of initiating events.

d. Appropriateness of inclusion of seismically-induced secondary failures (e.g., failure of interior block

walls damaging nearby equipment, etc.).

e. Assumptions as to correlation between modeling (as opposed to random) sources of uncertainties.

f. Method of inclusion of relay chatter/breaker trip.

g. Proper combination fragility failure modes.

h. Subjective weighting factors for the hazard curves and their impact on the final core melt frequencies.
i. Development of plant-level fragility functions.

The review of the seismic risk integration, including independent evaluation of the final risk results, was
performed by Sandia National Laboratories personnel.

The review of the Diablo Canyon Seismic PRA took place interactivelywith PG&E personnel over the course
of 2 1/2 years. During the "interactive phase" of the review, the review teams met with PG&E and their

contractor support personnel to review individual pieces of input as it was developed. A number of meetings
were held based on preliminary aspects of the PRA. One of the earliest major inputs completed was that of
development of the seismic fragilities. When this material was completed and documented, a detailed review

was begun. Finally, an audit meeting was held to review detailed aspects of various parts of the fragility
derivations.
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4.4 sanac U.nrd Analy.t.

4.4.1 Introduction

The detailed review of the seismic hazard was conducted directly by NRC staff members, therefore, the
detailed findings of that review are not reported here. However, for completeness, a brief description of the
hazard methodology and hazard curves used in the DCPRA analysis is given in this section.

The objective of the seismic hazard analysis was to provide a probabilistic representation of the earthquake
f_roundmotion at the Diablo Canyon site for the DCPRA. The seismic hazard analysis considers all the
seismic sources that can affect ground motion estimates at the site and compares the contribution of various
earthquake source hypotheses. The seismic hazard estimate is then convolved with the plant fragility to arrive
at the core damage frequency assessment for the plant.

The seismic hazards analysis considered characteristics of seismic sources, maximum magnitude distribution,
rate of earthquake occurrence, and attenuation of ground motion to develop a probabilistic representation of
earthquake ground motions expected at the site. The results (probabilities of specified levels of ground motion
being exceeded)were used as seismic input in the DORA.

4.4.2 Seismic Hazard Analysis Methodology

Uncertainties in defining risk are accounted for by a logic tree format and are represented by a family of
hazard curves. Logic trees are composed of nodes and branches. Each element in the logic tree has a set of
nodes representing an uncertain state of nature and each branch represents discrete possible values for that
state. Probabilities are assigned to each branch using subjective assessments and end branch probabilities are
calculated as the product of all the intermediate branch probabilities. A seismic hazard analysis was
performed for each end branch resulting in a single hazard curve. The hazard curves for all the branches in
the logic tree are used to estimate seismic hazard at the site.

Logic trees present the following source characteristics of faults: sense of slip, dip angle, depth of seismogenic
zone, length of fault, maximum magnitude, seismicity model, and rate of activity. Weights are assigned to each
possible hypothesis for each characteristic. These weights were assigned by a panel of experts based on
currently available data. Logic trees were developed for the Hosgri, Los Osos, San Luis Bay, Santa Lucia
Banks, West Huasna, Lompoc, Rinconada, Nacimiento and San Andreas faults.
Earthquake recurrence relationships were selected for each seismic source. Due to the limited historical
seismicity record, the rate of seismic activity was based on (1) seismic moment release inferred from estimated
fault slip rates or (2) geologically estimated recurrence intervals for surface rupturing events (LTSP Final
Report, Figure 3-13). PG&E found the estimated recurrence rates to be conservative because the predicted
recurrence rates for magnitude 5 and 6 earthquakes are higher than the historical seismicity observations to
the region.

The logic trees used to calculate seismic hazard include the geological data used to calculate maximum
magnitude distributions and the mean annual rate of potentially damaging earthquakes (greater than or equal
to magnitude 5) for each fault. Three median ground-motion attenuation relationships were used (strike-slip,
oblique and thrust faulting). Both uncertainty in ground-motion amplitude and site conditions were used in
estimating hazard. The results were summed over all faults which affect the site to calculate the seismic
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hazard curves (plota of the probab/lity of exceedance at different values of ground motion). "l'nisprocedure

takes into account randouiess in the following variables: fault geometry, location of rupture surface,
malpdtude rupture size, closest distance of this site to the rupture, and ground motion attenuation.

In the Dlablo Canyon seismic hazard analysis, 20,700 branches were calculated from the logic tree. These
hazard curves were reduced to sununary curves (fractlle hazard curves) which show the distribution of hazard
at each ground motion amplitude (spectral acceleration in the frequency range 3 to 8.5 Hz). To represent
uncertainty in the hazard, the large number of hazard curves were aggregated into a limited number of
allgregate hazardcurves (eight curves) that maintain the characterof the original curves while providing results
appropriate for the DCPRA. The aggregate hazard curves represent 90 percent of the total variance of the
original set for all ground motion amplitudes. These aggregate curves were used as input for the DCPRA.

The Hoqrl fault rune was found to dominate the seismic hazard at the site. The Los Osos and San Luis Bay
faults each _ontrlbute only a few percent to the total hazard. Relative contributions to the total hazard from

the other faults are insi_cant. Sensitivity studies showed that important parameters are slip rate, maximum
magnitude and ground motion attenuation.

Hazard analysmwere performed in terms of response spectral accelerations to be consistent with plant fragility
estimates. Estimates were made for 5 percent damped accelerations at 2, 4, 8, 14, 25, and 33 Hz and for

average spectral accelerations in the ranges of 3 to 8.5 hz and 5 to 14 Hz. Hazard curves for different styles
of faulting representing the frequency range of 3 to 8.5 Hz were selected for use in the DCPRA because this
parameter provided the least variability between different earthquake magnitudes. Fig. 4.4.1 shows the hazard
curves used in the seismic portion of the DCPRA.
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4.5 Hazard/Fragility Interface

In most previous PRAs, the peak ground acceleration (pga) was used as the key parameter. The variability
in the spe_ral shape was estimated in the previous PRAs by taking the ratio of spectral acceleration at a
specific frequency to the pga. Since the logarithmic standard deviation of this ratio was found to vary over
the frequency range of interest, it was conservatively assumed that this logarithmic standard deviation is
frequency independent and equal to 0.25 or greater.

In the Diablo Canyon seismic PRA, the ratio of the spectral acceleration at any specific frequency to the
average spectral acceleration (over the frequency range of 4.8 Hz to 14.7 Hz) was found to have a constant
logarithmic standard deviation of 0.18 for 5% damping. In addition, the randomness variabilityfor earthquake
directional effects alone was estimated to have an average value of about 0.12. Thus the use of average

spectral acceleration (over an appropriate frequency range) was felt to provide lower uncertainty than the use

of peak ground acceleration (and hence reduce the uncertainty in the overall seismic risk) as well as preclude
the possibility of "double counting" of uncertainty in the determination of fragilities and response analyses.

The independent parameter chosen for the DCPRA was the average of the ground motion response spectra
(5% damped) over the range of 3 to 8.5 Hz. The hazard curves and the fragility median accelerations at
failure were both expressed in terms of this independent parameter. This parameter can, of course, be related
to the peak ground acceleration of the spectra from which it was developed. For comparison to the results
of other seismic PRAs, the relation is

(Sa)3.8.s _ 2.34*PGA

Where (Sa)_._ is the average of the ground motion response spectrum over the frequency interval of 3.0 to
8.5 Hertz.

Although the use of average ._ectral acceleration as the fragility parameter avoids the "so-called" double
counting of variability introduced by attenuation and spectral shape factor, the reduction in the overall
variability and the resulting reduction in the mean seismic CDF estimates are indeed small. It was concluded
that the increase in the seismic margin (measured by the HCLPF capacity) may not be larger than 8% over
that calculated using the pga and the previous seismic PRA methods; the decrease in the seismic CDF
estimates is even smaller. These conclusions are very important for future seismic PRAs since the available
seismic hazard results for different sites in the US east of the Rocky Mountains from the EPRI and NRC are
in terms of peak ground acceleration and uniform hazard spectra whose uncertainty is not necessarily (or
usually) constant over the 3.0 to 33 Hertz frequency range of interest. However, the DCPRA results show
that the frequency dependence of the uncertainty is not a major effect and can be neglected in future PRAs.
Thus there is no need to revisit the seismic hazard studies and develop seismic hazard curves with the average
spectral acceleration as the parameter as long as the spectral shape variability is consistently handled.

4.6 Fragility and Building Response Analysis Review

4.6.1 Fragility and Building Response Analysis Methodology

The fragility analysis method used in the Diablo Canyon seismic PRA has evolved over the last ten years and
has been applied in seismic PRAs of over 25 nuclear power plants. So, in one sense, the methodology is
mature. However, because of the high seismicity at the Diablo Canyon site, several aspects of the seismic
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PRA have been modified or performed in more detail than in previous applications. For example, the detailed
probebilhnJcreqx)nle calculations performed on the auxiliarybuilding, the detailed nonlinear analyses of the
turbine building, and the large number of equipment items for which specific fragility calculations were
performed repreNnt non.typical applications of the methodology. The reference fragility parameter in the
DCPRA is the 5 percent damped average spectral acceleration of the horizontal ground.motion averagedover
the frequency range of 3.0 Hz to 8.5 l-lz. Table 4.6.1 presents the fragility functions used in the DCPRA, with
the median values expressed in terms of average spectral acceleration. (To interpret these in terms of peak
ground acceleration, it is only necessary to dlsddethe median value by 2.34. The random uncertainty #a and
the modelling uncertainty _ are dimensionless, and apply to either representation.) The last column of
Table 4.6.1 lists the average spectral acceleration associatedw/th a high confidence of low probability of failure
(the so.called HCLPF acceleration). These may also be scaled to peak ground acceleration in the same way.

The use of median-centered reference horizontal floor spectra in the development of equipment fragilities has
afforded a realistic representation of the seism/c capacity and reduced the overall variability. This approach
of generating probabilistic responses has been used in selected past PRA's and may be used in future seismic
marg/n/PRA studies to make a realistic assessment of response margins and variabilities.

This review is both global and specific. From a global viewpoint, an overall assessment of the implications of
the response and fragility assessments on the seismic PRA was performed. From a specific standpoint, the
rev/ew was focused on items that are risk significant or have generic implications.

4.t .asu Amb a,mm Woe,dure

The review focused on methodology and its application in the response and fragility a_eas. The review
cons/sted of the foIlowlng activities:

• Attending technical information meetings between the NRC and PG&E held from 1987 through 1989.

• Performing a walkdown of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, focusing on the seismic risk

important components and structures, in March 1988.

• Review of calculations and reports submitted by PG&E.

• Independent calculations to verify various key aspects of the seismic PRA.

• Audit of calculations of selected components in June 1989.

In the response area, the auxiliary building and the turbine building were reviewed in detail. Independent
response analyses and sensitivity studies were performed on the auxiliary building. The nonlinear analyses of
the turbine building were reviewed in det._il.

In the equipment fragility review, the review focused on identification of failure modes, information sources
for fragility evaluation, i.e., loads, test response spectra, frequency calculations, etc., methods used in the

derivation of median capacity and variability estimates (_a and _u), assumptions made on anchorage adequacy,
and reasonableness of the final fragility estimates. The scope of the equipment fragility review did not permit
independent fragility calculations by the reviewer. However, such independent calculations would not have

provided much different conclusions or insights on the seismic capacities of components. It is recognized that
the fragility evaluation requires the use of judgment on the part of the analyst in identifying the failure modes
and estimating the seismic capacities of the component for these failure modes. There could be differences
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in them judlpnant8between different analysts. Therefore, the review concentratedon identifyingsuch
differe_e8 andmmmln8thehnpscton the final frajflJtyestimates.

There was s clooeinteractionbetweenPO&E andthereviewersthroulbout theprofp'mn.The reviewerswere
presentedwith the methodoiollYand results st differentpheNa of the study. The questionsraised and
dmWcatioustaughtby the reviewemwere _ in the final summaryreport,reapom_ to review
qumio_ andmupporthqdocumenu,

In the PL&G metbodolofw0all fmjfHtfe8are bend on Found au_elemtion. Thus developmentof frM_lities
involve8both estimateaof _ st pointswhereequipmentis located u well u eatimatin8the capacity
of the componentsthemmJvm. In the D(3PI_ all structuralreq3ousmwere reded from dedsn calculations
with the rodin8 determinedbend on a detailedm_tural r_ evaluationof on©structure, the Auxiliary
Bufldins. Hence, u part of the Prqflity ,4_alyubreview,it wasconsideredeaentiid to verify the _RA
iwobebtlib_ reqpousestudyperformedfor theAuxWmyBuildin&

4,53.1 IJmebmsrldsa d' Aux_ Sddins Rupeeso and Vsrbldflty Study

This ruction focume8on the req_nm and _ty studyperformedby PO&E on the DimNoCanyon
amdlin_ buildh_ The _ of the reviewwas to reproduceand verify the admuhtionperformedby
PO&E and to performsensitivitystu..dfeeto identify psrumetersimportantto the mimnicPRA.

PO&E utilizedthe study:,to benchmarkatdete_callycalculated median responsewith one pneruted
by i_obebllis_ _ analyubtechnfquea;and to calculateestimatmof variabilityinfloor r_ spectral
_ceksmttons as stfunctionof frequencyand elevationin the Mructuredue to variabilityin pound motion,
mfl/m_ propertf_ andstructuredyumk_ cbsmucteristicL_ studywas also used to quantifythe portion
of the "structure_ facto_ attributedto ground.motionspectralshape, atructuraldmnpins,structural
frequency,structuralmodecounbiuation,earthquakedirectionalcombination,andsoft structureinteraction.

ProbitbWMic_ 8ulyu_. of the DiitbloCanyonsuxlliarybulldinswereperformedbyPO&Eand verified
herein.The probebiHsticresponseMalyubmethodolof_ usedto verifyPG&E's_ paralieis_ that
used by PO&Eexceptthat different8tructunddynamiccomputercodeswere used. The methodoloilyused
bothby PO&Eand in thereviewis _ thatdevelopedfor the US NRC SeimnicSafetyMarshuJRemmrch
Pmpum (SMk4RP)u implementedin the computerprop_m SMACS(Ref. 6.2). The pertinentfeature8of
SMAC_havebeen _ted in itversionof _I whichwasused in this benchmarkevaluation. The
nmthodof analysiscomim of constructinlbestestimatemodeb of rock/foundJtion/mucture,miSning best
eetimate parameters to their phyaical characteristics,and assigning var/itbilltyto it limited number of
pm'ametenofthe mck/foudation/sttucturesystemto representvadabWtyinthesystem. A dataset of uoud
motionsb 8membkJdor constructedto representwtdldWltyinthe free-fieldflround motion. The p_

aualymmthen proceed by performingrepeated deterministicanalyses,each analysissimulatingan
eaurthqulkeoccurrence. By performingmanysuchmudymsand vs_jins the free-fieldpound motion and
valuesof thePeranmter_in-structureresponsesandtheirstati_icncanbecalculated.
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IMut Mot__M.The benchmarkstudyusedthe identicalensembleof accelerationtimehistoriesasPO&E's
probelglis_ responseanalysis.Fifty.twohori_ntal 8roundmotiontimehistorieswere used in the PG&E
audy, Twelvepairof orthopnal horizontaltimehistoriesderivedfromrecordinlpfromeiflhtearthquakes

twenty.burofthefL_.two.An additionalfourteenpainoforthogonalhorizontaltimeh/stories
werenumericallygenerated.Thetwelvepairsofmodifiedrecordedmotionsarerandomwithrespectto
north/Youthoreast/westdirectionsoftheDiabloCanyonsite,hence,thetwocomponentsofeachofthe
setswereinterchangedtoproducetwenty.foursetsofinputmotionsforsimulationpurposes.Thefourteen
painofnumer_....llygeneratedt/mehistorieswereq3eciflcallygeneratedfortheDinbloCanyonsiteand
correspondtoplantnorth/southand_ hence,theywereappliedintheappropriatedirection.
Thm'efore,forshnulationpurlx)ees,anensembleofthirty-eightearthquakescomprisethedataset.The
fifty-twotimehistoriesarelistedinTables4.6,2(Table6.5,DCPRA) and4.63(Table6-6,DCPRA) for
themodifiedrecordedandnumericallysimulatedgroundmotions,_ively. Thetimehistoryscaling
factorwasderivedsuchthatthe$_ dampedspectralaccelerationoverthefrequencyrangeof4.8to14.7
hertz is 2.08 for the average of the twocomponents.

StructuralModel A simplifiedauxiliary_ model was used in the benchmarkanalysisand in
subsequentsensitivitystudies. D3mamicclptracterlmJc8of the auxiliarybuilding are describedby the
models flxed-bemeipnq_em and modaldampingfuctmu.F1pu_ 4.6.1showsthe $-D lungpedrims beam
element model used in both PO&E's and present probebilb_ response analysis. The fixed-base
eige_em used in the benchmarkanalyse8matchesciowly that generatedby PO&E. The eigensystem
for the bendnnark_ ms recalculatedliven nodal massvalues,their coordinatelocation,and beam
elementpropet_q_ C.z_padsoa of the efgenvaluesand mareparticipationbetween the benchmarkand
PO&Etdmplifledamdhrybuilding modelsis .sirenin Table4.6.4. The differencesinthe eigensystemsare
smallanddo not sigeificantiycont_eute to differeneesbetween in-structureresponse.

FoundationIme_lances. Impedancefunctionsforthebenchmarkanalyaisinitiallyassumedthe foundation
to be surfacefounded and basedon the samegeometryasd rockprofilepropertiesused by I_&E (Table
4.6..5andFill,4.6-2).Modificationof thehnpedancofunctionsto accountfor imbedmentinthebenchmark
analysbms m:omplished usingtheidenticalfattendevelopedbyPO&E (Table4.6.6).Thebenchmark
analyubretainedthefrequencydependentnatureoftheimpedancefunctionwhilePO&E'sprobab/listk:
analysb selected the impedancevalues at 8 Hz and appliedthem as a constantover the frequencyrange
of the anal3nds.Table4.6.7 showsa comparisonof the impedancevalues at 8 Hz between those used in
the benchmarkandPO&E'sanalyses,_ the intbedmentfactors.

VaflableModelParameters.Severaldiscreteparameterswere amamedto be randomvariablesand
represented by probebilitydistributions-rockmodulus(stMness of soil), structurefrequency(stiffnessof
the structure)andstructuredempin& LoSnormaldistributionswere umunedwithmedianvaluesdefined
by best estimates (rock modulus as siren in Table4.6.5, fixed-besestructurefrequenciestimes 0.90 to
accountfor concretecrackinS,and 7_ of criticalstructuraldamping). Variabllitiesinthe PU&E analysis
were definedby Io8normalstandarddeviationsasliven inTable4.6.8. 23drty-eightearthquakesimulations
were performedto establishmedian and variabilityof in-structureresponseL Parameter values were
selectedbysub-dividingtheprobabfl/tydistributioesinto equallyprobableintervalsandsamplingfromeach
of these intervals;hence, each parametervalue is equallyprobeble. The thirty-eishtcombinationsof
parametervalueswereconstructedbya Latinhypercubeexperimentaldestp. Twopointsof emphasishere
- two experimentaldeslsas were generated for the PG&Eanalyses;one for the recordedtime histories
(totalun_lesizeof24earthquakesimulations)andoneforthenumericallyshnulatedtimehistories(total
samplesizeof14 earthquakesimulations). Secondly,theparameterdistributionsweresub.dividedinto
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]q+2 equally probable intervab where lq equaled 24 or 14 respectively. The extreme high and low ranps
were then d/scarded to usure phys/cally meaningful samples. Tables 4.6.9 and 4.6.10 contain the sample
values.

(i) Results of Benchmarking of PG&E Probabil/stic Response Calculations

Table 4.6.11 compare8 the various Npects of PG&E's analysis with the benchmark analysis performed here.
The only difference in the two is in the SSI aru where the frequency-dependencyof the impedance functions
is retained. The benchmark analyses were performed and floor response spectra were calculated at several
node points throughout the structure. The thirty-eight individual floor response spectra at a given location
and direction were combined to obtain a median and 84% non-exceedance probability (NEP) spectrum.
Figures 4.6.3 and 4.6.5 compare median responses calculated by PG&E and the benchmark for the N-S and
E-W directions; Figures 4.6.4 and 4.6.6 compare similarly the 84% I_P spectra. They compare well as they
should. Figures 4.6.7 thru 4..6.12 contain median and 84% NEP spectra at other elevations as calculated by
the benchmark analysis.

(ii) Results of Independent Evaluation of Responses

To supplement the benchmark analysis and investigate the effect of a different selection of parameter values
on the response and its statistics, an independent verification of the probabilistic response analysis aspect of
the PG&E and benclmmrk analysis was performed. Table, 4.6.12 itemizes each aspect of the analysis
procedure with comparison to the PG&E case. The only difference lies in the treatment of the variable
parameters. One parameter was added, i.e., rock material damping consistent with Ref. 6-2. Sampling and
the e_q_rimental design were based on a sample size of 38 earthquake simulations rather than two samples
of sizes 24 and 14.

Figures 4.6.13 thru 4.6.16 compare floor response spectra (median and
84 percent NEP, N-S and E-W, for elev. 140 ft.) generated by PG&E and generated by this independent
analysis. The responses compare reasonably well with slight deviations in both the N-S and E-W directions.

(fii) Verification of Variability of Responses

Tables 4.6.13 and 4.6.14 compare log normal standard deviations of spectral accelerations at 5 percent damping
averaged over various frequency ranges. These values are reasonably consistent and validate the PG&E
recommended ranges presented on p. 6-46 of the LTSP final report.

(iv) Results of Assessment of Apportioning of Variability

Two additional cases were analyzed to investigate the sources of variability in in-structure response spectra,

i.e. attempt to separate composite variability into the portions due to ground motion and uncertainty in system

properties. The first case held soil/structure properties at their nominal values and varied ground motion only.
Thirty-eight simulations were performed and variability in floor response spectra was due to variability in the
ensemble of ground motions only. The second case analyzed the auxiliary building for two artificial time

histories generated to match the median ground response spectra of the thirty-eight motions in the N-S and
E-W directions. Variability in system properties was identical to the benchmark case discussed previously.
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Tables 4.6.15 and 4.6.16 compare variability in response spectral accelerations due to the three cases:

• Benchmarkanalysis.

• Ground motion variability only, soil/structure properties fixed at their nominal values.
• Single ground motion, soil/structure properties varied according to the Benchmark experimentaldesign.

Assuming variability in in.structure response spectra due to ground motion variability only as random
variability, variability in in-structure response spectra due to SSl/structure variability only as modeling
uncertainty, and variability in in-structure response spectra due to both sources of variability as combined (or
total) uncertainty,one can evaluate the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares(SRSS) combination of random
and modeling uncertainty to yield total uncertainty. Doing so in the average sense of Tables 4.6.15 and 4.6.16
demonstrated that SRSS of _ and j9Uto obtain 19c is typically conservative and can be veryconservative. That
is, if the uncertainties (at different frequency ranges as shown on Tables 4.6.15 and 4.6.16) for the cases where
only ground motion uncertainty or only soil-structure interaction uncertainties were included in the response
calculation are combined in an SRSS sense, the results is often substantially greater than in the benchmark
case where in both sources of uncertainty are simultaneously considered. For example, in Table 4.6.15 at
elevation 100 feet and frequency range 11-30 Hertz, combining the uncertainty of the GMTH only case (0.22)
with the uncertainty in the SSI/TH only case (0.08) in an SSRS sense gives a total uncertainty of 0.234, which
is substantially greater than that obtained in the benchmark case (0.17) in which both sources of uncertainty
are included together.

The lack of generic appUcabilityof the SRSS rule for this case is due to the nonlinear nature of the equations
of motion with respect to the frequency characteristics of the excitation and soil stiffness and damping and
structure frequency and damping. Note, these observations apply to response uncertainty only and not to the

combination of response and capacity uncertainties for which this investigation does not apply.

4.6.3.2 Struetm_l Frqtilty Review

A number of structures were considered in the DCPRA, but only two played any significant role: the turbine
building and the attxiliaW building. As will be seen later, failure of the turbine building played a significant
part in the fmal seismic risk results, while failure of the auxiliary building was a minor but non-negiigible
contrt'butor.

The development of fragilities for all structures (except for turbine building) was based on the separation of
variables approach. A description of the methodology, factors considered and sourcejs of uncertainty was
presented in reference 2. The methodology and assumptions, failure correlations and ductility models
described in this report were reviewed and found to be acceptable.

Due to the importance of the turbine building, an alternate calculation of structural failure level was made

as described in reference 3. This report described the capacity analysis using the DRAIN-2D computer code
and a non-Hnear hysteretic reinforced concrete shear wall constitutive model. Non-linear gap elements were

used to model impact of the massive turbine pedestal with the remainder of the turbine building. Multiple
time history analyses were made, and computed stoW drift values were compared with a stow drift failure

criteria (thought to be conservative) of 0.7 percent of the stoW height. Based on these analyses, a probabilistic
failure function was developed.
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Review of the turbine building seismic fragility assessment focused on the nonlinear dynamic analysis
performed in a probabil/stic manner to determine the fragility function. A rev/ew of the LTSP final report
and reference 3 along with meetings and discussions culminated in a series of questions4 to be addressed by
PG&E. These questions were discussed in a fragility meeting s of June 16-17, _989 and were addressed by
formal rexponses6.

These questions focused on modeling assumptions and details of the analysis. All questions were addressed
adequately during the meeting of June 16-17, 1989 with the exception of the need to evaluate the assumption
of impact occurring only at the center of the _urbine pedestal whereas impact near the ends of the turbine
pedestal would appear possible and have potentially more severe consequences on the capacities of walls 19
and 31. The June 16-17, 1989 meeting defined additional studies for wall 31, examining in a Hmitingcase the
effect of the turbine pedestal impacting the turbine deck at close proximity to the wall connection. Reference
6 documents PG&E's evainationwh/ch shows this phenomenon to have minimal effect on the fragility function
for the turbine building; thus, resolving this issue. The methodology used for the non-linear fragility an
analysis as found to be acceptable. The non-Hnear analyses provided two important results. First, it provided
an independent c,'Aculation of fragility from that provided by the method of separation of variables and
secondly, it provided a substantiation of the underlying assumptions as to ductility and combinations of
uncertainties which are implicit in the separation of variables approach. Overall, the non-linear turbine
building analysis was felt to substantially contribute to the confidence level in the final seismic PRA results.

4.r4 sumhmm 'asm nevk

This section focuses on the equipment fragility review for components and equipment in the DCPRA. In the
Diablo Canyon Seism/c PRA, the median capac/ties of equipment were estimated using site-specific and
plant-specific information. Med/an-centeredhor/zontal floor spectra were estimated for selected floors of the
important civil structures using ground motions matching the median ground response spectra,
median-centered soil-structure interaction methods and parameters, and building structural parameters. For
the west core of the auxiliarybuilding, probabilistically based median-centered horizontal floor spectra were
generated. This approach contrasts with many previous seismic PRAs wherein the design basis floor spectra
were used to establish equipment capacity through the use of structural response factors of safety estimated
to account for conservatism or unconservatism in the generation of the design floor response spectra. The
approach followed in the LTSP provides a more realistic estimate of the median capacity with reduced
uncertainty.

The randomness and uncertainty variabih'tiesj_z and tgU are typically lower than those reported in previous
seismic PRAs. The reasons are the use of median centered floor spectra and availability of qualification
analysis nd test reports specific to Diablo Canyon equipment. The analysts have systematically included the
variabilities in different factors of safety by the "separation of variables"approach in arriving at the overall
variabiritiesin the capacity for each equipment. The responses to formal review questions (Fragility Meeting,

June 16-17, 1989) describe the bases for most of the variability assignments which rely rather heavily on
professional judgment. However, the results are not very sensitive to these judgments because of the

followin& The overall variability (either_z or _,) is obtained by taking the SRSS of the individualvariabilities
of different safety factors. Because of this process, only a few variabilities dominate. Therefore, it is not
hnportant to make a precise estimation of the variabilities of different safety factors. This is true even when
the fragility parameters are used to calculate the seismic margin, the so called HCLPF capacity. The need
for precise estimation of fragility parameters (specifically,8 U and _ become less when the final output are

risk estimates (i.e., core damage frequency for example).
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4.6A.1 Failure Modes and Issues Reviewed

For each item of equipment, a review of the failure modes was made to assure that all reasonable failure

modes were included. These included structural failure modes (e.g., bedding of tank walls and component
supports, anchor bolt failures, and pressure boundary failure of piping) and functional failures (e.g., chatter
and trip in electrical components, excessive blade deflection in fans, and shaft seizure in pumps).

Suvvort faOuremodes. During the review and plant walkdown, the focus was on identifying potential
failure modes. An example of the review is the identification of failure modes for the RHR heat

exchanger. In Phase II, the heat exchanger support fragilities were calculated by extrapolating the Hosgri
earthquake evaluation loads. For the Hosgri evaluation, the heat exchanger was modeled as fLxedat the
top and bottom and suppc_rted in the middle. It was pointed out in the review that the intermediate
support would fail at higher azcelerations and the anchor bolts would yield. Therefore, the horizontal
frequency near failure level was evaluated by modeling the heat exchanger as a beam with the upper and
lower support treated as pinned connections, and the intermediate support not included. This reduced the

horizontal frequency from 29.6 Hz for the Hosgri evaluation to 11.9 Hz for the fragility evaluation.

In the PG&E calculations submitted in response to Question 32c, two failure modes +wereidentified. These
were failure of anchor bolts at the pedestal and the upper N-S strut. For the upper support, the capacity
was determined to be the sum of tension in the embedded studs and buckling load of the longer strut.
From the sketch supplied by PG&E, it appeared that a failure mode comprised of concrete pull out of the
upper support could occur before yielding of the studs could take place. The imbedment length of these
studs (7/8 in. diameter) was shown to be 4 in. If this failure mode was in fact the governing one, the
median strength factor would have been less than 50% of what was estimated. In the audit review of
calculations, this failure mode was examinedcarefully. PG&E produced Drawing No. 439520 which showed
that the actual imbedment length of these studs is 8.75 in. Therefore, concrete pullout of the studs would
not happen before their tensile failure.

Failure _ based on qualification tests. Structural fragilityof tested components _,as estimated by using
a factor of 1.8 over the test response spectra (TRS) for those cases where there was no distress noted

during or subsequent to the seismic qualification test. Herein, the median factor of 1.2 represents the ratio
of test response to onset of distress, and the median of 1.5 represents the ratio of response at the onset
of distress to onset of failure. The composite variability in the first factor was estimated to be/3 c ---0.11
whereas the uncertainty in the latter factor was estimated to be/3 U -- 0.04. Although these median and
variability values were estimated using judgment, they appear to be reasonable and the overall effect on
the component fragility may have been conservatively estimated. In a few cases, excess conservatism in the
total median factor of 1.8 has been demonstrated and removed. For the 4160 V Switchgear, the median
capacity was calculated first by assuming it to be 1.8 times the ratio of TRS/RRS (Required Response
Spectra). This approach led to an excessively conservative low capacity estimate for the component. To
refine this evaluation, the potential failure mode for the component was examined. The failure mode was

identified as carriage guide rod bending. For this failure mode, the median capacity was calculated as 7.44
g and the HCI_F capacity was obtained as 2.9 g. Whereas, application of the 1.8 factor would have
yielded a median capacity of 4.5 g and the HCLPF capacity of 1.8 g.

Relay Chatter. PG&E identified relays (see also Section 3.2) that affect components necessary for safe
shutdown. Functional failure fragilities of relays were evaluated only for those relays which were

considered to be chatter sensitive. The median strength factor for the chatter mode was estimated using
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the Generic Equipment Ruggedness Spectrum (GERS), the cabinet amplification factor and the floor
spectral acceleration. The relay chatter failure mode fragilities were derived for the diesel generator
control panel, 4-KV switchgear, main control boards and hot shutdown panel. Except for the 4 kV
switchgear, the chatter failure mode capacities, were found to be sufficiently high so as not to contribute
significantly to plant seismic risk. The 4-kV switchgear, contains a large number of overcurrent relays,
which are primarily sensitive to vertical excitations. The fragility parameters for relay chatter of the
switchgear were estimated to be 3.53 g (median) and 1.31 g OICLPF). It was demonstrated that the
switchgear chatter failure mode is recoverable from the control room. Hence, the relay chatter failure
mode is addressed in LTSP in detail and does not contribute significantly to the plant seismic core damage
frequency.

Anchoraze failure modes. The anchorage failure modes investigated included some of the recent generic
issues such as edge distance, close spacing of bolts and cracked concrete. For example, the RHR heat
exchanger is mounted on a pedestal with anchor bolts; the edge distance for anchor bolts appeared to be
low. However, a closer examination revealed that the anchor bolts were J bolts and are installed well inside

the outer layer of reinforcement. There are a few items of equipment mounted on pedestals which may
pose possible concerns with small edge distance; however, the seismic fragilities for these components were
developed using specific information; the review and walkdown generally focused on this issue.

Therefore, it is concluded that the anchor bolt failure modes are properly represented in the LTSP.

Development of vertical floor acceleration input for equipment fragility evaluation. A question often raised
in seismic PRAa is how the vertical ground motion and uncertainties are combined with the horizontal
ground motion. Appendix D of reference 2 describes the procedure used in developing the median
centered vertical floor response spectra. Through selected examples, it is shown that the fraction of the
total critical response attributable to vertical excitation is generally small and is unimportant in terms of
contribution to plant seismic risk. The reviewer agrees that the incorporation of the vertical ground input
by the so-caUed "Hosgri factoring method" described in this appendix is adequate for this purpose.

A.mtd gqmmt Sm. gr.OJt

The purpose of the audit was to obtain additional information on equipment fragility calculations, and
understand the sources of information and assumptions made in the identification of failure modes and their

fragility estimation. The calculations were reviewed with the aid of equipment support drawings, qualification
reports and photographs of the equipment items.

The major focus was on equipment items for which PG&E had previously sent fragility calculations and had
specifically addressed in response to NRC Question 32. The audit covered the following aspects:

• Identification of failure modes

• Information sources for fragility evaluation

• Method for deriving median,/3g and/3u

• Anchorage

• Reasonableness of fragility estimates
• Detailed information available for review
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Specific findings for the components whose fragilityderivations were examined during the audit are described
below.

4160 V Switchmar

Two failure modes were identified by PG&E: functional failure (chatter) and structural failure. The fragility
for relay chatter was calculated using the GERS and median cabinet amplification factors. The relay is
sensitive to vertical seismic response and the vertical frequency of relays was estimated to be from 19 - 21
The median spectral acceleration capac/ty in the chatter mode was estimated to be 3.53 g and the HCLPF
capacity was obtained as 1.31 g. It was stated in Ref. 6-1 that relay chatter in this component is recoverable
from the control room.

For structural failure, it is customary to use qualification test data; if there was no distress in the component
in the qualification test, the median capacity is taken to be 1.8 times the ratio of TRS/RRS. As discussed
previously, this approach was determined to be excessively conservative for this component. Instead, the

structural failure mode was identified as carriage guide rod bending. For this failure mode, the median
capacity was calculated as 7.44 g and the HCLPF capacity was obtained as 2.96 g. This a good example of
evaluating the failure mode by analytical means.

The median factors in the fragility calculations were selected conservatively; therefore, the _ values are lower
than the ones reported in previous seismic PRAs. Also note that median floor response spectra were
calculated instead of being extrapolated as in previous seismic PRAs.

The intermediate values of _ do not have a significant influence on the overall variability because of the way
are combined.

RHR Heat Exchant'e,"

In the PG&E calculations submitted in response to Question 32c, two failure modes were identified. These

were failure of anchor bolts at the pedestal and the upper N-S strut. For the upper support, the capacity was
determined as the sum of tension in the embedded studs and the buckling load of the longer strut. The

potential for the embedded studs pulling out of concrete before yielding could take place was examined. The
imbedment length of the studs was found to be sufficient to prevent this failure mode as discussed previously

("FailureModes").

The edge distance of anchor bolts in the pedestal was reviewed; it was determined that the anchor bolts are
J bolts and are well inside the outer layer of reinforcement.

For the RHR heat exchanger, the two failure modes were estimated to have similar seismic capacities. The

analysis correctly calculated the fragility of the component as the conditional probability that any one of the
failure modes could occur.

Initial review of the calculations did not include frequency calculations for the heat exchanger used in the

fragility estimation. Foliow-up reviews demonstrated this frequency based on the pinned-pinned condition to
be 11.9 Hz taking into account the hypothesized failure of the center support and moment resistance at the

bottom. A frequency of 29.6 Hz was estimated in design for the condition of three active supports.
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Tne nozzle loads on the heat exchangerwere scaled from those obtained using Hosgri floor spectra to the

median floor spectra at the pipin E frequency of 12 Hz. Subsequent to the audit, PG&E provided a
justification for the pipin Efrequency of 12 l-lz.

CCW Heat Exchanmr

The controlling failure mode was identified as the longitudinal support concrete anchors. The review
confirmed that the edge distance for the expansion anchor does not matter since the anchors go into the
mncrete slab passing through a thin grout pad.

Sorav Additive Tank_

The anchorage was checked and fond to have substantially higher capaci_, the bolts are 1-1/8 in. diameter
and 2 ft. 10 in. long. In the Hosgri evaluation, the feted support was modified by adding another bolt.
Therefore, the sliding support governs.

D.G. Control Panel

Of the two failure modes examined for this component, the structural failure modes were found to have lower
seismic capacity. For most electricalconq3onents, functional failure capacity is usually smaller than structural
faihtre eapaci_, however, for the D.G. control panel, the relay chatter failure mode had a higher capacity
because of the followidg reasons: the relays are vertical response sensitive and the cabinet amplification factor
of 1.5 is considered to be a median value. The Westinghouse ARD relays are sensitive to front-back response
for which the cabinet amplification is assumed to be 3. These amplification factors are conservative because

the cabinet is stiff (it is supported at the top) and the relays are mounted low in the cabinet.

The overtest factor for the side-to-side direction was derived from the qualification test data. For the vertical
direction, the overtest factor was assumed to be the same as for the horizontal direction and no failure in the
panel and anchorage was assessed.

The anchorage of the panel to the isolatorand of the internals to the panel was reviewed and found to be not
critical.

Premn_a_erSafeW and ReUef Valves

Safety valves are qualifledto 6 g and the PORVs are qualified to 3g. The judgment made on the median ratio
of allowable to the actual stress at the operability Hmitas 1.4 was reviewed and found to be acceptable. The
overall fragility parameters for _,alves appear to be reasonable.

RemorCoolantevmm

The fragility calculations for this component have been described in detail in the fragility methodology report.
Excessive plastic bending of the lower motor stand is the critical failure mode. The major contributing factor
to the median capacity is the inelastic energy absorption factor taking the median strain to failure as 4 percent.
The resulting fragility estimates appear to be reasonable.
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f3oatml Rod Drive Mechanism

"l'ne failure mode is the yielding of the bead adapter at the RPV juncture. The strem reported by the NSSS
vendor for the Double Design Earthquake was used in determining the maqDinto yield. The strength factor
and ductility factor contribute most to the _ fragility in terms of median madb values.

Main Steam pORVs

Thisisqual/fiedto68, The med/anspectralaccelerationdemand was estimatedasabout3& The frafl/lity
parametersappeartobereasonable.

Containment Fan Cooler

The failure mode identif/ed is the cooler box foot plate/imbedment weld. "l'neanalysis done for qualification
was used in determining the safety margin for the weld. Being a shear failure of the weld, no account for
ductility was taken. The fragility parameters appear to be reasonable.

4-kV Potential Transformer
I

"I'nbcomponent is mpported on a stand instead of being on the top of the 4-kV switchgear as'in most plants.
The critical failure mode was identified as the shear failure of the frame leg/imbedment weld. The strength
factor is high making the overall median capacity to be in the range of 10g spectral acceleration.

Safenard Relay Panel

The relay chatter failure mode was mnsidered not important by the system analysts. The cabinet is stout and
the structural failure of the anchor plug welds has a substantial margin.

125 DC Batteries

Since the batteries are snugly held and adequate spacers are provided, the median failure/test factor was
assumed to be 1.8. The TRS to RRS was also estimated as about 1.5. The fragility parameters for batteries
appear to be reasonable.

1_ V DC Battery Racks

The failure mode is the bending of the battery support rail at the 5 in. overhang of batteries. The fragility
parameters were estimated using the Hosgri stress analysis results.

125 V DC Battery Charters

In the qualification test there was no distress; therefore, a median factor for test/failure of 1.8 was used in the
cak'ulations. The TRS to RRS ratio was also found to be 2.45.
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120V_

Siue the caklmt was on the verge of fa/lure at the end of quaM_tion test, the median failure acceleration

was talkut to be 15 percent abov_ the test level. There is mflklent margin in the TRS compared to the RRS.
the pe,mmenappeartobereammb.

480-V Breaker Pid

Based on the low strem at the mediu vertical reqmue for the worst case
(19 in. panel), the median capacity is estimated to be about 18AS. Hence, this component was not studied
further.

Main Control Boards and Control Console

The main control board endmmre was structurally modified during the Hosgri reevaluation. The stress in the
structural angle was assumed to be 85 percent of the AISC allowable and a redistribution factor of 1.6 was
used in calculating the strength factor. The fragility parameters appear to be reasonable.

Reactor Trio SwitchBar

The fragility estimation is based on the qualification test; since there was no distress observed during the test,
a median factor of 1.8 was used for the test to failure ratio.

of Plant Pivint

Several failure modes were analyzed and the piping support fillet weld failure was identified as the critical
mode. A factor between the total stress and the allowable was established by studying a number of large bore
piping systems. A system ductility factor was used to allow for response in the ductile piping systems. The
fragility parameters appear to be reasonable.

/sAs m.w .t l¢.at fewcap gqum.at

The review specifically focused on the low capacity equipment items that contribute significantly to the seismic
risk of Diablo Canyon. The groups of components whose failure contribute significantly to core damage
frequency are:

• 4.16-kV vital AC switchgear

• Loss of offsite power
• Excessive LOCAs

• All vital 125 DC

The fragility parameters for these equipment items were found to be reasonable. The documentation of
fragility calculations and the supporting analysis and test data were examined in the audit and found to be

acceptable. The sensitivity studies reported in Table 6-58 of the LTSP report indicate risk improvement if
some of the components were further seismically upgraded. The conclusion is that there are no
overwhelmingly weak links in the plant.
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Excem_ LOC.,Aswere based on the probability of pipingfailure. 1"netreatment of piping,fragility in the
DCPRA isnovel"I'nebasisforthefragilityofBOP pipingisgenericfailureofpipingsupportscoupledwith
theptoblddUtyofpipebreakgivensupportfailure.The fragilityfunctionisestimatedfora piping_t
containingap_lely20 supports,A pipingsystemmy containanumberofpipingsegments.The audy
adculaleclthepiplnl|systemfrugiHtybyassumingfailuretooccurifoneormore segmentsfail.The number
ofpipingsegmentsineachsystemwasestimatedforuseIntheriskquantification.

e,md=d,m

"l'nelevel of effort in developing the DCPRA seismic fragilities for equipment is well beyond that expended
on previous seismic PRA& One major reason was that the expected high seismic levels Hmitedscreening of
eomn_nents on the basis of earthquake experience data and generic qualification test data and accentuated
the need for spectlk evaluation for most components. This level of effort is typically not needed for the
uecution of a seismic PRA for plants in the Eastern United States.

Using the results of the seismic PRA (the component ud plant seismic mrgins reportedin the LTSP Final
Report); the margin against the 84 percent site specific ground motion was calculated. It is seen that all
Omnlmnentswhose failure will lead to seismic risk have at least 40 percent mrgin over the site specific ground
motion. The median capacities were shown to be much higher.
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4 Review of Seimic PRA
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4 Reviewof SelmicPRA
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4 Revlew of Seismic PRA
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4 Review of Seim/c PRA
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4 b_md Sdm_ PLq

Median Beta Beta HCLPF
......C_monent/Btru_ures Acceleration _ _ Y3L]d_

1. Containment building 8.42 0.260 0.300 3.342

2. Conorete Internal bAoatructure 6.91 0.200 0.310 2.979

3. Intake structure 8.55 O. 280 0.310 3.230

4. Aux411ary building 5.79 0,210 0.260 2.666

S. Turbine buLlding shear vall 4.8? 0.260 0.330 1.840e

6. Ite_elAng water stozlge 9.92 0.290 O. 360 3.394

7. Auxiliary saZtvater pLptng 9.23 0.180 0.210 4.850

8. Rester pressure vessel 8.71 0.250 0.330 3.345

9. Reactor intez_al8 10.54 0.400 O. 260 3.547

10. Stem: generators 6.96 O. 310 O. 290 2.586

11. lq_er-operated relief valves ?.62 0.300 0.420 2.323

12. Reactor coolant pumps 8.82 0.370 . 0.320 2.825

13. _ pumps 8.31 0.330 0.220 3.353

14. P3_ heat exchangers 8.09 0.240 0.270 3.487

15. Safety in, action accumulators 10..01 0.290 0.190 4.534

16. moron in, action tank 8.46 0.270 0.190 3.960

17. COWpumps 8.53 0.290 0.210 3.738

X8. CCW heat exchangers 6.31 0.270 0.280 2.546

19. CCW surge tank 7.22 0.330 0.220 2.913

20. Containment spray pumps 8.65 0.290 0.200 3.854

21. Spray additive tank 6.78 0.300 0.180 3.071

22. AFW pumps 7.71 0.290 0.210 3.379

23. Diesel genera_or fuel ot1 8.33 0. 270 0.230 3.650
pumps/f I 1 ter

24. Diesel generators 7.79 0.260 0.200 3.647

25. Diesel generator radiator/ 8.78 0.290 0.240 3.662
rater pump
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4 Review_ SeimicPRA

Tebk 4_1 i)CISA Ikdmk _ (smeared)

Nedlan Beta Beta HCLPF
.......... Cmmonent/Bt_atures Aceeleratton _ _ Value

26. Diesel generator excitation 7.40 0.290 0.350 2.574
_bLole

2?. DLesel generator control panel 4.55 0.300 0.130 2.238

28. ContsLnaent fan cooler 8.10 0.310 0.330 2.818

29. SuppZy fans 9.79 0.330 0.240 4.822

30. gupply/return fans 11.16 0.330 0.300 3.947

31. 4-]k'VsvLtchqaar 7.44 0.310 0.250 2.953

32. Bus G and H potent/a1 10.83 0.310 0.380 3.469
transtornar

33. Bafeguard relay panel 10.76 0.340 0.360 3.390

34. Batteries 6.04 0.300 0.180 2.736

35. Batte_ aha_ers 9.93 0.340 0.400 2.929

36. 8vitchgsar/breaker panel 6.67 0.350 0.280 2.359

37. ZnveL"cers 6.82 0.310 0.240 2.752

38. 4,160V/480V transformers 5.34 0.280 0.200 2.419

39. Auxllta_ relay panel 7;25 0.280 0.150 3.566

40. Nain control boards 7.77 0.310 0.270 2.984

41. Hot shutdovnpanel 7.60 0.270 0.250 3.222

42. Process control and protection 10.78 0.39_ 0.280 3.569

43. Reactor trip svitchgear 7.90 0.300 0.260 3.136

44. l_essure and AP transmitter 8.93 0.270 0.200 4.112

45. Impulse 1/nes 7.09 0.280 0.320 2.834

46. Offsite pover, 230 kV 1.69 0.240 0.200 0.818

47. oftsite povere 50.0 kV 0.81 0.240 0.200 0.392

48. BOP pLpLng and supports 11.22 0.390 0.400 "3.04?

49. Penetrattons/peqetration boxes 7.38 0.310 0.270 2.834
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4 Review of Sekmk PRA

4.6.1 I)CPRA Sebmde Ir_u_ltJoe (emtlnued)

Median Beta Beta HCLPF
Comuonent/Structures Acceleration _ __ti_ Value

SO. KV&C ducttng and eupports 9.78 0o350 0.480 2.486

51. Switchgear/etrut 7.07 0.310 0.250 2.806

52. Chatter, main control board 10.00 0.010 0.010 9.675

53. Chatter, IX; control panel 7.77 0.250 0.140 4.083

54. Chatter, 4-kV rditohgear 3.53 0.350 0.250 1.312

55. Chatter, eafeguards relay 10.00 0.010 0.010 9.6?5
panel

56. Strut for turbine building 6.71 0.250 0.320. 2.620

57. Bus F potential transformer 5.85 0.310 0.380 1.874

58. Safeguard relay panel 5.81 0.340 0.360 1.830

59. Centrifugal charging pump 10.16 0.310 0.190 4.452
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Recording Har,n. Dist. Style ot Scaling
Earthquake Station Used (km) Faulting Adjustment Factor

1978 Tabas Tabas 7.A 3 Thrust None 0.98
1971 Sam Fernmndo Pecoima Dam 6.6 3 Thrust None 1.12
1971 San Fernando Lake Iluges No. 12 6.6 20 Thrust Distance 1.07
1971 Sen Fernando Castaic 6.6 25 Thrust Distance 1.25
1979 Imperial Valley Differential Array 6.5 5 Strike-slip Site response 1.46
1979 Imperial Valley El Centro No. 4 6.5 A Strike-slip Site response 1.80
1984 Iqorgen Hill Coyote Lake Dam 6.2 O. 1 Strike-slip Hagnltude 1.21
1983 Coelinge Pleasant Valley Pump 6.5 10 Reverse Distance 1.31

Station (Switchyard)
1985 Nahannl Site I 6.8 6 Thrust None 0".84
1976 Cazlt Karekyr Point 6.8 3 Reverse None 1.26

" 1966 Parkfleld Temblor 6.1 10 Strike-slip Distance and 2.13
sa&n I Cude

1978 Tabas Dayhook 7.A 17 Thrust Distance l.A5



T, ble 4_,3 hdt Modds Umd tJ Geamab SlmdMmi Tim, Hblm4w

Fer _ SemUm

Time

History Style of Rupture Scalin K
Humber Faultinq Hode Source Functions Factor

25 Strike-slip Bilateral CoallnKa aftershock 1.38
26

27 Strike-slip Unilateral-N Imperial Valley eftersho©k 2.06
28

29 Strike-slip Unilateral-S Imperial Valley aftershock 2.53
30

31 Strike-slip Unilateral-S Coalinga aftersho©k 1.68
32

33 Strike-slip Untlateral-S Imperial Valley aftershock 2.33
34

35 Oblique Bilateral Coallnga afcershock 1.09

37 Oblique Bilateral Coallnga a[tershock 1.33
38

39 Oblique Unilateral-N Coalinga aftershock 1.39
40

41 Oblique UnUateral-N Coalinga afCershock 2.25
42

43 Oblique Unilateral-N Imperial Valley aftershock 2.25
44

45 Oblique Unllateral-S Coalinga a[tershock 1.12
46

47 Oblique Unilaceral-S Imperial Valley afcershock 1.96
48

49 Thrust BLlaCeral Coalinga a[tershock 1.23
50

51 Thrust UnilaCeral-N Coal[nga aftershock 1.05
52



T,__ l_,d nm _um,q neadb8 Moddrmpmebe ,mdh PaJWeam

Freauencv (Hz) Nass Pmrticination

Benchmark PC&E Benchmrk l_&£

NS EW HS El;
1.45 1.45 O.O 2.2 0.0 2.2
1.56 1.56 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.06 3.06 2.3 0.0 2.3 0.0
10.75 10.76 O.O 65.9 0.0 66.0
10.88 10.88 60.2 0.0 50.2 0.0
11.39 11:39 O.0 2.9 O.O 3.0
11.64 11.64 O.O 0.4 O.O O.h
11.71 11.71 0.0 2.2 0.0 2.1
12.51 12.51 5.8 O.O 5.8 0.0
18.40 18.39 O.O O.O O.O O.O
19.29 19.29 O.O 0.1 O.O O.O
19.37 19.36 O.O 0.0 O.O O.O
19.37 19.37 O.O 0.0 0.O 0.0
19.88 19.88 0.0 0.4 O.O 0.4
20.55 20.55 o.o 0.3 o.o 0.2
20.93 20.93 0.0 8.9 0.0 8.6
21.02 21.04 o.o 0.o 0.1 O.O
21.18 21.18 o.0 5.1 o.o 5.4
21.31 21.32 O.O 1.0 O.O 0.9

21.87 21.87 8.2 0.0 7.8 0.0
76.5 89.45 76.2 89.0



4 Review of Seismic PRA

Table 4A.$ lr_dstim Rock Prdlle _cl Prepertie,

Top of

Layer Shear Wave Mass

Layer Elev. Thickness Velocity Poisson's Density Damping
No. (ft) (f) (ft/sec) Ratio (k-sec2/ft) (%)

I 85'-0" 10 2600 0.45 .00435 2.0
2 75'-0" 20 3300 0.43 .00435 2.0

3 55°-0" 125 4000 0.37 .00444 2.0

4 -70'-0" INF 4800 0.36 .00463 2.0
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4 Review of Seimic PRA

Table 4.6,6 klldlnl Impodmm lfimet_ I_bodmut iracto_

Component Embedment Factor
K (Real) D (Imaginary)

X (N-S) 1.4 2.4

Y (E-W) l.O 1.8

Z (Vert.) N/A N/A

X-X 1.0 1.8

Y-Y 1.3 2.4

Z-Z 2.0 3.0
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4 Rev_w o( Sebsdc PRA

Tabb _.7 hspedss_ Pmm_ Video CUqM_S_ st 8 ks

i

CompoMnt Benclmark P_* RacLo

(K-FT-SEC)

Kll 3.26E7 3.37£7 .97

K22 2.08E7 2.15E7 .97

K33 3.68B7 3.37£7 1.09

1(44 2.77£11 2.98Ell .93

I_5 1.405Ell 1.51Ell .92

K66 3.60Ell 3.92Ell .92

Dll 7.171g5 7.58£5 .95

D22 4.47E5 4.97E5 .90

D33 6.99£5 6.63£5 1.05

D44 5.50E9 2.99E9 1.84

D55 2.77E9 7.87£8 3.52

D66 2.33£9 2.65E9 .88
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4 Reviewof SetmicPRA

Tsbb.4_.8 LaSN_ S_hrd _M_m _ Ann_rS_ Mo_ __,

Par_ter p

Structure Frequency Ratio .25

Structure D_sptng .35

Rock Modulus Rat£o .45
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4 ReviewolrSeimnicPRA

Table 4.i.9 Model ParameterValuesmudSealingFmello_for Ike IF_pbkml Bmmrds

Input Time

History Structure Structure Rock

Analysis Number Damping Frequency Modulus

Number NS EW (t) Ratio Ratio

1 1 2 6.80 0.950 x 0.9 - 0.855 1.335

2 2 1 4.71 0.915 x 0.9 - 0.824 1.124

3 3 4 9.46 0.983 x 0.9 - 0.885 0.771

4 4 3 12.45 0.803 x 0.9 - 0.721 1.737

5 5 6 4.34 0.903 x 0.9 - 0.813 1.081

6 6 5 5.10 1.174 x 0.9 - 1.057 1.238

7 7 8 5.82 0.814 x 0.9 - 0.733 1.486

8 8 7 6.33 1.009 x 0.9 - 0.908 0.986

9 9 10 10.09 1.217 x 0.9 - 1.095 2.187

10 10 9 10.71 1.509 x 0.9 - 1.358 0.986

11 II 12 4.05 0.644 x 0.9 - 0.580 1.434

12 12 ii 8.07 0.871 x 0.9 - 0.784 0.900

13 13 14 6.28 0.855 x 0.9 - 0.770 0.540

14 14 13 9.97 1.344 x 0.9 - 1.285 1.033

15 15 16 7.29 1.068 x 0.9 - 0.961 1.651

16 16 15 7.68 0.750 x 0.9 - 0.675 0.853

17 17 18 5.49 1.428 X 0.9 - 1.285 0.934

18 18 17 8.02 1.134 X 0.9 - 1.012 0.672

19 19 20 5.33 0.957 X 0.9 - 0.861 1.167

20 20 19 7.01 1.121X 0.9 - 1.009 0.512

21 21 22 6.08 1.047 X 0.9 - 0.942 0.697

22 22 21 8.57 0.734 X 0.9 - 0.661 0.738

23 23 24 8.73 1.264 x 0.9 - 1.138 1.311

24 24 23 6.72 1.097 x 0.9 - 0.987 0.830
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4 Review of Seimic PRA

TaI_ t6.10 ld_ld Iknmm' Ydm mMikdlM ikdm IW dm Nmm'lml Ilkoz_

i

Input Time

History Structure Structure Rock

Analysis Number Damping Frequency Modulus

Number NS El/ (_) Ratio Ratio

25 26 25 9.28 0.892 x 0.9 - 0.803 0.954
.

26 27 28 5.42 0.865 x 0.9 - 0.779 0.566

27 29 30 8.77 1..061 x 0.9 - 0.955 0.669

28 31 32 7.90 1.218 x 0.9 - 1.096 _.510

29 33 34 5.08 1.265 x 0.9 - 1.139 1.693

30 35 36 10.57 0.801 x 0.9 - 0.721 0.924

31 37 38 5.56 0.928 x 0.9 - 0.835 1.016

32 39 40 7.08 0.811 x 0.9 - 0.730 1.190

33 41 42 9.77 1.025 x 0.9 - 0.923 1.190

34 43 44 6.05 1.180 x 0.9 - 1.062 0.747

35 45 46 7.56 0.712 x 0.9 - 0.641 1.299

36 47 48 6.58 1.430 x 0.9 - 1.287 1.098

37 49 50 6.75 0.986 x 0.9 - 0.887 0.701

38 51 52 4.35 1.129 x 0.9 - 1.016 0.864
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4 R_of _ PRA

Ts_ 4_.11 Cms_ d _ sad lbu_snsrk Asdj_ Am_ms

PG&£ Benchmark
Analysis

Earthquake Ensemble of 38 Same
Ground earthquake simulactons
Notions comprised of 12 pairs

recorded motions rich

N-S and E-g components
Incerchanged co produce
24 slmulaclons and 14
numerically slmulaced
earthquakes. Each ground
motion pair yes scaled
Co an average $q damped
spectral acceleration of
2.0g over the frequency
range of 4.8 co 14.7 Hz.

SSI Hodel Foundation impedance Same, except
calculated for an assumed both frequency-
flac surface foundation dependent end
using CLASSI. Frequency frequency-
-dependent impedances Independent
approximated by values impedances _ere
at 8 Hz. Values corrected considered.
for embedmenc based on
SASSI resulcs.

Scruccure Hodel Three-scick simplified Same
auxiliary building model.

Parameter Variacion Three parameters assumed Same
and experimental co be variable .. rock
design shear modulus, fixed-base

scruccure frequencies, and
structure modal damping;
(median, log-normal
standard deviation) vere
(Table 4.6-4, 0.45),
(0.9 x besc asc. fixed-
base fraqs., 0°25), and
(7t, 0.35) respeccively.
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4 Reviewof Seinflc PRA

Tddo_.13 Cemperbmd PGagandkdopmdmt_dpdm_betm

PC&E Independent
Analysis

Earthquake Table 4.6-10 Table 4.6-10
Ground
Notions

SSI model Table 4.6-10 Table 4.6-10

Structure Table 4.6-10 Table 4.6-10.
model

Parameter Variation Table 4.6-10 Four parameters
and experimental assumed to be
design variable -- rock

shear modulus, rock
material damping,
fixed-base structure
frequencies, and
structure modal

damping; (median,
log normal standard
deviation) vere
(Table 4.6-4, 0.45)
(Table 4.6-4, 0.5).
(0.9 x best est.
fixed-base freqs.,
0.25), and (7t,
0.35) respectively.
One experimental
design of N-38 was
constructed.
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4 Revtmvof Seimlic PRA

Table 4&.13 Nor_-Seml_ ibspemu
Comblsd Vsrtsbll.y Ok)

(a) Elevation 100 _t.

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 5 5 to II ii to 30

PG&E 0.24 0.27 0.18
Benchmark 0.24 0.26 0.17

Independent 0.21 0.28 0.22

(b) Elevation 115 ft.

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 5 5 to 7 7 to 11 11 to 30

PG&E 0.24 0.32 0.27 0.18
Benchmark 0.24 O.31 0.26 0.16
Independent 0.25 0.23 0.32 0.22

(c) Elevation 140 f_,

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 5 5 to 7 7 to 11 11 to 30

PG&E 0.24 0.37 0.29 O.18
Benchmark 0.25 0.36 O.31 0.18
Independent 0.27 0.33 0.40 0.22

(d) Elevation 164 ft,

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 5 5 to 7 7 to II 11 to 30

PC&E 0.26 0.41 0.31 0.18
Benchmark 0.27 0.41 0.29 0.19
Independent 0.29 0.37 0.44 0.22
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4 Review of Seimic PRA

Table 4_. 14 bat.Wut ll_pm_
C_l_,d VmtabMJt_(lk)

(a) Elevation 100 ft.

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 6 6 to 11 11 to 30

PGbE 0.24 0.30 0.25
Benchmark 0.26 0.30 0.30
Independent 0.25 0.25 0.30

(b) Elevation 115 ft.

Frequency Ranse (Hz)
3.5 to 6 6 to 11 11 to 30

PGbE 0.24 0.30 0.25
Benchmark 0.27 0.32 0.29
Independent 0.27 0.32 0.30

(c) Elevation 140 ft.

Frequency Range (Hz)
3 to II 11 to 30

PG&E 0.31 0.25
Benchmark 0.30 0.25
Independent 0.34 0.23

(d) Elevation 164 ft:

Frequency Range (Hz)
3 to 11 11 to 30

PG&E 0.35 0.26
Benchmark 0.34 0.26

Independent 0.35 0.28
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4 _of Semd_Pl_

v,,_duq, vm_mq Dmb
M,_ O_. aid V,mNI_ k, ,0

SSlnNs,,ms,Us,mahh O,b

(a) Elevation 100 ft.

Frequency Range (Hz)
0.5 co 5 5 co 11 11 co 30

Benchmark 0.24 0.26 0.17
O1t 111 only 0.24 0.21 0.22
SSI/Str only 0.07 0.21 0.08

(b) Elevation 115 ft.

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 5 5 to 7 7 to 11 11 to 30

Benchmark 0.24 0.31 0.26 0.16
OH TH only 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.18
SSI/Str only 0 11 0 21 0 30 0 12

(c) Elevation 140 ft.

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 5 5 to 7 7 to 11 11 to 30

Benctuaark 0.25 0.36 0.31 0.18
GM TH only 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.18
SSX/Str only 0.17 0.28 0.33 0.17

(d) Elevation 164 ft.

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 5 $ co 7 7 to 11 11 to 30

Benchmark 0.27 0.41 0.29 0.19
GH I14 only 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.16
SSI/Scr only 0.20 0.34 0.32 0.19
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Ttdde 4.4.16 lb_Weet lbepmm
CemUbea vmsb_. VsrUldU_ Due _.

Grand M.ms Os_, sadV_ Vmb

(a) Elevation IO0 ft.

Frequency Range (Hz)
3.5 to 6 6 to 11 11 to 30

Benchmark 0.26 0.30 0.30
GNTH only 0.25 0.25 0.2S
SSI/Str only 0.08 0.16 0.10

(b) Elevation 115 ft._

Frequency RenBe (Hz)
3.5 to 6 6 to 11 11 co 30

Eenchmark 0.27 0.32 0.29
GH TH only 0.24 0.23 0.2_
SSI/Str only 0.14 0.23 0.12

(c) Elevation 140 ft.

Frequency Rense (Hz)
3 to 11 11 to 30

Benchmark 0.30 0.25
GH TH only 0.24 0.23
SSI/Str only 0.24 0.14

(d) Elevation 164 _.

Frequency Ranse (Hz)
3 ¢o 11 11 to 30

Benchmark 0.34 0.26
GHTH only 0.25 0.27
SSI/Str only 0.28 0.14
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4.7 Systems Analysis and Risk Quantification

4.7.1 Systems Analysis

The crux of the systems analysis for seismic events is contained in t he Seismic Early Frontline event tree
(Figure 6-47 of DCPRA), the Electric Power Support event tree (Figure 6-44 of DCPRA), the Actuation and
Mechanical Support event tree (Figure 6-45 of DCPRA) and the Seismic Failure Impacts Table (Table 6-43

of DCPRA). In addition, "support system to support system" and "support system to frontline system"
dependencies are given on Tables 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 respectively within Section 2 of this report.

The frontline event tree (Figure 4.7.1) defines the accident scenarios which follow the occurrence of an
earthquake in terms of successes or failures of the top events identified in the tree. In keeping with the
PL&G methodology, the top events include support state frequencies, LOCA events, component failures (e.g.,
RWST, PORVs, etc.), frontline systems (e.g., charging system, auxiliary feedwater system, etc.) and finally,
human errors. In general, failures of these top events may be due to either seismic or random causes.

As shown on Figure 4.7.1, there are 13 top events whose success or failure determines the scenario associated
with an earthquake event. A description of each of these top events is presented in Table 4.7.1 (taken from
the DCPRA). Note that both transients and LOCAs are included on this single tree. Small LOCAs are
implied by failure of top event PR (pressure relief function) and failure of event SE (seal cooling). All larger
LOCAs are contained in top event EL (excessive LOCA). The LOCAS associated with event EL are
conservatively assumed to be beyond the capacity of the ECCS mitigating systems. This, of course, is a
significant conservatism. If neither failure of events PR or EL occur, the remaining scenarios are associated
with transients. The various types of transients (LOSP, station blackout, or general transients with a PCS
initially available) are determined by the availability of the various electrical and mechanical support systems
as determined by the electrical and mechanical support trees. Relay chatter is
explicitly included in this tree in event CT. This is the union of all events whose chatter could result in loss
of all AC power to the site. Operator recovery of the various busses and switchgear failed by relay chatter
is incorporated in event OC. Failure of event OC results in continued loss of all vital ac power to the site.
Instrumentation and signals to the control room operators are included in event ID. It is assumed that loss
of all indications to the operator will lead directly to core damage, even if all other safety and mitigating
systems are not failed mechanically. If relay chatter has occurred, and (among other things), failed the
motor-driven AFW pumps, the event TD is asked which represents the status of the turbine driven auxiliary

feedwater pump. This is asked primarily because it shortens the time available to allow successful recovery
from the relay chatter event and thus affects the probabilities of non-recovery of relay chatter. Failure of the
RWST (RW), the charging system (CH), and the safety injection system (SI) are the usual PWR safety
mitigating systems used to respond to LOCAS or transients with AFWS unavailable. Similarly the auxiliary
feedwater system (AW) is used to respond either to small LOCAs or normal transients. Event OB is the
operator action of initiating and performing feed and bleed given that the auxiliary feedwater system has
failed. The event is modeled here consists entirely of human actions and not seismic mechanical failures of

the equipment (injection pumps, PORVs) needed to perform feed and bleed. Finally, event HS is a general
human error to fail to maintain the system in hot standby condition after this has successfully been reached.

Based on a review of seismic event trees associated with Westinghouse PWR reactors and other PRAs

(NUREG 1150, TAP A-45, Zion and Indian Point) the top events included in the Diablo Canyon seismic early
frontline tree are found to be a complete and logical set of systems and events which can be used to model
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accident sequences typical of commercial PWR reactors. In addition to the normal mitigating safety systems,
instrumentation and relay chatter are explicitly included in a logical (if conservative) manner. Only failures
of safety systems early in an accident scenario are included in this early frontline tree, and failures during later
portions of the scenario (recirculation) are not explicitly included. However, this is consistent with past
experience in all PRAs for PWRs which shows that sequences invoMng only late failures of the safety systems
are negligible. Failure of the Teactor protection system is not explicitly shown on this seismic early frontline
tree, however, it is explicitly considered (on a train level) in the mechanical support tree which is used to
describe initial conditions for the sequences shown on the early frontline tree. Further, sequences normally
associated with loss of offsite power (LOSP) and with station blackout (SBO) are again not explicitly shown

on this tree as they are explicitly contained in the various sequences in the electrical support tree, again which
determines initial conditions for the early frontline tree. Thus, it is concluded that the sequence of scenarios

and events which can be portrayed by the early frontline tree represents a reasonable and complete approach
to modeling the Diablo Canyon seismic scenarios.

The early frontline tree shown on Figure 4.7.1 represents a very large number of accident sequences. Even
though 42 specific end states are shown on this figure, the dotted lines indicate locations where portions of
the tree are to be transferred and the tree expanded. A definition of the subtrees (transfers) is shown at the
bottom of the figure. Altogether, this tree represents over 200 separate end states (i.e., accident sequences)
which must be evaluated. Further, since these accident sequences may be evaluated with a variety of different
initial conditions (as determined by the electrical and mechanical support event trees) a very large number
of accident sequences must be evaluated. For these trees, approximately 3000 accident sequences were
numerically evaluated, but only the dominant sequences were retained for further study.

The electric power support event tree is shown in Figure 4.7.2. In addition to the earthquake initiating event
(IE) a total of 21 top events are modeled on this electric power support event tree. Definitions of these basic
events are shown on Table 4.7.2. The top events on this tree are essentially the different trains of the various
electrical support systems. Loss of offsite power is the first event shown (OG). The mechanical and actuation
support event tree is shown on Figure 4.7.3. In this case, the various trains of actuation and mechanical
support are shown as top events on this tree. Definitions of the top event on this tree are shown on Table
4.7.3. Together, the electric power and mechanical support event trees generate a large number of support
system states (SS) to be used in evaluating the accident sequences as defined by the seismic early frontline
tree. As described below, different end states from the mechanical event and electrical event trees are used
to define different numerical failure probabilities for each of the top events on the seismic early frontline tree.
Thus, the same top event will have a variety of numerical values depending on the support state conditions

being evaluated. Thus, as is typical in the PL&G methodology, a very large number of accident sequences
must be evaluated and numerically screened before further evaluation is performed.

The impact of seismic component failures on the top events of the early frontline event tree and the electrical
end mechanical support trees are given on the Seismic Failure Impact table (Table 6-43 of DCPRA). A
modified version of this table showing the component failure expressions for each top event is shown in Table
4.7.4. In the DCPRA it is assumed that the various contributors are independent, and that their contributions

can be combined by the "OR"logical operator. Thus, in effect, this table gives Boolean expressions for each
top event in terms of component failures and serve as fault trees for the systems under consideration. In
certain cases, the impacts of multiple redundant components were combined so as to conservatively estimate
the failure probability of the top event, but this is not inappropriate provided undue conservatism does not
skew the overall risk picture. The Boolean expressions implied by this table were reviewed and found to be

appropriate.
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A notable feature of these Boolean expressions for the top event failures is the explicit inclusion of piping
failures. Piping associated with various systems were lumped into segments and a number of segments were

asmctatedwith each top event system. A generic pipe support fragilitywas associated with each pipe segment
and then the various segments umciated with each system were "OR-ed"together to yield the piping failure
contribution to the system failure probability. The effect is that the probability of failure increases
(appmlJmately linearly) with the number of piping segments included. This approach is conservative in that
the inclusion of any degree of correlation between the piping failures would tend to reduce the contribution
of the selpnonts to the overall failure probability.
Another conservative assmnption is made when a single system is modeled by component failures rather than
having the various trains of the system modeled by component failures. For example, the component cooling
water system (CC') is modeled by failure of the RHR heat exchangers or CCW pumps or CC'W heat
exchangers, etc. Since multiple heat exchangers or pumps are involved, it would be possible to break this out
further and hence reduce conservatism in the modeling of this system. However, the approach taken is indeed
conservative.

Note that when individual trains of this system are involved (for example, vital AC power trains AF, AG, and
AH) the component failures contributing to these train failures involve both failures of components which
affect only a single train (e.g., 4kV switchgear) and failures of buildings which may fail all trains of the system

(e.g. tud_e building shear wall). This mix of single component failures and more global failures is satisfactory
provided that in numerically evaluating the split fractions, different split fractions are used depending on
whether 1, 2, or 3 trains have failed. In determining these split fractions, account must be taken of the fact
that the global failures affect more than one train at a single time. This has evidently been done as described
in the point estimate calculations.

4.7.2 _ Point Emhmte _tion

As described earlier, the initial quantification consisted of a mean point estimate evaluation of the all accident
scenarios so as to identify the main contributors to core damage and to delete negligible scenarios from future

consideration. The actual sequences themselves, in terms of basic events, are given in Appendix J to the

DCPRA. The split fractions for the basic events (conditional on the earthquake level) are given on Table 6-46
of the DORA, at six different ground acceleration intervals. A sample of this table is given in Figure 4.7.4.
It should be noted that this table is somewhat mislabeled and these should actually be labeled as mean
conditional top event split fractions for the six acceleration ranges. Further, a point of confusion was that the

values shown for the range 0.0-0.2 were not, in fact, used in the final quantification. These rather, represent
random failures for the various top events in question. In addition, the numerical values presented are in fact
a weighted average of the failure probabilities of the Boolean expressions representing the top events divided
by the probability of the mean hazard curve for the interval in question. Thus" these values, when multiplied

by the probability of the hazard curve interval, yield the correct unconditional probability of seismic failure

for the top event. In addition, note that the top events have numbers appended to them. For example, top
event DG occurs as either DGI or DG2. The different numbers represent different support states and, in
effect, allow for the fact that the Boolean expressions defining the top event DG include some single failures
as well as some global failures. For example, if a accident sequence involved only the failure of DG then the

split fraction DG1 would be used in evaluating the accident sequence. However, if the accident sequence
involved failures of both busses DF and DG then the numerical values coinciding with DF1 and DG2 would
be used in evaluating the accident sequence.
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A number of these mean split fractions were chedged. It was found that, for those split fractions checked,
reamnably dora agreement was obtained. A difficulty in reviewing the split fractions used for the point
estimate calculation is that there are some small numerical incondstendes between DCPRA Table 6-44, which

presents conditional mean failure fractions for key _mctures or components and Table 6-46 which gives the
split fractions for the top events. For those top events which involve only a single component failure (e.g.,
offdte power, reactor trip, etc.) the numericalvalues of the split fractions should be identical. However, small
discrepancies exist. The magnitudes of the discrepancies are not considered significant, and are undoubtedly
due to minor changes in the mean values of the hazard curves utilized in evaluating these split fractions.

A related and important point is that nowhere in the DCPRA are the actual hazard curve increment
frequencies presented. This is, of course, essential for checking the numerical values of the unconditional
failure fractions for the top events or for the key structures and components, since these areweighted averaged
values over the increment. For the pm_ses of the review, these hazard increment frequendeswere provided
on diskette to the reviewers.

In the numerical evaluation process, each sequence was evaluated for each of the six earthquake levels, and
reported individually. This allowed an identification of which sequences dominated as well as which
earthquake levels contributed for each accident sequence. A total of 791 non-negiigible individual sequences
were identified. As part of the review, the Boolean expressions for the 791 dominant sequenceswere obtained
from PG&E on a PC disk, and were reformatted and independently re-quantified using the split fractions of
Table 6-46 of the DCPRA and the hazard curve increment frequencies provided by PG&E.

After certain nomenclature issues were resolved, and after it was established that the split fractions for the

0.0-0.2g spectral acceleration level given on Table 6-46 of the DCPRA were not used in the mean point
estimate calculation, a frequency of 2.8712-5 per year for the 791 accident sequences was independently
computed. This is nearly the same as the value of 2.80E-5 per year reported in the DCPRA, which is, of
course, as it should be given that the same Boolean expressions and input data were used.

In addition to the frequency of the 791 sequences provided to the reviewer on diskette, an evaluation of the

frequency of the "remaining"accident sequences was performed and given as 6.30E-6. Thus, the total core

damage frequency mean point estimate is 3.43E-6 per year. As will be seen later, this is quite close to the

mean values obtained from the uncertainty analysis calculation, and reported as 3.7E-6 per year as the final
DCPRA seismic mean core damage frequency.

This independent evaluation, however, allowed us to rank the sequences in terms of their contribution to the

overall core damage frequency, and to identify the subset of accident sequences which dominated the risk
taking aHearthquake levels into consideration. Where this was done, the somewhat surprising result was

obtained that the risk was not dominated by a small set of sequences, but rather was spread out over at least
150 logical sequences to account for 90% of the total core damage frequency.

This is partially accounted for by the fact that each of the 791 sequences corresponds to one specific
earthquake level. That is, if a logical sequence were important at all six earthquake levels, there would be six

separate accident sequences occurring in the 791 dominant sequences reported. A second cause for the large
number of sequences is described below.
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The top ten sequences only accounted for 57% of the total as shown on Table 4.7.5. These top 10 dominant
accident sequences (based on contributions from all earthquake levels) were derived from the mean point
estimate accident sequences provided (at different earthquake levels) on the PC diskette by PG&E. These

are shown in Table 4.7.5 along with their total frequency and percent contribution to the total (mean) core
damage frequency.

To understand these sequences requires a certain amount of work, since (at first glance) these sequences do
not make logical sense. The basis for these seeming errors is the approach of using two support trees
(electrical and mechanical) which are not rigorously (in a Boolean logic sense) connected to the main seismic
frontline tree. This approach - if implemented correctly - will yield the correct numerical answer, but (as will
be seen) the approach yields individual accident sequences which are difficult to understand and review.

To see this, consider dominant sequence #1 on Table 4.7.5. The failure events are loss of offsite power
(OG1) and failure of all three trains of on-site emergency AC power (events AF1, AG2, AH3). But by
definition of AF1, AG2, AH3, the simultaneous failure of all three trains fails all AC power regardless of
whether LOSP occurs or not. (For example, AF1 includes failure of the 4KV switchgear in that train, and
offsite power is routed through this switchgear, as is emergency power from the diesels. Hence, whether or
not LOSP occurs is irrelevant.) Thus, the LOSP failure event OG1 is no_.3trequired, and in a true Boolean
logic sense, dominant accident sequence #1 is non-minimal in comparison to dominant sequence #3, which
involves failure of only the events AFI*AG2*AH3.

t

Similarly, dominant sequence #5 involves both direct failure of all AC power (events AFI*AG2*AH3) as well
as failure of all AC power due to relay chatter (event CI2). So this accident sequence is also non-minimal.
In the same fashion, dominant sequences #2, #7, #8, #9 and #10 all involve failure events not required for
core damage and are - at first glance - logically incorrect. These apparent discrepancies can be resolved by
looking at dominant sequences #1, #3, #5 and #7 as a group - as shown in Table 4.7.6. All sequences
involve the terms AFI*AG2*AH3, but failures of the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW4) and failures due to
relay chatter (CF2) and their complements are also present. Consider now a simple event tree involving only
OG1, CT2 and AW4 as shown in Figure 4.7.5. (This is a subset of the Electric Power Support tree). A total
of 8 outcomes are possible given success or failures of OG1, CF2 and AW4 (Labeled A, B, C, ......H). By
examining the successes or failures in the dominant sequences #1, #3, #5 and #7, one can identify to which

branch on the simple event tree of Figure 4.7.5 each corresponds. Thus, dominant sequence #1 involving
OGI*(1-CT2)*(1-AW4) corresponds to branch E. Sequence #3 involving (1-OG1)*(1-CT2)*(I-AW4)

corresponds to branch A. Sequence #7 involving OG1*AW4*(I-CV2) corresponds to branch F. And finally,
sequence #5 must correspond to branch G. No specific sequences were found corresponding to the other
branches, but clearly they must be significantly smaller than the four sequences reported and hence were
undoubtedly not reported. Now if the numerical values of all four sequences are added, one obtains just the
probability of the term AFI*AG2*AH3 and, in fact, the actual numerical values of OG1, CI2 and AW4 are
irrelevant.

Thus, when all four sequences (# 1, #3, #5, #7) are combined one gets the loeica!ly and numerically correct
single dominant accident sequence involving only the simultaneous failures of the three AC power trains
AFI*AG2*AH3.
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In similar fashion, one must consider the dominant sequences #4, #8 and #9 together as shown in Table 4.7.6.
Again, in this case the terms OG1, C12 and R'F7 are superfluous" and the actual failure cut set is only
DFI*DG2 which is the simultaneous failure of all DC power for control and instrumentation. (This was
assumed to lead to core damage regardless of LOSP or other failures).

Finally, sequences #2, #6 and # 10 must also be considered as group. Together, these represent the logically
correct accident sequences involving OGI*GFI*Cd32*GH3 which is LOSP in conjunction with simultaneous
loss of aHthree emergency diesel generators.

Thus, the top 10 accident sequences derived from the 791 sequences provided on diskette actually represent
only three independent (and logically correct) dominant accident sequences:

Percent
Seouence Contribution_

AF2*AG2*AH3* ..................... -complement events 31%
DFI*DG2* ............................ -complement events 10%
OGI*GFI*GG2*GID* ............ -complement events 16%

Total 57%

and each of these is a station blackout scenario involving only electrical power trains. It is only when the 791
mean point estimate sequences are grouped appropriately (as described above) that one can relate them to
the simpler block model and accident sequences used in the uncertainty analysis (discussed below).

4.7,3 Uncertainty Analysis

As described earlier, a separate uncertainty analysis quantification was performed following the mean point
estimate calculation. As a first step, the dominant accident sequences identified in the mean point estimate
calculation were used as the basis for constructing a simple block diagram model of core damage for the DC

plant. This simplified block diagram in effect provides Boolean expressions which encompass the dominant
failure scenarios, and which are simple enough so that the Discrete Probability Distribution approach to
uncertainty analysis (developed by PL&G) can be conveniently applied.

The logical block diagram was not reported in the DCPRA although the numerical results for total core

damage frequency are listed on Table 6-54 of the DCPRA. At NRC request, this block diagram was made

available, and an uncertainty analysiswas performed independently using an alternate approach, namely a full
Monte Carlo analysis of the accident scenarios implied by the logical block diagram. As in the DCPRA
evaluation, the random/human error basic events were fixed at their mean point estimate values, while
lognormal fragility functions _as characterized by their random uncertainty/3 r and modelling uncertainty/3u)
as provided in Table 6-40 of the DCPRA were used.

The seismic logical block diagram is shown in Figure 4.7.6. Circled numbers are seismic component numbers
which correspond to the fragility descriptions on Table 4.6.1. The "+" denotes the logical union "OR"

operator, while the _x"denotes the logical intersection "AND" operator. Twelve "boxed"blocks are shown,

each corresponding to a functional accident scenario. Boxes containing a single (engineering notation)
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numerical value represent dominant groups of random failures of components. A description of each scenario
block - as provided by PG&E - is presented in Table 4.7.7.

The hazard curves used in the independent Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis were the identical set of eight
discrete hazard curves whose non-exceedance probebiHty ordinates (and associated weights) were given on
Table 6-38 of the DCPRA. (The values given in the initial draft were incorrect. After this was pointed out,
corrected values were provided to the reviewers and corrected in an addendum.)

Table 4.7.8 compares the seismic core damage frequency percentiles (as given on Table 6-54 of the DCPRA)

with those independently computed using a Monte Carlo process. This shows that the mean values of total
core damage frequency were computed to be nearly the same by both DPD and Monte Carlo. The lower
5 percent values were also quite close, while the 95 percent value computed by Monte Carlo was 55 percent
greater than that computed by the DPD method. This gives rise to a smaller error factor (17 vs 26) being
computed by the DPD method than by the Monte Carlo method. Overall, however, the results agree quite
well between the two methods. (This is, to our knowledge, the first independent evaluation of the DPD
uncertainty analysis approach available in the public Hterature).
Table 4.7.9 summarizesthe rankingof the twelve blocks (accident sequences) as computed in the Monte Carlo

independent uncertainty analysis. The dominant sequences are (a) loss of aH onsite ac power (station
blackout), (b) loss of offsite power, and (c) loss of all dc power. This is consistent with both the point estimate
evaluation (Section 4.7.2) and the "issues"studies summarized in Section 4.2.

Table 4.7.10 shows the (unconditional) contn'butions of each of the twelve accident scenarios (blocks) on the
simplified logic block diagram for different intervals on the hazard curve. Figure 4.7.7 compares the
contn'butions at various earthquake intervals as computed by the DPD approach (as presented on Figure 6.49
of the DCPRA) versus the Monte Carlo approach. It can b_ seen that, because of the rather coarse interval
on spectral acceleration used in the DORA, the contributions at the upper and lower intervals have been
overestimated. However, both approaches show that most of the risk occurs due to earthquakeswith average

spectral accelerations in the 1.7g to 3.0g range. This can also be seen from the mean plant level fragility curve
presented in Figure 4.7.8. This curve shows that the mean conditional probability of core damage is very small
below 2.0g average spectral acceleration.

Finally, an evaluation of the risk reduction potential (RRP) for each of the components was made using the
simplified logic block model. The risk reduction potential is defined as the percentage decrease in seismic
core damage frequency which results if the probability of failure of that component is set equal to zero, and
the seismic core damage frequency is re-evaluated. Table 6-58 of the DCTRA presented such values (denoted

as "Impact If Very Strong that is, If Impervious to Earthquake"). Table 4.7.11 lists the RRP for all
components in the block model, and compares them to those reported in Table 6-58 of the DCPRA. In
general, for those components whose RILVvalues were listed in the DORA, the agreement is reasonably

geod. The RRP of the various diesel generator failure modes was found to be 16 percent while the DCPRA
Hsted only 10 percent. The RRP of switchgear/breakerpanels was found to be 6.6 percent, but was not Hsted

in the DCPRA, although comtmnents with smaller values of RRP were listed. Finally, the RRP for BOP
piping and supports was found to be 5.8 percent as contracted to the DCPRA value of 2.2 percent. Overall,
however, the agreement is quite good.

In conclusion, the comparison studies between the DPD method and the Monte Carlo method of uncertainty

analysis show that similar results are obtained (by the two quite different approaches) and that the core

damage frequencies and percentiles are - from a computational standpoint - verified.
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4.7.4 stMu

Umingthe uncertainty analysis block model, a number of sensitivity studies were performed to estimate the
effect of certain almnptions in modeling techniques used in the DC seismic PRA. In each case, a mean point
estimate calculation baaed on the block model was performed and changes in mean seismic core damage

frequency were computecL Each study is reported separately and, in general, the changes in the seismic core
damage frequency from the different sensitivity studies are not independent and are certainly not additive.

a) Impact of pipe conditional failure fraction. In the modeling of pipe failures, different pipe segments

were identified for the various safety systems and the probability of failure of each segment was

estimated as the probability of the pipe support failure (generic fragility) multiplied by conditional

fraction that failure of the pipe support would result in double ended pipe fracture. In the uncertainty

analysis block model, this conditional failure fraction varied between 0.05 to 0.25, depending on the

system and type of piping being analyzed. The basis for the choice of these different fractions was not

described. Hence, in this study, the _onditional pipe break failure fraction was varied (the same for

all systems) from a lower value of 0.0 to an upper value of 1.0 (that is, support failure equals pipe

failure). The results of this study are summarized below:.

IIill [ ,IH

C_dltional Prub _ (Core Damage) % Diff
(]'lpeBreak)

I I

0.0 5% lower
i i

0.05 4% lower
ii i llll i

0.10 4.01-5 3% lower
i i H i

0.20 4.12-5 0.2% lower
L II II ii i

0.25 4.17-5 1% higher
,,

0.40 4.33-5 5% higher
L ||i i ii ,

0.50 4.44-5 7% higher

1.00 4.96-5 20% higher
II II I IIIII i

As can be seen from the values above, the effect of varying the conditional pipe break failure fraction was
relatively small. In fact, if the conditional failure fraction is taken as 1.0 (certainty), the result is only a 20

percent increase in the total core damage frequency. Thus, overall, the seismic total core damage frequency
results are not particularly sensitive to the assumed failure fraction. This is not surprising since the overall
generic fragility for the piping supports has a relatively high median value and, thus, is not expected to play
a ma_or role in the final core damage frequency results.

b) Impact of correlation on uncertainty analysis. As described earlier, correlation was incorporated
somewhat differently in the point estimate model (in which the various support trainswere considered
explicitly) and in the final block model used for the uncertainty analysis (in which the failure of one

train was assumed to imply the failure of all trains). Further, it was seen that the uncertainty analysis
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gave slightly higher mean core damage frequencies due to this more conservative assumption with
respect to correlation. A sensitivity study was performed to estimate the impact o[ correlation on the
block model uncertainty analysis. This was done by assuming that similar trains of the same support
systems were identical (e.g., had the same random and seismic fragilities) and that the responses seen
by these similar support trains were identical. It was assumed that the respoL_eswere fully correlated"
but that there was no correlation between the fragility failure modes of the support systems. The
uncertainty analysisblock model was modified to incorporate these assumptions and the frequency of
core damage was reevaluated. When this was done, the mean point estimate core damage frequency
was reduced to 2.8E-5 per year, a reduction of 33 percent. Thus, it can be seen that a reduction in core
damage frequency could be achieved if a more complete description of correlation were included in
the systems models.

c) Impact of range of integration. As described in the DCPRA, the seismic integration was performed
up to an upper limit average spectral acceleration of 4.0g, and a total of 6 (unequal) intervals were used
in the integration scheme. To verify that this range of integration was adequate, a mean point estimate
calculation using the block model was performed in which the range of integration was increased to
5g and then 6g average spectral acceleration. These two calculations showed increases in mean core

damage frequency from the base case value (4.15E-5) to 4.51E-5 and 4.60E-5, respectively. Thus it can
be seen that the range of integration considered in the DCPRA was adequate, and if a greater range
of integration were used, an increase of about 12 percent would be expected.

d) Impact of ceramic insulator fragility. A key feature in the results of the DCPRA results from the fact

that the fragility taken for the 230kv ceramic insulators in the switchyardwas taken to have a median
average spectral acceleration of 1.66g. Scaling to peak ground acceleration, this corresponds to a
median peak ground acceleration value of 0.72g. This is at least twice as high as any ceramic insulator
fragility median used in past PRAs. The basis for this median value came from segregating the
recorded earthquake performance data on ceramic insulators into several groups. It was found that
the so called "dead tank"type of ceramic insulator performed significantly better than other ceramic
insulators typically used in commercial power plants. Further, it was verified that the ceramic insulators
in the 230kv switchyardwere of the dead tank variety and hence, it was appropriate to use a higher
median value for their seismic fragility. This played a substantial role in the results of the DCPRA in
that it greatly lessened the probability t_floss of offsite power and reduced the importance of the LOSP
corresponding sequences.

To examine the effect of the ceramic insulator fragility mean on the core damage frequency predicted for
Diablo Canyon, a sensitivity study was performed in which the ceramic insulator fragility median was varied
from 0.3g pga to 0.72g pga and the core damage frequency was recomputed. The results of this calculation
are shown as a continuous curve on Figure 4.7.9. It can be seen that the mean core damage frequency

increased from 4.15E-5 to a value of 6.25E-5 at the weaker limit. Thus, the effect of going from a median
ceramic fragility value of 0.72g (pgn) down to a more usual value of 0.3g (pga) is an increase in the mean core

damage frequency of 50%.

e) Sensitivity Study on Human Actions in DCPRA Seismic Analysis
A number of human recovery actions were identified for the seismic analysis in Table 6-51 of the

DCPRA. Many of these were associated with post-earthquake actions taken to recover offsite or onsite
power lost due to seismic component failures, and which involved replacement battery chargers or
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portable power generators being put in place to replace damaged components. Although considerable
thought was given to these post-earthquake options, for the final results of the seismic DCPRA it was
decided to take no credit for their use. Thus events ZHEAC2, ZHEHS2, and ZHERE6 denoted as
earthquake related recovery actions on Table 6-51 of the DCPRA were not used in the final
quantification.

However, three important human actions were considered in the final quantification, and these were

incorporated as a function of earthquake level - which is an advancement over past seismic PRAs. These
human error events are:

ZHECT1 Failure to reset of control power circuits (from control room) that were tripped as a result
of relay chatter during an earthquake.

ZHELA2 Failure to turn off RHR pumps following an SI signal with the RCS at high pressure.
After 4 hours, this error is assumed to fail the pumps, which resultsin loss of ability to establish sump
recirculation.

ZHESE1 Failure to align fire water system to provide RCP seal cooling, given loss of normal ASW
or CCW This results in a seal LOCA.

These three human error events were explicitly included in the block model used for the uncertainty analysis
as shown on Figure 4.7.6 and explained on Table 4.7.7.

These events were modeled as being (stepwise) dependent on earthquake level as shown below:

Average Spectral Acceleration
i i i i ,, i

Event Random

Value < 1.75g 1.75 to <2.5g 2.5 to 4.0g
i i n,i ,

ZHECT1 0.002 0.002 0.01 0.06
,,i i,,ll

ZHELA2 0.0047 0.0047 0.02 0.20
i i

ZHESE1 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.40

The random values for these events were taken from Table 6-52 of the DCPRA, and is the mean value used

in the internal events analysis for the corresponding non-seismic event. The earthquake ]evel-dependentvalues
were provided directly by PG&E in response to reviews questions, and are not in the DCPRA.

In one sense, the human action failure rates can be viewed as being somewhat optimistic, as they assume the
random (non-stressed) failure rate for all earthquake levels up to 1.75 of average spectral acceleration, which
corresponds to 0.75g of peak ground acceleration. However, these three actions are all performed in the
control room (rather than requiring an operator to leave the control room to perform the action) which tends
to increase the likelihood of success. Engineering judgement was used to establish the numerical values of
these human errors as a function of the three earthquake levels, but they seem quite reasonable to the

reviev_er_. (Nominally, the failure rate increases by a factor of 5 for each earthquake level).
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To evaluate the sensitivity of the final results to the assumed earthquake levels at which these human error
rates were increased, the mean core damage frequency was reevaluated with the threshold levels decreased
from (1.758, 2.5g) down to (0.8& 1.2g). The result was an increase in mean core damage frequency from
4.13E._ to 4.61E-5, an increase of 11 percent. Thus the mean point estimate results are not very sensitive to
the stepwise threshold levels at which the human error probabilities are increased to reflect the stress due to

larger earthquakes. The lack of sensitivity is due to the fact that the human error events are "OR-ED" in
conjunction with seismically-induced component failures which soon dominate the fnal results as higher
earthquake levels are considered.

4.8 Summary and Conclusions

In general, the sehmtk portion of the DCPRA was found to be a defendable and detailed state-of-the.art
seismic risk assesmtent. Due to the nature of the numerous conservative assumptions made in modeling
systems and including correlation on component failures, it is felt that the mean core damage frequency

computed is somewhat conservative.

The DCPRA involved a number of relatively novel considerations. First of all the examination and inclusion
of relay chatter effects has advanced the state-of-the-art. The detailed level to which circuits were examined
for the potential impact of relay chatter and its documentation goes well beyond that performed in any
previous seismic PRA. The detailed comparison of the nonlinear response of the Turbine Building and
comparison against drift limits against the engineering factor of safety approach provided a meaningful
validation of the later more simplified method, which has been used in all the commercial seismic PRAs to

date. This study provides considerable confidence in the use of the factor of safety approach for predicting
! failure leveb of both structures and components. The use of average spectral acceleration as the independent

seismic parameter (both for the seismic hazardcurves and for the component fragilities) provided a consistent
means of eliminating double counting in assigning uncertainties to both the hazard curve and the fragility.
Overall, however, the use of average spectral acceleration versus peak ground acceleration was found to play
little role in determining the overall magnitude of the risk of core damage frequency at Diablo Canyon. This
in itself is of interest because of the fact it substantiates the use of peak ground acceleration in all past seismic
PRAs.

The DORA fragilitieswere found to have been derived by state-of-the-art and relatively mature methodology
which has been applied to more than 25 power plants in the past. A review of the identified and analyzed
modes found that the appropriate failure modes had been identified. A review of the anchor bolt failure

modes showed that important recent generic issues (such as edge distance, bolt spacing, and concrete cracking
effects) were properly included and taken into account. The methods and the basis for assigning the random

and modeling uncertainties to the fragilities were found to be reasonable. No significant unresolved remain
for the fragilities in the DORA.

The procedure used for quantifying the risk of core damagewas found to be acceptable and the quantification
itself was found to be accurate. An independent evaluation of the block model used to perform the

uncertainty analysis by a completely independent approach (Monte Carlo) was found to produce final
distributions on core damage frequency that were reasonably close to those reported for the DCPRA. The
main discrepancy was some difference in the 95% percentile values. The same dominant contributors to core
damage frequency were found and the percentage contributions for these dominant contributors were found
to be nearly the same.
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In general, a major deficiency of the DCPRA was that the final report was not adequate to allow a meaningful
review without extensive and continuing interactions with both PG&E and contractor personnel. If the goal
is to produce a report that can be reviewed (if not reproduced) by the data contained in the report and its
appendice_ then a somewhat different structure and additional data may be required.

A detailed review of the DCPRA was considerably complicated by the PL&G methodology on which it was
based. Tnis methodology, as appfied in the Diablo Canyon PRA, involves significant "handson" intermediate
steps which were both difficult to document and to review. In particular, the methodology utilizing a separate
simple systems model for the final uncertainty analysis as contrasted to a very detailed model for the point
estimate calculations provides a large source of difficulty in reviewing the final results (as was described

earlier). In addition, the block uncertainty analysis model seems to require considerable amount of analysts
judgement to develop, which in itseff is difficult to document or review. Considering the large number of
mean point estimate accident sequences involved in the first step of the analysis, it is likely that future versions
of the report would have to provide this information on PC diskette in order for any meaningful review to be

performed. It should be noted that the PG&E personnel performing the PRA were more than helpful in
resolving these issues as they arose. Given the level of effort that went into the development of the hazard
curves, the very detailed fragility calculations for all components, and the level of effort into developing
accident sequences and correctly incorporating complement events, it is felt that the DCPRA repre.,zentsa
gate-of-the-art and defendable seismic PRA and that no unresolved issues remain concerning the final results.
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]LFI |.t$30_-05 1.6520[-02 1.4530[-02 1.4960[o02 1.61|0[-02 I 4900[-03 2.4980[.

"1 1.t$10[-05 1.6550[-05 1.4550[-03 1.6720[-05 1.6_20[-05 I 6?2o[-03 1.47"
1.4950[-03 1.6950Z*0] 1.6950[-05 1.8720[-02 1.8720[-02 I 8?20[-02 ]
• 65)0[-0) 1.6_30[-0] 1.6550[-0] 1.*$50[-05 1.6550[-05 I 6_)0[-0'

"_-05 1.4030[-o) 1.483o[-o) 1.61,o[-o2 1.66_o[-o2 1 _,_-
* _260[-o3 6.6_8o[-o] 2528o_-01 2.528_[-ol • "

" * _-_n[-o2 e.lo2o[-o2 1.o_--

Fl_r_ 4.7.4 Sample Skeet of I_PRA Table 6-46
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OG CT AW

i .... A #3
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., G #5

, - H

Figure 4.7, 5 Partial Event Tree for Electric Power
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4 Reviewof SeismicPRA
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Mean Core Damage Frequency (le-5)
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4 Review of Seismic PRA

Table 4.7.1 _tious or Top Events on Seismic Early Frontline Tree (from Chapter 6 of ACPRA)

Top Event _D. Represents a loss of indications to the operators, and

this is assumed to lead directly to core damage.

To, Event CT. Represents the summation of all relay chatter fragilities
resulting in a loss of all AC power.

_ov_Event EL. This is the summation of all LOCAs greater than a small

LOCA. Such LOCAs are all conservatively assumed to be excessive, that

is, modeled as if the ECCS systems are not effective at mitigating them.

Toy Event PR. This top event models the RCS pressure relief function.
At least one of three pressurizer PORV's must open to relieve RCS

pressure, if required, and all three PORVs must reseat. Failure of Top

Event PR implies that a PORV train is open and a small LOCA has

developed. The operator action to isolate a stuck-open PORV by closing
the PORV block valve is also considered in this top event. The

likelihood that a PORV block valve is closed initially is also

considered. If all three PORVs fail to open when challenged, the

pressurizer safety valves are then assumed challenged and all three must
reseat.

For loss of offsite power events, the pressurizer PORV's are assumed, to
be challenged.

For all transients, the pressurizer PORV's would not be challenged, if
automatic reactor trip is successful. Successful reactor trip is also
assumed if the operators manually trip the reactor in the first minute
after a failure of an automatic reactor trip. However, for these cases

of successful reactor trip, the PORVs would likely be challenged.
Therefore, it is assumed that'all three PORVs would be challenged if

automatic reactor trip falls, even if the operator successfully trips the
reactor as _ backup.

Fop Event.TD. Represents the turbine-driven AF_ pump in order to ask if,
under the condition of relay chatter causing loss of the motor-driven AF_
pumps, the turhine-drivenAFWpump is operational. Failure of all AFU

shortens the time available for successful recovery from relay chatter.

_op_Event OC. Represents operator recovery from relay chatter. This
event is only asked if Top Event CT fails. Different human error rates

are used depending on the status of auxiliary feedwater and whether a
LOCA has occurred. Failure of this event is assumed to result in a
continued loss of all vital AC.
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4 Review of Seismic PRA
4,7.1 {mlllmml)

If a Phase B safety injection stsnal occurs (for example, due to a steam
line break inside containment), CCW flow to header C is isolated, vhich

isolates cooling to the positive displacement charging pump and RCP
thermal barrier cooling. Then, Top Event SE can only be successful i£
the operators successfully stop the RCPs in time; that is. Top Event RP
is successful. Then to protect the RCP seals, the operator must use one
o£ the centrifugal charging pumps. The seal injection path from the
charging pumps is then modeled in this top event. If CCIa header C is
isolated, Top Event CH must have succeeded for this path to be viable.

For success without any CCW cooling, the operators must provide alternate
cooling from the fire main to a charging pump heat exchangers for RCP
seal injection as described in plant procedures. The pump suction may be
from either the VCT or the RWST. A makeshift system for temporary
cooling of the positive displacement charging pump (that is. vet rags and
portable fans) could also be established, although such actions are not
curreucly covered by procedures.

This top event is not asked in the event t£ ToF Event PR fails (that is,
a PORV opened and failed to reseat) because a LOCA is then already knovn
to have occurred. The consequential failure of the RCP seals is Judged
to be unimportant.

Top Event OB. This top event represents the operators initiating bleed
and feed cooling, provided all secondary cooling fails, by manually
initiating a safety Injection signal, then resetting it, and by
restorin_ Instrument air to the containment. This cooling path also
requires chat at least two PORVs are available and are held open for 6
hours chat is,, the time it takes to reduce RCS pressure co alloy closed

loop Pd4Rcooling. Th_ operator also trips the RCPs by procedure.
Cooling through the pressurizer safety valves alone, vichout the PORVs.
is assuaed unsuccessful because of insufficient makeup £1ov st their

pressure relief setpoint. The procedural actions to open the reactor
vessel head vents and depressurize one steam generator to acm0spheric
pressure, If only two POR_ trains are available, are assumed unnecessary.
Only cvo PORVs aze connected to a nitrogen supply header supplied by
backup nitrogen accumulators. Instrument air must be restored co the

containment _r operation of the third PORV. The PORVs are qualified for
the environment after a steam line break inside the containment and

therefore are expected to remain functional during bleed and feed
sequences.

Too Event B$. This top event models vhecher hot standby conditions can
be maintained successfully. If Top Events HS fails, It is assumed chat
long-term actions to control AFt;, provide AFt;makeup, or establish closed
loop R/{R cooling have failed and damage has occurred. There is plenty of
time for a successful operator response if something does 8o wron& in the
long-term after conditions have stabilized. Plant operations may decide
to cooldown to cold shucdo_rn conditions or to return to power after the
cause of the Plant trip is identified and resolved. "X'his analysis
assumes chat they would only attempt co cool down to cold shucdo_m if a

LOCA is in progress, rlf a LOCA is noc in progress, the plant would
return to pover from hot standby.
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4.7.1 (mmflmm4)

Top Event RU. This top event aodels the availability of the refueling
water storage tank. The RUST must maintain its structural integrity.
contain the slnlsum inventory required by technical speci£1catlons (i.e.,
400,000 sallons), and be properly vented.

Toy Event CH. One of t'wo centrifugal char&In 8 .pumps starts automatically
on a safety injection sisal, taking suction from the RUST. High
pressure flov £rom the charging p_mps is used £or either RCP seal
injection or for reactor vessel makeup. The analysis for Top Event CH
considers the £1ov paths throush the boron injection tank to the RC$ cold
legs. Cooling of the itCP seals £s considered in Top Event SE.

No credit is given to the positive displacement charging pump for RCS
injection because it has limited capacity and is not normally operated.
The positive displacement pump is considered in Top Event $E, hovever,
for seal injection.

Too Events SI. This cop _vent models the sa£ety injection pumps starting
automatically on a safety injection signal to provide injection to the
RC$. At least one o£ t_o pumps starts and operates, taking suction from
r.he RUST. This top event is asked, even if Top Event CH is successful,
to determine vhether _vo high pressure recirculation paths from the

discharge of r_e RHR pumps are available in the long-term.

_oD Event A_. This cop event represents the availability of feedvater
pumped from the condensate storage tank to at least one intact ste_
generator by the auxiliary £eedwater system. One of three steam
generators is assumed to be required £or steam line break events inside
the containment because one steas generator rill have depressurized. The
operators are instructed to isolate £1ov to the a£fected steam generator
unless no other steam generators are intact. Therefore, for a steam line
break outside the contairment and the _LSlVs failing to close, the
operators vould establish £1ov to one o£ the depressurized steam
generators. In this case, the operator action to reestablish flov is
modeled, and any one of the four steJs generators is assumed required.
Also, for steam line break events, one steam supply path to the turbine-
driven AF_ pumps is assumed to be unavailable $0 percent o£ the time;
that is, the steam line break is assumed to occur on either steam

generator 1-2 or 1-) 50 percent o£ the t£ae.

At least 460 gpm o£ £1ov is required. One of three AFW pumps is,
therefore, needed for success. Event AU also represents the main steam
valves needed for cooling. The 10 percent atmospheric steam dump valves
and ste_ generator relief valves on each steam generator are assumed
necessary for cooling the respective steam gener_,tor.

Toy Eve'nt SE. This top event models RCP seal integrity. If CC_ flo_ to
headers A and B is successful, RCP pump thermal barrier cooling is also
assumed successful if flov through CC_ header C continues. Therefore, if
CC_ flov to headers A and B is successful, Top Event SE models the
availability of cooling to header C of the CCt_ system.
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4 Review of Seismic PRA

Table 4.7.2 Definitions of Basic Events on Electric Power Support Tree

OG Loss of Offsite Power

DF

DG Loss of DC Power Trains (Unit I)
DH

NV Loss of Non-vital 12v (Busses D&E)

AF

AG Loss of 4KV ac to Busses HF, HG, HH
AH

SF

SG Failure of circuit breakers required for
SH 4KV ac Busses HF, HG, HH

BF

BG Failure of 125Vdc Power Trians (from Unit 2)
BH

GF

GG Failure of Diesel Generators 13, 12, II (Unit I)
GH

2G Failure of Diesel Generators 22, 21 (Unit 2)
2H

FO Failure of fuel oil supply to diesels

SW Alignment of Swing Diesel 13 to Unit 1
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4 Review of Seismic PRA

Table 4.7.3 Definitions of Basic Events in Actuation and Mechanical Support Tree

Ii

12 Failure of Vital AC instrument channels

I3 I, II, III, IV
14

SA Failure of Solld State Protection.System (SSPS)

SB Trains A, B

CV Failure of Control Room HVAC

RT Failure of both auto and manual (backup) reactor trip

0S Manual actuation of safety equipment normally activated

by SSPS (if SSPS has failed)

IA Instrument Air (always assumed failed)

AS Availability of Auxiliary Saltwater System

CC Availability of Component Cooling Water System

SV Availability of Ventilation for 4BOV Switchgear
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Table 4.7.4 llookam lgxprs_kms for Failure lgvemts (Derived from Table 6-43 d DCPRA)

Fatlure Swbol Seismic gstlures CausinE Failure +

Offsite pover OO 230KV Ceramic Insulators

3 Trains of DF

DC power DG Batt's+ DC-Panel + Aux Bldg.
DH

3 Trains of AF

Vital 4kV AC kO 4KV Switchgear + Bus F Pot Xmfr + Safeguard Relay Panel
_34

+ Battery ChEfs + 4160/480 Xmfr

+ Turbine Bldg Shear Wall

+ (4KV Switchgear* + Safeguard Relay Panel* +
Turbine Bldg*)* Strut Failure

5 Diesel OF

Generators for GO Diesel generators + DG water pump + DO
Units 1 & 2 GH Excitation Cubicle + DO Control Panel

2G
2H

Fuel Oil
Transfer System FO I_ Fuel Oil Pumps + BOP Piping (2 seq)
for Diesels

4 VLtal Instru- 11
ment Channels 12 lnverters + Process Control/Protection +

13 Pressure Transmitters
I4

*fatiure probability given strut has failed.

+ the "+" sign denotes the logical union of events, and
the "*" sign denotes the logical intersection of events.
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4 Review of Seismic PRA

Table 4.7.4 (eomtinued)

Reactor RT Reactor Intervals

Trip

Partial RT Reactor Trip Switchgear
Reactor (partial)
Trip

Control Room CS Control Room Fans + HVAC Ducting
Ventilation

Component

Cooling Water CC RHR Heat Xc_er + CCW Pump + CCW Heat Xcher

System + CCW Surge Tank + BOP piping (29 seq) +
Containment Fan Coolers

Auxiliary

Salt water AS Intake structure + aux. saltwater piping +
System BOP piping (4 seq)

480 Switchgear SV HVAC Ductlng
Ventilation (partial)
System

Relay CT Main Control Board Chatter + DC Control
Panel

Chatter Chatter + Safeguard Relay Panel Chatter

Excessive EL Concrete Internal walls + reactor pressure

LOCA vessel + steam generators + BOP piping (I
Seq)

Containment C! Steam Generators
Isolation

Control Room & ID Main control boards + Remote Shutdown panel
RSP _ndlcatlons
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4 Review of Seismic PRA

Table 4.7.4 (eoatlaaed)

Refuelling water RW RWST Tank + RHR pumps + Safety Injection +

Storage Tank Spray Additive Tank + BOP piping (18 seq)

Pressurizer PR PORVs + Impulse Lines + BOP piping (I seq)
Relief Valvea

(small LOCAs)

RCP Seal

Cooling SE Reactor Coolant Pumps + BOP piping (4 seq)

(Seal LOCA)

Charging CH Boran Injection Tank + BOP piping (3 seq)
Pumps

Aux i 1 i a ry
Feedwater AT; AFW pumps + BOP piping (6 seq)

System

Containment

Spray Pump 1,2 CS Spray additive tank

(partial)

Large hole in CP Containment Bldg
Containment
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4 Re%iewof Seismic PRA

Treble4.'£.5 Top Ten Point Esthnate Accident Sequences

SeQuence FreQuency _ of Tgt_1

#I OGI*AFI*AG2*AH3* (I-CT2)*(I-DFi)*(I-AW_)*(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)* 5.3E-6 18_
(I-ELI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*_I.RTI)*
(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)

#2 OGI*GFI*GG2*GH3* (I-CT2)*(I-AFI)*(I-DFI)*(I-AW4)*(I-PRA)* 3.3E-6 II_
(I-R_I)*(IoELI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*
(I-RTI)*(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)*(I-132)*
(I-B_I)*(I-BGI)

#3 AFI*AG2*AH3* (I-OCl)*(I-AS4)*(I-CT2)*(I-AW4)*(I.DFI), 2.1E-6 7_
(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*(I-ELI)*(I-CVI)*(I-II2)*
(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)*(I-IDI)*(I-RTI)

#4 OGI*DFI*D<:2* (I-RTT)*(I-CT2)*(I-PRA)*(I-RWl)*(I-ELI)* 1.7E-6 6%
(I-IDI)*(I-CP3)

#5 OGI*AFI*AG2*AH3*CT2*(I-DFI)*(I.TDI)*(I.PRA)*(I.RWl),(I.ELI), 1.2E-6 4_
(I-OCI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*(I.RTI)*
(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)

n6 OGI*GFI*GG2*GH3*CT2*(I-AFI)*(I.DFI)*(I.TDI)*(I-pR_),(I.RWl), 7.3E-7 3_
(I-ELI)*(I-OCI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI),
(I-RTI)*(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)*(I-132),
(I-BFI)*(I-BGI)

#7 OGI*AFI*AG2*AH3*AU4*(I-CT2)*(I-DFI)*(I.PRA),(I.RUI),(I-ELI), 5.8E-7 2%
(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*(I-RTI)*(I.CPI),
(1-SA1)*(1-SBI)

#8 OCI*DFI*DC2*RT7* (1-CT2)*(1-PRA)*(1-CP3)*(1.RWl) 5.7E-7 2_

,9 OCI*DFI*DG2*CT2* (1-RTT)*(1-OC2)*(I-PRA)*(1-RWl)*(1.EL1), 5.5E-7 2_
(1-;D1)*(1.CP3)

#10 OCI*CFI*CG2*CII3*AW4*(1-CT2)*(1.AFI),(1.DF1),(1.PRA),(1.RWl), 3.6E.7 1_
(1-ELI)*(1-QS1)*(1-II2)*(1.IDI),(I.RT1),
(I-CPI)*(I.SAI)*(I-SBI)*(I-132)*(l.BFI),

Top I0 Total 1.6_E-5 57t
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Table 4.7.6 Top Ten Point Estimate Sequences - Grouped

#3 - AFI_AC2*_{3_ (I-OCI)*(I-AS4)*(I-CT2)*(I-AW4)*(I-DFI)*

(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*(I-ELI)*(I-CVI)*(I-II2)*

(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)*(I-IDI)*(I-RTI)

#I - OCI_AFI*AG2*_{3 * (I-CT2)*(I-DFI)*(I-AW4)*(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*

(I-ELI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*(I-RTI)*

(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)

#7 - OCI*AFI*AC2*AH3*AW4*(I-CT2)*(I-DFI)*(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*(I-ELI)*

(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*(I-RTI)*(I-CPI)*

(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)

#5 - OCI*AFI*AC2*A.H3*CT2*(I-DFI)*(I-TDI)*(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*(I-ELI)*

(I-OCI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*(I-RTI)*

(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)

#& - OCI*DFI*DC2* (I-RT7)*(I-CT2)*(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*(I-ELI)*

(I-IDI)*(I-CP3)

#9 - OCI*DFI*DC2*CT2* (I-RT7)*(I-OC2)*(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*(I-ELI)*

(I-IDI)*(I-CP3)

_8 - OCI*DFI*DC2*RT7* (I-CT2)*(I-PRA)*(I-CP3)*(I-RWI)

#2 - OGI*GFI*CC2*CH3* (I-CT2)*(I-AFI)*(I-DFI)*(I-AW4)*(I-PRA)*

(I-RWI)*(I-ELI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*

(I-RTI)*(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)*(I-132)*

(I-BFI)*(I-BCI)

#I0 - OGI*CFI*GG2*GH3*AW4*(I-CT2)*(I-AFI)*(I-DFI)*(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*

(I-ELI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*(I-RTI)*

(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)*(I-132)*(I-BFI)*
(1-Bcl)

_6 - OCI*CFI*GC2*GH3*CT2*(I-AF1)*(I-DFI)*(I-TDI),(I-PRA)*(I-RWI)*

(I-ELI)*(I-OCI)*(I-OSI)*(I-II2)*(I-IDI)*

(I-RTI)*(I-CPI)*(I-SAI)*(I-SBI)*(I-132)*

(I-BFI)*(I-BCI)
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Table 4.7.7 Description of Logical Blocks As Provided by PG&E

BLOCK 1

This Block includes the seismic fragilities assumed to result in a total loss of all 125V DC. The auxiliary
building fragility was included among this group. All equipment in the auxiliary building and the control room
is assumed lost if this fragility event fails. The total loss of all DC is used as a surrogate for this impact. Loss
of 125V DC also implies loss of the associated train of AC power.

BLOCK 2

Fhis Block includes the seismic fragilities which result in loss of all emergency AC power. Curve 32 of Table

6-40 in reference I is labeled "Buses G and it potential transformers." It is actually the fragility for the Bus
F potential transformer. Although the corresp_nding potential transformers for Buses G and H are stronger

than the one for Bus F, the seismic core damage model conservatively assumed that all three emergency buses
fail if the weaker transformer fails.

BI.OCK 3

Block 3 includes the fragilities that result in failure of all three trains of emergency AC power but which also
involve failure of the strut for the turbine building. In the process of developing the fragilities, it was
recognized that the turbine building strut failure would change the response of certain components in the

turbine building. Separate fragility curves were therefore, developed for the Bus F potential transformer, the
safeguard relay panel, and for the 4 kV switchgear for the conditions where the turbine building strut failure

occurs. Curve 56 (i.e., that for the strut) is, therefore, combined with the three fragilities using a logical
"AND" operation.

BLOCK 4

Block 4 includes just the fragility curves that, if failed, are modeled as a loss of all vital instrumentation. No

credit was assumed for shutting down without instrumentation; consequently, core damage was conservatively
assumed to occur.

BLOCK 5

Block 5 models the components that, if failed, could result in a failure to trip the reactor. For the reactor trip
switchgear, it was recognized that failure of this component would not prevent reactor trip if offsite power was
also lost. Consequently, Fragility 43 is combined with a logical "AND"with the complement of the loss of

offsite power fragility.

BLOCK 6

Block 6 includes the component failure modes which are considered to lead to an excessive LOCA. One
piping segment is modeled for each of the chargingand RHR system piping connections in their interface with
the reactor coolant system boundary. The quantity 0.05 is the probability that a failure of the most stressed
pipe support in these segments would lead to a complete severance of the pipe. In actuality, even if these

pipes completely rupture, the resulting flow area is insufficient to result in an excessive LOCA; i.e., beyond
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4 Review of Seismic PRA

the design basis of the ECCS. However, to simplify the model, this conservative assumption was made.
Therefore, this failure mode of either of these two pipe segments is assumed to lead to core damage.

BLOCK 7

Block 7 models the seismic failures that result in a LOCA with failure of either RCS injection or recirculation

from the containment support. The LOCA failure modes are included in Block 7C. Two pipe segments are
modeled; i.e., charging and the RHR system connections. The factor 0.20 is the likelihood of a small break
in the most stressed segment of these pipes given that the pipe support fails: this results in a LOCA from the

RCS. Block 7B includes the failure modes that result in a failure of high head injection. Fragilities for the
RHR and containment spray pumps are included here because the Hmiting seismic failure mode is a break
in the pump boundary, which is assumed to drain the RWST, resulting in failure of RCS injection. A total
of 18 pipe segments are also included. Again, failure of any one of these 18 segments is postulated to result
in a draining of the RWST. The factor of 0.25 is the assumed probability of any size pipe break given failure
of the most limiting pipe support in one of these segments. Block 7A models an operator error to align
recirculation from the cot_tainmentsump. Action ZHELA2 models the operator action to turn off the RHR
pumps following an SI si&_nalwith the RCS at high pressure. Failure to turn off these pumps within about
4 hours is assumed to result in failure of the pumps due to overheating while operating on miniflow: this,
subsequently, results in the failure of the ability to establish recirculation from the containment sump.

BLOCK 8

Block 8 considers seismic failure of the two sets of control panels; i.e., the main control boards and the hot
shutdown panel. Rather than further considering the operator action to transfer control to the hot shutdown
panel, given loss of the main control boards, the seismic model conservatively assumes that failure of either
control station leads directly to core damage.

BLOCK 9

Block 9 considers the important system failure combinations (i.e., both seismic and non-seismic failures) that
involve a loss of offsite power. Block 9A includes the different seismic failure modes of the diesel generators.
The battery chargers (i.e., fragilitycurve 35) are also included in this assessment. It is assumed that their loss
eventually leads to a loss of DC, which is needed for continued operation of the diesels. Block 913 is a
constant which accounts for all the non-seismic failure combinations of the emergency diesel generators. Block
9C models the seismic failures of the diesel generator fuel oil transfer system. Even a small break in any one
of the six segments modeled is conservatively assumed to fail both trains of fuel oil. Block 9D consists of two
terms. Block 7C is as described previously; i.e., it accounts for the seismic failure modes, which lead to a small
LOCA. The constant in Block 9G accounts for the non-seismic failure modes that, together with a small
LOCA, lead to core damage. Block 9E models the scenarios which involve failure of either component
cooling water or aux|liary saltwater together with loss of power to the charging pumps. The Block labeled
CCW/ASW, models the CCW and ASW seismic failure modes. It is assumed that a complete guillotine
rupture of the ASW piping is required to ca0se loss of the ASW system. For the CCW system, even a small
pipe break is assumed sufficient. The constant modeled by Block 9F accounts for the non-seismic failure

combinations that, together with a loss of RCP seal cooling caused by a seismic failure of CCW or ASW, lead
to core damage. These non-seismic failure combinations involve a loss of onsite emergency power to the
charging pumps consequently resulting in a failure of seal injection and RCS makeup. Blocks 9F and 10A (to
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be discussed in the next section), together, model all the failure combination that prevent the operators from
aligning the firewater system to the charging pumps in the event CCW or ASW failures occurs.

BLOCK I0

Block 10 accounts for scenarios that involve a seismic failure of either CCW or ASW. Block CCW/ASW is

as described above when discussing Block 9E. The failures in Block 10A model all the important failure

combinations which preclude the operators from aligning firewater to the chargingpumps for continued RCP
seal injection. The operator action itself is modeled by ZHESEI. This human error rate is modeled as being
dependent on the seismic level; i.e., the human error rate increases as the earthquake level increases.

BLOCK 11

Block 11 accounts for all the non-seismic failure combinations, except those involving a loss of offsite power,
which result in core damage. Examples of these sequences are failure of all vital AC and failure of all vital
DC.

BLOCK 12

This Block accounts for the scenarios that result in core damage because of relay chatter. Block 12A models
the three separate fragilities modeled for relay chatter. Any one of these events is modeled as leading to an
initial loss of all AC. The relay chatter recovery action is ZHECTI; as with 7HESEI, the human action is
dependent upon the seismic level. Given the occurrence of relay chatter and the failure to recover from it,

the model assumes that core damage results,
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TaMe 4.7.8 Comparison of DCPltA Seismic Core Damage
Frequency Percentiles With Monte Carlo Results

LIIlill ] Jill II I III ,,, _ _............. -- Illi III Jill ,,,

Total Core Damage Frequency Distribution
I IIIIIIII I I II IIIII I I Ill II I I

5% 50% Mean 95% EF
-- i I IIII - i III

DCPRA 9.3E-7 6.2E-6 3.7E-5 1.1E-4 17
II II -- i iii I II'IIII I I IIII I II [ I III I

Monte Carlo 1.26E-6 8.89E-6 4.15 E-5 1.77E-4 26
-- | Hr I I I s _ , H ' IIII ' IIII
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Table 4.7.9 Ranking of ,BlockModel Accident Sequences from Monte Carlo Uncertainty Analysis

BLOCK ACC. SegL _ _Contribution

1 Loss of all 125V DC No 3 12.4%
2 Loss of all AC power No 1 38.7
3 Loss of 3 trains AC No 12 0.4
4 Loss of vital instrumenfation No 6 2.9
5 RPS failure to trip No I0 0.7
6 Excessive LOCA No 4 5.8
7 LOCA w/o ECCS injection No 9 I. 5
8 Control Panels fail No 8 2.0
9 Loss of offsite power No 2 26.6
I0 CCW or ASW systems fails No 5 5.3
ii Random failures No ii 0.6
12 Relay chatter fails No 7 2.9

AC power
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Table4.7.10AccidentSequelleeMean FrequencyIncrementsforIntervalson theHazardCurve

0.20- 0.74- 1.29- 1.83- 2.37- 2.91- 3.46-

O.7t4g 1.29g 1.83g 2.37g 2.91g 3.t-6g _.OOg Total

1 1.6E-II _.IE-08 5.7E,,07 1.5E-06 1.7E-06 I.OE-06 3.4E-07 [ 5.1E-06
2 1.4E-II 2.9E-07 3.0E.,06 5.6E-06 4.6E-06 2.IE-06 5.7E-07 [ 1.6E-05
3 1.4E-If 3.0E-12 I.OE.,09 1.7E-08 5.3E-08 6.5E-08 3.7E-08 I 1.7E-07
4 1,4E-II 3.0E-09 9.2E.,08 3.4E-07 4.2E-07 2.8E-07 I.IE-07 I 1.2E-06
5 1.4E-If 1.8E-09 3.6E-08 9._E-08 9.2E-08 5.5E-08 2.0E-08 I 3.0E-07
6 l._E-ll 1.2E-08 2.3E-07 7.OE-07 8.0E-07 5.1E-07 1.8E-07 [ 2.4E-06
7 I._E-II 7.5E-IO 6.2E-09 4.8E-08 3.IE-07 1.7E-07 6.6E-08 I 6.IE-07
8 1.6E-11 1.1E-09 6.5E-08 2.OE-07 2.8E-07 2.1E-07 8.6E-08 I 8.2E-07
9 1.4E-09 6.7E-07 1.9E-06 3.1E-06 3.2E-06 1.8E-06 5.3E-O7 I 1.1E-05
IO 1.6E-II 2.OE-09 1,6K-08 2.2E-07 l.IK-06 6.2E-07 2.1E-07 I 2.2E-06
11 2.0E-O7 4.1E-08 1.1E-08 2.8E-09 6.0E-lO 1.2E-lO 1.9E-11 I 2.5E-O7
12 6.1E-11 1.1E-08 6,7£-08 2.3E-07 6.6E-07 2.1E-07 4.5E-08 I 1.2E-06

2.0E-07 I.IE-06 5,9E-06 1.2E-05 1.3E-05 6.9E-06 2.2E-06 4,13E-05
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Table 4.7.11 Component Risk Reduction Potentials as Given in the DCPRA
and as Computed by Monte Carlo Approach

Component # SNL % PG&E % Component Name

1 0 containment building
2 r- 1.5 concrete internal biostructure

3 31.1 _ < 1 intake structure
4 2.9 auxiliary building
5 26.2 30.5 turbine building shear wall
6 < 1 refueling water storage
7 < 1 auxiliary saltwater piping
8 < I reactor pressure vessel
9 0 reactor internals

I0 3.6 3.4 steam generators
II < 1 0.7 power-operated relief valves
12 < 1 reactor coolant pumps
13 < 1 rhr pumps
14 < 1 rhr heat exchangers
15 0 safety injection accumulators
16 0 boron injection tank
17 < I cow pumps
18 1.2 ccw heat exchangers
19 < 1 ccw surge tank
20 < i containment spray pumps
21 0 spray additive tank
22 0 afwpumps
23 U" < 1 diesel gen. fuel oil pumps/filter

24 i < 1 diesel generators

25 15.6 < 1 diesel sen. radlator/water pumr
26 3.1 diesel gen. excitation cubicle
27 11.7 10.0 diesel gen. control panel
28 < 1 containment fan cooler
29 0 supply fans
30 0 supply/return fans
31 1.2 4-kv swltchgear
32 < I bus g & h potential

transformer
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Table 4.7.11 (¢oatlaaed)

33 < 1 safeguard relay panel
34 2.7 batteries

35 1.5 battery chargers
36 6.6 switchgear/breaker panel
37 2.4 invercers
38 5.3 5.0 4,160v/480v transformers
39 0 auxiliary relay panel
40 1.5 main control boards

41 < 1 hot shutdown panel
42 < i process control and

protection

43 < 1 reactor trip switchgear
44 < 1 pressure & del p transmitter
45 < I impulse lines
46 25.0 24.4 offslte power, 230 kv
47 0 offslte power, 500 kv

48 5.8 2.2 bop piping and supports
49 0 penetration(s) boxes

50 0 hvac ducttng and supports
51 < 1 swltchgear/scrut

52 _._ < i ._ chatter, main control board53 3.1 < 1 2.4 chatter, dg control panel
54 3.1 chatter, 4-kv switchgear
55 0 chatter, safeguards relay panel
56 < I 0.4 strut for turbine building
57 < I bus f potential transformer
58 < 1 safeguard relay panel
59 < 1 centrifugal charging pump

i
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5 OTHER EXTERNAL EVENTS

5.1 Fire

5.1.1 Introduction

The scope of the fire analysis review was limited to a review of the methodology and the dominant fire core
damage scenarios as reported in the DCPRA. Two of the control room fire scenarios were requantified, and
a scenario initiated by a fire on the turbine operating deck was also requantified. Importance analysis of the
fire scenarios included within the non-seismic Dominant Sequence Model (DSM) can be found in Table 3.9.1a
and Table 3.9.8.

$.1.2 Methodology

The methodology used in the fire portion of the PRA appears to be fully acceptable, and was judged to be
capable of finding any fire vulnerabilities in the plant, as well as ranking them in the order of importance.
First, a screening analysiswas performed, in which it was conservatively assumed that a fire in any given fire

area failed all equipment in that area. Fire and smoke propagation through fire doors left open, and through
other pathways, was included. For scenarios surviving the screening analysis, a more detailed analyses
including operator recovery actions and uncertainties in the estimated core damage frequencywere performed.
For scenarios requiring more detailed analysis, estimates of geometric factors and severity factors were made.
The geometric factor gives the fraction of the fire area in which the fire must start in order to fail the target
equipment. The severity factor gives the fraction of the fire frequency for fires at least severe enough to fail

i the target equipment. If the net result of a fire scenario was an initiating event with failures of mitigatingi

systems at a frequency which was small compared to the frequency of the corresponding sequence from
internal events, then the scenario was excluded from further analysis. For example, sheet 9 of table F.3-3 of

the PRA gives an analysis of a fire in a particular location in the containment building which can as a
consequence cause a small LOCA (by inadvertent opening of a PORV). However the frequency estimated,
5E-5/yr, is small compared to the frequency of small LOCAs from other causes, and hence the scenario was
eliminated from further consideration.

The geometric factors and severity factors were obtained by engineering judgement by the analyst, and did not
make use of calculations with fire propagation codes. In the NUREG-1150 studies in which fire was
considered, the geometric factor for a fire of a given severity was obtained by the use of a fire propagation
code. However, it appears to the reviewers that an experienced fire analyst can make judgements concerning
geometric and severity factors with adequate accuracy.

$.1.3. Turbine Building Fire Scenarios

The dominant turbine building fire scenario in the PRA was sequence FS8 in Table 6-61. There is no
discussion of this sequence in the text of the fire appendix, Appendix F of the DCPRA. However, the

quantification is given on sheets 98ff of Table F.3u3 of the DCPRA. A fire starts on the operating deck of
the turbine building, and smoke from this fire goes through vents to the safety related 4 kV switchgear located
one floor below, and fails all three safety-related trains of 4kV busses (F, G, and H). A significant feature

of the Diablo Canyon plant is the fact that the safety-related 4KV switchgear are located in the turbine
building. This means that a large fire in the turbine building has the potential for causing core damage.
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We have requantifiedthe fire sequence initiated by a fire on the turbine operating deck. In the fire data base

developed by WheeHs (NUREG/CR-4586), there were nine turbine operating deck fires in about 700 turbine-
building years, which gives an estimate of .013/yr as the initiating event frequency. The PRA used 2E-3/yr as
the initiating event frequency. The PRA estimate was based on weighing the estimate of the frequency for
all fires in turbine buildings by the area fraction for the turbine building operating deck. However, a
disproportionate number of fires that occur in turbine buildings occur on the operating deck, and, since there

is enough operating data to obtain an estimate from experience directly, we believe that this is more
appropriate. The PRA estimated that the fraction 2.5E-3 of the fires would result in smoke going through

vents to the switchgear rooms (one floor below) and failing the switchgear, leading to core damage. If we use
the same conditional probability (conditional frequency, in probability-of-frequency terminology) of leading
to core damage in our estimate, we obtain 3.3E-5/yr as our estimate of core damage from a turbine building
operating deck fire.

A review of international experience for fires beginning on operating decks of turbine buildings can also be

used to help quantify this sequence. No systematic review was made, but there have been at least three very
serious turbine operating deck fires in international experience: a fire at the Muehleberg nuclear power plant
in Switzerland on July 28, 1971, a fire in Taiwan (Maanshan-I nuclear power plant, July 7, 1985) and one in
Spain (Vandelios-1 nuclear power plant, October 19, 1989). In the Vandellos-I fire (See Nucleonics Week,
December 4, 1989), burning oil ran down into the lower levels of the turbine building, damaging some
equipment there. In addition, water from firefighters' hoses and a broken condenser intake pipe failed major
safety systems. This fire illustrates the fact that in a severe turbine operating deck fire, water may be used,
and the water can itself cause damage. In addition, there is the possibility that the fire itself can spread, by
burning oil, to lower floors, and fail safety-related equipment there, if fire barriersfail. There are about 5600
reactor-years world-wide at the present time. Hence the frequency of very severe fires on turbine operating
decks is estimated at 5.4E-4/yr. If, for such a fire at Diabio Canyon, there is a
6 percent chance of the fire failing the 4kV switchgear, either by smoke, or water damage through some

unspecified path, or by the spreading of the fire through failure of a fire barrier, one obtains 3.2E.5/yr for the
core damage frequency from this sequence, about the same as estimated above. Of course, there are
considerable uncertainties in this estimate.

PG&E, in letter No. DCL-90-156 (June 18, 1990), submitted clarifying information on the DCPRA fire risk
analysis. This analysis supports the PRA estimate of the conditional probability of core damage, given a fire
on the turbine operating deck, but does not address the frequency of turbine operating deck fires. Our re-
estimate of the frequency of core damage from turbine operating deck fires comes from a re-estimate of the

frequency of turbine operating deck fires.

$.1.4. Requantiflcation of Two Control Room Fire Scenarios

Two control room fire scenarios were requantified. Each scenario involves loss of auxiliary saltwater (ASW)
or component cooling water (CCW). On loss of component cooling water (either directlyor indirectlythrough

loss of ASW), the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) must be tripped in a short time (about 10 minutes), or there

will be bearing failure of the RCPS" shaft vibration, and seal failure, with a small LOCA resulting. These
scenarios must be distinguished from another way of getting a RCP LOCA, when CCW is lost. This other
way involves loss of seal injection and CCNVto the thermal barriers of the RCP seals, and results in a seal
LOCA even for a tripped RCP, but in a much longer time frame, of about 1.5 hours. If a LOCA occurs, and
the control room is evacuated, it is unlikely that the LOCA can be mitigated from the hot shutdown panel,
since there are limited ECCS controls. This assumption is consistent with the DCPRA: in one of the
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dominant scenarios in Table 6-61 of the DCPRA, a cable spreading room fire in which a PORV sticks open,
no credit is given for establishment of re,circulation from outside the control room.

In the NUREG-I150 fire study for Surry, it was estimated that in 10 percent of aHcontrol room fires heavy
smoke will fill the control room within 5 to 10 minutes. For such fires" it is unlikely that the RCP pumps will
be tripped before leaving the control room. If the pumps are not tripped from the control room, it is unlikely

they will be tripped in time from outside the control room. First, the operators would need to recognize the
need to trip the pumps, and, secondly, it is not possible to trip the pumps from the hot shutdown panel. It
would be nece_mry to go to the non-safety-related 12 kV switchgear room, located 5 floors below the control
room. No credit is given for re-initiation of ASW and CCW from the hot shutdown panel before the RCP
seal LOCA, given that the RCP pumps are not tripped.

At a meeting with representatives of PG&E (April 3, 1990, in Rock-ville,Md.), it was learned that the main
control board panels (vertical) each have their own smoke alarm. Because of this, it was judged that fire
suppre_on before control room evacuation was more likely to be successful at Diablo Canyon than at Surry,
where these smoke alarms are not present. It was, therefore, assumed that in only 6 percent of control room
fires would heavy smoke fill the control room and force evacuation before the RCPs were tripped.

For those fires which did create heavy smoke within 5 to 10 minutes, it was considered that the fire was
sufficiently severe that a fire anywhere on a given control board would fail all equipment on that control
board.

The two control room scenarios which were requantified were scenarios CRI and CR4 from the PRA,
appendix F. Scenario CR1 involves a fire at board VB-I which fails the ASW/CCW control circuits. Scenario
CR4 involves a fire at board VB-4 which fails the 4kV safety-related busses F, G, and H, and hence fails
ASW/CCW, but leaves the non-safety-related reactor coolant pumps operating.

Quantification of the CRI scenario is as follows:

Freq. of control room fires: 5E-3/yr
Fraction of fires with heavy smoke: .06
Prob. fire is on board VB-I: 94/2260
..................................................

!

Core damage frequency from scenario: 1.2E-5/yr

The probability the fire is on board VB-1 was the median estimate obtained in the DCPRA, and was obtained
in the DCPRA as the ratio of the base area of VB-1 to the base area of all control panels in the control room.

The quantification of the CR4 sequence is the same, except that the probability the fire is on board VB-4 is
.052, taken from.the DCPRA. (The DCPRA assumed that the fire had to be on 50 percent of the board to
fail the 4kV circuits, but we are assuming that, for those fires creating heavy smoke, the fire is sufficiently
severe so that a fire anywhere on the board will fail these circuits.)

The result obtained is:

Core damage frequency from CR4 scenario = 1.6E-5/yr.
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In response to a request for additional information, PG&E revised their analysis of the control room fire
sequences (See letter from 3.D. Schiffer of PG&E to U.S. NRC, dated May 3, 1990, PG&E letter no.
DCL-90-118). The review analysis differs from PG&E's revised analysis primarily in assuming that in all fires
so severe as to cause evacuation from the control room, all circuits on a board would fail (given that a fire
initiated on the board), while PG&E assumed that the geometry/severity factor was independent of whether
or not the control room would have to be evacuated. Additionally, for those sequences in which the control
room had to be evacuated, the review analysis gave no credit for operator action to trip the reactor coolant

pumps, while PG&E gave _me credit. Experiments at Sandia National Laboratory (see NUREG/CR-4547,
Vol. 2) have shown that a fire in a control cabinet can lead to dense smoke resulting in total obscuration of
the room within 6-15 minutes of fire ignition. (In fact, in the Sandia experiments, this occurred in all cases.)
For such fires, it seems inappropriate to give credit for operator action in tripping the reactor coolant pumps
before leaving the control room. In the revised analysis, PG&E obtained a frequency of 6.5E-6 per year for
scenario CR1, and a frequency of 2.4E-6 per year for scenario CR4.

The instrumentation at the hot shutdown panel (ItSDP) at Diabio Canyon is not independent of the
instrumentation in the control room. As noted in the May 3, 1990 letter from PG&E to the NRC, if an
instrumentation circuit should fail in the control room, the instrumentation at the HSDP will fail offscale.

However, there is a dedicated shutdown panel (DSP), located elsewhere, where some essential
instrumentation, including reactor coolant system temperature and pressure, pressurizer level, and steam
generator level, is provided. The fact that, for a fire in the control room which affects instrumentation there,
coordination is required from two separate locations, will increase the human errorprobability. We can make
a rough estimate of the contribution to the core damage frequency from these sequences as follows:

i i i J,Jli i ,, III m

Frequency of control room fires: 5E-3/yr
,,, i i , ,i , , i H

Probability fire affects instrumentation: .1
i i,i , i ,,

Probability of control room evacuation: .06
ill, i , i Jl, i

Probability of human error leading to core damage, from the need to .1

coordinate shutdown actions from two separate locations, the HSDP

and the DSP, in cases where instrumentation is affected at the HSDP.
i IH ,i Hi , J

Sequence frequency: 3E-6/yr
i i ,1111 i |I,HHI I |1 I I I I I ,I

The above estimate is rather rough, but indicates that the sequence is not of very great importance.

5.1.$. Cable Spreading Room Fires

Two of the dominant fire core damage scenarios were initiated by fires in the cable spreading room. A brief
review of these sequences found no obvious errors; the review was not in sufficient depth to determine
independent estimates of the geometric or severity factors. One notes that, at least explicitly, there is no
consideration of the fact that fire suppression activities may control the fire before the targets are damaged.
Especially for that fraction of fires where the firewas started because of activities in the cable spreading room,
it may be appropriate to give credit for fire suppression activities. No changes were made in the frequencies
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of the cable spreading room fire scenarios. The core damage frequency from the two dominant cable
spreading room fires was 2.0E-5/yr in the PRA.

5.1.6 Summary of Analysis of Review Results

Table 5.1.1 gives the results obtained in the requantification of the fire scenarios, and compares them to the
results obtained in the DCPRA, as revised by PG&E in their May 3, 1990 letter. The mean core damage

frequency from all fire scenarios is estimated at 3.5E-5/yr in the DCPRA, and the review estimate is 8.0E-5/yr.
The dominant fire scenarios initiated in the control room and the cable spreading room are more or less

typical of scenarios obtained in other fire PRAs. Although fires affecting electrical switchgear have also been
important in other fire PRAs, one thing that is different about Diablo Canyon is the location of the safety-
related switchgear in the turbine building, where it can possibly be damaged by a fire on the turbine operating
deck. Uncertainties include uncertainties in the fire initiator frequency, and the geometric/severity factors.
In addition, the Sandia fire risk scoping study (NUREG/CR-5088) identified several previously unaddressed
issues, including the adequacy of fire barrier qualification methods. If fire barriers should fail much earlier
than now expected, then there would be a higher probability of zone-to-zone fire propagation, which might
increase severe core damage frequency from fires.

In Summary, a fairly rigorous fire analysiswas performed by PG&E and it appears to have captured the ma_or
fire scenarios associated with the plant. Alternative quantification offered by the review is approximately a
factor of two higher than the DCPRA results, in both cases these are point estimates with large uncertainty
bands.
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Table $.1.1 Fire Scenario Core Dimige Frequencies

Scenario DCPRA Review

,, Frequency Frequency

1. CS2 (Cable Spreading Room Fire) 1.2E-5/yr 1.2E-5/yr

2. CSI (Cable Spreading Room Fire) ........ 7.9E-6/yr 7.9E-6/yr
i ill, i

3. FS8 (Turbine Operating Deck Fire) 6E-6/yr 3.2E-5/yr

4. CRI (Control Room Fire on board VB.I) 6.5E-6/yr 1.2E-5/yr

5. CR4 (Control Room Fire on board VB.4) 2.4E-6/yr 1.6E-5/yri i i i ,, ,H, i ,ii,, H i ii ,llllli
i

Sum, aHfire scenarios 3.5E-5/yr 8.0E-5/yrII I ] ill ill _ ,,, ,,,
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&2 Non-Seismic/Non.Fire External Events

The internal flood analysis within the DCPRA followed the same methodology as the other spatially.
dependent external events, i.e. a complex spatial interaction study coupled with a detailed impact analysis on
plant systems. Flooding-type events ranked third in the external event category behind seismic and fire.
Importance analyses of the flood scenarios (FS9, FS10, and FSll) included within the DSM can be found In
Table 3.9.1a and Table 3.9.8. A detailed review beyond the importance analyses was not deemed necessary
for the flooding sequences.

As discussed in Section 3.4, seven truly external events were also considered as potential initiators (aircraft
impact, ship impact, external floods, hurricanes and tornadoes, hazardous chemical release, turbine missiles
and external fires). The DCPRA showed aHof these events provided low core damage risk. PG&E included
a hazardous chemical release sequence within the DSM based upon a completeness argument as it constituted
only 0.2 percent to the overall DSM CDF (see Table 3.9.1a).
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6 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary of Results

'rue DCPRA was given a detailed and broad-scopedreview. The basis for such a comprehensivereview
orlgluataswith a licensecondition thatrequireda fullreevaluationof the setsmlcriskof the plant. As part
of the reevaluation,both probablllaticand deterministicanalyseswere required. The seismicportionof the
PRA,therefore,requiredspecialreviewattention. Inorderto providea basefromwhichto developa seismtc
or other externalevent PRA model,the internalevents PRA includingaHthe systemsanalysesmustfirst be
formulated. Therefore, the internalevent portionof the PP.Awas also given an in depth review. As fire-
relatedinitiatingeventscontributeds nmmmablefractionof the overallCDF, thesetoo were includedin the
review.

As the result of a fairly interactivereviewprocem,PO&E rode a numberof changes to their original
submittal. There me, therefore, two sets of resultsdiscussedin thissection asprovidedby PG&E (original
and updated).
In a numberof areas,thereviewhasofferedalternativequantificationto thatpresentedin the DCPRA. Table
6.1.1jm_des an overallpictureof theDCPRAresults(bothoriginalandupdated)versusthose of thisreview.
(Mean point estimatevaluesfor the seimdcCDP areused ratheras an estimatefromthe uncertaintyanalysis
to be consistentwith estimatesfor other initiators).

l_e prlmaff reama for the dlfferemceis internalevent quantllkationpresentedin Table6.1.1 betweenthe
PG&EandBNL resultsis the alternatecomdltiomalsplitfractionsquntlfled for the auxiliarysaltwatersystem
and a higherinitlathqtfrequem_[_rthe _ event. Overall,requantilkationhasnot significantlychanged
tmights relp_ _ lsltl_ evemtararethe majorcontributor#to the core damp frequency.

As seen fromTable6.1.1, the reviewdid motpmpow altenmttveresultsfor the seismic-inducedCDF as the
reviewfound that there were ,to sil_'q d_ts in the hazardand frag/lityestimatesused in the
DCPRA. In past PRA reviews,altenmti_ mr/rotatesof thesetwopamnmen havebeengenerallythecause
of different CDF esth_tu. PUrOy,rids is the result of the int_e mode in which this review was
conducted. Thismodeof reviewidentifiedmmnl issuessad offereda numberof sensitivitystudiesearlyin
the reviewsuch thet the remlimttomwere _ted in the flaalanalysis or issues were shown to be not
important.IJmwevw,the mainmsmu for the fewerdl#agreententsistheveryrigorousand detailedplant/site-
spedlk mut_ pel_mmedfor both the luumd and frasllityestimatesin the DCPRA by PG&E. Sensitivity
studieslmthe seismicanalysiswere _ ss part of thereviewto verifythe DCPRA analysesanddraw
edditiouliuigh_

A namber of the fire mq,_mceawere aim reqautifled. The reasons for the higher fire-inducedCDF
esttmmtedby the revieware two fold: 1) II_ estimateof frequeacyof the turbinedeck fires;and2) less
creditto several_ _ used ia tlts DCPRA to initiate the fire scenarios.

FromJutoverallI_ (in the comtat of tim _--_ coaditiouandtheLTSPprogram)theseismicevents
are not domimmtcomtrlbetorsto the CDF eetiwd_ for the Diablo Canyon plant. The overall seismic
con_ in pereemtmgesvariesfrom abota 10 percent(review)to about20 percent(DCPRA). Both the
internalevents and fire eventscontributemoreto theCDF estimatesthanthe seismiceventsbasedupon the
resultsof this review.
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6 Resultsud Conclusions

A comparativeanalysisof the overall resultsof the DCPRA with those of nine other PRAa was also
eonducted. The estimatedCDFs for the Diablo Canyonplant werefound to be similarto tl_osecompu,'ed
for other comparable PWRs.
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6 Results and Conclusions

Table 6.1.1 OvermllDCRPA Mean CDF Estimates

Initial DCPRA Updated DCPRA Alternative Results
Submittal (Based Upon Review Offered by the Review

Feedback)
l[ll] I I [ 1 II_ [TI I " - iiii111 iii I mill II iiiiii I I I

Intemal Events 1.3E-4 (_%) 1.3E-4 (62%) 2.1E.4 (63%)L __ II I II IIII lllln|Ullll ] l l l l

SetmdcEvents 3.7E.5 (19_) 3.7E-5 (18%) ,,, 3.7E-5 (11%)

Flre Events 2.8E-5 (14%) 3.5E-5 (17%) 8.0E-5 (24%)I llll , I II I ,iUl ,lill I II llll

Other ExtemalEvents 6.9E-6 0%) 6.9E-6 (3%) 6.9E.6 (2%)
......(es', .................................
Total 2.0E-4 2.1E-4 3.3E-4

jl__ ......... __-- I .... I IIIII II I I IIIII I I[ III 1 I
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6 Results and Conclusions

6.2 Conclulom

6.2.1 General

The foIIow/ng conclusions/observations are applicable to the entire PRA:

• The PRA methodology used in the DCPRA represents"state-of-the-art"methodology, and in many cases
advanced the state of the art.

• The involvement of the PG&E personnel in conducting and maintaining the DCPRA was extensive.
is an important point in that the Hcensecondition mandated a significant degree of "hands on"

involvement.)

• Several plant modifications,based on the results of the early phases of the PRA study, have been
K©omplished within the plant and were incorporated into the DCPRA models.

• The rev/ew of the DCPRA was rode difficult by the lack of adequate details in the original
documentation coupled with a very complex plant model consisting of over 2000 sequences
(encompassing 178 distinct support states) for the internal events alone.

Specific conclusions with respect to the internal and seismic events are described in the following subsections.

6.2.2 InternalEventsAnalysis

• The internal events are the mjor contributors to the total core damagefrequency (roughly 65%).

• The l.om of Oth/te Power (LOOP) initiator is by far the greatest contributor to the internal event core

damge frequency (roughly 1/3 to 1/2) and in number of leading sequences. About 3/4 of the LOOP-

induced core damage is amocbted with extended unit blackout.

• Initiators representing _ system (common cause) failures other than LOOP (i.e., Loss of one ck

bus (LIDC), Total loss of amtilhtrysaltwater (LOSW), Total loss of component cooling water (LPCC),

Loss of 480V switchgur ventilation (LOSWV), Loss of control room ventilation (LOCV)) contribute

in the range of 9-11 percent to the internal event core damage frequency.

• Transients (other than Loop) contribute between 25 and 40 percent to the internal event core damage

frequency.

• "l'ne total contdbutiou to the intemni event core damage frequency of initiators belonging to the Loss

of Coolant Inventory group is small, about 5 to 10 percent.

• By examining the leading sequences, the following observation is made regarding the leading individual

sequences. No single internal event sequence contributes more than 3 percent of to the non-seismic
CDF.
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6 Results and Conclusions

• Among the operational failures of the plant, loss of feed and bleed cooling, loss of auxiliary feed water

system, and occurrence of RCP seal LOCA are the most frequent.

• "Iltefollowing scenarios and their contribution to the non-seimnic CDF are: Station Blackout (18%);

RCP Seal LOCA (with and without station blackout - 31%); Primary Relief Valve Opens and Fails to

Reclose (12%); Bleed and Feed Cooling (12%); and Pressurized Thermal Shock (4%).

• The most inq_rtant frontline systems were the auxiliary feedwater system and primary system pressure
relief.

• The most intportant support systems were the diesel generator systems, the 125V dc power systems and

the auxiliary saltwater system.

• Based upon the review requantification, operator failure to actuate SSPS (upon failure to automatically

actuate) went from one of the lesser important operator actions to the most important.

6.2.3 Seismic Events Analysis

• The seismic core damage frequency computed in the PRA has withstood a detailed review, and was

found to be a reasonable estimate taking into consideration uncertainties inherent in such estimates.

• The overall seismic CDF profile is dominated by accident sequences leading to station blackout (79%).
These may be due to loss of offsite power (LOOP) in conjunction with failures in the emergency diesel
generator system, or due to failures of buildings (i.e., Turbine Building) or components (e.g., 4kV
switchgear or 4kV/480V transformers) which can lead to station blackout with or without loss of offsite
power.

Of these blackout sequences, 53 percent are those not directly failing the auxiliary feedwater system, but
leading to reactor coolant pump seal cooling failures, and hence, small LOCAs. Direct failures of the

AFWS account for 22 percent of the station blackout sequence contributions.

• The single greatest contributor is the failure of the turbine building, followed by the loss of 230kV
offsite power. There appear to be no overwhelmingly weak links in the plant.

• The seismic hazard analysisprovided a reasonable probabilisticrepresentation of the earthquake ground
motions at the site considering the information developed in the LTSP program. The Hosgri fault zone
was found to dominate the seismic hazard at the site. The Los Osos and San Luis Bay faults each
contn'bute only a few percent to the total hazard. Relative contributions to the total hazard from the

other faults is insignificant. Sensitivity studies showed the important parameters are slip rate, maximum

magnitude, and ground motion attenuation. The spectral shape and uncertainties used in the fragility
analysis are thought to be a reasonable estimate and consistent, in most part, with the detailed ground
motion studies carried out in the LTSP.
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• The fragility parameters for the structures and equipment were found to be reasonable. The level of
effort in developing the seismic fragilities for equipment went well beyond those expended on previous
seismic PRAs. A review of the identified and analyzed modes found that the appropriate failure modes
have been considered.

• Based on the systems review, it appears that the sequence of scenarios and events which can be
portrayed by the early front line tree represents a reasonable and complete approach to modeling the
Diablo Canyon seismic scenarios.

• Using the results of the seismic PRA, the component and plant seismic margins were derived, and the
margin against the 84 percent site-specific ground motion was calculated. It can be seen that all
components whose failurewill lead to seismic core damage have at least 40 percent margin over the site-
specific ground motion. The median capacities were shown to be much higher.

• The largest contribution to the seismic-induced CDF comes from earthquakes with average spectral
accelerations in the 2g to 3g range. This provides an important insight that for the high seismic sites,
the seismic C'DF estimates appear to be governed by seismic levels at or near the HCLPF value.

6.3 Suggested Enhancements for Future DCPRA Use

Based upon the detailed review performed on the DCPRA and the fact that PG&E has stated that this PRA
will be continually updated and used in support of future activities, the following items are offered as
suggested enhancements:

• Instrument Air System should be realistically modelled. (It currently is modelled as a guaranteed
failure.)

• The HRA documentation should be augmented to describe:

a. how HCR and SLIM were used and for what purposes;

b. which PSF scale values were analyzed as part of each human task action under the various analyses;

c. what general and specific insights (causal factors for significant contributions to risk) were derived
from the analysis along with recommended remedial actions taken/planned to overcome each
deficiency;

d. general and specific insights gained from the HRA; and

e. any lessons learned from applying SLIM in a non-consensus expert judgement mode.

• In the main body of the report, the dominant seismic accident sequences from the po int estimate model
should be presented (and collapsed as necessary) and discussed so that the reader has a clear picture

of the risk profile.
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• Explain and present an example showing how the seismic point estimate mean component fragilities
were calculated. This is especially important as, given the way they are currently calculated (by
averaging over a hazard curve increment), the reader cannot reproduce the numbers presented.

• Explain and present an example showing how the mean point estimate seismic split fractions were

calculated including showing how calculations representing conditional failure probabilities were
calculated. Again, these are vital to reviewing the point estimate model and the reader should have an
example to show how they can be reproduced from the tables of fragility, median values and
uncertainties.

• In presenting the 791 seismic accident sequences including complement factors, it is very important that
the complement factors be consistently applied (as they were inserted by hand) because, as explained
in the body of this report, these sequences must be collapsed to be meaningful. Collapsing these

sequences is considerably hampered by the fact that a number of complement factors (when near unity)
were merely deleted from the accident sequences. This greatly increased the difficulty in identifying
similar accident sequences in the collapsing process.

• The mean hazard curve frequencies associated with the various spectral increments should be included
explicitly in the report as it is these values that were multiplied by the failure fractions to obtain the
unconditional accident sequence probabilities.

• The seismic block diagram uncertainty analysis model should be fully documented in the final report.
Much insight can be gained from this model and it is the basis of the uncertainty analysis results. In
addition, the random blocks should be explained as to their meaning and how they were computed.

6.4 Final Remarks

There were two primary goals associated with the review of the DCPR.A. The first was to ensure that the
DCPRA was sufficiently complete and accurate to provide a reasonable foundation upon which the necessary
elements of the Diablo Canyon Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP) could be based. The second was to
provide quality feedback, where appropriate, so that the DCPRA might become an even more useful tool in
any future applications.

We believe that both goals were met in that the review was sufficiently rigorous and broad enough in scope
to conclude with a high degree of confidence that the DCPRA does indeed provide a reasonable foundation
to support the LTSP and sufficient feedback was provided such that some elements of the DCPRA were
modified during the review land others have been identified by PG&E for future revisions as a result of the
review.

One of the key elements of the review process turned out to be its interactive nature. There were a number
of meetings where preliminary results of specific review areas were presented and discussed. For example,
all eight system analysis reviews documented in Appendices A and B were forwarded through NRC to PG&E
and meetings were held to discuss the preliminary findings. A number of meetings were also held covering
the seismic aspects of the PRA.
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As with any large and complex piece of work such as the DORA, it is almost impossible to document every
detail, assumption, success criterion, etc. Therefore, when the meetings were held, much of the open item
material was found to be because of insufficient documentation. Other open items were shown to have merit
with some being dismissed as havingvery low impact and others accepted in whole or in part as feedback into
the DCPRA.

Finally, we believe that the rather sophisticated importance analyses carried out by BNL provided a large
number of insights with respect to the Diablo Canyon plant that were not otherwise available.
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APPENDIX AI: HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM

ALl. Introduction

ALL10b_

The objective of this appendix is to summarize the results of reviewing the unavailabilityanalysis of the high
pressure injection functions of the emergency core cooling system described in the DCPRA.:

ALl.2 _tion

Section A1.2 provides a brief description of the configurations and the functions, the dependency on support
equipment, the surveillance and maintenance conditions, the unavailabilitymodelling in the DCPRA, and the
original results obtained. The purpose of this approach is to present stand alone documentation to which the

review's findings can be directlycompared. Section A1.3 contains the results of the BNL review and presents
the findings.

For completeness, the ranked cut sets of hardware unavailabilities (both independent and total) obtained by
BNL are given for certain top events in Attachment A1.A.

AI.2. Unavailabmty Modemng of High Pressure Functions of the ECCS in
the DCPRA

AI.2.1 System Description, Conllprations and Ftmctions

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) of Diablo Canyon Unit I consists of four systems: the safety
injection (SI) system, the residual heat removal (RHR) system, the accumulators, and a portion of the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS). Different configurations of these systems serve to perform the
high pressure injection (HPI) and high pressure recirculation (HPR) functions of the ECCS. For the HPI
function, the emergency water source is the refueling water storage tank (RWST). For the HPR function, the
containment recirculation sumps (CRS) are used as water sources. The changeover from HPI function to
HPR function involves a system reconfiguration (valve realignment performed by the operator).

The HPI functions of the ECCS include:

a. providing makeup water for lost RCS water after a small or medium LOCA when the pressure of
the reactor coolant system (RCS) is above the shutoff pressure of the accumulators and the RHR
pumps (170 psi),

b. providing water "feed"for steam "bleed"after certain transients when this operatio_ is required or
providing "feed cooling" if steam-generator cooling is lost, and

c. providing boration given an anticipated transient without trip (A'INNrF)or cooldown transient.

The HPR function provides long-term heat removal via the RHR heat-exchangers under POst-LOCA
conditions.
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AI.2.2 Top ilL'TentDefinitions, Suceess Criteria

Associated with HPl and HPR functions the DCPRA defines five top events to be used in the frontline system
event trees for various initiators. These top events essentially represent the unavailabilitiesof particular ECCS
configurations as defined in the accident sequences. The unavailabilitiesof the top events are quantified for

different boundary conditions, i.e., when all the support systems are available as well as when various portions
are unavailable. The designators of these five top events are: CH, HI, HR, RC, and RF. Their definitions

are given in Table AI.2.1. The associated system configurations are shown in Figures AI.2.1 through AI.2.3.
In the figures, the areaswith shaded contours represent the supercomponents of the configurations modelled
in the DCPRA.

The success criteria for each of the top events are also described in Table AI.2.1. They relate to the specific
boundary condition represented by each of the support systems being available after a reactor trip. (The

success criteria for all the boundary conditions can be found in Chapter E.4 of the DCPRA.) For comparison,
in Table A1.2.1 the success criteria for HPl and HPR functions of the ECCS required by the DCFSAR 2are
also indicated. One can see that the top event success criteria and the assumptions used in the logic models
fairly well cover those of the FSAR.

A1.2.3 Lo_ Models, Dependencies on Support System

The logic models of the top events describe the system configurations shown in Figures A1.2.1 through A1.2.3.
These indicate the logic relationships among the supercomponents and the dependencies on trains or
supercomponents of relevant support systems whose unavailabilities determine the boundary conditions for
the top events.

Figures A1.2.4 and AI.2.5 show the logic diagrams for top events CH and SI, respectively. Figure A1.2.6
presents the logic diagrams for top event HR, when

1) the RHR discharge is aligned to the CH or the SI pumps (see the diagram via broken line), and when

2) the RHR discharge is aligned to an operating SI pump.

Figure AI.2.7 shows the logic diagram for top event RC. The logic diagram for top event RF is presented
in Figure A1.2.8.

AI.2.4 Boundary Conditlom of Top Events

Top events CH and SI were evaluated for five and four boundary conditions, respectively. These boundary

conditions were required for no LOOP and LOOP initiating events and for unavailabilitiesof certain support
system trains or certain supercomponents. Top event HR was evaluated for 15 boundary conditions. These

boundary conditions are defined by the unavailabilitiesof various support system supercomponents" charging
pumps, safety injection pumps and RHR pumps. Top events RC and RF were evaluated for two and four
boundary conditions resulting from the unavailabilitiesof RHR trains and various combinations of LOCA size,
the available time for recirculation switchover and the unavailability of containment spray. The detailed list
of the above boundary conditions is given in Table A1.2.2.
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AI.23 Q_s_cd_m of Top Event Split

'me methodology of systems analysis applied in the DCPRA requires that the top event "split fractions"
associated with each boundary condition reflect the notion that a top event occurs when a system (or its
portion) is in one of the following mutually exclusive alignments: 1) normal alignment, 2) testing alignment,
3) maintenance alignment, and 4) misalignment. Thus, the contribution to the system unavailability from a
specific alignment is determined by the conditional system unavailability, given that the system is in that
alignment multiplied by the fraction of time that the system spends in that alignment. That is the way that
the DCPRA considers the constraints due to Technical Specifications disallowing simultaneous maintenance

' or test activitieson redundant components and the human errorscausing the system or its components (usually
occurring after these activities) to be inoperable.

Table AI.23 lists the values of top event split fractions for each boundary condition quantified by PG&E.
The table presents the total unavailabilities (TTL), along with the main contributors to the total
unavailabilities, such as hardware (HW), maintenance (MN), test (TS), and human error (HE). At a given
boundary condition the hardware contribution relates to the normal alignment, when no test or maintenance
activities are being performed. To provide complete information the table also indicates the two constituent
parts of the hardware contribution to the unavailability:the independent (HWI) and the dependent (HWD
common cause) failures of the supercomponents.

One notices that for the high pressure top events there is no contribution to the total unavailability due to
testing. This fact arises because, according to the DCPRA:

a. Routine shift checks verify the standard valve alignment and do not change the state of any valves.

b. Monthly checks verify whether the injection flow paths are operable or not. According to the
reviewer's understanding these "operability"checks represent stroke testing of SI discharge and
suction valves, RHR suction and heat exchanger outlet valves). These tests are of short duration.

c. Quarterly tests are either of very short duration or performed during cold shutdowns.

(To be more specific, the quarterly tests represent:

1. Operability testing of centrifugal charging and safety injection pumps (centrifugal charging pumps
are aligned normally, but SI pumps are aligned for recirculationto RWST). In addition, they include
stroke testing of valves mentioned above at the monthly testing.

2. Operability flow testing of check valves and ECCS flow balancing tests are performed during cold
shutdowns.)

d. Leak testing of check valves and pressure isolation MOVs are performed at refuelings (and after
each maintenance).

The maintenance contribution was calculated by assuming that unscheduled maintenances are performed as
required on both the pumps and valves. It was also assumed that a valve in maintenance will fail only the
associated supercomponent. The DCPRA states that unscheduled maintenance of motor-operated valves of
the ECCS is usually performed without isolating the valves.
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According to the models, significant human error may occur only when the operators must switch over from
injection to recircuLation and realign the flow paths. This is reflected in the HE contributions to the
unavailabilityof top event RF. For the other top events, human errors do not contribute significantly to the
total unavailability, because it is assumed that after test or maintenance activities the next shift would detect
a misaHgnment.

AI.3 Results of the BNL Review

AL3.1 General

A thorough review of the high pressure top event logic diagrams and the corresponding fault trees (the fault
trees are not reproduced here, they can be found in Chapter E.4 of the DCPRA) was performed by BNL
based on the drawings and information provided by PG&E.3 The information included the Technical
Specifications, operating and surveillance test procedures relevant to the high pressure top events, fluid flow
and actuation logic diagrams.

AI.3.2 Lo_ Diagrams, Fault Trees

The review found that the logic diagrams and the fault trees adequately represent the failure conditions of the
high pressure functions of the ECCS. The failure modes of each of the supercomponents for the various top
events have been determined correctly. For audit calculation purposes, all the top events were requantified
by BNL. The requantification was done using the SETS code 4 and allowed identification of the most
important minimal cut sets contributing to the hardware unavailabilities. These cut sets are inaccessible for
direct review in the DCPRA. Attachment AI.A lists the ranked cut sets for various boundary conditions of
top events CH, SI, and HR. The definitions of the basic events appearing in the cut sets are identical to those
given in Chapter E-4 of the DCPRA.

AI.3.3 Audit of Top Event Unavailability ("Split Fraetion') Calculations

BNL performed audit calculations for each of the boundary conditions of all the top events by using the results
obtained by the SETS-code and applying the same input data, maintenance frequency and duration, and
human factors which were used in the DCPRA calculations. The obtained values are presented in Table
A1.2.3, denoted by "BNL"to be compared with the values given in the DCPRA (see the entries denoted by
"PG&E").

BNL also carried out sensitivity calculations for top events CH and SI, in order to check the validity of the
assumption made in the DCPRA, that in the case of the LOCAs the leak occurs in cold leg 1 (see the notes
in Figures AI.2.4 and A1.2.5, respectively). This assumption was made by PG&E to simplify the quantification
of these split fractions.

AI.3.4 Comments/Findings

The BNL audit calculations resulted in the following comments. (The following comments relate directly to
the comment numbers given in Table A1.2.3).
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I. The hardware unavailability value given by PG&E for the boundary condition HRA was in
disagreement with the BNL value. According to the boundary condition definition given in the
DCPRA for the HRA case (4kV Buses F and H failed), BNL believed that the value should be equal
to 1.0. This boundary condition results in failure to isolate the RWST from the high pressure pumps,
and therefore, according to the assumed success criterion No.l, the high pressure recirculation
function would fall.

2. If one compares the PG&E values for boundary conditions HR5 (4kV Bus F failed) and HRA (4kV
Buses F and H failed) one finds them to be very close to each other, in spite of the increased
number of unavailable buses. Upon preliminary observation, this suggests a possible inconsistency.

3. The PG&E calculation of HRC is in disagreement with the BNL value as well as from the
comparison of the PG&E values for boundary conditions HR8 and HRC. HR8 is defined as a state
of greater system unavailablHtyconditions than that of HRC. Despite this, the PG&E split fractions
are almost the same.

4. The unavailabiHtycalculations for RCI and RC2 seem to be inconsistent with the failure rate values
provided to BNL by PG&E.

PG&E responded with the following additional information. In terms of split fraction HRA, PG&E pointed
out that high pressure recirculation is not required to the safety injection pumps for this boundary condition.
The comparison of HRA with HR5 should be numerically close as both cases have similar cut sets. HR5 is
dominated by valve 8974B failing to close on demand or in maintenance (90%) and HRA is dominated by
valve 8804A failing to open on demand or in maintenance (89%). PG&E identified three additional cut sets
for HRC beyond those generated by BNL during the review. When the missing cut sets were added to the

BNL cut sets the resulting quantification was in excellent agreement with the PG&E value. Again, PG&E
pointed out that HR8 and HRC had functionally very similar boundary conditions and therefore would be
expected to be relatively close numerically. The difference between BNL and PG&E values for RCI and RC2
was attributed to Monte Carlo versus point estimate quantification techniques. None of the above split
fractions survived the cut-off for remaining in the reduced model.

The sensitivity calculations for top events CH and S! performed at BNL by assuming that a leak may occur
in any of the four cold legs showed only insignificant increases in the values of these split fractions (since value

changes occurred in third decimal place they are not indicated in Table A1.2.3). Thus, the simplifying
assumption used by the DCI_RA in the evaluation of top events CH and SI represents an acceptable
approximation.

BNL pursued an in-depth review of the HPl function system analysis and after weighing the additional input
from PG&E found it to be a fully adequate characterization.
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AI.4 References
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2. Units 1 and 2 Diablo Canyon Power Plant, "Final Safety Analysis Report Update," Pacific Gas and
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3. PG&E letters to NRC signed by J.D. Shifter, No. DCL-88-238, October 10, 1988 and No. DCL-88-260,
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Table A1.2.1
Top Event Definitions and Success Criteria*

High Pressure Functions of ECCS

Top Event Top Event
Designator Definition Top Event Success Criteria

CH Successful high pressure One of two centrifugal charging pumps must start and deliver
flow via charging pumps to water to the RCS through at least one cold leg injection line.
the RCS. ' It is assumed that a LOCA will prevent use of one of the four

potential cold leg injection lines. Water is supplied from the
RWST during injection and from the RHR pump discharge
(i.e., from sumps) during re,circulation.

SI Successful high pressure For small LOCA and successful Top Event CH, Top Event SI
flow via safety injection is not required. For a medium LOCA or a small LOCA and
pumps to the RCS. failed CH, then success criteria are the same as for CH, but

safety injection pumps supply the water. For a medium
LOCA and failed CH, then both safety injection pumps must
start and inject water through at least one t_31dleg.

During redrculation only one safety injection or one charging
pump is required to take suction from RHR train discharge
and deliver water through one cold leg.

HR E C C S a I i g n s f o r The discharge of at least one RHR train taking suction from
recirculation, the recirculation sumps is aligned to the suction of at least

one charging or safety injection pump. The flow path from
the RWST must also be isolated.

!

RC Redrculation heat removal One of two RHR heat exchanger component cooling water
via the component cooling outlet valves must open and stay open.
water system.

RF Containment sump available Sump screens stay unplugged for 24 hours and operator action
and operator switches to successful.
redrculation cooling.
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Table AI.2.1 (coatin_d)

SuccessCriteria

1. The HPI success criterion for a transient or small LOCA during injection phase is one SI or
centrifugal charging pump delivering water to at least two cold legs for six hours.

2. The 141)1success criterion for a medium LOCA is two of the four SI and centrifugal charging pumps
delivering water to at least two cold legs for two hours.

3. The HPR success criterion for a transient or small LOCA is one RHR pump and one centrifugal
charging or SI pump delivering cooling water to at least two RCS cold legs for 18 hours. Prior to
HPR, during the HPl mode, the RHR pumps were in the mini flow recirculation mode for six hours
or tripped.

*The top event success criteria described in this table relate to the condition when all support systems are
available.
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Table AI.2.2
Boundsry Conditions for ECCS Top Evnts, High Pressure

1. Top Event CH:
(CH1) All support available.
(CH2) No LOSP, loss of 4160V Bus F or LOSP, loss of 4160V Bus F or G. (The standby pump train

is available only.)
(CH3) No LOSP, loss of 4160V Bus G or 125V dc Bus 12.
(CH4) LOSP, all support available.

2. Top Event SI:
(SII) All support available (1/2).
(S12) Loss of 4160V Bus F or H or 125V dc Bus 11 or 13 (one SI train is available only, 1/1).
(S13) Medium LOCA, all support available, top event CH failed (2/2).

3. Top Event HR:
(HRI) All support available.
(HR2) All support available, top event CH or SI failed.
0FIR3) All support available, top even LA or LB failed.
(HR4) All support available, top event CH or SI failed and LA or LB failed.
0FIRS)4kV Bus F failed.
(HR6) 4kV Bus F failed, top event CH or SI failed.
(HR7) 4kV Bus F failed, top event LA or LB failed.
(HR8) 4kV Bus F failed, top event CH or SI and top events LA or LB failed.
(HR9) 4kV Bus F and 4kV Bus G failed.
(HRA) 4kV Bus F and 4kV Bus H failed.
(HRB) 4kV Bus G failed.
0FIRC) 4kV Bus G failed, top event CH or SI failed.
(HRD) 4kV Bus H failed.
(HRE) 4kV Bus H failed, top event CH or SI failed.

4. Top Event RC:
(RCI) Both RHR pump trains operable.
(RC2) One RHR pump train operable.

5. Top Event RF:
(RF1) Switchover failure to recirculation after SLOCA or bleed and feed conditions (B/F) with CS

failed.

(RF2) Switchover failure to recirculation after SLOCA or bleed and feed conditions (B/F) with CS
success.

(RF3) Switchover failure to rec/rculation after LLOCA or MLOCA initiating event, with CS success.
(RF4) Switchover failure to recirculation after core melt.

CHF, SIF, HRF denote guaranteed failures.

AI-17 NUREG/CR-5726
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Tsble AIA.t

Unavailability Values ("Split Fraction") tot Emergency Core Cooling System
High PressureFunction

Top Comment
K_ont: Case Calc. TTL HW IIMX I_D _ TS HE No.

CH CH1 PGr_E 6.234-4 6.066-4 3.528-4 2 539-4 1.677-5

BNL 6.232-4 6.071-4 3.523-4 2 549-4 1.607-5

CH2 PG&E 1.412-2 8.337-3 8.078-3 2 591-4 5.786-3

8NL 1,409-2 8.458-3 8,058-3 3 99r4-4 5,796-3

CH3 I_&E 1,162-2 5.829-3 5.570-3 2 591-4 5.786-3

BI_ 1.143-2 5.802-3 5. 547-3 2 548-4 5. 796-3

CH4 PG&E 7,948-4 7. 597-4 3. 611-4 3 985-4 3. 512-5

BNL 7. 927-4 7. 581-4 3. 583-4 3 998-6 3. 461-5

SX SZ1 PG&E 3. 252-3 3.128-3 2.921-3 2. 064-4 1.240-4

BHL 3.179-3 3.056-3 2.857-3 1.994-4 1.232-4

SZ2 PG&E 1. 596-2 9. 328-3 9.128-3 2.007-4 6. 631-3

BIlL 1.$93-2 9.310-3 9.108-3 2.022-4 6.622-3

Sl3 PG&E 2,886-2 1.560-2 1.540-2 2.012-4 1.326-2

BNL 2. 884-2 1. 560-2 1.540-2 1. 991-4 1. 324-2

Hit BILt PG&E 2.111-4 2.039-4 7.468-6 1.964-4 7.262-6

BIT/, 2. 099-4 2. 029-4 6. 587-6 1.963-4 6. 993-6

BP,2 PG&I[ 1. 908-3 8.092-4 6.127-4 1. 965-4 1.099-3

BNL 1.860-3 7.977-4 6.013-4 1.964-4 1.062-3

HR3 PG&E 4.010-3 2.366-3 2.169-3 1.964-4 1.644-3

BNL 3.941-3 2 351-3 2.155-3 1.963-4 1..584-3

HR4 PGGE 4.325-3 2 680-3 2.399-3 2.809-4 1.649-3

BNL 4.251-3 2 657-3 2.376-3 2.806-4 1.594-3

HR5 PG&E 2.291-3 1 735-3 1.539-3 1.964-4 5.555-4 2
BltL 2.280-3 1 727-3 1.530-3 1.963-4 5.531-4

HR6 PG&E 3.988-3 2 341-3 2,144-3 1.965-4 1.647-3

811L 3. 965-3 2 322-3 2.125-3 1.964-4 1. 643-3

RR7 PG&E 6.082-3 3 897-3 3.701-3 1.964-4 2.187-3

BNL 6. 057-3 3 875-3 3. 679-3 1. 963-4 2.182-3

HR8 PG&E 6.602-3 4 211-3 3.931-3 2.809-4 2.193-3 3

BI/L 6,369-3 4 1.81-3 3.900-3 2.806-4 2,188-3

HR9 I_&E 6. 081-3 3 897-3 3.700-3 1.964-4 2.187-3

8WL 6.057-3 3 875-3 3. 678-3 1. 963-4 2.182-3

ERA PG&E 2.361-3 1.818-3 1.733-3 8.440-5 5.429-4 1,2
BIlL 1. 000 1. 000

HRB PG&E 4.010-3 2.365-3 2.169-3 1.964-4 1.644-3

BNL 3.991-3 2.351-3 2.155-3 1.963-6 1.640-3

BEC PO&E 6.430-3 4.236-3 3.956-3 2.809-4 2.195-3 3
BliL 4.536-3 2,351-3 2.155-3 1.963-4 2.185-3

HRD PG&E 4.559-3 3.473-3 3.275-3 1.976-4 1.087-3

BIlL 4.552-3 3.463-3 3.266-3 1.963-4 1.090-3

PGGE 8.664-3 5.948-3 5.666-3 2.826-4 2.717-3

BNL 8.641-3 5.917-3 5.637-3 2.806-4 2.724-3

RC RC1 PG&E 4.430-5 4. 366-5 4.752-7 4. 318-5 6. 433-7 4
BIqL 4. 389-5 4. 325-5 3. 463-7 4.290-5 6.413-7

RC2 PG&E 1.178-3 6.348-4 5.917-4 4. 318-5 5.429-4 4
BHL 1.176-3 6.314-4 5.885-4 4.290-5 5.449-4

IL1P !_1 PGGE 3.161-,3 1. 485-4 1. 485-4 3.013-3
BHL 3.149-3 1.493-4 1.493-4 3.000-3

RF2 PG&£ 3.373-3 1.485-4 1.485-4 3.225-3

BIll, 3.349-3 1.493-4 1.493-4 3.200-3

R1;'3 PG&E 4.930-3 7.983-4 7.983-4 4.136-3

BIlL 4.904-3 8.070-4 8.070-4 4.100-3

RF4 I_&E 5.471-2 4.790-2 4.790-2 7.164-3

8NL 5.516-2 4.840-2 4.840-2 7.100-3

The comments are listed by number in Section AI.3.3 in the text.
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Hardware Unavailability Cut Sets for the
High Pressure Functions of the

Emergency Core Cooling System
Top Events: CH, SI, HR
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Top Events: Ci!
Boundary condition designator: CIII

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; tlWI =
I. 3.4337E-04 BKC +
2. 2.4223E-06 BKF * BKG +
3. 2.4223E-06 BKA * BKB +
4. 2.4223E-06 BKtt * BKI +
5. 1.6282E-06 BIG) * BKE +
6. 5.7588E-11 BKK * BKL * BKM

Leading hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW ffi
1. 3.4337E-04 BKC +
2. 8.4300E-05 D2VM002 +
3. 8.4300E-05 D2VM003 +
4. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
5. 2.4223E-06 BKF * BKG +
6. 2.4223E-06 BKIt * BKI +
7. 2.4223E-06 BKA * BKB +
8. 1.6282E-4)6 BKD * BKE +
9. 1.5600E-06 D2VCODI +
10. 1.9200E-07 D2PCGR +

Boundary condition designator: CH2

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI =
1. 3.0455E-03 BKE +
2. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
3. 1.5564E-03 BKB +
4. 1.5564E-03 BKI +
5. 3.4337E-04 BKC +
6. 5.7588E-11 BKK * BKL * BKM

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW ffi
1. 3.0455E-03 BKE +
2. 1.5564E-03 BKI +
3. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
4. 1.5564E-03 BKB +
5. 3.4337E-04 BKC +
6. 1.4500E-04 D2PCGS +
7. 8.4300E-05 D2VM002 +
8. 8.4300E-05 D2VM003 +
9. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
10. 1.5600E-06 D2VCODI +
11.1.9200E-07 D2PCGR +
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Boundary condition designator: Ct13

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; ItWI =
1. 1.5564E.03 BKF +
2. 1.5564E-03 BKA +
3. 1.5564E-03 BKIt +
4. 5.3462E-O4 BKD +
5. 3.4337E-04 BKC +
6. 5.7588E-11 BKK * BKL * BKM

Leading hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW -
1. 1.5564E-03 BIU! +
2. 1.5564E-03 BKF +
3. 1.5564E-03 BKA +
4. 5.3462E-04 BKD +
5. 3.4337E-04 BKC +
6. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
7. 8.4300E-05 D2VM003 +
8. 8.4300E-05 D2VM002 +
9. 1.5600E-06 D2VCODI +
10. 1.9200E-07 D2PC'GR +

Boundary condition designator: CH4

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; HWI -
1. 3.4337E-04 BKC +
2. 7.6354E-06 BKDLP * BKELP +
3. 2.4223E-06 BKF * BKG +
4. 2.4223E-06 BKA * BKB +
5. 2.4223E-06 BKH * BKI +
6. 5.7588E-11 BKK * BKL * BKM

Leading hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW -
1. 3.4337E4)4 BKC +
2. 1.4500E-04 D2PCGS +
3. 8.4300E-05 D2VM002 +
4. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
5. 8.4300E-05 D2VM003 +
6. 7.6354E-06 BKDLP * BKELP +
7. 2.4223E-06 BKF * BKG +
8. 2.4223E-06 BKA * BKB +
9. 2.4223E-06 BKH * BKI +
10. 1.5600E-06 D2VCODI +
11. 1.9200E.07 D2PCGR +

e4"eu
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Top EventsSI

Boundary condition designator: S! I

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; IlWI -
1. 2.3493E-03 BKD +
2. 4.6790E-04 BKA +
3. 3.9568E-05 BKB * BKC +
4. 1.6950E-10 BKG * BIGI

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; tlW -
1. 2.3493E-03 BgJ) +
2. 4.6790E-04 BKA +
3. 1.9300E.04 D2PSIS +
4. 3.9568E-05 BKB *BKC +
5. 4.5700E-07 D42VCODI2 +
6. 4.5700E-07 D42VCODI4 +
7. 4.5700E-07 D42VCOD23 +
8. 4.5700E-07 D41VCOD24 +
9. 4.5700E-07 D41VCODI4 +
10. 4.5700E-07 D41VCODI2 +

"4m eeo

Boundary condition designator: S12

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI -
1. 6.2903E-03 BKC +
2. 2.3493E-03 BKD +
3. 4.6790E-04 BKA +
4. 1.6950E.10 BKF * BKG * BKH

Leading hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW --
1. 6.2903E-03 BKC +
2. 2.3493E-03 BKD +
3. 4.6790E-04 BKA +
4. 1.9300E.04 D2PSOS +
5. 4.5700E-07 D42VCOD12 +
6. 4.5700E-07 D42VCODI4 +
7. 4.5700E-07 D42VCOD23 +
8. 4.5700E-07 D41VCOD24 +
9. 4.5700E-07 D41VCODI4 +
10. 4.5700E.07 D41VCOD 12 +
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Boundary ctmdilion designate)r: SI3

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; IIWI ffi
1. 6.2903E-03 BKB +
2. 6.2903E-03 BKC +
3. 2.3493E-03 BKD +
4. 4.6790E-04 BKA +
5. 1.6950E-11 BKF * BKG * BKH

Leading hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 6.2903E-03 BKB +
2. 6.2903E-03 BKC +
3. 2.M93E-03 BKD +
4. 4.6790E-04 BKA +
5. 1.9300E-04 D2PSIS +
6. 4.5700E-07 D42VCODI2 +
7. 4.5700E-07 D42VCODI4 +
8. 4.5700E-07 D42VCOD23 +
9. 4.5700E-07 D41VCOD24 +
10. 4.5700E-07 D41VCODI4 +

_,ee
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Top Events IlR

Boundary condition designator: tlRI

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; IIWI
1. 2.4223E-06 BKIt * BKG +
2. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
3. 9.2653E-07 BIG * BKG +
4. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +
5. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW ffi
1. 1.2300E-04 D2VMOC +
2. 8.4300E-05 D2VMOD +
3. 2.4223E-06 BKG * BKH +
4. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
5. 9.2653E-07 BIG * BKG +
6. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +
7. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +

*_eH

Boundary condition designator: HR2

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI
1. 5.9531E-04 BIG +
2. 2.4223E-06 BKH * BKG +
3. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
4. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +
5. 3.4072E.07 BLK * BKH +
6. 3.0289E.07 BKF * BKE +
7. 3.7700E-09 BKH * BKJ * BKK

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 5.9531E-04 BIG +
2. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
3. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
4. 2.4223E-06 BKH * BKG +
5. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
6. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +
7. 3.4072E-07 BKL * BKH +
8. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +
9. 1.3120E-07 BKH * D2VM002 +

_,oo
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Boundary condition designator: HR3

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; HWI ffi
1. 1.5564E-03 BIG/+
2. 5.9531E-04 BIG +
3. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
4. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +
5. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 1.5564E-03 BKH +
2. 5.9531E-04 BIG +
3. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
4. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
5. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
6. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +
7. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +

Boundary condition designator: HR4

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI =
1. 1.5564E-07 BKG +
2. 5.9531E-04 BIG +
3. 2.1892E-04 BKL +
4. 2.4223E-06 BIG * BKK +
5. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
6. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +
7. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
2. 5.9531E-04 BIG +
3. 2.1892E-04 BKL +
4. 1.1200E4)4 D2VMOC +
5. 8.4300E-05 D2VM002 +
6. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
7. 2.4223E-06 BIG * BKK +
8. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
9. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +
10. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +
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Boundary condition designator: tlR5

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; HWI =
1. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
2. 2.4223E.06 BKH * BKG +
3. 9.2653E-07 BKI * BKG +
4. 3.0406E-07 BKAI * BKB +
5. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
2. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
3. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
4. 2.4223E-06 BKH * BKG +
5. 9.2653E-07 BKI * BKG +
6. 3.0406E-07 BKA1 * BKB +
7. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +

Boundary condition designator: HR6

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; HWI =
1. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
2. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
3. 2.4223E-06 BKH * BKG +
4. 3.4072E-07 BKL * BKH +

. 5. 3.0406E-07 BKA1 * BKB +
6. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
2. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
3. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
4. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
5. 2.4223E-06 BKH * BKG +
6. 3.4072E-07 BKL * BKH +
7. 3.0406E-07 BKA1 * BKB +
8. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +
9. 1.3120E-07 BKH * D2VM002 +
10. 3.7700E-09 BKH * BKJ * BKK +
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Boundary condition designator: HR7

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI -
1. 1.5564E-03 BIGI +
2. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
3. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
4. 3.0406E-07 BKA1 * BKB + -
5. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE

Leading hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 1.5564E-03 BKH +
2. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
3. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
4. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
5. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
6. 3.0406E-07 BKA1 * BKB +
7. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +

_sss

Boundary condition designator: HR8

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; HWI ffi
1. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
2. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
3. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
4. 2.1892E-04 BKL +
5. 2.4223E-06 BKJ * BKK +
6. 3.0406E-07 BKA1 * BKB +
7. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW ---,
1. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
2. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
3. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
4. 2.1892E-04 BKL +
5. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
6. 8.4300E-05 D2VM002 +
7. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
8. 2.4223E-06 BKJ * BKK +
9. 3.0406E-07 BKAI * BKB +

4- ,q,,
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Boundary condition designator: HR9

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; HWI --
1. 1.5564E-03 BKH +
2. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
3. 5.9531E-04 BIG + '
4. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +
5. 2.3348E-09 BKA2 * BKB

Leading hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW -
1. 1.5564E-03 BKH +
2. 1.5264E-03 BKD +
3. 5.931E-04 BIG +
4. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
5. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
6. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +
7. 2.3348E-09 BKA2 * BKB +

Boundary rendition designator: HRB

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI -
1. 1.5564E-03 BKH +
2. 5.9531E-04 BIG +
3. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
4. 3.0406E-07 BKA1 * BKB +
5. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW --
1. 1.5564E.03 BKH +
2. 2.9531E-04 BIG +
3. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
4. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
5. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
6. 3.0406E-07 BKAI * BKB +
7. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +

_*ee
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Boundary condition designator: HRC

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; HWI ffi
1. 1.5564E-03 BKH +
2. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
3. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
4. 3.0406E-07 BKAI * BKB +
5. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE

Leading hardware unavailabiiitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW = '
1. 1.5564E-03 BKH +
2. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
3. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
4. 8.4300E-05 D2VMO01 +
5. 2.3298E-06 BKC * BKD +
6. 3.0406E-07 BKAI * BKB +
7. 3.0289E-07 BKF * BKE +

Boundary condition designator: HRD

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI =
1. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
2. 1.5264E-03 BKC +
3. 1.8286E-04 BKE +
4. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
2. 1.5264E-03 BKC +
3. 1.8286E-04 BKE +
4. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
5. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
6. 6.0579E-07 BKA * BKB +

"_eH
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Boundary condition designator: HRF

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures: HWI =
1. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
2. 1.5564E-03 BIG +
3. 1.5264E-03 BKC +
4. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
5. 2.1892E-04 BKL +
6. 1.8286E-04 BKE t
7. 6.0579E..07 BKA * BKB

Leading hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW =
1. 1.5564E-03 BIG +
2. 1.5564E-03 BKG +
3. 1.5264E-03 BKC +
4. 5.9531E-04 BKI +
5. 2.1892E-04 BKL +
6. 1.8286Ed)4 BKE +
7. 1.1200E-04 D2VMOC +
8. 8.4300E-05 D2VM001 +
9. 8.4300E-05 D2VM002 +
10. 6.0579E.07 BKA * BKB +

"_ ,o,
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APPENDIX A2: LOW PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM

A2.1 Intmductlon

A2.LI Ob_

The objective of this appendix is to summarize the results of reviewing the unavailabilityanalysis of the low
pressure injection functions of the emergency core cooling system described in the DCPRA. 1

•._J.20rpmdm

Section A2.2 provides a brief description of the configurations and the functions, the dependency on support
equipment, the surveillance and maintenance conditions, the unavailabilitymodelling in the DCPRA, and the

original results obtained. The purpose of this approach is to present stand alone documentation to which the
review's findings can be directly compared. Section A2.3 contains the results of the BNL review and presents
the findings.

For completeness, the ranked cut sets of hardware unavailabilities (both independent and total) obtained by
BNL are given for certain top events in Attachment A2.A.

AZ2 Unavailability Modelling of Low Pressure Functions ofthe ECCS in the
DCPRA

The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) of Diablo Canyon Unit I consists of four systems: the safety
injection (SI) system, the residual heat removal (RHR) system, the accumulators, and a portion of the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS). Different configurations of these systems serve to perform the

low pressure injection (LPl) and low pressure recirculation (LPR) functions of the ECCS. For the LPl
function, the emergency water sources are the RWST and the accumulators. For the LPR function, either
the containment recirculation sump (CRS) or the RCS hotleg (and if they are not available, make-up to the

RWST) is used as a water source. The change from the LPI function to LPR function involves a system
reconfiguration (valve realignment performed by the operator).

The LPl function of the ECCS is to provide makeup water for lost RCS water after a LOCA when the
pressure of the reactor coolant system (RCS) falls below the shutoff pressure of the accumulators and the
RHR pumps.

The LPR function of the ECCS is to provide long-term heat removal via the RHR heat-exchangers under
POst-LOCA conditions.

A2.2.2 Top EventDefinitions,SuccessC_-IteFia

Associated with LPl and LPR functions the DCPRA defines nine top events to be used in the frontline system
event trees for various initiators. These top events essentially represent the unavailabilitiesof particularECCS
portions or components as defined in the accident sequences. The unavailabilities of the top events are
quantified for different boundary conditions, i.e., when all the support systems are available as well as when
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their various portions are unavailable. The designators of these nine top events are: LA, LB, LV, RW, VA,
VB, AC, LI, and MU. Their definitions are given in Table A2.2.1. The associated system configurations are
shown in Figures A2.2.1 through A2.2.6. In the figures, the areas with shaded contours represent the

supercomponents of the configurations modelled in the DCPRA.

The success criteria for each of the top events are also described in Table A2.2.1. They relate to the specific
boundary condition represented by each of the support systems being available after a reactor trip. (The
success criteria for aHthe boundary conditions can be found in Chapter E.4 of the DCPRA.) For comparison,
in Table A2.2.1 the success criteria for LPI and LPR functions of the ECCS required by the DCFSAR 2are

also indicated. One can see that the top event success criteria and the assumptions used in the logic models
relate well to those of the DCFSAR for transients as well as small and medium LOCAs. For large LOCAs,
the success criteria applied in evaluating top events AC and LI is not as straight-forward a match to the

success criteria defined in the DCFSAR. Simply stated, the DCFSAR requires two of four injection paths and
the DCPRA requires one of the three intact injection paths (the fourth having the break). The reasons that
the DCPRA applies this new set of success criteria for large LOCAs are given as follows (quotation from
p.E.5-45 of the DCPRA):

"Based on the report "Safety Evaluation of the RHR Crosstie Line Isolation" prepared by
Westinghouse (dated July 10, 1987) and received by PLG from PG&E on July 27, 1987 (Chron
F502246), a success criteria of 1 out of 4 injection paths can be justified for the large LOCA
event for the first fuel cycle of Unit 2 if it is recognized that this analysis is not entirely
applicable to Unit 1 or the subsequent fuel cycles of Unit 2. However, the conditions areI

considered sufficiently close and the conservatisms in the Westinghouse evaluation are quite
significant. The same success criteria is judged to be adequate for both Units I and 2 in the
PRA model. Therefore, the ECCS success (for large LOCA) is defined in this analysis to
require injection through one of the remaining three intact cold leg injection paths. For the
analysis of the ECCS top events it is assumed that the rupture occurred in cold leg 1. The 1 of
3 success criteria is conservatively used for all other initiating events also. This reduces the
number of boundary conditions that need to be quantified and is just slightly conservative."

Based upon the above quotation and the fact that previous PRAs have used a 2/3 success criterion, BNL
conducted a sensitivity analysis to investigate the impact of a 2/3 success criterion vs. the 1/3 used in the
DCPRA. The details of this analysis can be found in Section A2.3.2.

AZ2J Models,Dependenciesou SupportSystems

The logic models of the top events describe the system configurations shown in Figures A2.2.1 through A2.2.6.
These indicate the logic relationships among the supercomponents and the dependencies on trains or
supercomponents of relevant support systems whose unavailabilities determine the boundary conditions for
the top events.

Figures A2.2.7a and A2.2.To show the logic diagrams for top events LA and LB, respectively. Figure A2.2.8
presents the logic diagram for top events LV and Figure A2.2.9 shows the logic diagram for top event RW.
In Figure A2.2.10 the logic diagrams are shown for top event VA, when:

1. the RHR suction train A is aligned to the containment sump (see Figure A2.2.10a), and when

2. the RHR suction train B is aligned to the containment sump (see Figure A2.2.10b).
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Figures A2.2.11 and A2.2.12 show the logic diagrams for top events AC and LI, respectively. The logic
diagram for top event MU is given in Figure 2.13.

A2.2.4 Bou_ Omdltlom of Top Events

Top events LA and LB were evaluated for four and ten boundary conditions, respectively. In both cases, these
boundary conditions resulted from different initiating events, the need for bleed and feed, and from
unavailabilities of certain support system trains or certain supercomponents. In the case of top event LB,
additional boundary conditions were required to account for the success or failure of top event, LA. Top
events LV and RW were evaluated only once for all conditions (no support required). Top event VA was
evaluated for two boundary conditions; when all support was available and when the failure was guaranteed.
Top event VB was evaluated for four boundary conditions by also taking into account the success or failure
of top event VA. Top event AC was determined only once (no support required), for the large LOCA
initiator. Top event LI was quantified for two cases; a) for all conditions except large LOCA, and b) for large
LOCA given failure of top event AC. Top event MU was calculated for three boundary conditions resulting
from the unavailabilities of support system components and previous frontline system failures. One of its
boundary conditions (MV2) was used to account the unavailabilityof makeup water to the RWST, involving
the spent-fuel pit pump. The detailed list of the above boundary conditions is given in Table A2.2.2.

AZZS (_matillleafloa of Top Event Split il_metiom

The methodology of systems analysis applied in the DCPRA requires that the top event "split fractions"
associated with each boundary condition reflect the notion that a top event occurs when a system (or its
portion) is in one of the following mutually exclusive alignments: 1) normal alignment, 2) testing alignment,
3) maintenance alignment, and 4) misalignment. Thus, the contribution to the system unavailability from a
specific alignment is determined by the conditional system unavailability, given that the system is in that
alignment multiplied by the fraction of time that the system spends in that alignment. That is the way that
the DCPRA considers the constraints due to Technical Specifications disallowing simultaneous maintenance
or test activitieson redundant components and the human errors causing the system or its components (usually
occurring after these activities) to be inoperable.

Table A2.2.3 lists the values of top event split fractions for each boundary condition quantified by PG&E.
The table presents the total unavailabilities ('[TL), along with the main contributors to the total
unavailabilities, such as hardware (HW), maintenance (MN), test (TS), and human error (HE). At a given
boundary condition the hardware contribution relates to the normal alignment, when no test or maintenance
activities are being performed. To provide complete information the table also indicates the two constituent
parts of the hardware contribution to the unavailability: the independent (HWI) and the dependent (HWD,
i.e., common cause) failures of the supercomponents.

One notices that for the low pressure top events there is no contribution to the total unavailability due to
testing. This fact arises because, according to the DCPRA:

a. Routine shift checks verify the standard valve alignment and do not change the positioning of any
valves.

b. Monthly checks verify whether the injection flow paths are operable or not (these "operability"
checks are essentially valve stroke testings performed for RHR pump section and heat exchanger
outlet valves). Th_esetests are of short duration.

c. Quarterly tests are either of very short duration or performed during cold shutdowns.
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(To be more specific, the quarterly tests represent:

1. Operability testing of RHR pumps (the pumps are aligned for recirculation to RWST, their
normal power alignment).

2. Operability flow testing of check valves is performed during cold shutdowns.)

d. Leak testing of check valves and pressure isolation MOVs are performed at refuelings (and after
each maintenance). Functional tests of the ECCS are performed also during refuelings.

The maintenance contribution was calculated by assuming that unscheduled maintenances are performed as
required on both the pumps and valves. It was also assumed that a valve in maintenance will fail only the
associated supercomponent. The DCPRA states that unscheduled maintenance of motor-operated valves of
the ECCS is usually performed without isolating the valves. Therefore, valve positions were assumed to be
those required by Technical Specifications.

Operator failures were considered for the following activities:

While the RCS pressure is still high, the RHR pumps having been started by the SI signal must shut off before
they overheat. Later, when the RCS pressure is appropriately reduced, the RHR pumps are manuallystarted.
The associated operator failures are treated in top events LA and LB. (The realignment from the RWST to
the containment sump was considered in top event RF and described in the discussion of the HPR function
in Appendix AI.) The realignment failure for hotleg recirculation by using hotleg suction path to the RHR
pumps (following a transient, small LOCA or steam generator tube rupture) is treated in top event MU. This
also includes the operator failure to initiate a makeup to the RWST if recirculation cooling is unavailable.
Human errors due to misalignment do not contribute significantly to the total unavailability, because it is
assumed that after test or maintenance activities the next shift would detect a misalignment.

A2.3 Results of the BNL Review

A2J.I General

A thorough review of the low pressure top event logic diagrams and the corresponding fault trees (the fault
trees are not reproduced here, they can be found in Chapter E.4 of the DCPRA) was performed by BNL
based on the drawings and information provided by PG&E.3 The information included the Technical
Specifications, operating and surveillance test procedures relevant to the low pressure top events, fluid flow
and actuation logic diagrams and revised results for six of the low pressure split fractions. The revised split
fractions from PG&E were in response to the preliminary findings by BNL and have been incorporated in
Table A2.2.3.

A2.3.2 Ltqgjc Diagrams, Fault Trees

The review found that the failure modes of each of the supercomponents involved in the logic diagrams for
various top events were determined correctly. The logic diagrams and associated fault trees for the top events
adequately represent the failure conditions of the low pressure functions of the ECCS.

In the case of top events LI and AC, however, the review pursued the following points which are associated
with the interpretation of the large LOCA success criterion:

!

a. The large LOCA success criterion for the ECCS described in the DCFSAR requires two of the
four LP injection pathways to be available. These pathways are interpreted by the DCPRA (as it
was described above in Section A2.2.2) as allowing one of the pathways to be that which contains
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the break and one other from the remaining three intact pathways. A more conservative success
criterion would have been to consider two available pathways from the intact three as was done,
_.g., in the Indian Point PRA.4 The DCPRA large LOCA success criterion was defined essentially
on the basis of a Westinghouse study (mentioned previously).

b. The present large LOCA success criterion requires one available injection path out of the three
intact pathways, in addition, it assumes that the rupture occurred in cold leg 1, instead of
assuming that the rupture may occur in any of the four cold legs. This latter assumption, when
used under appropriate conditions, can result in significant savings of time and effort for the PRA
team. However, the review included the investigation as to whether accuracywas lost due to this
assumption.

c. The logic diagram for top event AC does not consider common cause failures for the outlet check
valves (valve transfer closed or fail to operate on demand failure modes) of the accumulators. The
general directives of the DCPRA systems analysis do not allow the taking into account common
cause failures of check valves found in four 3eparate lines from four different water sources.
However, in this case, the environmental effect due to deposition of boric acid common in the four
accumulators represents "acommon cause" for check valve failures.

In order to scrutinize the quantified values of split fractions associated with the low pressure functions of the
ECCS, BNL performed audit calculations for each of these top events.

For top events LI and LC, BNL performed additional sensitivity calculations by assuming the same (1/3)
success criterion for large LOCA as was assumed in the DCPRA but allowing the rupture to occur in any of
the four cold legs.

In addition, BNL performed a cursory sensitivity calculation for top event LI by assumingthat the large LOCA
success criterion was 2/3, as was assumed in the Indian Point PRA, and by assuming that the rupture occurred
in cold leg 1. This allows a direct measure of the sensitivity to the DCPRA success criterion:

The common cause failure of the accumulator outlet check valves was not included in the BNL calculations
because it would require reconfiguration/requantificationof the associated fault trees as well as the fact that
the plant-specific failure of these check valves when exposed to boric acid deposition and corrosion has not
been observed. This item is therefore left as a potential refinement should PG&E decide at some later date
to upgrade the PRA.!

The requantification at BNL was done either by PC calculations (for simple top events) or by using the SETS
code.s The use of the SETS code allowed the identificationof the most important cut sets contributing to the
hardware unavailabilities. These cut sets are inaccessible for direct review in the DCPRA. Attachment A2.A
lists the ranked cut sets for vat:iousconditions of top events LI and AC. The definition of the basic events
appearing in the cut sets are identical to those given in Chapter E-4 of the DCPRA.

AZ3.3 Audit of Top Event UnavaiLability ('Split Fraction') Calculations

The audit calculations for each of the boundary conditions of all the top events were performed at BNL by
using the results obtained by the SETS-code or by PC calculations. In the audit calculations the same input
data, maintenance frequency and duration, and human factors were applied which were used in the DCPRA.
The obtained values are presented in Table A2.2.3, denoted by "BNL"or "BNLI" to be compared with the
values given in the DCPRA (the DCPRA values are denoted by 7PG&E"). The entries into Table A2.2.3 from
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the sensitivity calculations allowing the rupture to occur in any of the four cold legs (succeu criterion is still
1/3) are denoted by "BNI.,2."The entries from the sensitivity calculation, when one uses succeu criterion 2/3
for top event LI and one assumes that the rupture occurs in cold leg I are denoted by "BNL3." In the
sensitivity calculations the component failure rates were identical to those used in the audit calculations.

Aa.4 Comments/ndtnp

The BNL audit calculations resulted in the following comments. (The following comments relate directly to
the comment numbers given in Table A2.2.3.).

1. A comparison of the AC and LI split fraction values obtained by using the simplifying assumption that
the rupture occurred in cold leg I (see the entries denoted by "BNLI")with those obtained when it is
assumed that the rupture may occur in any of the four cold legs (see the entries denoted by "BNL2"),
shows that the use of the latter assumption provides (on average) higher values.

The reason why the application of the simplifying assumption is not as accurate for top events LI and
AC as it is for top events CH and Sl (see Appendix AI - on the HPI functions of the ECCS) is
connected with differences in the design features of the injection headers of the RHR system and of the
charging and safety injection systems. In the case of the RHR each of two header systems feeds its own
two branch lines. In the case of the charging and safety injection systems, one header feeds all four
branchlines,

The impactofthisfindingon theoverallCDF isnegligible(0.25%increase)asnoneoftheLI split
fractionssurvivedtruncationfortheDSM andonlyACI survivedfromtheAC splitfractions.

2. The useofamoreconservativelargeLOCA successcriterion(i.e.,twoavailablepathwaysrequiredfrom
theintactthreelegs)wouldresultinan increaseoftheLIIsplitfractionby more thana factorof570,
However,PG&E subsequentlyprovidedsufficientinformationtodemonstratethevalidityoftheoriginal
successcriterion.

3. Smalldiscrepancieswere identifiedbetweenPG&E and BNL inthequantificationofcertainHWIs
(independenthardwareunavailabilities).AnothersmalldiscrepancybetweentheDCPRA andBNL was
foundinthecalculationofLI2.BNL believesthistobe thedifferencebetweentheMonte Carloand
mean value approaches.

Overall, the BNL audit calculations are in good agreement with those obtained by I_&E.
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Figure A2.2.7a Logic diagram for top event LA
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Figure A2.2.7b Logic diagram for top event LB
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Figure A2.2.8 Logic diagram for top event LV
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Figure A2.2.9 Logic diagram for top event RW (suction from RWST to the charging, RHR, and safety
injection pumps)
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TRAINA TRAIN A
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Figure A2.2.10a Logic diagrams for top event VA (suction to RHR system from containment sump train A)
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480V AC
BUS 1H

Figure A2.2.10b Logic diagrams for top event VII (suction to RHR system from containment sump train B)
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Figure A2.2.11 Logic diagram for top event AC
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Figure A2.2.12 Lof_ diagramfor top event LI
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Figure A2.2.13 Logic diagram for top event MU
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Table A2.2.1
Top Event Definitions and Success Criteria*

Low Pressure Functions of ECCS

Top Event Top Event
Designator Definition Top Event Success Criteria

LA RHR train A succeeds. RHR pump train A must start and run, delivering water to
the RCS. The RHR pump must be shut down for high
pressure scenarios and restarted if pressure is sufficiently low.
At least one cold leg path must be available.

LB RHR train B succeeds. RHR pump train B must start and run, deliveringwater to the
RCS if RHR train A fails. The RHR pump must be shut
down for high pressure scenarios and restarted if pressure is
sufficiently low. At least one cold leg path must be available.

LV RHR suction valves on RHR suction valves on suction header from RWST to RHR
suction header, trains remain open.

RW RWST available. RWST is available, and the manual valve on the RWST
discharge line remains open.

VA Sump valves open to RHR RHR train A suction path from the RWST must close, and
train A. RHR train B suction path from the containment sump must

open and remain open.

VB Sump valves open to RHR RHR train B suction path from the RWST must close, and
train B. RHR train B suction path from the containment sump must

open and remain open.

AC Injection path available At least one cold leg injection path is available (from three),
a n d a c c u m u Ia t o r s and three accumulators discharge into the RCS. The fourth
discharge, accumulator (with the associated injection path) is assumed to

discharge out the break.

LI Injection path available. At least one cold leg injection path is available (from three).

MU RHR suction from the hot Suction path from RCS hot leg 4 to an RHR train is available,
leg and RWS'I"makeup, and operator correctly aligns path. RWST refilled by operator

when required.
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Table A2.2.1 (continued)

FSAR Success Criteria

1. The RHR shutdown cooling success criterion for a transient or small LOCA is at least one RHR pump
delivering cooling water to at least one of the operating cold legs for 24 hours.

2. The LPl success criterion for a large LOCA is at least one RHR pump delivering makeup water to at
least two cold legs for one hour. Three of the accumulators are required for one hour for accumulator
system success. The other accumulator is assumed to discharge into the ruptured leg and is therefore
unavailable.

3. The LPR success criterion for a large LOCA is at lea:it one RHR pump delivering makeup water to at
least two cold legs for 23 hours.

*The top event success criteria described in ttlis table relate to the condition when all support systems are
available.
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Table A2.2.2
Boundary Conditions for ECCS Top Events, Low Pressure

1. Top Event LA:
1. (LAI) All support available (SLOCA Case).
2. (I.A2) All support available (Bleed & Feed Case).
3. (LA3) All support available (LLOCA/MLOCA Case).
4. (I.AF) Guaranteed failure.

2. Top Event LB:
1. (LB1) All support a_,ailable. Top event LA successful (SLOCA).
2. (LB2) All support available. Top event LA failed (SLOCA).
3. (LB3) Top event LA guaranteed failure (SLOCA).
4. (LB4) All support available. Top event LA successful (B & F).
5. (LB5) All support available. Top event LA failed (B & F).
6. (LB6) Top event LA guaranteed failure (B & F).
7. (LB7) All support available. Top event LA successful (LLOCA).
8. (LBS) All support available. Top event LA failed (LLOCA).
9. (LBg) Top event LA guaranteed failure (LLOCA).

10. (LBF) Guaranteed failure.

3. Top Event RW:
1. (RW1) All conditions (no support reqmredj.

4. Top Event VA:
1. (VA1) All support available.
2. (VAF) Guaranteed failure.

5. Top Event VB:
1. (VB1) All support available. Top event VA successful.
2. (VB2) All support available. Top event VA failed.
3. (VB3) Top event VA guaranteed failure.
4. (VBF) Guaranteed failure.

6. Top Event AC:
1. (AC1) Large LOCA initiating event. All conditions (no support required).

7. Top Event LI:
1. (LI1) All conditions except large LOCA initiating event (no support required).
2. (LI2) LLOCA initiating event: given failure of top event AC.

8. Top Event MU:
1. (MU1) Power available at AC buses G and H.
2. (MU2) Power available at AC bus G (makeup to RWST via SFP pump).
3. (MUF) Guaranteed failure.
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Table A2.2.3
UmavniimbilltyVmlues('Split Frnetion")for EmerlffmeyCore CoolingSystem

Low Pr_m l_scti_

Top Coement
Event Case Calc. TTL IN HWI lll,'D !_1 TS HE No.

I,A LA1 PG&E 2.041-2 9.422-3 9,048-3 3.738-4 6.402-3 4.582-3
8NL 2,051-2 9.458°3 9.080-3 3.786-4 6,349-3 4,700-3

LA2 PG&£ 2.037-2 9.422-3 9.048-3 3.738-4 6.402-3 4.542-3
BHL 2.051-2 9.458-3 9.080-3 3.786-4 6.349-3 4.700-3

LA3 PG&£ 1.583-2 9.422-3 9,048-3 3.738-4 6.602-3
BNL 1,581-2 9.658-3 9.080-3 3,786-6 6.369-3

L8 LB1 PG&E 1.#$8-2 9.422-3 _.048-3 3.738-4 6.602-3 4 582-3
BNL 1.555-2 9.458-3 9.080-3 3.786-4 6.349-3 4 700-3

LB2 PG&E 2.324-1 4.861-4 1.123-4 3.738-4 1.159-4 4 582-3 3
8HL 2.573-1 4.610-6 8,244-$ 3.786-6 1.153-4 4 700-3

LB3 PG&E 2.041-2 9.422-3 9.048-3 3,738°4 6.602-3 4 $82-3
BHL 2.051-2 9,658-3 9.080-3 3,786-4 6.369-3 4 700-3

LB6 PG&E 1.558-2 9.422-3 9.048-3 3.738-6 6.602-3 4 562-3
8HL 1,555-2 9.458-3 g.080-3 3.786-6 6.366-3 4 700-3

LBS PG&E 2,298-1 6.861-6 1.123-6 3.738-4 1.159-4 & 542-3 3
8HL 2.573-1 4.610-6 8.246-5 3.786-6 1.153-6 & 700-3

LB6 PG&E 2.037-2 9.422-3 9.068-3 3.738-4 6.602-3 6 542-3
BNL 2.051-2 9,658-3 9.080-3 3.786-6 6.369-3 4 700-3

LB7 PG&E 1.551-2 9.622-3 9.068-3 3.738-4 6.602-3
' BHZ, 1.548-2 9.458-3 9.080-3 3.786-6 6.349-3

LB8 PG&E 3.753-2 6.861-6 1,123-6 3.738-4 1.159-6 3
BNL 3.666-2 4.610-4 8.244-5 1.786-6 1.153-4

I.B9 PG&E 1.583-2 9.622-3 9.068-3 3.738-6 6.602-3
BI4L 1.581-2 9,658-3 9.080-3 3.786-6 6.349-3

LV LV1 PG&E 6.590-4 6.590-6 6.590-6
BIIL 4,679-6 6.679-6 4.679-6

RW RW1 PG&E 3.941-$ 3.941-$ 3.941-5
BNL 6,002-5 4.002-5 4.002-5

VA VA1 PG&E 3.836-3 3.294-3 3.099-3 1.967o4 5.612-4
BHL 3.818-3 3,273-3 3,076-3 1,963-4 5,449-4

VB VBI PG&E 3.642-3 3.294-3 3.099-3 1.967-4 5.412-6

BNL 3.622-3 3.273-3 3.076-3 1.963-4 5.469-4
V_2 PG&E 5.679-2 2.0"_-4 1.066-5 1.947-4 3.347-6

Blfl, 5.678°2 2.058-6 9.664-6 1.963-6 3.353-6
VB3 PG&E 3.836-3 3.296-3 3.099-3 1.967-6 5.612-4

BNL 3.818-3 3.273-3 3.076-3 1.963-4 5.669-4

AC AC1 PG&E 6,271-3 6.137-3 6.136-3 1.270-7 1.344-6
BHI,1 6.641-3 6.293-3 6.287-3 6.100-6 1,486-4
8Jfl,2 8.537-3 8.383-3 8.382-3 1.000-6 1,537-4 1

LX L11 PG&E 4.028-6 1.913-6 1.659-6 2.566-7 2.114-6
Bh'I,1 3. 391-6 1. 217-6 9. 615-7 2.558-7 2.174-6
BNL2 5. 705-6 2.412-6 1.804-6 6.080-7 3.296-6 1

8HL3 1. 921-3 8. 292-4 8. 258-4 3. 340-6 1. 091-3 2
LI2 PG&E 8.293-4 4

BNL1 5.265-6
8NL2 6.683-4 1

HU HU1 PG&E 7.977-3 3.289-3 3.289-3 1.086-3 3,621-3
BNL 8.116-3 3,313-3 3.313-3 1.090-3 3.730-3

NU2 PG&E 1.173-_ 3.719-3 3.719-3 8.040-3

BHL 1.170-2 3.731-3 3,731-3 8.000-3

The conunents are listed by number in Section A2.3.4 of the text.
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Appendix A2

Top Events: LI

Boundary condition designator: LI1

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI =

Case A Case B
Success Criterion: 1/3 Success Criterion: 1/3

Rupture in Cold Leg 1 Rupture in any of the Four Cold Legs

1. 1.9651E-07 LIBKC * LIBKD + 1. 1.9651E-07 LIBKC * LIBKD +
2. 1.6917E-07 LIBKA * LIBKD + 2. 1.6917E-07 LIBKA * LIBKD +
3. 1.6917E-07 LIBKC * LIBKB + 3. 1.6917E-07 LIBKC * LIBKB +
4. 1.4564E-07 LIBKA * LIBKB + 4. 1.4564E-07 LIBKA * LIBKB +
5. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKF + 5. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKF +
6. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKJ + 6. 7.5450E-08 LIBKD * LIBKE +
7. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKF + 7. 7.5470E-08 LIBKC * LIBKH +
8. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKJ + 8. 7.5470E-08 LIBKC * LIBKG +

9. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKJ +
10. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKI +
11. 7.5470E-08 LIBKC * LIBKL +
12. 7.5470E-08 LIBKC * LIBKK +
13. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKF +
14. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKE +
15. 6.4972E-08 LIBKA * LIBKH +
16. 6.4972e-08 LIBKA * LIBKG +
17. 6.4972E-08 LIKBK * LIBKI +
18. 6.4972E-08 LIBKA * LIBKK +
19. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKJ +
20. 6.4972E-08 LIBKA * LIBKL +
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Top Events: LI

Boundary condition designator: IJ1

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and
independent failures; HW -

Case A Case B
Success Criterion: 1/3 Success Criterion: 1/3

Rupture in Cold Leg 1 Rupture in any of the Four Cold Legs

1. 1.9651E-07 LIBKC * LIBKD + 1. 1.9651E-07 LIBKC*LIBKD +
2. 1.6917E-07 LIBKA * LIBKD + 2. 1.6917E-07 LIBKA * LIBKD +
3. 1.6917E-07 LIBKC * LIBKB + 3. 1.6917E-07 LIBKC * LIBKB +
4. 1.4564E-07 LIBKA * LIBKB + 4. 1.4564E-07 LIBKA * LIBKB +
5. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKJ + 5. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKE +
6. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKE + 6. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKE +
7. 6.8100E-08 G41VCOD + 7. 7.5470E-08 LIBKC * LIBKL +
8. 6.8100E-08 G42VCOD + 8. 7.5470E-08 LIBKC * LIBKH +
9. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKE + 9. 7.5470E-08 LIBKC * LIBKK +
10. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKJ + 10. 7.5470E-08 LIBKC * LIBKG +
11. 5.7600E-08 T41VCOD234 + 11. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKJ +
12. 5.7800E-08 T42VCOD234 + 12. 7.5470E-08 LIBKD * LIBKI +

13. 6.8100E-08 G41VCOD +
14. 6.8100E-08 G42VCOD +
15. 6.4972E-08 LIBKA * LIBKL +
16. 6.4972E-08 LIBKA * LIBKH +
17. 6.4972E-08 LIBKA * LIBKK +
18. 6.4972E-08 LIBKA * LIBKG +
19. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKE +
20. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKE +
21. 6.4872E-08 LIBKB * LIBKJ +
22. 6.4972E-08 LIBKB * LIBKI +
23. 5.7600E-08 T41VCODI23 +
24. 5.7600E-08 T41VCOD124 +
25. 5.7600E-08 T41VCOD234 +
26. 5.7600E-08 T41VCOD134 +
27. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD123 +
28. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD124 +
29. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD234 +
30. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD134 +
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Top Events: AC

Boundary condition designator: AC1

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI =

Case A Case B
Success Criterion: 1/3 Success Criterion: 1/3
Rupture in Cold Leg 1 Rupture in any of the Four Cold Legs

1. 1.9251E-03 ACBKB + 1. 1.9251E-03 ACBKP +
2. 1.9251E-03 ACBKD + 2. 1.9251E-03 ACBKD +
3. 1.9251E-03 ACBKN + 3. 1.9251E-03 ACBKN +
4. 1.7025E-04 ACBKL + 4. 1.9251E-03 ACBKM +
5. 1.7025E-04 ACBKJ + 5. 1.7025E-04 ACBKJ +
6. 1.7025E-04 ACBKK + 6. 1.7025E-04 ACBKK +
7. 1.9651E-07 ACBKC * ACBKD + 7. 1.7025E-04 ACBKI +
8. 1.6917E-07 ACBKA * ACBKD + 8. 1.7025E-04 ACBKL +
9. 1.6917E-07 ACBKC * ACBKB + 9. 1.9651E-07 ACBKB * ACBKD +
10. 1.4564E-07 ACBKA * ACBKB + 10. 1.6917E-07 ACBKA * ACBKD +
11. 7.5470E-08 ACBKD * ACBKE + 11. 1.6917E-07 ACBKC * ACBKB +
12. 6.4972E-08 ACBKB * ACBKE + 12. 1.4564E-07 ACBKA * ACBKB +

13. 7.5470E-08 ACBFd) * ACBKE +
14. 7.5470E-08 ACBKD * ACBKF +
15. 7.5470E-08 ACBKC * ACBKH +
16. 7.5470E-08 ACBKC * ACBKG +
17. 6.4972E-08 ACBKB * ACBKE +
18. 6.4972E-08 ACBKA * ACBKH +
19. 6.4972E-08 ACBKA * ACBKG +
20. 6.4972E-08 ACBKB * ACBKF +
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Top Events: AC

Boundary condition designator: ACI

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent and independent failures; HW -

Case A Case B
Success Criterion: 1/3 Success Criterion: 1/3
Rupture in Cold Leg 1 Rupture in any of the Four Cold Legs

1. 1.9251E-03 ACBKP + 1. 1.9251E-03 ACBKP +
2. 1.9251E-03 ACBKO + 2. 1.9251E-03 ACBKO +
3. 1.9251E-03 ACBKN + 3. 1.9251E-03 ACBKN +
4. 1.7025E-04 ACBKL + 4. 1.9251E-03 ACBKM +
5. 1.7025E-04 ACBKK + 5. 1.7025E-04 ACBKL +
6. 1.7025E-04 ACBKJ + 6. 1.7025E-04 ACBKK +
7. 1.9651E-07 ACBKO * ACBKD + 7. 1.7025E-04 ACBKJ +
8. 1.6917E-07 ACBKA * ACBKD + 8. 1.7025E-04 ACBKI +
9. 1.6917E-07 ACBKC * ACBKB + 9. 1.9651E.07 ACBKC * ACBKD +
10. 1.4564E-07 ACBKA * ACBKB + 10. 1.6917E-07 ACBKA * ACBKD +
11. 7.5470E-08 ACBKD * ACBKF + 11. 1.6917E-07 ACBKC * ACBKB +
12. 6.8100E-08 G41VCOD + 12. 1.4564E-07 ACBKA * ACBKB +
13. 6.8100E-08 G42VCOD + 13. 7.5470E-08 ACBKD * ACBKF +
14. 6.4972E-08 ACBKB * ACBKF + 14. 7.5450E-08 ACBKD * ACBKF +
15. 5.7600E-08 T41VCOD234 + 15. 7.5470E-08 ACBKC * ACBKH +
16. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD234 + 16. 7.5470E-08 ACBKC * ACBKG +

17. 6.8100E-08 G41VCOD +
18. 6.8100E-08 G42VCOD +
19. 6.4972E-08 ACBKB * ACBKE +
20. 6.4972E-08 ACBKA * ACBKH +
21. 6.4972E-08 ACBKA * ACBKG +
22. 6.4972E-08 ACBKB * ACBKF +
23. 5_7600E-08 T41VCOD124 +
24. 5.7600E-08 T41VCOD234 +
25. 5.7600E-08 T41VCODI34 +
26. 5.7600E-08 T41VCOD123 +
27. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD124 +
28. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD234 +
29. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD123 +
30. 5.7600E-08 T42VCOD134 +
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APPENDIX A3: AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

A3.1 Introduction

The main objective of this report is to summarize the results of reviewing the unavailability analysis of the

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS) in an updated version t prepared for the DCPRA. 2 The updated version
was made by PG&E after a BNL_RC/PG&E meeting held in Rockville, Maryland on September 12-15, 1988,
where preliminary findings of this system's review3were presented.

A3.1.20rpnlzatlen

Section A3.2 provides a brief description of the functions and system configuration, the dependencyon support
systems, the surveillance and maintenance conditions, the unavailabilitymodelling of the AFW system in the
DCPRA, and the updated resultst obtained. The purpose of this approach is to present to the reader stand
alone documentation to which the review findings (presented in Section A3.3) can be directly compared.
Section A3.3 contains the results of the BNL review and presents the findings.

For completeness, the ranked cut sets of hardware unavailabilities (both independent and total) obtained by
BNL for certain top event split fractions are given in Attachment A3.A.

A3.2 Unavailability Modelling of the Auxiliary Feedwater System

A3.2.1 Functions, SystemDescription,Configuration

The Auxiliary Feedwater System is an alternate to the Main Feedwater System (MFWS) when the MFWS is
not available to provide heat removal capability on the secondary side of the Reactor Coolant System. It is
designed to cool the reactor core safely after a reactor trip. It would also be used in the event of an A'INVS.
The AFWS is also operated, for all startup, shutdown and hot standby conditions.

The Diablo Canyon Unit 1AFWS consists of two motor-driven (MDP) and one turbine-driven (TDP) pumps,
their associated trainswhich feed into four feedwater lines (downstream of the four feedwater isolation valves),
and a preferred water supply from the Condensate Storage Tank. The flow goes to the four steam generators,
where it is heated to steam. The RCS heat is removed by dumping the steam via the 40% dump valves to the

condenser (if it is available) or vented to the atmosphere by the 10% dump vales and/or (if the initial pressure
spike is high) by the safety valves. Each of the motor-driven pumps can feed two steam generators while the
turbine-driven pump can feed all four steam generators.

The system configuration is shown in Figure A3.2.1. The figure shows the Raw Water Reservoir and the
pathway to the Fire Water Tank as alternate water sources. In addition, it indicates the steam lines from
steam generators 2 and 3 back to the turbine of the TDP.

The preferred mode of operation is to use the two MDPs for startup and shutdown but only the TDP can
operate if ac powe_ is lost. Upon demand, the TDP starts automatically together with the MDPs. If the
MDPs start successfully, theoperatorshutsoff the TDP inorderto restartit againiflatertherewereMDP
failures.
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A3_.2 Top Event Definition, Success Criteria

Associated with the unavailabilityof the AFW functions, the DCPRA defines two top events to be used in the
main event trees. The designators of these top events are: AW and TD. The top event AW includes the two
MDP and the TDP trains, the water supply and steam rejection (via 10% steam dump or steam generator
safety valves) paths. Top event TD includes the TDP, the water supply and the steam rejection paths. It is
used only in the quantification of seismic event trees, when the 4kV load breakers are locked out due to relay
chatter and consequently the MDPs are unavailable. The definitions of the top events are given in Table
A3.2.1. The AFW is assumed to be in standby mode prior to an initiating event.

The success criteria for the unavailability modelling of both top events, AW and TD are also described in
Table A3.2.1. They relate to the specific boundary condition represented by each of the support systems being
available after a reactor trip. Notice, if the reactor does not trip, the success criterion for top event AW is
more strict (see "high power" requirements). The success criteria for all the boundary conditions can be found
in Chapter E.2 of the DCPRA). For completeness, the success criteria, the LOCA and test requirements
given in the DCFSAR and DC Technical Specifications are also listed in the Table. One can see the top event
success criteria cover well those of the DCFSAR 4 for all initiating events.

A3.2.3 Logic Models, Dependencies on Support Systems

The logic model of the top events AW and TD shown in FigureA3.2.2 describes the logic relationships among
the supercomponents defined by areas designated with broken lines in Figure A3.2.1. Figure A3.2.2 indicates
also the dependencies on trains or supercomponents of relevant support systems whose unavailabilities play
a role in the definitions of the top event boundary conditions.

A3.2.4 Boundary Conditions of Top Events

Top event AW was evaluated for 13 boundary conditions, depending on the initiator, the reactor power level,
and the unavailabilitiesof certain support system trainsor certain AFW supercomponents. Top event TD was
evaluated for three boundary conditions. The quantified split fraction values are identical to those of top
event AW under similar boundary conditions.

The detailed list of the boundary conditions is given in Table A3.2.2.

A3.2.$ Quantlf_tion of Top Event Split Fractions

The methodology of systems analysis applied in the DCPRA requires that the top event "split fraction"
(associated with a system under a given boundary condition) should reflect the notion that the system (or its
portion) in question is in one of the following mutually exclusive alignments: 1) normal alignment, 2) testing
alignment, 3) maintenance alignment, or 4) misalignment. Thus, the contribution of the system unavailability
from a specific alignment is determined by the conditional system unavailability, given that the system is in
that alignment multiplied by the fraction of time that the system spends in that alignment. That is the way
that the DCPRA considers the constraints imposed by Technical Specifications which disallow simultaneous
maintenance or test activities on redundant components and the human errors causing the system or its
components (usually occurring after these activities) to be inoperable.
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Table A3.2.3 lists the values of the SW and TD split fractions associated with the various boundary conditions
quantified by PG&E. The table presents the total unavailabilities (TI'L), along with the main contributors
to the total unavailabilities, such as hardware (HW), mainten _ (MN), test (TS), and human error (HE).
At a given boundary condition the hardware contribution rel'..,¢s to the normal alignment, when no test or
maintenance activities are being performed. To provide complete information, the table also indicates the two
constituent parts of the hardware contribution to the unavailability: the independent (HWI) and the
dependent (HWD, i.e., common cause) failures of the supercomponents.

The DCPRA used two sets of fault trees to distinguish between the "low power" and "high power" success
criteria. This explains the marked differences between the calculated "low_ and "high power" split fraction
values. The BNL review focused on the "low power"case.

The DCPRA unavailability model assumes that only the 10% steam-dump valves and backup safety relief
valves are viable steam relief paths, i.e., the model considers that the coadenser and hence the 40% dump
valves are unavailable. (If .the 40% steam valves were available, they would be the preferred steam dump
paths to the condenser. However, they will not be available if the condenser is unavailable or Main Steam
Line Isolation occurs.) It further assumes that the use of the Raw Water Reservoir as a water source requires
operator action (open valves FCV-436 and FCV-437) upon the failure of the CST. The human error
probability was taken to be unity thus havingonly CST failure as part of the hardware unavailability. (In the
BNL audit calculations, the human errorcontribution was explicitly treated as apart of the total human error,
HE.) The model considers that the system starts automatically and the flow is automatically controlled by
level control valves at the discharge side of the MDP. Operators manually control the flow from the TDP and
shut it down if the flow is sufficient from the MDPs.

In the quantification, common cause failures were used:I

a. between the MDPs (not between the TDP and MDPs),
b. between the check valves in parallel lines (e.g., inlet lines to the TDP),
c. between the four 10% steam dump valves, and
d. between the safety relief valves on a single steam generator. (Failure of the steam generator relief

valves to reclose was evaluated if the 10% steam dump valve failed. 20 open/shut cycles were
assumed to calculate the conditional probabilityof reclosure failure.)

Different block failure t_tteswere applied for the "P-blocks"(i.e., blocks N, O, P and Q in Figure A3.2.1) in
quantifying split fractions depending on the boundary conditions (i.e., whether they included the unavailability
of support to the 10% steam dump valves or not).

Unscheduled maintenancewas modelled for the TDP and MDPs. Maintenanceof the 10% steam dump valves
was included in the rate of "valve failure to open given a demand"failure mode.

The recirculation tests for the TDP and MDPs were included in the unavailabilitymodel, because they require
isolation of certain AFWS components.

Human errors were considered in restoring these components to their operable conditions. Those were
modelled as failure events disabling the AFW'S between tests. Human errors in accessing the Raw Water
Reservoir were discussed above.
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A3.3 Results of the B NL Review

A3.3.1 General

A thorough review of the top event logic diagrams and the corresponding fault trees related to the "low
pressure" boundary conditions was performed by BNL (the fault trees are not reproduced here, they can be
found in Chapter E.2 of the DCPRA). The fault trees associated with the "highpressure"boundary conditions
were not reviewed. The reason for this is that the high pressure boundary conditions appear only in the
ATWS event tree and the contributions of the ATWS sequences to the total core damage frequency are

negligible. The review is based, as was mentioned in the introduction, on a revised version t of the original
submittal.2

A3.3.2 Logic Diagrams, Fault Trees

The unavailabiHtymodel of the AFWS represents one of the systems in the DCPRA which have been analyzed
in the most detailed way. It serves as a "showcase"for demonstrating the application of a new approach of
system analysis suggested by Fleming, Mosleh and Deremer, in Reference 5. These authors analyzed, as an
example, a three train auxiliary feedwater system, similar to that at the Diablo Canyon plant and provided
guidelines for application of the new approach. As part of the review process, BNL checked whether the
model developed in the DCPRA was consistent with the guidelines described in that paper. The review found
that the independent failure modes of each supercomponent involved in the logic diagramswere determined
correctly and the associated (independent) fault trees adequately represented the failure conditions of the
AFWS.

In the treatment of the common cause failures (dependent fault trees), however, the review identified some
inconsistencies with the recommendations given in Reference 5. Reference 5 states:

"An important characteristic of this system (AFWS) is that, although diversity is
employed in pump drivers, all three mechanical pumps are identical."

Consequently, in the example analysis common cause failures were applied for the pumps failing all the three
AFWS trains, dominating the system unavailability.

In the DCPRA there is no common cause failure modelled between all the AFWS pumps. The DCPRA
assumes common cause failures only for the two motor pumps. Similarly, it assumes common cause failures
between check valves and MOVs belonging only to the trains containing similar motor drivers, i.e., to the

motor trains or to the turbine train. This treatment results in complete independence between the motor
trains and turbine train. As a result it provides, e.g., in the case of the boundary condition when the low
power success criterion is used and all support systems are available an unavailabilityvalue of AWI(PG&E)
- 3.73-5/demand. This result is somewhat surprising in that if it is compared with the value given in the

conclusion of Reference 5, and taking into account that essentially the same organization was responsible for
both values:

"The three-train AFWS analyzed in this paper (Reference 5) is a rather typical
configuration found in several existing U.S. power plants. The system was analyzed
using U.S. industry-wide experience data that were screened for applicability to a
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specific plant's design. The results indicate that a realistic failure frequency with all
support systems available is about lxl04/demand. The result is corroborated by three
different parametric models: the Basic Parameter,Multiple Greek Letter, and Binomial
Failure Rate (with lethal shocks) models."

The difference between the above mentioned unavailabilityvalues do not arise from the failure rates used in
the calculations because the failure rates applied in both cases (DCPRA and Reference 5) were found to be
rather close; the data source was, in both cases, the data base developed by the PG&E consultant, PL&G.

The omission _>fpotential common cause failures between the motor trains and the turbine train appears to
result in an underestimation of the split fractions for the "low pressure" cases. If this is truly the case, then
it would result in even greater underestimation for boundary conditions when the "high pressure" success
criterion is used.

A3J.3 Andlt Cakalatlons for Top Event Spllt Fractions _ Pressure')

In order to scrutinize the quantified values 0f split fractions AW and TD (associated with the "lowpressure"
case) giveln in the DCPRA, audit calculations were performed at BNL for each of these split fractions. The
requantification was done by using the SETS code 6and by PC software developed at BNL. The use of the

SETS code allowed the identification of the most important cut sets contributing to the hardware
unavailabilities. These cut sets are inaccessible for direct review in the DCPRA. Attachment A3.A lists the

ranked cut sets for selected boundary conditions. The definitions of the basic events appearing in the cut sets
are identical to those given in Chapter E.2 of the DCPRA. In the audit calculations practically the same input
data, maintenance frequency and duration, and human factors were applied which were used in the DCPRA
(see columns "PG&E"and"BNLl" in Tables A3.2.4 and A3.2.5). The obtained split fraction values forvarious
boundary conditions are presented in Table A3.2.3, denoted by "BNLI" to be compared with the values quoted
from the DCPRA, and denoted by "PG&E" in Table A3.2.3. Table A3.2.3 also contains the definitions of
certain quantities as used in the audit calculations to make clear the meaning of these quantities under
different b_undary conditions, even if their notations sometimes are the same.

The BNL audit calculations resulted in the following comments:

1. There was an apparent non-coherent condition in the AFW model (see also Comment No.1 in
Table A3.2.3). A comparison of split fractions AW5 and AW7 with AW8 (as calculated by PG&E)
shows that AW5 and AW7 have a higher unavailabilitiesthan AW8, in spite of the fact that they
involve less unavailable components than AWS. In the BNL calculations this inconsistency did not
show up (see also Section A3.3.5).

2. In several cases there were some major or minor differences between the results of PG&E and
BNL1.

AJ.3,4 Sensitivity Caiculatlens for Split Fractions by Using Different Set of Data

The methodology of the DCPRA puts an emphasis on the application of data appropriately selected for the
conditions of the Diablo Canyon plant and updated according to the Diabio Canyon experience.
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It was therefore of interest to see the sensitivityof the sprit fractionvalues (and through this the methodology
of the systems analysis in the DCPRA) when one simply uses the numerical parameters from other data bases.

4

For this purpose the data bases given in the Seabrookv and Millstones PRAs were used. From these data
bases numerical paraLmeters,appropriately selected for the AFWS unavailabilityanalysis were taken. (If the
data bases did not contain a given parameter, the DCPRA value was applied.) Tables A3.2.4 and A3.2.5 list
the failure modes and components involved in the AFWS unavailability model together with the numerical
parameters selected from the above data bases (see Column "BNL2_). For comparison, those numerical
parameters which were used in the original analysisand in the BNL audit calculations are also presented (see
Columns _PL&G" and _BNLI").

The split fraction values obtained by the sensitivity study are shown in Table A3.2.3 (denoted by "BNL2_).
By comparing the _BNL2_values with those of "BNL1_,one observes that except for the boundary condition
AWl, there is a rough agreement between them. This result shows that the majority of the split fractionswere
not that sensitive to iiheuse of a reasonable generic data source.

A3.3.S gladlap/Ceaelwlem

Sensitivity caiculations showed that the majorityof split fractions would not be seriously influenced _finstead
of plant-specific data, generic type numerical parameters had been used in the fault tree quantific_tio, of _e
Diablo Canyon standby safety systems.

The BNL review identified the following items that required resolution for completion of the review:

1. Should common cause failures have been modelled between the turbine and two motor driven

pump trains?

2. What was the reason for the lack of agreement between BNL (BNL1) and PG&E calculations as
listed in Table A3.2.3 given that BNL used the DCPRA model and data?

3. Why was llhere an apparent non-coherence between support states AW5, AW7 and AWS?

PG&E's response to item 1 essentially stated that no such common cause coupling was found in the Diablo
Canyon design. BNL believes that tlhisitem should have been in the model for completeness. The exact effect

of adding this element to the model is unknown as it was not explored further in the review. However, it
would tend to push the quantificatiionof the split fraction somewhat higher.

For item 2, the dispa_ritiesbetween ItheBNL calculations (BNL1) and the DCPRA (PG&E) were determined
to be a result of the Monte Carlow approach used in the DCPRA and the mean values used by BNL.

The apparent non-coherence between support states AW5, AW7 and AW8 was explained by PG&E as a
truncation anomaly and upon recalculation, the PG&E point estimate values were in good agreement with
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those of BNL. However, substitution of these values into the dominant sequence model had a significant
effect on the calculated non-seismic CDF. BNL's results were as follows:

Ca....__se Total Non-Seismic CDF

Original PG&E values (AW5, AW7, AW8) 2.6684E-4 (151%)

BNL AFW Review Values (AW5, AWT, AW8) 2.4542E-4 (138%)

PG&E Point Estimate Values (AW5, AW8) 2.2887E-4 (129%)

Final PG&E Values (AWT, AW8) 1.7728E-4 (100%)

In order to clear up the confusion associated with these various sets of numbers, BNL asked for clarification
and a detailed response from PG&E was supplied in their May 3, 1990 letter to the NRC (PG&E Letter No.
DCL-90-118). The question and answer are reproduced here for completeness.

Item 9:

Two split fractions for the Auxiliary Feedwater (AW7 and AW8) system were revised in the uncertainty
analysis of the non-seismic dominant sequences. PG&E should provide these values to BNL along with a
discussiot_on how these values were determined. Also, PG&E should consider NRC Information Notice No.
89-58 in rejard to whether the PRA model addresses this issue.

Response to Item 9:

The split fraction values which should be used in the dominant sequence model for AW7 and AW8 are
3.238E-4 and 1.225E-3 respectively. The following discussion describes how these values were determined.

In the original auxiliary feedwater model the following conservative modelling assumptions were made:

1. A support system condition involving failure of one instrument channel was modelled as if both
instrument channels that supply the steam generator 10% atmospheric steam dumps are
unavailable.

2. No credit was taken for aligning the backup regulated transformer to the failed instrument channel
so as to power the 10% steam dumps.

3. Given the unavailability of the 10% steam dumps, the model assumed 20 safety valve challenges
and that all five safety valves may lift for each challenge. Each safety valve is required to reclose
after each challenge.

To reduce the number of minimum cut sets in the FW system equation file, certain low
frequency cut sets were removed based on their relative importance; this was done esing a point estimate
quantification. These cut sets were related to sprit fractions AW7 and AW8. Mean values of the split
fractions AW7 and AW8, obtained from a Monte Carlo calculation using the truncated equations, were used
in the event tree quantification. These values are presented in Column 2 of the table below.

During BNL's review of the AFW system model, BNL identified inconsistencies in the values of the AFW
system split fractions. PG&E determined that these inconsistencieswere due to the truncated cut sets. Some
of the cut sets became significant contributors to the AFW system unavailability when the model was
quantified using Monte Carlo quantification because of the products of correlated variables. To resolve the
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inconsistencies, the cut sets were restored to the equation file and the equation model requantified. The
results are shown in Column 3 of the table below. The AFW split fraction values used in the DCPRA event
tree model quantification and hence, in the development of the DCPRA dominant sequence model were,
however, adequate for determining the important core damage sequences associated with the unavailability
of the AFW system. This is because the values of AW7 and AW8 used to develop the dominant sequence
model are higher than the revised values of AW7 and AW8 which were used for the uncertainty analysis of
the dominant sequences.

The results of event tree quantification revealed that split fractions AW7 and AW8 were in a number of
relatively high frequency core damage sequences, and that the conservative assumptions in the original AFW
system model contributed to their importance. These sequences involved the failure of one instrument bus
which was assumed to fail all four 10% steam dump valves; in actuality, it takes the failure of two instrument
buses to render all four 10% steam dumps unavailable. A more realistic analysis of the AFW system model
was then performed by assuming that all safety valve failures to reclose were negligible for split fractions AW7
and AW8. This assumption is reasonable because loss of one instrument channel bus does not disable all of
the 10% steam dumps, and with the availability of the 10% steam dumps the steam generator safety valves
would not be challenged.

The reanalysis involved the revision of an equation in the AFW system model equation file (see Figure E.2-16
of the DCPRA report, Sheet 16) which contained the variable "C". The variable "C"is the failure probability
of one or more of the five safety valves on a single steam generator to reclose successfully in each of the 20
cycles. "C"was set equal to zero in the AFW system model equaticn file, implying that all safety valve failures
to reclose were negligible. This resulted in the mean values for AW7 and AW8 as shown in Column 4 of the
table below: note, the values in Column 5 were used for the uncertainty analysis of the dominant sequence
model.

Split Fraction Values for AW7 and AW81

Used in Event EVI2 Terms Restored Used in
Tree Quantifica- to AFW Equation File Dominant
tion (EFT2 Terms Variable Variable Sequence
Truncated)" C not Zero 3 C Set to Zero 4 Models

AW7 6.269-3 3.499-2 3.238-4 3.238-4
AW8 7.759-3 5.318-2 1.225-3 1.225-3

I Monte Carlo mean values.

2 Computer file PGE. 1123EVENT.TREES> INTERNALS> MFF.RM3. Also see Appendix J, Table J-8.

3 Computer file PGE.1123>IBM.SYSTEMS>ADDENDUMS>AFW1004M.CTS.

4 Computer file PGE.1123>IBM.SYSTEMS>ADDENDUMS>AFW1006M.CTS.

5 Computer file PGE.1123>EVENT.TREES>INTERNALS>PMODEL>DBF.RM3.SAVE. Also see
Appendix J, Table J-3.

The resulting distributions for AFW split fractions AW7 and AW8 from the reanalysis of the AFW system
model were used in the uncertainty analysis of the non-seismic dominant sequences. The characteristics of
these distributions are provided below (5). These are the values which should be used in the dominant
sequence model.

Mean . .5th 50th 95th
AW7 3.238-4 8.715-5 2.234-4 6.907-4
AW8 1.225-3 3.861-4 9.393-4 2.372-3
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NRC Information Notice No. 89-58 (1) describes an event that occurred at Diablo Canyon during power
operation involving isolation of one of the two steam supply paths to the turbine-driven AFW pump (for
maintenance) coincident with removalof a motor-driven AFW pump from service. In the post TMI reanalysis
of main feedwater line break for Diablo Canyon, it was assumed that AFW would be supplied to two steam
generators in order to prevent the pressurizer from tilling with liquid coolant. With one of the two steam
pressurizer from filling with liquid coolant. With one of the two steam supply valves to the AFW pump
turbine isolation, only one steam generator may be supplied with AFW if the break occurs on the line feeding
the steam generator that provides the remaining steam supply to the turbine-driven AFW pump and if the
inoperable motor-driven AFW pump is associated with r_,-osteam generators with unbroken feedwater lines.
Because of this, the NRC recommended that the turbine-driven AFW pump should be considered inoperable
at Diablo Canyon (with respect to the emergency requirements)when one of the two steam paths is isolated.

From a system reliability standpoint, however, the turbine-driven AFW pump is still available even with only
one operable steam supply path, since its design function to provi,Je cooling water to all four steam generators
can still be accomplished. An additional failure in the remaining steam supply path is required before the
turbine-driven AFW pump is rendered unavailable. With the consideration of the joint frequency of
maintenance-relatedisolation of one steam supply path and an additional failure in the remaining path, it was
judged in DCPRA that this combined frequency is insignificant compared to the unavailability of turbine-
driven AFW pump due to other causes. Maintenance of the steam supply valve(s) was, therefore, not
modelled explicitly in DCPRA.

Nonetheless, in the DCPRA any maintenance event contributing to the unavailability of an AFW pump
(turb'_ne-driven or motor-driven) train was grouped together with the maintenance events for the
corresponding FW pump. The unavailability of an AFW pump train due to maintenance activities was then
calculated based on the frequency and duration of the maintenance events on its respective pump. As such,
unavailability of a motor-driven AFW pump due to maintenance (including events related to maintenance on
steam generator level control valves as discussed in Information Notice No. 89-58) was modelled explicitly in
the FW system analysis of DCPRA. The mean frequency and duration of maintenance on a motor-driven
AFW pump were estimated in DCPRA to be 5.53-4 per hour and 21 hours respectively. The mean
maintenance unavailability of a motor-driven AFW pump is thus approximately 1.16E-2.

The isolation of one AFW pump turbine steam supply valve described in Information Notice No. 89-58 is the
only occurrence of AFW steam supply isolation at Diablo Canyon since commercial operation. During that
event, the steam supply valve was isolated for about 49 hours. Assuming the average frequency and duration
of maintenance on steam supply valve are once every 3 years and 49 hours respectively, the estimated mean
unavailabilityof the AFW pump turbine steam supply valve due to maintenancewould be approximately 1.9E-
3. Even without considering the frequency of an additional failure in the remaining steam supply path, this
is only about 2.5% of the total due to other causes, which is approximately 7.3E-2. The impact of the steam
supply valve isolation event on the unavailability of the AFW turbine pump train is therefore not significant.

If the u_availabilityof a motor-driven AFW pump due to maintenance is also considered in conjunction with
the isolation of an AFW pump turbine steam supply valve, the combined unavailability is about 2.2E-5. This
is less than 2% of the unavailabilityof one turbine-driven and one motor-driven AFW pump due to all causes,
which is 1.2E-3. If the frequency of the additional failure in the remaining AFW turbine steam supply path
is also accounted for, the combined frequency should be much less than 1%of the unavailabilityof two pumps.
After the January 1989 event, PG&E has revised the procedures to make it clear that the turbine-drivenpump
should be declared inoperable when one AFW pump turbine steam supplies is isolated. If a motor-driven
AFW pump also becomes unavailable during the period when one steam supply is isolated, the unit will be
shutdown after six hours. This will prevent the recurrence of the January 1986 event and further reduce its
contribution to system unavailability.
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Reference

1. NRC Information Notice No. 89-58: Disablement of Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
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found in Section 3.9 and Appendix D.
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Table A3.2.1
Top Event Definitions and Success Criteria•

Auxiliary Feedwater System

wH , _.=u,

Top
Event

Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria

AW Successful start and run** of If reactor trip succeeds, the flow
the auxiliary feedwater system and steam equivalent of at least one (or three)
rejection path through either the 10% auxiliary feedwater pumps must flow
dump valves or steam gene_'atorsafety through at least one steam generator and
relief valves. Successful reclosure of all be rejected through the 10% steam dump
steam rejection valves is ai_soincluded, valves of the safety relief valves ("Low

Power_ Requirements).

If the reactor does not trip, the flow
equivalent of all three auxiliary feedwater
pumps through at least two.steam
generators is assumed to be required
("High Power"Requirements).

The flow equivalent of a motor-driven
Successful start and run of the turbine- auxiliaryfeedwater pump must flow
driven auxiliary feedwater pump, flow through at least one steam generator and
path, and steam rejection path with be rejected through the 10% steam dump

TD successful reclosure of steam rejection or safety relief valves ("Low Power"
valves. Requirements).

•The top event success criteria described in this table relate to the condition when all support systems are
available.

• "24 hours of continuous operation is used as the length of time for success.

FSAR Succfss Criteria

1. FSAR 6.5.1.1: The AFW system must function under the following conditions:
la. Loss of maitJ feedwater with offsite power available.
lb. Loss of main feedwater without offsite power available.
2a. Feedwater pipe rupture.
2b. Secondary steamline pipe rupture.
3. Loss of all ac power (station blackout)
4. Loss of coolant accident.
5. Cool down.

It is noted in FSAR 6.5.1.1.4 that LOCAs do not impose any AFW flow requirements in excess of those
of other initiating event types.
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Table A3.2.1 (continued)

2. FSAR Table 6.5-1: For loss of main feedwater during station blackout, the criteria is that the reactor
coolant system pressure not exceed the design pressure. A note on this table indicates that flow to a
single SG is sufficient. For all other accident types the pressure requirement is the same, but there are
also the requirements of 10CFR100 dose limits (secondary steamline rupture, feedline rupture, and
LOCA) and 10CFR50 PCT limits.

LCOs: Tech. Spec. 3.7.1.2: At least three AFWS pumps shall be operable with the MDPs fed off separate vital
buses and the one TDP powered by an operable steam supply system. If one AFWS pump inoperable: restore
within 72 hours or be in at least hot standby within six hours and hot shutdown within the following six hours.
If two AF3k's pumps inoperable: be in at least hot standby within six hours and hot shutdown within the
following six hours. If three AFWS pumps inoperable: immediate operator action to restore at least one
AF3_S pump to operable status as soon as possible.

Tests:

1. Each AFWS pump is tested at least once per 31 days.
2. Non-automatic non-secured values are checked for correct position once every 31 days.
3. AF_S pumps and valves are to be tested via an auxiliary feedwater activation signal at least once per 18

months.
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Table A3.2.2
Boundary Conditions for AFWS Top Events

1. Top Event AW:

1. AWl, all support system available, low power*.

2. AW2, all support system available, high power**.

3. AW3, support for one MDP unavailable, low power.

4. AW4, support for two MDPs unavailable, low power.

5. AW5, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves unavailable, low power.

6. AW6, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves unavailable, high power.

7. AW7, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to TDP unavailable, low power.

8. AWS, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to one MDP unavailable, low
power.

9. Awg, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to two MDPs unavailable, low
power.

10. AWA, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to (1 MDP + TDP)
unavailable, low power.

11. AWB, one steam generator depressurizes. Loss of TDP and the MDP due to failure to isolate
faulted SG. All other support system available, low power.

12. AWC, ATWS with turbine trip, "IT, successful. All other support system available. TDP or both
MDPs feeding two SGs required.

13. AWF, guaranteed failure.

2. Top Event TD (Seismic Events):

1. TD1, support for two MDPs unavailable, low power.

2. TD2, support for all (4) 10% steam dump (air operated) valves and to two MDPs unavailable.

3. TDF, guarantced failure.

*Low power; success criterion; 1 AFP to 1 SG.
**High power; succe_ criterion; 3 AFPs to 2 SGs.
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Tdde A3.2.3

Unavailability Values (Split _s) for the
AmdUsr_ F_mmr SyNut

Top Evmts: AW, TO

Top Comment
Event Case Calc. TrL HW HWI HWD MN TS HE #

AW AWl PG&E 3.727-$ 2.606.5 1.420-5 1.187.5 1.543.6 7.016.6 2.650.6
BNL1 4.113-5 1.578.5 6.591-7 1.512-5 1.679.6 7.436-6 1.623.5
BNL2 1.402.4 1.0474 1.610-6 1.031-4 4.917.6 5.521-6 2.509-5

AW2 PG&E 1.174-1 5.732-2 5.715.2 1.730.4 8.332.3 3.780-2 1396.2
BNI..I ............
BNL2 ...........

AW3 PG&E 1.239-3 1.805-4 1.677,4 1.273-5 1.509-4 6.542-4 2.531-4
BNLI 1.492-3 Z107-4 1.9484 1,594-5 1,833-4 7.740-4 3.242-4
BNL2 1.128-3 4.5804 3.010-4 1.570-4 1.916-4 1.378-4 3.410-4

AW4 IN3&E 7.250-2 5.108-2 5.107-2 1.384-5 2.777-3 1.399-2 4.655-3
TDI BNLI 8.413-2 6.273-2 6.272-2 1.500-5 2.778-3 1.390-2 4.723.3

BNI,2 7.521-2 6.314-2 6.280-2 3.4004 2.778-3 4.577-3 4.717-3

AW5 PG&:E 3.296-2 3.249-2 3.247-2 2.195-5 1.128-4 5.562-4 2.120.4 1
BNLI 4.934-3 4.061-3 4.040-$ 2.100-5 1.237-4 5.160.4 2.231-4
BNL2 5.799-3 5.270-3 5.081-3 1.890.4 1.4964 1.126-4 2.6994

AW6 I:N3&E 2.005-1 1.519-1 1.512-1 1.747-4 8.332-3 3.592-2 1.419-2
BNLI ..........
BNL2 ..........

AW'7 PG&E 3.499-2 3.282-5 5320-4 3.229-2 4.357-4 1.798-3 7.803-4 1
BNLI 7.011.$ 4.492.3 ' 4.323-3 1.690-4 3.662-4 1.531-3 6344-4
BNL2 7.866-3 6.460-3 5.570-3 8.9004 4.2064 2.6644 7.284-4

AW8 PG&E 7.996-3 3.900-3 1.704-4 3.730-5 5.581-4 2.5552-4 9.883-4 1
BNLI _2 2.002-2 2.000-2 2.000-5 5.317-4 2.374-3 9.1504
BNL2 2.586.2 2.370-2 2.350-2 2.0(X)4 5.8004 5.807-4 9.981-4

AW9 IN3&E 1.410-1 1.225-1 5.095.2 7.156-2 2.777.3 1.3.77-2 4.731-3
TD2 BNLI 1.441.1 1.255-1 1.255-1 3.810-6 2.778-3 1.390-2 4.723-3

BNI.2 1.372-1 1.331-1 1.328-1 3.000-4 2.778-3 4.577-3 4.716-3

AWA IN3&E 9.585-2 7.843.2 3.220.3 7.522-2 2.777-3 1.152-2 4.731.3
BNLI 8.803-2 6.592-2 6.575-2 1.700-4 2.778-3 1.161.2 9.433-3
BNL2 8.440-2 7.570-2 7.460-2 1.100-3 2,778-3 1.760.3 9.417-3

AWB PG&E 2.414-2 4.808-3 3.054-3 1.755-3 2.777.3 1.190-2 4.655.3
BNLI 2.240-2 3.883.3 3.104-3 1.790-4 2,778-3 1.161-2 4.723-3
BNL2 1.509-2 5.840-3 4.790-3 1.050-3 2.778-3 1.760-3 4.717-3
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TableA3,2,3(eoutiaued)

Top Comment
Ev_t Cue Caic, TTL HW HWI HWD MN TS lIE

AWC PO&E 2.448-2 3.355-4 3.2_04 1.356-5 3.011-4 1.306-3 S,050-4
BNLI ............
BNL2 .............

AWF POkE 1.0
TDF BNLI 1.0

BNL2 1.0

minim

i TTL - Total unavafbbllity.
HW = Unavaibb/litydue to hardwarecontflbutionwhichis the sumof independentfailuresand commoncause failures.
HWI = Unmsibbility due to independentfsdlure..
HWD = Unavafld_ty dueto commoncausefailures.
TS = UnavailablUtydue to
MN = Unmslbl_ty due to mtmuco.
HE = Unavailabilitydue to humanerrorcontribution.

Definitionof VariousOuntiUes Used in the C-,.leututton

The test, mainteunca, and humanerrorcontribu,tionsarecalculatedfor each spUtfractionby using the followingquantities
nomteu):

I.ForAWl

EFT1 = TotalhardwareunavailabilitywhentheTDP isunavailable,allsupportisavailable.
EFt2 = TotalhardwareunavailabilitywhenoneMDP isunavailable,allsupportisavailable.

2. For AW3
EFT3 = TotalhardwareunavailabilitywhentwoMDPs areunavailable,allsupportisavailable.
EFT4 = TotalhardwareunavailabilitywhenoneMDP andtheTDP areunavailable,allsupportisavailable.

3.ForAW$

EFTI = TotalhardwareunavailabilitywhentheTDP isunavailable,andsupporttoall10% steamdump valvesis
unavailable.

EFF2 - TotalhardwareunavailabflltyincasewhenoneMDP isunavailable,andsupporttoall10_steamdumpvalves
isunavailable.

4. For AW7
EFT4 - TotalhardwareunavallabllitywhenoneMDP andtheTDP areunavailable,andsuFpOrttoall10% steamdump

valvesis unavailable.
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Table,O.23(matlamd)

5.ForAW8

EFI3 --Totalhardwareunavailabilitywhen two MDPs areunavailable,and supporttoall10% steamdump valvesis
unavailable.

EFT4 = The same as at AWT.

I. There was an incons/stency between these split fractions in that the more degraded support state (AWS) had a lower
unavailab/I/_ than the lesser degraded support _tes (AW5 and AWT). This was subsequently corrected by PG&E.
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Tsdde£3_.4
FMIwe _ Dsm (AwEisry Fm_Wm" System)

Desipator _eat and Fsilure Mode FG&E BNL1 BNL2 Comment #

ZTPAMR Motor-Operated AFW Pump - Fail to Run 2.84-5* 2.86-5 3.42-5 1
ZTPAMS Motor-Operated AFW Pump - Fail tOStart 2.18-3 ZI&3 3.29-3
ZTPATR Turbine-Driven AFW Pump - Fail to Run 8.67-4 &67-4 1.03-3
ZTPATS Turbine-Driven AFW Pump - Fail to Start 2.88.2 2.88.2 3.31-2
ZTRLID Relay- Failure to Operate on Demand 2.41-4 2.41-4 2.41-4
ZTRLIR Relay - Failure During Operation 4.20-7 4.20-7 4.20-7
ZTSCIP Strainer, Other Than Auxiliary Saltwater - Fail During Operation 6.22.6 6.22-6 8.76-6
ZTTKIB Storage Tank- Rupture During Operation 2.66-8 2.66-8 2.66-8
S2PAMR 1 of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Fail to Run 2.86-5* 2.84-5 3.42-5 1
D2PAMR 2 of 2 Auxilim3,Feedwater Pumps Fail to Run 2.69-7* 2.69-7 4.11.6 2
S2PAMS I of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Fail to Start 2.04-3 2.04-3 3.29-3
D2PAMS 2 of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps Fail to Start 1.59-4 1.59-4 3.624
ZTVAOD Air-Operated Valve - Fail to Operate on Demand 6.224 6.22-4 1.52-3

ZTVCOD Check Valve (Other Than Stop) - Fail to Operate on Demand 1.70-4 1.70-4 2.984ZTVCOP Check Valve (Other Than Stop) - Transfer Clmed/PluBed 1J)4-8 1./}4-8 6.42-7
_o ZTVE1T Electmhydraulic Valves- Transfer Open/Closed 2.65-7 2.65-7 2.67-7

ZTVE21 Turbine Stop/Control Valve - TRFR Closed During Operation 2.88-5 2.88-5 2.88-5
Z'I3rHOT Manual Valve Tramfers Closed/Open 3.324 3.32-8 4.20-8
ZTVMOD Motor-Operated Valve - Fail to Operate on Demand 1.65-3 1.65-3 4.30-3
ZTVMOT Motor-Operated Valves Transfer Ope_ 2.66-7 2.66-7 92v7-8
Z'I3/R10 Primmy Safety Valve - Failure to Open on Demand 3.28-4 3.28-4 3.28-4
ZTVR1S Primary Safety Valve Fl_lure to Reseat on Demand (Steam) 2.87-3 2.87-3 2.87-3
S2RLID I of 2 Relays Fail to Operate on Demand 2.28-4 2.2&4 2.41-4
D2RLID 2 of 2 Relays Fail to Operate on Denumd 1.67-5 1.67-5 4.82-5
S4VAOD 1 of 4 Air-Operated Valves Fail on Demand 5.824 5.82-4 1.52-3
D4VAOD 2 of 4 Air-Operated Valves Fail on Demand 1.26-5 10.6-5 5.76-5
T4VAOD 3 of 4 Air-Operated Valves Fail on Demand 1.74-6 1.74-6 4.99-5

Z G4VAOD 4 of 10 Air-Operated Valves Fail on Demand 1.12.6 1.12-6 4.99-5
S2VCOD 1 of 2 Check Valves Fail on Demand 1.67-4 1.67-4 2.984

:e
t'n D2VCOD 2 of 2 Check Valves Fail on Demand 1.56-6" 156-6 3.65-5 3

S4VCOD I of 4 Check Valves Fail on Demand 1.67-4 1.67-4 2.98-4

D4VCOD 2 of 4 Check Valves Fail on Demand 4.57-7* 4.57-7 3.34-5 3
_,, T4VCOD 3 of 4 Check Valves Fail on Demand 5.76-8 5.76-8 2.88-5

G4VCOD 4 of 4 Check Valves Fail on Demand 6.81.8 6.81.8 2.77-5
GSVRIO 4 or More of 5 Safety Valves Fail on Open 4.60-8 4.60-8 6.80-4
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Comments to Table A3.2.4

1. These values are presumably iaterchanged.

2. This value seems to be too sms_ll. The smallvalue might be the result of inappropriate Bayesian updating.
In Reference 5, Table 6, e.g., tildebeta factor for the failure mode "motor fail to run" if//MR ffi0.6 yielding
a double failure rate of 1.7xl0"_S/hr.

3. These values also seem to be too small. The cause might be also due to inappropriate Bayesian updating.
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Maintenance Durations, I) (hr.) and Maintenance Frequency, F (per year)
Auxili:iry Feedw:nter System

Designator Component PG&E BNLI BNL2

ZMPAMD Motor-Driven AFW Pump 21 21 20.9

ZMPATD Turbine-Driven AFW Pump 17 17 20.9

ZMVMSD Mainsteam Atmospheric Dump Valves 55 55 132

ZMPAMF AFW Motor-Driven AFW Pump 5.53-4 5.53-4 8.42-5

ZMPATF FW Turbine-Driven AFW Pump 8.08-4 8.08-4 2.19-4

ZMVMSF Mainsteam Atmospheric Dump Valves 1.19-4 1.19-4 2.7-5

¢p
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AttachmentA3.A

Hardware Unavailability Cut Sets for the

Auxiliary Feedwater System (Case: "Low Pressure," "BNL 1")

Top Events: AW, TD
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Boundary Condition Designator: AWl

Leading hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failures; HWI -

1 6.0230E-07 ZTA * $2B8 * S2BC +
!

2 5.4831E4_8 ZTD * ZTE +

Leading hardware unavaflabiUtycutsets due to independent and dependent failures; HW =

1 1.0571E-05 ZTA * D2BC +
2 4_337E-06 G4P +
3 6.0230E-07 ZTA * $2B8 * S2BC +
4 5.4831E-08 ZTD * ZTE +
5 4_.705E-09 ZTA * G4CWXYZ +
6 1.5256E-09 S2BB * T4POPQ +
7 1.5256E-09 S2BC * T4PNOP +
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Boundary Condition Designator: AW5

Leading hardware unavailabilityoutsets due to independent and dependent failures; HW =

1 3.9076E-03 S4PN * S4PO * S4PP * S4PQ +
2 4.8436E-05 S2BC * S4PN * S4PO * S4PP +
3 4.8436E-05 S2BB * S4PO * S4PP * S4PQ +
4 1.2149E-05 ZTA * S2BC * S4PN * S4PO +

5 1.2149E-05 ZTA * S2BB * S4PP * S4PQ +
6 1.0571E-05 ZTA * D2BC +
7 1.0538E-05 D2BC * S4PO * S4PP +
8 4A036E-06 S4PN * S4PO * S4PP * S4YZ +

9 4.4036E-06 S4PO * S4PP * S4PQ * S4YW +
10 6.0230E-07 ZTA * S2BB * S2BC +
11 6.0040E-07 S2BB * S2BC * S4PO * S4PP +
12 2.7614E-07 ZTA * S4PN * S4PP * S4PQ * S4YZ +
13 2.7614E-07 ZTA * S4PN * S4PO * S4PQ * S4YY +
14 6.8100E-08 G4P +
15 5.4831E-08 ZTD * ZTE +

16 5.4659E-08 S2BB * S4PP * S4PQ * S4JI +
17 5.4659E-08 S2BC * S4PW * S4PO * S4JJ +
18 5.4585E-08 S2BC * S4PO * S4PP * S4YW +
19 5.4585E-08 S2BB * S4PO * S4PP * S4YZ +
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Bounda_ Cond/tion Des/gnator: AW5
leading hardware unavailabilitycutsets due to independent failures; HWI =

I 3.9076E-03 S4PN * S4PO * S4PP * S4PO +
2 4.8436E-05 S2BB * S4PO * S4PP * S4PQ +
3 4.8456E-05 S2BC * S4PN * S4PO * S4PP +
4 1,2149E-05 ZTA * S2BB * S4PP * S4PQ +
$ 1.2149E-05 ZTA * S2BC * S4PN * S4PO +
6 4.4036E-06 S4PN * _4PO * S4PP * S4YZ +
7 4.4036E_}6 S4PO * S4PP * S4PQ * S4YW +
8 6.0230E-07 ZTA * S2BB * S2BC +
9 6.0040E-07 S2BB * S2BC * S4PO * S4PP +
10 2.7614E-07 Z"TA* S4PN * S4PO * S4PQ * S4YX +
11 2.7614E-07 ZTA * S4PN * S4PP * S4PQ * S4YX +
12 $.4831E-08 ZTD * ZTE +

13 $.4659E-08 S2BC *_q4PN* S4PO * S4JJ+
14 $.4659E-08 S2BB * S4PP * S4PO * S4JI +
15 $.4585E_)8 S2BB * S4PO * S4PP * S4YZ +
16 5.4585E-08 S2BC * S4PO * S4PP * S4YW +
17 $.2190E-08 S2BC * S2MM * S4PN * S4PO +

18 5.2190E-08 S2BB * S2ML * S4PP * S4PO +
19 13691E-08 ZTA * S2BC * S4PO * S4YW +
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Boundary Condition Des/gaator: AW8
Leading hardware tmavailabillty cutsets due to independent and dependent failures; HW =

I 1.5629E-02 S4PO * S4PP * S4PQ +
2 3.9200E-03 ZTA * S4PP * S4PO +
$ 1.9434E-04 ZTA * S2BC +
4 1.9373E-04 S2BC * S4PO * S4PP +
5 1.76:37E-05 S4PP * S4PG * SdJI +
6 1.7613E-05 S4PO * S4PP * S4YZ +
7 1.6840E-05 S2ML * S4PP * $41_ +
8 1.0571E-05 ZTA * D2BC +
9 1.0536E-05 D2BC * S4PO * S4PP +

10 4.4175E436 ZTA * S4PP * S4YZ +
11 4.4175E.06 ZTA * $41_ * S4'YY +
12 2.1862E4Y7 S2BC * S4PP * S4JI +
13 2.1862E-07 S2BC * S4PO * S4JJ +
14 2.0874E-07 S2BC * S2MM * S4PO +
15 2.0874E.07 S2BC * S2ML * S4PP +
16 1.1426E-07 D4POP * $41_ +
17 1.1426E-07 D4P(_ * S4PP +
18 1.1426E4)7 S4PO * D4PPO +
19 9.7516E-08 D3ML * S4PP * $41_ +
20 6.8100E-08 G4P +

21 5.7300E-08 T4POPO +
22 5.4831E-08 ZTD * ZTE +
23 2.8358E-08 ZTA * D4CYZ +
24 2.8358E-08 ZTA * D4PPO +
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Boudmy Condition Designator: AW8
Leading hardwsre unavailabilitycutsets due to independent failure; HWI -

1 L5629E-02 S4PO * S4PP * S4PC) +
2 3.9200E-03 ZTA * S4PP * S4PO +
3 1.94.T4E-04 ZTA * S3BC +
4 1.9373E-04 S2BC * S4PO * S4PP +
5 1.763712-05 S4PP * S4PC) * S4JI +
6 1.7613E-05 S4PO * S4PP * S4YZ +
7 1.6840E-05 S2ML * S4PP * S4PO +
8 4.4175E-06 ZTA * S4PQ * S4YY +
9 4.4175E-06 ZTA * S4PP * S4YZ +
10 2.18QE-07 S2BC * S4PO * S4JJ +
11 2.1862E-07 S2BC * S4PP * S4JI +
12 2.0874E-07 S2BC * S2MM * S4PO +
13 2.0874E-07 S2BC * S2ML * S4PP +
14 5.4831E-08 ZTD * ZTE +
15 1.9876E-08 S4PP * S4JI * S4YZ +
16 1.8978E-08 S2ML * S4PP * S4YZ +
17 4.9783E-09 ZTA * S4YY * S4YZ +
18 4.9693E-09 S4PO * $41_ * S4JJ * S4'YY +
19 4.7448E-09 S2MM * S4PO * $41_ * S4YY +
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SystemAna/yue for Selected Support Syslom$

BI: Dleul Generator& DieselFuelTransferSystem

!12: EloctdcaiPower8ysteme

B3: Auxiliary811twaterSystem

B4: ComponentCoolingWaterSystem

BS: 8olld mate ProtecUon/ReactorProte©UonSystems
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APPENDIX BI: DIESEL GENERATOR & DIESEL FUEL TRANSFER
SYSTEMS

BI.I Immdscfloa

BLL|

The train objective of this appendix is to summarize the results of reviewing the unavailability analysis of the
Diesel Generator and Diesel Fuel Transfer Systems degrlbed in the DORA.t The review was carded out
with special sttention to the detaib of the unsvaflability modelling of the maintenance _tivities on the DGs.
(This particular emphasis was prompted by a concurrent request of the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. to change
the Allowed Outap Time (AOI_ of the DGs from the present outage of three days to seven days, and the
fact that the studya supporting this request derived data on expected core damage frequency changes based
mainlyontheDCPRA.)

rill.20rSmma0e of ate hport

Section B1.2 provides condensed descflptions of the configurations and functions of the Diesel Generator and
the Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Systems. It also describes the dependency of these systems on support
equipment, the surveillance and maintenance conditions, the unavailabilitymodelling in the DCPRA, and the
original PRA results. The purpose of this approach is to present stand alone documentation to which the
review's findings can be directlycompared. Section BI.3 contains the results and findings of the BNL review.

For completeness, the ranked cut sets of hardware uuavailabilities(both independent and total) obtained by
BNL for various diesel configurations are given in Attachment B1.A.

BI.2 Unavallabfl_ Modelling of the Diesel Generator and Diesel Fuel OH
Transfer Systems

nL2.t nte_ GmmttorSptm ne,crJpt_ connswsaon,andt,_caonJ

The Diesel Generator System at the Diablo Canyon plant consists of five diesel generators: two dedicated
to Unit 1, two dedicated to Unit 2, and one (a "swing diesel') shared between the two units. According to,

the DCFSAR, 3 the individual diesel generator units are isolated from each other and from other equipmen_t.
The swing diesel is physically located in Unit 1. Each diesel generator supplies power to its associated 4.16kV
vital bus (H, G, and F - Units I and 2). In the event of a loss of electrical power from the main generator
(due to a unit trip, a safeguard signal or a loss of voltage on a vital bus) the vital 4.16kV buses are
automatically disconnected from the main generator and transferred to the offsite standby source. (The Unit
1 main generator provides power through auxiliarytransformer 12. The standby power is provided through
startup transformers 11 and 12.) If this transfer is unsuccessful or the standby power is unavailable, the diesel
generators must start and provide power to the affected buses. The diesel generators start on undervoltage
signals from their respective buses, load onto those buses (the output breakers are normally open), initiate
reloadtngof the vital loads and continue delivering power at normal frequency to the buses. A safety injection
actuation signal (SIS) from either Train A or B of the SSP System will also start the diesels (Train A will start
11 and 13, Train B will start 11 and 12).
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The swin8 diesel (13) may supply power to either Unit 1 or Unit 2 vital Bus F. It will start with an
u_p or an $I signal from either unit (SSPS Train A). Because the output is not shared
shnultaneoudy by the units, only one of its two circuit breakers is closed at a time. The breakers have

individual sets of control and protection circuits. If one of the units receives an SI signal (earlier than the
other), it is given priority of using the swing diesel.

The DOs are 2750 kW, 18 cylinder, vee configuration, ALCO units. Each unit consists of a self-contained
diesel enahte directly connected to an alternating current generator. Each diesel has dual train electrical
starting circuits and air system with turbocharger, ventilation, fuel oil system, self.contained radiator cooled
jacket cooling water system, lube oil system, and speed control governor system.

• Each independent starting circuit has its own dc power source (DOll; de panels 13, 12. DGI2; de panels
12, 11. DOl3;dcpanels 11, 13. DG21; de panels 22, 21. DG22; dc panels 23, 22). The oporating control
circuit is common. Without control power a unit keeps running. A mechanical trip handle, located in the
diesel compartment serves to shut the unit down.

• The air start system consists of two trains. Each train includes a compressor, a dryer, an air receiver and
two air.driven motors. Air from receivers is fed through regulator valves and up to the starting air system
solenoid valves. Only one motor is needed to start a diesel. Power supply to the compressor trains are
provided by 480V ac buseE [DO11; Trains A and B; IH, IG. DG12; Trains A and B; 1G, IF. DO13;
Trains A and B; IF (backup 2F), IH (backup 2_. DG21; Trains A and B; 2(3, 2F. DG22; Trains A and
B; 21-1,2G.] One solenoid control valve of an air driven motor in each compressor train gets its "open"
sigeal from the normal control, the other solenoid valve receives signal from the backup control. Upon
initiation of a start, the solenoid valves open supplying air to the motors. After initiation, pressure switches
located on the discharge of the jacket water pump shuts off the air supply. The air start system supplies
air to the Level Control Valves (LCVs) of the diesel fuel oil day tanks. There is one air supply line per
LCV.

• The air start system also includes an air operated turbocharger for quick starting and load pickup. The
associated air subsystem consists of one turbo air compressor, one starting air receiver tank, and an air
dryer. Two solenoid operated shutoff valves, one on each of the two supply lines, control the air supply to
the turbocharger. A solid state speed-loss sensor controls the turbo-assist air supply to prevent a critical
loss of speed when a sudden large load increase occurs.

• Each diesel has aim another air system: the combustion air and exhaust system (ventilation), containing
the intake and exhaust silencers and the two motor-driven crankcase exhauster fans.

• The engine fuel oil system involves the fuel oil day tank. Fuel oil is supplied by the Diesel Fuel Oil
Transfer System (see its description in Section B1.2.2). The fuel oil level in the day tank is controlled by
two redundant level control valves (LCVs). Each LCV has two 480V ac control power sources; a normal
supply and a backup supply. The power sources for LCVs associated with the primary fuel oil transfer
pump (Train 02) are: 480V ac buses !G and 2G. Power sources for LCVs associated with the secondary
fuel oil transfer pumps (Train 01) are: 480V a¢ buses, 2H and IH. The valves may be actuated also
manually.
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• The cooling of s dfeeelunit is providedby a closed loop jacketcooling water system. The jacketwater
pumptakeswaterfrom the lubeoil coolerandthe turbochargeraftercooler.Thereis a 50.pllon expansion
tankconnectedto the suctionside of thepump. The pump dischargeswaterthroughthe engineblockand
tmt_Jutr_ to a common return line. Engine water temperature is maintained at 170°F by a
thernmststicallycontroBedthree-wayvalveset. Overheatedwater is sent to a waterradiator,where it is
cooled by forced air (enginedrivenfan) takenfrom outside thebuilding.

• The lubricatingoil systemcondm of an oil reservoir,an engine drivenpump anda heat exchanger.The
heat etchanller le cooled by the engine jacket cooling water system. Lubricatingoil temperatureis
thermmtaticallycontrolled. The oil is kept in the rangeof 90°.II0*Fcirculatedby a smallpre-circulation
pumpeven if the IPmeratoris idle, to reducewearduringtheenginestartperiod. The diesel automatically
,topeif theonpremredrop, 40

, To control the fuel deliveryand therefore the enflhte'sspeed and generatoroutput frequencyto a
predeterminedvalue, an engine gnvernorspeed control unit is used. The governor he electricaland
mechanicalcontrols;both of whichact through a hyclrauUcactuatorto control the fuelsupply.

The dieseb cannotreqx)nd to a startsignalunderthe followingconditions:

1.Ntutdow.relaytripped.
2,Manualte_condition.

3.Low fuellevelinthedaytank.

4.Low pressureinbothstartin|airreceivers.

5.Lossofdecontrolpower.

6.Voltageregnlatoron manual

The eventualproblemsof the diesels areannunciatedby variousalarms(14 groupsof signals)in the control
room.

The loads of the diesels are fistedin Table BI.2.1. Each diesel has enough capacityto handle some extra
startupload. The loadingof the dieselsduringthe redrculationphaseof a LOCAis underthecontrolof the
operator.

Eachgeneratorcompartment is providedwith an automaticfloodingCO2gas systemfor fire protection.

nl.z nJeJelhd Oa Tram STdm, CUmsentaonmd hacam

The diesel fuel oil transfersystem maintainsa supply of fuel oil to each DG day tank from two large
undersroundstoragetanks (capacity:40,000gallonsper tank). Itcontainstwo trains(01 and02), eachhaving
a rotaryscrewtype positivedisplacementpump. These pumps are self priming. A singlepump hasenough
capacity(55 8proat 50 psig) to supply all the five diesels. (The fuel consumptionrate is about3.2 8pm per
DG). Each pump train has a fuel oil distributionheader supplyingall five of the DGs. Manualcrosstie
valvingbetween headers alloweithertransferpumpto deliverto eitherheader. Also, it is possibleto pump
from eitherof the storagetanks.
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Local eontrob for the system are located at each DG. There are two sets of controls; one for pump train 01
and another for pump train 02. These are the LCV switches: a total of 10 (5z2). Etch switch starts the
trntfer pumps and opens the LCV of its respective train. The pump start levels are different: 252 gallons
for _ 01 and 271 gallons for train 02. Once a pump is started it will remain running until shut down by
the operator. If all the LCVs are closed (the day tanks are full) the fuel oil will rectrculate back to the main
stomp tank.

The motors that drive the pumps are powered by 480V vital ac buses (pump train 01 by either bus IH or 2H,
from Units I and 2 respectively, and pump train 02 by either bus IG or 2G). A manual transfer switch
determines the alignment, the only criterion for alignment is that the pumps should be powered by different
units.

The operation of the oil fuel transfer system is made on a demand basis: when one of the day tanks reaches
a low level set point, the fuel transfer pumps start and remain running until all diesels have been shut down.
For the shthour mission time (24 hours for seismic events) of the diesels, the fuel transfer system must remain
functioning to replenish the fuel supply to each running diesel. The minimum total storage in the storage
tanks is sufficient for seven days of power generation.

The importance of the operability of the fuel oil transfer system for the plant safety is obvious: if the fuel
transfer system is unavailable, it results in failure of all the DGs of both units, Unit 1 and Unit 2. For events
when both ac powered fuel transfer pumps might become unavailable, a dedicated portable fuel oil driven
pump is kept at hand. This pump takes suction directly from the main storage tank and connects to one of
the fuel delivery headers. Flezible hoses are used to make the appropriate connections.

nL2 TopS.mt nmntaom,Suca CrJtert,

Associated with the unavailability of the diesel generators, the DCPRA defines six top events in the electric
part of the support system event tree. The designators of these top events and their relationships with the
diesels are:

• Top Event OF - Diesel Generator 13 ('swing diesel')

• Top Event GG. Diesel Generator 12

• Top Event GH - Diesel Generator 11

• Top Event 2G - Diesel Generator 21

• Top Event 2H - Diesel Generator 22

• Top Event SW - Unit alignment of the swing diesel, 13

H the offs/te grid is available (top event OG in the support system event tree is successful) only the "G"events
(GF, GG, GH) '.requestioned in the support systems event tree. If the offsite grid fails, all the five top events
are questioned. The boundary conditions of these top events depend on the status of the preceding diesel
generators in the event tree. Thus, top event GF has only one boundary condition (GF1) corresponding to
the case when all support is available. GG has three boundary conditions (GG1, when GF succeeded; GG2,

when GF failed; and GG3, when GF was bypassed, i.e., not demanded). Similarly GH has 6, 2G has 10, and
2H has 15 boundary conditions. Top event SW has four boundary conditions: one for LOCAs; one for
LOOPs, when an equal number of diesels are operating at Unit 1 and Unit 2; and two for LOOPs, when an
unequal number of diesels are operating at the two units.
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Only one top event is defined in the DC_]_ for the support system event tree associated with the diesel fuel
oil franker system. The designator of this top event is: LO. It is evaluated for six boundary conditions,
depending on the svallabtHtyof 480V ac buses at both of the units (i.e., IG, 2H, 20, and 113).

The success criteria of the above top events are described in Table BI.2.1. The Technical Specification
requirements with respect to the operability of the associated systems are also indicated.

BL2A Lsllc Modd d the Diesels and Diesel Fuel 011TYanster b_j_jn Dependency on

The genericreliab/lityblockdiagramforthedieselgeneratorsisshown inFigureBI.2.1.The diagramis

constructedfromblocks(supercomponents)oftheDG system.The boundariesofthesupercomponents(for
instance:GH-I,GH.2A, OH-2B) areindicatedinFiguresBI.Z2throughBI.2.9.Notice,thattheequipment
boundariesforeachofthedieselsstartwiththedieselgeneratorand includetheoutputbreaker,thefuelo/l
daytank,thedaytanklevelcontrolvalves,and theundervoltageand transfercontrolrelays.The diesel
startingairsystemwasnotmodelledseparatelybecauseitwasincludedasPertofthedieselstartfailuredata.

The rel/abilityblockdiagramshowsthedependencieson thesupercomponentsof theplant(acand dO
elecU'icalsystems.

The rel/abilityblockdiagramforthedieselfueloiltransfersystem(TopEvent,FO) ispresentedinFigure
BI.2.10.The boundariesof thepump trainblocksareindicatedinFigureBI.2.11.The reliabilityblock
diagramshowsalsothesystemdependencieson othersupercomponentsoftheplant(acand de)electrical
systems.

BL2.S Qn___'_m of' Top Event SplR l_'actlons

The definitions of the boundary conditions and the associated spritfractions for top events associated with the
DG system are listed in Table B1.2.3. Table B1.2.4 presents a similar list for the diesel fuel oil transfer system
(Top Event, FO).

Table B 1.2.5presents the values of diesel generator related top event split fraction values quantified by PG&E.
Notice, that to provide better train-wise dependency tracking in the event tree model, the split fractions are
expressed in terms of unavailabilities of various diesel state combinations (conditional split fractions, CSF).
The arithmetic is explained in the DORA, Chapter D.2.1.5. The table presents also the total unavailability
value O'I'L) used in the calculation of each CSF, along with the main contributors to the total unavailabilities,
such as hardware (HW), maintenance (MN), test (TS), and human error (HE). At a given boundary condition
the hardware contn'bution relates to the normal alignment, when no test or maintenance activities are being
performed. To provide complete information, the table also indicates the two constituent parts of the
hardware contribution to the unavailability:the independent (HWI) and the dependent (HWD) (i.e., common
cause) failures of the supercomponents of the diesels.

The maintenance contn'bution is a significant contn'butor to the total unavailability. The DCPRA assumes
that, due to Technical ,C_ecificationlimitations, only one diesel or level control valve may be in maintenance

at a time. The following relevant quantities are used in the maintenance unavailability quantification:
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Dieselmaintenancefrequency, ZMDGSF: 7.74-4/hr (Mean Value). Variance - 2.33-8, 5th Percentile - 5.25-
4, Median -- 7.52-4, 95th Percentile -- 9.66-4.

Diesel maintenance duration, ZMGSD: 1.01+ 1 hr (Mean Value). Variance - 3.99, 5th Percentile ---6.65,
Median -- 9.74, 95th Percentile --- 133.

Level control valve maintenance frequency, ZMGNDF: 2.03-5/hr (Mean Value). Variance ---3.52-11, 5th
Percentile -- 1.14-5, Median = 1.91-5, 95th Percentil_ - 2.97-5.

Level control valve maintenance duration, ZMGN3D: 1.89+1 hr (Mean Value). Variance = 597.0, 5th
Per_entile = 1.54, Median = 10.1, 95th Percentile ---51.3.

Notice that the total maintenance unavailabilityof a diesel unit is determined by the diesel (as defined in
DORA) maintenance unavailabilityplus the LCV maintenance unavailability. When a diesel is unavailable
(not for reason of preventive maintenance) the other diesels must be surveillance tested once within 24 hours
to verify operability. The DCPRA includes the unavailability contribution due to this type of test in the
maintenance unavailabih'ty(Mlq).

The test contn'bution to the total unavailability is modelled in the DCPRA as to be due to the scheduled
menthly surveillance tests, which include the manual test of the fuel transfer system to the diesels and the

quarterly stroke test of the LCVs.

There is no explicit human error contn'bution to the total unavailability, because human errors occurring after
maintenances and tests due to leaving diesel components in misaligament are included in the maintenance and
test contn'butions.

Table B12.6 lists the split fraction values for the various boundary conditions of the FO top event. The table,
as the previous one, details the hardware (independent and dependent components), maintenance test and
human error contn'butions to the total unavailabilityvalues. Notice there are no explicit test or human error
contn'butions. All the tests on fuel oil transfer system can be performed without making the system
inoperable, human errors occurring leaving a fuel oil transfer train in misalignment after maintenance are

included in unavallabilityvalues due to maintenance.

B1.Z6 Quantification of Seismk Split Fractions for DG Top Events

The basis for detailing the seismic split fraction quantification for the DG top events is to provide insight into
how the maintenance unavailabl"lity(and through it, the AOT) affects the seismic top events and consequently
the seismic contn'bution to the core damage frequency. (This particular investigation was done as part of the

parallel BNL DG AOT review as discussed in Section BI.1.)
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Appmdix BI

All diesel geamaWr _ts mmceptibleto failures by seismic events contribute to the diesel unavailability.
The comlxmmts considered to be the most vulnerable to seismic effects are the following:

Fnu_tv Desimmtor
DG Control Panel ZDGCPN
DG Excitation Paael ZDGEXC

DG _/Water Pump ZDGRWP
Diesel Ge_n_r Itself ZDGSLGN

By using the cooditiomal seismic failure probabilities ('fragilities'),the DCPRA combines them into a "seismic
term" demoted by SEIST. SEIST Ires sevee values _g to the seveo seismic levels (i.e., spectnd
accelemticm rmq_) defim_ in the DCPRA. The seven SEIST values were determined by the mean fragilities
of the diesel _ listed in Table 6-44 on p.6-175 of Refereace 1.

In order to eaicelate _ split fractiom, the DCPRA combines the SEIST values with the total
tmavaikbility values (TYL) coming from the conventional hardware, nmintmaw,e, test and human failures.
In the case of seismic evemts,however, the DCPRA (correctly and innovatively) treats many human failures
as seismic-level-depemdmt; that is, the human factor probabilities are also depmdemt upon the seismic level.

To be more specific, the human failure which affects the TTL unavailabilities is the "failureto reestablish fuel
oil transfer to day tanks by aligning a portable fuel oil transfer pump (see also Figure BI.2.10)and by
coatrolling the day tank LCVs manually;" its designator is ZttEF06. For numerical values as a function of
seismic level, see _ G of the DCPRA Table G. 1-2.4

By using the resultaat unavailabilities (SEIST + seismic level depemdent TrL) the conditional seismic split
fractions Were determined for each diesel top event _g to the rules of the sequential diesel failure
model. These split fractkms are listed as a function of the seismio level in Table B1.2.7. Each value of the

tablehasa slightAOTdepmdmcethroughthe mintmmnceumtributionto the TTLco_t of the
unavailability.
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Figure BI.2.10 Reliability block diagram for the diesel fuel oil

transfer system (Top Event, FO)
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Table BI.2.1

Bus DG Vital Safety-Related Loads

F 1-3 (Swing) Centrifugal Charging Pump No.l

Safety Injection Pump No. 1
Containment Fan Cooler Unit No.2

Contaimnent Fan Cooler Unit No. 1

Component Cooling Water Pump No.1

Auxiliary Saltwater Pump No.l

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump No.3

G 1-2 (2-1) Centrifugal Charging Pump No.2

Residual Heat Removal Pump No. 1
Containment Fan Cooler Unit No.3

Containment Fan Cooler Unit No.5

• Component Cooling Water Pump No.2

Auxiliary Saltwater Pump No.2

Containment Spray Pump No. 1

H 1-1 (2-2) Safety Injection Pump No.2

Residual Heat Removal Pump No.2
Containment Fan Cooler Unit No.4

Component Cooling Water Pump No.3

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump No.2

Containment Spray Pump No.2
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Table BI.2.2

Top Event Ddlnition _md Success Criteria

Diesel Generator and Diesel Fuel Transfer Systems

Top Event

Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria

GF DGI3 provides power for FI,2 Each top event is successful if the

GG DGI2 6 hours (24 hours G i corresponding DG starts on undervoitage

GH 1)(311 for seismic events) H1 signal from its bus, takes bus loads and

2G DG21 to 4.16kV ac buses G2 continues powering loads for the

2H DG22 H2 appropriate mission times (6 hours or 24

hours).

(Bus index numbers indicate plant Unit
No.)

SW Swing diesel alignment. The value of SW determines whether

DGI3 is normally aligned to Unit 1. DG13 goes to Unit 2. A value of 0

indicates it does not, a value between 0

and 1 represents the probability that it
does.

FO Diesel fuel oil transfer system provides One of two pumps starts on low day tank

fuel oil for each of the DGs for six hours level and refills each day tank for the

(24 hours for seismic events), period that each diesel operates.

..FSAR Success Criteria:

Any two of three DGs and their associated buses are adequate to serve the vital loads necessary for safe
shutdown of a single unit (although one DG may supply power to two vital buses at the Same time, no credit

is currently given this mode of operation).

The diesel fuel oil transfer system must remain operable and deliver fuel to each of the DGs for the time the

DGs are required to operate. There must be enough fuel in storage tanks for seven days of power generation.

Teclmi'cal Specifications:

With a single DG inoperable, demonstrate the operability of the remaining ac sources within 24 hours.
Restore the diesel within 72 hours.

With two DGs inoperable, demonstrate the operability of the two offsite ac circuits (one 230kV and one

500kV line) within one hour and at least once every eight hours. Restore at least two of the inoperable diesels
within two hours.
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Table BI.2.3

Boundary Condition and Split Fraction idenfificafiom

for Top Events GF, GG, GH, 2G, 2H, and

Top DtmelConditions
Event Case 13 12 11 21 22 Comments

OF = Unavailability of DGI3 under the following conditions:

GFI All support available.

(3(3 ffi Unavailability of DGI2 under the following conditions:

(3(31 0 Offsite grid succeeded, GF succeeded.

GG2 1 Offsite grid succeeded, GF failed.

GG3 - Offsite grid succeeded, GF bypassed (not

demanded)

GH = Unavailability of DGI 1 under the following conditions:

GHI 0 0 Offsite grid succeeded, both GF, GG succeeded.

GH2 0 1 Offsite grid succeeded, GF-S/F, GG-F/S (two

possible combinations).

GH3 1 1 Offsite grid _ed, both GF, GO failed.

GH4 0 - Offsite grid succeeded, GF-S/B, GG-B/S (two

possible combinations).

GH5 1 - Offsite grid succeeded, GF-F/B, GG-B/F (two

possible combinations).

GH6 - - Offsite grid succeeded, both GF, GG bypassed.

2(3 = Unavailability of DG21 under the following conditions:

2(31 0 0 0 Offsite grid failed, all GF, GG, and GH
_ed.

2G2 0 0 1 Offsite grid failed, two of GF, GG, and GH

succeeded, the third failed (three possible

combinations).

2G3 0 1 1 Offsite grid failed, two of GF, GG, GH failed,

the third succeeded (three possible

combinations).

2G4 1 1 1 Offsite grid failed, all GF, GG, GH failed.

2G5 0 0 - Offsite grid failed, two of GF, GG, GH

succeeded, the third bypassed (three possible
combinations).
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Table BI.2.3 (continued)

Top Dtmel Conditions
Event Case 13 12 11 21 22 Conmumts

2(26 0 1 - Offsite grid failed, one of GF, GO, OH
succeeded, one failed, the third bypassed (six
possible combinations).

2(37 1 1 - Offsite grid failed, two of GF, GIG, GH failed,

the third bypassed (three possible combinations).
2G8 0 - - Offsite grid failed, one of GF, GG, OH

mcceeded, the other two bypassed (three possible
combinations).

2G9 1 - - Offsite grid failed, one of GF, GO, GH failed,
the other two bypassed (three possible
combinations).2GA---Offsite grid failed, all of
oF, oo, OHbypassed.

2H -- Unavailability of DO22 under the following conditions:

2HI 0 0 0 0 Offsitegridfailed,allof GF, GO, GH, 2G

2H2 1 0 0 0 Offsite grid failed, one of GF, GG, GH, 2G
failed, the other three succeeded (four possible
combinations).

2H3 1 1 0 0 Offsite grid failed, two of GF, GG, GH, 2G
failed, the other two suexeeded (six possible
combinations).

2H4 1 1 1 0 Offsite grid failed, three of OF, GG, OH, 2G
failed, the fourth _ed (four possible
combinations).

2H5 1 1 1 1 Offsite grid failed, all of GF, GG, OH, 2G failed.
2H6 0 0 0 - Offsite grid failed, three of GF, GG, GH, 2G

stw,m_ed, the fourth bypassed (four possible
combinations).

2H7 0 0 1 - Offsite grid failed, two of GF, (3(3, GH, 2G
_ed, one failed, the fourth bypassed (12
possible combinations).

2H8 0 1 1 - Offsite grid failed, two of GF, GG, GH, 2G
failed, one succeeded, the fourth bypassed (12
possible combinations).
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TabSeBI.2.3 (continued)

Top Diesd Condition
Evem Case 13 12 11 21 22 Comments

21-19 I I 1 - Offsite grid failed, three of GF, GG, GH, 2G
failed, the fourth by_ (four possible
combinations).

2HA 0 0 - - Offsite grid failed, two of GF, GG, GH, 2G
_, the other two bypassed (six possible
combinations).

2HB - - 1 0 Offsite grid failed, two of OF, GO, GH, 2G
bypassed, one failed, the fourth _ed (12
pouible combinations).

2HC - - 1 1 Offsite grid failed, two of GF, GO, OH, 2G
bypassed, the other two failed (six possible
combinations).

2HD - - - 0 Offsite grid failed, three of GF, GG, GH, 2G
bypassed, the fourth succeeded (four possible
combimttions).

2HE - - - 1 Offsite grid failed, three of GF, GG, GH, 2(3
bypassed, the fourth failed (four possible
combinations).

2HG .... Offsite grid failed, all of GF, GG, GH, 2G
byp_ed.

SW , SW0 LOCA, the swing diesel locked to the Unit 1.
SWI LOSP, with equal chance for swing diesel to

operate on each unit.
SW2 LOSP, with more DGs aligned to Unit 2 than

Unit 1.

SW3 LOSP, with more DGs aligned to Unit 1 than
Unit 2.

Notes: 0 = Succeeded
I = Failed
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Table BI.2.4

Diesel Fuel Oil Tnumfer Systan Boundary
Conditions for Top Event, LO

Split Fraction ID

FOI Allsupportavailable.

FO2 Support available to one train only.

FO3 1/2 normal support available; recover support to the other train by
realignment to backup support.

FO4 2/2 normal support unavailable; recover supports by realignment to
backups.

FO5 2/2 normal supports unavailable; recover only 1/2 backup support by
realignment.

FO6 All support unavailable (guaranteed failure).
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Table !11_

UnmvMlaMittyValues (ConndlltoomlSpill IYs_tions) for the
DIs_l 6.mrstar $_ten

Top Comment
lvent Came Calc. CSF l'fL IN INI IND TS _ Hg #

OF GF1 PG&g 4,523-2 4.554-2 3,703-2 3.689-2 1.393-4 2.950.4 8,217-3 --
JBI_, 4.571-2 4.603-2 3,754-2 3,695-2 5.860-4 2,934.4 8.198-3

GG GG1 _ 4.477-2 4.554-2 t as GiL;'X
BITL 4.527-2 4 603-2 _

GG2 _ 5.561-2 2.702-3 1.749-3 1.536-3 2.129-4 4.989-5 9.025-4 --
B,qL 5.474-2 2.540-3 1.581-3 1.366-3 2.149-4 4.980-5 9.089-4 --

C,G3 _ 4.523-2 4.554-2 I (;;1;'1
4.571-2 4 603-2 _

as

GH Gill _ 4.436-2 4.554-2
BNL 4.490-2 4 603-2 | as GF1

GH2 _ 5.408-2 2. 702- 3
5. 322-2 2 540-3 ) as GG2

G'H3 PG_ 8.265-2 2.339-4 1.264-4 7.438-5 5.204-5 3.173-5 7.566-5 --
8.097-2 2.066-4 1.034-4 5.057-5 5.284-5 3.128-5 7.194-5 --

GH4 ]PG¢_ 4.477-2 4.554-2 I all GF1
BITL 4.527-2 4 603-2 _

GH5 PGSg 5,561-2 2.702-3
BNL 5.474-2 2 540-3 } as GG2

GH6 _ 4.523-2 4.554-2 t GF1
BNL 4.571-2 4.603-2 _

Its

2(2 2(;1 PG&E 4. 396-2 4. 554- 2 GF1BITJ., 4.453-2 4 603-2 j as

2(22 _ 5. 364-2 2. 702- 3
BNL 5. 271-2 2 540-3) as GG2

2G3 P(I&g 6.250-2 2. 339-4.
BNL 6. 246-2 2 066-4 ) as GH3

2G4 PG_ 2.898-1 6.369-5 2.597-5 4.314-6 2.166-5 3.049-5 7.221-6 --
BNL 2.910-1 5.995-5 2.363-5 1.674-6 2.176-5 3.017-5 6,176-6 --
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Table lllAJ (eomflatll)

Top Comment
Event: Case Calc. CSF TTL 14W HWI _ TS 141q HE #

2G5 PG&E 4.436-2 4. 554-2
BNL 4.490-2 4 603-2) as GF1

2G6 PGbE 5.408-2 2. 702- 3 I GG2
BNL 5.322-2 2 540-3 _

as

2G7 PG&E 8.265-2 2.339-4
BNL 8. O97-2 2 066-4) as GH3

208 PGbE 4.477-2 4. 554-2 t GF1
BNL 4.527-2 4 603-2 j

as

2(;9 PG&E 5.561-2 2.702-3
BNL 5.474-2 2 540-3) as GG2

2GA _ 4.523-2 4.554-2 t GF1
BNL 4.571-2 4.603-21

_S

2H 2H1 PCd_E 4.356-2 4.554-2 %
as GF1

BNL 4.417-2 4 603-2 j

2H2 PG&E 5.320-2 2.702-3

BNL 5.219-2 2 540 3} as GG2

!
2H3 PG&E 6.206-2 2.339-4 t GH3

BNL 6.196-2 2 066-4 #
as

2H4 PG&E 6.922-2 6.369-5 I
as 2G4

BNL 7.003-2 5 995 5 l

2H5 PG&E 7.729-1 5.034-5 1.851-5 3.020-7 1.820-5 3.039-5 1.436-6

BNL 8.294-1 4.975-5 1.862-5 6.950-8 1.836-5 3.006-5 1.272-6

2H6 PGbE 4.396-2 4.554-2 I GFI
BNL 4.453-2 4 603-21

as

2H7 PGbE 5.364- 2 2.702 -3
BNL 5.275-2 2 540-3 } as GG2

2H8 PG&E 6.250- 2 2.339 -4

BNL 6. 246-2 2 066-4} as GH3

2H9 PG&E 2.898-1 6.369-5 I 2G4
BNL 2.910-1 5 995-51

as
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Table BI_J (eom_immd)

Top Co_nent
Event Case Calc. CSF TTL 14W I_I HWD TS HN HE #

2HA PG&E 4.436-2 4.554-2 t GF1
BNL 4.490-2 4 603-2 J

as

2HB PG&E 5.408-2 2.702-3
as GG2

BNL 5.322-2 2 540-3 _

2HC PG&E 8.265-2 2.339-4
GH3

BNL 8.098-2 2 066-41
as

2HD PG&E 4.477-2 4.554-2
GFZ

BNL 4.527-2 4 603 2 i
as

2HE PG&E 5.561-2 2.702-31 as GG2
BNL 5.474-2 2 540-3"

2HG PG&E 4.523-2 4.554-2
as GF1

BNL 4.571-2 4.603-2 l

SW SgO PG&E 0.000
BNL 0.000

SWI PG&E 5.000-I

BNL 5.O00-I

SW2 PG&E 1.767-3

BNL 1.770-3

SW3 PG&E 9.981-1
BNL 9.982-1

Note: "} as __" means that the remaining values in those lines are the same as the
referenced split fraction occurring earlier in the table.
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Table BI.2.6

UnmvmilmbllityVmlues(Split Fractious) for tbe
Diesel Fuel TrmmsferSystem

Top Event Case Calc. TTL HW HWI h'WD TS MN HE

FO FO1 PGbE 2. 164-4 1.919-4 1.176-5 1. 802-4 0.0 2.445-5 0.0
BNL 2.092-4 _.848-4 8.533-6 1.763-4 0.0 2.447-5 0.0

FO2 PGbE 7.040-3 3.113-3 2.933-3 1.802-4 0.0 3.930-3 0.0
BNL 7.048-3 3.097-3 2.921-3 1.763-4 0.0 3.951-3 0.0

F03 PP,,bE 3.509-4 1.919-4 1.176-5 1.802-4 0.0 2.445-5 0.0
BNL 3.460-4 1.848-4 8. 533-6 1.763-4 0.0 2.447-5 0.0,

F04 PGbE ' 2.263-2 1.919-4 1.176-5 1.802-4 0.0 2.445-5 0.0224
BNL 2.250-2 1.848-4 8.533-6 1.763-4 0.0 2._47-5 0.0223

FO5 PG&E 5.079-2 3.113-3 2.933-3 1.802-4 0.0 3.930-3 0.0224
BNL 2.292-2 3.097-3 2.921-3 1.763-4 0.0 3.951-3 0.0223

FOF PGbE 1.0
BNL I.0
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Table BIJ.7s

Coadiflonsl Split Ftrscttoss for DG Top Events
as a Fumctiouof Seismic Level

PO&E

SpLLg SeLsmLoLeveL (spe4gr&L aaaeLegsgLon, S )
PraegLoes

ZD 0.0-0.2 0.2-1.2.5 1.2..5-1.?_ 2.75-2.0 2.0-Z.$ 2.5-1.0 3.00_.0
_ems,* moeeenmoe_mo,_n

8.$_00E-02 8.$100E-02 8.$660g-02 9.$020£-02 1.0550E001 1.7000E-01 2.8270E-02
GGX 8.6170Eo02 8,&lTOg-02 8.&l?0g-02 8.7670E-02 8.7470E-02 2.0560E-01 2,0560E-01
GGa_ 9,$0ZOg-02 S,$0ZOE-O2 Z.0Z$OE-0Z l,tSZ0Z*0Z 2.$700g-0Z &,Et4OE-O2 7.32ZOE-02
GG3 8,$100g-Oa B,$Z00E-02 8.$860g-02 9.3020E-02 Z.0$$0E-OX '2,7000g-OZ 2,S270E-0X

Gill 8,$)&0E-02 8,35_0g-0_ B,33&0£-0Z B,6700g-02 J,6700g-02 "1.0430E-02 2,0630go0Z
9.$21H)g-02 2.329Gg-Oa 9.32SOg-OZ t.TeZOg-aa 9,781og-o2 1.16]og-o2 2.1420E-02

GIE] Z,ZZSOE,-OZ Z.ZZS0g-0Z Z,TtSOg-0Z t,2,Si0g-02 7,17209002 B,7430E-0Z 9.$750E-02
, ¢;1_ 8.6Z?Og"O_ 8._LTOg-02 8.6ZTGg-02 8.74701_-02 8.7670g-02 X.0560|-0_ 2.0560E*02

GIL5 t.5020g-02 t.$O2OgoO_ _.O_SOg-Ol _._S_Og-Ol 2.$700g-01 _.8t6OE-O_ 7,3220E-01
GJI4 8.51C10g*02 8.SI00E-OZ 8.$460g*02 S.30a0E-0Z L.0$S0g-O_ 1.?000K-02 2.8270E-01

2G1 O.P.SX0goOR 8.3..510g-02 8.2.510go0a 8.$7&0g-02 8.$7&Og-02 1.0510g-01 1.0310E-01
IL_R 9.R44OE-0_ 9,1660E-02 9,2660g-0a 9,6770E-02 9,4770E-02 L.ltgOE-O1 _.1_90E-01
2_2_ Z,0Z60goOZ Z.0ZliOE-Ol 1.0Z60go0Z Z.07t0g-01 Z,07&0g-0Z z.assog-oz z.a6sot-oz
_& £.ll030g-.OZ &.B03OE-01 5.XP$0g-02 8.5600g-0Z _._7?0g-0X g.O2Z0E-02 9.g6&0E-0L
2GS 8,2260g-01 8.25_0g,.O2 8.32t0g-0_ 8.4700E-02 8,4700g-02 X.0630g-02 _,0630E-0_
_B6 _,_0g-0_ 9.22_0g-OZ 9,321JOg*02 9.TJXOE-0_ 2.TBZ0g-02 Z,X630E-0X Z.X630E-0Z
2G7 I,IZ$0go0Z l.X2$0g-0Z 2,7&_0_002 t,2380g-0Z 7,2720go0X 8.7430|-0Z 9.5750E-0Z
RG8 8,6170900_ 8.&l?Og-O_ 8,tZT0g-02 8,7470g*0_ 8,7470g-02 Z.O$6Og-01 2,O$60E-OZ
_G9 2,_O_0g-'O_ 9.SO?,Dg-02 Z,0150_-02 Z,tSX0g-0Z 2,$700g-0Z 6.8660g-OZ 7,3220E-0Z
_Ak |.$ZOOg-O2 8.$XOOEoOZ" _.$660g-0a 9.2020g-0_ Z.O$SOEoOX X.7OOOg-OX 2.8270E-02
_11_ 8._4_0900_ B._GgO£-_Z S._$gOg-02 8.&B0OE-02 8.ti00g-02 1.0290g-0X _.0290E-01

• 9,14_0g-O_ 9,Z_20E-0Z S._S2Og°02 9,57BOg-02 2.STJ0g-02 1.131_O9002 _.2340E-0_
_|2 X,00$0go0Z Z,00S0Z*0Z t.O0Sag-0Z _.0*00g-OZ Z.0S00Z-0Z X,2470g-0Z Z.2t?0E-0X
ZlJt Z.XZ20g-01 Z.XZ20E-0X X.ZZ20EoOX X.LSg0EoOL Z._BgOg-0Z Z.2230g-0_ Z.3930E-0X

S.2690g-0Z S.2690E-02 8.9720g-02 9,?gTOgoO_ g.g_T0g-O_ g.97S0g-01 9.Yg20E-0Z
_JE4 8.2510900_ 8.2.520g-02 8.2.510g-02 8.$760E-02 |.$7&0E-O2 Z.O3ZOg-OZ 1.03_0E*0_

_J? 9.2&_Og*02 9.2660g*02 9.2tGOgoOa _.6770g-02 9.6770E-02 _.2&gOE-O_ _._kgoE*o_
2118 X.0X60g-01 Z.0X_Og-0X X.0140E-0X X.07_0go0X 2.0740EoOX X.265Qg-0_ _.2650E-0_

3.119 _.t020g-02 1.2030E00_ s.xg$0g-02 8.$t00g-0_ 9.S770go0_ 9.8220E-0_ 9.9_OE-OL
3JIA 8,33&Og-02 8,$2&Og-02 8.33t0£-02 8.6700EoOa 8,4700E-02 2.Ot$Og-O_ 2.0430E-0_

Rim 9.2290g*02 9.3290g'02 9.3ZS0E-02 9.78XOE-02 9.7820E-02 2.X630go0X _.2630E002
2J_ 1.1150g00_ X,_I_OE-OZ 2.7_$0E-0_ t.2380E-O2 7,2720E-OZ 8.7630E002 9.$750E-02

I,_?Og-O2 i,&_7OE-Oa 1,6270g-02 8.7_70g-02 8.7670E-02 2.0560g-02 2,0560E-0_
9.SO_Og*O_ 9.SO2OE-O_ X,OXSOEoOX _.&$2Og-O_ a.$?OOg-OL &,St4OE-O_ 7.3220E-0_
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BI.3 Results of the BNL Review

BI.3.1 Gemsm]

The unavailability modelling of the Diesel Generators and the Diesel Fuel Transfer System in the DCPRA
were reviewed by BNL with special emphasis because of the following:

a. The DGs are the most important support systems; impacting the safety of the majority of plant
operations, including cold shutdown.

b. As discussed in Section BI.I, a request for changing the Allowed Outage Time (AOT) of the

Diesel Generators was submitted to the NRC by PG&E and the study2supporting the request was
based mainly on the DCPRA. BNL reviewed this study in a parallel effort to this review.

Therefore, to check the adequacy of the DCPRA modelling for "system- specific" effects which may also
influence granting permission for AOT changes, BNL used the following approach: BNL compared the
vendor-specific (ALCO) diesel failure events with those obtained from generic diesel data. This was done to
see how well the DCPRA model reflects the vendor-specific "experience" and to estimate the expected
downtime distribution of the diesels. The evaluation was carried out by reviewing the failure modes and
maintenance unavailabilities involved in the diesel model. In order to check for calculational inconsistencies,
all of the _plit fractions were recalculated (seismic inclusive).

BI.3.2 Comparison of _ Type DG Failures With All Types of DG Failures

In order to see whether the ALCO-type DGs used at the Diablo Canyon power plant have some dominant
subsystem- or component-specific failure modes (and thus, some subsystem or component specific expected
downtimes) BNL compared the leading failure contributions of subsystems and components of ALCO diesels
with those of all other types of DGs. The data were taken from a recent study performed at Battelle on aging
of diesel components. _ Table BI.3.1 presents the results. One can see that the Instruments and C_ntrol
System's (and within it the governor's) failures are the main contributors to the generic failures of ALCO
diesels. Also with ALCO diesels, the Cooling System and to a lesser extent the Lubrication System seem to
be more prone to failures than in the total generic DG population. A positive feature of the ALCO diesels
is that the starting system appears to be less vulnerable to failure than the generic DG population. Finally,
the ALCO fuel system does not seem to be any more prone to failures than the generic one.

BI.3.3 Remarkson the UnavailabilityModellingof the Diesels and Fuel Oil Transfer
Systemin the DCPRA

a. The system modelling of the DGs in the DCPRA represents an elaborate sequential unavailabilityanalysis
of a "fivetrain"system, where one train (the swing diesel) plays a special role. There is no question that
the approach used is mathematically appealing because it uses the symmetry aspects of the diesel
configuration and renders the results of the analysis very suitable for integration into the DCPRA.

b. In contrast with the systems modelling, the unavailability modelling of the individual diesels (the fault tree
modelling) was kept simplistic by using the standard "diesel fails to start and run" failure modes. The

diesel starting air system (i.e., air compressors, receivers, etc.) was not modelled separately because it was
considered to be included as part of the diesel start failure data. An attempt was made to display some
components of the diesel subsystems in the model. This effort, however, tended to be inconsistent in that
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only some support failures were modelled and inconsequential in that the modelled failures were of such
low probability. For example, each supercomponent "2A" and "2W contains the failure rates: "DG Air
Receiver- Rupture During Operation: ZTIKIB ffi2.66.8/hr," "Air Check Valve - Transfer Closed During
Operation: ZTVCOP ffi 1.04oS/hr,"etc. The failure contribution of the turbocharger, however, with an
estimated 2failure probability of 2.73-4/d was neglected.

Another example: while the diesel supercomponent boundaries indicate several subsystems as part of the
supercomponents (see Figures B1.2.6, B 1.2.8, and BI.2.9), one cannot find any representative component
failure rate contributing to the combined unavailabilityof those supercomponents. Such subsystems are:
the cooling, the lubrication and the combustion air systems. Table BI.3.1 shows that the cooling system
is the second largest contributor to the failure of the ALCO type diesels.

c. The DCPRA models the maintenance frequency and duration of the LCVs as separate quantities from
those of the diesels. Given that the day tank and other fuel system components were included in the
maintenance data of the diesel, it was interesting to note that the LCVs were treated separately. Given
that they were treated separately, the mean and 9$th percentile of the "effective" downtime distribution
of the diesel system would be determined by the combination of the diesel and the LCV maintenance
duration distributions (the 95th percentile value of LCV maintenance duration is 51.3 hours).

d. The DCPRA considers only unscheduled maintenancesperformed on Unit 2 diesels as contributing to the
unavailabilitiesof the associated top events, "2G"and "2H." Unavailabilitiesdue to large overhauls lasting
over a protracted period of time performed when Unit I is operating and Unit 2 is in refueling (or cold
shutdown) (say two times 10 to 16 days each) were not included in the model.

e. In Table B 1.2.6 the PG&E total split fraction value, FO5 was in variance with that obtained by BNL. The
probable cause of the discrepancy is that the human error contribution was double counted in the
DCPRA. The PG&E value is seemingly also in contradiction with the PG&E seismic values given at the
lowest three seismic levels in Table 6-46 (p.6-182) of Reference 1.

f. The detailed analysis of the Fuel Oil Transfer System (see DCPRA Figure D.2.1-3 Sheet 3 of 4) contains
the following item (Item No.12): "In an emergency where it is necessary to get into the fuel oil pump
vault to manipulate valves, it may take several hours to get security to open the vault." This item renders .
questionable the estimates of the human factors (among others the value of ZHEF06 used in the diesel
analysis) considered for recovery of the Fuel Oil TransferSystem and through it, the recovery of electrical
power.

g. Among the DG failure-related LERs filed by the Diablo Canyon power plant,6 there was one failure in
the Fuel Oil Transfer System which would affect all the DGs. This common cause failure involved the

degradation of the diesel oil in the underground reserve tanks caused by fungi. According to PG&E, the
problem does not exist any more. However because of its peculiarity and importance it is quoted here:

LER 88-14. This report is being voluntarily submitted for information purposes only as
described in Item 19 of Supplement No.1 to NUREG-1022. On May 4, 1988, during
performance of surveillance test procedure (SRP) M-96, "diesel generator 24 hour load test,"
the diesel generator (DG) 1-1 load decreased below the value specified in the SRP acceptance
criteria. An investigation showed that a highdifferentialpressure existed across the primary fuel
oil filter. After switching to the standbyprimary fuel oil filter, the load returned to the required
value. An investigation determined that the DG day tank contained a fungus and that the first
primary filter was clogged by fungus. The other DG day tanks also contained a fungus and
fungus spores were found in the main storage tanks. The fuel oil in the day tanks was diocided
and filtered until the fuel oil met the criteria of STP M-108, "diesel fuel oil analysis," for
particulate contamination, flash point, API gravity and viscosity. The day tanks were drained,
inspected and cleaned. The bottom of main storage tanks 0-1 and 0-2 were suctioned out and
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a biocide was added. A biocide program will be developed and implemented to inhibit the
g_owth of fungus in the DG fuel oil storage system. Also, a sampling and inspection program
for the DG day tanks will be developed. Both will be incorporated into plant procedures.

BI.3.4 Audit Calculaiioas

In order to scrutinize the quantified split fractions themselves, BNL performed audit calculations for each of
the split fractions associated with each of the boundary conditions. The calculations were extended for both
non-seismic (mission time: 6 hours) and seismic (mission time: 24 hours) cases. Seismic calculations were not
performed for the Fuel Oil Transfer System. In these audit calculations the same assumptions, input data,
maintenance and test frequency and duration, as well as mean fragility and human factor values were used
as in the DCPRA. The SETS code_ and locally generated PC software were used for the computations. The
use of the SETS code allowed the identification of the most important cut sets contributing to the hardware
unavailabilities. These cut sets are not readily accessible for direct review in the DCPRA. Attachment B1.A
lists the ranked cut sets for single, double, triple, quadruple and quintuple diesel failures. The definition of
the basic events appearing in the cut sets are identical to those given in Chapter D.2.1.5 of the DCPRA.

The results obtained by the audit calculations are presented in Tables B1.2.6 and B1.2.7.b for the DGs and
for the Fuel Oil Transfer System, respectively. They are denoted by "BNL"to be compared with the values
given in the DCPRA (denoted by "PG&E').

By comparing the PG&E and BNL results one can see that there is an overall agreement between the data.
The agreement is even better, if one takes into account that BNL used point estimates, while PG&E mainly
used a Monte-Carlo approach in the spritfraction quantification.

BI.3.S Conclusions

The BNL review identified several inconsistencies and neglection of failures of diesel subsystems in the
unavailability modelling of diesel generators in the DCPRA and the omission of the unavailabilitycontribution
from Unit 2 (and swing) diesel overhauls. The combined effect of these neglections may result in
underestimation of the associated top event sprit fractions and through them the expected core damage
frequency value of Unit 1.

As an overall sensitivity study on the Diesel Generator and Diesel Fuel Transfer Systems, the BNL values for
the conditional split fractions found in Tables B1.2.5 and B1.2.6 were substituted into the dominant sequence
model. The overall unnormalized Fussel-Vesely importance of this class of events was 4.255-05 (PG&E
values) and 4.115-05 (BNL values) respectively. This demonstrates excellent agreement between BNL and
PG&E.
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Table B 1.3. I

Systems and Compolnts Contributing Most to Failures

at All Types of DGs and at ALCO Type DGs

Percent of Percent of Failures
Systaas and Cemimmmts AH Failures at ALCO DGs

Instntment and Controls System 25 26

Governor 10 15
Semors 3 3
Relays 2 1
Startup Componmts 2 1

Peel System 11 10
Piping on Engine 3 1
Injector Pumps 2 1
Feel Oil Pumps 5

Starting System 10 6
Controls 3 3
Starting Air Valve 2

Starting Motors 2 2
Air Compressor I 1

Switchgear System I0 I0
Breakers 3 4
Relays 5 4
Instrument and Controls 1 1

Cooling System 9 14
Pumps 2 1
Heat Exchangers 2 1

Piping 2 6

Lubrication System 7 8
Heat Exchangers 2 3
Pumps 2 3
Lube Oil 1

Other Systems 28 26

Date Base: 1984 failure event recorded between 1974 and 1984 in Reference 5.
Nuclear plants where ALCO Diesel Generators have been used in 1984:

Indian Point 1 and 2, Power Authority of the State of NY

Salem 1 and 2, Public Service Electric and Gas Company
Palisades, Consumers' Power Company
Pilgrim 1, Boston Edison
Ginna, Rochester Gas and Electric
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ATTACHMENT B1.A

HARDWARE UNAVAILABILITY CUT SETS FOR THE
DIESEL GENERATORS
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Hardware Unavailability Cut Sets in Case of One DO Failure

TotalHardware,HW --

i 3.6736E-02 FIDIF +
2 2.1339E-04 HEV * FIVIF
3 I.I073E-04 DDC +
4 I.I073E.04 DDA +
5 1.1073E-04 DDD +
6 1.1073E-04 DDB +
7 1.7703E-05 GDG +
8 1.6417E-05 TDA +
9 1.6417E-05 TDC +
10 1.6417E-05 TDB +
11 1.6417E-05 TBD +
12 l.Ot17E-05 TDF +
13 l.OtlTE-05 TDD +
14 5.8176E-06 HEV * DVC +
15 5.8176E-06 HEV * DVA +
16 5.8176E-06 HEV * DVD +
17 5.8176E-06 HEV * DV5 +
18 4.1268E-07 HEV * TVA +
19 4.1268E.07 HEV * TVC +
20 4.1268E-07 HEV * TVE +

Independent Hardware, HWI =

I 3.6736E-02 FID IF +
2 2.1339E-04 HEV * FIVIF
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Hardware Unavailability Cut Sets in Cue of Two DG Failures

Total Hardware, HW =

I 1.34_E-03 FIDIF * FIDIG +
2 I.I073E_4 DDA +
3 1.7703E-05 GDG +
4 1.6417E-05 TDB +
5 1.6417E-05 TDA +
6 1.6417E-05 TDC +
7 7.8392E-06 FIDIF * HEV * FIVIG +
8 7.8392E-06 HEV * FIVIF * FIDIG +
9 5.8176E-06 HEV * DVA +
10 4.0678E-06 FIDIF * DDF +
11 4.0678E-06 FIDIG * DDC +
12 4.0678E-06 FIDIF * DDG +
13 4.0678E.06 FID1F * DDE +
14 4.0678E-06 FIDIG * DDD +
15 4,0678E-06 FID1G * DDB +
16 1.1384E-06 HEV * FIV1F * FIVIG +
17 6.0309E-07 FIDIF + IDI +

Independent Hardware, HWI =

1 1.3495E-03 FIDIF * FIDIG +
2 7.8392E-06 FIDIF * HFV * FIVIG +
3. 7.8392E-06 HEV * FIVIF * FIDIG +
4 1.1384E4)6 HEV * FIV1F * FIVIG
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Hardware Unavailability Cut Sets in Case of Three DG Failures

Total Hardware, HW m

1 4.9576E-05 FIDIF * FIDIG * FID1H +
2 1.7703E-05 GDG +
3 1.6417E-05 "IDA +
4 4.0678E-06 FIDIH * DDA +
$ 4.0678E-06 FID1F * DD5 +
6 4.0678E-06 FIDIG * DDB +
? 6.0309E-07 FIDIH * TDC +
8 6.0309E.07 FID1F * TDH +
9 6.0309E-07 FFDIF * TDG +
10 6.0309E-07 FIDIG * TDD +
11 6.0309E-07 FIDIH * TDB +
12 6.0309E-07 FIDIG * TDE +
13 4.1256E-07 HEV * TVA +
14 3.1996E-07 HEV * GFO +
15 2.8798E-07 HEV * FIV1F * FIDIG * FIDIH +
16 2.8798E-07 FIDIF * HEV * FIV1G * FID1H +
17 2.8798E-07 FID1F * HEV * FID1G * FIVIH +
18 2.1372E-07 HEV * FIDIH * DVA +

Independent Hardware, HWI -

1 4.9576E-05 FIDIF * FIDIG * FIDIH +
2 2.8798E-07 FID1F * HEV * FIVIG * FID1H +
3 2.8798E-07 HEV * FIVIF * FID1G * FID1H +
4 2.8798E-07 FIDIF * HEV * FIDIG * FIV1H +
5 4.1821E-08 FIDIF * HEV * FIVIG * FIVIH +
6 4.1821E-08 HEV * FIV1F * FIV1G * FIDIH +
7 4.1821E-08 HEV * FIVIF * FIDIG * FIVIH +
8 6.0733E-08 HEV * FIVIF * FIVIG * FIVIH +
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Hardware Unavailability Cut Sets in Case of Four DG Failures

Total Hardware, HW =

1 1.7703E-05 GDG +
2 1.3212E-06 FID1F * FID1G * FID1H * FID2G
3 6.0309E-07 FID2G * TDA +
4 6.0309E-07 FID1H * TDB +
5 6.0309E-07 FID1G * TDD +
6 6.0309E-07 FID1F * TDG +
7 3.1996E-07 HEV * GFO +
8 1.4943E-07 FIDIH * FID2G * DDA +
9 1.4943E-07 FID1F * FID2G * DDE +
10 1.4943E-07 FID1G * FID2G * DDB +
11 1.4943E-07 FID1G * FID1H * DDD +
12 1.4943E-07 FID1F * FID1G * DDH +
13 1.4943E-07 FID1F * FID1H * DDF +
14 2.2155E-08 FID1F * FID2G * TDH +
15 2.2155E-08 FIDIG * FID2G * TDE +
16 2.2155E-08 FID1G * FID1H * TDF +
17 2.2155E-08 FID1H * FID2G * TDG +
18 2.2155E-08 FIDIF * FIDIG * TDJ +
19 2.2155E-08 FID1F * FIDIH * TDI +
20 1.5160E-08 HEV * FID1G * TVD +

Independent Hardware, HWI -

1 1.8212E-06 FID1F * FID1G * FID1H * FID2G +
2 1.0579E-08 FID1F * HEV * FIV1G * FID1H * FID2G +
3 1.0579E-08 HEV * FIV1F * FID1G * FID1H * FID2G +
4 1.0579E-08 FID1F * HEV * FID1G * FID1H * FIV2G +
5 1.0579E-08 FID1F * HEV * FIDIG * FIV1H * FTD2G +
6 1.5363E-09 FID1F * HEV * FIVIG * FID1H * FIV2G +
7 1.5363E-09 FID1F * HEV * FIV1G * FIV1H * FID2G +
8 1.5363E-09 HEV * FIV1F * FID1G * FID1G * FIV2G +
9 1.5363E-09 HEV * FIV1F * FID1G * FIV1H * FID2G +
10 1.5363E-09 HEV * FIV1F * FIV1G * FIDlh * FID2G +
11 1.5363E-09 FID1F * HEV *FID1G * FIV1H * FIV2G +
12 2.2311E-10 HEV * FIV1F * FIV1G * FIV1H * FID2G +
13 2.2311E-10 FID1F * HEV * FIV1G *FIV1H * FIV2G +
14 2.2311E-10 HEV * FIV1F * FID1G * FIV1H * FIV2G +
15 2.2311E-10 HEV * FIV1F * FIV1G * FID1H * FIV2G +
16 3.2400E-11 HEV * FIV1F * FIV1G * FIV1H * FIV2G
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HardwareUnavailability Cut Sets in Case of Five DG Failures

Total Hardware, HW =

1 1.7703E-05 GDG +
2 3.1996E-07 HEV * GFO +
3 6.6905E-08 FID1F * FID1G * FID1H * FID2H +
4 2.2155E-08 FID1F * FID2G * TDH +
5 2.2155E-08 FIDIG * FID2G * TDE +
6 2.2155E-08 FID1G * FID2H * TDD +
7 2.2155E-08 FID2G * FID2H * TDA +
8 2.2155E-08 FID1H * FID2H * TDB +
9 2.2155E-08 FID1F * FID2H * TDG +
10 2.2155E-08 FID1H * FID2G * TDC +
11 2.2155E-08 FIDIG * FID1H * TDF +
12 2.2155E-08 FID1F * FID1H * TDI +
13 2.2155E-08 FIDIF * FID1G * TDJ +
14 5.4896E-09 FID1G * FID2G * FID2H * DDB +
15 5.4896E-09 FID1G * FID1H * FID2H * DDD +

Independent Hardware, HWI --

1 6.6905E-08 FID1F * FID1G * FID1H * FID2G * FID2H +
2 3.8864E-10 FID1F * HFV * FIV1G * FID1H * FID2G * FTD2H +
3 3.8864E-10 HEV * FIV1F * FID1G * FID1H * FID2G * FID2H +
4 3.8864E-10 FID1F * HEV * FID1G * FIDIH * FID2G * FIV2H +
5 3.8864E-10 FID1F * HEV * FID1G * FID1H * FIV2G * FID2H +
6 3.8864E-10 FIDIF * HEV * FID1G * FIV1H * FID2G * FID2H +
7 5.6439E-11 FID1F * HEV * FIV1G * FIDIH * FID2G * FIV2H +
8 5.6439E-11 FID1F * HEV * FIV1G * FID1H * FIV2G * FID2H +
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APPENDIX 152: ELECWRICALPOWER SYSTEMS

B2.1 Introduction

nL10b

The objective of this apvendix is to summarize the results of reviewing the unavailability analyses of the
following electric power systems in the DCPRA: t

• Nonvital Electric Power System

• Vital 125V DC System

• Vital AC System

• Unit 2 Vital AC and DC Systems

• Instrument AC System

This Appendix reflects BNL's understanding of the subject systems.2"3

B2.1.20rguimflon

Section B2.2 provides condensed descriptions about the configurations and functions of the above electric
power systems. It also describes the dependency of these systems on support equipment, the surveillance
and maintenance conditions, the unavailabilitymodelling in the DCPRA, and the original DCPRA results.
The purpose of this approach is to present stand alone documentation to which the review's findings can
be directly compared. Section B2.3 contains the results and findings of the BNL review.

B2.2 Unavailability Modelling of Electric Power Systems

B2.2.1 General

The electric power systems are analyzed in'the DCPRA as a series of top events in the support system
event trees.

The electric systems and the associated top events are as follows:

Electric System Top Event Designator

Nonvital Electric Power System OG, NV
Vital 125V DC System DF, DG, DH
Vital AC Power System, Unit 1 AF, AG, AH, SF, SG, SH
Vital AC and DC Power, Unit 2 BF, BG, BH
Instrument AC Power System I1, 12, 13, 14

The subsequent sections provide the condensed descriptions of the electrical system analyses. Figure
B2.2.1 shows an overall schematic of the electrical distribution for Unit 1. The definitions and success

criteria of the associated top events are detailed in Tables B2.2.1a through B2.2.1f.
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B2.2 Nomltal POwerSystem

OmUom

The functions of this "nonvital"electric power system are:

• To provide power to the plant's vital (4.16kV) and nonvital (12kV and 4.16kV) buses during
normal operation.

• To provide power to the plant's 4.16kV and 12kV buses during startup, plant trips, or situations
when the plant is not able to shed loads down to house levels.

• To transfer power generated at Diablo Canyon to PG&E's distribution system.

The f'wstfunction is provided by the plant main generator. Under normal operating conditions the main
generator supplies power to the 4.16kV vital buses and to the nonvital 12kV and 4.16kV buses (see Figure
B2.2.1 and in more detail Figure B2.2.2). Power is generated at 25kV and auxiliary transformer 11 drops
this voltage down to the 12kV level to power nonvital 12kV buses D and E. Auxiliary transformer 12
drops the 25kV down to the 4.16kV level to power the 4.16kV vital F, G, H, and nonvital E, D buses.

The second function is satisfied by the 230kV system (switchyard). Under plant conditions when the main
generator cannot supply house loads (see above), the 230kV switchyard provides power to the 12kV and
4.16kV buses. Startup transformer 11 (SUll) delivers power to the 12kV SU (startup) bus. This bus
supplies power to the nonvital 12kV E, D buses and to startup transformer 12 (SU12). Startup
transformer 12 has two secondary sides: one side supplies 4.16kV to the vital F, G, H, and the nonvital D
buses and the other side supplies also 4.16kV to the nonvital E bus. The breaker OCB 212 is normally
closed (one can identify it in Figure B2.2.2). It connects the 230kV switchyard to the plant via the startup
transformers. Thus, the secondary side of SU12 is energized at all times down to the 4kV level. Breakers
52HF14, 52HG14 and 52HH14 keep the vital F, G and H buses (Figure B2.2.2) separated from the

standby power source. Given a loss of offsite power event or a large drop in the load, the plant is
designed to run back to house loads (about 50 MW) and not trip.

The third function is satisfied by the 500kV system. This system (switchyard) may also be used as a
backup for the second function. To align the system for backup, however, requires long duration (several
hours) operator action, therefore it was not quantified in the event tree analysis.

K1.Z2J _ Mmddlf_ (Noavital Electric Power System)

For the unavailability analysis the nonvital electric power system was considered to be composed of two

subsystems: the standby offsite power to the 4kV vital buses (F, G and H) and the nonvital 12kV buses
(D and E). The associated top events are: OG and NV. Top event OG questions the availability of
power from the offsite grid (230kV switchyard) to the 4.16kV vital buses after an initiating event. Top
event NV questions the availability of the nonvital 12kV buses after a plant initiating event. The success
criteria of these top events are described in Table B2.2.1a. Technical Specification and FSAR2
requirements with respect to the operability of the subsystems are also indicated. The reliability block
diagrams of top events OG and NV are shown in Figure 182,2.3. The diagram is constructed from blocks
(supercomponents) whose boundaries are indicated in Figure 132.2.2.
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The reliability block diagrams (Figure B2.2.3) show the dependencies on other electrical systems: 230kV
offsite power and tic power (dc train 12 supplies power to the controls of 12kV bus D and dc train 13
supplies the controls of bus E). Each of the plant switchyards (500kV and 230kV) has its own battery
(and battery chargers) providing motive power for its respective circuit breakers. It is claimed that given a
loss of offsite power, the charge on these batteries will last longer than the station batteries due to the
small loads. The 4.16kV buses E and D supply power to the 500kV and 230kV switchyard battery
chargers and air compressors, respectively. The auxiliary power for the SU transformers is taken from the
4.16kV bus E. Both sets of auxiliary and startup transformers require 480V power to operate cooling fans
and cooling oil pumps. Buses 11D and 11E provide this power.

Upon loss of auxiliary power the 12kV buses automatically transfer to the startup bus and all five 4.16kV
buses automatically transfer from auxiliary transformer 12 to startup transformer 12. Upon an SI signal
the vital buses transfer immediately, the nonvital ones after the main unit trip. Simultaneously a signal
opens the auxiliary feeder breakers and closes the startup feeder breakers.

B2.2.2.3 Qtmntifieation of Top Event Split Fractions (Nonvital Electric Power System)

The definitions of the boundary condition split fractions associated with top events OG and NV are listed
in Table B2.2.2a. The quantification of OG top events involved the following assumptions:

• When the plant trips and the 500kV circuit breakers 532 and 632 do not open, the nonvital 12kV
and 4.16kV buses will not transfer over to the startup power; i.e., feeders from the auxiliary

transformers 11 and 12 need not open to keep the 500kV and the 230kV systems separated.
• Loss of offsite power initiator includes failure events to accomplish load rejection to house loads.
• No credit for backfeed from 500kV.

• Circuit breaker 212 may be bypassed for maintenance (by using air switches 213 and 215).

The quantification of top event NV involved the assumption that maintenance of auxiliary feeder breakers
does not contribute to the unavailabilitysince given an initiating event, the buses would be realigned to the
backup startup power supply.

For both top events it was assumed that breaker maintenance is performed in less than one hour, because

usually they replace the existing breaker with an operable spare. Breaker overhauls are performed at
every five or six years. Transformer maintenance is performed about once per year for about eight hours.
This is done while the plant is at power. Other preventative maintenance activities are done during plant
shutdowns.

Table B2.2.3a presents the quantified values of the split fractions (entries denoted by PG&E). To provide
complete information, besides the total value of a split fraction (TI'L) the table also indicates the main
contn'butors, such as unavailabilities due to hardware failures (HW), maintenance (MN), test (TS), and
human error (HE). The table also provides the constituent parts of the hardware unavailability: the
independent (HWI) and the dependent (HWD, i.e., common cause) failures.

Notice, there is no contribution due to test and human er_'or. Technical Specifications require only system
operability checks once every seven days by verifying correct breaker alignment and power availability.
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The seismic analysis included only the 230kV offsite grid fragility. All the other components were assumed
to have higher capacities and therefore the offsite grid was considered to be the limiting case. It is mentioned
that the switchyard/plantisolation breakers 542 and 632, which are Westinghouse sulfur-hexafluoride breakers
will be replaced by seismically much better qualified GE/Hitachi dead-tank SF6 breakers by the end of 1987.

B2.2J Vital 12SVI)C System

n2.2J.l rmaJm, otmatJm

The vital 125V dc system provides power to controls, protection circuitry (equipment) and instrumentation
and annunciators throughout the plant. The system is configured from three 125V dc subsystems: 125V dc
train 11, 125V dc train 12, and 125V dc train 13 (see Figure B2.2.1). Each subsystem consists of a 60 cell
125V battery, a 125V distribution switchgearassembly, and a battery charger. The battery chargers are located
in the dc switchgear room (see also Figures B2.2.4.1, B2.2.4.2, and B2.2.4.3 for details). The switchgear
assemblies each include a completely enclosed 125V dc bus, circuit breakers, fuses, metering equipment, and
two distribution panels. One of the panels supplies the vital loads and the other supplies the nonvital loads;
they are physically separated on the left and right sides of the switchgear. Breakerson the panels may be used
to disconnect all non-Class 1E loads from the batteries.

A total of five battery chargers are supplied; three chargers serve two of the 125V dc buses (11 and 12) and
two chargers serve dc bus 13. Under normal operation, each bus is powered by one battery charger and the
battery charger provides the dc power for the plant. Buses 11 and 12 share a single backup battery charger
in case either primary charger should become unavailable. A second battery charger is a backup charger for
bus 13. Technical specifications require that chargers 11, 12, and 13 be the normally aligned chargers. 480V
vital buses power the battery charges (charger 11 from bus 1F, charger 12 from 1G, charger 121 from bus 1H,
charger 131 from bus 1F, charger 132 from bus 1H). Each of the chargers is connected to a dc bus through
a thermal-magnetic breaker located in the dc switchgear. Manual transfer is required to align the backup
battery charger.

Distribution panels 11 and 12 are connected to their respective buses by drawout (manually operated air)
breakers. Panel 13 is hardwiredto its bus. The batteries are sized to provide sufficient power to operate the
dc loads for the time necessary to safe shutdown should a 480V ac source to one or more battery chargers be
unavailable. Batteries have a minimum two hour capacity.
Should a failure occur on any 125V dc circuit on panel 11 or 12, the breaker to this circuit would trip to
isolate the failure. If the circuit breaker failed the drawout breakerwould trip to isolate the whole panel from
the battery (i.e., would cause the loss of all the loads). For panel 13 there is no drawout breaker. The
isolation of this panel would have to occur through a 3000A fuse. Natural ventilation is sufficient for the

battery rooms to maintain safe levels of hydrogen gas generated during charging.

The most important loads on the 125V dc system are: the inverters, the 4kV feeder breaker controls, the

diesel generator controls, control room main annunciator system and the 480V motor control center relay
boards. Detailed lists of loads are given in Figures B2.2.4.1 through B2.2.4.3.
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For unavailability modelling, the vital 125V dc system was considered as a three train system: after an
initiating event the unavailability of one, two and three trains were determined. Three top events are
associated with the model: DF, DG and DH, where the first letter identifies the dc power and the second the
vital ac bus to which it supplies control power. These top events question the availabilityof vital 125V dc
power on dc buses (and distribution panels) 11, 12 and 13, respectively. The success criteria for these top
events are described in Table B2.2.1b. Technical Specification and FSAR requirements with respect to the
operability of the system are also indicated. A representative reliabilityblock diagram for the top events DF,
DG and DH is shown in Figure B2.2.5. The diagram is constructed from blocks (supercomponents) whose

boundaries are indicated in Figures B2.2.4.1, B2.2.4.2, and B2.2.4.3, respectively. Notice, top events DG and
DH contain similar components to the blocks for top event DF; however, for top event DH, there are
differences in blocks I and 3. Block DH-1 does not contain the circuit breaker that blocks DF°I and DG-1

have, and block DH-3 has one more fuse than blocks DF-3 and DG-3. The reliability block diagram shows
that the model is conservative because the failure of a battery charger does not immediately fail the system.
(In some PRAs the battery charger and battery are treated as parallel components, but it is not always true
that a battery charger's capability is sufficient to function adequately without its associated battery.)

The reliability block diagram (Figure B2.2.5) also shows the dependency on other electrical systems: the vital
480V buses. There is no common cause failure mode modelled between the three dc trains (except seismic
and ventilation; ventilation is needed to supply cooling to the 125V dc switchgear rooms which also house the
battery charger, but ventilation is powered by the 480V buses).

d Tap USVDCsy,

Technical Specifications restrictions, that one train may be unavailable due to maintenance at any one time,
introduce certain dependencies between the trains and this renders the split fractions conditional on the
success or failure of the preceding dc train in the event tree. A single train unavailability will be the sum of
the hardware unavailability (HW) and the maintenance (MN) unavailability. Since there are no scheduled
tests performed resulting in an unavailable dc train, there is no test contribution to the unavailability.

The definitions of the boundary conditions and the associated conditional top event split fractions are listed
in Table B2.2.2b. The quantification of the top event sprit fractions involved the following assumptions:

• Redundant battery chargers and associated breakers are given credit only during charger/breaker
performance test and charger/breaker maintenances.

• Panel feeder breaker (dc trains 11 and 12) maintenance is included in the maintenance of the panel
itself.

• Vital 480V ac buses IF, 1G, 1H are available.
• During switching of ac power to the battery chargers, the batteries supply power to the loads.
• All scheduled maintenance and testing is performed in a way that does not disable the system during

power operation.

Table B2.2.3b presents the. quantified values of the conditional split fractions; CSF. To provide complete
information the table also indicates the total value of a split fraction (TIT,) and other contributors., The
dominant contributors to the hardwarefailure arebattery [oilure on demand and battery charger failure during
operation.
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In terms of seismic failures, the batteries, buses and breaker panels are modelled. (Seismic failures of the
battery charger are modelled with the vital ac system.) The auxiliarybuilding is modelled with the dc system,
because failure of the dc system impacts all the important support and frontline systems,

B2.2.4 Vital AC b_,stem - Unit 1

sz.t.l comnmioL otnaim

The function of the vital ac system is to provide power to safety related equipment under all foreseeable
conditions.

The DCPRA considered this system as composed of six subsystems: Three of the subsystems are the 4.16kV
(F, (3, H) and 480V (1F, 1G, IH) vital ac buses and the associated hardware at Unit 1, the other three are
the standby startup feeder breakers to these buses (see Figures B2.2.1 and B2.2.7.1).

During normal operation the 4.16kV system is powered through auxiliarytransformer 12. The standby power
source is the 230kV system via the startup transformers SUI1 and SU12 and the 12kV startup (SU) bus. The
480V vital buses IF, 1G, and 1H are fed from the 4.16kV vital buses F, G, H, respectively, through 4160/480V
transformers. The control power to the 4.16kV breakers is provided by the 125V dc system (manual transfer
is also possible):

DC panel 11 to 4.16kV bus F
DC panel 12 to 4.16kV bus G
DC panel 13 to 4.16kV bus H

In the case of an auxiliary feeder breaker trip the 4.16kV buses automatically transfer to the standby sources.
Transfer is also initiated by various plant conditions listed in Table B2.2.4. This table shows the transfers and
the diesel states as a function of plant conditions. The transfer usually occurs after a short delay 68 sex) to
allowfor voltage decay. Usually only low voltage loads operated by magnetic controllers (such as containment
fan coolers) are tripped and restarted. In the case when there is an SI signal or in other conditions the
transfer is immediate, the "loadsdo not strip"(see these notes also in the table) and the diesels start. If there
is a LOSP, direct transfer to the diesel occurs. If in 10 sex after a transfer to the startup transformer
undervoltage was detected on the vital buses, a 2/2 relay logic (relays 27HFB3 and 24HFB4) would start the
diesel and load stripping would occur in 20 seconds.

In order that a transfer could occur, certain permissives have to be satisfied.

For transfers without and with an SI signal:

1. Presence of the initiating signal.
2. No undervoitage on the startup transformer.
3. No electrical fault on the bus.

4. Startup and diesel feeder breaker tripped.
5. Transfer to diesel not in progress.
6. Auto transfer switch cut in main control room.
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For transfer to the diesel:

1. Vital bus undervoltage.
2. No electrical fault on the bus.

3. Diesel is up to rated voltage.

Table B2.2A also lists the most important loads on the 4.16kV system. The loads on the vital 480V buses are:

primary makeup water pumps, lighting, batteu, chargers and inverters, diesel generator auxiliary loads,
ventilation fans and containment fan coolers.

The 4.16kV switchgear is located indoors and requires ventilation; the breakers are in individual cubicles

cooled by fans powered from the associated 480V bus. The 480V ac and 125V dc vital switchgear
compartments (see Figure B2.2.6b) are supplied cooling air by two trains of supply and exhaust fans. The
power supplies to these trains are 480V buses 1F and 1H. Each room has an inlet and outlet duct with a
fuseable link fire damper. The inadvertent closing of the fire dampers was included in the unavailabilitymodel
of the vital ac system.

The failures of the vital ac system represent potential for event initiation: loss of a 4.16kV train could result
in loss of component cooling water or auxiliary saltwater. Loss of 480V could cause a loss of switchgear
ventilation (later a loss of inverters, instrument buses) and trigger a plant trip.

The Unit 1 vital ac electric system unavailability model is represented by six top events corresponding to the
six electric subsystems. These are: AF, AG, All, and SF, SG, SH. In the electrical support system event tree
top events AF, AG, and All question the availability of vital ac power on 4.16kV buses F, G, H and 480V
buses 1F, 1G, 1H, respectively. Top events SF, SG, SH question the closure of circuit breakers 52HF14,
52HG14, 52HH14 supplying 4.16kV buses F, G, H, respectively, from the startup transformer following a plant
trip. The success criteria for these top events are described in Table B2.2.1c. Technical Specification and
FSAR requirements with respect to the operability of the system are also indicated. The reliability block

diagrams of both types of top events, AF and SF are shown in Figure B2.2.6. The diagrams are constructed
from blocks (supercomponents) whose boundaries are indicated in Figures B2.2.7.1 and B2.2.7.2. The

reliability diagramsalso show the dependency on dc power. If any dc train is unavailable, the corresponding
ac train is also assumed to be unavailable.

B2.2.4.3 Quantification of Top Event Split Fractions (Vital AC System - Unit 1)

The quantification of the top events associated with the vital ac system involved the following assumptions:

• The 4.16kV switchgear room does not require ventilation.
• The two trains of fa_s for the 480V switchgearrooms would not be out for maintenance at the same

time.

• Detection of power loss on the 4.16kV/4SOV buses would be immediate (not by the weekly
surveillance check).

• Maintenance of 4.16kV breakers would only take one hour (replacement of a spare breaker).
• Breakers, buses, transformers for ac trains require infrequent maintenance.
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Common cause failure was assumed between breakers to open (auxiliary feeder breakers) and to close (startup
feeder breakers) on demand. These common cause failures were assumed to be recoverable (even for three
trains) for all accidents except for large and medium LOCAs, because of the insufficient time available.

Recovery would consist of operator action to manuallyoperate the feeder breakers in the 4.16kV switchgear
rooms.

Due to the common cause failure (and recovery) as well as Technical Specification dependencies, the sprit
fractions evaluated are conditional on the success or failure of the preceding top events in the electrical
support system event tree. The dependency on the dc system has also complicated the quantification of the

vital ac systems split fractions. Table B2.2.2c lists the definitions of the boundary conditions and the associated
conditional top event split fractions. The quantified values of the conditional split fractions are listed in Table
B2.2.3c (entries denoted by PG&E).

Notice that the maintenance contribution to the unavailability is small because the components modelled
require infrequent maintenance. There are no test or human error contributions because relevant tests are
done during shutdown and human errors committed would be detected before resuming operation.

Seismic unavailability is modelled for the following plant components:

• Turbine Building Shear Wall
,, 125V DC Battery Chargers
• 4.16kV/480V Transformers

• Turbine Building Strut
• 4.16kV SwitchgeaT(in the case of when the strut failed and when not failed)
• 4.16kV Safeguard Relay Panel (for bus transfer in the case when the strut failed and when not

failed)

• 4.16kV Unit 2 Bus F Potential Transformer (in the case of when strut failed and when not failed).

B2.Z.q Vital AC/DCSystems;Unit 2

B2,2.&I Cemgmi

This system is modelled in the DCPRA primarily to determine the unavailability of the Unit 2 Auxiliary
Saltwater System, where a crosstie to Unit 1 is beneficial. For seismic initiators the crosstie is not modelled.

m.7.&z cmazmmim.Otmsaim

The vital ac/dc system of Unit 2 is modelled in the DCPRA for the case when offsite power is unavailable.
The systems function, during such an event, is to provide motive and control power to the engineered safety
loads (Auxiliary Saltwater System) of Unit 2. The system was analyzed to determine the unavailability of the
combined 4.16kV ac, 480V ac, and 125V dc power to these loads.

The system, similarly to the vital ac and dc systems of Unit 1, was considered to be composed of three
subsystems representing the three vital ac and dc trains of Unit 2. Correspondingly, there are three top events
associated with the subsystems: BF, BG and BH. These top events describe the unavailabilities of:

Unit 2, 4.16kV bus F, 480V bus 2F, and 125V dc train 21; Top Event BF.
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Unit 2, 4.16kV bus (3, 480V bus 2G, and 125V dc train 22; Top Event BG.
Unit 2, 4.16kV bus H, 480V bus 2H, and 125V dc train 23; Top Event BH.

'me configurations and operations of the buses and trains are similarto those of Unit 1 described in Sections
132.2.3and 132.2.4.

m.z.sJ ummnlm (vu ss m.tt z)

Top events BF, BG, and BH are equivalent to the combined top events AF and DF, AG and DG, AH and

DH previously discussed. Tne reliability block diagram for top event BF is shown in Figure B2.2.8. Block
diagrams for top events BG and BH are similar. The diagrams are constructed from blocku
(supercomponents) whose boundaries are indicated in Figures B2.2.9.1 and B2.2.9.2. Block 4 (backup charger
2-21) is treated as being unavailable; thus the block diagram reduces to five blocks in series. The success
criteria of the top events are described in Table B2.2.1d. Technical Specifications and FSAR requirements
with respect to the operability of the system are the same as those given in Table B2.2.1b and B2.2.1c for Unit
1 and are therefore not repeated.

il2J.q.4 _ M'Tap l_mm Sp_ lhsetismj (Vits/AC/DC Spkm -UsdZ2)

Unit 2 ac/dc train H is slightly different from trains F and G. Train H has one less breakerbut one additional
fuse. This difference is not modelled. It does not affect the results since the two failure frequencies are of
the same order.

The assumptions concerning the failure rates of the components, test and maintenance conditions, common
cause failures and recoveries, operational conditions, human errors, etc. are the same described in Sections
B2.2.3 and B2.2.4 for the Unit 1 vital dc and ac systems.

Due to Technical Specification dependencies and common cause failures, the quantified split fractions are
conditional on the success or failure of the preceding top events in the electrical support system event tree.
The definitions of the boundary conditions and the associated conditional top event split fractions are shown
in Table B2.2.2d. The quantified values of the conditional split fractions are given in Table B2.2.3d (entries
denoted by PG&E).

One can see from the data that there are only small maintenance and no test or human error contributions

to the unavailability of top events BF, BG, and BH. This is a consequence of the assumptions made; the

contribution to the maintenance unavailability is small because the components modelled require infrequent
unscheduled maintenance (during operation) and tests. Scheduled maintenance and tests that would make
the system unavailable are done during shutdown and it is unlikely that any human error committed would
not be detected before resuming operation.

Seismic unavailabilitywas not explicitlymodelled. It was assumed that seismic failures for similarcomponents
are correlated and do not allow recovery by crosstying buses. Thus, it was decided that seismic unavailability
does not impact the model.
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112.2.6 Instrument AC System

m,2.6.t Option

The _ of the instrument ac system is to maintain a supply of 120V ac to the vital instn, nent loads of
the plant unit. The system comdsts of four channels: I, ii, III, and IV. Channels I, III, and Channels II, IV

are somewhat diffenmt: for Channels I and m, each involves two inverters and two distribution panels; while
fog Channels II and IV, each repmsmts only one inverter and one distribution panel. There are three power
sougees for the invemn:

• 4SOYvim bus,
• 4S0V vital bus via a battery charger, and
• 125V de battery.

The inverters feed the 120V ac panels. In addition, there is a standby transformer/regulator set (transformer)
may subelituleforone of the inverters(when theinverterisinunscheduledma/ntemm_). For

clm'if_on, more detailsm givea in the following systew description table (see also Figure B2.2. I):

InstmDmt AC System Description

Channel Panel Panel Power .... S_mmortSystems ......
Sources For Inverters For X-r

480 V AC 125 V DC 480 V AC
I PY-I I Inv.II, X-r IF II IO

PY-I la Inv.I la*, X-r IF II IG
II PY-12 Inv.12, X-r IG 12 IG
1111 PY-13 Inv.13,X-r IH 13 IG

PY-13a Inv.13a*,X-r IH 13 IG
IV PY-14 Inv.14, X-r IH 12 IG

*Inverters 1la am/ 13a are not safety related (only supplemental) equipment; they are required for modelled
systems in the plant model, e.g.,the10% steam dump valves.

Adequate cooling to the inverters is maintained by the 480V switchgear ventilation (the non-reviewed Top
Event SV questions its availability). One has to keep in mind that the dc trains supply support power to the
ac trains. Therefore, after a plant trip if a de train is unavailable, the associated ac train will also be

unavailable. It is clear from the above table that for Channels I, II, and Ill there is such dependency.
Channel IV is different because its tic and ac sapport systems are independent.

Among the instrument ac system loads the most i_t are the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
instnmtentation and the Solid State Protection System.

For operating the inverters there is no preferred source of power; the inverter has an input diode, which gates
the highest instantamxam voltage source. The 480V ac and 125V dc feeder breakers are closed. Plant

statistics show that 90_ of the. load is supplied by the de source and 109_ is supplied by the ac source. If both
sources fail the standby transformer may be used to supply any one of the power panels. The transformer is
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fed from vital bus IG by the breaker 52-1G-43. If an inverter failed it would take 15 minutes to realign a
petal to the tam'bytnmfomer (closethefeedertnmkm).

Givm loss of sc power, the inverter switchm to the battery without delay. After ac is restored (diesel
gmerutor) them is a 40 second delay to switch back to 480V tc to allow voltage to stabilize. Loss of ac power
to the iavmus is slanmd in the control room.

No w,heduled nmintmance is pm'formxl on the inverters while at power. Testing is done during refueling (18
month intmvmls). The availabilityof the instmmmt ac system is very huportant for plant safety. Loss of two
_t so chaeuels could lead to a plant trip; ifthis lappens while the plant is above 10_; power, the plant
will trip becmm the instmmmts indicate that a RCP has failed. In addition, even a loss of one channel could

result in a plant trip, because loss of power to steam flow control instntmmts (on the Hagan racks) may cause
wroag steam flow control, which could them cause a plant trip.

BZ.2.6.2 Umvaiht_t7 Modei_ Camrummt _tC System)

Four top eveats _nmmt the channels of the instnunmt mcsystem. They are: I1, 12, I3, and I4. These top
events me in the mechanical and actuation systems support eveat tree (not in the electrical support eveat
tree). They question the availability of 120V instmmmt ac distribution Channels I, II, HI, and IV,
_vely. The success criteria of these top eveats are described in Table B2.2.1e. Technical Specification
and FSAR requimmmts with respect to the operability of the system are also indicated. The reliability block
diqrmm of the top evmts are shown in Figure B2.2.10. The diagrams are constructed from blocks
(supercompoamts) whose boundaries are marked in Figures B2.2.11.1 through B2.2.11.4. The reliability
diagrams also show the _y ms the supporting power supplies (notice the difference for top evmt 14).

!_.2.1;.3 QinltRa/iea ot Top Event Split Fractiens (Instrument AC System)

The quantification of the top events associated with the instrument ac system involved the following main
assumptions:

• Although the inverters have both an ac and a dc power source, the breakers for these sources are

modelled as being both required; this was done to reduce the number of split fractions and boundary
coaditiom. The procedure is conservative.

• There is no common cause failure mode betweeminstnmtent ac system channels.
• Any or all of the ".mstyummtchannels my be in nmintmmn_ and aligned to the backup transformer.

Tiffs assumption is considered to be conservative since the plant is required to shutdown when more

then one panel is not powered from its inverter source,.
• To realign a distribution panel to the backup power supply (~ 15 minutes) the channel is considered

to be unavailable. No human error is assumed in aligning tl_ backup.

The top event boundary conditions were determined on the availabilitiesof the support systems to the invet_r
and the backup transformer. They are listed in Table B2.2.2d. Each top event has essentially three boundary
conditiom. For Top Event I2, two additional split fractions are required for seismic events; the_ are 123 and
124. These conditional split fractions calculate the conditional pmbabifity of failing instrument Channel I1,

Igivmfailure of instmmmt CIm/mel I for boundary condition 1 and bolmdary condition 2, respectively.
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Table B2.2.3d presents the quantified values of the (non-conditional and conditional) split fractions (see
entries denoted by PG&E). Notice, that there is no contribution due to common cause failures, test and

human errors. (Technical Specifications require only the verification of the alignment of the buses at least
once every seven days.) The maintenance contribution appears because of the time per/od required to align
the backup transformer for unscheduled maintenance of an inverter.

For seismic initiators, only the inverters, process control and protection racks,and pressure delta-p transmitters
were modelled. The remaining components have median fragilities greater than 10g and therefore were not
modelled.
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Figure B2.2J Reliability block diagrams for nonvitai electric
power system top events OG and NG
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iii iii I I iiini i

Figure B2.2._ Reliability block diagram for vital 125Vdc power system top event DF
(block diagrams for top events DG and DH are similar)
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Top Event AF
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Top Event SF

F'_gureB2.2.6 Reliability block diagrams for vital ac electric
power system top events AF and SF
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Tal_ B2.2.1s

Top Event _ and Suecem Crito/
PowerSymms

Nmv lnec Symm

Top Event
Dedsuator Top Evest Ddinitim Top Evmt Secas Critah

OO Nonvitsl sc powar from 230kV Power is _ from tin 230kV
switcbymd, switchyurddown to tin 4.16kV vi_ buses F,

G, H for 24 Imm, _ m ini_
evemL

NV NonvilM ,c 'pow_ from i2kV buss. One of two 12kV Izmz (D, B) _ to
mmby offM_ power source sod nmmin
mmsiz mf  kzzs ini
evmt.

FSAR Smxem Ctimis:

Explicitlyme not wegifted, Itoweverore=um infer the following:
1. If the unit trips, the unit must switch to the 230kV system via the mttup ttsmsfommz to maintain

poww to tin plmt Ioeds.
2. If the 230kV systmnis umvsilsble, the vital 4.16kV buses must be isolated from both the suzilimy sod

Mmlzqppow_ _mtems so lira Ilw dieml gmemtom rosy mqPldYMheload-

Tvchnical Soecificstimm (I.C_):

1. For coetimm_ opamtiou, two imkpmdmt offsite circuits umst be msmained (ow 500kV and om
23(kV line).

2. If con offsite circuit is lost it must be twtmed within 72 hours or else the unit must shutdown.
3. If ore offidte ,_amit sod om _ _ isout of mvdce they must be restonM within 12horns.
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Table B2.2.1b

Top Event Definitions and Success Criteria
EJectr_ PowerSystam

Vl_ 12SVDCS_au

Top Eva
Top Evmt Ddl_tlon Top Event Success Criteria

DF 125V DC Power Each de power train is successful if it remsim
de-energized for 24 hours following an
initiatinll event. If sc power is lost each
battery is required to power each train for two
hours, and provide power to its respective
dieselgenerator.

FSAR Success Criteria

Explicitly are not specified, however, one can infer that in the event that any or all 480V vital buses are lost,
12,5Vbatteries will provide dc control power necessary to shut down safely the plant.

Tw,hnicsl SDecificst/om (LCOs):
--

If one bsttery or charger or both are inoperable, restore within two hours or be in hot standbywithin the next
six hours or in cold shutdown within the following 30 hours.
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Table B2.2.1c

Top Event Ddinltiom and Suemm Criteria
Electrical Power Systmm
Vital AC Systaa - Unit I

Top Event
Dmilnator Top Event Definition Top Event Sueem Criteria

AF, AG, AH Vital AC Buses Bach 4.16kV bus is suecmsful if it isolates from the

auxiliarypower source and each 4.16kV and 480V vital
train remains energized for 24 hours. (Success of this
event implies that given failure of top event OG the
corresponding diesel generator must start and load to
power the equipment supplied from the vital train.
Failure of this event means that vital _ is not available

even if the startup transformer and the diesel could
supply ae power.)

SF_ SG, SH Startup Feeder Breakers Each standbystartup feeder breaker to each 4.16kV bus
is successful if it energizes the bus and remains
energized for 24 hours. (These top events are asked if
the corresponding top events AF, AG, All are

successful. Success of these top events and of OG
implies that vital ac power is available on the
corresponding buses. If OG fails and these top events

are not asked the corresponding diesels must start and
load to power the equipment from these buses.)

FSAR Success Cn_a:

During a plant trip or loss of offsite power, the system must maintain power to at least two of three vital
4.16kV buses. Any two of the three vital buses are adequate to serve at least the minimum required ESF
loads of a unit.

Technical Snecificatious O_,COs_:

• With one 4.16kV and/or associated 480V vital buses not energized, must re-energize within eight hours or
be in hot standby within the next six hours and cold shutdown within the following 30 hours.

• Loss of diesel generator 13 which supplies vital bus F of both units would require both units to shutdown
if not restored within 72 hours.

• If one diesel or one offsite circuit is unavailable the other two power trains must be verified within one
hour and the unavailable source restored within 72 hours.
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Table B2.2.1d

Top Event I)dlnitiou sad Success Crltetls
PowerSymml

Vital AC/DC Sysmn - Unit 2

TOP Even/

Top Event IMinliion Top Event Sueems Crimria

BP, BG, BH Vital AC/DC Electric Power 4.16kV bus (F,G,H) at Unit 2, 480V bus
Subsystems of Unit 2 (2P,2G,2H) and 12.5V dc panel (21,22,23)

respectively,must remain ava/lablefor24
hours. (The success of top event BF implies
that if offsite power is not available, swing
diesel 13 aligns to Unit 2, power is available at
the associated buses.)
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Table B2.2.1e

Top Event Dd_floo aod _ Criteria
Powm.S_

lnmrumaltACSjllm

Top gveat
Dm_mtor Top Event Ddinition Top Event Succem Criteria

I1 _t AC Channeb lhDchchannel is successful if 120V sc power to
I2 the lceds on the insttunnut sc distribution

D penels (imnels PY-11, PY-11a for Channel I,
I4 penei PY-12 for Channel II, lmnels PY-13,

PY-13a for Channel HI, and panel PY-14 for
Channel IV) is nmintained for 24 hours.

FSAR Suo:em Criteria: Similm. to that qJpHed in the modelling.

Tedmic_l Sueciflcatimm _"_,_: With one vital insuuu_t _: bus not energized by its mmocimedinverter
or with me inverter not _ to its mumociated&:bus, ro-e_rgize the vital instrument bus _m anmbe_

source within two hours or be in hot stmtdbywithin six hours trodcold shutdown within 30 hours; m-emrgize
the vital instmmmt sc bus from its associated dc bus within 24 hours or be in hot standby within the next six
hours studin cold jutdown within the following 30 hours.
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Table m.2.2s

Cmlitl_ and SpUr_ lde_flom for
Top Evmts OG and NV

Noavltsl _ Poww Symm

Top Evmt Split Frscflon ID Ddlnlflon

OG OGI Oiv_ offside grid success.
OOF Oivm offside grid failunD

_t_ failure).

NV NVI Oivm all suppm_ sw_lsble.
NV2 0(3 succeeded, dc 12 or dc 1:3

fsiled.
NV3 OO failed, dc 12 and dc 13

failed (gumnte_l failure).

Table m.2.2b

Condition and Split _ lde_ifl_flom
for Top Evmts DF, DG, and DH

Vi_ 125V DC S_mm

Top Event Split Fraction ID Ddiniflon

DF DFI Vital480V busIF available.

DO DO1 Vital480V busIO available,DF succeeded.
DO2 Vital 480V bus IO available,DF fnil_.
DOF Guaranteedfailure.

DH DHI Vital 480V bus IH available, DF succeeded, DG _.
DH2 Vital 480V bus IH ava/lable, DF succeeded, DO failed.
DH3 Vital 480V bus IH available, DF failed, DO succeeded.
DH4 Vital 480V bus IH available, DF failed, DG failed.
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Table m.2.2c

CmdJaom tad Codaoml Stmt_
for Top Evmts AF, AG, All, sad SF, SG, SH

Vital AC S_em - Unit 1

Top SpU,
i El ldmtifkstJm IM_k

AF AFI All_ available,withrecoveryfromcommon causebreakerfailure.
AFA All_ ava/labbwithno recoveryfromcommon causebreakerfailure.
AFF O_m_t_l f_l_.

InthefollowinI thenotations: DF-$,DF-F,andDO-S,DO-F,repreemt

thosuccess(S)md failure(F)ofdc trs/ns11and 12,respectively.The
notationAF-S,AF-F,AO-S,andAO-F mpmsmt themum foractndnsF
and O,mq?_vely.

AO AOl DF-S,AF=S,withrecovery.

AO2 DF=S,AF-F,withrecovery.
AO3 DF-F,withrecovery.
AOA DF-S, AF-S, no recovery.
AOB DF-S,AF-F,no recovery.

AOC DF-F,no recovery.
AOF Oumanteedfailure.

All AHI DF-S, DO-S, AF-S, AO-$, with recovery.
AH2 DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AO-F, or DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AO-S, with recovery.
AH3 DF-$, DO-S, AF-F, AG-F, with recovery.
AH4 DF-S, DG-F, AF-S or DF-F, DO-S, AO-S, with recovery.
AH5 DF-S, DO-F, AF-F or DF-F, DO-S, AO-F, with recovery.
AH6 DF-F, DO-F,withrecovery.
AlIA DF-S, DO-S, AF-S, AG-S, no recovery.
AHB DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AG-F or DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-S, no recovery.
AHC DF-S, DO-S, AF-F, AG-F, no recovery.
AHD DF-S, DO-F, AF-S or DF-F, AG-S, AG-S, no recovery.
AHE DF-S,DO-F, AF-F orDF-F,DO-S,AG-F,no recovery.

AHG DF-F,DO-F,no recovery.
AHF Ouanmteedfailure.

$F SFI All support available with recovery.
SFA All support available,no recovery.
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m.2.2c(mmhm

Top
Evmt l&mJkst_ _ti_

In tim foHowiq the smmtoa B muds for "bylmmd" state.

SO SOl SP4, with recovery.
SO2 SF-F, with recovery.
SO3 SF-B, with recovery.

SOA SF-S, no mcov_/.
SOB SF-F, no mcovmy.
SOC SP-B, no recovery.

SH Sill SP-_$,SO-S, with recovmy.
SH2 SF-S, SO-F or SF-F, SO-S, with recovery.
SH3 SF-F, SO-F, with meovery.
$H4 SF-S, SO-D of SF-D, SO-S, with recovery.
SlO SF-F, SO-D or SF-D_SO-F, with recovery.
SH6 SF-D, SO-D, with mcovary.
SHA SF-S, SO-S, no recovmy.
SHB SF-S, SO-F of SF-F, SO-S, no recovery.
SHC SF-F, SO-F, no moovery.
SHD SF-S, SO-D orSF-D, SO-S, no r_ve_/.
SFIB SP-P, SG-B or SF-B, SO-P, no recovery.
SHG SP-D, SO-B, no recovery.
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Table B2.2.2d

Comdalomand ComatiomlSplit_ lda:tiNmtion
for Top Even BF, BG, BH
Vital AC/II)CSystem - Unit 2

Top spur
Event IdmMla_10m INCmlaou

BP BFI OHsite grid failed, OO-F.

BO BOI OG-F, at/de train F Unit 2 successful, BF-S.
BO OO-F, at/de train F Unit 2 failed,BF-F.

BH BHI OO-F, BF-S, BO-S.
BH2 OG-F, BF-S, BG-F, or OG-F, BF-F, BG-S.
BH3 OG-F, BF-F, BG-F.

Tab_ B2.2.2e
Boundary Conditiom and Split Fra_on l__n

for Top Events I1,12,13, and 14
AC Sysmn

Top Split FrscUoa
Event l__km IMinition

II III DCII _ AC IFsucceededor failed and AC IG succeeded; DF-S,
AP-S, AG-S or DF-S, AF-F, AG-S.

112 DF-S, AF-S, AG-F or DF-S, AF-F, AG-F.
IIF DF-F,guaranteed failure.

12 121 AG-S.
122 DG-S, AG-F.
123 AG-S, ll-F.
124 DO-S, AG-F, 11-F.
12F DO-F, guaranteed failure.

13 131 DH-S, AH-S, AO-S or DH-S, AH-F,AO-S.
D2 DH-S, AH-S, AO-F or DH-S, AH-F, AG-F.
13F DH-F, guaranteed failure.

14 141 DG-S, AH-S, AG-S or DG-S, AH-F, AG-S.
142 DG-F, AH-S or AG-F, DG-S (AH-S or AH-F).
14F DO-F, AH-F, guaranteed failure.
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T,dde B2.2.3m
UmvJdlsldll_ Values (Split Frmetio_) fae the

Noavltal Eloctrk Power S35t_m
Top Events OG ud NV

Cam Cale. TYI, ilW I]WI BWD T8 MN lie Comment
]brat No.

OG O(31 PG&E 7.629-4 4.813-4 4.813-4 0.0 2.816-4

BNL 7_92-4 4.8414 4.841-4 0.0 2.751-4

OGF PG&E 1.0

BigL 1.0

NV NV1 IPG&E 1.629-4 1.621-4 8.471-6 1.537-4 7.645-7

BNL 1.623-4 1.616-4 4.561-6 1.570-4 7.688-7

NV2 PG&E 2.455-3 2.285-3 2.131-3 1.537-4 1.705-4

BNL 2.460-3 2.293-3 2.136-3 1.570-4 1.677-4

NV3 PG&E 1.0

BNL 1.0
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Table B2.2.3b
Unavailability Values (Conditional Split Frsctions)

for the Vital 12SY DC System

Top Case Cslc. CSF TrL HW HWI HWD TS MN HE Comment
Event No.

DF DFI PO&E 7.056-4 7.050-4 6.855-4 1.952-5

BNL 7.175-47.175-4 6.975-4 2.003-5

DG DGI PG&E 7.051-47.050-4 6.855-4 1.952-5

BNL 7.175-4 7.175-4 6.975-4 2.003-5

DG2 PG&E 7.024-4 7.164-7 6.892-7 2.724-8

BNL 7.170-4 5.144-7 4.865-7 2.794-8

DGF PG&E 1.0 1.0

BNL 1.0 1.0

DH DH1 PG&E 7.004-4 7.004-4 6.808-4 1.952-5

BNL 7.129-4 7.129-4 6.929-4 2.003-5

DH2 PG&E 6.977-4 7.131-7 6.860-7 2.715-8

BNL 7.124-4 5.112-7 4.833-7 2.785-8

DH3 PG&E 6.977-4 7.131-7 6.860-7 2.715-8

BNL 7.124-4 5.112-7 4.833-7 2.785-8

DH4 PG&E 6.962-4 1.093-9 1.051-9 4.181-11

BNL 7.119-4 3.662-10 3.371-10 2.911-11
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Table B2.2.3c

Uuavsik_ty Values(CoaditiomlSpUr_) tortheVitalACSystmu

I n ,,

Tqmt Case Csle. CSF TTL HW HWl HWD TS MN HE CommmtNo.
[

AP API PG&E 6.922-4 6.922-4 6.569-4 6.568-4 1.00"3-7 3.526-5

BNL 7.002-4 7.002.4 6.645-4 6.644-4 1.036-7 3.568-5 ,,,
APA PG4_ 7.392-4 7.3924 7.039-4 6.568-4 4.713-5 3.526-5

BNL 7_453.4 7.453-4 7.096-4 6.644-4 4.524-5 3.568-5

AG AGI PG&E 6.921-4 6.922-4
}as AFt

BNL 7.001-4 7.002-4

AG2 PG&E 8.3714 1.077-6 1.029-6 9.720-7 5.699-8 4.805-8 *

BNL 7.8274 5.480-7 5,006-7 4,414-7 $,97.3-8 4.742-8

AO3 PG&E 6.922-4 6.922-4
}. AFI

BNL 7.002-4 7.002.4

AGA PG&E 7.126.4 7.392-4 }as
BNL 7.195-4 7.45:34 AFA

AGB PO&E 5.179-2 2.770-5 2.765-5 9.720-7 2.66S-5 5.1284 *

BNL 3.537-2 2.636-5 2.631-5 4.414-7 2.587-5 5.064.8i

AGC PG&E 7.392-4 7.392-4 )as

BNL 7.453-4 7.453-4 AFA
AH AHI PG4_ 6.921-4 6.922-4

}asAFI
BNL 7.001-4 7.002-4

iii

AH2 PG&E 8.005-4 1.077.6 *
}as AG2

BNL 7.617.4 5.4S0.7

AH3 PO4_ 4.724-2 1.656-8 1.644-8 2.876-9 1.357-8 1.153-10 *

BNL 2.771-2 1.$19-8 1.513-8 2.9:33-10 1.484-8 5.359-11
i i i

AH4 P_ 6.921.4 6.922-4
}as AFI

BNL 7.001-4 7.002-4

AH5 PG&E 8.371.4 1.077-6 *
}as AG2

BNL 7.827-4 5.480-7i

AH6 PG&E 6.922-4 6.922-4
}as AFI

BNL 700_ 7OO2-4
AHA PG&E 6.921.4 7.392.4 }as

BNL 7.001-4 7.453-4 AFA
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Table B2_2_ (Continued)

i ii i ii Ul i

;v_aq Case Cale. CSF TTL HW HWl HWD TS MN HE C_mmmtt No.

AliB PGd_ 4.419-2 2.770-5 , *
BNL 2.765-2 2.636-, L_B ii ii ii |

AHC POAJ_ 3.Q28-1 6.232-6 6.229-6 2.8.76-9 6._ 2.882-9 *

BNL 2.459-1 6.483-6 6.480-6 2.9.33-10 6.480-6 , 2.8169

AHD PG&B 7.126-4 7.392-.4 }as .....

BNL 7.1954 7.453-4 _A ,m, ,

AEIE PCM_ 5.179-2 2.770-.5 _,u *
BNL 3.537-2 2.636-5 _-_B

,,,ill i ii

AtlG _ 7.3924 7.392-.4 }as
APABNL 7.45:34 7.45:34

i i ii i

SF SFI _ 1.$98-3 1.59.8..3 1.533-3 1.533-3 2.448-7 6.500..5

BNL 1.583-3 1.583-3 1.520-3 1.520-3 2.604-7 6.288-$
i i ill i

SFA P(_E 1.708-3 1.708..3 1.643-3 1.$33-3 .1.100- 4 6.50_$

BNL 1.696-31.696-31.634-3 1.520-3 1.137-4 6.288-5

SO SGI pG&E I.$98-31.598-3
}Is$_I

BNL I.$83-31.583-3
i Hi IHH im i

SG2 PG_E 1.740..3 6.446-6 6.2.57-6 6.!15- 6 1.420-7 !.S91-7 *

BNL 1.674-3 2.651-6 2.459-6 2.310-6 1.494-7 1.912-7

SG3 _ 1.598-3 1.$98-3 , ,
}u SP1

BNL 1.583-3 1.583-3ii i i

so^ Pcte 1. 5-3 1.7os-3
}u .......

,, DNL 1.631-31.696-3 ....

SOB PG&E 5.312-2 6.947-5 6.926-5 6.115-6 6.315-5 2.032-7 *

BNL 3.995-2 6.777-5 6.756-5 2.310-6 6.525-5 2.054-7i ii II

SGC PG&E 1.708-3 1.708-3
}u SFA ....

, BNL 1.696-.3 1.696-3

SH SHI PG&E 1.598-3 1.598-3
}u SF1 .........

BNL 1.583-3 1.583-3
i i ii ii

SH2 PG&E 1.699-3 6.446-6 *
" }u SG2 .....

BNL 1.6.50-3 2.651-6

, SH3 PG&E 3.033-2 1.051-7 1.041-7 6.496-8 3.9.12-8 1.053-9 *

BNL 1.595-2 4.228-8 4.182-8 3.511-9 3.831-8 4.639-10
i ii i, i ,H. i

SH4 PG&E 1.598-3 1.598-3
' ' • }u SF1 ....

BNL 1.583-3 1.583-3
....
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Table B2.2_c (Confined)

I IIIII I iiiii, i i

E'rv_emCame Cale. CSF TTL HW HWI HWD 'IS MN HE Comment.,,, ,, ii i i , NOI

SH5 _ 1.740-3 6.446-6 *
i }asso2 ......

BNL 1.674-3 2.651-6

SH6 PG&I___1.598-3 1.598-3
}u SF1

BNL 1.$83-3 1.583-3

SHA PG&E 1.598-3 1.7083
}as SPA

BNL I.$ID-3 1.696..3

SHB PG&R 4.421-2 6.947-5 *
}u SOB

BNL 3.133-2 6.777-5

SHC PG.&E 2.901-1 1.63,4-5 1.633-5 6.496-8 1.626-5 1.315-8 *

BNL 2.471-1 1.674-5 1.673-5 3.511-9 1.673-5 1.274-8i i

SHD PG&B 1.645-3 1.708-3
}as SFA ......

BNL 1.631-3 1.696-3

SHE PG&E 5.312-2 6.947-5 *
.... }as SGB

BNL 3.995-2 6.756-5

SHG PG&E 1.708-3 1.708-3 ....
" }as SFA

BNL 1.696-31,696-3
i l,,l,

* All of these conditional split fractions involve powers (2.2) of unavailabilities whose quantifications

require convolutions of unavailability distributions. Since for audit calculations BNL used point value

approximation the BNL results should be considered as lower limits of the correct (PG&E) values.

Note: ") as "means that the remaining values in those lines are the same as the referenced split fraction

occurring earlier in the table.
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B2.2.3d

UmvallablatyValues(ConditionalSplitFrsetiom)for
theVitalACtDCSystem- Unit2

i i i i ii i i ii im ii i i i illl

Top Case C,dc. CSF TTL HW HWl HWD TS MN HE Commeat
Eveat . . ...... _ s,r, , No.

e_ eF1 _ 1.,u_.3 1.,u_-.3..t.3_-3 1.3_-3 1._.,.7 ... 5.410.s.
era. 1.431-3 1.431-3 1.3_6-3 1.yr6-3 1._6-7 s.s71-s

m i i i i ii Hi ,, ,

BG BGI PG&E 1.440-3 1.440-3
i,i Hi H.,

BNL 1.431-3 1.431-3 }as BFI
ii H i ,i i,

BG2 PG&E 1.476-3 2.930-6 2.775-6 2.713-6 6.182-8 1.546-7 *
_ lu , , i

BNL 1.471-3 2.105-6 1.952-6 1.892-6 5.9311-8 1.533-7
r

BH BH1 PG&E 1.440-3 1.440-3
i • IL , IlL w

}asBFIBNL 1.431-3 1.431-3 *
i

BH2 PG&E 1.476-3 2.930-6

}as BG2BNL 1.461-3 2.105-6
ll| H , i , ,, ,

BH3 PG&E 1:187-2 2.439-8 2.390-8 7.794-9 1.610-8 4.884-10 *
i i H

!

BNL 8.486-3 1.786-8 1.754-8 2.603-9 1.493-8 3.262-10 *
ii ii Hi ,, I I,, I

*'IItese conditional split fractions involve powers (2.2) of unavailabilities whose quantifications require

convolutions of unavailability distributions. Since for audit calculations BNL used point value approximation

the BNL results should be considered as lower limits of the correct (PG&E) values.

Note: "} u "means that the retaining values in those lines are the same as the referenced split fraction

occurring era'tier in the table.
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Tilde B2.2.3e

UmvsilsbllityVslum(SplitFrmtom midConditionalSplit
Fmctimn)forate InmtmmutACSystem

Top Events: I1,12,13,14

gT_v_t Case Cello. CSIF TTL HW HWl HWD TS MN HE CommentNo.

I1 I11 PG&.B 1.152-3 1.133-3 1.133-3 0.0 1.817-5
BNL 1.144-3 1.12.5-3 1.125-3 0.0 1.847-5

112 1PG&E 1.736-3 1.133-3 1.133-3 0.0 6.020-4
BNL 1.744-3 1.125-3 1.125-3 0.0 6.182-4

12 DI PG&E 5.757-4 5.666-4 5.666-4 0.0 9.088-6

BNL 5.179-4 5.627-4 5.627-4 0.0 9.236-6

122 PG&E 8.677-4 5.666-4 5.666-4 0.0 3.010-4
BNL 8.718-4 5.627-4 5.627-4 0.0 3.091-4

123 PG&,B 5.757-4
BNL 5.718-4

124 _ 8.677-4
BNL 8.718-4

13 131 _ 1,152-3 1.133-3 1.133-3 0.0 1.817-5
BNL 1.144-3 1.125-3 1.125-3 0.0 1.847-5

132 PG&E 1.736-3 1.133-3 1.133-3 0,0 6.020-4
BNL 1.744-3 1.125-3 1.125-3 0.0 6.182-4

14 141 PG&E 5.757-4 5.666-4 5.666-4 0.0 9.088-6
BNL 5.719-4 5.627-4 5.627-4 0.0 9.236-6

142 PG&E 8.677-4 5.666-4 5.666-4 0.0 3.010-4
BNL 8.718-4 5.627-4 5.627-4 0.0 3.091-4
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Table m.2.4
VlUd4.16kV_usLoad_

l_mt CouJtiou 4.16kVks _ Dim,/
Start Load

Lose _)kV + Stay on aux. tnmsformmr. No No
shed lind

Stay on aux. trmm_mmr. Yes No
Lore 500kV +
230kV shed
load

Transfertostartuptransformer. No No
Lose500kV +
unit trip

Transfer to _mp transformer, loads No No
Two 500kV don't strip.
breakers op_
+ unit trip

Unit trip + Sl Transfer to startup transformer, loads Yes No
don't strip.

Sl (alone) Transfer to startop transformer, loads Yes No
don't strip.

Unit trip -c,-Transfertodiesel. Yes Yes
LOSP (all)

Unit trip + Transfer to diesel. Yes Yes
LOSP + Sl

lass/a:
Svstem/Cowonmt _ _
• 480 MCC* F O H
• Auxiliary Saltwater I 2
• Centrifugal Charging 1 2
• ReciprocatingCharging 3
• Compommt Cooling Water 1 2 3
Safety Injection 1 2
Residual Heat Removal 1 2
Contsinmmt Spray ** 1 2
Auxiliary Feedwater 3 2
Containment Fan Coolers* (MCC load) 2 3 4

1 5

• System used during normal operation.
• These never trip (except containment fan coolers).
• * Load only if "p'(Phme B) signal is present.
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il2.3 Results of the BlqL Review

il2.3.1 General

The uvsilabiliW mmlysis of Jhe Electrical Power System in the DCPRA was reviewed by BNL with an
mnphasis on conqgmmem and adequacy in modelling the electrical systenm. In addition, to check for
calculatioml inconsistmcim,

all of the split fractious (w/o seismic) were recalculated (audited).

]82.3.20bmrvstiom ea the UmvsihbNty ModeBbq d Electric lower System

The review of the Electric Power Systems resulted in the following obeervations and questions.

B_.3.2.1 Nonvital Electric Power System

1. The startup transformers(SU-11 and SU-12) aredepicted in the nonvital electric power system description
(Figure D.2.1-l,Sheet 4)as somewhat complex system%e.g.,transformer SU-11 has two cooling oil pumps
and 25 cooling rims (powered via breaker 52-11D-23 from bus 1ID 480V) as well as radiators. It was
stated that the transformers can cant only up to 60-70% of the load without cooling. Upon further
discussions with PG&E it was established that the transformers can handle 100% of the load in the short

term but for long term aging considerations the supplemented cooling is desirable.

2. It was not clear if the switch yard/plant breakers (542 and 632) had already been replaced by "seismic
resistant"Hitachi breakers or not. PG&E documented that the breakers were indeed changed out.

3. Assumption 2 for quantifying Top Event OG states that failures to accomplish load rejection down to
house loads are included in the Ires of power initiator. Upon further questioning, PG&E stated that no
credit was taken for Diablo Canyon's load rejection capability in the model and that the generic data used
for the LOOP initiator most likely did contain a contribution from load rejection failure but it was not

easily identifiable.

4. Block 3 shown in Figures 132.2.2and B2.2.3 was not developed at the equation level. It was said that it
might be modelled as a recovery action if _twere needed. Upon further investigation by BNL, PG&E
statedthattherecoveryactionwouldhavebeenbackfeedingpowerfromthe500kVgridwhichwasnever

made partofthemodal.

B2.3.2.2 V'dn112SYDC Syst_

1. Figure B2.2. Ias well as FiguresB2.2.4. land B2.2.4.2indicate a bus tie between dc buses 11and 12(which
mightbe inuseduringmsin_). The systemanalysisdoesnotconsidercommon causefailures
between dc trains. Upon further investigation, PG&E explained that the two bus-fie breakers are
interlocked to prevent simultaneous closure. The purpose of this tie is to allow connection of the space
charger.
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2. In modMltngof thz e/_ricml recovery acUons, thz DCPRA sta_ (p.3-5-18): "basedon h actual plant
data, PO&B ele_Udcaldesign pmmuml estimated an ex_ beUmy svailability of more tim

12 hours with no reduction in de Imds during a station blackout." In the unavailabifitymaiys/s of the

diesel _ it was mmumedthat the batteries sre not recoverable st_ depletion. Depletion time was
ud_emto be 12 hours. PO&.B was asked to clarify the consistmcy of the muuptions used for battery
depletiomtime in the DCPRA (2 hours or 12 hours) and its inq_t on accident sequmces where battery
depletion is importmt (opinion of turbine driven AFW pump, etc.). PG&E respmded with the
following:

For scemurios in which de power is successftd but ac power is lost, credit is only given for
electric power recovery within the 12-hourbattery depletion time. This treatment of the
dc power unavailabilityis conservative in the estimate of core damage frequency, especially
wh_ batt_ depletion is importanc

ID.3.2.3 vl_l AC S_km, Um_ 1

1. The system analysis stated that the 4.16kV switchgear room needs cooling (heavy equipment being used
during nornml operation) via cooling fans. The unavailabilitymodelling of the system assumes that the
4.16kV switchgear room does not require ventilation. PG&E was asked to provide clarification of this
situation. PG&E stated that although cooling fans are part of the plant design they are not required in
order to keep the room below critical temperatures.

2. The 480V switchgear room ventilation was considered so important that a top event was dedicated to it
(Top Event SV; not reviewed in detail). BNL questioned the fact the "failureof fire damper"in the 480V
swift, gear room (a fairly infrequent event) was included in the top event analysis of the vital ac system
and not in that of the switchgear room. The PG&E response clarified the situation in that first, this is
not applic._le to the 4.16kV switchgear room and second, that each of the 480V switchgear roonm has
its own da_ that could block ventilation to only its own room as is reflected in the model.

3. It appeared that the failures of the hardware (relays, electronics) associated with the permissives
(allowing/disallowing power source transfer) were not modelled. PG&E responded that these elements

were included in the boundary conditions and not as specific elements in the top event analysis.

!1_.2.4 Vilml&C/I_S_mm- Umit2

The Unit 2 ,g/de system unavailability is modelled in the DCPRA as a combination of the vital ac and de
systems as was done for Unit 1 with the only difference that Unit 2 components are substituted for the Unit
1 componmts. This q_proach compelled BNL:

1. to reiterate ail the observations msde in the previous two sections (Sections B2.3.2.2and B2.3.2.3)aiso

with respect to the Unit 2 vital ac/dc system, and

2. to disagree on the assumptions made in the analysis about maintenance, testa and human failure
contributions to the total unavailability. This latter item is detailed below.

The DCPRA appmently overlooked the fact, that throughout a time period while Unit 1 is in operation, Unit
2 will have one refueling (and/or several cold shutdowns). During a refueling (or cold shutdowns) the
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of tits Unit 2 vtW gin/do8ystmnomddbe 8ttbj_todto Icmllwhtsttnllwlmduled nmin_ and
tern (requiredbyTedmieal__, etc.) wh/ehcouldnmdK the v_ma train, of the vital_/dc system
umvdlabb for pmtmeud _ of tim. Thmfo_, the oontdbutiom dee to them ,dmduled
mintmmm/tm aetivitim to the total _mv_JabUityof the vital aclde Jymm were believedto be met
nell/Bible. ItG&B'n nmpeam to this isms indicated that sines Unit 2 electrical power is IxulcslIy modelled
in _ of the Unit 2 AuxiliarySaltwaterSy,mm, the foiiowinll addnmed this coacem: 1) like train
msintemaee for the ,to/de power sad suxil/s_ saltwater would be scheduled simultaneously sad 2) these

durstions were nsfleeted in the PGkB update of the auxiliary,sltwster systems snslysl,.

Given the PG&B nmlmam, BNL still feels that them may be some new asqumem (due to a coupling of
fs/luras betwem Unit I and Unit 2) that would appear sad contribute to the total core damslle hequmcy.
This expactstion is treed on the sire/farconditions that srim whea e.g.,the swin8 diesed is in ovedmul or the
train amoeiatedwith BF is,uMvatlable. Thesetypesof new sequancmwere neatlycalculatedin PG&IB's
DieselO_ AllowedOutageTime Study.4 A similarcalculationherewouldaim havebeea beaefieial.

m.3J.sImmatureACftSstm

1. The tmavallabllityanaly_ of the InstnsmmtAC Systemamunsano commoncausefaiium8betwem the
instmmmtacsystem'sehmmls. On theother hand,theanalysiscallsattentionto theconditionthat two
or more simultaneemiMtmmmt ac channelfailuresresultin a tractor trip, i.e.,_t acchannel
failures reprmmt a potmtial evmt initiator. Indeed, the DCPRA identified by the Master Logic D_
OALD) method the "Loasof Instmmmt AC Power"as an initiator category; MLD-20. However, the
DCPlLA did not analyze this evmt category and stated (see Table C. 1-3of DCPRA): "afailure mode and
effect analysis shows that failure of more than one instrument channel is a low frequemcyevmt md is not
included as a _ initiating evmt." Table C. I-4 reitmatm: "Theplmstwill be tripped by Ires of RCP
if more tlum one instrument ac chasmel failure occurs. Random failure of more than one ps.saivesystem
is an extremely low frequancy evemtand therefore is not included as a selxm_ initiating evemt. However,

multiple failure of instrument chsm_s due to extemsl causes (e.g., earthquske and 480V switchgesr
vmtilstion) are sddressed."

In order to check whether the DCPRA's claim about the negligible occurrence frequency of multiple
iMtmmmt channelfailmmwasvalidor not,BNL referredto a receatstudy7 conductedon inverteraging.
According to this study, in the nine years from 1976 to 1984 (i.e.,during 720 reactor yearsofoperation)
there were 42 reactor trips that resulted from (multiple) inverter failures, i.e., .058 trips/reactor year.
From 1984 to 1986 (i.e., during 30S reactor years) 57 reactor trips occurred due to (multiple) inverter
failurm, i.e.,.185 trips/reactor year (in both cases the majorityof the trips occurred during high power
opemioe).

Each reactor trip hamthe potential for impactingsafety becatmeof the additional equipment response and
operator actions gmmully needed to bring the phmt to a safe and controlled condition. In the DCPRA
the reactor trip initiator, RT, and the associated evmt tree does not account for events of the above type,

since the RT event tree is not conditioned for simultaneous guaranteed failure of more than one
_t ac channel.

The closesteventtreeinvolvingsimultaneousguaranteedfailuresofinstrumentacchannelsistheone
associated with the initiator "Lois of One DC Bus" with an initiator frequency; LIDC = 2.56-2/year.
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In anJw to msb a harsh _ of tln _ of tho noslectim ot the tom of inmunmt so poww
initi,tor from the DORA model to the con, damp fnq,e_y, tire ,/mptm way ,ppes_ to b, to
inmmo the value of the LIDC initiator, o4., by the welShtsd avmp of the above motor trip
hoqusuo/es, i.s.,0.096 trips/reactor year. Tbm, fits new value of the in/tiator would be: LIDC - 0.096
+ .07_ - O.122/ymr. BI_. thin _ a mmitivity study usinl this new trequ_y to I_OVtde,,1
upper bomxl oa the possible Inq=ct. The upper bound calculation yielded a 20S _ in total noa-
seismic CDF us/nl the dora/hint saltnm_ model.

2. Pigum B2.3. l sbo_ the distribution of causes of inv_ tailurm for L_R evmts in the 1984-1986 period
(fJIum is also taken from Refenece 7). One observes that ISS of'the iavegter failures were caused by
pemmnel error (made durinj unscheduled ms/ntemmce, test, etc.). Therefore, it would also seem that
human error (amtribul/om shouldbeexplicitlyincludedinthe q)lit fractionsof the instrummt_ system.

Ba..3.3 Renlts d the Audit Csbt,_t-_nm

In oMu to scmtln_ the quint/fled valutaof the split htctions _ves, BNL _ suditcal_
for ew.h of the q_lit hactiom mocimd with ugh of the boundary condit/o_. Seismic split fr_tlom were
not checked. The reason for the detailed mdit was that these electrical system Jmocisted split fngtiom
delenni_ the suppmt system evettt tree.:some of the fault trees because of the/r simplicity, were ori_ly
"hand_" in the DCPRA. In the BNL calcul_om the SETS code6 and locally gemmed PC software
were used. In Qam mdlit calculationsthe sameammptiou, input data, humanerror pmtxtbilitiesas well
asmintmm:e sad test_y _ d.t_oa valueswereusedu in the DORA.

The remits obtsimd by the audit calculatio_ ,,re Wumted in Tablw B2.2.3athroulghB2.2.3d. They sge
dmoted by "BNL'to be oomlxu_ withthe valuta given in the DCPRA (denoted by "PO&E'). By comparing
the _ sad BNL results, one can m that them is an overall qreentmt betwem the data. The q_e:::mt
is even betteg if (me td_ into 8ccount that BNL used point eetinntm while PG&.B used a Monte-Carlo

in the .plit fn_ qu_tificatioa.

KL3A Ceee ea the LOOP

In a very recem stficle in the J_.tgl//j 7 there is s discussion concemin8 solar mqp_c storms. This
subject would not normally be a concern in a PRA, however, the article includes a map wh/ch shows all of
Califom/a within a "high-potmtial"a_onosnd includm a discussion with specific examples that demomtra_
a readthreat to power grid intq_rity. Based upon this article, BNL requested thst PO&E evaluate whetl_
or not th/s pheeommon would havesn i_ on the derivation of _ LOOP initiator frequettcy. PG&]B
looked into this phenommm mKIstated that it would not change their _inklnlg/deriv_on _lg the
DCPRA LOOP initiator frequency. As a sensitivity study, BNL msde the foHowinlgMsumptions: durinlgthe
next 30 years, one dimq_ve evmt would occur on the PG&E grid with a 0.$ _ility of causing, LOOP
event st Diablo Canyon. When this contribution wss sdded to the PG&E LOOP wlue and substituted into
the dominant sequence model, the non-seismic CI)F increased by just over 4_.
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ila.3.s Cmdmlms

BNLreviewtdmttfk,ds_ml incons/stmc_andpotmtlalomimiomin tho unavailabilitymdollin8of
b lY/ablo Crayon dsctrtc_ power systmm. Thorn mmlt_l in uwml questions that worn diwusml with
PO&.B as htSMiShtsd _. TIns oombinsd results of the idmt/fled omissions amy result in 8 slight
mdm, Siamion of fits _ coredmsp _y of Unit1. BNL'sauditcalculationswerein clo_
asnmnmtwiththosewithlnttheDCPItAconcerningtheelectricalpowersystems.
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APPENDIX B3: AUXILIARY SALTWATER SYSTEM

ID.I Imtmduetloa

ea.LI ob_

The main objective of this appendix is to summarize the results of reviewing the unavailabilityanalysisof the
auxiliary saltwater (ASW) system described in the DCPRA. t An additional objective is to determine a new
value for the initiator "Total Loss of Auxiliary Saltwater (LOSW)" based on generic plant experience

appropriately updated for Diablo Canyon with Bayesian techniques. This was done to compare with the
DCPRA value obtained by,calculating the total yearly failure frequency of the ASW system.

ea.L20r_ffi_am

Section B3.2 provides a brief description of the configurations and the functions, the dependency on support
equipment, the surveillance and maintenance conditions, the unavailabilitymodelling in the DCPRA, and the
original DCPRA results. The purpose of this approach is to present stand alone documentation to which the
review's findings can be directly compared. Section B3.3 contains the preliminary results and findings of the
BNL review as well as a new value for the LOSW initiator.

As this particular systems analysis review was conducted and documented in a letter report to NRC midway
through the overall DCTRA review, PG&E was able to respond to the preliminary findings and in this
particular case made changes to their model. Section B3.4 briefly describes the changes made and PG&E's
new results as well as BNL's updated findings/conclusions.

For completeness, the documentation of the data used by BNL for determination of the initiator frequency
(LOSW) is presented in Attachment B3.A_ In addition, the ranked cut sets of hardware unavailabilities(both
independent and total) obtained by BNL for a representative condition (AS1) and the calculated initiator
values ate given in Attachment B3.B.

ID.2 Unavailability Modelling of the Auxiliary Saltwater System in the
DCPRA

B3A.I System_ptlen, Configurationsand l_netlens

The function of the Diabio Canyon auxiliarysaltwater (ASW) system is to provide cooling water to transfer
heat from the component c_oling water (CCW) system to the Pacific Ocean. The ASW system of Unit I
consists of two trains. Each train includes the motor-operated ASW bay gate, and ASW pump, the discharge

check and manual isolation valves, the secondary side of the Component Cooling Water (CCW) System heat
exchanger, and the exhaust fan that supplies ASW pump room ventilation, when the pump is running.

Two normally open train-to-train crosstie valves insure that each pump can serve both CCW heat exchangers.
If Unit 1 ASW pumps fail, Unit 2 pumps are able to provide flow to Unit 1 equipment through opening of
a normally closed unit crosstie valve. Equipment that can be considered common to both ASW pump trains
of Unit 1 are the traveling screen and the train-to-train crosstie valves.
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The ASW system is normallyoperating with one pump running and one CCW heat exchanger in service. The
non-operating ASW pump is in a standby mode. It starts automatically

a. on low header pressure,
b. bus transfer to startup power,
c. diesel generator start, or on
d. safety injection signal.

If the ocean temperature exceeds 64°F it is manually started. The ASW pump bay gates are normally open
so the standby pump has an available suction source. ASW ventilation fans start automaticallywhen the ASW
pumps start and stop when the pumps stop.

BL?..2 Top gvem Defildtk_ Suoce_ Crlterbk

Associated with the unavailabiHtyof the ASW function, the DCPRA defines only one top event to used in the

support system event tree ("mechanical"part). The designator of this top event is: AS. It is evaluated for 14
boundary conditions depending on the initiator and/or the unavailabilityof ASW trains of Unit 1 and Unit
2. One of the boundary conditions, "Loss of ASW Supply to Unit 1 (designator: ASI)" was taken as an
initiator among one of the initiatorgroups of the DCPRA called: "common cause initiating events." The name
of the boundary condition as initiator is: "Total Loss of Auxiliary _alt,_ater (LOSW)" as was mentioned in
Section B3.1.1. Its value is computed as: ASI ffi LOSW.

The AS model assumes that initially pumps 1-1 (Unit 1) and 2-1 (Unit 2) are the normally running pumps.
The other two pumps are in standby.

The success criteria of the top event AS is described in Table B3.2.1 for post accident injection and
recirculation phases, as well as for normal plant cooldown. For comparison, the success criteria for ASW
required by the DCFSAR 2are also indicated.

153.2.3 Logic Model, Dependency on Other Support Systems

The logic model of the top event AS describes the system configuration shown in Figures B3.2.1 and B3.2.2.
The logic model is constructed from blocks (supercomponents) of AS components. The boundaries of the
blocks are given in Figures B3.2.1 and B3.2.2.

The logic model itself is shown by the diagram in Figure B3.2.3. The diagram indicates the logic relationship
among the blocks and the dependencies on trains or supercomponents of the plant (ac and de) electrical
systems. The start signal to the standbyASW pump is provided either by auto start circuitryor by the Solid
State Protection System (SSPS) given an event that generates such an actuation signal.

153.2.4 Boundary Conditions of Top Event AS

Top event AS was evaluated for 14 boundary conditions (including the initiating condition, ASI). The

boundary conditions (except ASI) resulted from initiating events with an without offsite power available and
the combination of various states of the electrical systems of both Units 1 and 2. To be more specific, when

offsite power was assumed to be available, only the auto start of the standby ASW pump on low discharge
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pressure was _odelled and all Unit 2 support systemswere taken to be available. In the case of loss of offsite
power, the ASW pumps were required to restart automatically and function after the vital busses had been
re-energized. In this case it was not assumed that all Unit 2 support systems were available.

Different operator failures.were applied for modelling the opening of the inter.unit crosstie valve depending
upon whether this operation required remote or local actions. The detailed list of the boundary condition
definitions and the designators of the associated top event split fractions are given in Table B3.2.2.

113.2.5 Qumtfifleation of Top Event Split Fractlo_ AS

The methodology of systems analysis applied in the DCPRA requires that the top event "split fraction"
(associated with a system under a given boundary condition) should reflect the notion that the system (or its
portion) in question is in one of the following mutually exclusive alignments: 1) normal alignment, 2) testing
alignment, 3) maintenance alignment, or 4) misalignment. Thus, the contribution to the system unavailability
from a specific alignment is determined by the conditional system unavailability, given that the system is in
that alignment multiplied by the fraction of time that the system spends in that alignment. That is the way
that the DCPRA considers the constraints imposed by Technical Specifications which disallow simultaneous
maintenance or test activities on redundant components and the human errors causing the system or its
components (usually occurring after these activities) to be inoperable.

Table B3.2.3 lists the values of AS split fractions associated with the various boundary conditions quantified
by PG&E. The table presents the total unavailabilities (TI'L), along with the main contributors to the total
unavailabilities, such as hardware (HW), maintenance (MN), test (TS) and human error (HE). At a given
boundary condition the hardware contribution relates to the normal alignment, when no test or maintenance

activities are being performed. To provide complete information, the table also indicates the two constituent
parts of the hardware contribution to the unavailability:the independent (HWI) and the dependent (HWD,
i.e., common cause) failures of the supercomponents.

The maintenance alignment is a significant contributor to the unavailabilitybecause it includes the demusseling
and chlorination of the trains. Demusseling occurs every 60 days and takes four to five hours per train.
During normal maintenance, only the pump of the train in maintenance is unavailable; the two heat
exchangers still get cooling water from the running pump or through the crosstie to Unit 2. During
demusseling, however, since the intertrain crosstie is closed, the train in maintenance would appear to become
complete isolated and unavailable. In this case, the DCPRA changed the success criterion of the ASW system
from 2/2 to 1/I. Unit 2 train demusseling and maintenance are modelled identically.

The test alignment is a small contributor to the unavailabilitybecause of the relativelyshort duration involved.
During pump start testing the standby pump does not get a start signal if a low pressure condition develops
on the discharge header (e.g., due to failure of the running pump) because the pressure sensor is isolated.
The status of the ASW system in that case is equivalent to the case when a pump is in maintenance. The
ASW pump operability test does not alter the normal confighration except once per year, when the vacuum
breakers are tested. Vacuum breakers are used on this system to prevent the occurrence of water hammer
(see more about this later in this appendix). During this test the intertrain crosstie is closed, and a situation
is similar to demusseling occurs.

Unavailability contributions due to operator failures to realign the system after test or maintenance were

assumed to be negligible. This is because the crosstie valves and the motor-operated bay gates have position
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indicators in the control room and maintenance procedures require that the open status of the discharge

isolation valves and the service readiness of the discharge pressure switch should be verified before an ASW
pump would be returned to service.

E3. 6 Qm mUtlu d theinlttor. "LO

The DCPRA models and quantifies the initiator LOSW as loss of all ASW supply to both of the Unit 1 CCW
heat exchangers. The plugging of the ASW traveling screens is not included in the quantification, because
given plugging the DCPRA assumes completely successful and timely mitigating actions.

Two fault trees were constructed by PG&E to determine the initiator frequency: one, describing the yearly
failures of the ASW system during normal operation, and one describing the yearly failures of the system
which occur when the running and the standby trainsare rotated (26 times per year). The fault trees involve

independent and dependent component failures of Unit 1 and Unit 2 trains aswell as failures occurring during
maintenance. The numerical results of the quantification obtained by PG&E are indicated at boundary
condition ASI and denoted by "LOSW"in Table B3.2.3.

B3.3 Results of the BNL Review

B3.3.1 General

Special attention was directed by BNL to the reviewof the unavailabilitymodelling and quantification of the
auxiliary saltwater system based upon the following:

1. the DCPRA uses a"non-plant-specific experience-based"value for the LOSW initiatorderived from
a fault tree,

2. the system is exposed to ratherharsh environmental effects (biological fouling, salt water, etc.), and
3. it is an important support system impacting the safety of the majorityof plant operations, including

cold shutdown.

For the review, therefore, the following approach was used to check the adequacy of the DCPRA modelling
for "system-specific"effects. BNL performed a survey of failure events involving the Service Water (SW)
Systems at U.S. PWRs by using the RECON 3 data base and the NPE4 operating events listing. After having
determined the nature and characteristics of these failures, an evaluation was made as to how well the

DCPRA model reflects this 'experience.' The evaluation was carried out by a thorough review of the failure
modes involved in the AS top event logic diagram and by comparing the failure rates occurring in the

associated fault trees (including those describing the initiator - LOSW) with failure rates used by the DCPRA
in the fault trees for other standby systems. In order to check for calculational consistencies, all of the fault
trees were requantified. (The fault trees are not reproduced here, they can be found in Chapter D.2.6 of the
DCP_qA.) Furthermore, sensitivity calculations were carried out to determine the impact of changes in the
assumptions concerning the availability of the Unit 2 ASW trains. Finally, an attempt was made to
independently determine a Diablo Canyon-specific LOSW initiator frequency based upon experience data.
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B3.3.2 Rt,mdtsof the Surveyon SW Sy_ms

The results of the BNL survey on failures of SW systems at U.S. PWRs are presented in Attachment B3.A.
The failure events are classified into three groups:

a. operating events involving the total loss of the SW system due to component failures or due to
environmental effects (Table B3.A.3),

b. operating events involving the total loss of the SW system due to system interactions (e.g., electrical
failures) or other initiators (e.g., flooding) (Table B3.A.4), and

c. operating events involvingthe partialdegradation of the SW system due to anycause (Table B3.A.5).

The results also revealed that partial degradation of the SW system is rather frequent and there are some
dominant failure modes of the SW system as a result of proneness to failure of certain components. These
dominant failure modes are:

a. Biological fouling and/or sediment deposition. This is an indication that the quality of the cooling
water is not very well controlled since SW systems are typicallyof an open-cycle design. (Systems
of open cycle design take and discharge cooling water from and to an ultimate heat sink such as:

ocean, lake, river,pond, etc.) The affected components are generally strainers and heat exchangers
which become clogged and restrict the flow of the cooling water.

b. Unusually high rate of corrosion of pipe walls,tubes, valves, and consequent leakage. Additionally,
mechanical and electrical problems with the operation of the SW pumps.

Failures which lead to the complete loss of the SW function typically involve:
c. The unavailability of the intake structure due to

1. problems associated with the traveling screens (clogging, corrosion, loss of motive power), and
2. cold weather (icing) or flooding.

d. Loss of motive or control power to the operating train (systems interaction) associated with loss

of redundancy owing to maintenance or procedural failures.
e. Mechanical or design failures of the SW pumps.

A significant failure mode of SW systems can occur with piping of steep slope. The steep slope creates a
situation which may be conducive to water hammer, such as the event that happened at Diablo Canyon in
1982. The following is a quote from Diablo Canyon LER-275/82-10-07 (see Appendix A for further details).

"the (Auxiliary Saltwater) system is susceptible to water hammer effects during anticipated
operational transients. These transients include pump trip and restart sequences such as would
occur following a loss of offsite power. The peak pressure observed during testing exceeded the
100 psig system design pressure specified in the FSAR. The cause of the system water hammer
is believed to be water column separation and subsequent column recombination at a point of
significant piping slope change."

The recovery times of the observed SW failure events (as estimated by examining the time evolution of the
various events) indicate a distribution extending from a representative time period of 1-2 hours to more
unpredictable time periods of a few hours or of even one or more days (weather, flooding).
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It is noted that biological fouling and/or sedimentation do not tend to cause total lou of the SW system even
though these are the dominant causes of partial degradation. This may be explained by the relatively long
time available forpreventive actions after the failure/degradation is recognized for a given train or component.

183.3.3Modelling of the ASW;the Logic Dbqp'sms, hult Trees

The review of the unavailabilitymodelling of the ASW system performed by BNL was based upon the latest
version of the DCPRA information provided by PG&Es and the data obtained from the BNL survey of SW
failures described above. The information included the fluid flow diagrams with indication of the
supercomponents, Technical Specifications, FSAR, as well as operating and surveillance test procedures
relevant to the ASW system.

The review found that the DCPRA unavailabilitymodel of the ASW system only weekly reflects the industry-
wide proneness of an SW train to be randomly blocked or to be prevented from functioning properly (e.g.,
by leaking) because of the environmental effects prevalent in such systems. Specific observations include:

1. Consider, e.g., the failure mode "Failure of the traveling screens, (ZTSC3P, plugging)." This is a
common cause failure in the ASW unavailabilitymodel which one can take to be representative
of some environmental effects. It was assumed in the DCPRA that this failure mode fails both
trains at Unit 1or both trains at Unit 2 but was not considered as a common mode failure for both
units taken together. In other words, the cut set for common mode failure of the traveling screens
for both units would be the Unit 2 common mode failure ANDED with the Unit 2 common mode

failure. Even so, the DCPRA analysis identified it to be a leading contributor to the ASW systems'
unavailability.
In the initiator model, however, this failure mode was not included for Unit 1, on the basis that
complete recovery was assumed. As was mentioned in Section B3.3.2, e_perience indeed gives
some indication that these types of failures can be recovered (similar to loss of offsite power
initiators). To neglect them completely, however, is judged to be somewhat optimistic.

2. Demusseling (and chlorination) is performed on average once per 60 days for about 4.5 hours per
train and has been assumed to be so effective, that the DCPRA did not consider the blockage of
the ASW trains as a conceivable failure mode. Neither the ASW unavailability model, nor the
model of the component cooling water system takes into account the "plugging of the shell side of
the CCW heat exchangers."

3. The ASW unavailabilitymodel does not contain failure events which would reflect the frequent
leakage/rupture failure events caused by corrosion and observed at numerous other plants.

4. In the ASW model, the same values were taken for the rate of the failure mode "pump fails to
start" and for the pump maintenance frequency and duration as those used for pumps of standby
safety systems or systems operating in closed cycles and using treated water.

5. As a consequence of neglecting the higher failure rate data observed throt ,ohoutthe industry for
SW train components, the unscheduled switchover frequency between running and standby trains
and the unscheduled maintenance contribution to the system's overall unavailability may be
somewhat underestimated.

As concerns other aspects of the modelling, the review identified the following items:

6. The DCPRA changed the success criteria from 2/2 to 1/1 duringdemusseling activities and during
testing of the vacuum breakers in order to avoid the otherwise guaranteed failure condition during
these periods per the model's assumptions.
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7. The DCPRA assumesthatwhen an ASW trainatUnit2 isunavailable(failurestateor in
maintenance/demusseling/test)theothertrainofUnit2 canstillprovideenoughcoolingflowfor
theCCW heatexchangersofbothunits.BNL requestedthatthisassumptionbe supportedby
engineeringcalculations.

8. The DCPI_, considersonlyunscheduledmaintenanceforUnit2 trains.Largetrainoverhauls
lastingovera protractedperiodoftimeperformedwhen Unit2 isincoldshutdownwerenot
includedinthemodel.DuringthistimethefullflowfromtherunningASW pump ofUnit2 is
neededforUnit2.TheseperiodsofcompleteunavailabiHtyofUnit2 (intermsofUnitI)should
havebeenrepresentedintheASW unavailabilitymodel,particularlyinthefaulttreesforthe
LOSW initiator.Similarly,periodswhen Unit2 goestocoldshutdownorduringwarm ocean
waterconditions(when two ASW trainsper unitare required)were omittedfrom the
determinationoftheinitiatorfrequency.

9. The ASW unavailabilitymodelistacitaboutthepossibleoccurrenceofwaterhammergivenloss
ofoffsitepower. AccordingtoPG&E, theplanteliminatedthisproblemby applyingvacuum
breakers(seeLER No.$2-009-01T-I,quotedalsoinAttachmentB3.A).

!13.3.4 Audit and Sensitivity Calculations

In order to scrutinize the quantified split fractions themselves, BNL performed audit calculations for each of
the split fractions associated with each of the boundary conditions. In these calculations the same
assumptions, input data, maintenance frequency and durationvalues were used as in the DCPRA. The SETS-
code6 and locally generated PC software were used for the computations. The use of the SETS code allowed
the identification of the most important cut sets contributing to the hardware unavailabilities. These cut sets
are not readily accessible for direct review in the DCPRA. Attachment B3.B lists the ranked cut sets for AS1
and for the initiator, LOSW, as example calculations. The definition of the basic events appearing in the cut
sets are identical to those given in Appendix D.2.6 of the DCPRA, except ttW1, HW2, HW3, HW1 |, HW22,
and HW33. The definitions of the latter events are indicated in Attachment B3.B.

The results obtained by the audit calculations are presented in Table B3.2.3, denoted by "BNLI," to be
compared with the values given in the DCPRA (PG&E). BNL also performed a sensitivitycalculation for all
the boundary conditions to see the impact on the split fractions of abandoning the DCPRA's assumption that
a Unit 2 ASW train would still be available for Unit 1 even if the other Unit 2 train had failed or was in
maintenance/demusseling/test. The results of this sensitivity calculation are denoted by "BNL2" in Table
B3.2.3. One can observe that this latter assumption results in a considerable increase in the split fractions
associated with some boundary conditions.

!13.3.5 Connnents/_udings

The BNL review and calculations resulted in the following comments:

1. In the expanded block level fault tree (offsite power available) given in Figure D.2.6-5 there were some
inconsistencies:
a. In the sheet 1 of 5 (page D.2.6-38) for the events "loss of flow to header 11 only"and "lossof flow

to header 12 only"one should use "AND"gates, instead of "OR"gates, given in the figure.
b. In the sheets 4 of 5 and 5 of 5 (pages D.2.6-41, 42) the failure modes of the running and standby

pumps were reversed.

2. For the failure modes "pump fails to start,""pumpfails to run,"as well as for similar failure modes of the
fans, the single failure rates used in the fault tree quantification were higher than the total failure rates.
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3. The DCPRA fault trees describing the initiator LOSW did not include unavailability contributors due to

i. failure of the Unit 1 train-to-train crosstie,

b. the maintenance of the unit-to-unit cromtie,

c. the demusseling of standby trains at both units,

d. failure of the demusseling process, and

e. failure of the traveling screen at Unit 1 (but was considered in block E for Unit 2).

4. While it was assumed for the LOSW fault trees that failures of the traveling screen at Unit 1 can be
successfully mitigated, there was no maintenance duration defined with these actions.

The audit calculations denoted by BNLI incorporate items 1 and 2 above. BNL2 calculations include these
corrections and involve (as discussed before) the assumption that a Unit 2 ASW train cannot provide water
to Unit 1 CCW heat exchangers if the other Unit 2 train is down due to failure/maintenance/ demusseling/test.
In addition, the BNL2 calculation for LOSW incorporates items 3 and 4 above as well as a provision
addre_ing train rotations and some scheduled outages of Unit 2 trains resulting in an unavailability value (for
both trains) of .07.

B3.3.S Determtnmim of Inalater Frequent, LOSWBased on IndustryEggerknee

In order to compare the LOSW initiator frequencies obtained in the DCPRA by using ASW unavailability
models with values based on industry experience, BNL made an attempt to determine such Diablo Canyon-
specific values by applying a Bayesian technique. 7

Two approaches were used in the calctilations:

a. The first approach was based on the observed frequency of appropriately selected LOSW events
whose potential occurrence was deemed possible at the Diablo Canyon plant. According to this

approach, the mean initiator frequency of LOSW events (non-recoverable within some time t) can
be calculated if the Unit 1 ASW trains were independent of the Unit 2 trains, by the expression:

A

LOSW E (1) - .85 * LOSW(I) * P(T>t) (la)

and, if the Unit 1 trains are dependent on Unit 2 trains (actual case) by the formula:
A

LOSWE (1,2) - .85 * LOSW(I) * P(T>.t) * Rc (2"1) (lb)
d

A

-- LOSW e (1) * Rc (2"1)

where LOSW(I) is the "posterior" mean frequency of the selected LOSW events. The selected events
are counted independently; i.e.,events in which two units were involved counted twice. PfI'>_.t) is the

probability that the time to recover a LOSW event will last longer than some given time, t. Rc(2*I )
is the conditional probability that given loss of both ASW trains at Unit 1, the Unit 2 trains also

become unavailable. This quantity can be calculated by an ASW unavailability model. And .85 is the
assumed capacity factor of a Diablo Canyon plant unit.
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b. The second approw.h derives the mean initiator frequency directly from the experienced frequency
of selected LOSW events when SW trains of two units were lost. The mean frequency of these
events non-recoverable within some given time t can be obtained by the formula:

B

LOSW_ (1,2) = .85 * LOSW(I,2) * P(T._..t) (2)

where LOSW(I,2) is the "posterior" mean frequency of LOSW events experienced at twin units.
The two other quantities in Eq.2 are the same is those defined above.

The advantage of Approach A (compared to Approach B) is that its "statistical basis" is better than that of
Approach B. However, its disadvantage is that Eq. lb is a hybrid expression; it still needs the calculated
quantity Rc(2"1).

The posterior frequency distributions of the quantifies (LOSW(I) and LOSW(1,2)) occurring in the above
equations were determined by BNL using two-stage Bayesian updating calculations.

The first seven events of Table B3.A.3 and the reactor-years listed in Table B3.A. 1 (except those of Diablo
Canyon Units 1 and 2) were taken as "experience," and zero number of LOSW events during the operation
times of both Diablo Canyon units was taken as "evidence for the LOSW(I) frequency updating calculation.
By assuming Iognormal prior and posterior frequency distributions and by using "best estimate" parameters
for the prior of the second stage updating, the obtained Diablo Canyon specific posterior mean, median,
standard deviation, 5th and 95th percentile values are presented in Table B3.2.4 (see "experience based
values').

,

The calculation of the frequency distribution LOSW(I,2) is based on the San Onofre events, when Unit 2 and
Unit 3 SW trains were lost, and on the (overlapping) reactor-years associated with multi-plants listed in Table
B3.A.2. The Diablo Canyon-specific posterior values are also given in Table B3.2.4(see also "experience based
values').

In order to determine the recovery probability of LOSW events, all the events listed in Table B3.A.3 were
used. Event No.8 was also included in the sample to represent some fraction of LOSW events which are non-
recoverable within (say) 12 hours. An exponential distribution was assumed for the recovery probability
density function:

f(t) ffi Xe"xt , t>.0, X>.0. (3)

Thus, the distribution function

t

F(t) = P(T _<t)= I f(x)dx, (4)
O

gives the probability that a LOSW event will be recovered within t hours, and

P(T>.t) = l-F(t) (5)

provides the probability that the time to recover a LOSW event will be longer than some given time, t.

The cumulative distribution of the LOSW events as a function of the time to recover, the fitting curve, (Eq.5),
as well as the ninety percent uncertainty bounds are shown in semi-logarithmic representation in Figure

B3.2.4. The maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter k is given by the expression:

k = N/E ti ffi .271/hour (6)
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where t1, t2, ..., tN represent the sample data, and 1_ = ]"is the mean time to recovery.

Based on a rough estimate of the heat capacity of the water available in the CCW system given a LOSW (tt
-- ½ hour) and the time necessary to develop a seal LOCA with appreciable leak rate given unavailable
cooling (t 2 --. 1.5 hours), the critical time for non-recovery of LOSW events was taken to the tt + t2 --- 2
hours. At this point in time the probability of non-recovery of an LOSW event was estimated from the best
fitting curve in Figure B3.2.4 to be P(T>2) ffi .57.

The conditional probability Re(2 ] 1), that Unit 2 ASW trains become unavailable for Unit 1 CCW heat
exchangers given loss of both ASW trains at Unit 1 was determined by the ratio:

Re(2 ] 1) - LOSWc(I'2) (7)
LOSWc(I)

where LOSWc(I,2 ) denotes the calculated frequencyof total loss of ASW trains at both Diablo Canyon Units
(Units 1 and 2), and LOSWc(1) denotes the calculated frequency of total loss of ASW trains belonging only
to Unit 1.

The value of LOSWc(1,2) is identical to the values of LOSW listed in Table B3.2.3 for the cases "BNLI" and
BNL2." For the sake of completeness, however, they are again presented in Table B3.2.4 (see "model based
values"). Table B3.2.4 also shows the corresponding values for LOSWc(I ) and Rc(2[l).

For comparison, a ratio based on the experienced data and defined as

RE .. LOSW(I,2)
LOSW(I)

is also calculated and presented in Table B3.2.4. This value is indicative of the large dependence between the
failures of the ASW trains at twin units.

After all the necessary quantities were determined, Eqs.la, lb, and 2 were evaluated. The obtained mean
values for the initiator frequencies,

LOSW_B(1), LoswA(1,2) and LoswB(I,2) are given in Table B3.2.4 (see"experience" and "experience and
model" base values).

A comparison of the purely model-based initiatorvalues with those obtained by experience or by "experience
and model," shows that there is a satisfactory agreement between the following values:

a. If Unit 1 ASW trains were independent of Unit 2 trains:

LOSW c (l) ffi5.16-3/ry(//BNL2/_ ) and LOSW_(I) = 4.14-3/ry.
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b. Actual situation of interde_y betwem units:
p

LOSW c (I,2) : $.II..4/ry('BNL2")and LoswA(I,2) - 4.564/ry.

Since these values are higher than the initiator values (LOSWc(I,2)) calculated by using the original PG&E

assumptions (PG&E, BNLI) it appeared that the DCPRA could have undenlinmted the real value of the

LOSW initiator by at least a factor of 5. The underestimation would be further exacerbated

if one co_ the experience-besed value, LOS_Be - 2.23-3/ry with the frequencies given above at b,

because even those values may underestimate the real value. According to BNL's calculations, the "real"value

of the LOSW initiator, LOSWR(I,2) should lie in the interval:

LOSWB (1,2) = 2.23-3/ry > LOSWIt (1,2) 2.LOS_E (1,2) : 4.56-4/ry.

Fine-tuning this interval would require much more realistic modelling of both the inter-unit dependencies of
the ASW trains as well as the use of more accurate information about the unavailabilities of the Unit 2 trains.

Therefore, there is obviously a large amount of uncertainty associated with this interval. In order to factor

in an element of expert opinion and to provide an additional data point for the sensitivity analysis (see Section

B3.4), BNL took the geometric mean of the above interval (denoted: BNL "Midway': 1.01-3/ry).

113.4 Overall lemdings/Condusions

As a result of the BNL system analysis review of the Auxiliary Saltwater System, PG&E performed a number

of additional calculations. One of the calculations demonstrated that only under certain circumstances (not

all) could a single Unit 2 ASW pump supply both Unit 1 (via the crosstie) and Unit 2 with sufficient ASW

flow. PG&E then carried out a sensitivity study to determine the impact of this finding on their overall

results. PG&E determined that the change in non-seismic CDF was not appreciable and stated that none of

the conditional split fractions in Table A3.2.3 required requantification as a result.

In terms of the initiator frequency, LOSW, PG&E did accept some (not all) of the BNL work and developed
a new value for this initiator. This value was not presented in time for BNL to incorporate it into the
dominant sequence model for BIqL's quantification purposes. However, the following chart shows the
relationship between the original and updated PG&E values and the BNL work.

,i
i i i ii i iHl,.

Case LOSW UnnormaiLzed Resulting %A CDF
(Events/Year) Ftumel-Vesely Non-Selsmk

Importance CDF
" II ' II IIII III

PG&E Original 9.74-5 1.447-6 1.7728-4 --

PG&E Updated 1.40-4 2'080-6 ...... 1.7791-4 ..... 0.36

BNLi ' 1.62-4 " 2.407-6 .......... i.7824-4 0'54

BNL2 .... 4.56-4 " 6.7754_........ 1.8260-4 3.00

BNL "Midway" 1.01-3 1.500-5 1.9083-4 ..... 7.64
i|l ii i i

BNL-Upper Bound 2.23-3 3.313-5 2.08964 17.87
nT III I IIIIII U IIIlllll;I --
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Based upon tho above chart, it is clcmrthat tlm LOSW initiator (acco_inlg to tlm dominant sequence model)
is not an important contributor to tlm Diablo Canyon core danmse frequency. In addition, the chart

that BNL's.quanti§cation effort ueinll tlm original PU&I_ value, rather than the updated value,
dora not provide a distorted picture of the overall Diablo Canyon core damalle profile.
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NOTES:
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III D_d)_ LNESW0r,,All[ SUMCm lrrSTI[US1HAT_J_ NOTI_.QU_.D

P18ure B3.2.3 Losic dialiram for top event, AS and initiator, LOSW
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Figure B3.2.4 Exponential model for non.recovery of LOSW events
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Table !!3.2.1

Top Event Definition and Success Criteria

Auxiliary Saltwater Function

Top Event Top Event

_tzr Mmifion Top Event Success Criteria

AS ASW provides cooling water to Unit 1 1. Post accidental iniection and recirculation

CCW heat exchangers during 24 hours M. Cooling water is required to be

following an initiating event, available to both CCW heat exchangers of

Unit 1 for all initiating event (of course,

except LOSW). Event if both Unit 1 ASW

pump trains fail, top event AS still succeeds

if the operator aligns a Unit 2 ASW pump

train to supply the Unit 1 CCW heat

exchangers by opening a crosstie valve.

2. Under normal plant cooldown conditions.

Two operable ASW pump trains to two

CCW heat exchangers are required for
success (trains are operated separately).

The unavailability of CCW heat exchangers

is modelled in the CCW analysis.

FSAR Success Criteria:

Applicability: Modes: Power operation, 1; Startup, 2; Hot standby, 3; Hot shutdown, 4. At least two auxiliary

saltwater trains shall be operable.

Action: With only one ASW train operable, restore at least two trains to operable status within 72 hours or be in

at least hot standby within the next six hours, in cold shutdown (Mode 5) within the following 30 hours.
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Table 113.2.2

Boundary Conditions for Top Event, AS

Split Fraction ID Boundary Condition

ASl No LOSP. All pump trains available (2 running, 2 standby). Power at Unit I

available for 4.16kV Busses F and G and 125V DC Bus 12. Open crosstie valve,

remotely: OPl.

AS2 No LOSP. Three pump trains available (Train 11 fails). 4.16kV Bus F failed at

Unit 1. Open crosstie valve, manually: OP2.

AS3 No LOSP. Three pump trains available (Train 12 fails). 4.16kV Bus G or 125V
DC Bus 12 failed at Unit 1. OPl.

AS4 No LOSP. Two pump trains available (Trains 11 and 12 fail). 4.16kV Bus F and
4.16kV Bus G or 125V DC Bus 12 failed at Unit 1. OP2.

AS5 LOSP. Three pump trains available (Train 11 fails). 4.16kV Bus at Unit I fails.
OP2.

AS6 LOSP. Three pump trains available (Train 21, Unit 2, fails). 4.16kV Bus at Unit
2 fails. OPl.

AS7 LOSP. Two pump trains available (Trains 11 and 12 fail). 4.16kV Busses F and
G failed. OP2.

AS8 LOSP. Two pump trains available (Trains 11 and 21 or 22 fail). 4.16kV Bus F at
Unit 1 and 4.16kV Busses F or G at Unit 2 failed. OP2.

AS9 LOSP. Two pump trains available (Trains 12 and 21 failed). 4.16kV Bus G at Unit
1 and 4.16kV Bus F at Unit 2 failed. OPl.

ASA LOSP. Two pump trains available (Trains 21 and 22 failed). 4.16kV Busses F and

G at Unit 2 failed. Useless operator action to open ¢rosstie valve, because both
Unit 2 trains are unavailable, OPF.

ASB LOSP. One pump train available (Trains 11, 12, and 21 or 22 failed). 4.16kV
Busses F and G failed at Unit I and 4.16kV Busses F or G at Unit 2 failed. OP2.

ASC LOSP. One pump train available (Trains 11 or 12 and 21 and 22 failed). 4.16kV
Busses F or G at Unit I and 4.16kV Busses F and G at Unit 2 failed. OPF.

ASI Initiator. Total loss of ASW for Unit 1.

ASF Guaranteed failure.
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Talde B3.2.3

Umavallability Values {Spat Frmimu) for the Auxiliary
S_twater System Faucttue

Top Cmmnmt
Event Case Calc. TTL HW HWI HWD MN T$ HE No.

AS ASl PO&E 1.849-6 1.598-6 1.574-6 2.406-8 2.459-7 4.811-9
BNLI 1.809-6 1.555-6 1.531-6 2.340-8 2.493-7 4.774-9
BNL2 3.256-6 1.$$.5.6 1.531-6 2.340-8 1.666.6 3.505-8

AS2 PG&E 3.550-4 2.458-4 2.452-4 6.438-7 1.068.4 2.531.6 --
BNLI 3.614-4 2.4804 2.4744 6.3407 1.108-4 2.579-6
BNL2 4.532-4 2.4804 2.4744 6.340-7 2.014-4 3.779.6

AS3 PG&E 1.2244 2.349-5 2.344..5 5.028-8 9.778-5 1.151-6 --
BNLI 1.631.4 2.361-5 2.356-5 5.000-8 8.722-5 5.226-5
BNL2 2.617-4 2.361-5 2.356-6 5.000-8 1.796.4 5.847-5

AS4 PG&E 1.686-2 1.664-2 1+664-2 5.223-7 2.189-4 5.233-6 ---
BNLI 1.666-2 1.644-2 1.6442 5.200-7 2.215-4 5.222-6
BNL2 2.944-2 1.644-2 1,644-2 5.200-7 1.29I-2 3,044,.4

AS5 PGdd_ 3,5824 2.481-4 2.453-4 2.804-6 1.083-4 1,909-6 --
BNLI 3.6374 2.502-4 2.474-4 2.800-6 1.115-4 1.943-6
BNL2 4.968.4 2.502.4 2.474-4 2,800-6 2.438-4 2.837-6

AS6 PG&E 7.857,-6 :5.321-6 2.912-6 2.408-6 2.499-6 3.:518-8 --
BNLI 7.068-6 4.573.6 2.191.6 2.382.6 2.460-6 3.500-8
BNL2 4.559-:5 4.573.6 2.191-6 2.382-6 4.008-:5 9.316-7

AS7 PG&E 1.693-2 1.667-2 1.665-2 1.424-5 2.:595-4 4.6:51-6 --
BNLI 1.674-2 1.647-2 1.646-2 1.410-5 2.629-4 4.648-6
BNL2 3.166-2 1.647-2 1.646-2 1.410-:5 1.291-2 2.283-3

AS8 PG&E 4.709.4 2.806-4 2.660-4 1.461-5 1.8814 2.324-6 --
BNLI 4.6854 2.780-4 2.63:5-4 1.450-:5 1.881-4 2.343.6
BNL2 1.082-2 4.193-3 4.1:57-3 3.647-5 6.511-3 1.142-4

AS9 PG&E 2.741.4 1,016-4 8.702-5 1.4:5:5-5 1.7054 2.007.6 --
BNLI 2.635-4 9.549.4 8.124-:5 1.425-:5 1.661-4 1.963-6
BNL2 1.065-2 4.023-3 3.987-3 3.650-:5 6.510-3 1.142-4

ASA PG&E i, 834.4 1.31:5.4 1.172-4 1.424-5 5.104-5 9.113-7 --
BNLI ! .7994 1.271.4 1.1304 1.409-5 :5.190-5 9.171-7
BNL2 1.799-4 1.271-4 1.130-4 1.409-:5 :5.190-5 9.171-7

ASB PG&E 2.699-2 2,063-2 2.060-2 3.674-5 6.369-3 1.141-4 --
BNLI 2.697-2 2.053-2 2,049-2 3.647-:5 6.457-2 1.142-4
BNL.2 1.000 1.000
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Top Cmmnm
Event Case Cdc. TFL HW HW! HWD MN TS HE No.

ASC _G&l_ 1.065-2 4.171-3 4.134-3 3.674-5 6.369-3 1.141.4
BNLI 1.179-2 4.193-3 4.157-3 3.647-5 6.457-3 1.1414
BIqL2 1.179-2 4.193-:3 4.157-3 3.647-5 6.457-3 1.141.4

LOSW ASI _ 9.734..5 9.734-5 9.004.5 6.975-6 -- --
BNLI 9.588-5 9.588-5 8.894-5 6.943-6
BNL2 5.108..4 5.108..4 4.581..4 5.270-5

ASP PO&E 1.0
BNL 1.0
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Table B3.2.4

Unavailability Model and Experience Based Frequencies of the LOSW Initiator
Unit capacity fact_..g5

Probability of Non-Recovery of LOSW, P(T>__2) = .57

Frequency [LOSW Events/w]

Standard

Deviation or R = LOSW(I,2)

Q-untity Mean Variance 5th Percentile Median 95th Percentile LOSW(1)

1. Model based values
Loss of ASW trains at Unit 1

(they are assumed to be

independent of Unit 2 ASW
trains)

LOSWc(1) BNL1 2.48-3
BNL2 5.16-3

to
_-. Loss of ASW trains at Units

I and 2 (see also Table 2.3)

LOSWc(I,2) PG&E 9.73-5 1.89-8,V. 2.47-5 6.23-5 1.97-4
BNL1 9.56-5 .039
BNL2 5.11-4 .099

2. Experience based values
Loss of SW trains at Unit 1

("posterior"), LOSW(I) 8.55-3 7.55-1,S.D. 2.01-3 6.60-3 2.16-2

Eq.la, initiator, LoswAE (1) 4.14-3

Loss of SW trains at Units

1 and 2 ("posterior'),

LOSW(1,2) 4.60-3 7.07-1,S.D. 1.14-3 3.60-3 1.14-2 .538

Z Eq.2, initiator, LOSW_ (1,2) 2.23-3

3. l:xperience and model based ._
values "_

_'_ Loss of ASW trains at Units _,
1 and 2 _"

'_ Eq.lb, LOSW_ (1,2) BNL1 1.62-4
.._ BNL2 4.564
to



ATTACHMENT B3.A

INFORMATION ON FAILURES OF SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS
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This attachment provides the documentation of information used to analyze the nature of failures occurring
at the Service Water Systems of US PWRs and to determine the frequency of the initiator "Total Loss of
Auxiliary Saltwater, LOSW" for Diablo Canyon based on generic plant experience.

The information includes:

a. the total time exposure of service water systems (SWS) at US PWRs (Table B3.A.I),
b. the classification of SWSs for multi unit PWR sites (Table B3.A.2),
c. a Hstof failure events obtained by a survey of the RECON data base3 and the NPE operating

event listings4 when the SWS is completely lost for one or more units due to failures of the
system itself or due to certain activities at the unit which is down (Table B3.A.3),

d. a list of failure events when the SWS is completely lost or susceptible to fail due to systems
interaction (Table B3.A.4),

e. a detailed description of the events listed in Tables B3.A.3 and B3.A.4, and
L a Hstof failure events when the SWS becomes partially degraded (Table B3.A.5).
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Table B3.&I
Total Time Expmure of Service Water Systems at U.S. PWRs

Start of Number of
Commercial Years to

Plant Name Operation End of 1988

Calvert Cliffs I 5/75 14.27
Calvert Cliffs 2 4/77 12.5
Haddam Neck 1/68 21.5
Indian Point 2 7/74 15.0
Beaver Valley 1 4/77 123
Beaver Valley 2 11/87 1.7
Three Mile Island I 9/74 14.8
Three Mile Island 2 12/78 5.8
Main Yankee 12/72 16.0
Indian Point 3 8/76 12.9
Millstone 2 12/75 13.0
Millstone 3 4/86 3.3
Salem 1 6/77 12.1
Salem 2 10/81 7.8
Robert E. Ginna 3/70 19.3
Yankee 6/61 28.1
Zion 1 12/73 15.6
Zion 2 9/74 14.8
Byron 1 9/85 3.8
Byron 2 8/87 1.9
Braidwood 1 3/88 .3
Braidwood 2 9/°08 .1
Palisades 12/71 17.6
Donald C. Cook 1 8/75 13.9
Donald C. Cook 2 7/78 11.0
Prairie Island 1 12/73 15.6
Prairie Island 2 12/74 14.6
Fort Calhoun 1 9/73 15.8
Davis-Besse I 11/77 11.7
Callaway 1 4/85 4.3
Point Beach 1 12/70 18.6
Point Beach 2 10/72 16.8
Kewaunee 6/74 15.1
Wolf Creek 9/85 3.8
Joseph M. Farley 1 12/77 11.6
Joseph M. Farley 2 7/81 8.0
Arkansas Nuclear One 1 12/74 14.6
Arkansas Nuclear One 2 3/80 9.3
Robinson 2 3/71 18.3
Shearon Harris 5/87 2.2
Oconee 1 7/73 16.0
Oconee 2 9/74 14.8
Oconee 3 12/74 14.6
McGuire 1 12/81 7.6
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i

Table B3.A.I (,_mtlaued)

Start (dr Number of
Commercial Years to

Nuut Name Operstlou End of 19M

McGuire 2 3/84 53
Catawba 1 6/85 4.1
Catawba 2 8/86 2.9
Turkey Point 3 12/72 16.6
Turkey Point 4 9/73 15.8
St. Lucie I 12/76 12.6
St. Lucie 2 8/83 5.9
Crystal River 3 3/77 ! 1.7
Vogtle 1 5/87 2.2
Waterford 3 9/85 3.8
Virgil C. Summer 1 1/84 5.5
Sequoyah 1 7/81 8.0
Sequoyah 2 6/82 7.1
Surry 1 12/72 16.6
Sum/2 5/73 16.2
North Anna 1 6/78 11.1
North Anna 2 12/80 8.6
Palo Verde 1 1/86 3.5
Palo Verde 2 9/86 2.8
Palo Verde 3 2/88 0.4
South Texas Project 1 3/88 0.3
Diablo Canyon 1 5/85 4.2
Diablo Canyon 2 3/86 3.3
Trojan 5/76 13.2
Rancho Seco 4/75 14.3
San Onofre I 1/68 213
San Onofre 2 8/83 5.9
San Onofre 3 4/84 5.3

Total: PWR (72) ffi751.4 Reactor Years

Note: Use of the commercial operation date precludes an indeterminate amount of system operation time
prior to that point. An attempt has been made to correlate the reported failures to this same time
frame.
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T_bl, IS3._J
Clnsalflcstioa of' Service Water Systems for Multi-Unit _ $itee

Service Water Success Criterion Separute Water Source
Multi-Unit Pilts Pumps/1 Unit for Highest Load (Or Intake)

ANO 1 & 2 2 + 1 Swing 1 of 2 Yes
BeaverValley I & 2 2 + 1 Swing 1 of 2
Braidwood I A 2 2 1 of 2

Byron 1 & 2 2 1 of 2
Calvert Cliffs I & 2 3 2 of 3
Catawba 1 & 2 2 1 ,_f2 Yes
Cook 1 & 2 2 1 of 2

Dhtbio Cany?n I & 2 2 1 of 2
Farley 1 A 2_ 2 1 of 2
Indian Point2 9 3 of 9 Yes - two separate

intakes from the same
source.

McGuire I & 2 2 I of 2 Yes
North Anna I & 23 2 1 of 2 Yes
Oconee 1 & 2 1 + 1 Swing 1 of 1
Oconee 3 2 1 of 2
Palo Verde 1, 2 & 34 2 1 of 2
Point Beach 1 & 2 3 (6/2 units) 3 of 6 (2 units)
Prairie Island 1 & 2 2 + 1 Swing 1 of 2 Yes - two separate

intakes from the same
source.

Salem 1 A 2 6 4 of 6
San Onofre 1, 2 & 35 4 I of 4
Sequoyah 1 & 2 4 2 of 4
South Texas i & 2 3 2 of 3

St. Lucie I & 2 2 + ! Swing 1 of 2 Yes
Surry 1 A 26 3/2 units 2 of 3/2 units
Turkey Point 3 & 4 3 2 of 3
Vogtle 1 & 2 6 (3 trains) 2 of 3/trains
Watts Bar 1 & 2 4 2 of 4
Zion I & 2 3 1 of 3

ISW pumps take suction from the SW wet pit, which is directly supplied by 5
pumps/1 unit from the ultimate heat sink (river) and the success criteria for
these pumps are 2-out-of-5.

2Both essential and non-essential loads are included.
:)Twoauxiliary SW pumps are available. However, the power supply for these

.Ihpumpsare non-safety related.
e ESW system is on standby during normal operation. There is no crossties

between the units.

SEach SW train has two pumps, but only one is powered during normal operation.
6The SW pumps (3/2 units) are only for emergency purposes. The normal supply is by gravity flow from the
circulating water system.
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Tot_ Lossd tke _ Wster _

Event Plant Referes_ Recovery Dwartp6_

1 San Onofre 1 LER-_ "45 Min. One ESW pump shaft sheared due to ezcessive vam,tk_ the
_ va_ o[ the _jmdby pm_ dtda't opea sad the
auxiliarypump lost section.

2 TMI-2 LER-320/81-11 >__2Hours" One ESW pump lost due to vantioa other pump

3 Salem 2 LER-311/83-32 - 1 Hour ____g ESW bay due to a gasket fm3ure.

4,5 San Onofre 2 & 3 LER-361/83-72 > 5 Hours* Traveling screeas were damaged, CCW heat elck_qgen dogged.

5 Catawba I LER413/85-68 -45 Mi_ Both ESW trains declared ineperable due to torque switch
problems on the discharge va._e_

7 Crystal River LER-302/86-02 >_.3Hours* All ESW pumps are shut down, two divers drowned.

8 Oconee 1 LER-269/86-11 -- Lossof LPSW suction due to inadequate design.

*Estimated.
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Description of ODert;iu Events Involvinf the T_tai Lon Qfthe SW S_tem Function O'ablf B3,A_3).

1. San Onofre _ -1_R-206/1980-006
During normal operation, the south salt water cooling pump (SCP) discharge pressure dropped sharply. The
north salt water cooling pump (NCP) automatically started on low pressure. However, its discharge POV
failed to open. The auxiliary salt water cooling (ACP) was then started but flow could not be established.
As a result of (1) excessive vibration, the shaft of the (SCP) sheared, (2) mechanical failure, the (NCP) POV
did not open, and (3) apparent inadequate prime, the (ACP) lost suction. The POV on the (NCP) was
manually opened and the (ACP) regained suction.

2. TMl2- LER-320JI9Sl-Q0
April 23, 1981, the "A"nuclear service riverwater pump was started for operation. The pump exhibited high
vibrations and high current readings. An evaluation showed that the pump should be declared inoperable to
prevent further damage. The inoperable status resulted in a violation of Tech Spec since the "B"pump had
been declared inoperable in October 1979. The cause of this event was most Hkelydue to excessive clearance
at the bottom of the pump which caused excessive vibration leading to damage. Procedures were rewritten
to ensure that backup pumps are powered to provide cooling water to operating diesels.

3. Salem2- LER-31]/!983-032
on June 23,1983, during routine shutdown operation, an equipment operator performing routine surveillance
discovered a large leak in the No. 2 service water bay. Due to the accumulation of approximately six feet of
wa_erin the bay, and an apparently continuing rise in the water level following an initial attempt to isolate
the leak, all service water pumps were stopped, resulting in the loss of flow to the boron injection, residual
heat removal and diesel generator system. Investigation revealed that the leakage was due to a failed gasket
in the joint downstream of check valve 225; the gasket failure was attributed to an isolated problem in
installation related to poor access to the joint. The connection had recently been opened then remade during
cleaning of the No. 21 nuclear header. Related problems with the bay sump pumps and alarms will be
corrected by a design change.

4,5. San Onofre 2 & 3 - LER-361/1983-07_I LER-362/1983-041
On July 6, 1983 at 0030 while Unit 2 was in mode 5 and Unit 3 was in mode 4 operator observed that the Unit
3 circulating water system traveling screen water level differential pressure was off scale indicating clogging
of the screens. The screen wash system was actuated to clear the screens of marine debris. The screen wash
system failed to clear the screen. The inability to clear the screens resulted in high CC-N¢heat exchangers
(Unit 2 train A and Unit 3 trains A and B) differential pressure being alarmed in the control room at 0210
on July 6, 1983, and at 0227 SCW flow was reduced to the point that the heat exchangers were declared
inoperable. This resulted in exceeding limiting condition for operation (LCO) 3.7.4 for Unit 3, only, since the
LCO is applicable to modes 1 through 4 and Unit 2 was in mode 5. Exceeding LCO 3.7.4, for Unit 3, resulted
in invocation of LCO 3.0.3. Visual inspection of the traveling screens after the incident revealed that several
screen panels were dislodged from their housings either before or during this event resulting in marine debris
to be carried into the circulatingwater pump forebay. To preclude concurrent fouling of both trains of CCN¢
heat exchangers during excessive marine debris buildup in a single intake structure, C system operating
procedure is being revised.

6. Catawba I- LE_-4!3/1985-068
On November 25, 1985, the in service test on the nuclear service water (RN) header IB supply isolation valve
was performed. While stroking the valve, it stopped in the intermediate position. Train B of RN was declared
inoperable and trainA of RN wa_ placed in service. Upon starting RN pump 1A, the discharge isolation valve
also stopped in the intermediate position. Train A of RN was declared inoperable and Technical Specification
3.0.3 was entered due to the simultaneous inoperability of both trains of RN. Both trains of RN were
inoperable for 43 minutes until the RN header IB supply isolation valve was opened and train B of RN was
declared operable. Investigation revealed that the torque switches for the valves were set at the low end of
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the allowable tolerance. These settings did not allowthe valves to open completely. Therefore, this incident
is classified as a design deficiency. Unit I was at 45% power.

7. Crystal River- LER-302/1986-002_
On January 10, 1986, Crystal River Unit 3 was in mode 5 dt_ing an outage. The intake structure was being
cleaned and inspected by two contract divers. At 1615, one diver failed to reappear following his dive. The
second diver attempted to locate and rescue the missing diver but was himself drowned. When the second
driverwas reported to be in trouble, all seawater pumps taking suction at the intake structure were secured,
thus disabling both trains of the decay heat removal system. The body of the second diver was recovered
shortly thereafter. The f'nltdiverwas found to have been drawninto the 48"suction line of the 'A' emergency
nuclear services and decay heat seawater system pumps (both pumps were running at the start of the event).
The body of the first diver was recovered in the auxiliarybuilding. All seawater pumps were voluntarily
secured and/or disabled in an attempt to prevent loss of life.

8. Oconee 1 - LER-269/1986-011
On October 1, 1986, with Units 1 and 3 at 100% full power, and Unit 2 shutdown for refueling, a load shed
test on Unit 2 was performed. Suction to the low pressure service water (LP) pump was lost about one hour
into the test. The loss prime in the condenser circulating water (CCW) siphon flow (or emergency CCW)
system was the cause for the loss of the LP pumps. The emergency condenser circulating cooling water
(ECCW) system is required to provide water through the main condenser for decay heat removal during loss
of all ac power event (station blackout). The immediate corrective action was to analyze the failures that
occurred during the load shed test, and shut down Oconee Units 1 and 3. Subsequent corrective actions
included redesign of the CCW pump flanges and determination of the design basis of the ECCW system.
The root cause of this event is the inadequate design and testing of the ECC'W system. This led to a failure
of the ECCN¢ system to perform the intended function as descn'bed in the final safety analysisreport (FSAR).

Events not included in the statistics.

San Onofre 3 LER-362/1986-011
Power level - 100% at 1550 on August 4, 1986, saltwater cooling (SWC) flow through train a component
cooling water heat exchanger (CCWHX) d_reased, due to fouling with marine growth, to below the
postulated design basis flow rate required for removal of CCW heat loads (critical CCW loop), and was
therefore declared inoperable. At this time Train B CCWHX was operatingwith reverse SWC flow to remove
similar fouling which had previously take place. At 1605, operators commenced realignment of Train B
CCWHX SWC flow to the normal direction in order to return one train of CCW to its design configuration
and thereby increase heat removal capability of that train. During the realignment, both trains of the SWC
system were considered to be inoperable contrary to technical specification limiting condition for operation
(LCO) 3.7.4, and LCO 3.0.3 was'entered. Train B SWC system was returned to operable status within thirty
minutes, and at 1635, LCO 3.0.3 was exited. As corrective action, operating procedures will be revised to
minimize the effect of marine fouling on the operability of the SWC system.
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..j Table B3.A.4

Total Loss of Service Water Due to Other Initiators

Event Plant Reference Recovery Description

1 Salem I NPE/PWR-2 Few days*" Winter storm shuts down the ESW system. Traveling VIII-110,
1976screens blocked by ice.

2 Farley 1 NPE/PWR-2 -3 Days Flooding of the intake structure. VIII-155, 1978

3 Salem 1 LER-272/82-15 -1 Hour Vital bus 1A tripped, operating ESW train is lost, other train n
maintenance.

Power was lost on a 4kV bus resulting in the loss of ESW pump on
4 Calvert Cliffs LER-318/82-54 -30 Min.

the operating loop. Other train in maintenance.

5 Palisades LER-255/84-01 -1 Hour Offsite power removed, no operable service water pump supplied
by the operating diesel.

6 Salem 1 LER-272/84-14 - 1 Hour Vital bus 1A failed, bus 1B in maintenance, bus 1C didn't energize,
loss of ESW system.
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Description of Operating Events Involving the Total Loss of the SW System Due
to Systems Interaction (Table B3.A.4).

1. Salem I - NPE/PWR2, VIII-110, 197.6
Numerous problems were experienced with the plant service water system. The first serious problem was
noted in January 1976 when a winter storm shut down the system. Icing due to wind whipped spray and
screen wash spray created foul inches of ice on the operating deck of the structure making it hazardous to
operators and caused the traveling screens in operation to ice-over thereby restricting flow to the pumps.
Screens which were out of service froze in their trackscausing shear pins to fail when the screen was started.
The eventual buildup of ice and debris resulted in the shutting down of the remaining pumps due to low flow.
Some modifications were made to the system,however, the major improvement, a heated protective housing,
had not yet been installed.

2. Farley 1 - NPE/PWR-2_ VIII-155, 1978
At "2100 hours on January 25th, 600V load centers 1H and 1J, which were located in the river water structure,
were de-energized when flooding of this structure occurred. The flooding was the result of high
Chattahoochee River levels foil?wing heavy rains. The water level in the train A side of the river water
structure was "1 ft. The river level at this time was "110 feet mean sea level (MSL). The riverwater pumps
were still operable. They set up temporary sump pumps to supplement the permanently installed pumps. The
Tech Specs required that load centers IH and 1Jbe operable, energized, and aligned to an operable DG.

At 2300 hours a 50% reduction in turbine load was initiated. Power to riverwater pumps 8A, 9A, 10A was
racked out at 2330 hours. At 0007 hours on January 26th, the unit was at 40% reactor power and 430 MWe.
At 0040 hours a further load reduction was initiated at 5 MW/min to place the unit in hot standby as required
by the Tech Specs. At 0045 hours power to riverwater pumps 4B and 5B was racked out, and the rate of load
reduction was increased to 10 MW/min to have the unit in hot standby within the required one hour. At 0055
hours emergency service water recirculationflow to the pond (ultimate heat sink) was initiated. At 0135 hours
the unit was taken off line and at 0136 hours the reactor was manually tripped. The water level in the river
water structure train A section reached "5 feet; trainB section reached 2 feet. The riverreached a maximum
level of "115 feet MSL at the river water structure.

Water had entered the structure through a hole in each river water pump baseplate and through the gland
seal leakoff line on each pump. Additional leakage occurred through compression type cable penetrations of
structure.

3. Salem 1 - LER-272/1982-015
Number 1A vital bus tripped resulting in a loss of component cooling water (C_ and service water (ESW)
flows; the redundant CCW and pumps were tagged out for maintenance. All chargingpumps, boron injection
flow paths, residual heat removal (RHR) loops and diesel generators were declared inoperable due to no
CCW or flow. A wire to the TD5 undervoltage relay had shorted to the feeder cubicle door, causing the 1A
vital bus infeed breaker to trip without automatic transfer. CCW and flows were restored.

4. Calvert Cliffs 2 - LER-318/1982-054
At 0547, during normal shutdown operation in mode 6, power was lost to 24 4kV bus resulting in the loss of
22 saltwater pumps and 22 LPSI pumps, thereby disabling the only operable shutdown cooling loop. Power
was restored to 24 4kV bus and shutdown cooling flow restored at 0605. The redundant shutdown cooling
loop was out of service for maintenance. Vendor failure report indicated the cause of the power supply failure
to be cracked printed circuit board.

5. Palisades- LER-255/1984-001
On January 8, 1984, the Palisades Nuclear Plant experiences a complete loss of all normal communications
links between the plant, the NRC and state/local authorities. The event was precipitated by the need to isolate
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a faulty switchyardbreaker. To accomplish the isolation, it was necessary to interrupt the offsite power supply
to the plant. At the time of the event, Palisades was in a refueling outage with all fuel removed from the
reactor and one diesel generator inoperable. While operating procedures require two operable diesel
generators prior to removing offsite power, the shift supervisorpried with the evolution after determining
the safety of the fuel would not be jeopardized. In preparingfor the evolution, the operators failed to realize
that there would be no operable service water pumps supplied by the operating diesel. Consequently, after
50 minutes the diesel overheated due to lack of cooling water and was manually tripped. The resulting loss
of onsite ac power caused a loss of all plant telephones and radios for 45 minutes. Onsite power was
subsequently re-energized from the switchyard, resulting in the restoration of normal communications.

6. Salem 1 - LER-272/1984-014
On June 5, 1984, during a refueling outage, 1A vital bus was de-energized when the 1A vital bus infeed
breaker failed to close duringbreaker testing. Since 1B vital bus was de-energized for inspection at the time,
a blackout loading signal started 1A and 1C diesels and opened the 1C vital bus infeed breaker, de-energizing
1C vital bus. 1A diesel loaded, but because the 1C 125V dc bus was de-energized for maintenance, the 1C
safeguards equipment cabinet (SEC) was completely de-energized. This prevented IC diesel from loading.
IC vital bus remained de-energized, resulting in a loss of service water cooling. Numerous control room
indicators failed to mid-scale, leading the shift to believe that the 1C vital bus was still energized. As a result,
the diesels ran for an extended period of time without cooling water; although, no diesel damage occurred.
The root cause of this event was the lack of adequate procedural and/or administrative controls to ensure
sufficient electrical systems remained in an operable status during a period when the plant was in a
configuration which was not covered by the Tech Specs (i.e., defueled).

Diablo Canyon - LER-275/82-10-18
Testing performed on the auxiliarysaltwater (ASW) system has revealed that the system is susceptible to water
hammer effects during anticipated operational transients. These transients include pump trip and restart
sequences such as would occur following a loss of offsite power. The peak pressure observed during this
testing exceeded the 100 psig system design pressure specified in the FSAR. The cause of the system
waterhammer is believed to be water column separation and subsequent column recombination at a point of
significant piping slope change. Further evaluation of the event and ASW system design is being conducted.
Results of the evaluation will be reported in a revision to this LER.

Diablo Canyon - LER-275/84-03-02
Prior to fuel load, testing on the Auxiliary Saltwater (ASW) System has shown that the system is susceptible
to water hammer effects during anticipated operational transients. These transients include pump trip and
restart sequences which would occur following a loss of offsite power. Peak pressures observed exceeded the
100 psig system design pressure specified in the FSAR and some valve damage did occur.

The cause of ASW System water hammer is water column separation and subsequent column recombination
at a point of significant piping slope change. Corrective actions included the replacement of damaged valves,
additional engineering analysis, the installation of vacuum breakers and further testing to ensure system
operability.

Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Diabio Canyon Unit 1, Docket No. 50-275, L.ER
82-009-01T-1 - Sum_lementalInformation.
Engineering analysishas shown the root cause of the Auxiliary Saltwater (ASW) System water hammer to be
water column separation (resulting in vacuum formation) and subsequent column recombination at the point
of significant piping slope change. A detailed inspection of the ASW was conducted after the pressure
transients to inspect for damage. This inspection also included the ASW pump discharge check valves. There
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was no evidence of deformation in system piping due to the water hammer (pressure transient). Two butterfly
valves, the ASW Pump 1-2 discharge isolation valve and the Component Cooling Water heat exchanger 1-1
inlet isolation valve, suffered damaged valve discs. These valves were replaced. In 1983, vacuum breakers
were installed in the ASW system to reduce the pressure transients of subsequent column recombination.
Further testing conducted after vacuum breaker installation verified that, for all operating conditions of the
ASW system, pressure transients greater than maximum allowable system pressure will not occur.
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Table B3.A.$
Operating Events Involving the Dqradatioa of the Service Water System

Plant Reference Description

San Onofre 1 LER-206/80.01 Pipe support installation error in SW system.
/80-08 Pipe support corroded on one SW pump.
/80-31 Discharge valve on pump failed to open automatically.
/81-09 HX partially blocked, marine growth.
/82-07 Pressure switch failed, pump discharge valve closed.
/82-15 Intake structure flooded to dangerous levels, inadequate

maintenance procedures.
/82-22 One pump bearingdegraded, other pump out for maintenance,

auxiliarySW pump put in service.
/82.24 Discharge valve opens, reverse flow through pump resulting in

damage.
/84-08 Corrosion of the intake structure.

Haddam Neck LER-213/83-01 SW leak in fan cooler due to corrosion.
/83-10 SW filter plugged.
/86-09 SW flood protectors are ineffective.

Ginna LER-244/83.01 SW valve failed to open to AFW pump.

Indian Point 2 LER-247/80-16 SW leak in fan cooler coils.
/81-09 SW pipe wall thinning.
/81-10 Valve seat problem, reduces pump capacity.
/81-11 Pipe wall thinning, corrosion.
/81-21 SW pipe leak.
/82-13 SW pump vibration excessive.
/82-26 Impeller wear of three SW pumps.
/82-31 SW leak in containment.
/82-33 SW leak in fan coolers.
/82-37 SW leak in fan coolers.
/83.07 Strainer plugged.
/83-10 Pump inoperable, rope tied the impeller.
/84-11 Leak into the CCW pump.
/84-21 SW pump discharge valves leak.
/85-13 SW leak in fan coolers.
/87-11 SW pumps fail performance tests, vortexing.

Turkey Point 3 LER-250/86-08 SW system design deficiency.
/86-18 SW system design deficiency.
/86-24 SW pump inoperable.

Turkey Point 4 LER-251/84-18 Strainer removed for longer period as allowed.
/87-16 SW pump tripped, electrical problems.
/87-28 Two of three SW pumps are inoperable.
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Table B3.kJ (continued)

Plant Reference Description

Palisades LER-255/82-24 SW design problem.
/86-24 Lou of coolers, SW valve problems.
/86-36 SW pumps performs below requirements.

H. B. Robinson 2 LER-261/81-19 SW booster pump tripped, bearing and breaker problems.
/82-13 SW pump failed to restart, blown fuse.
/83-03 Leak in the CF cooler.
/83-05 Two of four SW booster pumps lost.
/83-06 SW pump and its replacement fails, longer in AOT than

allowed.
/83-14 SW leak at CF cooler.
/83-22 SW leak at CF cooler.
/83-27 SW leak at CF cooler.

Oconee 1 LER-269/80-02 HPSW inoperable, motor insulation broke down.
/80-04 HPSW inoperable, motor cooler leakage.
/80-24 Automatic initiation of HPSW was affected by construction.
/80-30 Valve failed to close in SW system.
/81-14 HPSW pumps A and B had no control powers, breakers were

open, jockey pump used in place.
/86-02 Seismic design deficiency in LPSW system.
/87-04 SW heat exchanger capacity reduced, biological fouling.

Oconee 2 LER-270/80-10 SW valves fail in closed position.
/81-01 Improper alignment of SW valves.

Salem 1 LER.272/80-22 SW solenoid valve failure isolates CFCU coil.
_0-23 SW flow reduced to CFCU, inoperable flow transmitter.
_3-24 Solenoid on SW line failed, no flow to CFCU.
_]0-39 Solenoid on SW line failed, no flow to CFCU.
_3-49 SW piping leak at charging pump.

' _80-60 SW valve mispositioned, all DG inoperable.
_1-03 SW pipe leak, CCW HX removed from service.
r81-10 SW pipe leak, CF coil inoperable.
r81-11 SW pipe leak, CF coil inoperable.
/81-12 SW hose leak.
/81-31 SW pipe leak, CFCU inoperable.
/81-39 SW pipe leak, CFCU inoperable.
/81-46 SW valve failure blocks flow to CFCU.
/81-64 SW pipe leak at CFCU.
/81-67 ,SW valve failure reduces flow to CFCU.
/81-69 SW valve failure reduces flow to CCW HX.
I81-71 SW flow XMTR line plugged.
/81-76 SW pipe leak at CFCU.
/81-77 SW pipe leak at CFCU.
/81-80 SW pipe leak at CFCU.
/81-83 SW pipe leak, charging pump operation affected.
/81-90 SW pipe leak, CCW HX.
/81-94 SW pipe leak, CFCU.
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TableB3_..$(continued)

Plant Reference Description

/81-96 SW pipeleak,CFCU.
/81-114 SW pipe leak, CFCU.
/81-119 SW pipe leak, charging pump.
/81-121 SW pipe leak, CFCU.
/82-18 SW valve leaks in containment.
/82-22 SW flow control valve fails, reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-24 SW flow control valve fails, reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-29 SW flow control valve fails, reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-37 SW flow control valve fails, reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-41 SW pipe leak, charging pump affected.
/82-69 SW pipe leak, charging pump affected.
/82-91 SW leak, CCW HX.
/83-15 SW valve malfunction, DG inoperable.
/83-26 SW valve plugged, CFCU inoperable.
/83-68 SW fine freezes - fire OG inoperable.
/84-06 SW fine leak, CFCU.
/84-08 SW pipe corrosion near CCW HX.
/84-27 SW pipe leak at CFCU.
/85-06 SW pipe leak at CFCU.
/85-08 SW pipe leak at CFCU.
/86-14 SW valve to turbine lube oil fails, reactor trip.

t

Surry 1 LER-280/80-54 SW MOV failed to cycle.
/80-65 SW MOV failed due to marine growth.
/82-100 Loss of one SW pump due to personnel error.
/82-124 SW inlet valve to RS HX was inadvertently closed, loss of one

train.
:83-42 SW strainer clogged.
_6-24 SW fines in chillers are clogged.
_-30 SW fines clogged, marine growth.
r86-31 SW strainer malfunction, personnel error.
_6-34 SW strainer clogged.
A87-02 SW valve malfunction, chiller affected.
r87-03 SW valve malfunction, chiller affected.
r87-05 SW strainer malfunction, chiller affected.
r87-06 SW low flow to chiller, electrical trouble.
r87-07 SW leak at chiller.

r87-08 SW valve malfunction affecting chiller.
r87-18 SW strainer clogged.
r87-21 SW strainer clogged.
r88-07 SW flow problems (manual control).

Surry 2 LER-281/80-28 Check disk missing in SW subsystem.
/80-37 SW strainer clogged, charging pump affected.
/81-21 SW strainer clogged, charging pump affected.
/81-34 SW strainer clogged, charging pump affected.
/81-47 SW MOV breaker open at CCW HX.
/81-51 SW MOV failed to close.
/81-73 SW MOV malfunction.
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Table ID.A.S (coetinued)

Plant Reference Description

_1-76 SW MOV malfunction.
r82.02 SW check valve failed on booste_ pump discharge.
f82.09 SW valve failure, flow obstructed.
_2-39 SW MOV flooded.

r82.45 SW MOV breaker open. CCW HX.
_2-49 SW strainer leaking.
r82.50 SW strainer clogged, booster pump lost.
r82.52 SW flow indicator fails, reduces flow.
_82.54 SW MOV flooded.
_83-25 SW MOV malfunction.
f83-26 SW MOV breaker open.
_83-50 SW strainer clogged.
_85.02 Improper alignment of SW flow to HX.

SW leak in containment spray HX.

Prairie Island 1 LER-282/83.18 Intake device falls, some SW pumps tripped.
/83-21 SW isolation MOV failed.
/85-03 SW valve inadvertently closed.
/85-16 SW leak at CFCU.
/87-07 SW booster pump fails due to deposition.
/87-08 SW booster pump air bound, procedural error.

Fort Calhoun 1 LER.285/81-05 Relay problems in the starting circuit.
/87-01 Three SW pumps are unavailable for two hours.

Indian Point 3 LER-286/81-04 SW supply to non.essential HDR lost, 'bothsupply pumps are
in maintenance.

/83-06 Seismic restraining plates removed, possible failure during a
DBA.

/87-07 Pipe snubbersfailed.

Oconee 3 LER-287/81-10 SW valve air line break.
/83-08 SW valve failed, CFCU affected.

TMI-I LER-289/80-15 SW RTD failed.

Zion 1 LER-295/80-18 SW valve failed, AFW pump affected.
/80.24 SW pump failed to start, electrical switch problem.
/81-07 SW pipe section made to non-safety specifications.
/83-32 SW MOV failure.
/84-04 SW leak at CFCU.
/85-39 SW crosstie valve between two units cycled, loss of SW, standby

pump started.
/86-01 SW valves inadvertently closed, isolates AFW for three weeks.

Crystal River 3 LER-302/84-11 SW pump discharge check valve stuck open.
/85-24 Cracked pipe support pedestal at CCW HX.
/85-35 Design deficiency, fire may affect various pumps.
/87-20 Design discrepancy in SW system temperatures.
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Table B3.A.S (continued)

Plant Reference Description

Zion 2 LER-304/80-17 SW pump disabled due to electrical fault at dc bus.
/80-30 SW MOV failure.
/81-14 SW MOV failure.
/81-17 SW valve inoperable, loss of initiating signal.
/81-36 SW valve inoperable, loss of initiating signal.
/82-09 SW valves fail, silt deposition.
/83-29 SW valves fail, electrical problems.
/83-40 SW valves fail, electrical problems.
/83-45 SW leak at CFCU.
/84.13 SW leak, tube degradation.
/85-04 Control valve malfunction.
..

Kewaunee LER-305/80-35 SW pump fail to start.
/81-01 SW valve failure, CFCU inoperable.
/81-07 SW pump failed to start.
/82-05 SW pump failed to start.
/82-33 SW MOV failed to open.
/83-05 SW MOV malfunction.
/83-21 SW pump unavailable, strainer tested.
/83-24 SW pump failed.
/83-25 Flow indicator failed, SW pump unavailable.
/83-27 Pipe leak due to corrosion at CCW HX.
/83-37 SW strainer leaked, SW pump unavailable.
/84-18 Silt deposition in CFCU coils reduces flow.
/86-15 SW valve failed in closed position.

Prairie Island LER-306/80-32 Intake area isolated for one unit, causing a loss of SW pump on
the other unit.

Maine Yankee LER-309/81-07 SW cooling to SCC interrupted due to overload.
/83-15 SW pump tripped, redundancy reduced.
/83-17 SW MOV failed to operate.
/83-33 SW MOV failed to operate.

Salem 2 LER-311/81-04 SW pipe leak at CFCU.
/81-10 SW pump failed, another in maintenance.
/81-38 SW leak at CFCU.
/81-64 SW leak at CFCU.
/81-90 SW leak at CFCU.
/81-94 SW leak at CFCU.
/81-99 Instrument line clogged with silt, valve inoperable.
/81-114 SW leak at CFCU.
/81-115 SW leak at CFCU.
/81-117 Line clogged with silt, limit SW failure on MOV.
/81-118 SW leak.
/82-06 Valve stuck closed at CFCU.
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Table B3A.S (continued)

PJant Reference Description

/82-17 Valve stuck closed, Hnecloned with silt.
/82-28 SW leakatCFCU.
/82-35 SW valve inoperable.
/82-39 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-40 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-41 Marine growth reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-46 Oysters reduce flow to CFCU.
/82-49 Oysters reduce flow to CFCU.
/82-50 Oysters reduce flow to CFCU.
/82-58 Oysters reduce flow to CFCU.
/82-63 One vital bus lost, diesel didn't load.
/82-65 Valve failure stopped flow to CFCU.
/82-70 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-73 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-74 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-75 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-77 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-78 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-80 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-83 Oysters reduce flow to CFCU.
/82-84 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-86 One train of SW lost, one pump failed, other maintenance.
/82-88 Low flow to CFCU due to valve problems.
/82-89 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-91 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-92 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-93 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-96 Silt buildup in line reduces flow to CFCU.
I82-98 Silt buildup in line reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-99 Silt buildup in line reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-100 Silt buildup in line reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-101 Silt buildup in line reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-105 Silt buildup in line reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-109 Silt buildup in line reduces flow to CFCU.
/82-112 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-113 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-115 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-117 Oysters block SW valve.
/82-119 SW leak due to corrosion from silt.
/82-120 SW leak due to corrosion from silt.
/82-122 SW leak due to corrosion from silt.
/82-123 Flow controller setpoint is incorrect, low flow.
/82-128 SW leak due to silt buildup.
/82-130 Reduced flow to CFCU, silt buildup.
/82-135 SW leak at CFCU.
/82-136 SW leak at CFCU.
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Table ID.A.S (eontlnmd)

Plant Iteterenee l)eseriptioa

/82-146 SW strainer plugged, one train lost,
/82-155 Valve problem reduces flow to CFCU.
/85-01 SW air-operated valve failure to DG cooling.
/85-18 Valve failed to open, both CCW HX unavailable.
/85-19 SW leak at CFCU.
/87-09 Design deficiency, cable separation didn't satisfy Appendix R

requirements.
/88-02 SW pump leaked, a number of pumps unavailable.

Rancho Seco LER-312/80-19 SW pump breaker didn't close.
/81-16 Lube oil cooler malfunction.
/81-52 SW pump tripped, no apparent cause.
/83-05 SW pump failed to start.
/83-16 Snubbers failed in the SW system.
/83-33 Incorrect personnel actions in tests.
/85-14 SW pump breaker not properly documented.
/87-11 Snubbers and pipe system in operation in spite of incorrect

acceptance criteria.
/87-36 ripe to spray pump bearing plugged.
/87-41 Incorrect level switches could prevent the starting of the SW

pumps.

ANO-1 LER-313/81-01 Deficiency in SW pipe system design.
/83-05 Deficiency in SW pipe system design.

Cook 1 LER-315/80-29 MOVs are tested not in accordance with requirements.
/81-04 MOV failed.
/81-15 Relays lead to malfunction of SW pump circuitry.
/82-06 MOV failed to close at CC'WHX.
/82.09 SW leak at CCW HX.
/82-43 SW pump discharge valve failed, loop unavailable.
/82-48 SW MOV failed at CCW HX.
/82-94 MOV leaked.
/82-95 SW valve left in closed position, containment spray HX

unavailable.

/83-14 Silt buildup in strainer.

Cook 2 LER-316/81.03 Strainer shut down, enabling SW pump.
/82-02 Sw MOV tested less frequently as required.
/82.11 SW pipe leak at CCW HX.
/82-80 SW valve leak at CCW HX.
/83-97 SW MOV electrical ground problem.

Calvert Cliffs 1 LER-317/80-27 Air bound due to instrument air cooler tube leak.
/80.32 Valve failed, corrosion causes seizure.
/80.41 Cooler failed.
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Table B3A_ (eontinued)

PJant Reference Description

/80.52 SW leak, HX tube failed.
/81-04 SW MOV failed open at CFCU discharge.
/81-10 SW valve malfunction.
/81-29 Pipe support design deficiency.
/81-63 SW valve operator failed at CCW HX.
/81-77 Solenoid valves in SW are underrated.
/82-32 SW MOV electrical trouble.
/83-67 Valve failed at ECCS pump room air cooler.
/83-74 Operator disconnected, SW pump lost, one train inoperable.

Calvert Cliffs 2 LER-318/80-17 SW HX leaked.
/81-09 SW MOV didn't operate, electrical trouble.
/81-53 Reduced SW flow due to valve problem.
/82-34 SW valve failed, HX inoperable.
/82-35 Valve broken, leak at SW HX.
/82-51 SW loop delgradeddue to valve failure.
/83-17 Power on valves lost, one train unavailable.

TMI-2 LER-320/80-08 SW pump Io:ked out, not on standby.
/81-02 SW unavailable to DG, improper operator action.

P /81-37 SW pump lo_tt,mechanical trouble.
/82-03 SW pump failed to start, loose connections.

Sequoyah 1 LER-327/80-75 SW pump failed, personnel error.
/81-72 SW pipe hanl,er removed, not reinstalled.
/81-95 Strainer failed.
/81-97 Protective device not installed to prevent SW system damage

from a steam Hnebreak.

/81-101 Inadequate flow to safety equipments.
/82-17 Inoperable snubbers.
/82-27 Clams block fiow to CS HX.
/82-35 Solenoid valve failed closed to air compr. HX.
/83-10 SW valve failed to DG.
/83-26 SW valve failed to DG.
/83-182 Relay failure in SW electrical system.
/84-69 SW valve overload improperly set.
/85-05 SW pipe inadequately supported for seismic event.
/86-28 Design deficiet_cyin SW pump instruments.
/86-29 SW pump failed to meet test acceptance criteria.
/86-41 Misafigned valve, improper flow to DG.
/87-08 SW valves are not tested as required by TS.
/87-11 SW valves are trot tested as required by "IS.
/87-27 SW valves are trottested as required by "IS.
/87-37 Inadequate calculations, design deficiency on coolers.
/87-45 Inadequate design for traveling screen speed SW.
/87-51 SW valves are not tested as per TS.
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Table ID.A.$ (mntinued)

IMmtt bferen_e Deserlptimt

/87-64 SW spool pieces out of tolerances.
/87-65 Screen was pumps are not tested regularly.
/87-71 Electrical interlock on strainers disabled.

Sequoyah 2 LER-328/82-47 Reduced flow to CS HX, valve position adjusted.
/85-06 SW valve in closed position, indicator plate mislabelled.

Beaver Valley I LER-334/80-27 SW check valve eroded to DG.
/80-42 Pipe line improperly restrained for seismic event.
/80-65 SW pipe over-stressed, design deficiency.
/80-68 Check valves installed backwards.
/82-19 SW leak at CS HX.
/82-60 Starter on MOV failed.

St. Lucie 1 LER-335/81-54 SW pump not tested as required.

Millstone 2 LER-336/80-24 SW pump A seized, C unavailable.
/80-38 Strainer leaked.
/81-10 Strainer drive motor had loose mounting bolts.
/81-23 SW strainer leaked.
/81-24 Solenoid failed, DG inoperable.
/82-10 SW pipe leaked.
/82-52 SW pump leaked.
/82-53 Misalignment of HX components.
/83-06 SW pump/strainer leaked.
/83-31 Pipe hangers undersized.
/85-12 Strainer plugged, loss of one header.
/86-01 Pipe hanger failed.
/86-20 SW pump failed to start on loss of offsite power.
/86-22 SW pump failed to start.
/87-06 Improperly positioned control valve.
/88-05 SW pump manually started on loss of offsite power sequencer

failed.

North Anna 1 LER-338/80-22 Increased stresses on pipe/valve supports.
/80-10 Increased stresses on pipe/valve supports.
/80-16 Increased stresses on pipe/valve supports.
/81-24 SW pipe leaked.
/81-46 SW pipe leaked.
/81-71 SW pipe leaked.
/81-83 SW pipe leaked.
/82-06 SW pipe leaked.
/82-81 SW pipe leaked.
/83-04 SW MOV failed, trouble with operator.
/83-48 SW pipe leaked.
/85-04 SW supply line not adequately covered against tornados.
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Table B3.A.$ (continued)

Plant Reference Description

/82-03 Reduced flow through seal water cooler of SI pump.
/83-06 Improper switch and valve settings.
/83-27 Over-tight SW valve failed to operate.

McGuire 1 LER-369/81-138 SW system leak.
/83-21 Valve actuator replaced incorrectly.
/83-84 SW pump inoperable, one train unavailable.
/85-30 Valve locked in incorrect position.
/86-06 SW system no fully tested.
/86-19 SW valve not tested as per requirements.
/87-09 Improperly positioned valve.
/87-18 Inadequate test performance of SW pumps.
/88-03 Mispositioned control valve at CCW HX.

McGui_'e2 LER-370/85-01 Valve not locked open as per requirements.
/87-14 One SW pump tripped, other in maintenance.
/87-17 Both SW trains are in maintenance.

St. Lucie 2 LER-389/83-54 SW pipe leak.
/86-01 SW pipe leak.

Summer 1 LER-395/82-30 Check valve stuck closed.
/83-33 Speed switch failed, one train inoperable.
/83-49 Check valve failed to close on reverse flow.
/85-14 SW pump lost during DG test, RHR transient.
/86-12 SW pump failed to start, faulty relay.
_7-10 Screen pump failed to start, loose connections.

Shearon Harris LER-400/87-59 Travelling screen didn't start at loss of offsite power.
/88-06 SW valves failed, debris.
/88-08 Emergency SW pump unavailable due to test.

Catawba 1 LER-413/85-04 Loss of SW to RCP motor, improper airline design.
/85-26 Loss of suction to SW pumps, incorrect valve operation.
/85-32 SW intake aligned to standby source, personnel error.
/86-24 Misalignment of SW intake.
/86-27 Misalignment of SW intake.
/86-53 Misalignment of SW intake.
/86-57 SW MOV torque switches improperly set.
/87-08 Tornado missile cover missing on SW pipe manways.
/87-35 Incorrect procedures could prevent SW train operation.
/87-36 Incorrect crossover supply alignment.

Millstone 3 LER.423/86-56 No flow to SI HX, valve closed.
/87-01 SW low pressure causes turbine/reactor trip.
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Table B3.A.S (continued)

Plant Reference Description

Vogtle 1 LER-424/87-03 Incorrect sealant used in penetrations.

Seabrook LER-443/87-25 Incorrect test monitoring for Sw pump vibrations.

Byron 1 LER-454/86-31 Both SW strainers improperly tested.

Byron 2 LER-455/87-03 SW makeup pumps out of service.

Braidwood 1 LER-456/87-16 Incomplete test of SW systems.

Wolf Creek LER-482/85-12 SW MOV didn't close properly.
/85-69 Travelling screens collapse due to plant growth.
/86-44 SW valve failed to operate.

Callaway 1 LER-483/87-24 SW valve not tested as required.

South Texas I LER-498/87-03 SW pump tripped, discharge check valve stuck closed.
/87-18 SW pipe leak, one train inoperable.
/88-20 Screen wash booster pump inoperable.
/88-23 Test on screen wash booster pump performed not as frequently

as required.

Palo Verde 1 LER-528/86-14 SW pump failed to start, faulty relays.
/86-37 SW pump failed to start.

Crystal River 3 LER-302/87-20 On September 3, 1987, Crystal River Unit 3 (CR3) was
operating at approximately63% rated thermal power. An NRC
audit of plant cooling water systems revealed that the ultimate
heat sink (UHS) temperature exceeded the maximum value
assumed in the plant design basis. Also, the plant Tech. Spec.
limit for UHS temperature was higher than the design basis.
This event was the result of an inadequate plant design
specification. The maximumseawater temperature specified for
plant design was 85°F, while actual temperatures exceed this
value duringthe summer months. The Tech.Spec errorappears
to have been caused by inadvertently selecting a temperature
limit from a closed cycle cooling loop rather than the UHS
design specification. Analyses indicate that the nuclear services
closed cycle cooling system 105°F. Temperature limit can be
met with seawater temperatures as high as 92.4°F. FPC
continues to evaluate the past operability of the decay heat
closed cycle cooling system when the seawater temperature
exceeded 85°F. The results of the evaluation are due to be

submitted to the NRC in a separate report by July 29, 1988.
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HARDWARE UNAVAILABILITY CUT SETS FOR

THE AUXILIARY SALTWATER SYSTEM

Top Event: AS
Initiator: LOSW
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Top Event AS

Boundary condition designator: AS1

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failure; HW =

1 1.2962E-06 BKA * BKB1 +

2 1.3552E-07 HWI 1 +
3 4.9457E-08 BKD * BKG * /BKB * /G4PR * /D4PR12 * /D4PR13 * /T4PR123 * /T4PR124 *

/T4PR134 +
4 3.6275E-08 BKBI * BKB * BKO +
5 1.6176E-08 G4PR +
6 8.9693E-09 BKO * BKB * /BKC * /G4PR * /D4PR12 * /T4PR123 * FF4PR124 * /G4PV *

/D4PR23 */D4PR24 */D4PV23 */D4PV24 */DRPV12 * FF4PR234 * FF4PV234 *
/T4PV123 */T4PV124 +

7 5.8375E-09 BKB1 * D4PRI2 4.
8 3.4400E-09 PIPE1 +
9 1.2472E-09 BKA * PKD +
10 2.6989E-10 BKA * BKF * BKG +

11 1.7070E-10 BKB1 * T4PR124 +
12 1.7070E-10 BKB1 * T4PR123 +

13 1.3023E-10 BKD * D4PV24 */BKB */G4PR */D4PR12 */D4PR13 */D4PR14 */T4PR123 *

/T4PR124 */T4PRI34 +
14 1.3023E-10 BKD * D4PV12 */BKB */G4PR */D4PR12 */D4PRI3 */D4PR14 */T4PR123 *

fI'4PR124 */T4PRI34 +
15 1.3023E-10 BKD * D4PV23 */BKB */G4PR */D4PR12 */D4PR13 */D4PR14 */T4PR123 *

/T4PR124 */'I'4PR134 +

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failures; HWI =

1 1.2962E-06 BKA * BKE1 +

2 1.3552E-07 HW 11 +

3 4.9457E-08 BIKI) * BKC */BKB +
4 3.6275E-08 BKEI * BKB * BKC +
5 8.9697E-09 BKD * BKB */BKC +
6 3.4400E-09 PIPEI +

7 1.2472E-09 BKA * BKD +
8 2.6989E-10 BKA * BKF * BKG +

HWll = BKBT*ZTVCOO
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Initiator:. LOSW

1 - During Normal Operation (BNLI Calculation)

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failure; HW =

1 3.6893E-05 HW1 +
2 2.5614E-05 PiP +
3 1.7057E-05 BKBX * MFDC * BKEX +
4 9.0116E-06 BKBX * BKCX * BKEX +
5 5.0186E-06 G4PL +
6 1.5967E-06 D4PL12 * BKEX +
7 4.6689E-08 T4PL124 * BKEX +
8 4.6689E-08 T4PL123 * BKEX +
9 2.6596E-08 T4PL134 * MFDC +
10 2.6596E-08 T4PL123 * MFDG +
11 2.6126E-08 BKBX * D4PV12 * BKEX +
12 2.6126E-08 BKBX * D4PV23 * BKEX +
13 2.6126E-08 BKBX * D4PV24 * BKEX +
14 1.4064E-08 T4PLI23 * BKGX +
15 1.4051E-08 T4PL134 * BKCX +
16 1.2795E-08 HW2 +
17 1.0640E-08 D4PL13 * MFDC * BKEX +
18 1.0640E-08 D4PLI4 * MFDC * BKEX +
19 6.0611E-09 D4PLI3 * MFDC * MFDG +
20 5.6213E-09 D4PL13 * BKCX * BKEX +

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failure; HWI =

1 3.6893E-05 HW1 +
2 2.5614E-05 PIP +
3 1.7057E-05 BKBX * MFDC * BKEX +
4 9.0116E-06 BKBX * BKCX * BKEX +
5 1.2795E-08 HW2 +
6 3.3978E-09 BKBX * MFDC * MFDG * BKFX +
7 1.7967E-09 BKBX * MFDC * BKGX * BKEX +
8 1.7951E-09 BKBX * BKCX * MFDG * BKFX +
9 9.4923E-10 BKBX * BKCX * BKGX * BKFX

HW1 ffi BKBXT*ZTVCOD

HW2 ffi BKBXT*(BKCT*ZTVCOD)
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Initiator:. LOSW

1 - During Normal Operation (BNL2 Calculation)

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failure; HW ffi

1 1.1913E-04 BKBX * MFDC * COLD +
2 9.2449E-05 HWII +
3 5.2221E-05 BKBX * BKCX * COLD +
4 3.7404E-05 BKBX * MFDC * BKEX +
5 3.6637E-05 BKBX * MFDC * MFDG +
6 2.5614E-05 PiP +
7 1.0177E-05 BKSX * BKCX * BKEX +
8 9.9771E-06 BKBX * MFDC * BKGX +
9 9.9681E-06 BKBX * BKCX * MFDG +
10 9.2523E-06 D4PL12 * COLD +
11 5.0186E-06 G4PL +
12 3.9911E-06 T4PLI23 +
13 3.9911E-06 T4PLI24 +
14 3.2833E-06 BKA * COLD +
15 2.7145E-06 BKBX * BKCX * BKGX +
16 2.2333E-06 BKBX * DRPV24 +
17 1.8031E-06 D4PL12 * BKBX +
18 1.7661E-06 D4PL12 * MFDG +
19 1.7661E-06 D4PL14 * MFDC +
20 1.7661E-06 D4PL13 * MFDC +
21 9.9806E-07 BKBX * MFDC * BKFX +
22 6.3984E-07 BKA * BKEX +
23 6.2672E-07 BKA * MFDG +
24 4.8095E-07 D4PL12 * BKCX +

HWI1 ffi BKBT * ZTVCOO
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Initiator:. LOSW

1 - During Normal Operation (BNL2 Calculation)

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to independent failure; HW'I =

1 1.9193E-04 BKBX * MFDC * COLD +
2 9_.449E-05 HWll +
3 5.2221E-05 BKBX * BKCX * COLD +
4 3.7404E-05 BKBX * MFDC * BKEX +

5 3.6637E-05 BKBX * MFDC * MFDG +
6 2._614E.05 PIP +

7 1.0177E-05 BKBX * BKCX * BKEX +
8 9.9771E-06 BKBX * MFDC * BKGX +

9 9.9681E-06 BKBX * BKCX * MFDG +
10 3.2833E-06 BKA * COLD +

11 2.7145E-06 BKBX * BKCX * BKGX +
12 9.9006E-07 BKBX * MFDC * BKEX +
13 6.3984E-07 BKA * BKEX +
14 6.2672E-07 BKA * MEDG +
15 2.6937E.4Y7 BKBX * BKCX * BKFX +
16 1.7067E-07 BKA * BKGX +
17 3.2064E-08 HW22 +
18 1.6936E-08 BKA * BKEX +
19 1.7924E-09 BKBX * MFDC * BKDC +
20 4.8768E-10 BKBX * BKCX * BKDC +
21 3.0662E-11 BKA * BKDC

HWII = BKBXT * ZTVCOO

HW22 = BKBXT * (BKCT * Z'IVCOO)
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Initiator:. LOSW

2 - During Pump Rotation 0INLI Calculation)

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to dependent and independent failure; HW =

1 12972E-08 BKCY * BKBY * BKEX +
2 1.8744E-10 HW3 +
3 4.17541]-11 D4PVI2 * BKBY * BKEX +

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failure; HWI =

1 12972E-08 BKCY * BKBY * BKEX +
2 1.8744E-10 HW3 +

HW3 = BKCYI_BKBYT*ZTVCOD
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kitiat_. LOSW

2 - Dm_l Pump Rotstioa (BNIJ Calculatim)

Hardware unavailability cut sets due to dependent ar,_ independent failure; HW =

1 7._169E-08 BKCY * BKBY * COLD +
2 1.4649E-08 BKCY * BKBY * BKEX +
3 1.4348E-08 BKCY * BKBY * MFDG +
4 3.9874E-09 BKCY * BKBY * BKGY +
5 33692E-09 D4PV24 * BKBY +
6 6.9168E-10 BKCY * D4PR14 +
7 6.9168E-10 BKCY * D4PR13 +
8 4.6969E-10 HW33 +
9 4_A03E-10 T4PV124 * BKBY +
10 4_405E-10 T4PV234 * BKBY +
11 3.8775E-10 BKCY * BKBY * BKEY +
12 2.9237E-10 G4PV * BKI_Y +
13 2.4196E-10 IMPV23 * BKBY * COLD +
14 2.4196E-10 D4PVI2 * BKBY * COLD +
15 4.7153E-11 D4PV23 * BKBY * BKEX +
16 4.7153E-11 D4PV12 * BKBY * BKEX +
17 4.6889E-11 BKCX * D4PR12 * COLD +
18 4.6186E-11 D4PV12 * BKBY * MFDG +
19 4.6186E-11 D4PV23 * BKBY * MFDG +
20 2.8745E-11 T4PV123 * BKBY * COLD +
21 23433E-11 BKCY * G4PR +

Hardware unavailabilitycut sets due to independent failure; HWI =

1 7.5169E-08 BKCY * BKBY * COLD +
2 1.4649E-08 BKCY * BKBY * BKEX +
3 1.4348E-08 BKCY * BKBY * MFDG +
4 3.9074E.q9 BKCY * BKBY * BKGY +
5 4.6969E-10 HW33 +
6 3.8775E-10 BKCY * BKBY * BKFY +
7 2_433E-11 BKCY * G4PR +
8 7.0199E-13 BKCY * BKBY * BKDC

HW33 = BKCYT * BKBYT * ZTVCOO
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APPENDIX B4: COMI_NENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM

B4.1. Introduction

n4,1.1 ob_

The main objective of this appendix is to summarize the results of reviewing the unavailability modelling of
the Component Cooling Water System (CC'WS) and the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Seal Cooling
equipment described in the DCPRA. t An additional objective is to determine a BNL value for the initiator
"TotalLoss of Component Cooling Water (LOCCW)"based on genericplant experience appropriatelyupdated
for Diablo Canyon using Bayesian techniques. This was done to compare with the PG&E value obtained by
calculating the total yearly failure frequency of the CCW system via fault tree analysis.

B4.1.20rpnlsstion

Section 134.2provides a brief description of functions and the configurations, the dependency on support
equipment, the surveillance and maintenance conditions, the unavailability modelling of the CC'WS as given
in the DORA, and the original PRA results. Similarly,Section 134.4describes the approach used by PG&E
to analyze the unavailabilityof the equipment necessary to maintain RCP seal cooling and the corresponding
PRA results. The purpose of this approach is to present stand _lone documentation to which this review's
findings can be directly related or compared. Section 134.3contains the results of the BNL review of the

CCWS and presents a new value determined for the LOCCW initiator. Section B4.5 presents some additional
information requested by BNL in reviewing the unavailability analysis of RCP seal cooling. Section B4.6
provides a summary of the review results/findings.

For completeness, the documentation of the information used by BNL for determination of the initiator
frequency (LOCCW) is presented in Attachment B4.A.

B&2 Unavailability Modelling of the Component Cooling Water System in the
DCPRA

B4_I System'sFanctlons,DescriptionandOperation

The functions of Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) at Diablo Canyon are:

a. to supply cooling water to vital and non-vital loads after an accident,
b. to provide cooling water to various plant components during normal operation, and
c. to provide cooling water to the RHR system during plant cooldown.

The CC"WSalso represents a monitored intermediate barrier between radioactive fluids and the Auxiliary
Saltwater System to which it rejects its heat.

The CC'WS consists of three CC'Wpumps, two CCW heat exchangers, an internally baffled surge tank, and
two chemical addition tanks. Its piping consists of three parallel loops. Two are separable redundant vital
service loops, "A"and "B",serving only the unit's emergency safety feature equipment and post-LOCA sample
cooler. A miscellaneous service loop, "C",serves non-vital equipment. The loads on the three loops are listed
in Table 134.2.1. The system's drawing is shown in Figure B4.2.1. The Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) seal
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water heat exchanger, as well as the RCP thermal barrier and motor oil coolers do not represent "vital"loads
as they are located on Loop C.

The CCWS is normally operating with all loops in service. Usually, two CCW pumps and one CCW heat
exchanger are in operation. The third pump and the second heat exchanger are in standby. The standby
pump starts on low pressure in loops A or B. (The pump breaker will not close until lube oil pressure is 6
psig; the lube oil pressure is provided by a lube oil pump.) With ocean water temperature in excess of 64°F,
two CCW heat exchangers are in service.

The flow through the heat exchangers is controlled from the control room by switching the CCW heat
exchanger control valves.

During cooldown, all loops are operated with two or three pumps and two heat exchangers. If one of the
pumps or one of the heat exchangers is inoperative, orderly shutdown is not affected, but the time for
cooldown is extended.

Following an initiating event an "S"signal starts all non-operating CCW pumps. (The S signal bypasses the
lube oil pressure interlock.) A transfer to emergency power trips all three CCW pumps on under voltage, then
restarts the three pumps when bus voltage is restored. Loop C is automatically isolated on high-high
containment pressure (Phase B isolation, "P" signal) or it can be isolated manually. The operator can also
reduce flow to the containment fan coolers.

scz2 Top gvem lJdnlttm, Sncceu CrUln

Associated with the unavailability of the CCW function, the DCPRA defines only one top event to be used
in the support system event tree ("mechanical"part). The designator of this top event is: CC. It is evaluated

for nine boundary conditions depending on the initiator and/or the unavailability of certain trains of support
systems.

One of the boundary conditions (designator: CCI) was taken as an initiator among one of the initiator groups
of the DCPRA called "common cause initiating events." The initiator name "total loss of LPCC" indicates the

initiating event frequency when all the CCW pumps fail. Its value is computed as: LPCC=CCI.

The success criteria of the top event CC are described in Table 134.2.2 for post accident injection and
recirculation phases as well as for normal plant operation and cooldown. The table also indicates the
applicable Technical Specifications. A comparison of the top event success criteria with the success
requirements for this system described in the DCFSAR 2showed that the top event success criteria cover those
given in the DCFSAR.

B4. Model,Dependencyon OtherSupportSystems

The logic model of the top event CC describing the CCW system configuration is shown in Figure B4.2.2. The

CCWS is modelled with one heat exchanger, because the second heat exchanger is isolated during normal
operation and there is no operating procedure for placing the standby heat exchanger in service following
failures of the operating one. The isolation valve for Loop C (FCD-355) is not modelled because flow to
Loop C is not required for system success. (Loop C is located within the reactor primary shield wall. It is
the most vulnerable of the CCW loops to a failure concurrent with a major LOCA.) The DCPRA assumes
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that excessive leakage from the CCWS would be discovered and corrected prior to any initiating event;
therefore, failure of makeup to the surge tank will not fail the system function during the 24 hour mission
time. It assumes also that pumps 1-1 and lu2 are the running pumps and pump 1-3 is in standby, and a check
valve failure at the discharge side of the standby pump p_oduces sufficient bypass flow to fail the system
function.

B4_4 Bemmdsx7Condltliens of Top Event CC

Boundary conditions include loss of offsite power and degraded states of support systems such as: vital 4.16kV
ac buses, vital 48(]V ac and 125V dc buses, the SSPS trains A and B. The nine split fraction boundary
conditions cover alJ combinations of support system effects on the CCWS.

The failure of the operator action to throttle CCNVflow to the containment fan coolers is included in the

unavailability mo&_l. The detailed Hst of the boundary condition definitions and the designators of the
associated top event split fractions are given in Table B4.2.3.

B4.2.S (_antifkatlen of Tep Event Spllt Fractions, CC

Table I)4.2.4 lists t]hevalues of CC split fractions associated with the various boundary conditions quav_ifi_
by PG&E. The table presents the total unavailabilities (TTL) along with the main contributors to the _ot_
unavailabilities, such as hardware (HW), maintenance (MN), test (TS), and human error (HE). At a _en
boundary condition the hardware contribution relates to the normal alignment of the CCWS, when no test
or maintenance activities are being performed. The table also indicates the two constituent parts of the

hardware contribulfionto the unavailability,the independent (HWI) and the dependent (HWD, i.e., common
cause) failuresof mpercomponen'.s of the CC'WS. The definition and the failure rates of the supercomponents
of the CCWS are given in Chapter D.2.7 of the DCPRA and are therefore not repeated here.

The CCW pumps are tested for auto start on low header pressure at a nominal three year frequency. The
CCW pumps and their respective discharge check valves are tested for operability on a quarterly basis. When
the CCW heat exchanger outlet valves are tested and the RCPs are running both heat exchangers must be in
service (the valve would be closed for less than one minute). Since these tests were not considered as making
the system unavailable, there was no contribution due to test included in the system unavailability model.
Similarly, following a test, misallignment errors were assumed to be insignificant on the basis that several
independent error'swould have llo be made to make the system unavailable.

Maintenance on the heat exchangers was not included because only one heat exchanger is modelled (no
unavailability is incurred if the standby heat exchanger happens to be in maintenance).

The impact of sei_qnaicfailure is modelled by assuming structural failures in the vital loads (see Loops A and
B in Table B4.2.1).
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B4.2.6 Quantification of' the Initiator:. LI_

The DCPRA modelled and quantified the initiator LPCC as loss of all CCW pumps or loss of two CCW
pumps in the event if the third pump would be in maintenance. In the calculation it was assumed that there
would be a weekly changeover between the operating and standby pumps. The numerical result of the
quantification is indicated at boundary condition CCI and denoted by "LPCC" in Table B4.2.4. BNL review
comments on LPCC are found in Section B4.3.5.
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Appendix I34

Table IM.2.1

Component Cooling Water System Loads

Loop A Loop B Loop C

Containment fan coolers 2 3

Residual heat removal heat exchangers 1 1

Residual heat removal pump seal water coolers 1 1

Centrifugal charging pump oil and seal water coolers 1 1

Safety injection pump oil and seal water coolers 1 1

Component cooling water pump oil coolers and stuffing boxes 2 1

Post-LOCA sampling cooler 1

Spent fuel pool heat exchanger 1

Reactor coolant pump 1

Seal water heat exchanger 1

Letdown heat exchanger 1

Excess letdown heat exchanger 1

NSSS sample heat exchangers 3

Failed fuel detector heat exchanger 1

Steam generator blowdown sample heat exchangers 5

Reactor coolant pump thermal barriers and motor oil coolers 4

Reciprocating charging pump coolers 1

Boric acid evaporator condenser, distillate cooler, vent condenser, and 1
sample cooler

Waste concentrator condenser, distillate cooler, vent condenser, and 1
sample cooler

Auxiliary steam drain receiver vent condenser 1

Waste gas compressors 2

Reactor vessel support coolers 4

Sample panel coolers 1
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Table !14.2.2

Top Event Definitions and Success Criteria
Component Cooling Water System Function

Top Event
Designator Top Event Definition Top Event Success Criteria

CC CCWS provides cooling water to vital 1. Post accidental injection and recirculation
components during 24 hours following an _: Two CCW pumps and one CCW
initiating event, heat exchanger must provide cooling flow

to loads on two vital CCW loops A and B,
if the operator does not reduce flow to
containment fan coolers or to header C.

If the operator throttles flow to the fan
coolers or header C, or header C is
isolated automatically by a containment
high-high pressure signal (Phase B), one
of three CCW pumps and an operable
heat exchanger are sufficient for system
SUCCESS.

2. Under normal I_lant cooldown conditions:

All the three loops are operated with two
or three pumps and two heat exchangers.
(If one of the heat exchangers is
operative, orderly shutdown is not
affected, but the cooldown time is
extended.)

3. Under normal operation. All the three

loops are used, with one or two pumps
and one heat exchanger. If ocean
temperature exceeds 64°F, the second heat
exchanger is also placed in service.

Technical Specifications
LCOs:

I. May operate 72 hours with one vital loop of CCW inoperable; if two vital loops are inoperable, must be
in at least hot standby within the next six hours and in cold shutdown within the following 30 hours.

2. When ocean water temperature exceeds 64°F two CCW heat exchangers must be in operation within eight
hours.
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Table 114.2.3

Boundary Conditions for Top Event, CC

Split Frnetion ID Boundary Condition

CCI All support available (N/3 pumps stags and/or runs).

CC2 Loss of 4kV Bus H (N/2 pumps runs).

CC3 Loss of 4kV Bus G (N/2 pumps starts and/or runs).

CCA Loss of 4kV Buses F and G (I/I pump runs).

CC5 Loss of 4kV Buses F and G (1/1 pump stags and runs).

CC6 LOSP - All support available (N/3 pumps starts and runs).

CC7 LOSP - Loss of one 4kV Buses F, G, or H (N/2 pumps starts and runs).

CCI Initiating event frequency (all pumps fail).

CCF Guaranteed failure.

Note: N-- 1 if operator throttles fan coolers.
N-2 if operator fails to throttle fan coolers.
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Table B4.2.4

Unavailability Values (Split Fractions) for the

Component Cooling Water System Function

Top Comment
Event Case Calc. TTL HW HWl HWD MN "IS HE No.

CC CC1 PG&E 1.878-5 1.840-5 1.835-5 5.555-8 3.808-7 ........

CC2 PG&E 5.689-4 3.981-4 3.978-4 3.547-7 1.708-4 ........
i iii

CC3 PG&E 5.849-4 4.141-4 4.137-4 3.547-7 1.708-4 ........

CC4 PG&E 2.674-2 1.450-3 1.449-3 6.622-7 1.019-2 .... 1.510-2

CC5 PG&E 2.865-2 3.373-3 3.373-3 6.622-7 1.019-2 .... 1.510-2

CC6 PG&E 2.431-5 2.255-5 1.955-5 3.003-6 1.763-6 ........

CC7 PG&E 6.625-4 4.437-4 4.355-4 8.139-6 2.189-4 ........
, ,

LPCC CCI PG&E 1.965-4 2.231-4 2.019-4 2.114-5 ........ 8.037-6 1

CCF PG&E 1.0
,, , ,,

1. The CCI value is indicated here. CCl=.85*Tl_where .85 is the capacity factor of Diablo Canyon Unit 1.
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B4.3 Results of the BNL Review

IM.3.1 General

In spite of the fact that the CC sprit fractionswere not subjects for full quantitative audit calculations, BNL
performed a quite thorough qualitative reviewof the unavailabilitymodelling of this top event. The thorough
qualitative review was done because the CCWS is an important support system impacting the safety of the

majority of plant operations, including cold shutdown.

Special attention was directed to the determination of the initiator frequency, when the CCWS is completely
lost, because the DCPRA uses a "non-plant-specific experience-based"value for this initiator based upon fault
tree analysis.

An approach, similar to that applied in reviewing the Auxiliary Saltwater System was used: check the adequacy
of the DCPRA modelling for "system-specific"effects derived from applicable experience. For that purpose
BNL obtained information from a recent study3 investigating the operating experience of the CCWSs at U.S.
PWRs. From this study (which is based mainly on analyzing NPRDS events) one can extract information
about the nature and the main characteHsticsof generic CC'WSfailures. In addition, BNL performed a survey
of CC%VS failure events at PWRs by using the RECON 4 data base to obtain information about the

characteristics of those events in which the CCW function was completely lost or had the potential for such
a complete loss. After having ascertained the nature and characteristics of these failures, an evaluation was
made as to how well the DCPRA model reflected this experience. Finally, an attempt was made to determine

a Diablo Canyon-specific "Loss of Component Cooling Water," LOCCW initiator frequency based upon
industry experience as a prior and updated accordingly.

IM.3.2 Results of the Survey on the CC'W Systems Failures

The CC%VSis a continuously operating system, like the Auxiliary Saltwater System (ASW), but in contrast with
the ASW, it is a closed system circulating treated water. Its predominant failure mode was found (based on
1179 NPRDS records by Reference 3) to be: leakage (37%), associated mainly with both pumps and valve
failures. The second failure mode (12%) was found to be: loss of function and failure to meet specification.
Valve does not close (9%), does not open (5%), incorrect signals (9%), plugging (4%), noise/vibration (3%),
short circuit (2%), and other failures (together 11%) were found to represent the other characteristic failure

modes of the CCWS. The majority of the CCWS failures resulted in degraded operation of the system or in
a loss of redundancy. Valves (-53%), pumps (-21%) and load heat exchangers (- 12%) were found to be

the components having most of the failures (roughly reflecting their occurrence frequency in the CCWS
design). Pump failures were dominated by seal and bearing failures (resulting in leakage), while valve failures
were dominated by valve operator failures and wear of the valve seats.

For the present study the distribution of pump and valve failure modes is very important. These were found
to be:

Pump failures: leakage (49%), fail to run (23%), vibration (11%), fail to start (5%), low output
(4%), other (8%).

Valve failures: leakage (30%), spurious operation (27%), fail to open (25%), fail to close (2%),
other/unknown (16%).
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The description of events (found by the BNL survey) whick resulted in or had the potential to result in a
complete loss of CCWS is given in Attachment B4.A. Failures which lead to the complete loss of the CCW
function typically involved:

a. Loss of an operating CCW heat exchanger while the other was in maintenance. The loss was
caused either by a closed outlet valve or loss of shell side (service water) cooling flow (clogging,
leak).
The events of the latter type are essentially failure events "linked"with the Service Water System
('linked initiators").

b. Loss of the CCW pumps (in the reported case: due to flooding by human error).

The recovery times of the CCW failure events (as estimated by the time evolution of the various events)
indicate a distribution similar to that of the service water, extending from a representative 1-2 hours to more
predictable time periods of a few hours or of even one or more days (fixing corroded CCW heat exchangers).

B4.3.4 Comments on tbe CC Top Event Modelllq

The review of the unavailabilitymodelling of the CCWS was based upon an updated version of the DCPRA
informations and the information obtained from the CCWS failures described above.

a. The review found that the DCPRA model of the CCW used the same or even lower failure rate

values for the continuously running CCW pumps as was used for standby pumps (this is against
the industry wide experience with the CC_S mentioned in the previous section). Compare, e.g.,
the pump fails to run failure mode:
S3PCCR, I of 3 CCW pumps fail to run: 2.91-5/hour.
While for standby systems:
S2PAMR, 1 of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater pumps fail to run; 2.86-5/hour
S2PCSR, 1 of 2 Spray pumps fail to run; 3.48-5/hour
S2PRHR, 1 of 2 RHR pumps fail to run; 3.11-5/hour
S2PS1R, 1 of 2 SI pumps fail to run; 3.48-5/hour
Similarly:
S3PCCS, 1 of 3 CCW pumps fail to start; 1.76-3/d. This value should be compared with:
S2PAMS, 1 of 2 Auxiliary Feedwater pumps fail to start; 2.04-3/d
S2PCCS, 1 of 2 Spray pumps fail to start; 2.54-3/d
S2PRHR, 1 of 2 RHR pumps fail to start; 2.22-3/d
S2PSIS, 1 of 2 SI pumps fail to start; 2.59-3/d
The CCW pump "fails to start" failure rate itself seems to be rather low, considering that the
normal start of the CCW pumps goes through interlocks which prevent the start of these pumps
if the lube oil pressure is below 6 psig. This latter requirement, however, involves the operation
of lube oil motors and heat exchangers which themselves are subject to failures.

b. The DCPRA is tacit about the other failure modes of the pumps, such as leakage, vibration, and
low (insufficient) output, which are the generic characteristic failure modes of the CCW pumps,
mentioned previously.
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c. The DCPRA is also tacit about one of the most important failure modes of the CCW heat
exchanger, the clo88/ng of the shell side. This failure has caused most of the industry outages of

heat exchanprs. The DCPRA simply modelled a CCW system having only a single,
malntenance-freeCCW heat exchangerwith a rarelyoccurring"tube or shell rupture"failure mode.

Demrmlnstlonof the Initiatorl'equene7, BaNd on IndustryExperience

In order to avoid the pitfalls of determining the initiator frequency of "Total Loss of Component CooUng
Water._ events, based on unavailability modelling of the CCWS (i.e., fault trees), an attempt was
made by 1]NL to determine this frequency based on industry experience.

The approach used to obtain a Diablo Canyon-specific value is similar to that applied to obtain an initiator
frequency for the Loss of Saltwater System (Appendix !]3). Using s double Bayesian updating technique, 6a
plant- specific posterk, r mean frequency was calculated by using the Diablo Canyon experience and a prior
distribution consisting of appropriately selected observed LOCCW events, whose potential occurrence was
deemed possible at the Diablo Canyon plant.

a. For the updating calculation, events without the non-applicable (N/A) signs in Table B4.A.2 and
the reactor years listed in Table 113.A.1(except those of Diablo Canyon Units i and 2) were taken
as "experience". For "evidence",zero number of LOCCW events during the operation times of
both Diablo Canyon units was taken. By assuming lognormal prior and posterior frequency
distributions and by using "best estimate" parameters for the prior in the second stage updating,
the obtained Diablo Canyon specific posterior mean, median, standard deviation, 5th and 95th
percentile values are given below:

Total Loss of Comt_nent Coolinl Water. LOCCW*, Ev©nt_rv

Mean Stand. Dev. 5th Percentile Median 95th Percentile
6.49-3 7.44-1 1.45-3 4.93-3 1.68.2

*LOCCW is applied as designator'for these events instead of LPCC used in DORA. PG&E
considers only the tectalloss of CCW' pumps, as the sole originator of these events.

b. To estimate the recovery probability of LOCCW events, all the events listed in Table B4.A.2 were
used. Those events which were omitted from the frequency calculations were also included in the
sample to represent some fraction of LOCCW events which are non-recoverable within (say) 16
hours.

Figure 134.3.1shows in semi-logarithmic representation the cumulative distribution of LOCCW

events as a run.ion of the time to recover, the best fitting curve, P(T>t) (providing the probability
that the time to recover a LOCCW event, "T",will be longer than some given time "t"),as well as
the 90% uncertainty bounds.

The maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter of an exponential recovery probability density
function is

,f = N_t t - .16/hour,
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where tl, t2, ...tNrepresent the individual recovery times in the sample and 1/;t = [ is the mean
time to recovery.

Based on an optimistic estimate of the heat capacity of the water available in the CCW system
given a LOCCW event (t t - ½ hour) and the time necessary to develop an RCP seal LOCA with
appreciable leak rate leading to core uncovery given unavailable cooling (t2 - 1.5 hours), the
critical time for non-recovery of an LOCCW event was taken to be tt + t2 - 2 hours. At this point
in time the probability of non-recovery of an LOCCW event was estimated from the best fitting
curve in Figure 134.2.3 to be P(T>_.2) = 0.74. (To apply this non-recovery factor for all of the

initiating events is optimistic, because, it is applicable only - strictly speaking - for that fraction of
the initiating events when the circulation of the CCW does not stop. For the other fraction of
initiating events, when the CCW circulation stops, a sizeable contribution from RCP seal failure
and core uncovery may occur earlier than two hours.)

c. A fraction of the initiating events (see Table B4.A.2) represent "Hnked"initiators, i.e., events when
one of the CC'W heat exchangers was in outage and the other heat exchanger was lost because of
a failure of its associated service water system train. In the case of Diablo Canyon, this "Hnked"
(L= _) fraction of the total events has to be multiplied by the conditional probability that given
loss of both ASW trains at Unit 1, the Unit 2 trains also become unavailable: RE(2 I 1). The
"experience"value for this latter quantity was taken from Table B3.2.4:RE(2 J 1) = .538.

ThUS,the mean initiator frequency of LOCCW events (non-recoverable within some tin.._t) can be calculated
by the expression:

LOCCW(T > t) = .85 • P(T > t) • LOCCWMesn* [(l-L) + L * RE(2 [ 1)],

where the quantity .85 is the capacity factor of Diablo Canyon Unit 1 and the other quantities were defined
above.

By substituting their numerical values, the mean frequency of LOCCW initiator is:

LOCCW(T > 2) = .85 * .74 • 6.49- 3 * [1/2+ Y2, .538] -- 3.14-3 events/ry.

This frequency is one order of magnitude higher than that originally obtained in the DCPRA by fault tree
calculation.
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B4.4 Unavailability Analysis of the Equipment Necessary to Maintain
Reactor Coolapt Pump Seal Cooling, Top Event: SE

B4.4.1 General

The unavailabiHtyanalysis of the equipment necessary to maintain RCP seal cooling is strongly correlated with
the analysis of the unavailabilityof CCWS. Therefore, it was deemed to be appropriate to include it with the
reviewof the CCWS.

B4.4.2 gqujpment Description, Definitionand Boundm7 Conditionsof Top Event,SE

Top event SE represents the unavailabilityof the equipment providing cooling to the RCP seals to keep intact
their integrity. The equipment consists of seal cooling injection pathways associated with a seal cooling

i injection source and backup pathways with the RCP thermal barriercooling acting as a backup cooling source.
The seal injection water can be supplied by any one of the three charging pumps. The cooling for the thermal
barrier heat exchanger is provided by circulation of CCW. The split fractions for SE are evaluated for both
non-seismic and seismic initiating events.

Four different boundary conditions were modelled. They are as follows:

a. For event sequences in which there is a guaranteed chance for success; the split fraction designator
is SEO. Its value is:

SEO=0.0. (Guaranteed success)

This is assumed to be true if CCW flow to Loops A, B, and C is available.

b. If the CCW is unavailable, the seal cooling can only be recovered by manual operator action
(ZHESE1); such as restoring seal injection by providing cooling to the charging pumps (i.e., to the
charging pump heat exchangers) from the fire water sprinkler system as described in the plant
procedures. The charging pump, otherwise should be operable. The pump suction is from the
RWST or from the Volume Control Tank. This means that the success of boundary condition 2
requires the success of top event CH. In addition, it requires the successful trip of the RCPs
within five minutes after the loss of CCWS (i.e., it requires the success of top event RP). If the

centrifugal chargingpumps arenot available(quotation from p.6-142 of Ref.1) "amakeshift system
for temporary cooling of the positive displacement charging pump (that is, wet rags and portable
fans) could also be established, although such actions are not currently covered by procedures."
The designator of this split fraction is: SEI. Since the unavailability of seal injection paths and
the fire water system is much less than the failure frequency of the operator recovery action only
the operator action, was included for non-seismic quantification of this split fraction:

SE1 = ZHESE 1= 9.907-3.

c. When either the CCWS is unavailable for thermal barrier cooling (all support systems are

available) or when the CCWS Loop C is isolated (e.g., P-signal occurred due to steam line break
inside the containment or power is lost to two vital buses, prompting the operator to isolate Loop
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C) so _at thermal barriercooling, as well as, cooling to the positive displacement charging pump
is lost, injection flow still can be maintained by a chargingpump (cooling to the charging pumps
via CCNVLoops A or B is available). The success of this boundary condition requires the success
of top event CH (i.e., the cooling flow from the RWST by an operating charging pump should be
available). The desiignatorof the corresponding sprit fraction is SE2. By the same reason as
discus_a',dfor boundary condition 2 above, for non-seismic quantification of this split fraction
DCPRA used a value of:

SE2--0.0.

d. Split fraction SEF is used in conditions where seal cooling is guaranteed to be unavailable;e.g.,
if CCNVSLoop C is isolated and the charging pomps fail, or CCNVSis unavailable and RCPs are
allowed to run, The value of this split fraction is:

SEF-1.0. (Guaranteed failure)

B4..$ Additional Intorzntion Requested as Part of the Review

In order to validate the DCPRA unavailability analysis for the seal injection and the fire water system paths,
BNL requested the following:

1. A schematic flow diagram of the present status of the RCP seal cooling design at the Diablo

Canyon plant. The flow diagram should indicate the injection and seal leakoff systems, all
components (valves, h,eatexchangers,joints, rubber Hnesections, etc.) in the pathways which served
the basis of the seismiicanalysis, as well as of the hardware unavailability estimate, that led to the
statement used in calculating the split fractions of SE1 and SE2 (that the unavailabilityof injection
path plus charging pml_ cooling paths and the RCP seals are negligible compared with the human
failure probability).

2. Some details of the hardware unavailability calculation of RCP seal equipment: supercomponents
and associated failure rates.

3. Frequency of RCP sesdLOCA initiator, i.e., its fractional contribution to the small LOCA (isolable
and unisolable) initial;orfrequency.

B4.6 Cmnments/Flndizs

BNL did not conduct as in depth _maudit of this system as those of the previous support systems documented
in this appendix. This system w_!soriginally not on the list of systems to be audited in the review. However,

its importance to the overall Diiablo Canyon plant led BNL to at least qualitatively examine the system

analysis. Investigation of the inilliatorfrequency, LPCC, was included in the original review plan and that
helped to tie these aspects of the review together. Section 134.3.4contains BNL's comments on the systems

analysis and it is not felt that thel_would have a major impact on the core damage frequency.
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With respect to the initiator frequency, LPCC, in the i)CI_RA model, its very definition leaves it lacking.
LPCC was fimited to loss of the three CCW pumps. BNL believed a more global loss of CCW initiator was
called for and proceeded to develop one. The experiential evidence included in Attachment B4.A was not
fully accepted by PG&E on the basis that certain events did not directly apply to Diablo Canyon. However,
PG&E did update their model/calculations and derived an updated value of LPCC as 2.88-4/yrwhich is a 47%

increase over the original value. The following chart is included as an attempt to put this situation into
perspective.

Unnormalized

Loss of CCW FusseI-Vesely Non-Seismic
Case (Events/Year) Importance CDF % A CDF

PG&E Original 1.96-4 3.187-6 1.7728-4 ---
Value

PG&E Update 2.88.4 4.684-6 1.7877-4 0.8

BNL Value 3.14-3 5.106-5 2.2515-4 27

"Midway" 9.51-4 1.547-5 1.8955-4 6.9

In summary, BNL believes that the PG&E value is still too low (as discussed previously) and PG&E believes
that BNL's value includes events not applicable to the Diablo Canyon plant. Given the high uncertainty
associated with these values, we have attempted to apply an element of expert opinion to derive an additional
data point. If one takes the PG&E updated value as a lower bound and the BNL value as an upper bound
and then derives the geometric mean thereof (9.51-4, denoted as "Midway" above) the resulting increase in
non-seismic CDF becomes 6.9%.
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Attachment B4.A

Information on Failures of the Component Cooling Water System

This attachment provides the documentation of information used to determine the frequency of the
initiator "Total Loss of Component Cooling Water, LOCCW" for Diablo Canyon Unit 1, based on generic
plant experience.

The information includes:

a. Characterizationof Component Cooling Water Systems (from Reference 3) for plantswhich have
experienced "Total Loss of CCNV"events (Table B4.A.I).

b. A list of failure events obtained by a survey of the RECON4 data base, when the CCWS is
completely lost due to failures of the system itself or due to linked failures with the Service Water
System (Table B4.A.2).

c. A detailed description of the events listed in Table B4.A.2, and of the events that occurred at
Surry Units 1 and 2, when the ChargingPump Cooling Water System was lost. The Surryevents
were omitted from Table B4.A.2, because the Surry units have CCWS of limited design purpose,
this system cools only the chargingpumps.
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Compomat Codfmz Wmer Systm Sammm4_ fur Prints _ Have

Ph,m,
System Vemdor Pimps HXs "Tasks ILmmds Cossm_ts

Salem 2, Westin_xmse 3 2 I RHR HX, RCPm and t.b, LDHX, SWHX, XLDHX, RHR-P, SI- No cross couection
P,Chg.-P betweenUnilsI

2.

Turkey Point 3, Westinghouse 3 3 1 RHRHX, RCPm and t.b, Non-Reg. HX, XLDHX, SWHX, Some cross couection

Misc., RHR-P, SI-P, Chg.-P, SFPI-IX, Cont. CRD dr at loads between Unit
_" 3 and4.
tO

Indian Point 2, Westinghouse 3 2 I RHX, SFPHX, SWHX, XLDHX, Non-Reg. HX, RHR-P, SI-P, 4-ACCW-P's for
Recirc.-P, Chg.-P, Misc., RCPm and t.b recirc.-P loop.

Calvert Cliffs 1 and 2 3 2 1 SDHX, LPSI-P, HPSI-P, LDHX, Misc., RCPm and SC, CRDM
Combustion Engineering clg (cooling)

San Onofre 2 and 3 3 2 2 SDHX, LDHX, SFPHX, HPSI-P, LPSI-P, CS-P, CCW-P, RCFm
Combustion Engineering and SC, Misc., Cont. Air Circ., CR- Chiller, CEDM dr.

Surry 1 and 2 Chg.P CW 2 2 1 Chg.-P
Westinghouse
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Table B4.A.I (continued)

Abbreviations
CEDM Control Element Drive Mechanism
Chg.-P Charging Pump
CR Control Room
CS Containment Spray Fan Coolers
Cont. Containment
CCW Component Cooling Water
CRDM clg. Control Rod Drive Mechanism Cooling
CRD chg. Control Rod Drive Cooling
CEDM cir. Control Element Drive Mechanism Cooler
HPSI High Pressure Safety Injection (CE)
LPSI Low Pressure Safety Injection
LD Letdown
HX Heat Exchanger
Misc. Miscellaneous Loads
Non-Reg. Non.Regenerat ire
P Pump
RCPm and t.b Reactor Coolant Pump Motor aad Thermal Barrier
Recirc Reicirculation
RHR Residual Heat Removal
RHX Residual Heat Exchanger
SC Seal Cooler

SDHX Shutdown Heat ExchangerI

SI Safety Injection
SFP Spend Fuel Pool
SWHX Service Water Heat Exchanger
XLD Excess Letdown
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TaMe B4.A.2

_l'otal Loss of the Component Cooling Water System" Events

Event Plant Reference RecoveF)' Description Comments

1,2 Calvert Cliffs 1,2 LER-317/84-5 16 hrs. At Unit 1, CCHXs 11 and 12 outlet channel heads N/A
had three areas with apparent through wall weepage
due to corrosion. Similar failures at Unit 2

21 and 22 (CCHXs were made from cast iron).

3 Salem 2 LER-311/85-18 > 4 hrs. CCHX (No.22) service water outlet valve failed to
the dosed position (vibration caused the valve
actuator to separate from the valve stem). The
redundant CCHX (No.21) was in maintenance.

4 San Onofre 2 LER-361/84-46 1 hr. Train "A" CC'NVHX was out of service for cleaning.
Train "B" CCWHX indicated fault condition (high

differential pressure).

'-" 5 Indian Point 2 LER-247/84-011 See notes While at cold shutdown for a refueling outage, all **
component cooling pumps were disabled due to
flooding of the pump compartment. Water entered
the compartment through an opening in the service
water piping after a valve had been removed for
maintenance.

6 Turkey Point 3 LER-250/86-18 5 hrs.* CCWHX "B"was taken out of service for cleaning. N/A
Subsequently intake cooling water inlet temperature
increased such that the three CCWHXs were

required to be in service.
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7 San Onofre 3 LER-362/86.11 3/4 hr. _X "!3"was takea out of service for deaniag. Liakediaitiator
The salt water flow through CCWHX "A" was
blocked due to fouling with ramble growth.

Notes:

- 1st motor recovery:3 hours.

- 2nd motor recovery:.4¼ hours.

- 3rd motor recovery:.6¼ hours.

Commen_:

N/A = Not applicable at Diablo Canyon.
• = Eslimated.

• * = This event may be classified as the flooding initiator, FSII, in the DCPRA, however it yields the same mnsequence_ RCP seal LOCA.
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Descriotion of OrJeratingEvents Involvin2the Total Loss of Component Ctx_!ingWater System (Table B4.A.2)

Calvert Cliffs I LER-3!7/|984-005
Power level - 100% on 5/2/84, during Unit 2 refueling outage a through wall hole occurred during removal
of the graphite layer on one #22 component cooling heat exchanger (CCHX) channel head. The graphite
layer was being removed in preparation for coal tar epoxy application. On 5/3/84, a second hole was created
during graphite removal, prompting notification to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. A visual examination
was subsequently conducted on the operating #11, # 12, and #21 (CCHX) and service water heat exchanger
(SRW HX) channel heads. The #11 and #12 CCttX outlet channel heads had three areas with apparent
through wall weepage. On 5/6/84, Unit 1 shutdown and all Unit 1 and Unit 2 CCHX and SRW HX were

opened as conditions permitted. Due to the size, location, and number of below minimum wall areas found
on the channel heads, several repairs were pursued. Encapsulations were installed on #12 and #22 CCHX
channel heads, while new channel heads were installed on #11 and #21 CCHX. Bolted plate patches were
installed on #12 and #22 SRW HX to correct the deficiencies. Numbers 11and 21 SRW HX did not need

any repairs. However, all CCHX and SRW HX channel heads were coated with coal tar epoxy to prevent
future corrosion. New channel heads for all CCHX and SRW HX will be installed during the next outage

of sufficient duration. An expanded surveillance program for cast iron components in the salt water system
is being developed.

Salem 2 LER-311/19&';.018
Power level - 100% on 8/27/85, No.22 component cooling water heat exchanger (CCHX) service water outlet
valve (22SW356) failed to the closed position. Attempts to jack the valve open failed to adequately restore

service water flow to the heat exchanger. Because the redundant CCHX (No.21) was out of service for
maintenance at the time, Tech. Spec. 3.0.3 was entered, and a controlled shutdown was initiated. The
malfunction of 22SW356 was attributed to a vibration induced failure which caused the valve actuator to

separate from the valve stem. The vibration resulted from the prior removal of the cavitrol tube bundle from
No.22 CCHX service water control valve (22SW127), due to plugging and deterioration. Investigation revealed
that operation with this tube bundle removed has caused turbulence downstream of the control valve. Due

to the close proximity of this valve to the heat exchanger outlet valve (22SW356). The turbulence caused
22SW356 to vibrate which resulted in actuator damage. The valve actuator was replaced, tested and No.22
CCHX restored to an operable status. A new cavitrol tube bundle for 22SW127 is presently scheduled for
delivery by 11/85. Replacement of this component should alleviate the vibration problem associated with
22SW356.

San Onofre 2 LER-361/1984-046
Power level - 100%. On 8/15/84, at 1130, with both Units 2 and 3 in Mode 1 the local readout for salt water

cooling flow to the train "B" component cooling water (CCW) heat exchanger indicated a fault condition. The
train 'A' CCNV heat exchanger indicated a fault condition. The train 'A' CCW heat exchanger was out of

service for cleaning. Because a high differential pressure existed across the train 'B' CCW heat exchanger,
it was conservatively assumed that train 'B' saltwater cooling flow was less than the flow required for system
operability. Train 'B' CCW was declared inoperable, and LCO 3.0.3 was invoked on Unit 2. Emergency
chiller E-335 was declared inoperable since train 'B' CC'Wwas supplying its cooling water. Loss of E-335

renders two vital inverters inoperable in each unit, and LCO 3.0.3 was also invoked for Unit 3. Shutdown of
both units was initiated. A train 'B' salt water cooling pump in the Unit 2 intake was started, and the
differential pressure across the heat exchanger decreased. At 1230 the salt water cooling flow indication was
restored. Salt water cooling flow was determined to be above the minimum required flow, and LCO 3.0.3 was
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exited. The salt water cooling flow indicatit_n wits restored by switching readout channels. It is suspected that

the initial fault indication was due to reading an inoperable channel.

Indian Point 2 LER.247/84-011

Date of event - 081384. Power level - 100%. On August 13, 1984, at 1050, while at cold shutdown for a

refueling maintenance outage, two operating component cooling water pumps and subsequently the standby

pump automatically tripped on receipt of an over current protection signal. The over current condition was

caused by wetting of the component cooling water pump motors with service water. Leakage through a service

water valve permitted service water flow into the component cooling water pump compartment through an

opening in the service water piping being prepared for a test. The central control room was promptly notified

of water conditions in the compartment and the CCR operators immediately secured the operating service

water pumps which stopped the flow. The water was pumped and drained from the compartment. No.21

component cooling pump was flushed with fresh water, dried and returned to service at 1344.

Turkey Point 3 LER-Z_;o/1986-018

power level - 100%. While Unit 3 was at 100% power, a unit shutdown was commenced due to exceeding

administrative guidelines for intake cooling water (ICW) system operation. These guidelines were established

by engineering based on a postulated failure of temperature control valve, TCV.2201 during a design basis

event, which could degrade the ability to provide the required ICW system flow througk the CCW heat

exchangers during a design basis event. These guidelines establish limits t,n ICW inlet temperature,

component cooling water (CCW) heat exchanger cleanliness and lineup, and ICW flow rates tor unit

operation. On April 16, 1986, the 3B CCW heat exchanger wits taken out of service lor cleaning. Phmt

conditions were evaluated at that time and it was determined that the administrative guidelines were met.

Subsequently, ICW inlet temperatures increased such that three CCW heat exchangers were required to be

in service for Unit 3 operation. At that time, the 3B CCW heat exchanger was still out {,f service which placed

Unit 3 outside of the administrative guidelines requiring .'t Unit 3 shutdown. A Unit 3 shutdown was

commenced and was stopped when the 3B CCW heat exchanger wits placed back in service. Cause of event:

while the 3B CCW heat exchanger was being cleaned, ICW inlet temperatures increased such that three C{'W

heat exchangers were required by the special administrative guidelines, to he in service for Unit 3 operation.

San Onofre 3 LER-362/1986-011

Power level - 100% at 1550 on August 4, 1986, saltwater cooling (SW(') flow through train a component

cooling water heat exchanger (CCWHX) decreased, due to fouling with marine growth, to below the

postulated design basis flow rate required for removal of CCW heat loads (critical CCW loop), and wits

therefore declared inoperable. At this time Train B CCWltX was operating with reverse SW(' flow to remove

similar fouling which had previously taken place. At 1605, operators commenced realignment of Train B

CCWHX SWC flow to the normal direction in order to return one train of CCW to its design configuration

and thereby increa: ? heat removal capability of that train. During the realignment, both trains t_f the SWC

system were considered to he inoperable contrary to technical specification limiting condition fl_r operation

(LCO) 3.7.4, and LCO 3.0.3 was entered. Train B SWC system wits returned to operable status within thirty

minutes, and at 1635, LCO 3.0.3 wits exited. As corrective acti_n, operating pr_)ccdures will ht: revised tt_

minimize the effect of marine fouling on the operability of the SW{' system.
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Events Not Included in Table B4.A.2:

Surrv 1 I-_.R.280/84.011

Power level. 100%. On 5/18/84 operations personnel performing a system walkdown following maintenance
discovered the intended heat sink for the chargingpump component tooling water system was isolated. The

charging pump component cooling water isolated to intermediate seal cooler I-SW-E.IB and service water
imlated to intermediate seal cooler I.SW.E. IA. A review of plant logs and operator interviews has confirmed
that both intermediate seal coolers were isolated during two separate events. The first event started 5/16 at
2045 hours, when 'B' cooler was improperly placed in service and 'A' cooler was removed from service until
212';. The second event started 2140 hours on the same day when 'A' cooler was again removed from service

with 'B' cooler remaining improperly valved in service. Both coolers were isolated for a total of 40 minutes
during the first event and 32 hours for the second event. Due to the complexity of the maintenance involved,
the existing procedures were not adequate to provide the necessary valve alignments. Immediate corrective
actions involved placing 'B' intermediate seal cooler in service to provide a necessary heat sink and making
'A' cooler available as a backup. To prevent recurrence, maintenance operating procedures were written to
ensure control of removal and return to service of the intermediate seal coolers.

Surrv 2 LER-281/86-010

Power level. 100%. On 7/11/86 with Unit 1 in refueling shutdown and Unit 2 at 100% power, operators were
attempting to return the 'A' charging pump component cooling water pump to service following emergency
maintenance. At 15.18 hours, the redundant 'B' pump, which had been supplying cooling water to the
charging pump seal coolers, lost discharge pressure. This resulted in both pumps being inoperable, it is
assumed that air introduced into the system during maintenance on the 'A' pump caused the 'B' pump to
become vapor bound. The 'A' pump was vented, water was added to the system, and the pump was returned
to service at 18.25 hours. Subsequently, operability of the 'B' pump was demonstrated, and it was also
returned to service.

Surrv 2 LER-28!/!88-009

Power level - 100%. On April 20, 1988 at 12.27 hours, with Unit 1 in a refueling outage and Unit 2 at 100%
reactor power, the "A"and"B"component cooling water (El IS-CC) heat exchangers (El IS-HX) (CCHX) were
declared inoperable. The "C" and "D"CCHXS had previously been removed from service for maintenance.

]r .Unit 2 entered a six hour clock to hot shutdown in accordance with technical specifications..0.1 An
engineering review of the potential dependence of CCHXS on the station vacuum priming (VP) system had
determined that five VP valves (EIIS-ISV) which isolate the CCHXS service water (SW) piping from the VP
Hnes,were not seismically mounted. In a seismic event, the potential would have existed for rupture of the
VP piping and air ingress into.the CCHX, breaking the siphon effect on the SW, and causing a loss of SW
to the heat exchangers. The seismic supports were installed and the "A" and "B" CCHXS were returned to
service at 17.10 hours on April 20, 1988 and T.S. 3.0.1 was exited. Additional engineering evaluations will he
performed to assess the necessary design changes to permit future CCHX operation with vacuum priming in
service. The VP valves will remain normally closed pending the results of the engineering evaluations.
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APPENDIX B$: SOLID STATE PROTECTION/REACTOR
PROTECTION SYSTEMS

BS.I Introductlon

N.I.I Otect s and Backpnd

One of the main taska to be performed within the framework of reviewing the DCPRA outlined in BNL's
approach to the DCPRA review (see Section 3.2), was to scrutinize the unavailability analyses of several
selected support and frontline systems. The objective of this appendix is to provide the results of reviewing
the unavailability analyses of the Solid State Protection System (SSPS) and the Reactor Protection System
(RPS). According to the DCPP.J_ the SSPS and RPS represent the only non-plant-specific (i.e., generic)
systems analyzed in the PRA. The systems were provided by Westinghouse and belong to designs of fairly
recent vintage.

The generic review methodology described in the PRA Review Manualt suggests that a comparison be made
between the results obtained for the unavailabilitiesof systems of these types in a PRA under review and the
results obtained in unavailability studies (if they exist) dedicated to "generic" systems. Recently, the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation conducted very comprehensive unavailability studies on the Solid State
Protectiona (from now on to be referred to as "WOGI") and Reactor Protection Systems3 (from now on to
be referred to as "WOG2") on behalf of the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOW). The studies served as
bases for requesting certain changes in the surveillance requirements of the Technical Specifications for these
systems from the NRC. Both studies were reviewed by BNL. BNL conducted a thorough audit calculation
for the SSPS4 (to be referred to as "BNLI") and a time-dependent Markovian analysis for the RPS"_(to be
referred to as "BNI..2").

Therefore, for a comparative unavailabilityanalysis of the DCPRA models and results, the WO(]/BNL models
were selected as bases. In order to render these models comparable to the conditions and assumptions used
in the DCPRA, both models (V/O(] and BNI..)were modified accordingly prior to the comparative analysis.

BS.l.20rpnlaatlon

This appendix documents the results of the comparative analyses noted above and is organized as follows:
Section B5.2 describes the SSPS and its testing provisions/methods. Section B5.3 presents the comparison of
the approaches used in the DCPRA and in the WOG/BNL calculations to model the SSPS and the results
obtained. Section B5.4 discusses the RPS, its testing methods and the results of those comparative analyses.

B$.2 Solid State Protection System

B.q.2,1 System Description

The Solid State Protection System provides actuation signals to emergency safeguard equipment and to the
reactor protection system when process and nuclear parameters exceed certain preset limits ensuring that safe
operating conditions exist at all times.
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The main components of the SSPS arc:

1. the analog channels,
2. the combinational logic units, and

3. the actuation relays.

Lco.t.t

An analog channel involves: an analog sensing device (sensor/transmitter), a loop power supply, a signal
conditioning circuit, and a signal comparator. The sensing device monitors a given process or nuclear
parameter, such as pressure, level, flow, temperature or flux, etc. The parameter signals are converted to
proportional voltage signals by the power supply of the loop (Figure B5.2.1). The sensed signal is "shaped"
by the signal conditioning circuit (signal modifiers). The shaped signal is compared with a preset parameter
value by the comparator (bistable). The comparator controls two output relays: one of them provides input
signals to the combinational logic train A and the other to combinational logic train B.

ii

Lq,_l.2 C__--h_.__ _ Unit aml Master Relays

The combinational logic unit is a dual train electronic system. Trains A and B contain several 2/4, 2/3, and
i/2 logic circuits built on universal logic (UL) cards. The analog channel output relays operate grounding
contacts at the inputs of the combinational trains. A trip signal is generated in each of the trains if an
appropriate number of card inputs are grounded. Outputs of various logic circuits in each of the trains can
be further interconnected by using additional logic circuits to achieve desired reactor trip and safeguard
initiator signal combinations. The safeguard initiator signals drive the master relays by creating a current flow
which energizes them. The block diagram of a typical SSPS is shown in Figure 85.2.2.

u.Z.lJ s,v,

Given an initiator signal, the energized master relays close contacts in the slave relay circuits and energize
master relays close contacts in the slave relaycircuits and energize the associated slave relays. The slave relays
activate the safety systems by energizing contacts in motor starters, solenoid circuits, etc. Usually each slave
relay activates several safety system components. The number of master and slave relays energized is
dependent upon the complexity of a given protective function required by a specific initiating event. The SSPS
trains are train oriented: ESFAS train A energizes train A of a safety system, etc.

Figure B5.23 shows the schematics of slave relay arrangements. Figure B5.2A presents the parameter signals
and the master and slave relay arrangements modelled in the DCPRA which generate actuation signals for
various safety functions.

BS.2.2 Testing of the ESFAS

L¢,2.2.1 T,sflq ot tl_ Am,loll Channels

The functional testing of the analog channels is performed at power. Its purpose is to verify the entire
operation of the channel excluding the sensor. Calibration and verification of proper operation of the sensors
(the associated electronics included) is usually performed at shutdown. The functional testing scheme of the
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analog channels for the SSPS is also shown in Figure B5.2.1. The sensor is disconnectedduring testing. By

using test jacks, test signals are sent through the circuit. A proving lamp is connected to the output of the
bistable; usually the bistable is adjusted to ensure that the whole channel performs as required. The input

relays of the logic trains are energized from outside circuits if the channel is tested in bypass. The input relays
are de-energized if the channel is tested in trip.

During normal operation, a failure of a sensor or a loop power supply would cause abnormal indication and/or
alarms. The status lights are checked by operators every shift, therefore, an analog ch:mnel failure is
detectable within eight hours.

_ d _ Cu._mtlmml Lo_ U.dt.

While a plant is at power, each of the combinational logic trains (located in separate cabinets) is allowed to

be tested or maintained separately in "bypass" condition. Time sequenced pulses are applied to the logic
circuits through switches located on a logic test panel dedicated to each train (semi-automatic tester). The
pulses check the logic, but are of such a short duration that slave relay (or trip breaker) actuation is not
possible. The semi-automatic tester allows quick and efficient testing of all the possible logic combinations
of actuate or non-actuate conditions as well as the effects of the permissives. If one train is in test or in
maintenance, the other is charged with providing all the safety function signals. It is not possible to lock out
both logic trains without tripping the reactor. The tests of the combinational logic trains are performed
according to a staggered testing schedule.

The master relays are "continuity" tested as part of the logic test to demonstrate total circuit operation. The
master relays are actuated duringmaster relay testing and proper contact operation is checked. Figure B5.2.3
also shows the test conditions for the actuation relays. Proper contact operation is verified by "continuity"
checking of the associated slave relay. This test is performed by applying a voltage to the master relay contact
which demonstrates the continuity but which is insufficienl to activate the slave relay.

The "actuation" test of a slave relay is performed individuallyby energizing the relay and demonstrating proper
contact operation. Proper contact operation can be demonstrated with or without operating the associated
equipment. The slave relay test sometimes requires the reconfiguration of the equipment to be tested in such

a way that the test would not cause adverse effects on the plant operation. After the test, the equipment has
to be returned to its normal operating configuration. Therefore, associated with each slave relay test there
is also a potential for human error in that the personnel conducting the test could fail to return the equipment
to its proper operating configuration. At Diablo Canyon the test of the slave relays is performed at shutdown.
(This condition, therefore, was considered in the modified WOG/BNL modelling.)
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Figure BS.Z.I Analog channel block diagram
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Film BS.2.2 Block diagram of a typical Solid State Protection System
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Figure B$.2.3 Schematicof actuationrelays
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N

o,

AND- Kascer Relays Slave Relays

_,OR-- K§01 _K601, K603, K608, K610, K617 Sl

K521 _602, K604, K609, K611 SI

I(502 _605, K607, K613 OIA

vK522 ..606, K612, K614 OIA
,,,,,

K503 - _622 _I

_Ah_--KS05/KS19 _Slaves modelled in CSS CS

[-_---] ] K515 _633 Al_

! I [ K516 _634

L I{506 --K619, K618 CIB

1ISI_ I OR_ K504 _623, K616 l_qI

*Or CPC on loss of an ae Instrument channel.

Figure B5.2.4 SSPS block logic.
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N,,tcs to Fieure B5.2.4

CSS Containment Spray System
CPA Containment Pressure High 2/3
CPB Containment Pressure High-High 2/4

SGA Steam Generator Level Low-Low 2/3 per SG (for 1/4 SG)
PRL Pressurizer Pressure Low 2/4

SLA Streamline Pressure Low 1/1per loop for 2/4 loops
SLB Streamline Differential Pressure High 2/3 per loop for 1/4 loops
SLC Streamline Flow High 1/2per loop for 2/4 loops
TAB LOw-LOwTang 1/1per loop for 2/4 loops
AFW Auxiliary Feedwater Startup

SI Safety Injection and Associated Actions
CIA Containment Isolation, Phase A

CIB Containment Isolation, Phase B
CVI Containment Vent Isolation

CS Containment Spray '
MSI Main Streamline Isolation
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BS.3 Comparison of SSP Systems Analysis of DCPRA with that of WOG/BNL

In this section the SSP systems analysis is compared with that of WOG/BNL. Only those aspects of both
approaches are discussed which are deemed to be relevant for clear understanding of the differences.

B5.3.1 Unavailability Modelling of the SSPS Signals in DCPRA

In the DCPRA six classes of initiating events were selected for which the unavailabilities of the SSPS were
modelled. This selection was based on a unique set of safety functions required to be actuated by the SSPS

given any type of initiating events. Table B5.3.1 lists the modelled initiating event classes with the required
safety functions to be actuated. The table also lists the (minimum) number of master and shve relays per
SSPS train which are involved in generating the appropriate safety system responses. The success criterion

of the SSPS is: at least one of the two trains must produce an actuation signal for all necessary safety
functions; that is; each slave relay (appropriately identified in the DCPRA) must produce actuation signals
in at least one SSPS train.

Notice, this DCPRA success criterion is conservative, because it lumps together the success of the diverse

safety functions. If any one required safety function fails, all the diverse functions are also assumed to be lost.
(This conservatism also exists at the train level: if one safety function on train A is lost, all train A actuation

signals are assumed lost.)

Figure B5.3.1 shows, as an example, the master fault tree for a class of initiating events: steam generator tube

rupture. Given this initiator, the model assumes a diversity of parameter signal failures which may contribute
to the failure of an SSPS train (see the SSPS block diagram on Figure B5.2.4). These are: Pressurizer Low

Pressure (2/4), Steam Generator Low-Low Level (2/3 on 2/4 SG), High Steam Flow (2/4), or the combined
T Average Low-Low (2/4), and Low Streamline Pressure (2/4) signals. In addition, the whole train is assumed

to fail if either the power supply or the logic or any of the master or slave relays (in this case 8 master relays
and 20 slave relays) fail.

On the component level, the model includes the failures of the bistables, the input relays, the signal
transmitters, the failures of the input, master and slave relays, as well as the power supplies converting
instrument ac to 48 and 15V de. The failure of the logic card is not modelled in terms of the components,
it is characterized by a single overall failure rate.

The model assumes common cause failures between bistables and input relays for a particular function (there

is no assumption for overall failure of the sensor signals). Common cause failures for master and slave relays
are modelled for all two-member cutsets based on two or more failures out of the total number of relays (11
master and 22 slave relays). Common cause hilure is also considered between the logic cards.

The DCPRA includes the unavailability contribution due to surveillance performed during power operations.

This unavailability contribution is considered only for the analog channels and logic cabinets. Table B5.3.2
presents the relevant data (and their designators). The only maintenance event modelled in the DCPRA is
the repair of randomly failing power supplies. The relevant information is also given in Table B5.3.2. Human
error is modelled only for miscalibration of analog channels.
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The effects of the unavailabilityof the ac instrument channels are included in the various boundary conditions,
for which the various fault trees (corresponding to the initiating events) were evaluated. Table B5.3.3
reproduces the basic SSPS signal unavailabilities (split fractions) of a single train and of the whole system for

various boundary conditions. The table separately shows the total unavailability,as well as the unavailability
contributions due to independent and dependent hardware failures, test, maintenance, and human errors.

According to this model the leading contributor to a single train unavailability is independent hardware
failures (-80%). The leading contributors to total systems failure are: the human errors of miscalibration
and dependent hardware failures.

1153.2 Unavailability Metlelling of SSPS Signals by the WOG/BNL Approach

In the WOG/BNL modelling of the SSPS (WOGI 2 and BNLI4) the unavailabilities of the various safety
function actuation signals are not lumped together, but rather are individually calculated. Table B5.3.4 lists
the various safety function actuation signalsconsidered in the analyses. The number of master and slave relays
per train involved in each of these safety function actuation signals are also given in the table. The success
criterion of the system is similar to that used in the DCPRA: each slave relay must produce actuation signals
in at least one SSPS traia.

The fault tree model of each safety function actuation signal was evaluated for various process parameter
signals and logic. Table B5.3.5 presents a subset of those safety function actuation signals which were selected

according to their relevance to Diablo Canyon.

The bask structure of the fault tree models for the various safety function actuation signals is somewhat

similar to that of the DCPRA. However, in contrast with the DCPRA models, the diversity of process
parameter signals was reduced (in most cases only one type of process parameter signal was assumed). On
the other hand, the modelling of the permissives, which was neglected in the DCPRA, was considered.

The detailed fault trees are rather intricate and complex. The level of detail is shown to minute electronic
parts, therefore, they are not shown here. They can be found in Appendix C of WOG 1." The bruit trees

usually consist of three parts: a top fault tree, one or more middle fault trees, and the analog channel fault
trees. The top fault tree describes the master and slave relays. The middle fault trees describe the master

relay drivers and the logic cards including the permissive circuits. The analog channel fault trees describe the
sensors, the power supply, the signal conditioning and signal comparator circuits. The rates of various failure

modes of the components were taken from the Westinghouse data base, Military Handbook 217C, and IEEE
500.

Common cause failures were modelled for the analog channels, the logic cabinets and the master and slave

relays. For the analog channels the Atwood/Binomial fililure rate method was used. For the logic cabinets
as well as the master and slave relays the beta factor method was applied. Human errors such as
miscalibration or misposition of sensors, amplifiers, etc., were considered only in the analog channel fault
trees, by using the guidelines of Swain's Human Reliability Handbook.

The modelled surveiihmce conditions are given in Table B5.3.2. This table also shows the maintenance

conditions txmsidered in the WOGI/BNLI calculations. A comparison with the conditions used in the
DCPRA shows two minor differences:
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a. The WOGI/BNLI t:alculations consider the unavailabilitycontribution of the master relays due
to test.

b. In addition, they assume once/year maintenance for the analog channels, logic and master relays.
This assumption was deemed to be more conservative than the randomly occurring maintenances
modelled in the DCPRA.

Notice that the unavailabilitycontributions due to test and maintenance of the slave relays were not taken into
account in either approach.

Table B5.3.5 gives the system unavailabilities for the various safety function actuation signals for two cases.
In the first case the effects of common cause failures are not considered and in the second case when the
common cause failures are included in the results.

A breakdown of the results is given in Table B5.3.6 for two safety function signals: the safety injection signal
and the auxiliaryfeedwater pump signal (the results of the calculations are presented in similarformat as those
given in the DCPRA).

The analysis provided the following findings: in general, common cause failures (logic trains, master and slave
relays) are the main contributors to overall SSPS unavailability. The main contributors to train unavailabilities
are: independent hardware failures (mainly master and slave relay failures due to mechanical binding and
short circuits) and unavailability due to test. Analog channel contribution to signal unavailability proved to
be negligible. Sensitivity calculations assuming more diversity in the parameter signals gave similar results.-"

I$$J.3 Comparison of the DCPRA and WOGI/BNLI Results

A comparison of the data given in Table B5.3.3 with the results shown in Tables B5.3.5 and B5.3.6 shows that
the DCPRA appears to systematically underestimate the SSPS signal uaavailabilities. In the worst case the
underestimation contains a factor of about 4.6, however the situation is exacerbated by the fact that the
DCPRA gives the unavailability for a group of safety function signals (i.e., an OR gate) while the

WOGI/BNL1 results relate to the unavailability of a single safety function signal alone, in other words, a
direct comparison would yield a larger discrepancy.

BNL believes the root cause of the discrepancy is that an oversimplified fault tree model was used for the

SSPS in the DCPRA. In order to place this finding in perspective, BNL performed an importance analysis
and a sensitivity study on the DCPRA reduced model provided by PG&E. The importance analysis showed
that the contribution to core damage frequency (CDF) for system failure (both trains failing) was about 2%

of the total non-seismic CDF and the sensitivity study showed that multiplying each of the SA split fractions
by a factor of Fiveand the SB split fractions by a factor of two increased the overall non-seismic CDF by 18%.
BNL therefore believes this discrepancy does not have a significant impact on the DCPRA results, especially
considering the modelling conservatisms discussed previously (e.g., a single signal failure fails a channel, etc.).
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Table BS.3.1

SSPSSafety Functions Modelledin
Diablo CanyonPRA

i i i111 lit

Required Required
Master Relays SlaveRelays

bdtiatin8 Event SafetyFunction Per Train Per Train
llllmllI_ IIIIi r iii i r i i i iiiiii

General Transient* Aux. Feed. Trains 2 2

Main Steamline Isoi. (M) 1 2
Cont. lsol. Phase A (T) 2 6
Cont. Vent Isol. 1 1

Total 6 11

Large LOCA (LLOCA) Safety Injection (S) 2 9
Cont. lsol. Phase A (T) 2 6
Cont. lsol. Phase B (P) 1 2
Cont. Vent. Isol. ! I

Cont. Spray (P) 2 2

Total 8 18

Steam Gen. Tube Safety Injection (S) 2 9
Rupture (SGTR) Cont. lsol. Phase A (T) 2 6

Cont. Vent lsol. I I
Aux. Feed. Train 2 2

Main Steamline lsol. (M) 1 2

Total 8 20

Steandine Break Safety Injection (S) 2 9
Ins. Cont. (SLBIC) Aux. Feed. Traim 2 2

Cont. Isol. Phase A (T) 2 6

Cont. Isol. Phase B (P) 1 2
Cont. Vent lsoi. 1 1

Main Steamline lsol. (M) 1 2
Cont. Spray (P) 2 2

Total 11 22

Steamline Break Safety Injection (S) 2 9
Outside Cont. (SLBOC) Aux. Feed. Trains 2 2
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Table BS.3.1 (continued)

i iiiii1|11 i i , ii i ii HI i i HII ,,i ii ,i ii i , i j_

Required Required
Master Relays SlaveRelays

ilitlatJnli Event SafetyFunction Per Train Per Train
f i i,l, , i

Cont. Isol. Phase A (T) 2 6
Cont. Vent lsol. 1 1

Main Steamline Isol. (M) 1 2

Total 8 20

Small LOCA (SLOCA) Safety Injection (S) 2 9

Cont. Isol, Phase A (T) 2 6
Cont. Vent lsol. 1 1
Aux. Feed. Trains 2 2

Main Steamline lsol. (M) I 2

Total 8 20

*Reactor trip, turbine trip signal unavailabilities are modelled presumably with this initiating event.
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Table B$.3.2

SSPSSurveillanceModelling

i : II_I[]H ITHB IH ,i i, i i i ,i ii 111 1 i ,J i ,i,1 ii,

Modelled in Modelled in
DCPRA WOGI/BNLI

(Designator)
ms i llllllll i i ,,,,,, i , i ,H,,,, , i,,, , ,ul,, i ,,,

Logic Cabinets
Test interval (month) 2 (TS2F) 2
Test time (hour) 2 (ZHDSS2) 1.5
Maintenance interval (month) Unscheduled* 12
Maintenance time (hour) Plant-specific** 2

Master Relay
Test interval (month) ? 2
Test time (hour) ? 1.5
Maintenance interval (month) ? 12
Maintenance time (hour) ? 2

Slave Relay
Test interval (month) ......
Test time (hour) ......
Maintenance interval (month) ......
Maintenance time (hour) ......

Analog Channel
Test interval (month 1 (TSIF) 1
Test time (hour) 2 (ZHDSS2) 2
Maintenance interval (month) --- 12
Maintenance time (hour) --- l

• ZTPSIR (Power Supply Failure Rate) = 1.71-5/hr.

• *ZMGNBF (Time to Repair Failed Power Supply).
?The test and maintenance of master relays are apparently not accounted for in the DCPRA model.
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Table B5.3.3

SSPS Signal Unavailabilities

(Split Fractions in Diablo Canyon PRA)

Caoe TTL HW HWI HWD TS HN HE Comment #

.a.; Sinele Train (Train A) Failure

SA1, SB3 6.47-3 5.68-3 5.68-3 1.48-10 7.89-4 4.23-10 4.18-6

SA2 9.69-3 8.50-3 8.50-3 1.39-6 7.89-4 4.23-10 3.98-6

SA4, SBB 9.95-3 9.16-3 9.15-3 1.39-6 7.89-4 4.23-10 6.28-6

SA5 1.18-2 1.06-2 1.06-2 1.39-6 7.89-4 4.23-10 4.00-4

SA7 9.95-3 9.15-3 9.15-3 3.20-11 7.89-4 4.23-10 4.18-6

SAS, SBN 9.95-3 9.15-3 9.15-3 1.48-10 7.89-4 4.23-10 4.18-6
I II I III II II III

B: System (Trains A and B) Failure
--

SB2' 9.86-5 8.54-5 1.14-5 7.40-5 9.02-6 5.74-12 4.18-6

SB6' 6.07-4 1.96-4 2.19-5 1.74-4 1.36-5 8.12-12 3.98-4

SBA' 2.17-4 1.96-4 2.26-5 1.74-4 1.46-5 8.68-12 6.28-6

SBE' 6.37-4 2.20-4 2.56-5 1.94-4 1.69-5 9.09-12 3.40-4

SBJ' 2.13-4 1.94-4 2.18-5 1.72-4 1.45-5 8.68-12 4.18-6

SBM' 2.13-4 1.94-4 2.18-5 1.72-4 1.45-5 8.68-12 4.18-6

Split Fraction Identification:

SAI, SB3 General transient, all needed electrical power is available, or ac
Instr. Chnl. I is down.

SA2 Large LOCA, all needed electrical power is available.

SA4, SBB Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR), all needed electrical power
is available, or ac Inst. Chnl. I is down.

SA5 Steamline Break Inside Containment (SLBIC), all needed electrical

power is available.

SA7 Steamline Break Outside Containment (SLBOC), all needed electrical

power is available.

SA8 Small LOCA, all needed electrlcal power is available.
SB2' General transient, both trains, A and B, fail.

SB6' Large LOCA, both trains, A and B, fail.
SBA' Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR), both trains, A and B, fail.

SBE' Steamline Break Inside Containment, both trains, A and B, fail.

SBJ' Steamline Break Outside Containment, both trains, A and B, fail.

SBM' Small LOCA, both trains, A and B, fail.
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Table BS. 3.3 (Concinued)

TTL -Tocal unavailability.
14g - Urutvailabillcy due co hardware concrlbuclon which is the sum of

independent failures and common cause failures.
-Vnavailabillcy due Co IndependenC failures.

HgD - UnavailabillCy due Co common cause failures.
TS - Unavailability due Co test.
NN - Unavailability due co maintenance.
HE - UnavailabillCy due Co human error concrlbuclon.
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Table B5.3.4

Master/Slave Relay Arrangements for Various
Safety Function Actuation Signals

Master

Safety Function Actuation Signal Relays* Slave Relays*

I. SafetyInjection A AI,A2,A3
B B I,B2,B3

2. Steam Line Isolation A A l, A2

3. Main Feedwater Isolation A AI, A2

4. Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Start A AI, A2

5. Containment Spray A AI, A2

6. Containment Isolation A A l, A2

*Relays per SSPS train as applied in the unavailability analysis.
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Table B5.3.5

SSPS Signal Unavailabilities (WOGI/BNLI)

Safety Function Unavailability

Actuation Signal Process Parameter Signal w/o CCF wfCCF

I. Safety Injection I.i Pressurizer pressure - low - 1.1-4 i.i-3

2 Master Relays, 2/4, interlocked with

6 Slave Relays per permissive Pll - 2/3.
Train.

I

1.2 Steamline pressure - low - 1.1-4 1.1-3

2/4, interlocked with P11 -

2/3.

1.3 Steamline pressure - low - I.i-4 1.1-3
2/4, interlocked with P12 -

2/3 or 2/4.

1.4 Containment pressure - high 1.5-4 1.1-3
- 2/3.

1.5 Differential steamline 1.1-4 1.1-3

pressure - high,

3 instr./steamline.

1.6 Steamflow - high - 1/2 1.8-4 1.3-3

coincident with Tars. - low-
low - 2/4 or steamllne

pressure - low - 2/4,

interlocked with PI2 - 2/3

or 2/4.

2. Steamline 2.1 Steamline pressure - low - 4.7-5 4.9-4

Isolation, 2/4.

I Master Relay,

2 Slave Relays per
Train.

2.2 Containment pressure - high- 4.8-5 4.9-4

high- 2/4.

2.3 Steamflow - high - 1/2 1.4-4 8.6-4

coincident with Tars. - low-
low - 2/4 or steamline

pressure - low - 2/4.
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Table B5.3.5 (Continued)

Safety Function Unavailability
Actuation Signal Process Parameter Signal w/o CCF w/CCF

2.4 Steamline pressure - low - 4.7-5 5.0-4

2/4 and steamflow - high -

1/2 coincident with Tars. -
low-low - 2/4 interlocked,
with PI2 - 2/3 or 2/4.

2.5 Steamflow - high - 1/2 1.4-4 8.2-4
interlocked with P12 - 2/4
coincident with SI.

3. Containment 3.1 Containment pressure - high- 1.1-4 9.6-4

Isolation Phase B, high - 2/4.
Containment Spray
1 Master Relay,
2 Slave Relays per
Train.

4. Auxiliary Feedwater 4.1 Steam generator water level 6.1-5 5.7-4

Pump Start Signal, low-low - 2/4 in one loop.

1 Master Relay,

2 Slave Relays per
Train.

4.2 Steam generator water level 1.3-4 6.4-4

- low-low - 2/3 in one loop.

4.3 RCP bus undervoltage - 2/3. 1.8-4 7.6-4

4.4 RCP bus undervoltage - 1/2 1.5-4 7.2-4
twice.

5. Main Feedwater 5.1 Steam generator water level 1.3-4 6.4-4

Isolation, - high-high - 2/3 in one

1 Master Relay, loop.

2 Slave Relays per
Train.

CCF - Common cause failures.
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Table B5.3.6

SSPS Signal Unavailabilities Calculated by WOGI/BNLI

Case TTL HW HWI HWD TS MN HE Comment #
._

A: Sin21e Train Failure

Auxiliary 8.00-3 6.08-3 6.06-3 1.50-5 1.56-3 3.47-4 4.8-8 1
Feedwater

Pump Start
Signal
1 Master Relay and
2 Slave Relays per Train

Safety 1.12-2 7.42-3 7.40-3 1.50-5 3.12-3 6.94-4 5.7-8 2

InJ ection
Signal
2 Master Relays and
6 Slave Relays per Train'

'11111 ,, ,111

B: System Failure

Auxiliary 5.66-4 5.43-4 3.67-5 5.06-4 1.90-5 4.22-6 4.8-8 i, See
Feedwater also

Pump Start Table 5.

Signal

1 Master Relay and
2 Slave Relays per Train

Safety 1.08-3 1.02-3 5.48-5 9.64-4 4.62-5 1.03-5 5.7-8 2, See
InJ ection also

Signal Table 5.

2 Master Relays and

6 Slave Relays per Train

I. The process parameter signal is: steam generator level low-low (2/4 in 1

loop). The Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Start Signal is also indicative of
Steamllne Isolation and Main Feedwater Isolation.

2. The process parameter signal is: low pressurizer pressure (2/4 Interlocked

with P-f1 2/3). The Safety Injection Signal is also indicative of

Containment Spray Actuation and Phase B Isolation.

!

TTL - Total unavailabillty.

I_ -Unavailability due to hardware contribution which is the sum of

independent failures and common cause failures.

HWI -Unavailability due to independent failures.

HWD -Unavailabillty due to common cause failures.

TS -Unavailability due to test.

MN - Unavailability due to maintenance.

HE - Unavailability due to human error contribution.
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B&4 Comparison of RIPSUnavailabilities Obtained in DCPRA and in
WOG/BNL Calculations

85.4.1 SystemDescription

The Reactor Protection System (RPS) could be considered a continuation of the SSPS in the sense that it trips
the reactor on a "trip"signal from the SSPS. The RPS also trips the reactor if loss of power occurs, or the
plant operator manually actuates the system. The RPS consists of two trainseach containing two undervoltage
coils in an energized condition and associated breakers. One undervoltage coil for the reactor trip breaker
and one for the bypass breaker. When an SSPS train generates a trip signal the UV coils are de-energized.
This will open the reactor trip and bypass (if closed) breakers removing power from the control rods, allowing
the rods to fall into the core. A schematic of the RPS at Diablo Canyon is shown in Figure B5.4.1. The
success of the RPS is defined as at least 52 of the 53 control rods successfully inserted into the core on
demand.

115.42 Testing of the RPS
e

Testing of the analog channels and logic is essentially identical with that described in Sections B5.2.2.1 and
B5.2.2.2. When the breaker actuation test is performed, the associated bypass trip breaker is closed to prevent
an unwanted reactor trip. The manual trip test can be performed by using four push buttons.

!15.4._ Unavailability Modelling of the RPS in the DCPRA and in the WOG/BNL
Calculations

B5.4.3.1 The RPS FsuR Tree Model in the DCPRA

The RPS fault tree model of the DCPRA is shown in Figure B5.4.2. It is a block level fault tree with
identified common cause events (a-factor model). The block events involve the control rod insertion failure,
circuit breaker failures, undervoltage rely and trip coil failures, bypass undervoltage relay, bypass circuit
breaker, and shunt trip coil failures.

The surveillance and maintenance conditions of the RPS modelled in the DCPRA are shown in Table B5.4.1.
The model correctly describes the staggered testing of the trip breakers. The effect of loss of dc power,
instrument ac and loss of SSPS signalsare considered in the Ix)undaryconditions. The quantification indicated
that the common cause failures of the circuit breakers and trip coils dominate the system unavailability.

BS.4.3.2 The RPS Unavailability Models in the WOG/BNL Calculations

In the WOG2 calculation3 a set of fault trees was used to quantify the unavailabilitiesof the RPS for various
trip signals. The fault trees are rather complex as they were developed and updated over many years. The
NRC and BNL have scrutinized them and they are therefore not reproduced here. Representative fault trees
can be found in Reference 4.

The trip signal unavailabilities obtained in these calculations relate to the whole system including the analog
channels and the logic. The fault tree model in the DCPRA does not show these components because that
approach considers them by the boundary conditions.
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The WOG2 calculations contain the complete set of unavailabilitycontributors; random, common cause, and
human errors as well as unavailabilities due to test and maintenance. The common cause and human errors

for the analog channels and logic portions of the RPS are identical to those described earlier for the SSPS
modelling by WOGI/BNLI (Section B5.3). Additional common cause failures have been quantified for the
reactor trip and bypass breakers. The surveillance and maintenance conditions considered are given in Table
B5.4.1 for comparison with those used in the DCPRA.

As a representative result, we give here the trip signal unavailability prompted by pressurizer low pressure
(2/4) parameter signal - RPS trip failure: 2.9-5/d (w/o CCF) and 1.2-4/d (w/CCF). These values were obtained
without considering diversity of parameter signals. With diversity, RPS trip failure became 1.44-5/d.

BNL provided an independent analysi3 of the unavailability of the RPS in References 5 and 6 (BNL2 results).
BNL utilized a time-dependent (Markovian) model. The model thoroughly analyzed the dynamic behavior
of the RPS. It also considered the common mode failures of all the main components of the full system
(including the analog channels and logic units). The surveillance and maintenance data are identical to those
listed in Table B5.4.1 for the WOG2/BNL2 calculations - RPS trip failure (BNL2-Markov) - 2.9-5/d.

115.4.3,3 Comparison of the RPS Unavailabilities

In order to compare the DCPRA results with those obtained in the WOG/BNL calculations, a representative
DCPRA system unavailability value (RTI) is reproduced here. This was obtained under the boundary
condition when two SSPS signals are received and all power is available. The total failure of the RPS to
initiate reactor trip was originally calculated in the draft DCPRA to be: RTI = 9.32-6/demand. And, except
for the operator-initiated trip given SSPS hilure, the other boundary conditions resulted in only slightly
increased values.

The BNL review of the RPS was essentially completed during the "interaction" phase of the DCPRA review
and as such was based upon draft material. When the final version of the DCPRA was submitted, BNL
discovered that RTI was given a new, lower value (638-6/demand). The following sensitivity study is offered
to help place this situation in context with the overall PRA results.

Unormalized Resulting
RTI FusseI-Vesely Non-Seismic

Case Failures/Demand Importance CDF % ACDF

PG&E Final 6.58-6 5.257-7 1.7728-4 ---

PG&E Draft 932-6 7.447-7 1.7749-4 0.12

BNL 2.90-5 2.317-6 1.7907-4 1.01

The results obtained in the DCPRA seem to be somewhat lower than those obtained in the WOG2/BNL2

calculations. However, since in the DCPRA calculations the analog channel/logic unavailabilities are not
explicitly included (only through the boundary conditions) the obtained conditional unavailability values can
be taken as reasonable. In terms of the importance of RTI, it is clear that the model is not very sensitive to
changes in this split fraction. This result is at least partially due to the fact that the model accounts for the
fact that Diablo Canyon has undergone modifications with respect to the RPS in accordance with the ATWS
Rule.
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Figure B$.4.2 RIPSfault tree with common cause identified in DCPRA
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Table B$.4.1

P.J_SSurveillance Modelling

I I I I ii iiiiii ii iiiiiii iii i i IIIII I III I I IIIIII11 IIIJIllllm iii i ii t iiii i ii i

Modelled in

DCPRA Modelled by

Component (Designator) WOG2/BNL2
i iii i iiiii iii ii iiiii i iii1_111111111111 i iiii

Logic for Breaker Actuation:
Tesf interval (month) 2 (TS2F) 2
Test time (hour) 2 (ZHDSS2) 2
Maintenance interval (month) Unscheduled* 12
Maintenance time (hours) Plant.specific** 6

Breakers:

Test interval (month) 1 2
Test time (hour) 2 2
Maintenance interval (month) 6 12
Maintenance time (hour) 1 6

Analog (Sensor) Channels:
Test interval (month) *** I
Test time (hour) --- 2
Maintenance interval (month) --- 12
Maintenance time (hour) --- I

*ZTPSIR (Power Supply Failure Rate) - 1.71-5/hr.
**ZMGNFB (Tune to Repair Failed Power Supply).

***Modelled in the SSPS analysis.
I II I i iiiii |1 i iiii i i _ i
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DCPRA BASIC EVENT DATA DISTRIBUTIONS
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NmENrRXC
OCPAAOATA

DCn _ SI_CWIC OatS liME Idl OF ?I3;U
TOTAL Gr S$5 DISTRIJ_TI1Nm
RJFDJ_CE Ha CGNPUNR TAIS: J0B 1147-N8 FBANE II11, 101518|
riLlS:

eM, ACE)N8. i 133.2_8_N3. Iq_SE3s4KIBPEU:,TIIIJ_8. DEF. O_S00.71 |188
qZa:_l_. 1113. PtISMMm. RLqSUs4ZIIH_PTZllJm. DW. 501,$55.71else
I10_: lalUt WI1_IL_L _ t_D| IN DESCUMIOU

8.10. M Or DIIrTEII_rIOII HUm VkqINR_ $13 lll_ IGI)I_I 0513 fILl
mO mO 0 mm mm m mmmmmmm_ o _r m _ mm o m _ m m o o m _ m m m m m m 0 0 m m m m 00i m m m _ _ m O 0 0 m m m

1. 8aCBIC CCA 1 Gf | Cl]_/T _ (480VAC AND /d_VE) FAIL TO CLOSE I.SOE-03 $.$2E-06 2.62E-04 1.OOE-03 2.9R-03
|, DKJIC CCA | Gf | CIRCUIT _ (48OVAC ARD ABOVE) FAIL TO CLOSE 1.18-04 $.10|-00 8.43E-06 5.52E-05 2.60|-O4
3. 83C31C CCA I Or 3 Cl]tCUZT EPJUd_R (480VAC AmD ABOVE) FAIL TO CLOSE 1.50E-03 3.50E-06 53.60E-04 1.10|-03 2.99E-03
4. _JCIIC ¢CA | 0r $ CI]I(_ZT _ (4|OVAC AND AJOVE) FAIL TO CLQSE 4.86|-03 6.ME'09 $.38E-07 53.33E-05 l._J[-0t

$. lqlCllC CCA | OF J CZICU3rT _ (tOOVAC AISD AiiOVE) FAIL TO CLOSE 1.63E-05 1.07E-09 53.533E-09 6.79E-06 4.48|-05
i. lSCBlC CCA I Q $ CIRCUIT IRrd_3R (480VAC AND ABOVE) FAIL TO CL08E 1.5OE-03 3.53E-06 53.60E-04 1.00|-03 53.90E-03
7, D_IC GCA | Gf S C_tCUZT 18rdUMR (480VAC _Jm AIOVE) FAIL TO CLOSE 3.10E-03 3.01E-09 3.30E-07 I.SIE-OS 0.02-05
I. TSCSlC CCA 3 Or $ C/]ICUIT NUrAImR (40OVAC AND A]KW1E) FAIL TO CLOSE 4.33E-06 $.991[-11 4.eu*oe 2.82-08 1.zoz-o5

O. g$_1C _ 405 (_, $/$ C.ll.lilUrJtJ_ (480YAC AND AllOYS) FAIl. TO CLOSE 5).86|-06 4.46E-11 5).ooz-oe o.ooz-07 8.33,,E-06
10. IJ_C]JlO CCA I OF | CI]tCUIT _ (400VAC AND ADOVI[) FAIL TO _ 6.031[-04 $.72E-07 5.531[*05 3.43E-04 1.32][-03
11. D_SIO CCA | OF 53 CIRCUIT BRKAK]Dt (480VAC AND ASOVI[) FAIL TO OPIlq 4.50|-05 $.30E-09 2.01][-06 2.00E-03 I._Z-04

],1. 83CB]O CCA I OF 3 C_tCUZT lWJL41[_t (480VAC AND ABOVE) FAIL TO OFI_ 6.051[-04 5.661[-09 3.$01[-03 3.431[-04 1.323-03
13. D_K_IO ¢¢A | OF 3 C_T _ (480VAC AND AIIOVE) FAIL TO 0/5_ 1.94E-03 1.101[-09 1.84E-07 7.741[-06 5.431[o05
14. T'_IC_IO CCA 3 OF $ CZ]ICITJ[T BP,ZAI_R (480VAC AND AJiO_) FAIL 1'O OP][Jl 6.441[-06 1.6U[-10 5.62E*08 53.5)5E-06 2.83|*05
15. 8_C_3D CCA I OF 5) RENT/t1 TRIF _REAEZP_ FAIL OH DD4AND 1.53E-03 1.08E-06 3.88E-04 1.5301[-03 3.031[-03
IS. DllCBSO CCA 53 OF 5) RL4CTOR 11LIF Nt]rJuQ[R/S FAIL Oil DI_qAND 1.14E-04 1.251[-08 I.SIE-0$ 7.5331[-05 2.711[-04

17. _ (:CA I OF 53FR_G_ cGqlsu_SLS FAIL TO RUN 3.34E-05 2.52E-09 2.691[-06 1.631[*05 8.88E-05
13. D_'JTR CCA | OF 5) lq_Off CCNIqtlEK_8_ FAIL 113 RUN 3.39E-07 4.31E-13 1.041[-08 1.12][-07 o.ee|-07
19. _ CCA I OF 5) llUl011 _ FAIL TO START 53.35|-03 5.03E-06 53.S01[-04 1.45E-03 6.33|*03

10. D,tClq_ CCA 5) OF 5) _ CCI419,XlIIK]IW FAIL TO START 2.5361[-06 1.411[-11 4.971[-08 7.751[-07 7.09E-06
531. 833AGO ¢CA I OF 53 AIR OHD_ATKD DMIMDLS FAIL ON DEHAND 7.5361[-04 1.$2E-07 53.371[-04 6.07E-04 1.35E-03
_,1. D_DAO0 (:CA 5) OF 5) AIR OIq[]tATED _ FAIL ON DEHAHD 5.461[-03 2.46E-09 6.$61[-06 3.$$1[-03 1.331[-04
5)3. I_DA(X) (:CA I OF |0 AIR OJIDIA_I) [Mla'ER_ FAIL ON DD4AHD 7.5371[-04 1.52][-07 53.331[-04 6.091[-04 2.331[-03
5)4. DI[DAa) CCA 53 OF 30 AIR OH_IAYED DM40PI_LSFAIL Gtq DEHAND 1.$3E-03 2.201[-Z0 1.661[-07 9.531[-06 3.82E-03

2,5. TED&OD CCA 3 OF 10 AIR OJ_LqTED DA_qDLS FAIL (ha DEMAND 2.15_-06 6.43E-11 2.481[-08 1.13|-06 5.951[-06
26. GEDACO CCA 4 (I 4408_ GIr 20 AIR OPERATED DAHPER5 FAIL OH DD4AND 1.401[-06 4.39E-12 1.461[-06 $.60E-07 4.30E-06
537. _ ¢CA I OF 5) _ _ OL_IIICI,O_1[ OH DEHAHD 2.52E-04 9.631[-08 5.161[-05 1.43E-04 $.02Z-04
26. DIDnDo CCA 5) OF 5) IUU_(1)SAFT _ OPENICLOSE ON DIS_AHD 1.83|-03 7.99E-10 2.731[-06 9.701[-06 4.$04r'03
JO. 8_G_ CCA I OF S DXESEL GENERATGS_ FAIL TO START 1.581[-02 3.81E-03 7.481[-03 1.4SE-05) 2.70K-02
30. DSD08S (:CA 5) OF 5 DIESEL OEllZRAlq:R8 FAIL TO START e.27E-06 4.64E-21 9.461[-07 $.SOZ-O6 1.95_-05

31. TSO088 (:CA 3 OF $ DIESEL OEHERAlq:ILS FAIL TO START $.533E-07 $.16E-13 6.71J[*09 2.22Z*07 1.59E-06
3|. GSOG_ CCA 4 OR HORE OF S DIESEL GK_RATOR8 FAIL TO START 6.171[-07 1.011[-153 7.571[-09 53.30E*07 1.83g-06
33. IJS_SI (:CA I OF $ DIESEL GENIOtAII:P.S FAIL TO RUN DURING 1ST HR. 8.63E-03 1.34E-05 3.661[-03 7.62][-03 1.41|-02

34. D_Og81 CCA 5) OF $ DII_Jl[L 0_il_AI_R8 FAIL TO RUN DURING IST HR. 3.401[-05 5.62][-10 7.781[-06 2.66_-03 7.28E-03
35. T53_81 CCA 3 OF 3 DIESEL GKN_A1q_S FAIL TO RUN DURING 1ST HR. 4.63K-06 53.6711011 3.75K-07 2.611-06 1.22E-05
30. G5_81 CCA 4 OR $ OF $ DIESEL G_ATOR8 FAIL TO RUN DURING 1ST HR. 6.13E-06 6.1a-ll 3.63E-07 3.0U-06 1.68E-03
37. 8_G8_ CCA I OF 3 DIESEL G_N_ATGS_ FAIL TO RUN AFTER 1ST HR. 53.071[-03 4.0RE-06 53.11E-04 1.411-03 4.37E-03
38. D_0082 CCA 5) OF $ DIESZL OIDI]D_T(:P, lS FAIL TO RUN AFTER 1ST Igt. 5.06][-06 5.441[-11 53.381[-07 2.371[*06 1.t4Z-0S

39. T_DGS_ CCA 3 OF S DIESEL GENZRAT0P_ FAIL TO RUN AFTER ZST HR. 1.5371[-06 4.11E-12 4.631[-06 $.5371[-07 3,74E-06
40. OSDG_ ¢¢A 4 OR 5 OF S DIES_, GIDI]DtATCS,S FAIL TO RUN AFTER IST HR. 1.481[-06 6.47E-12 4.791[-08 $.99E-07 4.311_-N6
41. IJ_H00 CCA I OF 2 HOT(_ OPERATED DN4ES[RS FAIL OH DDSNID 2.671[-03 1.52][-06 9.931[-04 53.32E-03 4,661[-03
453. _ CCA 5) OF 2 i4OIX)R OPIDIAYED DN4PER,S FAIL OH DD4NtD 2.001[-04 3.00E-08 2.581[-05 1.311[-04 4.ATE--04
43. llSI)HO0 CCA I OF 8 HOT01t OPERATED _ FAIL ON DD4AHI) 2.67E-03 1.5]J[-06 9.821[-04 2.32E-03 4.6_[-03"
44. D41DI400(:CA 5) OF 8 HOT¢_ OPERATED i)NHPER8 FAIL OH DD4NID 3.791[-05 2.73E'09 1.781[-06 3.791[-05 1.41E-04

43. TNI400 CCA 3 OY 8 HD1q3ROPERATED DAMPERS FAIL OH DEMAND 7.77E-06 8.261[-11 7.671[-08 4.131[-06 2.161['05
40. G_I400 CCA 4 OR HOB OF 8 _ OPERATED DAMPERS FAIL OH DDMND $.08E-06 5.801[-11 $.901[-08 53.101[-06 1.52E-05

47. 1[SFNi]t CCA I OF $ COi_AIiil4FJ_ FAN C(X)LER8 FAIL TO RUN 1,26E-05 7.041[-21 4.18E-06 9o$$1[-06 2.771[-05
48. DSFllllt CC_ 2 OF $ COI(TAI_ FAN COOLERS FAIL TO RUN 7.06E-09 6.32X-17 7.331[-10 5.05)E-09 1.98E-G8
49. TSFNLq CCA 3 OF S CONTAIN_RT FAN COOLERS FAIL TO RUN 2.46E-10 1.921[-19 1.071[-12 7.62E-11 7.68E-10
SO. GSFNLR CCA 4 OR S OF S CONTAIN_T FAN COOLERS FAIL TO RUN 6.531[-10 7.00E-19 3.031[-11 3.101[-10 1.91E-09

51. 8RVN18 CCA 1 OF $ COHTAINHENT FAR COOLERS FAIL TO START 1.60[-03 1.411[-06 3,533E'04 1.53ZE'03 3.30E'03
5:. DSFIfl$ CCA 2 OF S CONTAIJiI_NT FA_ CO01J[RS FAIL TO START 7.151[-06 $.17Z-ll 7.63E*07 4.31E-06 1.82g-05
53. T_FNI8 (:CA 3 OF S CONTAINI4EI(T FAN C(X)LER8 FAIL TO START 6.241[-07 7.031[-13 3.041[-08 2.811[-07 1.79E-06

54. OSFlll8 CCA 4 OR $ (I S COI(_AIIQ4EHT FAN COOLERS FAIL TO START 4.18E-07 6.04E-13 9.01E-09 1.42Z-07 1.533E-06
35. S4FIIIR CC3 I OF 4 ROQH VENT. FANS FAIL TO RUN 6.63E-06 2.60E-11 2.80E-06 6.93E-06 1.531[-05



NqtlmlXC
OCImAOATA

8.PO. M Qf DI811tIBUTloN _ VMINCE 511 ZILE mOlM 9511 ZlUt

,SIS,D4/lln C¢]l | OF 4 ll0CH 1t1_. FAIIII FAlL TO _ $.$$|-08 |.$a-17 5.481['10 3.S$|-09 1.$H-08
$?, TIFllm CCS $ OiP4 It0GH VliNT. FAN8 FAlL TO RUII 1.631-10 1.0U-19 1.98|-12 4.04|-11 $.00E'I0
54. O41qlalt¢¢B 4 or 4 IIOGHVENT. rAlel FAIL 1'O RUg 4.$81-10 2.871-19 2.11|-11 |,118-10 1.UJ[-09
M. 1_11138CC8 I or 4 NOGI4VIDIT. FMN FAlL TO NART 9.$61-04 0.141-07 1._J|-04 $.0$|-04 1.40|-05
N. D4J1828CCB 8 or 4 ll00H VIDIT. FAN8 FA,IL TO START 4.35|-06 2.09|-11 $.30|-07- 2.18|-06 1._*05
11, T41ri_l CQ | GIr 4 li0GH VDT. FMI8 F.A_YLTO IN'ART ).07|-07 3.L11"13 1.35|-08 1.44|-07 1.07|-08
I_t. G411im (:CJ 4 or t ll0CH Vll_. FJdl8 FAXL TO iflrArt 1.44E-07 1.44|-15 4.11_-00 i.OlZ-0i 7.401-07
08. 88LCID CCB 1 or Z LOOZCOONTNOL(I'_F) _ FAIL ON DN4MID 8.77E-05 3.47K-08 1.491-01 $.13|-05 Z.8_t-04
04. DILCID CCS i or X LOOZ¢(:0Nlli0L (_LT)) HOOULEFAIL ON DEI4MIO 8.S$|'08 4.191"14 8.711-18 1,84|-08 2.411-07
8S, 8,11]MNmCC9 1 or | _ /1_1. M FAZL TO RUll 1.86|-05 1.181-09 1.8]X-06 1.?_U[005 8. S0|-0S
84. D_N4R C_i I 01r _. AUX F__, M FAlL TO RUN 2.6gE-07 1.85|o15 1.26X-08 1.171[o07 ?.S0|-07
87. L1PMI8 ¢¢B 1 or 2 AUX_ M FAIL TO IrrART 1.04|-03 $.18|-06 1.791-04 1.1U-05 5.S0|-05
IHJ. DII_M48CCB I or 1 AUX /l_EIN_IIR M FAIL TO STarT 1. $61-04 4.881-08 9.841-08 7.581-05 4 .$81-04
80. 84Wdgt CCm 1 or 4 AIM JSJJBFA_L TO _ 1.991-01 4.111-10 1.141-06 1.Z_.E*0$ 5.14|-05
78. D4M CCI I or 4 Am4 JSJl4PFAIL TO IUN 1.181o08 $.$01-18 8.081o10 6.091-69 $.404-08
71. 741M81 CC9 : or 4 ASN _ F_L TO lt_ 3.751-10 6.461-19 1.20E-12 8.101-11 1.a4|009
7|. O4FMR CCB 4 or 4 _ _ FAlL TO RUN 1.381"10 3.851-19 5.851"13 4.101-11 7.ME-10
73. 841M88 C_J 1 or 4 MM IJUI4PFAIL TO 8T_tT 2.051-03 3.891-06 1.44|-04 1.311-03 $.07E-05
74. D4J_JJ8CCB I or 4 A_ _ FAIL TO 37Alt_ $.421-06 6.101-11 1.581-07 1.411-66 1._-65
?S. T4F/_t8 ¢C_ 9 Or 4 MM IqMP FAIL TO ffAlt_ 7.881-07 1,651-12 1,711-08 3,121-07 1.$_-0e
78. g4F£88 CCB 4 OF 4 AIM Hit FLtL TO 8TAItT 5.24_r'07 1.101"12 8.U|-08 1.601-07 I.Mt-M
77. I_lll_t C_ I or 3 ¢CN _ FA.I_ TO IU/E 1.613o05 5.231-10 5.8SE-08 1._r_-05 $.1198005
78. NPOCR _=l 2 or S ¢C_ _ FAIL 70 _ 1.341-08 4.,11-16 1,761-10 $.111-09 3.98|-68
?0. T41¢¢R CCB 3 OF $ _C_ _ FAIL TO _J_ 1.061-09 1.71_-17 0.531-12 5.38_-10 8.61|o08
98. &llq_B CCB I or 30C_ _ FA_L TO 8TNLT 1.78_-03 1.641-06 1.291-04 1. lS_-03 4.14|-03
81. D91q_B ¢C_ I or 3 ¢_N _ FAIL TO 8T/dLT 7.461-06 1.04K-10 3.571-07 3,181-66 1.04|-05
82. _JJ_C8 CC1J 3 or 3 CC_ _ FA17.TO 8TART 1.541-06 1.431-11 1.001-07 1.061-08 7.4_J_-08
83. _ CCB 1 or 2 CILM_ZlIO M FAIL TO RUN 2.101-05 5.931-10 2.301o06 1.29_-05 5.581005
84. _ O_0 3. or 3. CRABBING_ FAIL TO RUN 1.921-07 8,701-14 8.85|-09 8.11-08 5.388-07
85. 8_C08 CCB 1 or 3. CRAI_lliO _ FAlL TO START 1.921-03 3.3.81-06 2.201-04 1._K-03 4.771*03
M. D_q_8 CC_ 3. Or 2 CIIARO_G _ FAIL TO BT_qT 1.451-04 3.431-00 1,041-05 7.3_-OS 3.8_-04
17. 8_q_R CCB I Off 3. 11_AY J5J1_8FAIL TO RUN 3.481-05 1.801-08 1.861-06 1.781-05 9.35"r-05
88. DLuC_R O_ _ OF 2 81qULY_ FAIL TO RUN 3,381-07 4.551-13 1.$3E-08 1,331-07 9.0Q-07
89. 821¢18 CCB I OF 3. 81SAY lq_P8 FAIL TO START 2.541-03 8,971-06 1,021-04 1.$81-03 6.74|-03
90. I_ ¢¢]1 3. or 3. I_T /q_ FAIL TO 8TAICL' 1.201-0_ 3.361-08 8.14|-08 $.001-05 3.498-04
81. 8215_R ¢CB I OF I _ OIL _ FAIL TO RU_ 3.461-05 1.581-09 2.881-06 1.791-05 9,171-05
92. D_q_St CC_ 2 OF I FUEL OZL _ FAIL TO RUN 3.5_-07 5.431-13 1.381-08 1.3_-07 9.3Nt-07
93. 8_qSq_ CCB I OF 3. _ OZL _ FAIL TO 8TART 1.28_-03 2.851-06 4.331-04 1._-03 5.301-03
84. D_USq_ CCB 2 Or 3. _ OIL _ FAIL TO 8TART 1.7_3-04 3.831-08 1.411-05 9.401-05 4.8_K-04
85. _ ¢C_ 1 OF 3. lit _ FAI'L TO _ 3.121-05 1.721-09 1.82][-06 1.761-05 7.111-05
M. _ C_ 3. or 2 Itlgt _ FAIL TO RUII 2.791-07 2.521-13 1.221-08 1.11oO7 7.44E-07
97. 8LuJSS COB 1 or 3. R_t _ FAIL TO 8_ART 1.221-03 6.521-06 1.901-04 1.2_-03 $.621-03
98. D_q_J8 CC_ 3. OF _ J_ 15MP8 FAIL TO 8TART 1.431-04 4.141-08 8.21J_-06 6.498-05 4.041-04
N. 8_uSJIRCCB 1 or 3. SAFETYZILTECTXON_ FA_L TO RUN 3.401-05 3..601-09 1.811-06 1.798-05 9.3_-05

100. DIJL_IR CC8 3. or 2 8AFr_ Zli,J'rl_CTlGll_ FAIL TO RUN 3.141-07 3.911-13 1.301-08 1.181-07 8.70|-07
101, 8_uSZ8 ¢CB 1 OF I 8AFrrY INJECTION Ht4P8 FAIL TO START l. $01-03 8.521-06 1.981-04 1.401-03 7.131-03
10_. DIJSLS CCB 3. or 2 8AFrrY INJECTION _ FAlL 10 8TART 1.931-04 8,101-08 1.04|-05 8.498-05 $.611-04
103. 8_LID ¢¢C 1 or 2 RELAY8FAIL TO OH_ATE ON DEHA_D 2.281-04 1,301-07 1.$_Z-05 1.231-04 6.20|-04
104. DIPJ,LD CCC Z ON 2 lUCY8 FAlL TO OgSOtAT1OH DD4AIID 1.671-05 1.101-09 8.36][-07 5.71][-06 5.001-05
105. 8_LID C_C I Or 8 RELAYSFAIL TQ OPERA1_ON D_V_D 2.5_81-04 *o 1,301-07 1.$61-05 1.23|-04 8.211-04
104. D38LID CCC I GF 3 RZI.AY8 FAIL 10 OPERAYEON DJ_AHI) 7.841-06 1.391-10 8.56_-08 1.731-06 2.3n-01
107. I_tLID CCC 3 or 3 P.I_AYS FAIL TO Olq_Uk1'EGif DInNeD 1.181-06 8.811-12 3.151-09 1.8OI-07 3.451-06
104. 8_LID CCC 1 OF 4 RELAY8FAIL ON DE4AND 2.27E-04 1.271-07 1.$41-05 1.23|-04 8.1_-04
108. D_RLID CCC I OF 4 RELAYSFAIL ON DI94AIID $.404r-06 1.36][-10 5.18_-08 1.711-06 1.5_-05
110. T41U.1DCCC 3 or 4 RELAYSFAIL ON DBd.AND 1.701-07 3.861-13 7.35|-10 8._-O8 8.241-07
111. G_RLID C_C 4 OF 4 RELAYSFAIL ON D_P_1D 3.541-07 1.001-12 7.201-10 7.1M-08 1.031-06
112. 8_RLID CCC 1 OF $ RELAYSFAlL OH DDM_D 2.281-04 1.291-07 1.$41-05 1.23|-04 8.10_-04"
113. D_LID CCC I OF 5 RELAYSFAIL ON DDMND 5.231-06 1.151-10 4.351-08 1.741-06 1.$11-05
114. TILID C¢C 3 OF S RELAYSFAlL ON DEMAND 2.821-07 0.101-13 7._0E-10 6.351-08 7,831-07
115. O_i_lD CCC 4 OR $ OF $ RELAYSFAIL ON DDMND 3.381-07 9.221-13 8.201-10 7.081-00 9.701-07
110. MSLID (_C 1 OF 8 PJ_AY8FAlL ON Die, g) 2.281"04 1.291-07 1.$61-05 1.238-04 6.23|-04
117. D81U,ID CCC 2 OF 8 RELAYSFAlL Gll D194AHD 5.16E-06 1.101-10 4.621-08 1.761-M 1.48|-05
118. TllLID CCC 3 OF 8 RELAYSFAIL ON DlS_N_ 2.941-07 5.731-13 6.271-10 6._JE-O8 8.751-07
119. GORLID CCC 4 OF 8 RELAYSFAlL ON D_4A_D 3.381-07 1.041-12 7.661-10 7.3.81-08 9,231-07
120. SSRLID CCC I OF 11 RELAY8FAlL ON DRvIAHD 2.281-04 1.291-07 1.$51-05 1.231-04 6.17E-04
13.1. DJSU,ID CCC I OF 11 JLELAYSFAIL ON DD4A_ 5.211-06 1.231-10 5.811-08 1.741-06 1.441-05
122. 11_LID CCC 3 OF 11 RELAYSFAIL ON D_D 2.981-07 8.721-13 6.071-10 8.281-08 8.561-07
123. _ItLID CCC 4 ORHOREOF 11 RELAYSFAlL OH DEHAHD 3.141-07 5.581-13 8.181-10 7.001-08 9.721-07
114. 8FRLID CCC 1 OF 22 RELAYSFAlL OH DD4AN0 2.26E-04 1.291-07 1.$6E-05 1.23E-04 6.184r-04
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13,5. DIE,LID CCC 2 OF 22 RELAYS FAIL OH DR4AND 5.299-06 1,12J_-10 t.929-09 1.789-06 1.SSE-OS
128. lTgtLID OCC 3 OF U RELAYS FAIL Ga DI_AIID 3.169"07 8.31E-13 7.07E'10 8.63E-09 9.UE-O7
127. GNU.ID CCC 4 OR _ OF 22 PJELAYS FAIL ON D]St4AHD 3.409-07 8.489-13 8.04E-10 6.799-08 9.899-07

128. JI,qTCD CCC 1 OF 2 RT 8HUNT 1T,TF COILS FAlL ON DD'IAI(D 1.31E-04 8.709-09 3.26Z-09 9.9H-05 2.789-04
129. D_rtq:D CCC 2 OF a RT SHUNT TRIP COILS FAIL ON DEHAND 9.269-06 1.089-10 9.189-07- 5.3Z-06 2.39E'09
130. $2,514m COC I OF I BISTABLE8 FAIL ON DI_AND 3.669-07 1.209-13 6.149-09 2.42Z-07 8.799-O7
131. DIgi4M) CCC 2 OF 2 IJISTABLES PAIL ON DIR4ARD 2.659-08 1.16E-19 1.989-09 1.381[-08 7.249-08
13,1. 838JQD CCC I OF 3 BZsTAgI,ES FAIL ON DI_AND 3.65E-07 1.199-13 6.149-08 2.41/_-07 8.739-07
133. D38NBD CCC 2 OF 3 BISTABLE8 FAIL ON I)R4AND 1.299-08 3.069-19 2.679-10 6.6OK-09 3.449-09
134. T3aIQD CCC 3 G_ $ BISTABLI_ FAlL ON DI_AND 1.9OE-09 1.099-17 7.509-12 6.749-10 5.711-09
135. 849149 CCC I OF 4 BISTABLES FA3:L ON i)D4N_ 3.66K-07 1.199-13 6.079-06 2.419-07 8.78-07
1N. D4fR4BD CCC 2 OF 4 |ISTABLF.S FA.IL 011 DD4AJII) 8.4ZE-09 1.239-16 1.799-10 4.12-09 2.309-08
137, T48NID CCC 3 OF 4 BISTABLE8 FAlL ON DDL_D 4.521[-10 6.569-19 1.949-12 1.S3E-1O 1.369-09
130. G4SI4D CCC 4 OF 4 BISTABI.n FAIL ON I)IS_ND $.$12-10 1.049-10 2.129-12 1.799-10 1.679-09
139. I;IJMLD CCC I OF 5) LEVEL Bi4ZIq:HK8 FAlL TO OPERATE ON DEHAND 2.$49-04 1.839-07 1.$19-05 1.169-04 7.489-04
140. D_NII,D C(_C 2 OF R LJFfI_ 8Mllq:HIm FAlL TO OPI_,ATE ON DEHAND 1.91Z-05 1.499-09 5.449-07 S.SOE-O6 5.979-05
141, 8Dll4LD CCC I OF 1O L1FF_ Si_TCllU FAIJ, TO OPERATE ON DD4/d(D 2.$49-04 1.839-07 1.499-09 1.18K-04 7.489-04
1421. I)08tiLD CCC 21 OF 1O LEVI_ Sk'/TClIE8 FAlL TO OPERATE ON DDMND 5,819-06 1.479-10 9.989-08 1.6LE-06 1.789"05

143. TDSI4LD CCC 3 OF l0 LEVEL 8k'ZII:HIW FALL TO OPERATE ON DEIM,qD 3.089-07 6.2189-13 9.STE-1O $.99K-08 9.609-07
144, GOm4LD CCC 4 OR 14C89 OF 1O _ 8k'ZTCHES FAIL TO OPERATE ON DI_J(D 3.729-07 9.419-13 7.$99-10 $.99E-08 1.139-06
14.5. 848159ffD(_C I OF 4 _ 8MITCHIB FA.T.L TO OPERATE ON DID4AHD 2.549-04 1.919-07 1.519-05 1.19E-04 7.479-04
149. D4JMBD CCC 2 OF 4 _ 8i_TCHIS F&XL TO OI_EP,ATE 0H DEI4AHD 5.959-06 1.789-10 6.$89-08 1.95K"06 1.FSE-OS
147. 1'49i4J9 CCC 3 OF 4 _ 8NITCHU FAIL TO OPERATE ON DI94AND 3.229-07 6.809-13 7.339-10 9,139-09 1.00E-O9
168. G48kSq) CCC 4 OF 4 _ SiflTCH_ FAIl, 79 OPERATE ON DH4AIg) 4.129-07 21.119-12 7.859-10 9.849-08 1.119006
149. _ CCC I OF 21 R.T. UV CO11,8 FAIL ON DEIMND 2.189-03 21.079-06 5.79E-04 1.739-03 4.39E-03
IN. pitted) cCC 2 OF 21 R.T. Uv Co]1,8 FAIL ON DEHAND 2.919-04 5.349-08 S.87E-OS 21.079-04 9.59K-04
1,51. 82VAGO CCC I OF 21 AIR OJ_L_TED VALql_J FAIL ON DI_AND S.839-04 1.2109007 1.849-04 4.889-04 i.209-03
153. I)_VAGO CCC 21 OF 21 Ji.TR OIq_TID VALVILS FAIL ON DEHAND 4.299-05 1.789-09 4.749-06 3..80_-05 1.O0E-O4
193. 83VAOD CCC I OF 3 AIR OJSDtATEDVALVES FAIL ON DD4AND 5.82.E-04 1.2109-07 1.629-04 4.889004 1.210E-03
194. D3VAOD CCC 21 OF 3 Al]t OHDtAT_D VALVE8 FAIL OR DD4AHD 1.879-05 3.7_E-10 3.$89-07 1.11.E-05 4.77E-09

195. T3VAGO CCC 3 OF 3 AIR OMfltAY_I) VALqZS FAIL ON DE14AND 6.2139-06 5.989-11 9.089-08 3.OW_-O6 1.76K-09
159. _4VAOO CCC I OF 4 AIR OIq_ATED VALVES FAIL ON DEHAND $.829-04 1.2109-07 1.839-04 4._-04 1.210|o03

157. D4¥AO0 CCC 21 OF 4 AIR _ VALIII_ FAIL ON DEi4AHD 1.2169-05 1.679-10 2.649-07 7.59K-06 3.214K-09
15941.T4VJV00 CCC 3 OF 4 _ Olq_tAT_) VALVES FAIL ON DIDIiAND 1.749-06 5.139-12 2.5RE-06 8._449-07 4.94|-09
159. O4VAOD CCC 4 OF 10 _ OISDULTEDVALVES FAlL ON DD4AHD 1.129-06 3.019-13 1.369-08 4,349-O7 3.3_-09
IN. 8DVAOO CCC I OF l0 AIR OPERATED VALVI_S FAIL ON D154AND $.829-04 1.199-07 1.839-04 4.97_-04 1.10_-03
191. _OVACO _C 54 OF 10 AIR _ VALVES FAIL Oil DEHAND 1.21_Q_-09 1.64E*10 2.549-07 7.43_-06 3.231-05
102. I_VAGO COC 3 OF lO AIR OFD_TED VALVl_ FAIL ON DEHAND 1.709-06 4.379-12 2.389-08 8.49_-07 4.64K-09

102. GOVAGOCCC 4 OR 140RE OF 10 All _tlD) VALVES FAIL OH DD4AND 1.169-06 3.979-12 1.4_-09 4.3_-07 3,36_006
184. J:t_O00 a:D 1 GF 2 CHECE VALVI_J FAIL ON DHqAND 1.679-04 7.721[-09 4.079-05 1.40|-04 21.78|-04

105. DaVCGO CCD 21 OF 21CHECX VALVES FAIL ON Dl_tlql) 1.599"06 21.419-121 1.339-07 9.8AE-07 3.999-06

134. S3YC_ COD I OF 3 CHECX VALVES FAIL ON DI_WD 1.679-04 7.719-09 4.079-09 1.409-04 21.78|-04
197. DIqq_00 CCD 21 OF $ CHECK VALVI_S FA.T.L ON DEI4AND 9.989-07 4,939-13 5.809008 4.5449-07 1.78K006
102. 13qO00 CCD 3 OF 3 CSZCX VALVES FAIL ON D13d,qND 2.379-07 7.4TE-14 1.599-09 1.2,5K-07 6.SU-O7
180. J4va)o CCD 1 OF 4 CS_CE VALVES FAlL ON DI_AND 1.679-04 7.739-09 4.06_-05 1.4OE-04 21.799-04

170. 04q_00 CCD 21 OF 4 _ VALVI_J FAlL ON DEHAND 4.579-07 1.949-13 3.919008 2.879-07 1.1SZ-O6
171. T4VCOD CCD 3 OF 4 _ VALVITM FAIL ON DDMND 5.799-08 4.909-19 3.519-09 21.021-08 1.579-07
172. O4VCOO COD 4 OF 4 CEECZ VALVES FAIL ON DD4AND 9.819-08 8.OZE-15 3.469-09 3.179-0| 1.9_-0"7
173. 84J_CGO CCD I OF 6 cmK_ VALVES FAIL ON DD4AHD 1.679-04 7.72_-09 4. O7E-OS 1.409-04 21.781-04
174. DeVC(X) CCD 21 OF 6 CHEC_ VALVl_S FA,TL ON D_SANI) 4.61Z-07 2.089-13 3.999-08 21.79K-07 1.19F-09

175. TlflfCOO CCD 3 OF 6 _ VALVE8 FAIL ON DBqAND S.S4E-'O8 4.491[-15 3.511[-09 21.79K'-08 1._-07
170. O6q_OD Ca) 4 OR M08Z OF 6 _ VALVES FAIL ON DD_d4D 6.789-08 7.909-15 3.309-09 3._41K-08 1.071_-07
177. W)VCGO CCD I OF 10 CHECX VALVES FAIL ON DRVlAND 1.679-04 7.729-09 4.079-09 1.401-04 21.789-04
170. Dovca) CCD 21 OF 10 _ VALVES FAIL ON DEHAND 4.619-07 21.089-13 3.099*08 _.78K-07 1.19_-06
170. I'DVCGOCCD 3 OF l0 CHECX VALVES FAIL ON DD4AND $.$49-08 4.499-15 3.$1J[-09 21.79_-08 I.SIZ-O7

100. OOq_N) COD 4 (I HORE OF 10 CHI_CI( VALVI_ PAIL ON DEHAI_ 6.709-08 7.909-19 3.309-00 3.219-09 1.87_.-07
181. UVC00 CCD I OF 21 AFW 81T.M4 SUPPLY LINE VALVES FAIL ON DI_AND 1.669-04 7.649-09 4.049-09 1.409004 2.779-04:
1821. DSVCOO CCD 21 OF 2 AJq4 STEAH SUPPLY LINE VALVES FAIL ON D_HD 2.529-06 4.2109-12 3.679-07 1.769-06 $.589006
183. J4VlrID CCD 1 OF 4 TURBINE C011TR(H,ISTOP VALVES FAIL ON DRqAND i.089*04 5.489-09 2.739-05 8.349-05 2.139-04
184. D4VEID CCD 21OF 4 TURBINE COtqTlt(X.ISTOF VALVES FAlL OH DDSAHD 2.339-06 6.549-12 3.91.E-08 1,3_d_-09 6.069-06
195. T4VEID CCD 3 OF 4 TURBINE CONTROLIBTOP VALVES FAIL ON DEHAND 3.189-07 1.8ZE-13 4.SZE-09 1.539-07 8.869-07
ll_J. 04vr,20 CCD _ OF 4 TURBINE CONTItOLISTOP VALVES FAIL ON DEHAHD 2.089-07 1.379-13 1.479-09 7.319-08 6.159-07
197. SIWtOC CCD 1 OF 2 HOTGR OPERATED VALVES FAIL TO CLOSE ON DEHAND 1.529-03 4.009-07 9.569-04 1.399-03 2.539-03
188. DIVI40C CCD 2 OF 2 _ OPERATED VALVES FAlL TO CLOSE ON DEHAJ4D 1.129-04 21.889-09 3.959-09 9.S4E-OS 1.99E-04

194_. |IVH00 CCI) 1 OF 2 HOTOR OPERATED VALVES FAIL TO OPEN ON DEHAND 1.599-03 4.139-07 6.679-04 1.389-03 2.$79-03
190. DIWI00 CCD 2 OF 2 _ OPERATED VALVES FAIL TO OPEN ON DEHN4D 8.439-05 1.759-09 2.9SE-0S 7.089-05 1.$39-04
191. S2Vlqt0 CCD 1 OF 2 PRESSURE REGULATTI_G VALVES FAIL TO OPEN ON DD4AHD 1.66E-06 1.21R-11 5.19E-08 4.98E-07 S.0SE-06
192. DIVlqtO CCD 2 OF 2 pRLrSSURE REGULATING VALVES FAIL TO OPEN ON DEHAND 1.63E-08 1.879-19 2.389-10 3.759-09 5.049-08

193. S3VR10 CCD 1 OF 3 RELIEF VALVES PAIL TO OPEN 3.199-04 2.919-07 1.39E-03 1.349-04 1.029-03
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194. D3VRIO CCD 2 OF $ RELIEF VALVES FAIL TO OPEH 1.67E-06 1.30E-11 4.36E-08 4.84E°07 4.88E'06
195. T3VRIO CCI) 3 OF 3 RELIEF VALVES FAIL TO OPEN 2.42E-07 4.25E-13 1.63E-09 5.101-08 7.00E-07
196. S_WltlO CCI) 1 OF $ SAFETY VALVE8 FAIL TO OPEN 3.19E-04 2.91E-07 1.39E-05 1.34E-04 1,02Z-03
197. D$_ltlO CCD 2 OF $ SAFETY VALVES FAIL TO OPEN 1.13E-06 6.06E-12 2.80E-08 $.212-07 $.44|-06
198. TSVRIO CCI) 3 OF $ SAFETY VALVES FAIL TO 0PEN 6.87E-08 3.03E-14 3.30E-10- 1.35E-08 2.|0E-07
109. GSVRIO CCI) 4 OR _ OF 5 SAFETY VALVES FAIL TO OPEN 4.60E-08 1.99E-14 1.30E-10 6.95E-09 1.$6E-07
200. SSVRlS CCD 1 OF 3 RELIEF VALVES FAIL TO RESEAT 2.77E-03 2.94E-0_ 9.40E-05 1.11E-03 7.7AE-03

201. D3VRI5 CC9 2 OF 3 RELIEF VALVES FAIL TO RESEAT 1.04E'0S $.87E-10 1.52E-07 2.87E-06 3.00E-0S
202. T33flUS CCO 3 OF 3 RELIEF VALVES FAlL TO P,rSEAT 7.18E-06 3.glE-10 1.07E-07 1.69E'06 2.02-05
203. S3VRIW CCD 1 OF 3 SAFETY VLVS. FAIL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSING WATER 9.93E-02 1.20E-02 3.09E-03 8.30E-02 2.39E-01
204. D3VRIW OCi) 2 OF 3 SAFETY VI,VS. FAlL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSING WATER 3.66E-04 3.22E-07 6.12E-06 1.$1E-04 1.00E-03
205. T3VRlW CCD 3 OF 3 SAFETY VLVS. FAIL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSING WATER 2.57E-04 2.12E-07 3.34E-06 0.$8E-05 7.74E-04
206. S3VR30 CCO I OF 3 PORVS FAIL TO OPEN ON DDl_D 3.88E-03 7.69E-06 0. $2E-04 2.03E-03 7.07E-03
207, D3_T,50 CCD 2 OF 3 I_RV8 FAIL TO OPEN OH DEHAHD 1.23E-04 1.91E-06 2.04E-06 6.86E-05 3.20E-04

208. T3VR30 CCD 3 OF 3 P(RVS FAIL TO OPEN OH DEHAHD 4.09E-05 3.17E-00 $.87E-07 1.94E-05 1.14E-04
209. 85VR35 CCD I OF 3 PORVS FAIL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSING STEAH 2.30E-02 2.72E-04 5.66E-03 1.73E-02 4.70E-02
210. D3VR3S CCD 2 OF 3 I_ItVS FAIL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSING STEAH 7.38E-04 6.84E-07 1.90E-05 4.26E-04 1.93E-03
211. T3VR38 CCD 3 OF 3 Iq:RVB FAIL TO RESIST AFTER PASSING STEAH 2.46E-04 1.09E-07 3.40E-06 1.18E-04 6.860-04
212. 8$VP,3M CCI) I OF 3 PORVlS FAIL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSING WATER 0.31E-02 1.06E-02 2.90E-05 7.60E-02 2.24E-01
213. D3VP,3W CCO 2 OF 3 PORVS FAIL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSING WATER 3.09E-03 2.312-00 2.74E-05 1.24E-05 8.40E-03
214. T3VR3W CCD 3 OF 3 PCITV8 FAIL TO RESEAT AFTER PASSING WATER 0.78E-04 2.83E-00 7.42E-06 3.30E-04 2.05][-03
215. 8_7000 CC9 I OF 2 SOLENOID OPERAll_I) VALVES FAIL OH DEHAND 2.21E-03 1.08E-05 7.72E-00 8.01E-04 6.10E-03
216. DRV000 CCD 2 OF 2 8(X,ENOID OPERATED VALVES FAIL ON DEHAND 1.61E-04 1.16E-07 3.30E-06 4.60E-05 4.75E-04
217. S3VS(X) CCD I OF 3 SOLENOID VALVES FAIL TO OPERATE OH DEHA/_ 2.20E-03 1.83E-00 7.70E-05 8.00E-04 6.18E-03

218. D3VSO0 CCD 2 OF 3 8OLI_OID VALVES FAIL TO OPERATE OH DEHAND 7.62E-00 3.64E-08 6.70E-07 2.14E-05 2.10E-04
219. T3VS00 CCD 3 OF 3 8OLENOID VALVES FAIL TO OPERATE ON DEHAND 1.18E-05 1.27E-00 2.30E-08 2.00E-06 3.30E-05
220. _"/1LqTi) 125V IX: BATTERY - FAILURE OF OUTPUT ON DEIVl_D 4.84E-04 2.15E-07 7.$1E-05 3.26E-04 1.15E-03
221. ZYBATR BATTERIF,5 - FAIL DUR,THGOPERATION 7.09E-07 0.07E-13 $.75E-08 3.72E-07 1.71E-06
222. _ BATTERY CRARGER ° FAIL DURING OPERATIOH 6.50E-08 4.12E-11 $.75E-07 3.97E-00 1.67E-05
223. Z11L51R BUSSES - FAIL DURING OPERATION 4.48E-07 1.63E-13 7.30E-00 3.190-07 1.01E-06
224. ZTCBIC CIRCUIT BRF.Ai_R (480 VAC AND ABOVE) - FAlL TO CLOSE ON DEHAND 1.61E-03 3.94E-06 2.80E-04 1.22E-03 3.23E-03
225. ZTCS10 CIRCUIT _ (480 VAC AND ABOVE) - FAILURE TO OPEN ON DEHAHD 6.49E-04 6.54E-07 $.90E-05 3.67E-04 1.41E-05
226. 211_1T CIRCUTT BREARER (480VAC AND ABOV_)-TRANSFER OPEN DURING OPEN. 8.28E-07 1.$7E-12 $.08E-08 3.99E-07 2.$6E-06

227. _11:B2C CIRCUIT Blflt(AC OR DC,LT.480V) - FAILURE TO CLOSE ON DEHAJ4D 2.27E-04 2.31E-07 6.48E-06 8.89E-05 6.5_JE-04
228, ZTCBIO CIRCUIT BKR(AC OR DC,LT. 480V) - FAILURE TO OPEN ON DEHAHD 0.39E-04 3.15E-06 2.30E-05 5.28E-04 2,40E-03
229. 2TCBZT CIRCUIT BREA](ER (<450V IX:) TRANSFER OPEN/CLOSED DUN. OPEN. 2.68E-07 7.00E-14 2.50E-08 1.41E-07 9.112-07
230. 21v_B3D REACTOR TRIP BRF,AIQ[R IGCRANISM - FAIL TO OPERATE OH DEHAHD 1.64E-03 1.27E-06 4.14E-04 1.28E-03 3.37E-03
231. 2TOPPR C(1qPRF,qS(_ FP,EX)ff - FAIL TO RUN 3.36E-05 2.$0E-00 2.75E-06 1.64E-05 9.00E-05

232. _ CCl4PRZSS(_ - FREOH - FAIL TO START 2.35E-03 5.07E-06 2.51E-04 1.44E-03 6.42E'03
233. _ SINGLE CONTItOL ROO - FAIL TO INSERT OH DEHAND 3.20E-05 3.50E-00 2.00E-06 1.02E-05 9.122-05

234. CR NO 140P,E THAN G_E CONTROL NO0 FAILS 6.16E-05 1.42E-00
235. ZTDOIL RAHDaq FAILURE OF DISK LEADING TO LEAK RATE OF 1S0 OPH 4.07E-04 1.01E-06 1.64E-05 1,70E-04 1.70E-03
236. _/902J., RANIX)HFAILURE OF DISK LF,ADING TO LF,AK RATE OF 1700 01_ 8.15E-05 5.13E-08 1.49E-06 2.17E-05 3.05E-0_
237. gTI)O3L RAHI)CH FAILURE O? DISK LEADING TO LEAK RATE OF 500 GPH 1.38E-04 1.46E-07 2.51E-06 3.6TE-05 5.14E-04

236. ZTDAOO AIR OPERATED DAHPER - FAIL TO OPERATE ON DEHAND 7.81E-04 1.72,E-07 2.40E-04 6.71E-04 1.40E-03
239. ZTDAOF AIR OPERATED DN4PER - FAILURE TO TRANSFER TO FAILED POSITIOH 2.66E-04 3.17E-07 7.57E-06 1.04E-04 7.62E-04
240. 2TDAOT AIR OPERATED DAHPERS - TRANSFER OPEH/CLGSED 4.55E-06 7.64E-12 1.08E-06 3.69E-06 9.41E-06

241. EYDmDD BACEDRAFT DN4PER - FAILURE TO OPEN Off DEHAHD 2.69E-04 1.07E-07 5.56E-05 1.50E°04 5.45E-04
242. 2TDlSDT BACI(DRAFT DAHPER - TRAHSFER CLOSED 1.04E-08 5.BAE-17 2.43E-09 7.80E-00 2.19E-08
243. 2TDFRI FIRE DN4PER - INADVERTAI_f ACTUATION 4,20E-08 8.02E-15 1.00E-00 1.41E-08 1.$1E-07
244. Z11X;S1 DIESEL GENERATCR - FAIL TO RUN DURING FIRST HR. OF OPERATION 8.76E-03 1.42E-05 3.65E-03 7.72E-03 1.41E-02
245. 2TDGS2 DIESEL OENERATOR - FAIL TO RUN AFTER FIRST HOUR OF OPERATION 2.10Z-03 4.35E-06 2.14E-04 1.43E-03 4.64E-03
246. ZTDGSS DIESEL GF,HE_TGR - FAlL TO START 1.59E-02 3.85E-05 6.05E-03 1. $7E-02 2.720-02
247. ZTDBOT HANUAL DAHPER - TRANSFi_ OPEN/SHUT DURING OPERATION 4.20E-08 8.02E-15 1.60E-09 1.41E-08 1.31E-07

248. gTI)HOD HOTOROPERATED DM4PER - FAIL TO OPERATE OH DEHAHD 2.87E-03 1.78E-06 1.03E-03 2.40E-03 4.83E-03
249. _ 1401'OROPERATED D_ - TRANSFI_ OPEN/CLOSED 9.54E-07 1.45E-12 7.37E-08 4.80E-07 2.$7Et06
250. ZTINtYP AIR DRYER - FAILURE DURING OPEIATIOH 1.00E-06 4 10E-12 3.04E-08 4.122-07 2.91E-06
251. ZTDSI(D DISK FAILURE Off DD4AHD 2.13E-04 5 5IZ-08 2.97E-05 1.37E-04 6.14E-04

252. 2TFLIP VEHTILATIOII FILTER - PLUGGED 0.45E-07 3 31E-12 3.04E-08 4.07E-07 2.76E-06
253. _'FL2F VENTILATION LOUVRE PLUGGED 1.07E-07 5 08E-14 3.04E-09 4.16E-08 3.05E-07

254. zTIq.3P FUEL OIL FILTER - PLUGGED 1.06E-06 5 06E-12 3.04E-08 4.10E-07 3.05E-06
250. ZTFNIR COffTAIle_NT FAN COOLDt,5 - FAIL TO RUN 1.27E-00 7 31E-11 3.88E-06 9.20E-06 2.892-05
256. ZTFN1S CONTAI_ FAN C(X)LERS - FAIL TO START 1.62E-03 1.48E';06 3.25E-04 ! .22E'03 3.30E-03
257. ZTFN2R VENTILATION FANS - FAlL TO RUN 8.61E-06 2.79E-11 2.54E-06 6.89E-06 1.50E-05
258. ZTFN2S VENTILATION FANS - FAIL TO START 9,59E-04 9.$0E-07 1.22E-04 $.52E-04 2.42E-03

209. ZTFUIR FUSE - FAlL OPEN DURING OPERATION 9.20E-07 4.02E-12 2.83E-08 3.16E-07 2.83E-06
260. ZTH](I_ NEAT EXCHANGER - EXCESSrvE LEAK,PLUGGING 1.54E-06 1.45E-12 3.16E-07 1.13E-06 3.29E-06
261. ZTINVR INYERTER - FAILURE DURING OPERATION 2.19E-05 1.82E-10 6.03E-06 1.80E-05 4.09E-00
262. ZTLCID TRIP LOGIC HODULE - FAILURE TO TRIP OH DE_ND 8.$2E-05 3.25E-08 2.43E-06 5.33E-05 2.44E-04
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203. ZTLCIR 13LIP LGOIC _ - FAILURE DURING OPERATION 2.93E-06 3.84E-11 8.35E-08 1.15g-00 6.39E-06
204. ZTP/kHR HOTGR OIq_ATED AFW HN4P - FAIL TO RUN 2.94E-05 1.24E-09 2.63E-06 1.70E-03 0.65E-05
263. 2TPM4S HOIXJ OPERATED Alq4 PUHP - FAIL TO 8TART 2.16E-03 $.87E-06 1.83E-04 1.24E-03 $.36E-03
266. 21TASR AUX SAL1_4ATER PUHP - FAIL TO RUff 1.97E-05 4.18E-10 2.00E-06 1.20E-05 4.73v--05
207. 2TPAS8 AID( SALTHATER PUI4P - FAIL TO START 2.05E-03 3.79E-06 2.39E-04 r- 1.30E-03 3.21E-03
268. ZTIbATR TURBINE D/LTVEN AFI4 PUHP - FAIL TO RUN 8.67E-04 1.83E-06 5.89E-05 4.32E-04 2.43E-03
269. ZTFAT8 TURBINE DRZVlI( AI_ _ - FAIL TO START 2.88E-02 2.45E-04 7.37E-03 2.43E-02 4.01][-02
270. 21'1q_R _ CQO(,ING HATER PUt4aPS - FAIL TO RUN 2.85E-05 S.22E-10 4.24E-06 2.14E-05 $.44E-05

R71. 2TIq:CS _ COOLING HATER PtN4PS - FAIL TO START 1.76E-03 2.64E-06 2.28E-04 1.16E-03 4.00E-03
272. 2Tlq_lt CZlqlT,IFUGAL CRARGING PLq4P - FAIL TO RUN 2.20E-05 6.00E-10 2.17E-06 1.30E-05 5.15E*05
273. ZITC08 CENTRIFUGAL CIM._II_ PU_ - FAIL TO START 2.O5E-03 3.78E-06 2.39E-04 1.30E-03 5.29E-03
274. 2TFCMt CONTAINNENT 8PRAY PUHP - FAIL TO RUN 3.41E-05 2.47E-09 2.03E-06 1.60E-05 8.19E-05
275. ZTPC88 COIITAIISqRNT 8PRAY _ - FAIL TO START 2.63E-03 9.72E-06 2.00E-04 1.43E-03 6.93E-03
276. _Jr]PFlflt FUEL OIL IT, ANSFER _ - FAlL TO RUN 3.30E-05 2.41E-09 2.83E-06 1.80E-05 8.13E-05
377. L"rPFU8 _ OIL TRAJI81_R _ - FAIL TO START 2.44E-03 3.38E-06 3._8E-04 1.73E-03 5.06E-03

370. 2TPP1] FIFE ,GRZA1"ERTHAN Tmu_ INCH, PER PIPE SECTION 8.60E-10 1.85E-17 1.98E-12 1.80E-10 2.02E-09
379. L"rPPIB FZPE,IJ_L5 THAN THREE lllal, PER PIPE SECTION 8 60E-09 1.65E-13 1.98E-11 1.80E-00 2.02E-08
280, L_JrP]PgRF. D. CIIAJWZIIG IqlMP - FAlL TO RUN 2 73E-05 1.27E-09 2.40E-06 1.49E-05 7.04E-05

281. 3T]PP_ F. D. CHANOXNG PUMP - FAIL TO START 2 26E-03 4.00E-06 2.46E-04 1.40E-03 6.10E-03

382. ZTTRIR Rmt HJt41_ 1-1, 1-3 - FAIL TO RUN 3 06E-0S 1.67E-09 2.83E-06 1.75E-05 7.33E-05
283. _ PJ0t _ - FAIL TO START 2 33E-03 7.13E-06 1.80E-04 1.31E-03 $.65E-03
204. L"/TSlR _ 8UPFL3r - FAIL DURZNG OPERATION 1 71E-05 8.04E-10 1.18E-05 7.25E-06 4.30E-05
285. ETPSIR 8AFEIT Ill3_'TIGIt FUHP - FAZL TO RUN 3 4LE-05 2.47E-09 2.83E-06 1.80E-05 8.10E-05
286. 2TPSI8 8AI_TY INJ]_OII _ - FAIL TO START 2.76E-03 1.10E-05 2.05E*04 1.47E-03 7.70E-03
287. 3"J'PJ,10PJK,AY - FAZ_ TO OPERATE ON DDMHD 2.41E-04 1.47E-07 1.41E-03 1.35E-04 6.4OE-0t
268. L'JlU, Lq JU_L,AY- FAZ_ DURZNO OPERATION 4.20E-07 2.67E-13 2.83E-08 1.90E-07 1.4lE-O6

260. Z'rBCXF OTRAZJlmt, _ TRAN AUX SALT HATER - FAILURE DURING OPERATION 6.22E-06 4.47E-11 6.08E-07 3.90E-06 1.58E-05
290. 3T�C3F TRAVELLING SCREEN - FAILURE DURZNG OPERATION 4.07E-06 1.06E-21 6.48E-07 2.01E-06 8.21E-06

291. Z'JmC4F _ _ PLUOGIIIG AFT]_ LARGE LOCA 8.07E-04 9.61E-07 O.SLE-05 4.8NE-04 2.113E-03
292. L"L'flCSP _ _ PLUGGING _ COKE i_T 4.64E-02 3.46E-03 5.71E-03 2.94E-02 1.66E-01
203. _ ESFASILOF 5EQU]_CER - DEHMID 2.40E-06 2.57E-11 6.63E-06 9.37][-07 6.67E-06
294. 2t'SPltF 8PRAY liOZ_[,E8 (TItAIli) - PLUGGED 7.06E-06 1.76E-24 2.70E*09 3,02E-08 2.00E-07
295. 3TSHiL_ F11_ 8PP,XNIOJ_ HEAD ]L_IAD_TAI_ ACTUATION 9.99E-07 1.47E-12 1.16E-07 0.061[-07 3.02E-06

2,96. _ _ 1'RIP BREAI(ER (SHUNT TRIF COIL)-FAIL TO OPERATE ON DD4Nfl) 1.30E-04 9.04E-09 3.27E-05 1.05E-04 2.01E-04
297. ZTSNISD BISTA)LE FAILURE TO OPID_ATE ON Di_AND 3.801[-07 1.36E-13 5.98E-08 2.58E-07 9.26][-07
296. ZTSNBI BISTABLE SPURZOUS OPERATZON 2.211[-06 1.51E-10 2.56E-09 t.01E-07 4.019-06

299. 3TSHLD LEVEL 8kr/TCH - FAlL TO OPImATE ON DI_,Alfl) 2.69E-04 2.09E-07 1.41E-05 1.25E-04 7.69E-04
300. _ _ SHITCH - FAIL TO OPI_ATE ON DI24AND 2.691[-04 2.09E-07 1.41E-05 1.25E-06 7.69E-04
301. 3TTI(1B S'11NUkGETMIg -- RUPTURE DUP.3NG OPERATION 2.661[-08 3.17E-15 7.59E'10 1.04E-08 7.031[-08
302. Z'F13LYlt _ 13UU(S14ZTT]_ - FAIL DURING OPERATION 6.251[-06 2.87E-11 6.03E-07 t.18E-06 1.411[-05
303. Z'f2T,LR LEVI_ TRANSMITTER - FAIL_ DURING OPERATION 1.571[-05 1.20E-10 3.51E-06 1.122-05 3.3_E-05

304. 3TTRPR HtE88URE 13tANSMZTTER - FAILURE DURING OPERATION 7.60E-06 5.58E-12 8.219-07 4.6GE-06 1.79E-05
305. 3TTRTIt 1']Sqlq_TU_LE TitAIfSI4Z1'T_t - FAIL TO OPERATE ON DD4MID 1.571[-05 1 20E-10 3.51E-06 1.12E-05 3.341[-05
306. 2TUVCD EF,SCT(_ TI_P LqJ_KER UNDERVOLTAGE COIL - FAIL TO OFF,N ON DDSAHD 2.461[-03 2 71E-06 6.43E-04 1.95E-03 4.92E-03

307. ZTVAGO AZR OPERATED VALVE - FAIL TO OPERATE ON DD4N_ 6.22E-04 I 419-07 1.58E-04 5.00E-04 1.23E-03
308. 21'V&0F AIR O/TRA11[D VALVE FAIL TO TRANSFER TO FAILED POSITION ON DEI4AHD 2.66E-04 3 17E-07 7.57E-06 1.04E-0t 7.62E-04
309, 2'J[VAO_AIR OPERATED VALVE5 TRANSF]flt OPEN/CIOSED 2.29E-07 I 53E-13 1.74E-08 1._4E-07 5.91E-07
310. L"FVCODCHIK3( VALVE (OTHER THAN 8TOP) - FAIL TO OPERATE ON D_d4D 1.70E-04 8 SSE-og 4.05E-05 1.412-04 2.84E-04

311. Z'/3C_L _ VALVE (OTHI_ THAN 8'JL'OF) - GROSS LEAKAGE DURING OPERATION 5.361[-07 4 15E-13 8.21E-08 3.46K-07 1.371[-06
312. ZTVC_O NGSI,M_Y OP]DI CHK VALVE (OTHER THAN STOP) - FAIL TO PESEAT 4.26E-04 1 _SE-O6 1.10E-05 1.34E-04 1.58E-03
313. L"rVCQP CHEC_ VALVE8 (OTHER THAN STOP) TRANSFER CLOSED/PLUGGED 1.0_E-08 5.60E-17 2.43E-09 7.80E-09 2.16E-08
314. 3TYCSD STOP CHECK VALVES - FAIL TO OPERATE Oil DISHAND 7.651[-04 1.24E-06 0.87E-05 4.02E-04 1.07E-03

315. L"rvc_ STOP CHEC_ VALVES - EXCESSIVE LEAKAGE $.36E-07 t.15E-13 8.21E-08 3.46E-07 1.37E-06
310. L"I'VCSTSTOP _ VALVES - TRAJ_FI_ OI_ENICLOSED 1.04E-08 5.64E-17 2.43E-00 7.80E-00 2.20_-08

317. ZTVE1D ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC VALVE (I_CEPT TSV,TCV) FAIL TO OPER. ON DEHAND 8.12E-04 - 2.26E-07 1.66E-04 6.30E-0_ 1.$3E-03
318. L"tVE1T ELEC3*J_T0t_ULZC VALVES - _ OPENICLGSED 2.65E-07 2._8E-13 1.70E-08 1.20E-07 6.08E"07
319. 2'JL'VZ21TUPJ_INE STOFICOKZ'ROL VALVE - _ CLOSED DURING OPERATION 4.611[-05 2.t4E-09 3.71E-06 2.46E-03 1.26E-04
320. L"rVE22 TUP,BIKE STOPIC(N(TIt0L VALVE TRANSFER OPEN DURING OPERATION 1.24E-03 6.87E-10 3.$4E-07 4.85E-06 3.SSE-0S
321. ZI"VEIJ) TUT,BINE STOFICOgTN)L VALVE FAILURE TO OPERATE ON DEHAND 1.171[-04 6.50E-09 2.92E-05 0.08E-05 2.41E-04
322. 2TVHO_ HANUAL VALVE TRANSFI2t,S CL_EDIOIL_I 3.32E-08 3.45E-15 1.65E-'09 1.3NE-08 1.041[-07

323. 2T1N4CX VALVE (14)TORoOIq_.ATED OR CHECK) - DISC RUPTURE 1.55E-06 2.95E-15 1.03E-10 4.09E-09 4.18E-08
324. 2T_JOD HOTOR OPI[P.A'J[I[DVALVE - FAIL TO OPERATE ON DD'IAND I 65E-03 4.70E-07 $.64E-04 1.47E-03 2.631[-0_
325. Z'/'W4OE HOV FAZLURE TO CLOSE ON DDMND WHILE SHOWING CLOSED 1 07E-04 1.20E-08 1.$1E-05 6.60E-05 2.45[.-04
326. ZI"VI4OT HOTOR OIqDtA1'ED VALVES TRANSFER OPEN/CLOSED 2 66E-07 1.33E-13 2.51E-08 1.08E-07 1.04E-06

327. Z_ PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE, SELF CO(qTAINED FAILURE DURING OPERATION 3 90E-06 2.35E-10 2.49E-06 6.05E-07 1.41E-05
326. 2TVPRO FUEL OIL PRESSURE _TIRG VALVE, FAILURE TO OPEN ON DEHAND I 74E-06 1.49E-11 5.65E-08 6.11E-07 6.34E-06

329. ZTVPRT FUEL OIL PRESSURE REGULATING VALVE, _RANSFER CLOSED DURING OPERA 2 72E-06 1.15E-10 1.74E-08 4.22E-07 0.83E-06
! 330. ZTVRIO PRIHARY SAFETY VALVE - FAILURE TO OPEN OH DEHAHD 3 281[-04 3.14E-07 1.34E-05 1.41E-04 1.08E-03

331. ZI'VRI5 PRIHARY SAFETY VALVE FAILURE TO RESEAT ON DEHAND (STEAH) 2 87E-03 3.46E-05 8.84E-05 1.15E-03 8.21E-03
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332. L"FVltlWFRIIMAY SAFETY VALVE - FA,TLURE TO RESEAT AFTER HATER RELIEF 1.01E-01 1.251[-02 2.88E-03 1.20E-01 2.50E-01

333. ZT3fR20 RELIEF VALVE (EXCEPT PCmV,SAFETY) FAILURE TO OPFJ( OH DEHAIfl) 2.42E-06 2.441[-09 7.56E-07 9.721[-00 8.02E-05
334. ZTV]tRT RELIEF VALVE (EXCEPT Lq)RV, 8AJTI'Y) - FRDMTURE OPEH 6.001[-06 4.241[-11 1.08E-06 3.941[-08 1.73E-05
336. L"FVR30 l_8tV - FAXLUPJ TO OPEN OH DDq/dNO 4.21E-03 9.11][-08 9.95E-04 3.181[-03 8.04E-03
338. ZTVR38 Jq:RV - F/LTLUP,Z TO RESEAT AFTER 5TEAH RELIEF 2.SOE-02 3.25E-04 S.86E-03- 1.871[-02 $.261[-02

337. 3TVIt_ FORV - FAILURE TO RESEAT AFTER HAT]Dr RELIEF 1.01E-01 1.25E*02 2.88E-03 1.201[-01 2.50E-01
338. ZTVIKN) 8(M,EIlOID VALVE (DIRECT ACTIJlG) - FAILURE TO OPERATE OH DD4Alfl) 2.43E-03 2.44E-06 7.641[-05 9.79][-04 8.94E-03
339. Z2'gSOT SOt,ENOZl) VALVE (D1R1[CT ACTXHO) - TRAHSFER OPEH/CLGSED DURING OPlIt. 1.271[-00 3.$2E-12 S.21E-00 4.92][-07 3.59E-00
340. ZT"fSNO VALVE Ol_lq BUT 8BOt_NG _ DUE TO LIHZT SWITCH 1.00E-04 1,201[-08 2.75E-06 7.36E-05 3.00E-04
341. ZTVTCD AIR OPER. PP.ESSURE(_ITI1qOL VALVE - FAlL TO OPERATE OH DDSM4D 1.$2E-03 1.89E'06 2.83E-04 1.14E-03 3.18E-03
342. _ AIR Olqflt. /�J[SSUPJ[ COHTROL VALVE - FAll. TO TRFR 1'O FAILED POS. 2.081[-04 3.17E-07 7.57Z-09 1.04E-04 7.62E-04
343. ZTVTCT AIR OFER. FRE88URE CQif21tOL VALVE - I'RFR OPEH/SHUT DUR. OPERATIOH 2.671[-07 2.$3E-13 1,78E-06 1.20E-07 6.71E-07

344. Zl'X]t]]t TRAlUJlq_NR (HAIR, STARTUP, AUXILIARY) - FAILURE DURIIIG OPERATIOH 1.531[-06 2.991[-12 2.831[-07 1.081[-00 3.101[-06
345. _ _ (LOAD CmFI'ER) - FAILURE DURING OPERATIOH 6,661[-07 4.03E-13 1.311[-07 4,41E-07 1.39E-08
346. _r]_,3R IN821tUIgHT _ (480V TO 120V) - FAIL DUR. OPER. 1.551[-06 7.081[-12 7.44E-08 0.$7E-07 4.18E-06
347. Zl0)0GI DISCOlq_Y TZIG FOR FAIL TO RETUIUI IX) TO AUTO AFTER SURV T1[ST 1.72E+00 1.66E+00 8.33E-02 1.001[+00 3.50E+00

348. ZHDOG2 DISCOVERY TIlI FOR FAIL 1'0 Rlll IX) TO AUTO AFTER 6URV TEST 1.67E+00 2.13E+00 6.26E-02 8.331[-01 4.00E+00
349. IroN)G3 DISCOV TII4E F(Nt FAIL TO RTIq FTP AHD LCV CTRLS TO AUTO AFTER TEST 1.381[+01 4.801[+01 2.30E+00 1.33E+01 2.25E+01
350. ZM)FO1 DISCOV TLt4Z FOR FUEL ](FR 8YSTDJ HISALIGNED (BRS) 8.51][+01 4.52E+03 3.30E+00 4.20E+01 1.94E+02
351. Zmlq02 DISCOV TZNE Fat FAIL TO JLTN FTP AHD LCV CTRLS TO AUTO AFTER TEST 1.381[+01 4.601[+01 2.30E+00 1.33E.01 2.251[+01

362. _ TEST DURATIOH _ 58F8 LGGIC 71_8T (2 BRS FOR TESTIHG) 1.171[+00 1.82E-01 1.67E-01 8.89E-01 1.76E+00
353. _ AIrJDtAGEAVAILABILITY OF DZABLO CANYON FOHI_ PLA_ 8.501[-01 0.OOE-01 4.251[-02 4.25E-01 8.08|-01

354. _ Ili_TCH TO DIFtI_HZI_ IqICH I_mSZOl( TZI4E TO USE 1.001[+00 0.001[-01 1,001[+00 1.001[.00 1.001[+00
355. ZlK:ISL /1][QUENCY GIr LAItSE IsREEX'ZSTING LEN[ Zl( COI4TAIiII_HT 1.441[-03 1.511[-05 1.76E-05 4.801[-04 4.24E-03
350. Z]_188 JSt1[QUEH_ OF 8HSJ_ _J[]_[ZSTZlIG _ IN COHTAINt,EHT 3.80E-03 S.37E-05 1.26E-04 1.65E-03 1.08E-02
357. ZItCSI JSt_ZGa OF I'RAHSZEHT _ HZTH F01tV'S _EHOED 1.00E+00 0.001[-01 5.001[-02 5.00E-01 9.501[-01
368. I_SGTI _ OF VALVE LIFTS bYZ_'ISHA1'1[R R.le-LIEF - SGTR.SL 4.80E+00 3.46E+01 1.25E-01 1.331[+00 1.581[+01
359. ZldlB:HF - BA_ CH/dtGI_ - 14_[NT1[RAHCZ FREQUEHC¥ 2.151[-05 1.10E-10 7.22E-06 1.881[-05 3.451[-06

360. ]NB81F /R/SmS, 14CC8, FANEL8- NAZI_. FJU_. 1.601[-06 3.78E-12 1.241[-07 9.641[-07 4.02E-08
381. D_BIF _ - HkIIT. FP.EQUEIICY 4.80E-06 1.45E-11 5.591[-07 3.261[-06 1.181[-05
362. ZI4CQNF CGHI)DISCRtFAN - HAZ_ JT,EQUEIICY 9.99E-06 3.62][-09 2.251[-05 8.24E-05 2.01E-04
363. _ _ COHPRESSOR * HAIHT. FI_Q. 1.56E-04 3.06E-08 1.29E-05 8.581,-05 3.871[-04
364. _ DllS]_ OEH]DULTCIt- IM,TNI'EILMICEFRJ[QUEHCY 7.74E-04 2.33E-08 fl.25E-04 7.591r-04 9.66E-04
305. ZNFlUF CCI_AZ_ FAH CCX_IIIG UNIT - t4_TICI'EHANCEFREQUENCY 5.99E-06 9.911[-10 1.40][-05 5.14E-05 1.11E-04

366. Zl4FNIF VE_ILATIGII FAN8 - PA__ FREQUEHCY 1.63E-04 4.01E-09 0.22E-05 1.71E-04 2.82E-04
367. ZHFJlCF COHTItO(, JR_I4 FAI_ - 14/LTNTEH.._qCEFP.EQUFJICY 3.48][-04 1.57E-08 1.62E-04 3.19E-04 5.251[-04
368. DIONAF - IM,TNT. IeP.BQUENCY- ELECIT_CAL CGHFGI_J_5 - VERY IIIFREQUEHT H&T 2.61E-06 2.36][-11 1.441[-07 1.12JE-06 7.111[-08
369. _ - H_JlT. _ - EI,ECIRZCAL CCI4PC)HEHTS- IHFREQUEHT tMIHT. 2.441[-05 4.841[-10 2.24E-06 1.901[-05 4.951[-05
370, _J0NCF IM,TNTEI/dI(_ FR][QUEIICY - IRS_ TRAHSFORHEILS 4.18][-00 8.32E-11 1.301[-07 1.441[-06 1.27][-05
371. _ HAZNTENANCE _ _ VALVES 2,031[-05 3.52E-11 1.14E-05 1.9]J[-05 2.97E-05

372. _NBXCF CCH BEAT E]ICIUUIGER - HAZHTEIqAHCEFREQUEtCY 4.901[-04 2.271[-08 2.45E-04 4.501[-04 7.381[-04
373. ZHIg(RF IUgt HEAT ]gICIMliGI_ - HAZ_ FREQUENCY 1.82E-05 3,581[-10 1.551[-06 1.22E-05 4.601[-05
374. _IZJRF IIIVERTER - HAINTEIfAIK_ _ 3.881[-05 S_371[-10 1.32E-06 2.631[-05 7.24E-06
376. D_N_ _ HDIX]R-I_,ITEII _ - IM/lfTI_ANCE FREQUENCY S.53E-04 2.581[-08 3.13E-04 5.231[-04 7.90E-04

376. _ASF AUX. SALT HATifli _ - HAZHTEHAHC:EFREQUEIICY 2.801[-04 1.171[-08 1.18E-04 2.$51[-04 4.36E-04
377. Zl_AIT 11JR)II_ DRIVEN _ _ - HAIHTENAHCE FREQUEHCY 8.08E-04 7,581[-08 3.99E-04 7. 461[-04 1.19E-03
378. _ CC_ LsUI4P- IMIHT][HAIICE FREQUEIICY 2.90E-04 8.561[-09 1.37E-04 2.741[-04 4.25E-04
379. ZNIJCGT CEIITRIFUGAL CHAROIIIO PLq4P - HAIRTElqAlqCE FREQUEH_ 2.89E-04 1.21][-08 1.10E-04 2.641[-04 4.66E-04
380. _(FCSF C¢)HTAIIg4EIrr Slq_AY _ - H/LTNTEHAHCEFREQUEIICY 2.401[-04 1,02E-08 9.37E-05 2.181[o04 3.97E-04
_ql. _rUF FUEL OIL 7RAHSFL'q PUI_ - H_ZWI'ENAHCE FREQUEICY 2.38E-04 9.90E-09 8.12E*05 2.251[-04 4.08E*04

382. _q_qS)F I_S. DISPL. CHARGING PUNP - HAIHTENAHC1[ FREQUEIlCY 3.48E-04 2.66E-00 1.08E-O4 3.141[-04 S. 98E-04
383. D4HUIF IUR IqJHP - HAIJrEIIAIICE FREQUEIlCY 3.261[-04 1.471[-08 1.31E-04 2.861[-04 $.19E-04

384. _IF SAFETY II(JECTIOH PUNP - J4/_HTEHANCE FREQUENCY 3.7LE-04 1.681[-08 1.62E-04 3.42][-04 S.49E-04
396. ZI,NAFF Alq4 VALVES, IX: LEVEL C0_3K)LIJ_S - HAIHTEHAlqCE FREQUENCY 5.931[-05 1.22E-09 1.851[-05 4.91E-05 1.16E-04
386. Zl4VAST AWL SALT HATER CROSS-TI_ - HAIHTENAI_CE FREQUF_CY 9.31E-05 1.$1E-09 3.$8E-05 8.2.61[-05 1.581[-04
387. _ ECC8 8YST]D4 VALVES - HAZNTEIMHCE FREQUEHCY 4.43E-05 9.331[-11 2.75E-05 4.231[-05 S.98LrS06
388. Zi4V14_ HAIKSTEAH ATH. DW4P VALVE8 - 14AINTERAHCE FREQUENCY 1.19E-04 8.981[-10 7.84E-05 1.141[-04 1.60E-04

389. ZI4VP,3F _ - HAINTEHAICl[ FREQUEICY 3.81][-05 5.491[-10 8.90E-06 3.081[-05 7.941[-05
390. J_flqtF TRA_SFGIqI_RS (OTHER THAI(lliS'rRL_W_ZIr_) - HAIHTEI(AJICE FREQUENCY 2.$0E-06 1.281[-11 1.141[-07 1.131[o06 7.29E-06
391. _4BC_D BATTERY CRAIt_R - IMINT. DURATIOH 6.141[+O1 1.901[+02 3.891[+02 5.911[+01 8.241[+01

392. D4COND COM)ENS_tlFAN - HAIHT. DURATZOH 2.11E+01 8.301[+01 7.55E+00 1.891[+01 3.011[+01
393. ZI4DGSDDIESEL _TOR - HAIHT. DURATIOH 1.011[+01 3.991[+00 6.65E+00 9.741[+00 1.33E+01
394. ZI_NID COffTAIIE_ENT FAH COOLIIIG UNIT - PAINT. DURATION 2.081[.01 6.OSE+0: 8.83E+00 1.941[+01 3.23E+01
395. D_N2D VENTILATIOR FAHS - HAIHT. DURATIOH 6.391[+01 1.781[+03 1.97E+01 4.951[+01 1.20E+02
396. DflICD COIITROL ROCH FANS - HAZNT. DUR_TZOH 3.38E+01 1.341[+02 1.48E+01 3.09E+01 5.23E+01
397. D4GN2D PAINT. DURATIOH FOR VALVES WITH TECH SPEC LIHTTS OF 24 HRS. 4.0SE+00 1. 131[+01 6.831[-01 2.701[+00 9.$2E+00
398. ZI401(39 HAINT. DURATIOH FOR VALVES WITH TF_'R SPEC LZHITS OF 72 IgRS. 1.89E+01 5.97E+02 1.54E+00 1.011[+01 5.13E+01

398. DtGH4D PAINT. DUR]I. FOR EQUIF. OTHER THAN VALVES,PUHPS,19(]tS-72 _ TS 1.31E+01 4.211[+02 7.84E-01 6.011[+00 4.04E+01
400. D'IGNSD PAINT. DURN. FOR EQUIP. OTHER THAH VALVES,IqI'LPS,19(IS-SHORT 6.261[+00 4.451[+01 _.48E-01 3,421[+00 2.02E+01

CI-7 NUREG/CR-5726



_XC
(x:IqM DATABASE

8.NO. NA_ OF DISTRIIJUTIGH IdEAN VARIANCE STH ZILE I4EDIAN 9STH IILE
m. mmmm mqbmmmmmmmm.moo_mmm mm mmmm mmm_mm_m mmmm .... mmm_m. .... _ ....

401. am4gilig) 14kIl_. DURJ. FQR IK]UIF. ,1'BAR TIIAN VALVH,PUHPE,BX]t3-LOIK; 3.7U+01 0.50E+O2 8.10E4.00 2.75E+01 7.41E+01
402, DIOII?D HAIRY. DiJIUI. IrQIt IDQUIF. ,TREE THAN VALVES,PUHN,HXR.5-NTS 3.80E+01 6.80E+03 1.37E+00 1.371+O1 1.17E+02
403. Zl40118D IqJl4PE - _ CGHISRESE(m -14_NT. DURATION-7 DAY8 TECH. SPEC. 2.87E+01 1.37E+03 2.$8E+00 1.57K+01 7.5_7E+01
404. ZNglIW Jmt 8F.AT DCEANGER HAIRY. 01JRATION-72 m. TECH. 8PEC. HRS. 2.09E+01 2.10E+01 1.2124"01 1.64E+01 2.77E+01
405. _ _ HAT 19(CRANGER - HAZNT. DURATION 1.$0E+01 2.31E+01 7.77E+00" 1.49E+01 2.38E+01
408. D4ZlWD INV1RTER/S-14AXNT. DURATZGN 8.40E+00 2.45E+01 2.28E+00 6.85E+00 1.67E+O1

407. _ HOTCIt OPERAI1D) AFW P0t4P - HAIHT. DURATION 2.13E+01 2.10E+0I 1.30E+01 2.0B+01 2.63E+01
408. ZlWAED AUX. SALT t4ATElt PUI4P - MAIRY. I)G_TION 1.10E+01 3.80E+01 3.60E+00 0.018+OO 2.17E+01
400, ZI_ATD TIAtBINE DRI'VEN AFt/ _ - 14AIRY. DURATION 1.72E+01 1.50E+01 1.0B+01 1.05K+01 2.33E+01
410. _ CCt4 _ - H_II'JrI_AN_ DUi_TIOff 3.$3E+01 4.13E+01 2.43E+01 3.39Z+01 4.SSE4.01
411. DAq:00 CENTRIFUGAL CRAIt0ING _ - HAIRY. DURATION 1.44E+01 1.00E*01 9.12E+00 1.37E+01 1.�SE+01
412. ZlgtCED CGETAINI4ENT SPRAY PUt4P - HA/Hr. DURATION 1.56E+01 2.59E+01 7.30E+00 1.45K+01 2.35E+01

413. 3105q_ FUEL OIL TRANSFER HIqP - HAIIrr. DURATION 1.60E+01 1.06E+01 0.4U+00 1.58E.01 2.32E.01
414. Zl4JSq)D 1q16. DISPL. CRAROINO _ - HAIRY. DURATION 8.48E+01 2.23E.03 2.16Z+01 7.00E+01 1.56E+O2
415. _ Rmt _ - IM.TRY. DURATION 1.49E+01 1.39E+01 7.28E+00 1.41E4"01 2.10E+01
416. ZlfEID SAFETY INJECT/ON PUI4P - HAZlIT. DURATION 1.49E+01 2.201[.01 6.61E+00 1.S0K4.01 2.27E+01
417. ZNVAlq) AFH IX: COIftltOL VALVU - HAINT. I)gRATION 1.31E+01 1.30E+00 1.lIE+01 1.294+01 1.48E+01
418. ZNVAED J Cmf_ETIE VALVES - HAIRY. DURATION 1.67E+01 9.86E.00 1.16E+01 1.518+01 2.19_+01
410. ZJ4N1K_ ECC8 8YETD4 VALVE8 - HAZEr. DURATION 1.23E+01 5.05E-01 1.09E+01 1.22Z+01 1.33E+01
420, _IWIED J4AZN STEM4 Allq. _ VALV18 - HAIRY. DURATION 5.$5E+01 1.08E+02 3.70E+01 5.17E+01 7.21E+01

421, mNNTD J4AZifITNANCZ DURATION _ VALVI_ i_/Tll NO TEL'H 8PEC LII'LTTS 1.78E+01 2.82E+01 7.21E+00 1.70E+01 2.66E+01
4R2. JBOR3D _ - IMIRY. IX.qitATION 1.10E+02 1.0SE+03 4.54E-01 1.84E+O1 4.1n+02
423. Z_,ACI B.E. FAIL TO itZCOVER FRGH CC 8TARTUP BR](R FAILURE ON DD4AND 2.29E-03 1.S4E-0S 1.3SE-04 1.0SE-03 7.86E-03
424. _IJLtl*E.E. FAIL TO 3rE(X,ATE A STUCX OItZN 10Z 8TEN4 DUI4P VALVE 1.32E-02 9.49E-06 3.41E-03 1.04E-02 3.11E-02
42,.5. ZHLq/Sl E.E. FAIL TO _ X-TIE UI & U2 ASH - BOTH U1 PHPS FAIL - LOOP 1.04E-02 1.61E-04 1.23E-03 6.33E-03 3.10E-02
426. ZEEA82 B.E. FAIL TO _ X-TIE U1 & U2 _ OR FAIL TO OPEN X-TIE VALVE 1.31E-02 9.38E-00 3.39E-03 1.04E002 3.09E-02
427. ZEEA83 8.E. FAIL TO LOCALLY X-TIE UI AEW TO U2 - BOTH U1 lq,JPS FAIL 6.29E-03 5.64E-06 7.42E-04 3.82E-03 1.90E-02
428. J_]K:C1 E.E. FAIL TO LOC IICK.ATE _ lrs,GW WHEN GtfLY 2 CCW iq4P IS AVAIL 7.86E-03 9.11E-0S 9.26E-04 4.7TE-03 2.37E-02

419. ImBC_I H.E. FAIL TO HrART 8TBY TIUi OF C/R VENT - RUN TRN EXH FAN FAIL 1.82E-02 1.80E-04 4.69E-03 1.44E-02 4.20E-02
430. Z_[F11 E.E. FAIL TO TJLTF _ DUR/I_ VB-1 F_P.E 5.S$E-03 9.06E-05 3.20E-04 2.SSE-03 2.91E-02
431. ZB_12 E.E. FAIL TO RESTORE ASH & CCH PUHP8 DURING VB-1 FIRE 8.02JE-03 0.49E-05 9.46E-04 4.88E-03 2.42E-02
432. ZBEFII B.E. FAIL TO _ Iq)RV8 lqtCI4 HOT 8EUTIX)HN PNL DURING VB-2 FIRE 4.44E-03 2.91E-05 $.23E-04 2.69_-03 1.34E-02
433. ZH_'12 B.E. FAIL TO CLOSE _ 1tit014NOT STDN PNL - VB-2/VB-3 FIRE 3.49E-03 1.79E-05 4.11E-04 2.11K-03 1.0SE-02

434. _B_F41 E.E. ?AlL TO 1"P.ZPltCP8 DUILTJ_ VB-4 FlEE 8.18E'03 9.08E-05 0.6_E-04 4.96_-03 2.47E-02
415. ZI_F42 B.E. FAIL TO REETCEZ ASH & CCi4 PUi4PS DURING VB-4 FIRE 2.121[-03 1.32E-06 1.20E-04 9.73Z-04 7.27E-03
436. J_ZFSX H.E. FAIL TO TRIP RCFS DUR/NG FIRE IN CABLE SPREADING ROOH 1.60E-02 $.24E-04 7.90E-04 6.13K-O3 4.$8E-02
487. _l_t'S2 E.E. FAIL TO RESIq_EE ASi4 & CCi4 _ - FIRE IN CABLE SPED It, OH 7.SOE-03 2.66E004 4.44E-04 3.40E-03 2.58E-02
438. liar53 B.E.FAZL TO 8TART lq_ PUI4KS8AT 41(V - FIX IN CABLE SLq_DltOOH 6.84E-03 1.36E-04 4.05E-04 3.14E-03 2.55][-02
439. I_qSX E.E.FAXL TO _ I:GRVS _ EIOT 8TDN iqP.. - FIRE TN CBL SPED RO0 6.63E-03 1.20E-04 3.03E-04 3.0_-03 2.26E-02
440. _ H.E. FAIL TO REALIGN FUEL X]Plt PP POHER SOURCE 1"OOPPOSITE UNIT 2.23E-02 2.71E-04 S.70E-03 1.76E-02 3.25E-02
441. J_Jl_S1 H.E. FAIL TO HAIRYAIN NOT STANDBY,INETRUI4EHTATION OKAY 4.66E-03 6.39E-05 2.76E'04 2.14K'03 1.60E-02

442. ZHEHS2 FAIL TO IJ_TALL FQRTARLE GEHERATGR TO PRGVIDE VITAL AC $.00E-03 7.35E-05 2.96E-04 2.10E-03 1.7ZE-02
443. ZB_HS3 E.E. 8AJ_ AS _ ZEEHS1, BUT AFTER A LOCA 3.07E-03 1.30E-05 3.61E-04 1.86_-03 9.26E-03
444. Zal_ql B.E. FAIL TO 1'ILTF RHR IF RC8 PRESSURE IS HIGH, FOR FEED & BLEED 4.70E-03 3.26E-00 5.$4E-04 2.82-03 1.4ZE-02

445. _ B.E. FAIL TO TRIP _ IF ltC8 PP.EESUP.E IS HIGH, F(_ SHALL LGCA 4.70E-03 3.ISE-0S 5.$4E-04 2.8_-03 1.42J[-02
440. Z_HUI B.E. FAlL TO ALIGN RHR _ SUCTION FJl014 ROT LEG 4 DROP LINE 3.73E-03 2.05E-06 4.39E-04 2.26E-03 1.12E-02
447. ZEE0_2 H.E. FAIL TO INITIATE ID4ZRGEHCY BGP.ATZON 2.32E-03 7.86E-06 2.72_-04 2.40E-03 6.96E-03
448. _OFI B.E. FAIL _INATE 8X 0131_N 8G'I"R 4.13E-03 2.32Z-06 4.87E-04 2.SOE-03 1.25E-02
449. Z_081 H.E. FAIL TO 14ANUALL¥ ACTUATE 81 EQUIP - 1 OR IK)TH SSPS FAILED 1.87E-03 5.17E'06 2.21E-04 1.14E-03 5.65E-03

400. J_BOKI B.E. FAIL TO DECIDE TO ISOLATE RUPI'URED STEN4 G_TCR $.00E-03 3.69E-05 5.90E-04 3.01E-03 1.$1_-02
451. Z_FIt2 H.E. FAIL TO IN,LATE STUCK OPEH _ 4.96E-03 3.62E-05 $.84E-04 3.00E-03 1.49E-02
402. I_]D_R3 B.E. FAIL TO 18OLATE AN IECLABLE LOCA WITH PORV BLOCK VALVE 6.13E-03 3.$5E-06 7.23E-04 3.75_.-03 1.86E-02
453. libEl'R4 E.E. FAIL TO ISOLATE STUCX OPEN PORV W/O P.X TRIP 4.29E-03 2.72E-05 5.06E-04 2.60E-03 2.29E-02
4_. J]I_R]_ H.E. FAIL TO X-TIE 2 VITAL BUSES - STATTON B_ & RECOVERY S.31E-O3 4.16E-06 6.26E-04 3.22K-03 1.60E-02
455. _4 N.E. FAIL 1'O X-TIE VITAL _ SOUltCE TO FUEL OIL TRANSFER PUt4P 9.17E-03 1.24E-04 1.08E-03 5.56E-03 2.77E-02

456. ZlIlRES N.E. FAIL TO DEPRESS 51GS DURKNG STATION IK.ACKOUT (SEISt4IC COND) 8.$4E-03 1.08E-04 1.01K-03 $.16E-03 2.58E"02
457. ZI_UrI B.E. FAIL TO SI4ZTCH TO RZCIRC FROH INJ HOOE (ECCS) SL(X_ W/O CS 2.99E-03 1.32E-06 3.$2E-04 1.81K-03 9.01E-03"
450. _ B.E. FAIL TO SWITCH TO RECZRC FROH INJ MOOE (ECCS) I'LOCAILLGCA 4.10E-03 2.48E-05 4.83E-04 2.49E-03 1.24E-02
450. _141_3 N.E. FAIL TO SWITCE TO RECIRC FIK)H INJ HOOE(ECCS) AFTER HELTTBRU 7.10E-03 7.44E-05 8.37E-04 4.31E-03 2.14E-02
480. _]1_4 N.E. FAIL TO S_rITCH TO RECIitC FR_4 INJ M00E (ECCS) B & F HI, (:5 3.39E-03 1.69E-06 4.00E-04 2.05E-03 1.02Z-02
461. ZE_tF$ 8.E. FAIL TO SWITCH TO RZClltC FRGH INJ HOOE (ECCS)SLOCA WITR CS 3.20E-03 1.SIE-0_ 3.77E-04 1.94E-03 9.64E-03

462. _1 E.E. FAILURE TO TRIP RCPS GIYF..H _ FA/LS I 4.26E-03 5.33E-05 2.$2E-04 2.96E-03 1.46E-02
463. _B_UJ2 B.E. FAIL TO 6HUTI)(TdN REACTGR W R(X)S WITHIN 10 HINS 1.33E-03 $.24E-06 7.90E-06 6.13E-04 4.$6E-03
464. ZJi_tTl H.E. FAIL TO PRESS HANUAL PUSH BUTTO_ TO TRIP REACTOR 1.88E-03 1.06E-05 1.12E-04 8.66E-04 6.47E-03

465. ZllERT2 H.E. FAIL TO DEENERGIZE RPS BUS TO TRIP REACTOR 2.32E-03 2.50E-06 8.12E-05 8.44g-04 6.47,E-03
406. Z1_801 H.E. FAIL TO ISOLATE A STUCK OPEN SAFETY VALVE 1.42E-02 2.98E-04 1.68E-03 8.62E-03 4.29E-02
467. Zll]_RI B.E. FAIL TO ALIGN FOR CS P.ECIRC - 8UHP RECTRC SUCCESS 3.64E-03 3.90E-06 2.16E-04 1.67E-03 1.2SE-02
468. zm_w2 H.E. FAIL TO OPEN _ TO INVERTER & 400V SWITCNGEAR ROOHS 5.$7E-03 1.44E-04 1.96E-04 2.03E-03 2.02E-02
469. ZHESW1 H.E. FAIL TO RF.ALIGH SWING IX) TO OPPOSITE UNIT 3.54E-03 3.68E-06 2.09E-04 1.63E-03 1.21E-02

NUREG/CR-_726 CI-8



Nq_NOIX C
IXIqM DATA

S.HO. _ OF DISTRIMUTIOM HI[AN v_qIAIICE STH ZILE MEDIAN gSTH fiLE

4?0. ]mNrTl 8.E. FAIL TO TltIF TURBII_ FGU.COfIIIG HAIIUAL_ TltIP ATT][HFT 3.288-03 1.488-05 3.738-04 I.glE-03 8.54|-03
471. a_ZTT2 B.E. FAIL TO TRIP TURBIE W/JlO HAHUAL RE3CTOM TRIP ATTD4PT 8.838-03 2.288-04 S.238-04 4.068-03 3.038-02
472. Z_lel3 B.E. FAIL TO START _ _ DURING VB-1 FIRE 7.018-03 1.458-04 4.158-04 3.228-03 2.41|-02
473. ZID_81 B.E. FAIL TO 1NITIATE BLEED AND FEED CGOLIIIG 1.388-02 3.808-04 8.738-04 5.238-03 3.818-02

474. ZHEOH1 8.E. FAIL TO COHTMOLAFtt Fl,Oi4 TO R_ 8TEAH GENI_ATOR 1.328-02 3.588-04 8.538-04- S.0TE-03 3.798-02
475. ZHEPRI B.E. FAIL TO THROTTI_ CRAJWIHG BEFORE PORV'8 LIFT 1,288-02 3.358-04 8.328-04 4.818-03 3.878-02
478. ZHEIqL5 H.|. FAIL TO PJ�qOTI_Y ZSOLATK 8TUCE.'OPEH P(ItV AFTER ZNADVI_TANT 4.$08-03 2.888-05 $.318-04 2.758-03 1.38|-02
477. ZHS018 BUI4Nm EPJt0R RATE OF (:HISSIOH - TYPE 18 4.708-03 2.788-05 $ 408-04 2.858-03 1.188-02
t78. ZHED01 8.E. DYIUt/41C HUHAN ER]t01t RATE (1[N"JMLEDGZBASED) 1,008-01 1.208-02 1 02J[-02 8.081[-02 2.488-01
478. _ H.E. UNAVAIL. DUZ TO 8011-_ CALIBI_TIOM ERROR 4.018-04 3.688-08 3 601[-05 3,301[-04 8.708-04
480. Z]_SSR 8.E. UNAVAIL. DUE TO _LE CALIBRATION ERRCIt 2.08E-06 1.188-12 1 008-07 1.708-08 3.808-06
481. ZB, AC2 R.8. FAlL TO RECOVlm FITCH 81[I8HIC BATTERY CHARGER FAILURE 3.01E-03 4.228-05 I 05E-04 1.108-03 1.0gE-02

482. Z]ZSE1 8.1[. FAIL TO RESTGSE ltC? SEAL INECTIGil FRf_ FIRE MATER SYSTEH 1.00E-02 5,438-05 2 578-03 7.881[-03 2.358-02
483. ZID_CT1 8,E. FAIL TO P,ESZT AHNUIlCSAIX]R & CTRL _ BOARDS 1.goE-03 1.171[-05 1 181[-04 g.151[-04 8.84E-03

484. ZHECT2 8.|. FAIL 1'O RESET NQNliC. & CTRL lq0t4ER BOARDS H/O T'D Alq4 PUHP 4.00E-03 4.71E-05 2 37E-04 1.848-03 1.378-02
485. ZaECT3 8.1[. FAIL TO RKSET AHSImC. • CTRL Iq:MER BOARDS H/ _ RCS BRE 4.00E*03 4.718-05 2.378"04 1.841[-03 1.37E-02
488. ZHECT4 8.1[. FAIL TO RESET AimUNC. & CTRL POKER BOARDS HI BOTH OF THE A 8.00E-03 1.808-04 4.?48-04 3.881[-03 2.78E-02
487. ZHSFOS H.E. FAIL TO REALIGN FUEL OIL TFR HN4P GIVEll I LG88 OF POI4ER, 1 2.00E-02 2.178-04 S.151[-03 2.5818002 4.70E-02

488. ZHZFO6 1[.2. FAIL TO ALIGN A DEDICATED, FGRTABLE FUEL OIL TRN(SFER PUHP 4,008-02 2.388-03 4.721[-03 2.431[-02 1.218-01
489. ZHEF3;t H.E. FAIL TO START Alq4 FI,O4 FRCN HOT 8TI)N PNL - VB-2/VB-3 FIRE 8.50E-03 1.248-04 3.858-04 2.89][-03 2.23E-02

480. ZHEB84 SAHE AS ZH][HSI, EXCEPT WITH Alq4T 6.15E-03 1.231[-04 1,801[-04 1.871[-03 1.878-02
491. ZHm4U2 H. t. FAlL TO _ I"ll31K:TION FLGi4 TO RCS AND PROVIDE 14A]¢ZUPTO 8.008-03 1.888-04 4.741[-04 3.68][-03 2.758-02
492. ZEEOB2 8.|. FAIL TO EISTABLZSH INSTRUFIENT AIR TO CONTAIN. FOR THLqD PORV 8.008-02 3.471[-03 2.081[-02 8.318-02 1,881[-01
493. ISlm81 8.1[. FAIL TO CGOL DGI4N AND D_IZE RCS 7,808-02 4.598-03 2.341[-03 1.82,][-02 1,368-01

494. ZRE1[Z8 8. t. FAIL TO INSTALL I_STABIJ P0i41R SUPPLY DURING SEISI_C BLACK- 9.998-03 2.94E-04 5.921-04 4.591[-03 3.43|-02
485. 3mFI'T3 H.8. FAIL TO TRIP TURBIllE HIiIO IMNUAL R1[ACTOR TRIP ATTI_IPT 5.328-02 3.831[-03 2.148-03 1.661[-02 1.248-01
496. ZHKSV2 OPER. ACTION TO _ St4_t VI_T. FAILURE AFTER I.E. 6. 838-04 5.961[-08 5. 071[-06 1.2.51[-04 2. S1E-03
407. ZC_ COHTAINHENT BUILDING 0.001[-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.001[-01 0.00E-01
498. DISTR COiI(ILETE ISTDUIAL BIO STRUCTURE 1.00t+00 0.00E-0I 1.001[+00 1.001[+00 1.00E.00
489. ZIIISTR ZNTAEZ STRUCI'UP,E 0.00E-01 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01
500. 7JUBLDGAUXILIARY BUILDING 0.00[-01 0.0OE-01 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01

$01. 3T8SHR TURBINE BUILDING SHEAR HALL 0.008-01 0.OO8-0I 0.00E-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01
502. 191MSTR_IliO MATER STORAGE TNII[ 0.00E-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01 0.00E-Ol 0.00E-01
503. F.ARIP AUX. SALTWATER PIPING O.00E-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01
504. ZJDflPRV_ PILESSURE VESSEL 0.001'-01 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.00K-01 0.008-01
505. Zi_IHT _ INTEIUIAL8 0.008-01 0.0O1[-Ol 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.O0E-01
$06. 7ATN001 8T1[N4 GEIImL_TCm,q 0.00E-01 0.O01[-Ol 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01
507. Z/CKVL /q_ER OPERATED RELIEF VALVE8 0.00E-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 O.OOE-0I
5011. _ _ COOLANT PUHP8 0.008-01 0.00E-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01 0.008-01
50g. _UIR]PP IUR HJI4P8 0.00E-01 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01

S10. _ Rmt HEAT EXCRNIGERS 0.008"01 0.001[-01 0.0OE-01 0.001['01 0.008"01

511. DIACC 8I ACCUHULATOES 0.0.08"01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.00E'01
512. IlK)IT1[ BGIKNI1NJEcrIGII TAI_ 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.00E-01

Sl3. IX:CHPP CCM _ 0.008-01 0.008-02 0.001[-02 0.001[-01 0.00[-01
514. ZCCMHXCCH HEAT EXCRAIIGERS 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01 0.00E-01
515. _¢i4TE ¢C_ SURGE TAN]C 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01 O.00E-01 0.00E-01

518. _CSI_IP CS PUHPS 0.00E-01 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.O0E-01
517. Z_PATI_ 8FRAY ADDITIVE TANK 0.001[-01 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.O0E-01 0.00t-01

518. ZSDIq4P Alq4 PUHPS (STEAM DRrqrEN) 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.00It-01 0.008-01
$19. ZD01V_ DG FUEL OIL PUH_/,'eILTER 0.001[-01 0.008-02 0.001[-01 0.O01e-01 0.O0E-01
520. _ DIESEL GEKERATGItS 0.00E-01 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.00E-01 0.008-01

521. ZDGIMP DG RADIATCSIMATI[R PUMP 0.00E-01 0.008-01 0.0O1[-OI 0,001[-01 0.00E-01
S,?.2. ZDGZXC DG EXCITATIGN CUBICAL 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.001['01 0.001[-01 0.00E-01
523. ZDGCFII DG CONTItOL PANEL 0.00E-O1 O.OOE-OI 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.00_-O1
524. _ corrAlMIq_rr FAN COOLERS 0.001[-01 0.008-01 0.OOE-0I 0.001[-01 0.008-01
525. ZSU]P_ SUPPLY FANS 0.0OE-01 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.001P01
$28. F,SWLTN SUPPLYIRLrIlP, N FANS 0.00E-01 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01
527. ZSHGER 4KV SHI_ 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.008-01 0 001[-01 0.001[-01
528. ZTFMFF Bi_ F POTENTIAL TRANSF01qI_s_R 0.00E-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0 001[-01 0 00E-01

528. _ SAFEGUARD RELAY PN(EL 0.00E-01 0.008-01 0.008-01 0 001[-01 0 00E'01
530. ZBATRY BATTERIES 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0 001[-01 0 00E-01
531. Z_A1_'H BATTERY CHAN;ERS 0.008-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0 001[-01 0 00E-01
532. ZSMGBP SWZTCHG1[ARIBRENCERPANEL 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.008"01 0 001[-01 0 008-01
533. ZIMVTR INVERTERS 0.00[-01 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0 001[-01 0 00E-01

534. ZITJUI8 4180/480V TP,ANSFORP_ 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.00E-01 0.008-01 0.00w--01
535. ZARIq(L AUXILIARY RELAY PANEL 0.008-01 0.001[-01 0.001[-01 0.008-01 0.00E-01
536. _ HAIN CONTROL BOARDS 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.001[-01 "0.001[-01 0.00E-01
$37. ZESPIII, HOT SHUTDO_ PANEL 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.008-01 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01

538. _ PROCESS CONTROL AND PROTECTXO_ CABINETS 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.OOE-01 0.0OE-01 0.00E-01
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IX::PRADATA BASE

S.IIO. IIN_OF DIST_IBUTIOi( _ VARINICE 511 ZILE I_DIAIq 9$TH ZILE
...o. 00.0..............0. ..._ .......0 . ....... .. .............

530. mTSbIG_TlUP_TCiqIGF.AR O.OOE-OI O.OOE-OI O.OOE-OI O.OOE-OI O.OOE-O1
540. 3PADPT rlLESSUP,E& DPTILMISHI_ 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-0I 0.00E-0l 0.00E-01
S41. UFLIm IHPULHLIIq_ O.OOE-OI O.OOE-Ol O.OOE-OI O.OOE-01 0.00[-01
542. 3081qiR GET-SITE POILER,230EV 0.00E-01 0.00|-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-0l 0.00E-01
543. _081qUGET-SITE POKER S00 L'V 0.00E-0I O.00E-01 0.OOE-0I- 0.00E-0I 0.00E-0I
544. 31OPN BOP PIPIIIG AM) SUPIS_RTS 0.00E*01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01
545. ZPENBX IqENLeTRATZOfS 0.00E-01 0.00E-0I 0.00E-0I O.OOE-O1 0.00E-01
546, ZEVDAS I_AC DIJCTIIIGAHD SUPPORTS 0.00[-01 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01

547. _ Si_TCHGEAR ISTRUT FAILED 0.00E-01 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.OOE-01
540. DiCilCBCmA.TTIDt, HAIHC01iTItOLBOARD 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01
540. Z_'IK3CBATTn, DGC0UTROL PANEL 0.00E*01 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01
550. 7.sGiq_ CHATITR, 4[V 8k'ITCHGEAR 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01

551. ZSiUI_CEATTm, SAIrEGUAN_ltU, AYI_D 0.00E-01 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01
55,1. 3S"I'It_STRUT i_ItTUIWIIfE BUILDING 0.00E-0I 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01
553. WITTti_ _ F POTENTIAL TRAHS_ 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01
554. F,31F(IR2SAFEGUNRDRELAT PANT_ 0.00E-0I 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01
555. _Slq_C211'NWT0UAL CllARGIIIG PUHP 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00E-01 0.00Z-01 0.00E-01
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DCPFU_DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCE MODEL

Dl: DeacrlpUonof the DiabloCanyonReducedCore Damage
FrequencyModel

D2: Pair ImportanceCalculatiormby CondiUonalSplit Fractions
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Appendix DI: Description of the Diablo Canyon Reduced Core Damage Frequency Model

DI.I Introduction

As discussed in Section 3.2, BNL proposed to develop a reduced core damage frequency model composed of
the leading accident sequences in order to pursue insights into the DCPRA and/or the plant itself. As it
turned out, when BNL requested that PG&E supply a listing of the dominant accident sequences totaling a
minimum 80-90% of the internal events core damage frequency, BNL was informed that PG&E was

developing its own reduced model and it was offered to BNL. The PG&E reduced model included both the
internal as well as the leading non-seismic external event dominant contributors and covered approximately
88% of the total non-seismic core damage frequency as determined by the DCPRA.

BNL subsequently requested a brief description of the PG&E dominant sequence model and was provided
with the following which we quote here without further comment:

"Non-Seismic Dominant Sequence Model Deveiovment - The dominant sequence model is a
compilation of the highest frequency sequences which lead to core damage. These sequences
were compiled by the computer code SQLINK. SQLINK was used to link the support model
sequences with the frontline model sequences and generate a listing of core damage sequences.
A cutoff of 1.0E-6 was used in SQLINK; this cutoff operates as follows: sequences with
frequencj_greater than 1.0E-6 times the total core damage frequency (prior to recovery) were
retained by SQLINK for inclusion in the dominant sequence model. The highest frequency
sequence excluded by SQLINK due to this cutoff would be approximately 6.0E-10.

Additionally, the maximum number of sequences which can be processed by SQLINK is 1999.
The DCPRA quantification reached this limit; due to reaching this limit the highest frequency
sequence excluded from the SQLINK output was approximately 8.0E-8.

Neither the cutoff nor the storage limitation affected the composition of the dominant sequence

model. The dominant sequence model contains the first 420 sequences contained in the

SQLINK output. These 420 sequences total 88.1% of the total non-seismic core damage
frequency. The largest sequence excluded from the dominant sequence model, but contained
in the SQLINK output, had a frequency of 1.1E-7 (i.e., sequence 421).

The dominant sequence model was developed by writingthe sequences in the form of equations;
each sequence is written as the product of an initiating event and the failed split fractions. This
process was automated by using the computer code RMODEL: however, split fractions for
successful top events were not automatically included in these equations. The most important
success terms were manually added to the dominant sequence model where the rare event
approximation was not appropriate. The dominant sequence model was then requantified using
point estimates for initiating events and split fractions. The resulting value, from the 420
sequences, did not equal the total core damage frequency before any truncation. The 420
sequence total was actually higher. The result from the 420 sequences differed because of the
missing success terms (those not included in the sequences) and because of the limited number
of sequences included in the model; this indicated that the absence of success terms in the

dominant sequence model out weighed the total frequency of the sequences below the 420th.

NUREG/CR-5726 D1-2
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Therefore, to make the total frequency from the dominant sequence model match the total
frequency from the SQLINK output, a ratio was applied to the dominant sequence model total.

Finally, selected sequences in the dominant sequence model were multiplied by recovery factors;
the recovery factors were described previously in PG&E letter number DCL-89-283 dated
November 13, 1989.

In summary,the most important cutoff or limitation with respect to the development of the non-
seismic dominant sequence model is the limit of 420 sequences. Sequences with frequency as

high as 1.0E-7 are not explicitly included in the dominant sequence model. In principle,
however, the frequency of these sequence is included because the total core damage frequency

from the dominant sequence model prior to recovery was adjusted to match the total core
damage frequency without any truncation."

Upon receipt of the floppy disk, BNL solved the provided set of equations as a FORTRAN expression and
obtained the same results as PG&E. This was done simply as a QA check of the floppy disk not the model
and data. In order to pursue insights into the model, BNL reconfigured the model into input compatible with
the SETS code. The purpose for using the SETS code was that the faithfulness to a Boolean expression could
be investigated, the individual sequences could be quantified and ranked, and then local software could be

applied to the SETS output for post-processing purposes.

BNL first converted the four hundred plus equations in the PG&E model into one large equation containing
420 sequences. The ratio discussed in the above quote was of no further interest (beyond the QA check) to
BNL and was therefore discarded. Table D I.1 contains the final form of the model and associated

quantification that all succeeding BNL calculations were performed on and the remainder of this appendix
details its evolution. (Table Dl.la contains the Boolean model, and Tables Dl.lb through Dl.lf contain the
quantification for the initiators, frontline system sprit fractions, support system split fractions, human actions
and recovery events, and elements added by BNL to preserve the original quantification respectively.)

The 420 sequence version of the model contained six sequences that had combinations of elements OR'ed
together within them. Table D 1.2 shows these six sequences as modified by BNL and originally input to the
SETS code. In final version (Table DI.1) the original six sequences were left with the AW split fractions and
the ZHE terms were substituted in and became sequences 421 through 426. The hazard chemical sequence
became sequence 427 and the control room fire sequences (grouped together) became sequence 428. The

remainder of the equations define the recovery actions (see Table D1.3) and the complemented events that
PG&E placed into the model per their description above.

The first input to SETS was the 420 sequence version with the BNL-defined combination events (COMB_),
no complement event definitions, and no substitution for the recovery events. This run revealed that sequence

43 had a ratio in it expressed as AW1/AW3 while SETS interpreted it as an erroneous cut set with a
complemented event (/) in it. This was fixed by substituting the new event AW1BAW3 for this ratio and
adding the numerical value of the ratio to the Valueblock. Given the above mentioned split of sequence 43,
AW1BAW3 wound up in the final model in both sequence 43 and 426. Also, in sequence 63 there was a
factor of two within the cut set. This was changed to the variable name FACTR2 and given a value of one

in the Valueblock (as SETS believes it to be a probability), however, in the post processing computations on
which all BNL results are based it was given its original value of two. With the above changes made the SETS
code was successful in reading and quantifying the sequences. Again, reactor trip (RT) and turbine trip (TI')
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were wt to one for the SETS calculation and to their original values (RT = 1.14 and TY = 1.05) for the later
BNL quantification.

The next step was to solve the model with the COMB_ elements removed and the six additional sequences
added. This step flagged two problems as the quantification for this run was less than the original run. One
problem was traced to sequence 43 which with the substitution became:

LOOP * OGF * SWI * IAF * AW3 * OBI * AWIBAW3 * AW3.

The SETS code did a Boolean reduction on this sequences as AW3 appeared twice and simply threw away
the second one. In order to preserve the sequence quantification, the second AW3 was changed to
DUMMYAW3 and given the same quantification.

The second problem was that a number of sequences were thrown away by the SETS code as it interpreted
them as non-minimalcut sets. BNL investigated and found that the cause was the lack of an expressed success
state in the nine sequences shown in Table D 1.4. BNL, therefore, added the variable DUMMY to each of
these sequences in order that no sequence would be thrown away and gave it the value of 1.0 to preserve the
quantification.

When the equations for the recovery actions were substituted into the model the following problem was
discovered. Sequence 10 became:

LOOP * OGF * GH1 * TG2 * SW1 * IAF * AW4 * GF1S * FF1S * TH25 * [(ZHESWI +
AW4) * RESLCI]

which hu two AW4's in it. BNL changed the definition of RSEO10 to include DUMMYAW4 substituted for
the second AW4 to preserve the quantification.

The final step was to add sequences 427 and 428 as discussed above. Sequence 427 has a 0.I factor which was
renamed POINTI. When the 428 sequences were expanded with the substitutions of the recovery actions
within SETS the result became 452 "cut sets_ defining the top event TOP. Using this model and the
accompanying data yields: TOP = 1.7728E-04. The SETS solution (with RT, TT and FA_ reduced to
1.0) was: TOP = 1.7457E-04.

PG&E supplied two updates to the original model sent to BNL. The first was an update of six split fractions
following the BNL review of the ECCS low pressure injection function. The current model reflects these
changes. The second update was to correct an error discovered in Sequence 43. The original sequence

provided to BNL was the following: ¢

LOOP * OGF * SWI * IAF * AW3 * OBI * (AWI/AW3 * (ZHESWI + AW3))

which was split into two sequences as discussed previously. The updated version was as follows:

LOOP * OGF * SW1 * IAF * AW3 * OB1 * (AWI/AW3 + ZHESW1 + AW3)

As can be seen from above, the correction (when expanded) would have added an additional cut set to the
model and would have increased the two in the model by a factor of (AW1/AW3) "t. This would not have had
an appreciable effect on the model as discussed in Table D1.3 or on the BNL quantification and therefore
BNL did not make this change to the model and rerun the calculations.
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Table DI.is

Corenmqp P_juemeyModen

lu TOPaLOENV $|AFOBVFORF485CI188SIIO$OGISOSAIS$OBlSOZHESV3 +
2- LIDC 8DEF812FSAW7SOB3$RF4S$CIISSZHEAW3 +
3- LOOP S08FSEFlSEE28GH3$CVFSASFOREOLC2 +
4m 8LOCN 81AFOLAlSLB2SCI18_MU2 +
5= LOOP 80EFIEFIOEH25IAFOAW48GG2SSTG3SOTH3SSRESLC18REOBI +
b- LIDC SDQFSX2F$CC3$RF4SSZHERP2 +
7- LOOP 80GFSGFlSEG28TG3$IAFSASF$OH3SSTH4SORESLC2 +
8= LOOP _OEFOFOlSCVFOAOF8OFISSOGIS$GHISSTOISOTHISSRSEQ8 +
9- LOOP 808FIGGlIGH28IAFOPRDSGF188ZHERE28REACO_ +

1On LOOP 808FOBHIOTE288Wl_IAFSAW45GF158GBISOTH288RSEGIO +
11= LOOP 808FOEH18TH28SWIOIAFOAW48GFIS$GGISOTG2SSRSEGIO +
12= FS1 81AFORW48OBIORF4S +
13= LOOP 80GF$OWIOIRF88V2SGFISOGGIS8GHIS$TGISOTHISIZHESV3 +
14= 8LBO 81AFOM825RWBOOBIORF4SOAW3 +
15- LOOP 8OGFOGFIOGG28IRFOCCS$GH3SSTG3SSTH3SOZHERE28RESLC3 +
1ha RT 8DHIOI3FSRN88RF4SOCIIS +
17= LOOP 808FOGFIOGG2SIAFSASBSGH3SSTO3SSTH358RESLC2 +
18" TT $DHI813FSRWBORF488CI18 +
19" FB8 SRFFOROFORHFiIAF$CCFODUMMY +
20= RT 8DGISI2F8RN7SRF4BSZHEOB2 +
21= RT 81RFOH818RF4S_CIIS +
22= TT 8DGISI2FSRN7SRF4SSZHEOB2 +
23" TT SIAFSHBISRF485CIIS +
24- LOOP $OEFOEHIOIAFOAH38GFIS8661SOTE288TH2SORBEO24 +
25" LOOP $OEFOG818TH2$FO48CVFOASFOGF1SOGH2SOTG2SORSEO25 +
2b= LOSWV $IAF88VFORF48CI158SIISSZHESV3 +
27= LIDC 8DGFSI2FORW7:OB38RF48CIISOZHEAW3 +
28= PLMFW 8DH1813FORNBORF4SOCIIS +
29= LOOP 808FOEH181RFOPRDOLAIOREACO6 +
30n LOOP 808FOGB;$IRFOPRDOLB38GFISOGH2SOTE2S_TH2SOREACOb +
31: SLBO 8DG1812FSMS2tRF4SOCIIS_AW7 +
32" SLBO 8DHIOI3FSMS2SRF4SSCIISSAN8 +
33= SLBO 8AH18XRFOMS25RF48SCI188AN3 +
34= LOOP$OGFOEGIOTG288WIOIAFOCC588FISOEH2S$TH3SORSEO34 +
35= RT SIAFOAN1SOB18RF4SOCIIS +
3b= PLMFW 8DGISI2FOAN78RF4SOZHEOB2 +
37= PLMFW 81AFOHS18RF4SOCI1S +
38= FS11 8IAFOASFORP28SEI +
39" LOOP$OGFSEEIOTG2$SNI$IAFSASBSEFISSGH285TH3SSRSEQ34 +
40= TT 8IAFOAWlSOBI_DUMMY +
41= RT 81RFSSVIORF4SOCIIS$SIISSZHESV3 +
428 LIDC 8DOFSI2FSAS3SRF4SSZHERP2 +
43m LOOP 80GFOSWlSlAFSAW3_OB18ANIBAW38DUMMYAW3 +
44n FSI 8|AFORW48VX2_DUMMY +
45= TT SIAFSSVlSRF4S$CIISOSIISOZHESV3 +
4b= LPCC SIAFOASFORP2$SEX +

47= LOOP $0GFSOFlSG_2SGH35CVF_ASFOAW48RESLC1 +
48= PLMFW 8IAFIAWISOBI_DUMMY +
49= SLBO 81AFSMS2SAWBOVI28AW3 +
50= LIDC 8DOF$12FOAW7SVI2$DUMMY +
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Table DI.Ia {mahmd)

51= LIDC lDGFII2FIAN71LB38MU2 +
52- PLMFW $1AFOBVlSRF488CIlgIEI188ZHEBV3 +
53m MLOCA $IAFORF3 +
54n LOOP $OGF$GFl$OH251AFIOV58ZHEOV3 +
55= MLOCA $1AFSLA38LB2 +
56= LOOP $OGF$EH18TH28FO2_CVFIASF$RBEG25 +
57= LOOP SOEFOEGISTG28FO28CVFSASF$RSEG25 +
58= LOOP $OGFOEFISGH28TG381AFOAW45REOBI$RESLCI +
59u LOOP $0GFIGFI86H28TH38IAF$AW48REOBI$REELCI +
60= LOOP $OQFSGHI$TQ28TH3$BW3_IAFSAN4SREOBIIRESLCI +
bl= F99 _IAFOOEI +
62- LOOP 808F$G81$GH28TE35TH45CVFOASF$RESLC2 +
63= MLOCA $1AFSOIIOFACTR2$CH2 +
64= L00P $OGFSBF188828TG38TH4$1AFSASFORESLC2 +
65= EXFW 8DHIOI3FOAN8 +
66= LOOP $08FSFOISCVFSAOFSAN4SZHEFObSRESLC1 +
67- LOOP 80GFSGF1888258H35CVFSASFSPRD +
68= LOOP 80GFOIAFSOV4$SNISORF4S$CIISOSIISOZHESV3 +
b?= LOSW $IAF_ABF_RP2$BE1 +
70= LOOP $OGFOGGI$FO3$CVFSASFORSEQ25 +
71 = LOOP 8OGFSTH18FO3$CVFOAOFORSEG25 +
72= LLOCA 8IAFOAC1 +
73= EXFW $DGIOI2F$AW78ZHEOB2 +
74= EXFW $1AFOH81 +
75m SGTR 81AF$SLI$MUI +
7a= LOOP $OGFOEF188H251AFSAW45PRD +
77- F91 SDSIOI2F +
78= LOOP $OGF88HIOIAFOSV28ZHESV35REAC12 +
79= LOOP SOGFOTGI88W38IAF$SV28ZHESV3SREACI2 +
eo= LOOP $OGFSTHI$SW381AFOSV2$ZHESV3_REAC12 +
81- LOOP 8OGFSGFIOIAFSSV25ZHESV3SREACI2 +
82= LOOP 8OSFOGFIOGG28TG38CV38ABFSRESLC2 +
83= LIDC 898FSI2FSAW78OB38LBISRF4SSZHEAW3 +
84= RT 8AH_OIAFSAW38REOB1 +
85= LOOP 80GFOGFI_GG28TG381AFSASFOPRD +
8a= RT $1AFSAWISVI2 +
87= MLOCA $1AFOVI3 +
88= LOOP $OGFOGHlSTG28SWIOIAF$SV55ZHESV3 +
8?m LIDC _DGF_I2F$AW7_OB38CS28RF4SSZHEAW3 +
40= FS11 _IAF_ASFSRP2S +
41= LOOP 808F_GGlSGH2$TH38CVFOPRD +
92= LIDC SDGF_I2FSAW78CH250B35ZHEAN3 +
43 m LOOP $O(3F_EH18IAFOPRDOHRDOREAC06 +
94= TT SAHl$IRF$RW38REOBI +
45= LOOP SOGFSEG18GH28TG381AFSPRDOREAC06 +
4b= LIDC SDGFSDH2$I2FOI3FOI4FOAWASDUMMY +
47= LOOP $08FSGHlSTH2SSWIOIAFSSVSSZHESV3SREAC12 +
98 = TT _IAFSAW18VI2 +
94= LIDC SDGF$AH4$I2FOI4FOAWASDUMMY +

1OO= LOOP 80GF$0HI_IAF_PRD_VAI_REACOb 4.
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101= 8GTR $1AFSELlSLA18LB2 +
102= LOOP SOGFSSWI$1AFSAN3mVI2 +
103= LLOCA SlAFSRF3 +
104m EXFN $1AFSAWI$OB1 +
105- LOOP SOSFSGGlSlAFSPRDSVB1 +
106" LOOP IOBFIBHIlFOI$CVF_ASF +
107= LOOP IOSFSTGllFOl$CVFSASF +
108= LOOP IOBF$BFISFOIlCVFIASF +
109m LPCC $IAFSASFIRP2S +
110= LOOP $08FIEGlIGH2STH3SFOSSCVFSASF +
111= LOOP 808FSGBlSTG2$TH3$FO5_CVFSASF +
112m LOOP SOGFSBEISIAFSPRDSHRB +
113" EXFN SIAFSBV1 +
114= LOOP $OGFSFOIICVFSASFIPRD +
115m LOPF SDHI$I3FSAN8 +
116m LOOP 808FSGB188H2SCV38PRD +
117m PLMFW 8AH181AFSAW3 +
118" FB1 8IAFIAW450BlIRF4 +
119= RT SDE1812FSCC3 +
120= PLMFW =IAFSAWlSVI2 +
121" LOOP SOBF$SHlSSW2SlAFSAW4 +
122" LOOP IOSFSEFIIBH2$IAF$CC5_AW4 +
123" SLBI SIAFIANBSRP2SOB1 +
124" RT SDH1813FSCC2 +
125- FS1 8IAFSAN48LAl$LB2 +
126- LOOP SOI3FSBHlSTG2SSN1SIAF_AW4SPRD +
127- LIDC SD(3F$1)H2$I2FSI3F$I4FSAWAIOB3 +
128= TT SDGI$12FICC3 +
129= IMSIV 8DH1813FSAN8 +
130- LIDC SDGFSAH4$12F$14FSAWASOB3 +
131= LOOP SOGFSSNI$1AFSSV2_RF4 +
132= LOOP 808FSGH18TH25SW11IAFSAN4SPRD +
133= LIDC SDFISDSF$11F$12FSMB2$AWA¢OB3 +
134" TT SDHI$I3FICC2 +
135= LIDC SDGF$I2FSAW710B3SSR2 +
136= LIDC _DGFSAFI$12FSANASOB3 +
137" TLMFN SDHlSI3FSAN8 +
138" VSI IIAFSITI_ME1 +
139" LOPF 8DGl$I2FSAN7 +
140= LOPF 81AF_HSI +
141" LOSNV $SAlISVF +
142= LOSWV SSBI$SVF +
143= LIDC SDFISDGF$11FSI2FICCSSMS2 +
144= SLBO 81AF_MS25AWBIOBISRF4 +
145= SLOCI $1AFSPRN$LAI_LB2 +
146= LOOP $OGF$SF188825TH351AF_CC5 +
147= LCV SDHI_I3FSAN8 +
148= LIDC tDGF$I2F$SBI_AW7_OB3 +
149= IMSIV $IAFSHS1 +
150= LIDC SDGFSAFI$12F_CC5 +
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TableDl.la (continued)

151= IMSIV $DGI*I2FIAW7 +
152= FS9 *IAF*VI2 +

153= SLBI *SA5*SBE*OSF_MS2 +
154= SLBO *I31$MS2tOB1 +
155= LIDC *DGF*DH2tI2F*I3F*I4F*CC4 +
15b= SLBO *III*MS2*OB1 +

157= LOOP *OGF*DHI*GFI*I3F_AW9 +
158= SLBO _IAF*MS2*AWB*LAI*LB2 +

, 159= LOOP *OGFtGHI_TH2*SWI*CVb*AW4 +
160= LIDC *DGF*AH4_I2F*I4F_CC4 +
161= LOOP *UGF*GGI*TH2*FO4*CVF*ASF*AW4 +
162= RT *DFI_IIF*AW8*OBI +
163= TLMFW *DGI*I2F*AW7 +
164= LOOP *OGF_GFI*GG2_TH3*IAF*ASB +

165= TLMFW *IAF*HSI +
l&b= LOOP *OGFtDFI*GHI*IIF*AW9 +

Ib7= MLOCA *SA2*SBb*OSF +
168= LOOP _OGF_GHI*IAF_PRD*RF1 +
169= LOOP *OGF*GGI_GH2*SW2tIAF*CCF +
170= SGTR *IAF*OPI*VI5 +

171= SLBI *SBC*OSF*RP2*OBI +
172= SLBI *SA5*OSF_RP2*OB1 +
173= LIDC _DGF*I2F*AW7_VB1 +
174= LOOP *OGF_GGI*IAF*P_D*RFI +

175= PLMFW _DGItI2F*CC3 +
176= TT _DFI$IIF*AW8*OB1 +
177= LOCV *DHI$I3F_CVF*AW8 +
178= RT *I31_AW5_OB1 +

179= LOCV _CVF*RTI_OSF +
180= RT *DHI*I3F*AW8*_F4 +
181= RT *IlltAW5_OBI +

182= ISI *DHI*I3F_AW8 +
183= LIDC *DGF*I2F*AW7*HRB +
184= PLMFW $DHI*I3FmCC2 +

185= LOOP *OGF_BGISGFI_GG2*IAFtASF +
186= FSb _AFF_AGF_IAF*CC5*_P2 +
187= _T *SAItSB2*RT7*OSF +
188= LCV _DGI_I2F*AW7 +

189= LOSW *IAF_ASF*_P2S +
190= LCV *IAF*HS1 +
191= LOOP *OGF*SWI*IAF*CC7tSEI +

192= TT _I31_AW5*OBI +
193= TT *III*AW5_OBI +
194= TT *DHI_I3FtAW8*RF4 +

195= LOOP _OGF$DHI*I3F_AW8 +
196= LIDC *DGF*I2F*AW7_OB3*CI2 +
197= _T *SAI_SB2*OSI*MS2 +
198= LOPF *IAF*AWI*OB1 +

199= TT _SAI*SB2_RT7*OSF +
200= LOOP _OGF_GFI*GH2*CV2*AW4 +
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Table Dl.la (amtinued)

201= LOOP *OGFtGFI*GG2_CV3*CC5 +
202= SLOCI *IAFtCCI +
203= LOOP *OGF*GGI*I32*PRD +
204= LOOP *OGF*GGI*GH2*IAF*CCS*PRD +
205= LOOP *OGF*THItSW3*IAF*AW3*OBI +

206= LOOP *OGF*TGI*SW3$IAF*AW3*OBI +
207= LOOP _OGFtGFI*GG2*TH3*FO4*CVF*ASF +
208= LOOP *OGF*GFI*GH2*IAF*SV5*AW9 +
209= LOOP tOGFtGFI*IAF*AW3*OBI +
210= RT _IAF*HSI*RF4 +
211= LOCV *DGI*I2F*CVF*AW7 +
212= TT *SAI*SB2*OSI*MS2 +

213= LOCV $CVF*HSI +
214= LOOP _OGF*GFItGG2*IAF*CC5*PRD +
215= RT *DGI*I2F*AW7tRF4 +

216= LOOP $OGFtGFI_GH2*IAF*AW4*CH2*DUMMY +
217= ISI _IAF*HSI +
218= ISI $DGI*I2F*AW7 +

219= LOOP *OGF_GFI*GG2*CV3*ASB +
220= SGTR *IAF*OPI*MUI +
221= LOOP _OGF*GFI$GH2*IAF_CCS*PRD +
222= SLBI *DGI_I2F +

223= LOPF *IAF*SVI +
224= LOOP *OGF*GHI_TG2_SWI*IAF*CCS*AW4 +

225= SLBI *DHI*I3F +
226= IMSIV *IAF*AWI_OBI +
227= SLBI *AHI*IAF*RP2 +

228= RT *IAF*CCI_RP2*SEI +
229= TT $IAF*HSI*RF4 +

230= LOOP *OGF*GFI*GG2*IAF*ASB*PRD +
231= LOOP tOGF*GHI*TH2*SWI*IAF*CC5_AW4 +
232= TT *DGI*I2F*AW7*RF4 +
233= ELOCA *IAF +

234= LOOP *OGF*GHI*IAF*AW3*RF4 +
235= TLMFW *IAF*AWI*OBI +
236= MLOCA _CVI*OSF +
237= PLMFW SDFI$IIF*AW8$OB1 +

238= LOOP *OGF*DGI*I2F_AW7 +
239= LIDC *DGF*I2F$AW7*OB3*VB3 +

240= TT *IAF*CCI*RP2*SEI +
241= LOOP *OGF*GGItGH2*IAF*AW3 +
242= SGTR *I31*SL2 +
243= SGTR *III_SL2 +
244= IMSIV $IAF*SVI +
245= LOOP *OGF*BGI*GHI*SWI_IAF*AW4 +

246= SLBO *DFI*IIF*MS2*OBI +
247= FS8 *AFF*AOF*AHF*IAF*CCF*PRD +
248= PLMFN *I31*AW5*OBI +

249= SLBO *AFI*IAF*MS2*OBI +
250= LOOP $OGFtGFItGG2_IAFSAW3 +
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Appendix D

Table Dl.ls (eoutinued)

251= PLMFW SDHISI3FSAW88RF4 +
252= LOSWV 8IAF_SVF$CII_RF4S +
253= PLMFW SIllSAWS$OBI +
254= LOOP $08F_BHISGHI$SWl$IAFSAW4 +
255= LOOP SOSFSAH15GFISIAFSAW4 +
256= TLMFW _IAF_SV1 +
257= LOOP 808F_DGI$GFISGHS_I2F_I4FICVF_ASF_MS2 +
258= LCV $IAF_AWI_OBI +
259= RT 80GISGFI_GG2$GH3_CVFSASFSRP2 +
260= PLMFW $8AISSB21RT750SF +
261= LIDC SDFI$DGF$IIF_I2F_AS4_MS2 +
262= SLBO SDGIII2F_MS2_RF4 +
263= SLBO _DHI$I3FSMS2$RF4 +
264= LOOP 80GFSAFZSGHISIAF_AW4 +
265= SLOCI SDGZ_I2FSLB3 +
266= SLBO SAHI$IAF_MS2$RF4 +
267= LOOP _08F_GSISTH2_IAF_PRD_LB3 +
268= SLOCI SDHI_I3FSLAI +
269= SLOCI IAGIIIAFSLB3 +
270= LIDC IDSF_AFI_I2F_AS4 +
271= SLOCI 8AH181AFgLA1 +
272= MLOCA $IAFgLVI +
275= EXFW SAHI_IAFSAW5 +
274= PLMFW lSAISSB2_OSISMS2 +
275= LOOP 808FIGFI$OG25IAFSPRDSLB5 +
27b= SLOCN $1AFSRW1 +
277= EXFW $IAFSAWI$VI2 +
278= TT $OGI$8FISGG2_GH3_CVF$ASFIRP2 +
279= LOOP IOGFIDHI_TGS_SWZ_ISF_AW9 +
280= SLBO $I21IMS2_OBI +
281= LCV _IAF_SVI +
282= LOOP 808F$GHl$IAF_AWS_PRD +
283= RT $OGI_GFI_GH2_IAFSAW4_RP2 +
284= LOOP 808FlGGISTH2_FO4_CVFSASFSPRD +
285 = LOOP 808FSGFIlGH21IAFSPRDSLA1 +
286= SLBO _I41IMS2$OBI +
287= SGTR 8IAF_OPIILAISLB2 +
288= LIDC gDGF_I2FSAW7_SII_OB3 +
289= LOSWV _IAF_SVF$SIISRF4S$CIIS +
290= LOOP _OGFSDGI$GH4_I2F$I4FSAWA +
291= RT _IAF_AWI$OBISRF4 +
292= LOOP _OGF_DHI_TH6_SWI_I3F_AW9 +
293= LOCV 8CVF_AWlgOBI +
294= RT _LFI$11F$SV2 +
295= PLMFW _IAF_HSI_RF4 +

296= LOOP _OGF_AHI_GFI_SG2_CVFgASF . +
297= LOOP $OGFSAGI$GFI$GHS_CVFSASF +
298= ISI _IAF_AWI$OB1 +
299= LIDC $DGF_I2FSAW7_RF1 .
500 = LOOP $OGFSDHI$GFI$GG2_ISFSCVFSASF .
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Table DI.II (eeutlaued)

301= PLMFW SDGlgI2F_AW7$RF4 +
302= RT _AFI$IAF_SV2 +
303= TT _OGISGFISGH25IAFSAW4_RP2 +

304= RT $IAFSAWI_LAISLB2 +
305= LOOP $OGF_GGI_CV3_PRD_LB3 +
306= RT _I21_AWS_OBI +
307= TT _IAF_AWI80BlSRF4 +
308= PLMFW $IAF_CCISRP2_SE1 +
309= TT 8DFI_IIFSSV2 +
310= RT _I415AWS_OBI +

311= LOOP $OGF_DGlSGFI_I2F_AWA +
312= FS& SAFF_AGF$IAF_AS4_RP2 +
313= LOOP $OGF_AFI_GGI_GH2$CVF_ASF +

314= LOOP 80GF_GFISGG2_GH3$SBI_CVFSASF +
315= LOOP _OGF_GG18GH2SIAFSPRD$SI2 +
316= LOOP _OGF_GFlSGG2_IAFSPRD_SI2 +

317= LOCV 8CVF_SV1 +
318= TT _AFI_IAF_SV2 +

319= LOOP _OGFgSWIIIAFSAW3$OBI_RF4 +
320= ISI _IAFSSV1 +
321= TT $IAFSAWI_LAISLB2 +
322= LOOP _OGF_DFISGGISGH2$IIF_CVFSASF +

323= LOOP SOGFSAGISGFISTG6$IAF_ASF +
324= RT _IAF$SVI_RF4 +
325= TT _I21_AWS$OBI +

326= LOOP $OGFSDGlSGFlSTG6_I2FSASF +
327= LLOCA _SA2$SB6$OSF +
328= LOOP =OGF=GGI$SW2$IAF_CC5 +

329= TT =I41_AWS=OB1 +
330= SLOCN =IAF=RFISMU2 +
331= LOOP tOGFgSWItIAFSAW3gLAI_LB2 +
332= FS1 $IAF=AN4=VI2=RF4 +
333= LOOP $OGF_DFI_GGI_TG2_IIFSASF +
334= FS5 $IAF_ASFSRP2$SE1 +
335= RT $OGISGFI_GG2$TG3$IAF_ASFSRP2 +
336= LIDC _DGF_I2F_I325AW7 +
337= LOOP $OGF_AFISGGI_TG2_IAF_ASF +
338= FSll _DGI_I2F_ASF +
339= FSIO $IAF_AW4_OB1 +
340= FS11 SDHI$I3F_ASF +
341= LOOP gOGF_GGI_GH2_IAF_PRD_CH2 +
342= TT $IAF$SVI_RF4 +
343= SLBI _IAF_AWBSRP2_VI2 +
344= LOOP _OGF_GHl_TH2_FO25CVFSASFSAW4 +
345= LOOP _OGF_GGlSTG2_FO2_CVF_ASF_AW4 +
346= LOOP $OGF_GGI_TG2_SWI_IAF_CCS_PRD +
347= LOOP _OGF_GFI_GH2_SBISAW4 +
348= LOOP _OGF_GHI_TG2_SWI:IAF_SVS_AW9 +
349= SGTR _DFI_IIF_SL2 +
350= PLMFW _GISGFI_GG2_GH3_CVFgASF_RP2 +
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Appendix D

Table DI.18 (coutinued)

351= LOOP *OGF*GHI$TG2$SWltIAFSAW4$CH2 +
352= TT *OGISGFItGG2tTG3$1AFtASF_RP2 +
353= LIDC $DGF*I2F*CC3*PRA +
354= SGTR *DHI$I3F_SL2 +

355= RT $DHI*I3F$SV3 +
356= SGTR _DGI$I2F$SL2 +
357= LOOP *OGFSGHI_TH2tSWI*IAF*SVS_AW9 +

358= LOOP $OGFtGHI*IAF_CC7_PRD +
359= FS1 _DHItI3F*AW9 +
360= LOOP *OGFSGHItTG2*SWItIAFtCC5$PRD +
361= RT *AHI$IAF*SV3 +
362= LOOP tOGF*GHItTH2*SWI*IAF_AW4*CH2 +

363= LOOP $OGFSGGItGH2_TG3*TH4*CVF*ASF*AW4 +
364= LOOP $OGF_GGI_TG2*SWI*IAF*ASBSPRD +
365= LOOP tOGF$SWl_IAF*AS58SEI +

366= LOOP *OGF*SWltIAF$SV2$SI2 +
367= LOOP *OGF*GGI*IAF$CC7_PRD +
368= LOOP *OGFSGHI_TH2$SWI_IAF*CCS*PRD +

369= EXFW *DGI*I2FtCC3 +
370= FSI *IAF*AW4*OBI*LA1 +
371= FSI tIAFSAW4_OBI_LB1 +

372= TT *DHI$I3F*SV3 +
373= PLMFW *OGISGFI*GH2*IAF*AW4_RP2 +
374= LPCC SDGI_I2F_ASF +
375= LOOP $OGF*IAF*HSI*DUMMY +

376= LPCC tDHI_I3F*ASF +
377= TT _AHI*IAF*SV3 +
378= EXFW *DHI$I3F*CC2 +
379= LOOP *OGF*SWI*IAF*HSI +

380= LIDC *DGF*I2F$SAI*CC3 +
381= LIDC *DGF*I2F$SBI*CC3 +
382= LOOP $OGF*GHI*TG2*IAF*AW3 +

383= PLMFW *IAF*AWI*OBI*RF4 +
384= LOOP *OGF$GGI*IAF*SV4 +
385= PLMFW $DFI$IIF_SV2 +
386= LOOP *OGF*DHI$GGI*I3F*PRD +

387= LOOP tOGF*GGI_IAF*AWI +
388= LOOP *OGFSGFISGH2*TG3*TH4tIAF_AW4 +
389= LOOP *OGF*GHI*TH2tIAF*AW3 +

390= SGTR *I21$SL2 +
391= LOOP tOGF*AHI*GGltIAF*PRD +
392= LOOP *0OFSGFl*GG2*TG35SBl*ASF +

393= LOOP tOGF_AGltGH4$IAF*PRD +
394= PLMFW tAFI_IAF*SV2 +
395= LOOP tOGF*GGltTG2*SWI*IAF*AW3 +

396= SGTR *I41*SL2 +
397= SLBO tIAF_MS2*AWB*VI2*RF4 +
398= LOOP $OGF*GFI$GH2*TG3*IAF*SV5 +

399= PLMFW *IAF*AWI*LAI*LB2 +
400= LIDC tDGF*I2F*AW7tVI2_RF4 +
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TaMe Dl.la (eoatinued)

401= PLMFW *I218AW58OB1 +
402= LOOP 80GFOGFleGH2$TH3*IAFOSV5 +
403= LOOP _OGFOAHIITOS$SWIIIAFOAW4 +
404= LOOP SOOF$GHlITO2*TH35SW3SIAFtSV5 +
405= PLMFW _I41$AWS$OBI +
406= RT *OG18FO18CVFSASF_RP2 +
407= LOOP SOGFSGFISOH2$IAF$AW4$CI2 +
408= LOOP 808F$THlSFO3_CVFSASFSAW4 +
409= LOOP 80GF$GG18FO38CVFSASFSAW4 +
410= SLOCN $131$LA1 +
411= SLBO *I31$MS25VI2 +
412= SLBO _Ill$MS2*VI2 +
413= LOOP IOGFSGHI$TG2$1AF$PRD*LA1 +
414= LOOP $OGF8OGISGH25TG38FO2_CVFSASF +
415= LOOP SOOF$GF18GH2$TH3$FO2_CVFSASF +
416= LOOP $OGFSGHl$TO2$TH35FO2*CVFSASF +
417= LOOP 808F$GFI8OO25TG3_FO2*CVFSASF +
418= LOOP *OGF$SWI$IAF$SV2$CH2 +
419= LLOCA $IAF_LA3$LB8 +
420= LOOP *OGFSAHI*TH6SSWI$IAF*AW4 +
421= SLBO IIAF$MS2$AWBSOBI_RF4S$ZHEAW4 +
422= SLBO $AHI$IAFSMS2_RF4StCIIS*ZHEAW4 +
423= SLBO *IAFSMS2$AWB*VI2$ZHEAW4 +
424= SLBO _DGltI2F*MS2$RF4S*CIISSZHEAW4 +
425= SLBO *DHISI3F_MS2*RF4S$CIISOZHEAW4 +
426= LOOP *OGFOSWI_IAFOAW3$OBI*AWIBAW3$ZHESW1 +

427= HAZCHM*ZHEHSS$PO!NTI +
428= CRFIRE
429= REOB1 =OBI+RFI+LAI+CH2.
430= RSEQ8 =ZHEFO6*RESLC3.
431= RSEQIO=(ZHESWI+DUMMYAW4)$RESLC1.
432= RSEG24=OBI+LAl+RFI+CHI+VA1.
433= RSEG25=ZHEFO65RESLC3.
434= RSEQ34=ZHERE28RESLC3.
435= RP2S=/RP2.
436= RF4S=/RF4.
437= CIIS=/CII.
438= SIIS=/SII.
439= SWIS=/SWI.
440= OGIS=/OGI.
441= SAIS=/SAI.
442= SBIS=/SBI.
443= GFIS=/GFI.
444= GGIS=/GG1.
445= GHIS=/GHI.
446= TGIS=/TG1.
447= THIS=/THI.
448= GG2S=/GG2.
449= TG3S=/TG3.
450= TH3S=/TH3.
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Appendix D

Table Dl.la (continued)

451= GH3S=/GH3.
452= TH4S=/TH4.
453= TH2S=/TH2.
454= TG2S=/TG2.
455= GH2S=/GH2.
456= PRDS=/PRD.
457= OB3S=/OB3.
458=*EOR
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Table Dl.lb
Reduced Model Input Data - lnlth, tors

# NAME VALUE

3 LOSWV 6.29000E-05
13 LIDC 2.SbOOOE-02
19 LOOP 9.10000E-02
27 SLOCN 5.2bOOOE-03
61 FSI 2.94000E-04
64 SLBO 5.53000E-03
70 RT 1.14000E+00
75 TT 1.05000E+O0
76 FS8 6.18000E-06
90 PLMFW 7.49000E-01
95 FSII 3.81000E-04
I03 LPCC I.g&OOOE-04
I04 MLOCA 4.63000E-04
111 FS? 1.35000E-05
116 EXFW 2.79000E-01
120 LOSW 9.74000E-05
123 LLOCA 2.02000E-04
125 SGTR 1.71000E-02
144 LOPF 1.21000E-01
14b SLBI 4.63000E-04
148 IMSIV 1.07000E-OI
153 TLMFW 9.98000E-02
154 VSI 1.01000E-Oh
159 SLOCI 1.blOOOE-02
161 LCV 8.73000E-02
176 LOCV 7.99000E-02
179 ISI 7.39000E-02
181 FSb 2.41000E-05
190 ELOCA 2.bbOOOE-07
209 FS5 5.2bOOOE-05
210 FSIO 1.40000E-05
217 HAZCHM 4.39000E-04
220 CRFIRE 3.17000E-05
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TsbleDl.lc

Modelblmt _ -Rrwtlbm Symms

# NAME VALUE

L6 AN7 3.24000E-04
L7 OB3 3.75000E-01
28 LA1 2.04000E-02
2_ LB2 2.33000E-01
30 MU2 1.17000E-02
32 AW4 7.25000E-02
51 PRD 4.88000E-02
62 OBI 2.89000E-02
65 MS2 1.00000E+O0
66 AWB 2.41000E-02
67 AW3 1.24000E-03
73 AW8 1.23000E-03
89 RF4 5.47000E-02
91 LB3 2.04000E-02
94 AWl 3.73000E-05

102 VI2 2.20000E-02
105 RF3 4.93000E-03
107 LA3 1.58000E-02
113 SII 3.25000E-03
115 CH2 1.41000E-02
124 ACI 6.27000E-03
126 SLI 6.06000E-03
127 MU1 7.98000E-03
131 LB1 1.SbOOOE-02
132 VI3 2.00000E-03
133 CS2 1.43000E-02
L35 HRD 4.S&OOOE-03
138 AWA 9.59000E-02

140 VAt 3.84000E-03
141 VBI 3.b4000E-03
143 HRB 4.01000E-03
151 SR2 9.48000E-03
155 ITI 9.90000E-01
156 MEI 5.00000E-OI
160 PRN 7.66000E-03
168 AN? 1.41000E-01
172 RF1 3.16000E-03
174 VI5 ?.O0000E-03
177 AW5 3.30000E-02
185 CI2 5.77000E-03
192 VB3 3.84000E-03
193 SL2 6.52000E-03
194 CI1 4.06000E-03
200 LV1 4.59000E-04
201 RWI 3.94000E-05
207 SI2 1.60000E-02
211 PRA 8.23000E-03

214 LB8 3.75000E-02
222 CH1 6.24000E-04
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TableDl.ld

IbNluudMkxlelImlMNData-SSl_ S_mm

# NAME VALUE

4 IAF I.O0000E+O0
5 SVF I.O0000E+O0

14 DSF 1.00000E+O0
15 12F I.O0000E+O0
20 OGF 1.00000E+O0
21 GF1 4.52000E-02
22 GG2 5.56000E-02
23 GH3 8.27000E-02
24 CVF 1.00000E+O0
25 ASF 1.00000E+O0
31 GH2 5.41000E-02
38 CC3 5.85000E-04
40 TG3 6.25000E-02
43 FOI 2.16000E-04
50 GGI 4.48000E-02
54 GH1 4.44000E-02
55 TG2 5.36000E-02
56 SNI 5.00000E-01
59 TH2 5.32000E-02
63 SV2 1.80000E-04
68 CC5 2.87000E-02
71 DH1 7.01000E-04
72 13F 1.00000E+O0
74 ASB 2.70000E-02
77 AFF I.O0000E+O0
78 AGF 1.00000E+O0
79 AHF I.O0000E+O0
80 CCF I.O0000E+O0
82 DGI 7.05000E-04
8b F04 2.26000E-02
92 AH1 6.92000E-04
98 SVI 1.71000E-06
99 AS3 1.22000E-04

106 SV5 7.33000E-03
108 F02 7.04000E-03
109 TH3 6.21000E-02
II0 SW3 9.94000E-01
112 TH4 b.?2000E-02
118 SV4 2.57000E-05
121 F03 3.51000E-04
122 TH1 4.36000E-02
129 TGI 4.40000E-02
130 CV3 5.68000E-02
136 DH2 b.?8000E-04
137 I4F 1.00000E+O0
139 AH4 b.92000E-04
142 F05 5.08000E-02
145 SW2 2.54000E-03
147 CC2 5.bgOOOE-04
149 DF1 7.05000E-04
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'l'eble Dl.ld (e0ltlllod)

150 IIF 1.00000E+O0
I_2 RFI 6.92000E-04
I_7 SRI 7._8000E-03
158 SBI 7.48000E-03
162 SA_ 1.40000E-02
163 SBE 7. 43000E-02
165 131 1. 15000E-03
L66 CC4 2. &7000E-02
167 Ill 1.15000E-03
169 CV6 3.88000E-02
170 SR2 1.14000E-02
171 SB6 8.44000E-02
175 SBC 1.34000E-02
178 RT1 &.SBOOOE-06
180 BGI 1.44000E-03
182 SB2 2.40000E-02
183 RT7 1.93000E-03
184 CC7 6.63000E-04
187 CV2 2.06000E-02
t88 CC1 1.88000E-0_
189 I32 1.74000E-03
191 CVI 7.bOOOOE-04
195 BHI 1.44000E-03
196 GH5 _.S&OOOE-02
197 OGI 7.&3000E-04
L98 AS4 1.&9000E-02
199 AG1 6.92000E-04
202 TG_ 4.44000E-02
203 I21 _.7&OOOE-04
204 I41 5.76000E-04
205 GH4 4.48000E-02
206 TH6 4.40000E-02
208 TGb _.41000E-02
212 SV3 1.33000E-04
213 RS_ .3._BOOOE-04
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Tdde Dl.le

Rodeeod Model limpetDeta. Hum_ ,_tteas + Rseovor3,

# NAME VALUE

12 ZHESV3 3.73000E-03
18 ZHEAN3 8,00000E-03
2b RESLC2 3.82000E-02
36 RESLCI 4.64000E-01
39 ZHERP2 9.99000E-03
52 ZHERE2 5.31000E-03
53 REACOb 2.82000E-01
69 RESLC3 B.63000E-02
83 ZHEOB2 8.00000E-02
84 HSI 5.01000E-O&
96 RP2 9.gbOOOE-01
97 SEI 1.09000E-02

117 ZHEFOb 4.00000E-02
128 REAC12 2.13000E-01
1&4 OSF 1.00000E+O0
173 OP1 4.42000E-03
18b 051 2.00000E-03
215 ZHEAH4 5.00000E-03
216 ZHESNI 3.54000E-03
218 ZHEHS5 7.99000E-03
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Table Dl.lf

Reduced Model Input Data. Elements Added by BNL

# NAME VALUE

81 DUMMY i.O0000E+O0
I00 AWIBAW3 3.01000E-02
I01 DUMMYAW3 1.24000E-03
li4 FACTR2 2.00000E+O0
219 POINT1 1.00000E-Oi
221 DUMMYAW4 7.25000E-02
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Table DIJ
bdueod Model Seqeeneee Wla, 001" Opemton

14 = SLBO * IAF * MS2 ' AWB ' OBI * RF4S " COMBI

31 = SLBO ' DGI * 12F ' MS2 ' RF4S ' CIIS" COMB2

32 = SLBO ' DHI " 13F " MS2 " RF4S ' CIIS ' COMB3

33 = SLDO " AHI " IAF ' MS2 " RF4S * CIIS ' COMBI

43 = LOOP ' OGF * SWI " IAF ' AW3 " OBI ' AWIBAW3 " COMB4

49 = SLBO " IAF " MS2 " AWB " VI2 " COMBI

where: COMBI = AW3 + ZH]EAW4

COMB2 = AW7 + ZHEAW4

COMB3 = AW8 + ZHEAW4

COMIM = AW3 + _I
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Tabk DI.3
Commemtsomthe DominantSoquennee(RoduNd)Model

P_ to IINLb_a I_

Actlon Item 2

P(;&E 5s requested to provide the documentation of recovery actions and
modeling changes In the non-seismic domtnant sequence model.

Resnonse to Item 2

A discussion of the recovery actions applied to the domtnant sequence model
follows:

First, the six factors appearing at the bottom of the dominant sequence
equation file, which were used to account for recovery actions on selected
accident sequences, are described.

REOB1

REOBI ts used to estimate the likelihood of recovery for Sequences S, 58, 59,
and 60. Each of these sequences Involves fa]lure of offstte power and loss of
emergency onstte ACpover to 4 kV emergency buses HF and HH on Unit 1. For
these sequences, diesel generator 12 successfully starts and supplies power to
4 kV emergency bus HG. Failure of power at buses HF and HH fails the two
motor-driven Auxiliary Feedwater (AFH) pumps, and the turbine-driven pump
fails Independently. Loss of all secondary heat removal shortens the time
available for recovery actions to approximately 2 hours. An electric power
recovery analysis was performed for these sequences; I.e., factor RESLCI, see
Table 6-53 tn Reference 1. Successful recovery of electric power prior to
core uncovery ts assumedto result tn success.

In the basic plant _el, loss of AC power was conservatively assumed to
result tn the Inability of the pressur|zer _Vs to be held open long enough
to allow success of bleed and feed cooling. Since, tn these sequences, two
emergency AC buses are lost and bleed end feed cooling was assumed to require
two Power _erated Relief Valves (_Vs), no credit was taken In the basic
plant model for bleed and feed cooling for these sequences. In these
sequences, however, IX: power 15 known to be successful; Initially, the PORVs
only requIreOC power to be manually held open. Therefore, despite the loss of
AC'pover to two buses, two pressurizer PORVscan be held open Initially for
bleed and feed c_lIng, After many hours, _en the batteries (no_lly
charged by kttery chargers on 480 V vttal buses HH and HF) are exhausted. It
Is assumed that one PORVts all that ts necessary to continue core coo11_ via
l_g-terableedand feed c_ltng. The factor RE_I accounts for the operator
action and hardware necessary to establish bleed and feed c_11ng and to
svttch to recIrculatton from the containment sump once the _T _tIes; I.e.,
open the _Vs (_1). svltc_ver to rectrculatIon (RFI). start an RHRPUm
(_I). and start and _erate one of one charging p_ (_2). Each of these
split fractions only takes credit for _e one irgency AC bus known to be
_erable throughout the accident; I.e., bus HG.

Additional recovery actions have been Identified but were conservatively
omitted. These tnclude the cross-tieing of emergency buses to bus HG to
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pomtt tvosuccess paths of hardware and to allow for longer tem recovery of
electrtc power; e.g.. prtor to the ttm needed to establish rectrculatton from
the suep.

RSEQe

ItS[Q8 addresses the recovery scttons for Sequence 8. Sequence 8 tnvolves a
|oss of offstte power, success of all five dtesel generators, but fatlure of
the fue! otl transfer system to provtde makeup to the dtesel generator day
tanks. Tem R[SLC3 ts the probability of not recovering electrtc pover before
core duage |n thts sequence. RESLC3Is presented tn Table 6-$3 tn Reference
1. The recovery analysts mkes use of the operable turbine-driven AFH pump.
vhtch ts knovn to successfully operate, even after all emergency AC pover ts
lost due to |nsufftctent fuel otl. The allovable recovery ttme accounts for
the delay tn Ios|ng emergency AC since the diesel generators do operate untt1
thetr respective day tanks empty. Only credtt for restoration of offstte
pover ts modeled in the evaluation of #L_LC3 stnce the dtesel generators are
operable.

Term ZHEF06 ts the error rate for a second operator action to reestablish fuel
otl to the dtesel generator day tanks. Thts mkes use of a dedicated.
portable fuel otl transfer pumpvhtch ts available as an alternate fuel otl
transfer system to the day tanks. The operators must a11gn the portable
system and manually control the level control valves on the operating dtesels.

This recovery actton ts considered Independent of the offstte power recovery
analysts because different crevs address the different acttons.

RSEQIO

RS[QIO addresses the recovery actions for Sequences 10 and 11. Sequence 10
tnvolves a loss of offs|te pover, fatlure of emrgency AC pover on buses HH on
Untt 1 and HGon Unit 2 and the svtng d|esel is altgned to Un|t 2 so that bus
HF on Un|t 1 ts also unavailable. Also, the turbine-dr|ven AFH pumpfa|ls
Independently so that there ts no secondary heat removal. Sequence 11 ts
s|mtlar except that bus HH on Untt 2 ts fatled tnstead of bus HG.

The recovery analysts considers tvo opttons: recovery of electrtc pover and
the realtgnmant of the svtng dtesel to Untt I froaUntt 2. vhtch vould enable
bus HFonUntt 1 to be energized and supplypover to a motor-driven AFHpmp.
The electrlc povernon-recoveryfactor Is gtven by RESLC1. R[SLC1 ts the
probability of not recovering electrtc pover pr|or to core damage gtven
fatlure of AFH. Zn the evaluation of RESLCI. credtt ts taken for offstte
pover recovery and for recovery of one of the fatled dtese] generators (see
Tible 6-53 tn Reference 1).

The recovery actton to reallgn the svt_g diesel generator to Untt 1 considers
the need forpover at the HFbos on LIntt 2. The turbine-driven AFNpumpon
Untt 2 ts assumedto be requtred on Untt 2 tn order for the operators on that
untt to permtt the release of the svtng dtesel for servtce on Unit 1.
Therefore. fatlure of the operttor actton to reallgn the svtng diesel (ZHESH1)
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or failure of the Unit 2 turbine-driven AFH pump(AHi) ts assumed to preclude
this recovery action.

Other recovery actions involving cross-tieing emergency AC buses and/or
est•b}tshtng bleed and feed cooling were conservatively not credited.

ItSE024

RSEQ24is the non-recovery factor for •cctdent Sequence 24 in the dominant
sequence list. This sequence involves a toss of offs|te power, failure of
power •t mergency bus HH, and • total toss of AFH. In the 1nit|s1 plant
sequencemodel, no credit for bleed and feed cooling was taken for this
sequence. This ts because PORV474 ts unavailable due to the toss of offsqte
power, which is assumedto fttl instrument tiT, end PORV456 would eventually
lose IX: control power since charging to 12SV iX: bus 13 is provided by bus HH.
With only one remtntng PORVsupported, the bleed and feed cooling success
criteria of two PORVscould not be satisfied. However, PORV456 would be
• vail•hie for _ny hours until the battery supplying DC bus 13 is exhausted.
It is believed that after this initial period, one PORVwould be sufficient
for continued bleed and feed cooling. The terms added to make up factor
RSEQ24•re the system's failure probabilities for the equipment needed to
establish bleed and feed cooling and to est•blish eventual rectrculatton from
the sump. OB1 models the operator action to initiate bleed and feed cooling.
LAI and VA1 model the equipment needed to estabtlsh rectrculatton from the
containment sump to the suction of the high pressure pumps, RFI models the
operator •ctton to align for recirculttton once the RHSTempties. 012 models
the charging pumpfailures. All of these system failure rates account for the
boundary condition that 4 kV emergency bus HH on Unit t is unavailable.

Additional recovery actions to restore electric power, •ltgn the b•ckup
battery charger to DC bus 13, or to crosstte emergency buses so as to restore
AFH were conservatively omitted.

_EQ2S

RSEQ2Smodels the recovery actions considered for Sequences 25, 55, S7, 70,
and 71. These sequences •el involve • loss of offstte power and fttlure of the
two d_esel fuel otl transfer trains shared by both units. Failure of •11 fuel
ot1 transfer eventually results in • subsequent loss of ell mergencyAC power
at both units.

Two sep•rtte recovery actions ire modeled for these sequences, both of vhtch
are included in lictor RS[Q2S. RESLC3ls the probability of not recovering
electric power before core damgegtven AFN ts successful (i.e,, the
turbine-driven AFN pump ts _ to be ol)erJble in these sequences), and that
• delmyed loss of emrgencyAC paver results once the dtesels run out of fuel
in their day tanks, Credtt ts taken for the recovery of offslte power prior
to core uncovery which results from • postulated seal LOCA.

The term ZHEF06 is •s described for factor RSE08. ZHEF06 is the error rate
for re|ling to align • portable rue| ot1 transfer system tn order to
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reestablish fuel o51 to the dteset generator day tanks. Thts action ts
assumed Independent of the other recovery actions since different crews are
tnvolved and both strategies would be attempted.

IS[4

RSEQ34m)dets the recovery actions for Sequences 34 and 39. These sequences
tnvolve a toss of offsIte power, fttlure of emergencyAC power at the HG buses
at both units, the tt|gnment of the swing dtesel generator to Unit 2. and the
fa|ture of either componentcoottng water on Untt I (CCS. Sequence 34) or
8ux115ary saltwater (ASS. Sequence 39). As 8 resu|t of failing eI_her
componentcoollng water or auxttIary sattvater, a seat LO_ Is assumed to
devetop, whtch ands to core damage. For these sequences, the recovery action
to attgn an alternate mxle of coollng water to the charging pumpsts not
viable. This ts because power ts not available to the charging pumps; t.e..
buses HF and HG are unavailable on Untt 1.

RSEQ34considers two recovery strategies. TemRESLC3 ts the probability of
not recovering electric power prior to core damge given AFH ts successful.
No credit for repair of the fatted emergency diesel generators was assumed.
This term accounts for the recovery of offsIte power only (see Table 6-53 tn
Reference 1). Tam ZHERE2accounts for the recovery action to crosstIe two
emergency buses given that one ts Initially available. If this action Is
successful, then successful restart of CCHer ASHts assumed, which permits
either prevention of 8 seal LOCAor successful htgh pressure Injection
depending on the time the cross-connection ts completed. The two recovery
strategies are evaluated Independently because different crews are dtrected at
each one.

The following discusses the selected sequences which were also modt£ted to
reflect sequence spectftc recovery actions and/or modeling Improvements to
reduce conservat|sms.

SEOO63

Sequence 63 tnvolves 8 medium LOCA tn which all high pressure Injection
fails. For medium LOCAs. It was assumed that two out of four high head pumps
(I.e.. centrifugal charging or safety Injection pumps) were required for
success. This requtrmnt for any two off our h|gh head pumpswas
conservat|vely tpproxtmted as one of two charging and one of two safety
|n_ect|on pumps. For the sequence |n question, the CH top event, which models
one of two charging pumps, was found to be successful. However. both safety
tnJectSon pumps fa|led. Therefore. the sequence was assumed to be 8 failure
of hSgh head Injection. For thts sequence, hovevero the CH top event was
successful and sSnce no support systems were ft41ed. 5t |s very t|kely that
both centrtfug&l charging pumps would be operable. To eliminate this modeling
approxtmetton, the originally conservative success criteria was revised to
reflect the realistic success criteria. Because tt was not part of the
original plant model, an evaluation of top event CHtn which both chargtng
pumpsare requtred for success (I.e.. or sequences tn vhtch both safety
Injection pumps fail) was not computed. A simple and conservative esttmte of
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the charging system failure fraction was mde for the succes*scrtter|a when
two pumpsare required. The 04 top event boundary condition for the case when
one train of support ts failed was used by multiplying the one of one pump
tra|n condition by 2 to convert tt to a two of two Puw tratn success criteria
condition. This explains the factor of 2. whtch appears tn the equatton for
Sequence 63.

SEQ043

This sequence involves a loss of offstte power In which the swing diesel
generator Is aligned to Unit 2. Auxiliary feedvater fails, and the operators
fail to establish bleed and feed cooltng vta the two pressurizer FORVs
available. Split fraction AN3 yes used tn the ortgtnal plant model because
bus HF on Untt 1 ts not ave| 1able; i.e., motor-driven AFI_pump13 t s not
available The trailing part of this sequence, beginning with split fraction
AHI. yes tntended to account for the recovery action tn which the operators
realtgn the svtng dtesel generator to Unit 1 so that AFH pump 13, vhtch then
has power, may be included tn the evaluation of AFH. The listed equation
appears to be t n error.

The or|g|nal equation Is:

SEQ043. LOOP*OGFeSHI*ZAF*AH3*OBI*(_I1/AH3*(ZHESHI,AH3)

The equation should be revised as follows:

S(Q043 . LOOP*OGF*SHI*XAF*AH3*OB1*(AH1/AH3+ZHESHI.AH3)

The error is of minor significance; the sequence frequency vtth the error 5s
approximately 2[-10. the sequence frequency after correction Is approximately
6E-8. The net tapact on the total core damage frequency ts an increase of
I ess than O.051..

In the corrected equation. ZHESH1Is the error rate for realigning the swing
d|esel generator back to Untt 1. AH3 ts the AFH system failure fraction for
Unit 2 gtven that the operators align the swing dtesel to Untt 1; i.e., the
system failure fract|on vtth one train of electric power unavailable. It is
assumedthat the operators would not transf_er the swing to Untt 1 tf AF"dwould
then be unavailable on Untt 2. .J

OTHER

The ltne tn the dominant sequence file labeled =OTHER"accounts for two groups
of |nttlators; I.e., hazardous chemicals and control room fires. The vat|able
CRFIREts actually the sumof 811 control roam ftre sequences, which lead to
core damage. 1he vaf_abte _ZCHM ts the sum of all chwIcal release sequences
(5n particular, chlortne and umonia releases) In which the release arrives at
the control room air intake, and the operators are eventually overcome. This
frequency is very conservative because, amongother reasons, a probability of
unity Is assumedthat, gtven a release, tt arrives at the control room air
Intake. It ts assumedthat the operators would trap the plant before they
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become Incapacitated. This ts belleved to be conservative because the chances
of an Independent cause of plant trtp, whtch mtght later necessitate operator
|nterventton before the next shtft reports for duty, ts remote. Several hours
are available before an operator actton would be requtred follovtng a plant
trtp; i.e., not untt1 the condensate storage tank (CST) must be replenished tn
order to ma|nta|n AFH coo1|n9. The chances of ftt ltn9 to replen|sh the CST
under these conditions are gtven by ZHEHS5. A factor of 0.1 vas used to
provide the condtt|onal probability of core damageg|ven that the CST vas not
tntttally replenished. A detttled evaluation of thls probability was not
performed. Stnce there would be substantial time available to avotd core
damage and the ortgtnal chemical release sequence frequency vas conservatively
estimated, a further investigation tnto this factor vas not deemedvarranted.

Reference 1: Ftnal Report of the Oqablo Canyon Long-Ten, Se{smtc Program
3uly 1988

Pmotftc Gas k El ectrtc Company
Dtmblo Canyon Pover Plant
Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50.-323
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Table D1.4
Redueed Model Sequences Requiring the Addition

of st Dummy Variable

19 -- FS8 * AFF * AGF * AHF * IAF * CCF * DUMMY

40 = Tr * IAF * AWl * OB1 * DUMMY

44 = FS1 * IAF * AW4 * VI2 * DUMMY

48 = PLMFW * IAF " AWl * OB1 * DUMMY

50 = LIDC * DGF * 12F * AW7 * VI2 * DUMMY

96 = L1DC * DGF * DH2 * I2F * I3F * 14F * AWA * DUMMY

99 = L1DC * DGF * AH4 * 12F * 14F * AWA * DUMMY

216 = LOOP * OGF * GF1 * GH2 * IAF * AW4 * CH2 * DUMMY

375 = LOOP * OGF * IAF * HS1 * DUMMY
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Table Dl..q

Descrlptlow o( Comdltloul Split Fractions
and htltiallUlgEvents (gull DCPRA Mmkl)

Note: This table was mppUed to BNL by PG&E and is included herein to help the reader undersgsnd the
variousmodel elements.

Model

I, AS1 All Pump Trains Available: 2 Running, 2 Standby (OPI)
2. AS2 3 Pump Trains Available: Fail Train 11 (OP2)
3. AS3 3 Pump Trains Available: Fail Train 12 (OP1)
4, AS4 2 Pump Trains Available: Fall Trains 11 and 12 (OP2)
5. ASP LOSP: 3 Pump Trains Available: Fail Train 11 (OP2)
6. ASa LOSP: 3 Pump Trains Available: Fail Train 21 (OP1) J
7. AS7 LOSP: 2 Pump Trains Available: Fail Trains 11 & 12 (OP2)
8. ASS LOSP: 2 Pump Trains Available: Fall 11 & 21(or 22) (OP2)
q. AS9 LOSP: 2 Pump Trains Available: Fall Trains 12 & 21 (OPI)

I0. ASA LOSP: 2 Pump Trains Available: Fail Trains 21 & 22 (OPF)
11. ASB LOSP: I Pump Train Available:Fall ii,12 & 21(or 22)(0P2)
12. ASC LOSP: 1 Pump Train Available:Fail 11(or 12),21 & 22(OPF)
13. LOSW Lols of ASW Supply to Unit 1 Initiating Event Frequency

• 14. ASF Guaranteed Failure
15. CC1 All Support Available(N/3 pumps starts and/or runs)
16. CC2 Loss of 4KV Bus H (NI2 pumps runs)
17. CC3 Loss of 4KV Bus G (N/2 pumps starts and/or runs)
18. CC4 Loss of 4KV Buses G and H (1/1 pump runs)
19. CO5 Loss of 4KV _uses F and G (I/1 pump starts and runs)

20. CC6 LOSP - All Support Available(N/3 pumps starts and runs)
21. CC7 LOSP - Loss of one 4KV bus (N/2 pumps starts and runs)

22. LPCC Initiating Event Frequency (All pumps fail)
23. CCF Guaranteed Failure

24. FCl 2 OF 5 CFCUs start and operate 24 hours
25. FC2 2 OF 4 CFCUs start and operate 24 hours
26. FC3 2 OF 3 CFCUs start and operate 24 hours
27. FC4 2 OF 2 CFCUs start and operate 24 hours
28. FCF Guaranteed failure
29. MSO Main Steam Isolation, TT failed,fire scenario 2
30. MS1 Main Steam Isolation ,TT succeeds- All Support Avail.
31. MS2 MS Isolation - TT fails , All Support Avail.
32. MSF MS Isolation - Guaranteed failure

33. TTO Turbine Trip - TT Initiator
34. TT1 Turbine Trip - All Support Available
35. TT2 Turbine Trip ATWT - All Support Available
3b. TT3 Turbine Trip ATWT, Man. Rx trip - All Support

37. TT4 Turbine Trip - 1 Train of Support Avail.
38. TT5 Turbine Trip ATWT - I Train of Support Avail.
39. TTb Turbine Trip ATWT, Man. Rx trip-I Support Train
40. TTF Turbine Trip - Guaranteed failure
41. SVI 1/2 trains; OSP, 480V 1F,1H available
42. SV2 I/I train start and run; 480V Bus 1F unavailable
43. SV3 I/1 train continue to run; 480 V Bus IH unavail.
44. SV4 I/2 trains start and run; LOSP, 480V Bus IF,IH availab.
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45. SV5 Only recovery possible, Bus 1F,1H unavailable
4b. SVF Guaranteed failed, all Inverters alrready failed
47. LOSWV Initiating Event frequency for I year

48. SVO Station Blackout, guaranteed success.
49. CS1 1/2 Trains Operates(All Support Available)
50. CS2 1/1 Train Operates(Loss of One Vital Bus or SSPS train)
51. CSF Guaranteed failure

52. GRI 1/2 Trains Operates(All Support Available)
53. SR2 1/1 Train Operates(Loss of I Bus or SSPS or RHR train)
54. SRF Guaranteed failure
55. SA1 General Transient

5b. SA2 Large Loss of Coolant Accident All 4 Channels Available
57. SA3 LLOCA with loss of power to two CP H-H channels (not I)
58. SA4 Steam Generator Tube Rupture
59. SA5 Steam Line Break Inside Containment All 4 Channels Avlb

bO. GAb SLBIC with loss of power to two FP H-H channels (not I)
al. SA7 Steam Line Break Outside Contaln_ _t
b2. SAG Small Loss of Coolant Accident
b3. SAF Guaranteed Failure

64. SSl GT given Train A success
aS. SB2 GT given Train A failure
aa. SB3 GT given AC I unavailable (same as SAt)
aT. SS4 LLOCA given Train A success, all AC channels available
b8. SB5 LLOCA given Train A success, AC If&Ill unavailable
ag. SSa LLOCA given Train A failure, all AC channels available
70. SS7 LLOCA given Train A failure, AC If&Ill unavailable
71. SB8 LLOCA given AC I and II(or Ill)unavailable (same as SA3)
72. SB9 SGTR given Train A success
73. SBA SGTR given Train A failure
74. SBB SGTR given AC I unavailable (same as SA4)
75. SBC SLBIC given Train A success, all AC channels available
76. SBD SLBIC given Train A suc=ess, AC II&III unavailable
77. SBE SLBIC given Train A failure, all AC channels available
78. SBG SLBIC given Train A failure, AC If&Ill unavailable
79. SBH SLBIC given AC I and If(or ill)unavailable (same as SA6)
GO. SBI SLBOC given Train A success
81. SB3 SLBOC given Train A failure
82. SBK SLBOC given AC I unavailable (same as SAT)
83. GEL SLOCA given Train A success
84. SBM SLOCA given Train A failure
85. SBN SLOCA given AC I unavailable (same as GAS)
8b. SBF Guaranteed Failure
87. CV1 I/2 subtrains: All support available (OSP,2F,IG,IH,2H)
88. CV2 I/2 subtralns: Normal power for subtrain F unavail. (2F)
89. CV3 I/I subtraln: No support for subtraln F (2F,1G)
90. CV4 I/I subtrain: No support for subtrain H (IH,2H)
91. CV5 I/2 subtrains:LOSP, all vital buses avail. (2F,ZO,IH,2H)
92. CV6 I/I subtralns:LOSP, no support for subtrain H (IH,2H)
93. CVF Guaranteed Failure: 480V 2F,IG,IH,2H unavailable
94. LOCV Initiating Event frequency for I year
95. RTI 1/2 Trains (both SSPS signals generated)
9a. RT2 I/2 Trains (DC power lost to one shunt trip)
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97. RT3 I/2 Trains (DC power lost to both shunt trip coils)
98. RT4 111 Train (only one SSPS signal generated)
99. RT5 1/1 Train (oni SSPS signal, LOP to shunt trip coil)

100. RTb Gravity Insertion (insufflcent powir to prevent insert)
101. RT7 Operator initiated (DC power lost to both shunt coils)
102. RTF GuaranteId failure

103. CH1 All support available.
104. CH2 One standby pump train available only
105. CH3 Normally running pump train available only.
lOa. CH4 LOSP I All support available
107. CHF Guaranteed failure.

108. SII All support available (1/2)
109. SI2 Oni safety injection pump train available only(I/i)
110. SI3 Medium LOCA; All support available, CH failed. (2/2)
I11. SIF Guaranteed failure.

112. HR1 All support available
113. HR2 Top event CH or SI failed
114. HR3 Top event LA or LB failed
115. HR4 Top event CH or SI and top events LA or LB failed
11b. HR5 4KV Bus F failed

117. HRb 4KV Bui F failed, top event CH or SI failed
118. HR7 4KV Bus F failed, top event LA or LB failed
119. HR8 4KV Bus F failed, top event CH or SI & LA or LB failed
120. HR9 4KV Bus F and 4KV Bus G failed
121. HRA 4KV BuI F and 4KV Bus H failed
122. HRB 4KV Bus G failed

123. HRC 4KV Bus G failed, top event CH or SI failed
124. HRD 4KV Bus H failed

125. HRE 4KV BuI H failed, top event CH or SI failed
126. HRF Guaranteed failure

127. RC1 Both RHR pump trains operable
128. RC2 One RHR pump train operable
129. RF1 Switchover after SLOCA or B/F with CS failed
130. RF2 Switchover after SLOCA or B/F with CS success

131. RF3 Gwitchover after LLOCA or MLOCA initiating event
132. RF4 Switchover to recirculation after core melt

133. LA1 All support available. (SLOCA Case)
134. LA2 All support available. (Bleed & Feed case)
135. LA3 All support available. (LLOCA/MLOCA Case)
13b. LAF Guaranteed failure

137. LBI All support available. Top event LA successful. (SLOCA)
138. LB2 All support available. Top event LA failed. (SLOCA)
139, LB3 Top Event LA Guaranteed Failure (SLOCA)
140. LB4 All support available. Top event LA successful. (B & F)
141. LB5 All support available. Top event LA failed. (B & F)
142. LBb Top Event LA Guaranteed Failure (B & F)
143. LB7 All lupport available. Top event LA successful.(LLOCA)
144. LB8 All support available. Top event LA failed. (LLOCA)
145. LB? Top Event LA Guaranteed Failure (LLOCA)
146. LBF Guaranteed failure

147. LVI All conditions(No support required)
148. VA1 All support available.
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149. VAF Guaranteed failure

150. VBI All support available. Top event VA successful.
151. VB2 All support available. Top event VA failed.
152. VB3 Top Event VA Guaranteed Failure
153. VBF Guaranteed failure

154. RWI All conditions(No support required)
155. AC1 All conditions(No support reqllired)
156. LIt All conditions except large LOCA;(No support required)
157. LI2 LLOCA initiating event: Given failure of top event AC
158. MU1 Power available at AC buses G and H
159, MUF Guaranteed failure

laO. MU2 Power avail at AC buses G and H (Make-up Via RFW Pump)
161. AWl All Support Sys Available, Lo Power
162. AW2 All Support Sys Available, Hi Power
163. AW3 Support for I MDP Unavail, Lo Power
164. AW4 Support for 2 MDP°s Unavail, Lo Power
la5. AW5 Support for All 10% Stm Dumps Unavail, Lo Power
166. AW6 Support for All 10% Stm Dumps Unavail, Hi Power
167. AW7 Support for All 10% SD°s and TDP Unavail, Lo Power

lb8. AW8 Support for All 10% SD's and 1MDP Unavail, Lo Power
lb?. AW? Support for All 10% SD's and 2 MDP's Unavail, Lo Power
170. AWA Support for All 10% SD's, I MDP & TDP Unavail, Lo Power
171. AWB One SG depressurizes, All Support Sys Avail., Lo Power
172. AWC ATWS; All Support Systems Available, TT Success
173. AWF Guaranteed failure

174. TDI Support for 2 MDP's Unavail., Seismic events
175. TD2 Support for all 10% SD's & 2 MDP's unavail.,Selsmic IE
17b. TDF Guaranteed failure
177. PRO Guaranteed Success

178. PR1 1/2 PDRV's or (113 SRV's), LOSP or SGTR
179. PR2 1/2 PORV's and 3/3 SRV's
180. PR3 2/2 PORV's and 3/3 SRV's
181. PR4 2/2 PORV's and 2/3 SRV's or(3/3 SRV'S)
182. PR5 1/2 PORV's or (1/3 SRV's), HPI or SLB
183. PR6 1/I PORV or (1/3 SRV's), LOSP or SGTR
184. PR7 1/1PORV and 3/3 SRV's
185. PR8 3/3 SRV's
186. PR9 1/1PORV or (1/3 SRV's), HPI or SLB
187. PRA 1/3 SRV's
188. PRB 3/3 SRV's
189. PRC 1/3 SRV's
190. PRD 1/2 PORV's or (1/3 SRV's), LOSP/SGTR,no blk vlvs
191. PRE 1/2 PORV's and 3/3 SRV's blk vlvs not avail.
192. PRF Guaranteed Failure
193. PRG 2/2 PORV's and 3/3 SRV's blk vlvs not avail.
194. PRH 212 PORV's and 2/3 SRV's or(3/3 SRV'S) no blk vlvs,
195. PRI 1/2 PORV's or (1/3 SRV's), HPI or SLB no blk vlvs
196. PRJ 1/1PORV or (1/3 SRV's), LOSP/SGTR, no blk vlvs
197. PRK I/1PORV and 3/3 SRV's no blk vlvs
198. PRL 3/3 SRV's no blk vlvs
199. PRM I/1PORV or il/3 SRV's), HPI or SLB no blk vlvs
200. PRN I/1 Block valve closes, All support available
201. PRP I/2 PORV's or (I/3 SRV's), Manual reactor trip
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202. PRG I/I PORV or (1/3 SRV's), Manual reactor trip

203. PRR I/3 SRV's, Manual reactor trip
204. PRS ]_/2 PORV's or (1/3 SRV's), Manual reactor trip
205. PRT 1/1PORV or (I/3 SRV's), Manual reactor trip
20a. OB1 Loss of Instrument air

207. OB2 Loss of Instrument air, charging failed
208. DB3 Loss of 1DC bus Initiating event
209. OBF Guaranteed Failure

210. POl 1/2 PORVs ATHT,boration,all support,AFW avail.
211. P02 2/2 PORVs ATWT,boration,no block valves,no AFW
212. PO3 I/2 PORVs ATWT,borati_n,no block valves,AFW avail.
213. POF Guaranteed Failure
214. CII Either i_board or outboard isol. valve(s) must close

215. CI2 Inboard vlves(pen 45) and 1/2 vlves(pen 50,51,52) close
21a. CI3 Inboard isolation vlaves (pen 45,50,51,52) must close
217. CI4 Inbd. or Outbd. Isolation vlvs close - Excessive LOCA

218. CI5 Inbd.pen.45 & I/2 vlvs pen.50,51,52 close - ELOCA
219. CI6 Inbd.isol.vlvI_.pen.45,50,51,52 close - ELOCA
220. CIF Guaranteed failure
221. CP1 Either inboard or outboard isolation valve(s) must close
222. CP2 Outboard isolation valves must close

223. CP3 Fraction of time penetration 61, 62, or a3 is open
224. CP4 Same as CP1 with V; failed seismicly

" 225. ,:P5 Same as CP2 with V; failed selsmicly
226. CPb Same as CP3 with VI failed seismicly
227. WLI Either FCV-50G (inboard) or FCV-501(outboard) must close
228. WL2 Inboard vlv FCV-500 (or outboard vlv FCV-501) must close

229. WL3 Fraction of time containment sump discharge line is open
230. VDI Initiating event frequency (discharge side valves)
231. VSI Initiating evInt frequency (suction side valves)
232. V01 Pressure relief valves open 3/3 for VSI IE
233. V02 Pressure relief valves open 2/2 for VDI IE
234. VRI Pressure relief valves reclose 3/3 for VSI IE
235. VR2 Pressure relief valves reclose 2/2 for VDI IE

23b. VC1 Leak rate of 1700 gpm for VSI IE
237. VC2 Leak rate of 800 gpm for VD_ IE
238. IT1 RHR piping intact; VO successful
239. LNI RCS flo_ to RHST for VSI IE
240. LW2 Guaranteed success

241. LW3 MOV support power not available
242. SMI Small LOCA; for VSI IE
243. SM2 Small LOCAl for VDI IE
244. ME1 Medium LOCA; 'for VSI IE
245. ME2 Medium LOCA; for VDI IE
246. OVI Failure to diagnoses a LOCA to RHR; Initiates ECA 1.2
247. OTI Failure to isolate break, stops leakage; Initiates E-I
248. OTF Operator faills to isolate break
249. OLI Operator fail1_ to depressurizes RCS
250. MUV Makeup to RWST
251. 111 Given: DF-S,AF-S,AG-S or DF-S,AF-F,AG-S.
252. 112 Given: DF-S,AF-S,AG-F or DF-S,AF-F,AG-F.
253. IIF Given: DF-F (.guaranteed failure).
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254. 121 Given: AG-S.

255. 122 Given: DG-S, AG-F.
25a. 123 Given: AG-S, I1-F
257. 124 Given: DG-SI AG-F, II-F
258. 12F Given: DG-F (guaranteed failure).
259. 131 Given: DH-S,AH-S,AG-S or DH-S,AH-F,AG-S.
260. 132 Given: DH-S,AH-S,AG-F or DH-S,AH-F,AG-F.
261. I3F Given: DH-F (guaranteed failure).
262. 141 Given: DG-S,AH-S,AG-S, or DG-S,AH-F,AG-S.
2a3. I42 Given: DG-F,AH-S or AG-FjDG-S,(AH-S or AH-F)
2a4. I4F Given: DG-F, AH-F (guaranteed failure).
265. 0S1 Manual SI Actuation
2aa. OSF Guaranteed Failure
2a7. IAF Guaranteed Failure
2a8. CDF Guaranteed Failure
2a9. FWF Guaranteed Failure
270. RPO Guaranteed Success

271. RP1 RCS pressure <1275#
272. RP2 CCW lost,operator must trip to prevent seal loca
273. RPF Guaranteed Failure

274. GEl RCP Seal Cooling, CCW unavailable
275. SE2 RCP Seal Cooling, CCW available
276. SEO Guaranteed Success
277. SEF Guaranteed failure

278. VIO Vessel Integrity Guaranteed success
279. VI1 Vessel Integrity (TT & MS Failed)
280. VI2 Vessel Integrity Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
281. VI3 Vessel Integrity Medium LOCA Events
282. VI4 SGTR! With Successful ECCS Termination
283. VI5 SGTR; With Delayed ECCS Termination
284. OIF Guaranteed Failure
285. 011 when WL fails
286. 012 when CP fails
287. 013 when CI fails

288. OP1 SOTR when SL S, terminate SI
289. 0P2 SGTR when SL F,B; terminate SI
290. OEI initiate boration in I0 minutes given ATWT
291. 0E2 initiate boration in 20 minutes given ATWT
292. 0E3 initiate boration in 30 minutes given ATWT
293. HS1 hot standby,all available
294. HS2 hot standby,with small LOCA
295. HS3 hot standby,instrumentation lost

] 296. HS4 hot standby,LOCA and instrumentation lost
297. HSF guaranteed failure
298. RS1 43 of 53 inserted within I0 minutes

299. RSF reactor trip failed
300. PL1 power level greater than 80%
301. MC1 moderator coefficient less negative than -7
30_. SSF Guaranteed Failure
303. ODF Guaranteed Failure

304. CTI Seismic Failure of relays chattering givne /OP
305. CT2 Seismic Failure of relays chattering given OP
3Oh. CTF Guaranteed Failure

_
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307. ELI Excessive LOCA
308. ELF Guaranteed Failure

309. IDI Identification of operator
310. IDF Guaranteed Failure
311. 081 Given Offsite Grid success.

312. OGF Given Offsite Grid fails (guaranteed failure OG).
31.3. NVI Given all support available.
314. NV2 Given DC 13 or DC 12 failed and OG succeeded.

315. NVF Given DC 13 and DC 12 failed or, OG failed.
316. DF1 480 V vital bus IF available.
317. DG1 480 V vital bus IG available, DF succeeded.
318. DG2 480 V vital bus IG available, DF failed.
319. DGF Guaranteed failure.

320. DH1 480 V IH available, DF-S, DG-S
321. DH2 480 V IH available, DF-S, DG-F
322. DH3 480 V IH available, DF-F, DG-S
323. DH4 480 V IH available, DF-F, DG-F
324. AF1 All support available with recovery.
325. AFA All support available no recovery.
326. AFF Guaranteed failure.

327. AGI DF-S, AF-S with recovery
328. AG2 DF-S, AF-F with recovery
329. AG3 DF-F with recovery
330. AGA DF-S, AF-S no recovery
331. AGB DF-S, AF-F no recovery
332. AGC DF-F no recovery
333. AGF GUARANTEED FAILURE
334. AHI DF-S, DE-S, AF-S, AG-S with recovery
335. AH2 DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AG-F, or DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-S w.r.
336. AH3 DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-F with recovery
337. AH4 DF-S, DG-F, AF-S or DF-F, DG-S, AG-S with recovery
338. AH5 DF-S, DG-F, AF-F or DF-F, DG-S, AG-F with recovery
339. AH6 DF-F, DG-F with recovery
340. AHA DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AG-S no recovery
341. AHB DF-S, DG-S, AF-S, AG-F, or DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-S n.r.
342. AHC DF-S, DG-S, AF-F, AG-F no recovery
343. AHD DF-S, DG-F, AF-S or DF-F, DG-S, AG-S no recovery
344. AHE DF-S, DG-F, AF-F or DF-F, DG-S, AG-F no recovery
345. AHG DF-F, DG-F no recovery
346. AHF GUARANTEED FAILURE

347. SFI All support available with recovery.
348. SFA All support available no recovery.
349. SGI SF-S with recovery
350. SG2 SF-F with recovery
351. SG3 SF-B with recovery
352. SGA SF-S no recovery
353. SGB SF-F no recovery
354. SGC SF-B no recoyery
355. SH1 SF-S, SG-S with recovery
356. SH2 SF-S, SG-F or SF-F, SG-S with recovery
357. SH3 SF-F, SG-F with recovery
358. SH4 SF-S, SG-B or SF-B, SG-S with recovery
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359. SH5 SF-F, SG-B or SF-B, SG-F with recovery
360. SHb SF-B, SG-B with recovery
361. SHA SF-S, SG-S no recovery
362. SHB SF-S, SG-F or SF-F, SG-S no recovery
363. SHC SF-F, SG-F no recovery
364. SHD SF-S, SG-B or SF-B, SG-S no recovery
365. SHE SF-F, SG-B or SF-B, SG-F no recovery
366. SHG SF-B, SG-B no recovery
367. BFI OG-F
368. BG1 OG-F, BF-S
369. BG2 OG-F, BF-F
370. BH1 OG-F, BF-S, BG-S
371. BH2 OG-F, BF-S, BG-F or OG-F, BF-F, BG-S
372. BH3 OG-F, BF-F, BG-F
373. ZHEFO6 H.E. TAIL TO ALIGN A DEDICATED, PORTABLE FUEL OIL TRANSF
374. ZHERE2 H.E. FAIL TO X-TIE 2 VITAL BUSES - STATION BLACKOUT & RE
375. ZHESWI H.E. FAIL TO REALIGN SWING DG TO OPPOSITE UNIT
37b. ZHEOB2 H.E. FAIL TO ESTABLISH INSTRUMENT AIR TO CONTAIN. FOR TH
377. ZHEAW3 H.E. FAIL TO RECOVER
378. ZHEAW4 H.E. FAIL TO RECOVER
379. IHEHS5 H.E. OPERATOR ERROR IN CASE OF CHEMICAL ACCIDENT
380. ZHERP2 H.E. FAILURE TO RECOVER
381. ZHESV3 H.E. FAIL TO RECOVER
382. SL1 All Support Available
383. SL2 Loss of support to 10% steam dump valves
384. F01 All support available.
385. F02 Support available to one train only.
386. F03 I/2 normal support unavailable, recover backup.
387. F04 2/2 normal support unavailable, recover backups.
388. F05 2/2 normal and I/2 backup support unavail., rec. backup
389. FOF Guaranteed Failure
390. GF1 All support available.
391. GGI GF-S
392. GG2 GF-F
393. GG3 GF-B
394. GHI GF-S, GG-S
395. GH2 GF-S/F, GG-F/S
396. GH3 GF-F, GG-F
397. GH4 GF-S/B, GG-B/S
398. GH5 GF-F/B, GG-B/F
399. GH6 GF-B, GG-B
400. TGI GF-S, GG-S, GH-S
401. TG2 GF-S/S/F, GG-S/F/S, GH-F/S/S
402. TG3 GF-S/F/F, GG-F/F/S, GH-F/S/F
403. TG4 GF-F, GG-F, GH-F
404. TG5 GF-S/S/B, GG-S/B/S, GH-B/S/S
405. TG6 GF-S/S/F/F/B/B, GG-F/B/B/S/S/F, GH-B/F/S/B/F/S
406. TG7 GF-F/F/B, GG-F/B/F, GH-B/F/F
407. TG8 GF-S/B/B, GG-B/S/B, GH-B/B/S
408. TG9 GF-F/B/B, GG-B/F/B, GH-B/B/F
409. TGA GF-B, GG-B, GH-B
410. THI GF-GG&GH-2G:SS&SS
411. TH2 GF-GG&GH-2G:SS&SF/FS, SF/FS&SS
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412. TH3 GF-GG&GH-2GIFS/SF&SF/FS, SS&FF, FF&SS
413. TH4 GF-GG&GH-2GsSF/FS&FF t FF&SF/FS
414. TH5 GF-GG&GH-2GsFF&FF
415. TH6 GF-GG&GH-2GzSS&SB/BS, SB/BS&SS
416. TH7 GF-GG&GH-2G:SF/FS&SB/BS, SB/BS&FS/SF, FB/BF&SS, SS&FB/BF
417. TH8 GF-GG&GH-2GsSF/FS&FB/BF, FB/BF&SF/FS, BS/SB&FF, FF&SB/BS
418. TH9 GF-GG&GH-2G=FF&FB/BF, FB/BF&FF
419. THA GF-GG&GH-2G:SB/BS&BS/SB, SS&BB, BB&SS
420. THB GF-GB&GH-2G:BF/FB&SB/BS, BS/SB&FB/BF, FS/SF&BB, BB&FS/SF

421. THC GF-GG&GH-2G:FB/BF&BF/FB, FF&BBp BB&FF
422. THD GF-GG&GH-2G:SB/BS&BB, BB&SB/BS
423. THE GF-GG&GH-2G:FB/BF&BB, BB&FB/BF
424. THG GF-GG&GH-2H:BB&BB

425. SWO All branch points for LOCA initiating event.
426. SWI LOSP with equal number of DG operating on each unit.
427. SW2 LOSP with more 5Gs aligned to unit 2 than unit I.
428. SW3 LOSP with more DGs aligned to unit I than unit 2.
429. FSI FIRE SCENARIO I INITIATING EVENT
430. FS2 FIRE SCENARIO 2 INITIATING EVENT
431. FS3 FIRE SCLNARIO 3 INITIATING EVENT
432. FS4 FIRE SCENARIO 4 INITIATING EVENT
433. FS5 FIRE SCENARIO 5 INITIATING EVENT
434. FSa FIRE SCENARIO 6 INITIATING EVENT
435. FS7 FIRE SCENARIO 7 INITIATING EVENT
436. FS8 FIRE SCENARIO 8 INITIATING EVENT
437. FS9 FIRE SCENARIO 9 INITIATING EVENT
438. FSIO FIRE SCENARIO I0 INITIATING EVENT
439. FSll FIRE SCENARIO 11 INITIATING EVENT
440. HAZCHM HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL
441. RT TOTAL REACTOR TRIP FREQUENCY I.E.
442. ELOCA EXCESSIVE LOCA I.E.
443. LLOCA LARGE LOCA I.E.
444. MLOCA MEDIUM LOCA I.E.

445. SLOCN SMALL LOCA, NONISOLABLE I.E.
446. SLOCI SMALL LOCA, ISOLABLE I.E.
447. SLBI STEAMLINE BREAK INSIDE CONTAINMENT I.E.
448. SLBO STEAM LINE BREAK OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT I.E.
449. LOOP LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER FREQUENCY I.E.
450. LIDC LOSS OF ONE DC BUS I.E.
451. ISI INADVERTENT SAFETY INJECTION SIGNAL I.E.
452. LOPF LOSS OF PRIMARY FLOW I.E.
453. TT TURBINE TRIP I.E.
454. PLMFW PARTIAL LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER I.E.
455. TLMFW TOTAL LOSS OF MAIN FEEDWATER I.E.
456. LCV LOSS OF CONDENSER VACUUM I.E.
457. CPEXC CORE POWER EXCURSION I.E.
458. IMSIV CLOSURE OF ONE MSIV I.E.
459. AMSIV INADVERTENT CLOSURE OF ALL MSIV-S I.E.
460. SGTR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE I.E.
461 MSRV INADVERTENT OPENING OF MAIN STEAM RELIEF VALVES I.E.
462. EXFW EXCESSIVE FEEDWATER FLOW I.E.
463. REACI2 ELECTRIP POWER RECOVERY FACTOR - 12 HOURS AVAILABLE
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464. REAC06 ELECTRIC POWER RECOVERY FACTOR - 6 HOURS AVAILABLE
465. RESLC1E.P.R.F 3 DGS FAILED BUT DG RECOVERY POSSIBLE, AFW NOT A
466. RESLC2 E.P.R.F 3 DGS FAILED BUT DG RECOVERY POSSIBLE_ AFW AVAIL
467. RESLC3 E.P.R.F FUEL OIL TRANSFER SYSTEM FAILURE, AFW AVAILABLE
468. SEIS SEISMIC CORE MELT CONTRIBUTION - FROM SEIS4 MODEt

4_9. CRFIRE CONTROL ROOM, CABLE SPREADING ROOM FIRE FREQUENC, - TOTA_
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A4ppmdlxD_ Padrlmpmqmee Cs/euht4ie_ by C0mdldomd
stt nodu ModeJ

This appendix supplements the BNL qmmtlficationoffered in Section 3.9 and consists of the following tables
that present the pair tnaportances of the listed dames of split fractions by indtviduai split fraction. (The pair
bnportan_J provided in Section 3.9 8re by a88repted top events.) An of the pair importance tables provide
tin rsnkinj by _ FumeI.Vemly intportance. One additional table has been added here for
compJetene88, it bJcmponttes Jillof the conditional split fractions within the reduced model studf0obsl!y ranks
them by their Bimbem importu_.

tdi Ill/s

D2.1 _ Importance by C3ame8of Split Fractions (Initiators. Frontlines)

D2.2 Pair Importance by (_mes of Split Fractions (Initiators - Supports)

D2_ Pair hnportmtce by Clame8 of Split Fractions (Inittstors - Human and Recovery Actions)

I)2.4 Pair laqx)rtm_ by Clmu of Split Fractions (Froatlinm - Frontlines)

D2.$ Pair Importance by C'bme8of Split Fractions (FrontUnes - Supports)

I)2.6 PadrImportance by _mJes of Split Fractions (Frontlines - Human and Recovery Actions)

D2.7 Pair Impmlnce by Classesof Split Frsctions(supports- Supports)

I)2.8 Pnir Importm_ by Classesof Split Frsctions(Sqq)om - Huron andRecoveryActions)

D2.9 Pair Importance by Clmmes of Split Fractions (Human and Recovery Actions - Human and
R_ _,:tiom)

D2.10 Coaditiomd Split Fractions Globally Ranked by Birnbeum Importance

NOTE: 'me mftwsre developed st BNL to perform the peir importance calculations included herein
remains in a developmental stage. 'l'ne capability to recognize that the pairing of element A with
element B is redundant to the pairing of element B with element A is yet to be realized.
Therefore, when pairing frontline systems to frontline systems (Table D2.4) support systems to

systems (Table D2.7), and human actions to hmmm actions (Table D2.9) the output
provides two redudant lines for each pair.
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Appendix D2: Pair Importance Calculations by Condltlonal
Split Fractions - Reduced Model

_lis appendix supplements the BNL quantification offered in Section 3.9 and

consists of the following tables that present the pair importances of the listed

classes of split fractions by individual split fraction. (The pair importances

provided in Section 3.9 are by aggregated top events.) All of the pair

importance tables provide the ranking by unnormalized Fussel-Vesely importance.

One additional table has been added here for completeness, it incorporates all

o£ the conditional split fractions within the reduced model and globally ranks

them by their Birnbaum importance.

Table

D2.1 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Initiators - Frontlines)

D2.2 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Initiators - Supports)

D2.3 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Initiators - Human and
Recovery Actions)

D2.4 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Frontlines - Frontlines)

D2.5 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Frontlines - Supports)

D2.6 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Frontlines - Human and
Recovery Actions)

D2.7 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Supports - Supports)

D2.8 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Supports - Human and
Recovery Actions)

D2.9 Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Human and Recovery
Actions - Human and Recovery Actions)

D2.10 Conditional Split Fractions Globally Ranked by Birnbaum Importance

NOTE: The software developed at BHL to perform the pair importance
calculations included herein remains in a developmental stnge. The
capability to recognize that the pairing of element A with element B is
redundant to the pairing of element B with element A is yet to be
realized. Therefore, when pairing £rontline systems to frontline
systems (Table D2.4) support systems to support systems (Table D2.7),
and human actions to human actions (Table D2.9) the output provides two
redundant lines £or each pair.
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Table D2.1

Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Initiators - Frontlines)

Pairs UNNOR}! FUSS-V BIRNBAUH

LOOP PRD 1.58BE--05 3.576E--03
LOOP AN4 8.101E-06 1.228E-03
LIDC ANA 5.978E-06 2.435E-03
RT OB1 5.034E-Oa 1.528E-04
TT OBi 4.70_E-06 1.550E-04
LOOP AW3 4.009E-Oa 3.553E-02
RT AN5 3.753E-Oh 9.97_E-05
TT AW5 3.457E-06 9.976E-05
PLMFN OB1 3.33aE-06 1.541E-04
SLBO MS2 2.800E-08 5.063E-04
LIDC OB3 2._84E-Ob 2.796E-04
PLMFN AW5 2.466E-06 9.976E-05
RT ANI 2.362E-06 5.554E-02
MLOCA RF3 2.283E-06 1.000E+O0
TT AWl 2.242E-Oa 5.723E-02
LOOP LA1 2.078E-Oa 1.119E-03
MLOCA LA3 1.704E-06 2.330E-01
MLOCA LB2 I 704E-06 I 580E-02

o • ,.."

LOOP AN9 I.b59E-06 1.293E-04
LOOP LB3 1.600E-Ob 8.621E-04
PLMFN AN1 1.599E-06 5.723E-02
LIDC MS2 1.472E-Oa 5.750E-05 ,
SGTR MU1 1.430E-Oh 1.048E-02
SGTR SLI 1.319E-Oh 1.273E-02
LOOP RF1 1.289E-06 4.481E-03
LLOCA AC1 1.267E-06 I.O00E+O0
LOOP VI2 1.241E-06 6.200E-04
FSI AN4 1.234E-06 5.790E-02
SLBO ANB 1.046E-06 7.845E-03
SLOCI LA1 1.044E--06 3.178E-03
SLBO OB1 1.008E-06 b.309E-03
RT AN8 1.008E-06 7.187E-04
LLOCA RF3 9.959E-07 1.000E+O0
RT VI2 9.355E-07 3.730E-05
TT AN8 9.282E-07 7.187E-04
MLOCA VI3 9.260E-07 1.000E+O0
TT VI2 8.61aE-07 3.730E-05
LOOP OB1 8.587E-07 3.2&SE-04
SOTR LA1 8.518E-07 2.442E-03
SOTR LB2 8.518E-07 2.138E-04
LOOP CH2 8.224E-07 6.410E-04
LOOP HRB 7.978E-07 2.186E-03
LOOP VBI 7.242E-07 2.186E-03
SLBI OB1 b.8b3E-07 5.129E-02
SGTR VI5 6.802E-07 4.420E-03
PLMFN AN8 b.b21E-07 7.187E-04
PLMFN AW3 b.427E-07 6.920E-04
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Table D2.1

Pairs UI_ORM FUSS-V BII_BAUH

FSI OBI 6. 382E-07 7.511E-02
SLBO LAI b. 335E-07 5.615E-03
SLBO LB2 6.335E-07 4.916E-04
SSTR SL2 6.202E-07 5. 563E-03
PLMFW V 12 6.146E-07 ,3.730E-05
SLDC I PRN 5.862E-07 4.753E-03
SLOC I LB2 5.862E-07 i. 563E-04
SLDI AWB 5.657E-07 5.070E-02
LOOP AWA 5. 537E-07 6. 345E-05
EXFW AWl 5.297E-07 5. 090E-02
VS I ITI 4.999E-07 5. O00E-O I
VS I ME £ 4.999E-07 9.9¢:JOE-O£
FS£ V 12 4. 946E-07 7. &47E-02
SLOCN MU2 4.858E-07 7. 894E-03
LOOP SI 2 4.818E-07 3. 309E-C)4
SLBI MS2 4.816E-07 i. 040E-03
SLOC I LB3 4. 588E-07 1. 397E-03
SLBO VI2 4. 585E-07 3. 769E-03
LiDC AW7 4. 171E-07 5.029E-02
RT MS2 4. 148E-07 3. b38E-07
SLOCN LA£ 4. 147E-07 3.865E-03
F89 OBI 3.902E-07 i.O00E+O0
TT MS2 3.820E-07 3.638E-07
FS8 PRD 3. OI&E-07 I. O00E+O0
EXFW OBi 3.008E-07 3. 730E-05
FS? V 12 2.970E-07 I.O00E+O0
SLOCN LB2 2.913E-07 2. 377E-04
PLMFW MS2 2.725E-07 3.638E-07
LOOP LB2 2.682E-07 £.265E-05
LOOP HRD 2. 535E-07 b. IIOE-04
SLB I V 12 2.44 5E-07 2.400E-02
LOSWV CI 1 2.414E-07 9. 453E-01
EXFN AW8 2.40bE-07 7.Ol OE-C_4
EXFW AW3 2.394E-07 6.920E-04
LOOP VAI 2.292E-07 6. 560E-04
EXFW V 12 2.289E-07 ,_.".730E-05
RT LAI 2.221E-07 9. 549E-06
MLOCA LVI 2. 125E-07 I. Oc'K)E+O0
SLOCN RW1 2.072E-07 I. O00E+O0
TT LAI 2.045E-c'D7 ?. 549E-06

RT LB2 2.021E-07 7. 609E-07
SLOCN RFI I.945E- 07 I. 170E-02
LOSbIV S11 I.925E--07 9.415E-OI
LiDC VI2 I.925E-07 3. 417E-04
TT LB2 i.862E-07 7. 609E-07
LOOP MS2 I.612E-07 I.772E-06
RT AW4 I.536E-07 I.858E-06
LOOP AWl I. 521E-07 4. 480E-02
TT AW4 1.415E-07 I.858E-06
PLMFW LB2 1.3,?.8E-07 7. bOgE-07
PLMFW LAI 1. 328E-07 8. bglE-O6
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Tabie D2.t

Pairs UNNORN FUSS-V BIKNBAUH

LOPF AWl 1.304E-07 2.890E-02
LOPF OBI 1.304E-07 3.730E-05
LIDC PRA 1.233E-07 5.850E-04
LLOCA L98 1.197E-07 1.580E-02
LLOCA L_3 1.197E-07 3.750E-02
IMSIV A_] 1.153E-07 2.890E-02
IMSIV 0_II 1.153E-07 3.730E-05
FSI LA1 1.139E-07 1.899E-02
TLMFW AWl 1.076E-07 2.890E-02
TLMFW OBI 1.076E-07 3.730E-05

LOPF AW8 1.043E-07 7.010E-04
FBI LB2 1.013E-07 1.477E-03

PLMFW AW4 1.009E-07 1.858E-06
LCV OB1 9.411E-08 3.730E-05
LCV AWl 9.411E-08 2.890E-02
LOOP CI2 9.309E-08 1.773E-04
IMSIV AW8 9.226E-08 7.010E-04
LOCV OB1 8.613E-08 3.730E-05

LOCV AWl 8.613E-08 2.890E-02
TLMFW AN8 8.605E-08 7.010E-04
ISI OB1 7.966E-08 3.730E-05
ISI AN! 7.gb6E-08 2.890E-02
LOOP AW8 7.846E-08 7.010E-04
LCV AW8 7.527E-08 7.010E-04
LOCV AW8 6.889E-08 7.010E-04
RT AW3 6.511E-08 4.bO6E-O5
ISI AN8 6.372E-08 7.010E-04
TT AW3 5.997E-08 4.&O&E-05
MLOCA SI1 4.243E-08 2.820E-02
MLOCA CH2 4.243E-08 6.500E-03
RT AW7 3.394E-08 9.188E-05
LIDC HRB 3.326E-08 3.240E-04
TT AW7 3.126E-08 9.i88E-05
LIDC VB1 3.019E-08 3.240E-04
LIDC SR2 2.949E-08 1.215E-04
FSIO AW4 2.933E-08 2.890E-02
FSiO OBI 2.933E-08 7.250E-02
FSI AW9 2.906E-08 7.010E-04
LOPF AW7 2.764E-08 7.050E-04
LIDC RFI 2.621E-08 3.240E-04
IMSIV AW7 2.444E-08 7.050E-04
TLMFW AN7 2.280E-08 7.050E-04
PLMFW AW7 2.230E-08 9.i88E-05
LOOP AW7 2.079E-08 7.050E-04
LCV AW7 1.994E-08 7.050E-04
LOCV AW7 1.825E-08 7.050E-04
LiDC CI2 1.795E-08 1.215E-04
ISI AW7 1.688E-08 7.050E-04
RT CH2 i.379E-08 8.581E-07
TT CH2 1.270E-08 8.581E-07
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Table D2.I

Pairs UNNORN FUSS-V BIP_BAUH

i

SLBO AW3 1.2&2E-08 1.840E--03
LIDC VB3 1.194E-08 1.215E-04
LIDC GII I.OIIE-08 1.215E'-04
FSI LBI 9.610E-09 2.095E-03
EXFW AW7 5.098E-09 5.640E-05
SLBO AW8 4.489E-09 b.aOOE-04

.° a
RT RFI 3. 091E-09 8 581E-07
TT RFI 2 •847E-09 8 •581E-07
LOOF' CHI 2.555E-09 4.499E-05
LIDC LB3 1.980E-09 3.791E-O&
LIDC MU2 1.980E-c)9 6.610E-Oh
SLBO AW7 1.189E-09 6.b37E-04
LIDC LBZ 3.b69E-10 ?.I8BE-07
LIDC CH2 3.509E-I0 9.720E-07
LIDC CS2 3.364E-IO 9.188E-07

COMMAND-
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Table D2.2

Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Initiators - Supports)

Pairs UNNORN FUSS-V BIRNBAUH

LOOP GF1 1 • 405E-05 .'3.4 J.5E--(J3
LOOP 881 I •125E-05 2 .761E-03
LOOP GHi 9 •579E-06 2. 371E-03
LOOF' GO2 7. 851E-06 1. 552E-03
LOOF OH2 7. 797E-06 i. 584E-03
LOOP SW1 7. ,?.48E-06 i. 593E-04
LOOP FOI o._666E-06 l .865E-01
LOOP TH3 3•618E-06 6. 402E-04
LOOP T82 3. 478E-06 7. 130E-04
LOOP CC5 3. 389E-06 l. 298E-03
LIDC DH2 2.833E-06 l. 586E-01
LIDC AH4 2 •809E-06 I. 586E-01
LOOP TH2 2. 722E-06 5, b23E-04
LOOP BH3 2 •423E-06 3.220E-04
LOOP T83 2.035E-06 3. 578E-04
LOOF' SW2 I. 601E-06 6,928E-03
LOOP CV3 1. 596E-06 3. 089E-04
RT DHI i. 540E-06 I.927E-03
LIDC DFi 1•_72E-06 8,156E-02
LIDC AFI 1. 445E-O& 8.156E-02
TT DHI i •419E-06 I.927E-03
LOOP F05 1 •385E-06 2.99bE-04
LOOP ASB I •371E-06 5. 579E-04
RT 131 I. 250E-06 9. 537E-04
RT I11 I. 250E-06 9. 537E-04
LOOP DHI 1•182E-06 i.853E-02
TT 131 I•i52E-06 9. 537E-04
TT I.I.1 I. 152E-06 9,537E-04
LIOC CC5 i•026E-06 i.397E-03
LOOP TO1 I.008E-06 2. 518E-04
LIDC CC4 ?. 501E-07 I. 390E-03
PLMFW DHI 9. 421E-07 1,794E-03
LOOP F04 9.300E-07 4. 522E-04
LOOP DGI 8.926E-07 I. 391E-02
PLMFW 131 8.215E-07 9. 537E-04
PLMFW I11 8.215E-07 9. 537E-04
RT SB2 8. i50E-07 2. 979E-05
RT SAI 8.150E-07 9,432E-05
LOOP SV5 7. 639E-07 I. 145E-03
TT SB2 7. 507E-07 2. 979E-05
TT SAi 7. 507E-07 9. 432E-05
LOOP SV2 7.212E-07 4. 403E-02
LOOP _DFI 7. 112E-07 I, I09E-02
LOOP AHI 7. 041E-07 I, 118E-02
FS6 CC 5 b. 889E-07 9.96(JE-(Ji
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Table D2.2

Pairs UNNOPJ4 FUSS-V BIPJqBAUM

SLBI SA5 b.bH2E-07 1.031E-01
RT OG1 6.569E-07 7.552E-04
PLMFW AHI b.427E-07 1.240E-03
RT 141 b.262E-07 9.537E-04
RT 121 b.262E-07 9.537E-04
LOOP F02 b.214E-07 9.700E-04
LIDC AS4 6.044E-07 1.397E-03
LOOP CC7 5.914E-07 9.803E-03
TT 121 5.768E-07 9.537E-04
TT I41 5.768E-07 9.537E-04
LOOP B81 5.402E-07 4.123E-03
PLMFW SAt 5.355E-07 9.432E-C)5
PLMFW SB2 5.355E-07 2.979E-05
LOCV RTI 5.257E-07 1.000E+O0
LOOP AF1 5.065E-07 8.044E-03
RT DOt 5.041E-07 6.272E-04
LIDC CC3 4.902E-07 3.273E-02
SLBI SBE 4.816E-07 1.400E-02
EXFW SVZ 4.771E-07 I.O00E+O0
LOSWV SAI 4.768E-07 I.O00E+O0
LOSWV SBI 4.705E-07 I.O00E+O0
RT CC3 4.702E-07 7.050E-04
RT OF1 4.697E-07 9.116E-06
TT D81 4.643E-07 &.272E-04
RT CC2 4.547E-07 7.010E-04
LOOP A81 4.499E-07 7.145E-03
MLOCA SA2 4.455E-07 8.440E-02
MLOCA SB6 4.455E-07 1.140E-02
TT CC3 4.330E-07 7.050E-04
TT 081 4.326E-07 5.400E-04
TT 8F1 4.326E-07 9.116E-06
TT CC2 4.188E-07 7.010E-04
LOOP 8H4 4.133E-07 1.014E-04
LOOP SW3 4.130E-07 4.566E-Oh
PLMFW I41 4.114E-07 9.537E-04
PLMFW 'I21 4.114E-07 9.537E-04
FS6 AS4 4.057E-07 9.?hOE-01
RT RT7 4.003E-07 1.819E-04
LOOP SBI 3.691E-07 5.422E-04
TT RT7 3.687E-07 1,819E-04
MLOCA CVI 3.519E-07 i.O00E+O0
EXFW DHI 3.518E-07 1.799E-03
LOOP I32 3.462E-07 2.186E-03
LOOP CV2 3.323E-07 1.773E-04
PLMFW D81 3.312E-07 6.272E-04
SLBI DGI 3.264E-07 I.O00E+O0
SLBI DH1 3.24bE-07 1.000E+O0
SLBO I31 3.237E-07 5.090E-02
SLBO I11 3.237E-07 5.090E-02
LOOP OH5 3.195E-07 &.314E-05
SLBI AH1 3.191E-07 9.gbOE-01
RT GO2 3.161E-07 4.988E-06
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Table D2.2

Pairs UNNORM FUSS-V BIRNBAUM

LOOP TO6 3.109E-07 b. D14E-05
PLMFW CC3 3.089E-07 7.050E-04
SLOCI CCI 3.027E-07 1.000E+O0
LOOP CV6 3.023E-07 8.563E-05
LOOP TO5 3.010E-07 7.451E-05
PLMFW CC2 2.988E-07 7.010E-04
LOOP TH6 2.983E-07 7.451E-05
TT GO2 2.912E-07 4°988E-06
RT SV2 2.867E-07 1.397E-03
FSII DO1 2.&8bE-07 I.O00E+O0
FSll DHI 2.&71E-07 1.000E+O0
TT SV2 2.640E-07 1.397E-03
PLMFW RT7 2.630E-07 1.819E-04
LOOP TH1 2.477E-07 &.242E-05
EXFW AH1 2.394E-07 1.240E-03
SLBO DH1 2.348E-07 &.O57E-02
SLBO DO1 2.328E-07 5.971E-02
RT CC1 2.327E-07 1.086E-02
SLBO AH1 2.318E-07 6.057E-02
SLOCI DGI 2.316E-07 2.040E-02
SLOCI DH1 2.302E-07 2.040E-02
SLOCI AH1 2.273E-07 2.040E-02
SLOCI AG1 2.273E-07 2.040E-02
PLMFW OGI 2.192E-07 3.836E-04
PLMFN 8F1 2.192E-07 6.4_5E-06
LOOP F03 2.145E-07 &.714E-03
TT CCI 2.143E-07 1.086E-02
LOOP TH4 2.132E-07 3.385E-05
RT SV3 2.112E-07 1.393E-03
LOOP BHI 2.109E-07 1.609E-03
FS1 DGI 2.073E-07 1.000E+O0
LOPF SV1 2.069E-07 I.O00E+O0
TT SV3 1.945E-07 1.393E-03
LLOCA SBb 1.944E-07 1.140E-02
LLOCA SA2 1.944E-07 8.440E-02
PLMFW SV2 1.883E-07 1.397E-03
RT FOI 1.871E-07 7.599E-04
IMSIV SVI 1.830E-07 i.O00E+O0
RT OH3 1.801E-07 1.910E-06
SLBI SBC 1.786E-07 2.878E-02
LOOP AS5 1.776E-07 5.450E-03
RT DFI 1.732E-07 2.155E-04
TLMFW SVI 1.707E-07 1.000E+O0
RT AHI 1.700E-07 2.155E-04
TT OH3 l.b58E-07 1.910E-06
TT DF1 1.596E-07 2.155E-04
TT AHI 1.566E-07 2.155E-04
RT OH2 1.536E-07 2.490E-Ob
PLMFW CC1 1.529E-07 1.086E-02
LCV SV1 1.493E-07 1.000E+O0
RT AFt 1.420E-07 1.800E-04
TT GH2 1.415E-07 2.490E-06
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Table D2.2

Pairs UNNORM FUSS-V BIRNBAUM

LPCC DGI I. 382E-07 I. O00E+O0

LF'CC DH1 I. 374E-07 1. O00E+O0

LOCV SV1 I. 366E-07 i. O00E+O0
RT TG3 I. 361E-07 1. 910E-Oh

LIDC SBI I. 353E-07 7. Ob5E-04

TT AF I i. 308E-07 I. 800E-04

SGTR 131 I. 282E-07 6. 520E-03

SGTR 111 I. 282E-07 6. 520E-03

ISI SV1 I. 264E-07 I. O00E+O0

TT TG3 I. 253E-07 I •910E-Oh

SLOCN 131 i. 234E-07 2. 040E-02

EXFW DGI I •202E-07 6 •I09E-04

PLMFW GH3 I. IB3E-07 1. 910E-06

PLMFW GG2 i. 183E-07 2. 841E-Oh

EXFW CC3 i. 151E-07 7. 050E-04
PLMFW DFI i. 138E-07 2.155E-04

LIDC SAI I. 135E-07 5. 850E-04

RT SVI i. 135E-07 5. 820E-02

SLBO DFI I •127E-07 2. 890E-02

EXFW CC2 i. i13E-07 7. OIOE-04

SLBO AFI i. lObE-07 2 •890E-02

LOOP SV4 I. 089E-07 4. 655E-02
TT SV1 i. 045E-07 5. 820E-02

LOPF DHI I. 043E-O7 i. 230E-03

PLMFW GH2 I. 009E-07 2. 490E-06

PLMFW AFI 9. 330E-08 I. 800E-04

IMSIV DHI 9.22bE-08 1. 230E-03

SLBO I41 9. 205E-08 2 •890E-02

SLBO 121 9. 205E-08 2. 890E-02
TLMFW DHI 8. 605E-08 I. 230E-03

SGTR DFI 7.8hOE-08 b. 520E-03

SGTR DGI 7. 860E-08 b. 520E-03

SGTR DHI 7. 816E -08 6. 520E-03

LCV DHI 7. 527E--08 i. 230E-03

LOCV DHI b. 889E-08 I. 230E-03

SGTR I21 6. 422E-08 b. 520E-03

SGTR I41 6. 422E-08 6. 520E-03
IS I DH I 6. 372E-08 I. 230E-03

LIDC AS3 2. 949E-08 9. 444E-03

FSI DHI 2. 906E-08 i. 410E-01

LOPF DGI 2. 764E-08 3. 240E-04
IMSIV DGI 2. 444E-08 13.240E- 04

TLMFW DGI 2.28(JE-08 3. 240E- 04

LCV DGI I. 994E-08 3. 240E-04

LOCV DG1 I. 825E-08 3. 240E-04

IS I DGI i. 688E--08 3. 240E-04

LIDC 132 i. 443E--08 3. 240E-04

PLMFW SVI 4. 483E.-..09 3. 500E--03
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Table D2.3

Palr Importance by Classes of Split Fractions

(Initiators - Human and Recovery Actions)

UNNORM FUSS-V B IRNBAUM

Pairs
RT HS1 5. 689E-Oh 9. 962E-01

TT HS1 5. 240E-06 9. 962E-01

FS11 SEi 4. 136E-Oh 9. 960E--01

FS11 RP2 4. 136E-06 1. 090E-02

PLMFW HSI 3. 738E-06 9.962E-01
LOOP REACOb 2. 733E-06 I. 065E-04

LPCC SEi 2.128E-O& 9.9&OE-OI
LPCC RP2 2. 128E-06 1. 090E-02

LOOP RESLC1 1. &45E-06 3. 896E-05

SGTR OP1 1. 643E-C)6 2. 173E-02

LOOP RESLC2 1. 484E-06 4. 269E- 04

EXFW HS1 1. 398E-O& 1. O00E+O0

SLBI RP2 1. 250E-06 2. 711E-03

FS6 RP2 1. 095E-06 4.5hOE-()2

LOSW RP2 1. 057E-O& 1. O?OE-02
LOSW SEt I. 057E-Oh 9.9&OE-01

RT RP2 8. 895E-07 7. 834E-07

LOOP HS1 b. 839E-07 1. 500E+O0

TT RP2 6. 469E-07 &. 186E-07

LOPF HSI b. O&2E-07 1. OOc3E+O0

FS5 RP2 5.710E-07 1. 090E-02

FS5 SE1 5.7 IOE -07 9. 960E-01

IMSI V HS1 5.3&1E-07 1. O00E+O0

LOOP SE1 5. 064E-07 5. I05E-04

TLMFW HS1 5. O00E-07 1. O00E+O0
LCV HS1 4. 374E-07 1. O00E+O0

RT 0S1 4. 148E-07 1. 819E-04

LOCV HS1 4. 003E-07 1. O00E+O0

TT OSI 3. 820E-07 1. 819E--04

PLMFW RP2 3. 721E-07 4. 988E-07

IS I HS 1 3. 702E-07 I. O00E+O0

HAZCHM ZHEHS5 3. 508E-07 1. O00E-OI

PLMFW OSI 2. 725E-07 I. 819E-04

RT SE I 2. 327E-07 I. 872E-05
LOSWV ZHESV3 2. 294E-07 9. 779E-01

TT SE1 2. 143E-07 1. 872E-05

LIDC ZHERP2 i. 709E-07 b. 683E-04

PLMFW SEI 1. 529E-07 1. 872E-05

LOOF' ZHEFOb 1. 153E-07 3. lb7E-05
LOOP RESLC3 9. 360E-08 1. 192E-05

SLBO ZHEAW4 8. 748E-08 3. Ib4E--03

LOOP ZHESV3 4. 041E-08 1. 190E-04

LIDC ZHEAW3 2. 584E-08 I. 262E-04

LOOP ZHESW1 2.23bE-08 &. 940E-05

LOOP ZHERE2 2. 018E-08 4.17bE-05

RT ZHEOB2 i. 969E-08 2. 159E-07

TT ZHEOB2 1. 814E-08 2. 159E-07

PLMFW ZHEOB2 1. 294E-08 2. 159E-07
RT ZHESV3 6. 823E-09 i. 605E-06

TT ZHESV3 6. 285E-09 1. 605E-06

EXFW ZHEOB2 5. 098E--09 2. 284E-07

PLMFW ZHESV3 4. 483E-_')9 1. bO5E- Ob
LOOP REACI2 2. 925E--09 I. 50C;E-07
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Table D2.4

Pair laTportance by Classes of Split Fractions (Frontllnes - Frontllnes)

Pairs UNNORN FUSS-V BIRBBAUM

OBI AW5 9.&76E-Oh 1.015E-02
AW5 OBI 9.67bE-Oh 1.015E-02
OBi AWl 4.184E-Oh I.O00E_O0
AWl OBI 4.184E-06 I.O00E+O0
LAI LB2 3.253E-06 b.845E-04
LB2 LAI 3.253E-06 6.845E-04
AWl VI2 2.641E-Ob I.O00E+O0
VI2 AWl 2.641E-06 1.000E+O0
OB3 AWA 2.56bE-Oh 7.135E-05
AWA OB3 2.56&E-06 7.135E-05
LB2 LA3 i.704E-Ob 4.b30E-04
LA3 LB2 1.704E-06 4.630E-04
PRD LB3 i.600E-Ob 1.608E-03
LB3 PRD 1.600E-06 I.&O8E-03
PRD LAI i.571E-Ob 1.578E-03
LA1 PRD 1.571E-06 1.57BE-03
AW4 PRD 1.551E-06 4.383E-04
PRD AW4 1.551E-06 4o383E-04
PRD RFI 1.252E-06 8.117E-03
RFI PRD 1.252E-06 8.117E-03
AW3 VI2 1.245E-06 4.Sb3E-02
VI2 AW3 1.245E-06 4.S&3E-02
MS2 AWB 1.046E-06 4.338E-05
A_B MS2 1.046E-06 4.338E-05
MS2 OBi 1.008E-06 3.489E-05
OBI MS2 1.008E-06 3.489E-05
AW4 OB1 8.871E-07 4.234E-04
OBI AW4 8.871E-07 4.234E-04
MUI SLI 8.269E-07 1.710E-02
SLI MUI 8.269E-07 1.710E-02
PRD HRB 7.978E-07 4.077E-03
HRB PRD 7.978E-07 4.077E-03
PRD VBI 7.242E-07 4.077E-03
VBI PRD 7.242E-07 4.077E-03
AW3 OB1 b.979E-07 1.948E-02
OBI AW3 b.979E-07 1.948E-02
MS2 OB3 6.491E-07 1.731E-06
OB3 MS2 6.491E-07 1.731E-06
MS2 AWA &.491E-07 6.768E-O&
AWA MS2 b.491E-07 b.768E-06
AWB LB2 b.335E-07 1.128E-04
LA1 AWB b.335E-07 1.288E-03
MS2 LAI 6.335E-07 3.105E-05
LAI MS2 6.335E-07 3.105E-05
AWB LAI 6.335E-07 1.288E-03
LB2 AWB 6.335E-07 1.128E-04
LB2 MS2 b.335E-07 2.719E-06
MS2 LB2 &.335E-07 2.719E-06
PRN LAI 5.862E--07 3.751E-03
PRN LB2 5.Sb2E-07 3.284E-04
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Table D2.4
Pairs UNRORH FUSS-V BIR.NBAUH

LA1 PRN 5.862E-O7 3.751E-03
LB2 PRN 5.862E-07 3.284E-04
CH2 AN4 5.552E-07 5.431E-04
AN4 CH2 5.552E-07 5.431E-04
AWB OBi 5.546E-07 7.963E-04
OB1 ANB 5.546E-07 7.963E-04
LB2 AWl 5.2iiE-07 5.99bE-02
AWl LB2 5.211E-07 5.99&E-02
AWl LAI 5.211E-07 6.848E-01
LAI ANI 5.211E-07 6.848E-01
ITI MEZ 4.999E-07 1.010E-Oh
ME1 ITI 4.999E-07 1.010E-Oh
AW4 VI2 4.946E-07 3.101E-04
VI2 AN4 4.94bE-07 3.iOiE-04
LAI SLi 4.92bE-07 3.984E-03

SLI LB2 4.92bE-07 3.488E-04
SLi LAi 4.926E-07 3.984E-03
LB2 SLI 4.926E-07 3.488E-04
VI2 MS2 4.585E-07 2.084E-05
MS2 VI2 4.585E-07 2.084E-05
ANB VI2 4.232E-07 7.981E-04
VI2 ANB 4.232E-07 7.981E-04
LAi AN3 3.900E-07 1.542E-02
AN3 LAI 3.900E-07 1.542E-02
PRD SI2 3.508E-07 4.492E-04
SI2 PRD 3.508E-07 4.492E-04
MU2 LB2 2.913E-07 1.069E-04
LB2 MU2 2.913E-07 1.069E-04
MU2 LAI 2.913E-07 1.221E-03
LA1 MU2 2.913E-07 1.221E-03
AN4 LAI 2.&89E-07 1.818E-04
LA1 AN4 2.689E-07 1.818E-04
AW3 LB2 2.682E-07 9.282E-04
LB2 AN3 2.682E-07 9.282E-04
HRD PRD 2.535E-07 I.Z39E-03
PRD HRD 2.535E-07 1.139E-03
PRD AN3 2.445E-07 4.040E-03
AW3 PRD 2.445E-07 4.040E-03
PRD VAt 2.135E-07 1.139E-03
VAt PRD 2.135E-07 1.139E-03
MU2 RFI 1.945E-07 5.260E-03
RF1 MU2 1.945E-07 5.260E-03
AN7 VI2 1.925E-07 2.700E-02
VI2 AN7 1.925E-07 2.700E-02
PRD CH2 1.518E-07 2.206E-04
CH2 PRD 1.518E-07 2.206E-04
LA3 LB8 1.197E-07 2.020E-04
LB8 LA3 1.197E-07 2.020E-04
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Table D2.4

Pairs UNNORM FUSS-V BIRNBAUM

OB3 A_7 £.£86E-07 9.760E-04
AW7 OB3 1.186E-07 9.760E-04
AW4 LB2 1.013E-07 5.998E-06
LB2 AW4 1.013E-07 5.998E-Oh
AW4 CI2 9.309E-08 2.225E-04
CI2 AW4 9.309E-08 2.225E-04
AW8 OBi 7.365E-08 2.072E-03
OBI AW8 7.365E-08 2.072E-03
5II CH2 4.243E-08 9.260E-04
CH2 SIi 4.243E-08 9.2hOE-04
AW7 HRB 3.32bE-08 2.560E-02
HRB AW7 3.326E-08 2.SHOE-02
AW7 VBI 3.019E-08 2.560E-02
VBI AN7 3.019E-08 2.SHOE-02
OB3 SR2 2.949E-08 8.294E-06
SR2 AW7 2.949E-08 9.bOOE-03
AW7 SR2 2.949E-08 9.600E-03
SR2 OB3 2.949E-08 8.294E-06
AN3 CH2 2.650E-08 1.515E-03
CH2 AW3 2.650E-08 1.515E-03
AW7 RFI 2.621E-08 2.560E--02
RFI AW7 2.621E-08 2.560E-02
RFI AW4 2.401E-08 1.048E-04
AW4 RFi 2.401E-08 1.048E-04
AW3 RFI 1.888E-08 4.817E-03
RFI AW3 1.888E-08 4,817E-03
AW7 CI2 1.795E-08 9.600E-03
CI2 OB3 £.795E-08 8.294E-06
OB3 CI2 1.795E-08 8.294E--06
CI2 AW7 1.795E-08 9.600E-03
AW3 VAI 1.572E-08 3.302E-03
VAI AW3 1.572E-08 3.302E-03
MS2 AW3 1.262E-08 i.Oi8E-05
AW3 MS2 1.2&2E-08 1.018E-05
OBI LAI 1.257E-08 2.131E-05
LAI OBI 1.257E-08 2.131E-05
VB3 AW7 i.i?4E-08 9.600E-03
VB3 OB3 1.194E-08 8.294E-06
AW7 VB3 i.i?4E-08 9.600E-03
OB3 VB3 1.194E-08 8.294E-06
SIi OB3 i.OiIE-08 8.294E-Oh
SII AW7 l.OilE-08 9.600E-03
AW7 SIi i.OlIE-08 9.600E--03
OB3 SIi i.OilE-08 8.294E-06
OBI LBI 9.610E-09 2.132E-05
LBI OB1 9.blOE-09 2.132E-05
LBI AW4 9.biOE-09 8.497E-Oh
AW4 LBI 9.610E-09 8.497E-06
AW3 AWB 8.150E-09 2.727E-04
AWB AW3 8.150E-09 2.727E-04
AW8 MS2 4.489E-09 3.&50E-06
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Table D2.4

Pairs UNNORN FUSS-V BIRNBAUH

MS2 AW8 4. 489E-09 3. 650E-06
CH1 AW3 2. 555E-09 3. 302E-03
AW3 CHI 2. 555E-09 3. 302E-03
AW7 MU2 1. 980E-09 5. 222E--04
MU2 LB3 1.980E-09 8. 294E-06
MU2 AW7 I. 980E-09 5. 222E-04
LB3 MU2 I. 980E-09 8. 294E-06
LB3 AW7 I. 980E-09 2. 995E-04
AW7 LB3 I. 980E-09 2. 995E-04
AW7 MS2 I. 189E-09 3. 670E- O&
MS2 AW7 1. 189E-09 3. 670E-06
LEvi AW7 3. 669E-10 7. 260E-05
AW7 LBI 3. &69E- 10 7.2hOE- 05
OB3 LBI 3. 669E- I0 6. 273E-08
LBI OB3 3.669E-I0 6. 273E-08
CH2 AW7 3. 509E-I0 7. 680E-05
OB3 CH2 3. 509E- I0 6 •636E-08
CH2 OB3 3. 509E- I0 6. 636E-OG
AW7 CH2 3. 509E- I0 7. 680E-05

CS2 AW7 3. 364E- iO 7. 260E-05
AW7 CS2 3. 364E-10 7. 260E-05
CS2 OB3 3. 364E--I0 6. 273E-08
OB3 CS2 3.364E-I0 6. 273E-08

COMMAND-
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Table D2.5

Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Frontlines - Supports)

Pairs UNNOPJ/ FUSS-V BIRNBAtM

PRD GGI b.932E-Ob 3.171E-03
PRD 8FI 3.969E-06 1,799E-03
PRD 8HI 3.881E--06 1.791E-0_
AW4 GFI 3.808E-Oh 1.162E-03
AW4 GHI 3.720E-Oh 1.156E-03
PRD GH2 3.438E-06 1,302E-03
OBI I11 3.407E-Oa 1.025E-01
OBI 131 3.407E-06 1.025E-01
AW8 DH1 3.338E-06 I.O00E+O0

AW5 111 3.223E-Oh 8.494E-02
AW5 131 3,223E-06 8.494E-02
AN4 GH2 3.035E-06 7.737E-04

AH4 SW1 2.835E-06 7.821E-05
PRD 882 2.648E-06 9.761E-04
AHA DH2 2.356E-06 3,520E-02
ANA AH4 2,336E-06 3.520E-02
AW3 SWI 1.734E-06 2.797E-03
AN4 TH2 1.718E-06 4.455E-04
OBI 121 1.707E-06 1.025E-01
OBI 141 1.707E-06 1.025E-01
AN5 I41 1.614E-06 8,494E-02
AW5 121 1.614E-06 8.4_4E-02
MS2 DFI 1,585E-06 2,248E-03
LA1 8HI 1.443E-06 1.593E-03
PRD CC5 1,396E-06 9,96BE-04
LB3 881 1,373E-06 1.502E-03
PRD SNI 1,363E-06 5.584E-05
AW3 8HI 1,287E-06 2.337E-O2
VI2 SHi 1.241E-06 1.128E-04
AN4 TG2 I.IOOE-06 2.830E-04
MS2 SB2 1.069E-06 4.456E-05
MS2 SAI 1,069E-06 1.411E-04
PRD TG2 1.047E-06 4,004E-04
AH_ AHI 1.012E-06 I.O00E+O0
PRD TH2 9°859E-07 3.797E-04_

PRD FOI 9.592E-07 9.100E-02
PRD GH3 9,230E-07 2.287E-04

AW4 C_5 9,120E-07 4.383E-04
PRD TG3 8.872E-07 2.909E-04
PRD CV3 B.419E-07 3.037E-04
AW9 DHI 8.332E-07 8.429E-03
HRB G81 7,978E-07 4.441E-03
AW4 SW2 7.440E-07 4.040E-03
VBI GGI 7,242E-07 4.441E-03
PRD TH3 b.684E-07 2.206E-04
AWA DFI 6,491E-07 9.600E-03
OB3 DFI 6.491E-07 2.455E-03
OB3 DH2 b.426E-07 2.455E-03
AW4 GGi b.398E-07 1.970E-04
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Table D2.5 _

Pairs UNNORM FUSS-V BI_'qBAUH

RFI 8Hi b. 374E-07 4. 543E-03
OB3 AFt 6.37 IE-07 2. 455E-03
OB3 AH4 6.37 IE-07 2.455E-03
AWA AFI 6.371E-07 9.&OOE-03
AW9 8F1 6.365E-07 9.988E-05
AN4 882 6.362E-07 1.578E-04
AW4 8H3 6.362E-07 1.061E-04
RFI OGl 6.287E-07 4.441E-03
AW9 GH1 &.24&E-07 9.977E-05
AW9 SWI 6.205E-07 8.802E-06
ANA DGI 5.537E-07 8.190E-03
MS2 CC5 5.180E-07 1.805E-05
MS2 SBE 4.816E-07 b.482E-Ob
MS2 SA5 4.816E-07 3.440E-05
CH2 8H2 4.800E-07 6.293E-04
AM9 SV5 4.530E-07 4.383E-04
PRD ASB 4.453E-07 3.380E-04

AM3 8FI 4.310E--07 7.&?OE-03
AN3 881 4.090E-07 7.362E-03
AW4 AHI 4.082E-07 8.135E-03
AW3 T82 4.040E-07 6.079E-03
AN(_ DFI 4.01&E-07 4.040E-03
AN4 081 3.960E-07 7.158E-03
MS2 D81 3.940E-07 5.589E-04
LA1 8F1 3.674E-07 3.984E-04
LRI 8H2 3.674E-07 3.329E-04
AN4 F04 3.554E-07 2.1agE-04
OBI 8FI 3.540E-07 2.710E-04
PRD 132 3.462E-07 4.077E-03
CH2 SNi 3.3&OE-07 4.766E-05
AN4 CV2 3.323E-07 2.225E-04
CH2 8FI 3.283E-07 5.151E-04
MS2 131 3.237E-07 2.815E-04
MS2 111 3.237E-07 2.815E-04
MS2 AS4 3.050E-07 1.805E-05
AN4 CV6 3.023E-07 1.075E-04
OB1 5W3 2.970E-07 1.034E-05
AN3 SN3 2.840E-07 2.304E-04
AN3 882 2.836E-07 4.113E-03
AWA 8FI 2.781E-07 6.415E-05
AWA GH4 2.756E-07 6.416E-05
AW3 GH2 2.735E-07 4.077E-03
LB2 SW1 2.682E-07 2.302E-06
LAI SWi 2.682E-07 2.629E-05
AW3 TH2 2.665E-07 4.040E-03
LAI AH1 2.656E-07 1.882E-02
PRD CC7 2.626E-07 8.117E-03
HRD GHI 2.535E-07 1.252E--03
AW7 DG1 2.445E-07 1.O00E+O0
PRD F04 2.392E-07 2.169E-04
MS2 DHI 2.348E-07 3.349E-04
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Table D2.5

Pairs UNNOI_q I_$S-V _IP_B&UH

MS2 AH.I, 2 • _18E-07 .3.35OE-C)4
LB3 D8_. 2,316E-07 1,610E-02
LB3 CV3 2,305E-07 i,989E-04
LA1 DHI 2,302E-07 1,b lr)E-02
AW? OH2 2,300E-(:)7 3,015E -05
VAI 8HI 2,292E-07 I,345E-03
LB3 GFi 2,277E-07 2,469E-04
LB3 882 2,277E-07 2, or)7E-c)4
LB3 A81 2,273E-07 I,blOE-02
CH2 8H1 2,269E-07 3,624E-04
LAI T82 2,248E-07 2,05bE-04
AW4 F02 ,9,212E-07 4,335E-04
LB3 TH2 2 •159E-07 i, 989E-04
AW4 BHI 2,109E-07 2,020E-03
AW4 BGi 2, iO?E-07 2,020E-03
OBI 8H2 2 •O_>bE-07 1,321E-04
AW4 F03 2,047E-07 8,044E-03
AW4 AFJ 2,027E-07 4,040E-03
AW9 T85 1,997E-07 ,3,i90E-.05
AN9 TH6 i,979E-07 3. 190E-05
OBi 8A5 i.866E-07 4, bl IE--04
OBi DFi I,863E-07 9.145E-03
OBi SBC i.78&E-07 4, bi iE-04
SI2 GFI I,786E-07 2,469E-04
S12 QG2 i, 78&E-07 2,007E-04
SI2 881 I, 722E-07 2,402E-04
S 12 GH2 I, 722E-07 i,989E-04
AN4 T83 1,701E-07 _;,753E-05
MS2 8H5 i, 6i2E-07 2, ?OOE-06
MS2 8FI I, 612E-07 3,567E-06
AWl 8Gi I, 521E-07 9, iOOE-02
CH2 881 i. 518E-07 2,402E-04
OBi TGI I, 426E-07 i, 122E--04
AW3 T81 I. 426E-07 2,614E-03
OBJ. THI I, 4i3E-07 i, £22E-04
AW3 THI 1,413E-07 2,614E- 03
V 12 IiI 1,399E-07 5,530E-03
VI2 I31 l.399E-07 5,530E-03
PRD DHi 1,395E-07 4,077E-03
AW4 TH4 1.389E-07 2,769E-05
PRD GH4 1,377E-07 b, 297E-05
PRD AGI I. 377E-07 4.077E-03
PRD AHI I,377E-07 4,077E-03
OBI GHI I.313E-07 I, 023E-04
SI2 SV2 I,310E-07 4,550E-02
SI 2 SW1 I. 310E-07 I. 638E-05
SL2 111 I, 282E-07 1.710E--02
SL2 131 I,282E-07 I. 710E-02
LAI I31 I. 234E-07 5,2hOE-03
PRA CC3 I. 233E -07 2,5hOE-02
AW4 SBl i. 207E-07 2. 225E-04
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Table D2.5

Pairs URNOIU4 FUSS-V BIMBAUN

CH2 TG2 1.170E-O7 1._49E-04
CH2 BV2 1,155E-07 4.550E-02
AN9 T82 1,119E-07 1.481E-05
AW9 TH2 1,111E-07 1.481E-0_
OB1 AF1 I.IObE-07 5._30E-03
MS2 AF1 1,106E-07 1._98E-04
CH2 TH2 1,099E-07 1.465E-04
AN4 T85 1.014E-07 3.149E-05
AN4 THI 1.010E-O7 3,194E-05
AN4 TH6 1,004E-07 3.149E-0_
C12 GF1 9.309E-08 3.569E-04
CI2 8H2 9.309E-08 2.982E-04
MS2 I21 9.205E-08 1.598E-04
MS2 i41 9.205E-08 1,59BE-04
OBI SM1 8.943E-08 6.189E-06
8L2 OFI 7.860E-08 1.710E-02
BL2 D81 7.860E-08 1.710E-02
SL2 DH1 7.816E-08 1.710E--02
At_ DF1 7.365E-08 8,494E-02
SL2 I21 6.422E-08 1.710E--02
SL2 141 6.422E-08 1.710E-02
AN4 TH3 6.087E-08 1.352E-05
OBI AHI 5.431E-08 2.716E-03
AM4 8M3 2.993E-08 4.153E-07
CH2 RHI 2.650E-08 2.716E-03
AN4 F01 2.645E-08 1.689E-03
OB1 TH3 2.643E-08 1.473E-05
OB3 BB1 2,327E-OB 8.294E-06
AM7 BB1 2.327E-OB 9.600E-03
RF1 8FI 2.259E-08 1.582E-04
RF1 8H2 2.259E-08 1.321E-04
LA1 TH3 1.866E-08 1.473E-05
AN7 I32 1.443E-08 2.560E-02
OBI TS3 1.352E-08 7,486E-06
OB1 TG2 1.300E-OB 8.390E-06
CH2 TH3 1.290E-08 1.473E-05
LA1 T83 9.544E-09 7.486E-06
LAI SN3 9.174E-09 4.524E-07
CH2 T83 6.597E-09 7.486E-06
CH2 SN3 6.341E-09 4.524E-07
RF1 AHI 5.938E-09 2.716E-03
RFI TH3 2.890E-09 1.473E-05
CHI 8H1 2.555E-09 9.222E-05
RF1 T83 t.478E-09 7.486E-Oh
RFI TG2 1.421E-09 8.390E-06
RFI SW3 1.421E-09 4.524E-07
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Table D2.6
Pair l_orcsnce by Cissses of Split Frscclons

(FrontlLnes - Human and Recovery Actions)

Pairs _ rUSS-V BIMBAUM

PRD REAC06 2.733E-06 1.986E-04
AM4 RESLC1 1.64BE-06 4.B?OE-O_
LA1 REAC06 1.134E-06 1.972E-04
HS2 081 1.069E-06 _.347E-04
LD_ REAC06 ?.262E-07 1.610E-04
OBI RP2 6.Bb3E-07 2.384E-0_
VI_ OPZ 6.802E-07 1.710E-02
HUI OP1 6.031E-07 1.710E-02
RWB RP2 _.6_7E-07 2.3_7E-05
R_4 RP2 _.760E-07 5.484E-O6
LAI OP1 3._93E-07 3.984E-03
LB2 OPI 3.573E-07 3.48BE-04
HRD REACOb 2.535E-07 1.772E-04
VI2 RP2 2.445E-07 1.116E-05
OBI RESLCL 2.196E-07 1.638E-0_
VA1 REACO6 2.135E-07 1.972E-04
LRI RESLCI 1.5_0E-07 1.638E-0_
CH2 RESLCI 1.071E-07 1.638E-0_
M82 ZHtZRN4 8.748E-08 1.7_0E-0_
_7 ZHEDB2 5.587E-08 2.195E-03
RklB ZHEAN4 3.2B6E-08 2 . 727E-04
RW4 ZHEFO6 2 •64 5E-08 ?. 120E-06
RW7 Z_RN3 2. _84E-08 ?. 768E-03
OB3 Z_RN3 2.584E-08 8.612E-06
RF1 REBLC£ 2.401E-OB 1.638E-05
Rbl4 ZHESHI 2.218E-08 8.643E-05
OBI ZHEAW4 1.820E-08 £.2bOE-04
PRD ZHERE2 1.539E-OB _.939E-05
VI2 ZHERH4 1.466E-08 1.333E-04
LB1 ZHIERW3 3.669E-10 2.940E-06
CH2 ZHERN3 3.SOgE-£O 3.110E-06
C82 ZHEAM3 3.364E-10 2.940E-06
OB1 ZHESH1 1.737E-10 1.69BE-Ob
RN3 ZHESH1 1.737E-10 3.?_8E-0_
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Table D2.7

Pair Importance by Classes of Split Fractions (Supports - Supports)

Pairs UI_ORM FUSS-V BIRNBAUM

GF£ GO2 8.576E-06 3.413E-03
882 GF£ 8.576E-06 3.413E-03
e81 8H2 4.158E-O& 1.716E-03
8H2 G81 4.158E-Oa 1.716E-03
GH2 GFi 4.035E-06 1.650E-03
8F1 8H2 4.035E-Oa 1.650E-03
GH£ 8W1 3.162E-Oa 1.424E-04
BW1 GH1 3.162E-Ob 1.424E-04
OH3 8FI 2.887E-Oa 7.724E-04
GFI 8H3 2.887E-Oa 7.724E-04

, 082 GH3 2.887E-06 6.279E-04
GH3 882 2.887E-Oa 6.279E-04
8A1 8B2 2.101E-06 1.155E-02
8B2 8A1 2.101E-06 1.155E-02
881 TH3 2.054E-06 7.381E-04
TH3 881 2.0_4E-06 7.381E-04
TG2 GHI 1.932E-06 8.116E-04
8H1 T82 1.932E-06 8.116E-04

GF1 TG3 1.?04E-Oh 6.741E-04
TG3 GFi 1.904E-06 6.741E-04
8HI TH2 1.897E-06 8.031E-04
TH2 8H1 1.897E-06 8.031E-04
CC_ GFI 1.878E-06 1.448E-03
8F'I CC5 1.878E-06 1.448E-03
882 TG3 1.70IE-06 4.89bE-04
TG3 GG2 1.701E-06 4.896E-04
782 awl 1.660E-06 6.193E-05
8M1 T82 1.660E-0_ 6.193E-05
8H2 TH3 1.594E-06 4.744E-04
TH3 8H2 1.594E-06 4.744E-04
T82 G81 1.546E-06 6.439E-04
881 TG2 1.546E-06 6.439E-04
awl TH2 1.516E-06 5.698E-05
TH2 awl 1.516E-06 5.698E-05
8(31 F05 1.385E-06 6.086E-04
F05 881 1.385E-06 6.086E-04
TH3 F05 1.385E-06 4.391E-04
F05 TH3 1.385E-06 4.391E-04
TH3 GFI 1.342E-06 4.779E-04
8FI TH3 1.342E-06 4.779E-04
D81 CC3 I•327E-06 i. O00E._O0
CC3 DSI 1 •327E-06 i. O00E.O0
CC2 DH I 1 •284E-06 t. O00E* O0
DHI CC2 1•284E-06 1.O00E+O0
AGD 8FI 1•226E-06 I.004E-03
GFI ASB 1.22aE-06 1.004E-03
GG2 ASB 1.22bE-06 8.1.65E-04
ASB 882 1.22bE-06 8.165E-04
OG1 GF1 1.122E-06 3.252E-02
8FI OGI 1.122E-06 3.252E-02
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Table D2.7

Pairs UNIqORN FUSS-V BIRNBAUH

8G2 TH -'It' I •I12E-06 3 •221E-04
TH3 8G2 1•112E-06 3. 221E-04
882 CC5 I. 103E-Ob b •913E-04
CC5 G82 i •I03E-06 b •913E-r)4
CC5 GH2 I. 084E-Oh b. 979E-04
8H2 CC5 I•084E-Oh 6 •979E-04
RT7 SB2 1.032E-06 2. 228E-02
SB2 RT7 i •032E'-Ob 2 •228E-02
SAI f;_T7 I •032E-Oh 7 •054E --02
RT7 SAI I •032E-06 7. 054E-02
TH3 TG2 9 •i19E- 07 2 •74c')E-_'_4
TB2 TH3 9 •119E-07 2 •740E-04
CC5 SW1 9. 054E- 07 6 •309E-r)5
SHI CC5 9. 054E-07 &. 309E-05
FOi GF1 8. 885E-07 9. 100E-02
8FI FOI 8 •885E-07 9 •IOOE-02
FOI GHI 8. 727E-07 9 •IOOE-02
GHZ "_, F01 8 •727E-07 9 •IOOE-02
TGI FOI 8 •649E-07 9. I00E-02
F01 T81 8 •b49E-(')7 9 •100E-02
881 SW2 8. 574E-07 7 •535E-03
SW2 GGI 8. 574E-07 7 •535E-03
GGI CV3 8 •419E-07 3. 308E-04
CV3 881 8.419E-07 3 •308E-04
TH2 GGI 8 •249E-07 3 •4& 1E-04
881 TH2 8. 249E-07 3.461E-04
CC5 G81 7 •603E-07 5.913E-04
881 CC5 7 •603E-07 5.913E-04
CV3 GFI 7. 545E-07 2. 939E-04
8F1 CV3 7. 545E-07 2 •939E-04
882 CV3 7. 545E-07 2 •389E-04
CV3 G82 7. 545E-07 2. 389E-04
CC5 GHI 7.511E-07 5_ 894E-04
8HI CC5 7.51 IE-07 5 •894E-04
SW2 8HI 7 •440E-07 6. 598E-'03
8HI SW2 7 •440E-07 b. 598E-03
882 OG1 7. 256E-07 I. 7IOE-02
OGl 882 7 •256E-07 1•710E- 02
SWI SV2 7. 189E-07 7 •987E-03
SV2 SW1 7. 189E-07 7 •987E-03
F05 8H2 & •958E-07 2 •532E-04
GH2 F05 &. 958E-07 2 •532E-04
F05 TG2 6. 893E-07 2 •532E--04
TG2 F05 6 •893E-07 2 •532E--04
SA2 SB& b. 398E-07 6 •&50E-04
SB& SA2 6 •398E-07 b •650E-04
GH2 CV3 b. 113E-07 I •989E -04
CV3 GH2 &. 113E-C)7 I •989E-04
GG I F04 b •090E-07 6 •015E-04
F04 GG1 6.090E-07 6.015E-04
TH2 F04 &. 090E-07 5. ('_65E-04
F04 TH2 6. 090E-07 5. 065E-04
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Table D2.7

Pairs UNNORN FUSS-V BIP_'qBAUM

GF I DG I 5. 962E-07 I. 87 IE-02

DG1 GF1 5. 962E-07 i. 871E-02

GH2 TG3 5. 952E-07 I. 7&OE-04
TG3 GH2 5. 952E-07 I •7&OE-04

GF 1 DH 1 5. 669E-07 1. 789E-02
DH I GF I 5. 669E-07 I. 789E-02

SW2 GH2 5 •602E-07 4. 077E-03
GH2 SW2 5. 602E-07 4. 077E-03

TG2 CC5 5 °312E-07 3. 453E-04

CC5 TG2 5 •312E-07 3. 453E-04

CC5 DFI 5. 180E-07 2. 560E-02
DFI CC5 5. 180E-07 2.56c)E-02

CC5 AF I 5. 084E-07 2. 560E-02

AFt CC5 5 •084E-07 2.5b()E-02

SA5 SBE 4. 816E-07 4. &30E-04

SBE SA5 4.81bE-07 4. 630E-04

CC4 DH2 4. 771E-07 2. 560E-02

DH2 CC4 4. 771E-07 "_ 560E-02

AH4 CC4 4. 730E-07 2,560E-02

CC4 AH4 4. 730E-07 2 •560E-02

OGI GH3 4. 642E-07 7. 357E-03

GH3 OGI 4. 642E-07 7. 357E-03
GF 1 SV5 4. 393E-07 I •326E-03

SV5 GFI 4. 393E-07 1 •32&E-03

_" SV5 GH2 4. 393E-07 1. I08E-03

GH2 SV5 4. 393E-07 i. I08E-03

GG1 SWI 4. 348E-07 I. 941E-05

SW1 GGI 4. 348E-07 I •941E-05

CC5 TH3 4. 076E-07 2. 287E-04

TH3 CC5 4.07bE-07 2 •287E-04

DF1 GHI 4.01&E-07 I. 283E-02

GH1 DFI 4. 016E-07 1. 283E-02
SWI DH1 3. 976E-07 I. 134E-03

DH1 SW1 3. 976E-07 1. 134E-03

GH2 OGI 3. 960E-07 9. 593E-03
OG1 GH2 3. 960E-07 9. 593E-03

GGI TG3 .3.923E-07 1.40 IE-04

TG3 GGI 3 •923E-07 I. 401E-04

TH3 ASB 3 •835E-07 2. 287E-04
ASB TH3 3 •835E-07 2 •287E-04

CC5 TH2 3. 742E-07 2. 451E-04
-T 742E-07 2 451E-04TH2 CC5 ....

SV2 DFI 3. 730E-07 I. _sK)OE+C)O

DFI SV2 3 •730E-07 3 •O00E+O¢'_

CC5 (_V3 3. 728E-07 2. 287E-04

CV3 CC5 3. 728E-07 2 °287E-04
...o•

GFI SBI "_ bglE-07 I. 092E-03

. SBI GFI 3.691E-07 I. 092E-03

AFI SV2 3. 661E-07 1. O_._I_')IL.+C)'-)
SV2 AF I 3. &81E--C)7 i. C)OC)E"*(')_-_

- AH1 GF1 3.64bE-07 I. 18bE-02

GFI AHI 3.64&E-07 i. 166E-02
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Table D2.7

Patrs UNNORM FU$S-V BIUBAUH

ASB CV3 3.507E-07 2.287E-04
CV3 ASB 3.507E-07 2.287E-04
I32 eGi 3.462E-07 4.441E-03
GGI I32 3.462E-07 4.441E-03
eFi CV2 3.323E-07 3.569E-04
CV2 eFt 3.323E-07 3.569E-04
GH2 CV2 3.323E-07 2.982E-04
CV2 GH2 3.323E-07 2.982E-04
BGI GFI 3.293E-07 5.OBOE-03
GF1 BGI 3.293E-07 5.0&OE-03
BGI GG2 3.293E-07 4.113E-03
GG2 BGI 3.293E-07 4.113E-03
SWI CC7 3.288E-07 9.919E-04
CC7 SWI 3.288E-07 9.919E-04
GHI SV5 3.246E-07 9.973E-04
SV5 GHI 3.246E-07 9.973E-04
F04 GFI 3.210E-07 3.142E-04
GFI F04 3.210E-07 3.142E-04
F04 TH3 3.210E-07 2.287E-04
GG2 F04 3.210E-07 2.554E-04
TH3 F04 3.210E-07 2.287E-04
F04 GG2 3.210E-07 2.554E-04
GFI GH5 3.195E-07 1.271E-04
GH5 GF1 3.195E-07 1.271E-04
GFI AG1 3.122E-07 9.983E-03
AGI GFI 3.122E-07 9.983E-03
TG6 GFI 3.109E-07 1.271E-04
GF1 TGb 3.109E-07 1.271E-04
DFI GGI 3.095E-07 9.801E-03
GG1 DFI 3.095E-07 9.801E-03
AS4 DFI 3.05c)E-07 2.SHOE-02
DFI AS4 3.050E-07 2.SHOE-02
GGI AFI 3.038E-07 9 gOIE-03
AFI GGI 3.038E-07 9.801E-03
CVb GHi 3.023E-07 1.755E-04
GHI CVb 3.023E-07 1.755E-04
SWI CVb 3.023E-07 1.558E-05
CV6 SWI 3.023E-07 1.558E-05
TH2 CVb 3. 023E-07 I. 465E-04
CVb TH2 3. 023E-07 I. 465E-04
TG5 SW1 3. OIOE-07 I. 35&E-05
SWI TG5 3. OIOE-07 I.35&E-05
AS4 AF1 2. 994E-07 2.5&OE-02
AFI AS4 2.994E-07 2.S&OE-02
THb SWI 2.983E-07 1.356E-c)5
SWI TH6 2. 983E-07 i.35&E-05
CC5 SW2 2. 972E-07 4. 077E--03
SW2 CC5 _ _72E--07 4. " "_"'. 077E-_..=,
DGI BH4 2.75bE-07 8. 727E-03
GH4 DGI 2:.75bE-07 8. 727E--03
OG I TG3 _./_14E-07 5. 482E-03
TG3 OGI _:.&J 4E-07 5. 482E-03
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Table D2.7

Pairs UNHORN FUSS-V BIRBBAUH

-o 484E-C)7 5.972E-04
SBI GG2 _-•
GG2 SBI 2. 484E-07 5. 972E-04

26bE-07 & 182E-05
SWI SV5 _-• "
SV5 SWI _..26bE-07 b. 182E-05
TH3 GHI 2.22&E-07 8. 073E-05
GHI TH3 2.22&E-(')7 8. 073E-05
GGI F02 2. 139E-07 6. 782E-04

_' 139E-07 6 782E-04
F02 GGI _ • "
TH4 TG3 2. 132E-07 4.928E-05
TG3 TH4 2.132E-07 4. 928E-05e',l

SV5 T132 .129E-07 5. 418E-04
TG2 SV5 2 •129E-07 5.418E-04
TG2 F02 ?..ii5E-07 5. bO5E-04
F02 TG2 2. i15E-07 5.6C)5E-04
GHI BGI 2. I09E-07 3. 299E-03
BGI GHI 2. I09E-07 3 •299E-03
SWI BGI 2. I09E-07 2. 929E-04
BHI GH1 2 •I09E-C)7 _. 299E-03
GH I BH I 2. 109E-07 3. 299E-03

" lC_9E-07 2.929E-04
BGI SWI •
SWI BHI 2. I09E-(')7 2. 929E-04

i-t

BHI SWI .IC)9E-07 2 •929E-04
F02 GHI 2.09bE-c')7 6 •706E-04
GH1 F02 2.09bE -[)7 6 •70bE-04
SV3 DHI 2. 042E-07 I.O00E-_O0
DHI SV3 2. C)42E-07 i •O00E+O0
AFI GHI 2. (')27E-07 b. 598E-03
GHI AF I 2 •027E-07 b •598E-03

e't

SWI AHI _..018E-07 5.832E-04
AH1 SWI 2.018E-07 5.832E-04

• SV3 AHI 2. CJi6E-('_7 I.O00E'_ O0
AH1 SV3 2. 016E-07 i.O('K)E+O0
DHI TG5 I.997E-Or7 6. 416E-03
TG5 DHI I.997E-07 &. 416E-03
SV5 TH3 i.993E-07 4. 378E-04
TH3 SV5 i •993E-07 4. 378E-04
F02 GFi 1.979E-07 6.2i9E-04
BFI F02 1.979E-07 6 •219E-04
DHi TH6 i.979E-07 6.4i5E-03
THb DH 1 1. 979E-C)7 6.415E-03
TG3 F02 I.977E-07 4. 492E-04
F02 TG3 I.977E-r)7 4.492E-04
F02 8H2 i. 943E-07 5. I02E-04
.DH2 F02 I. 943E-07 5. 102E-04
TH3 F02 i•920E-07 4. 391E-04
F02 TH3 I •92(')E-07 4. 391E-04.....)0E + (..)L)
FOI OGI i. 871E-_:F/ I ."_'.....
OGI FOI I. 87 IE-07 I.('_O(')E+O(')
AS5 SWI i.77bE-07 9. 919E-04
SWI AS5 i.77bE-07 9. 919E--04
GH2 TH4 I. 754E--07 4. bB4E-05
TH4 GH2 I. 754E-07 4. b84E-05
DGI GH5 1..bI2E-07 4. 113E--03
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Table D2.7

Pairs UNNORH FIJSS-V BIUBAUM

GH5 DGI 1.612E-07 4.113E-03
DHI GG2 l.bO3E--07 4.113E-03
GG2 DHI I.bO3E-07 4.113E-03
GG2 AH1 _.583E-07 4._13E-03
AHI GG2 1.583E-07 4.113E-03
AGI GH5 1.583E-07 4.113E-03
GH5 AGI 1.583E-07 4.113E-03
TG& DGI i.SbgE-07 4.113E-03
DGI .TG6 I. 5&9E--07 4.113E-03
DF1 GH2 I. 555E-07 4. 077E-03
GH2 DFI i. 555E-07 4. 077E-03
DFI TG2 1.541E-07 4.077E-03
TG2 DF1 1.541E-07 4.077E-03
AGI TGb 1.540E-07 4.113E-03
TGb AGI 1.540E-07 4.113E-03
AFI GH2 1.52&E-07 4.077E-03
GH2 AF1 1.526E-07 4.077E-03
TG2 AFI 1.512E-07 4.077E-03
AFI TG2 1.512E-07 4.077E-03
ASB GGI 1.451E-07 1.200E-04
GGI ASB 1.451E-07 1.200E-04
SWI ASB 1.451E-07 1.075E-05
ASB TG2 1.451E-07 1.003E-04
TG2 ASB 1.451E-07 1.003E-04
ASB SWI 1.451E-07 1.075E-05
TG1 SW3 1.432E-07 3.274E-O&
SN3 TGI 1.432E-07 3.274E-O&
SH3 THI 1.419E-07 3.274E-06
TH1 SW3 1.419E-07 3.274E-O&
SBI GH3 1.415E-07 2.287E-04
GH3 SB1 1.415E-07 2.287E-04
DHI GG1 1.395E-07 4.441E-03
GG1 DH1 1.395E-07 4.441E-03
AGI GH4 1.377E-07 4.441E-03
GG1 AH1 1.377E-07 4.441E-03
AHI GGI 1.377E-07 4.441E-03
GH4 AG1 1.377E-07 4.441E-03
CC7 GGl 1.319E-07 4.441E-03
GG1 CC7 1.319E-07 4.441E-03
GH1 CC7 1.307E-07 4.441E-03
CC7 GHI 1.307E-07 4.441E-03
TH3 SH3 1.279E-07 2.072E-Oh
GHI SW3 1.279E-07 2.898E-O&
SN3 TH3 1.279E-07 2.072E-Oh
SW3 TG2 1.279E--07 2.401E-06
SW3 GHI 1.279E-07 2.89BE-Oh
TG2 SW3 1.279E-07 2.401E-O&
GH2 SB1 1.207E-07 2.982E-04
SB1 GH2 1.207E-07 2.982E-04
F02 TH2 1.149E-07 3.069E-04
TH2 F02 I._49E-07 3.069E-04
CC3 SAI 1.135E-07 2.5hOE-02
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Table D2.7

Pairs UNNORM FUSS-V BIRNBAUM

SAI CC3 I. 135E-07 2. 560E-02
SBI CC3 1. 120E-07 2.5&OE-02
CC3 SBI i. 120E-07 2. 560E-02
TH2 SV5 1.117E-07 2.865E-04
SV5 TH2 1.117E-07 2.865E-04
GG1 F03 1.087E-07 6.912E--03
F03 GG1 1.087E-07 6.912E-03
GFI TH4 1.076E-07 3.439E-05
TH4 GF1 1.076E-07 3.439E-05
TG3 SBI 1.069E-07 2.287E-04
SB1 TG3 1.069E-07 2.287E-04
TH1 F03 1.058E-07 6.912E-03
F03 TH1 1.058E-07 6.912E-03
GGI TH4 1.056E-07 3.406E--05
TH4 G81 1.056E-07 3.406E-05
SV4 G81 1.048E-07 9.100E-02
GG1 SV4 1.048E-07 9.100E-02
TG3 SV5 1.019E-07 2.225E-04
SV5 TG3 1.019E-07 2.225E-04
AH1 TG5 1.014E-07 3.299E-03
TG5 AH1 1.014E-07 3.299E-03
F02 GG2 1.006E-07 2.571E-04
8G2 F02 1.006E-07 2.571E-04
A_I TH6 1.004E-07 3.299E-03
TH6 AH1 1.004E-07 3.299E-03
SV5 SW3 9.799E-08 1.345E-05
SW3 SV5 9.799E-08 1.345E-05
TH4 GG2 3.778E-08 9.820E-06
GG2 TH4 3.778E-08 9.820E-06
TG3 CV3 3.101E-08 8.736E-06
CV3 TG3 3.101E-08 8.736E-06
SW3 SV2 1.133E-09 6.333E-06
SV2 SW3 1.133E-09 6.333E-Oh
SV2 8FI 5.882E-I0 7.230E-05

GF1 SV2 5.882E-10 7.230E-05
SV2 GH1 5.778E-I0 7.230E-05
GH1 SV2 5.778E-10 7.230E-05
SV2 TG1 5.692E-10 7.18&E-05
TG1 SV2 5.692E-I0 7.186E-05
THI SV2 5.640E-I0 7.186E-05
SV2 TH1 5.&40E-lO 7.186E-05
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Table D2.8
Pair Iaportance by Classes of Split Fractious

(Supports - Htman and Recovery Actions)

Pairs UNNOR// FUSS-V BIRNBAUN

GHI REACOb i.bOiE-Ob £.279E-04
8FI RESLC2 1.448E-06 8.385E-04
8G2 RESLC2 1.448E--Ob b.816E-04
061 RP2 1.309E-06 1.722E-03
8GI REACOb 1.131E-06 8.955E-05
GFI RP2 1.122E-Ob 2.491E-05
GF1 RESLCI I.I12E-06 5.302E--05
SA1 0S1 1.06?E-O& 7.054E-02
SB2 OSI 1.069E-06 2.228E-02
GG2 RP2 7.25bE-07 1.310E-05
GH3 RESLC2 7.225E-07 2.287E-04
CC5 RP2 b.88?E-07 2.410E-05
GG2 RESLC1 6.3&2E-07 2.46bE-05
GH_ RESLCI 6.362E-07 1.658E-05

CCI RP2 5.999E-07 3.204E-02
CO1 SEZ 5.997E-07 1.000E+O0
TG3 RESLC2 5.714E-07 2.393E-04
GHI RESLCI 5.064E-07 2.458E-05
SN1 SEZ 5.0&4E-c37 9.291E-05
SN1 RESLC1 4.765E-07 2.054E-06
GH2 RESLCZ 4.758E-07 1.89&E-05
GH3 RP2 4.642E-07 5.63&E-06
AS4 RP2 4.057E-07 2.410E-05
GH2 RP2 3.960E-07 7.349E-Oh
CC7 SE1 3.288E-07 4.550E-02
AHI RP2 3.191E-07 4.630E-04
TG2 RESLC1 2.&91E-07 1.082E-05
TG3 RP2 2.614E-07 4.Z??E-O&
TH2 RESLCI 2.373E-07 9.613E-Oh
SNI HSi 2.280E-07 9.100E-02
GH2 REAC06 2.051E-07 1.344E-05
ASB RESLC2 1.902E-07 1.845E-04
TG3 REACOb 1.897E-07 1.076E-05
F01 RP2 1.871E-07 8.698E-04
SA5 RP2 1.866E-07 1.338E-05
SBC RP2 1.786E-07 1.338E-05
AS5 SEt 1.776E-07 4.550E-02
CC3 ZHERP2 1.414E-07 2.420E-02
FOZ ZHEFO& 8.052E-08 9.319E-03
TH4 RESLC2 7.422E-08 2.808E-05
TH3 RESLCI 6.087E-08 2.113E-Oh
DGI ZHEOB2 5.587E-08 9.905E-04
F01 RESLC3 5.407E-08 2.901E-03
GH2 RESLC2 3.644E-08 1.763E-05
GGI RESLC2 3.644E-08 2.129E-05
TG3 RESLC1 3.114E-08 1.074E-06
CV3 RESLC2 3.101E-08 1.429E-05
SN3 RESLCI 2.993E-08 b.490E-08
AS3 ZHERP2 2.949E-08 2.420E-02
SN1 ZHESV3 2. 793E-08 I. 498E-05
GGI RESLC3 2. 707E-08 7. O03E-Ob
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Table D2.8

Pairs UNNORH FUSS-V BIRNBAUH

SV2 ZHESV3 2.bb4E-08 3.968E-02
FOi RESLC1 2.645E-08 2.&39E-04
GGI ZHEFOb 2.471E-08 1.379E-05
SNL ZHESWI 2.236E--08 L.263E-05
GH1 ZHESWI 2.218E-08 1.41LE-04
TH2 ZHEFOb L.?bgE-08 9.25LE-06
TH2 RESLC3 Z.gbgE-08 4.288E-06
DG1 ZHEAW4 1.835E-08 5.20bE-03
DHI ZHEAW4 1.825E-08 5.20bE-03
AHI ZHEAW4 1.801E--08 5.206E-03
GG1 ZHERE2 1.775E-08 7.462E-05
SVI ZHESV3 1.759E-08 _. O00E+O0
GH2 ZHERE2 1. 539E-08 5.357E-05
F04 RESLC3 L•446E-08 7.415E-O&
F04 ZHEF06 L.44bE-08 i.&OOE-05
TG2 ZHESWL L.Li3E-08 5.868E-05
TH2 ZHESNI I.I05E-08 5.866E-05
F02 RESLC3 L.O53E-08 1.734E-05
F02 ZHEF06 1.053E-08 3.741E-05
F03 RESLC3 9.747E-09 3.218E-04
F03 ZHEF06 9.747E-09 6.942E-04
SV5 ZHESV3 9.670E-09 3.537E-04
TG2 RESLC3 7.673E-09 1.&59E-06
GFL ZHESV3 6.672E-09 3.958E-05
GH2 ZHESV3 6.084E-09 3.015E-05
TG2 ZHEF06 5.310E-09 2.477E-Oh
GHI ZHEF06 5.224E-09 2.941E-06
GHL RESLC3 5.224E-09 1.363E-06
THZ RESLC3 4.807E-09 1.278E-06
THL ZHEF06 4.807E-09 2.757E-06
GH1 ZHESV3 4.164E-09 2.514E-05
SV4 ZHESV3 4.093E-09 4.270E-02
CC5 RESLC3 3.643E-09 1.471E-06
CC5 ZHERE2 3.643E-09 2.39LE-05
TG2 ZHESV3 2.961E-09 1.481E-05

GFI RESLC3 2.426E-09 &.219E-07
GF1 ZHERE2 2.426E-09 1.011E-05
GG2 ZHERE2 2.426E-09 8.217E-06
eG2 RESLC3 2.426E-09 5.056E-07
SNi ZHERE2 2.3&2E-09 8.897E-07
SNL RESLC3 2.362E-09 5.475E-08
TG2 ZHERE2 2.362E-09 8.300E-06
SV2 REACI2 2.299E-09 5.997E-05
GHL REACL2 L.204E-09 1.273E-07
ASB ZHERE2 1.145E-09 7.987E-06
ASB RESLC3 I.L45E-09 4.914E-07
SN3 REAC12 1.133E-09 5.352E-09
SN3 ZHESV3 L.L33E-09 3.056E-07
SV5 REACI2 6.259E-10 4.009E-07
SWL ' REACL2 b. 259E-I0 5.877E-09
TH2 REAC 12 6. 259E- i0 5. 523E-08
TH2 ZHESV3 b. 259E- iO 3.154E-c)6
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Table D2.8

Pairs UNNORM FUSS -V BIRNBAUM

GFI REACI2 5. 882E- 10 b. 1fOE-08

TGI ZHESV3 5. 692E- I0 3 •468E-Oh

TGI REACI2 5. b92E- I0 &. 073E-08
TI41 ZHESV3 _. 64r_E- I0 3. 468E--Oh

TH1 REACI2 5.b40E-lO 6. 073E-08
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Table D2.9

Pair Iuportance by Pair of Split Fractions
(Human and Recovery Actions - Human and Recovery Actions)

Pairs UNNORN FUSS-V BIRNBAUH

RP2 SEI 8.4?2E-Oh 7.823E-04
SE1 RP2 8.492E-06 7.823E-04
RESLC3 ZHEF06 8.881E-08 2.573E-05
ZHEF06 RESLC3 8.881E-08 2.573E-05
ZHEFO6 RESLCI 2.645E-08 1.425E-Ob
RESLCZ ZHEFO6 2.b45E-08 1.425E-06
ZHESNI RESLCi 2.218E-08 1.350E-05
RESLC1 ZHESN1 2.218E-08 1.350E-05
IHERE2 REACOb 1.539E-08 1.028E-05
REACOa ZHERE2 1.539E-08 1.028E-05
RESLC3 IHERE2 4.788E-09 1.045E-05
ZHERE2 RESLC3 4.788E-09 1.045E-05
REAC12 ZHESV3 2.925E-09 3.a82E-06
ZHESV3 REAC12 2.925E-09 3.b82E-Ob
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Table D2.10

Co_litional Split Fractions Globally Ranked by Blrnbaum Importance

UNNOBH FU$fl-V BIRNBAUN COHPF-V

HSI 1. 960E-05 1. r,OOE4 ,._ti_ 0. oor)E+O0
SVi I.672E-06 9. 780E-0 ] 0 •O00E+O_.J
AWl 7. 497E-06 2 •OIOE-OI 0 •O00E+O0
RTI 5 •257E-07 7. 990E- 02 0. O00E+O0
CCZ 9 •025E-07 4. 801E-02 0. O00E+O0
FOI 3. 853E-06 1. 784E-02 0. r)r)OE+O0
DHI 7. 227E-06 1.031E-02 0. O00E+O0
E;V2 I. 460E-06 8. I12E-03 0. O_')OE+(.)O
D81 3. 926E-06 5. 568E-03 0. Oc30E+O0
RNI 2.072E-07 5. 260E-03 0. O00E+O0
SV4 1.089E-07 4.236E--03 0. O00E_ O0

DH2 2. 833E-06 4.059E-03 0. O00E+O0
AH4 2.809E-06 4.059E-03 0. O00E+O0
Ald3 5. 029E-06 4.056E-03 0. O00E+O0
DF'L 2 •821E-06 4.002E-03 0. O00E+O0
AHI 2.69iE-06 3. 889E-03 c).O00E+O0
AFt 2 •428E-06 3. 509E-03 0. O00E+O0
131 3. 799E-06 3. 303E-03 0. O00E+O0
I1i ,3.675E-06 3. L96E-03 0. O00E+O0
CC3 1. 817E-06 3. I07E-03 0, O00E+C)O
I21 I. 771E-06 ,3.074E-03 O, O00E+O0
!41 i. 771E-06 3.074E-03 0. O00E+O0
8V3 4.057E-07 3.051E-03 0. O00E+O0
AW8 3. 412E-06 2.774E-03 0. O00E+O0
CC2 L •284E-06 2.256E-03 0. O00E+O0
AN7 6. 616E-07 2.042E-03 0. O00E+O0
081 i. 309E-06 I. 7LSE-03 2.167E-07
A81 6. 772E-07 9.786E-04 0. O00E+O0
CC7 5. 914E-07 8. 921E-04 0. O00E+O0
SEI 8 •999E-06 8. 256E-04 0. O00E+O0
RF3 3.278E-06 6.650E-04 cJ.O00E+O0
SW2 I •601E-06 b. 305E-04 0. O00E+O0
F03 2. 145E-07 6. i10E-04 0. O00E+O0
OBL I. 760E-05 6. 089E-04 0. O00E+O0
OS 1 I. 069E-06 5. 347E-04 0. O00E+O0
RT7 i. 032E-06 5. 347E-04 0. O00E+O0
AS5 i.776E-07 4. 960E-04 0. O00E+O0
RF1 1 •515E-06 4. 795E-04 0. O00E+O0
CVI 3. 519E-07 4. 630E-04 0. O00E+O0
V 13 9. 260E-07 4. 630E-04 0. O00E+O0
LVZ 2. 125E-07 4. 630E-04 0. O00E+O0
BG1 5 •402E-07 3. 752E-04 0. O00E+O0
OPL I.643E-06 3. 716E-04 0. O(:)OE+O0
SAt 2. b92E-06 3. 549E-04 2. Ib7E- 07
GFL I. 517E-05 3. 338E-04 1. 746E-Oh
PRD 1. 618E-05 3.3i&E-04 0. O00E+O0
AW5 9. b7bE-O6 2. 932E-04 0. O00E+O0
LAZ 5. &95E-06 2. 792E-04 0. O00E+O0
VI2 5. 569E-Oh 2. 531E-04 O. O00E+O0
GGI i. J25E-05 2. 504E-04 7. 080E-07
AS3 2. 949E -08 2.418E-04 0. O00E_ O0
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Table D2.10

UMMOIOI ledSS-V BIILNB&UH COKPW-V

GLI 1.317E-06 2.177E-04 O.O00E+O0
GHI 9.577E-06 2,157E-04 7.841E-08
I32 3.60bE-07 2.072E-04 O.O00E+O0
VBI 7._44E-07 2.072E-04 O.O00E+O0
HRB 8,310E-07 2,072E-04 O.O00E+O0
ACI Z.2b7E-Ob 2.020E-04 O.O00E+O0
MU1 1.430E-06 1.792E-04 O.O00E+O0
CC5 5.10BE-06 1.779E-04 O.O00E+O0
G82 8.576E-06 1.538E-04 4.137E-07
GH2 8,193E-Ob 1.504E-04 ?.430E-07
BH1 2.109E-07 1.465E-04 O.O00E+O0
AW4 9.760E-06 1.346E-04 O.O00E+O0

SBI 9.74BK-07 1.301E-04 2.167E-07
LA3 1.824E-06 1.155E-04 O.O00E+O0
BV5 7.639E-07 1,042E-04 O.O00E+O0
LB3 2,0hIE-Oh I.OIOE-04 O.O00E+O0
SL2 6.202E-07 9.513E-05 O.O00E+O0
F02 6.214E-07 8,827E-OB O.O00E+O0
SB2 2.101E-06 8.755E-05 O.O00E+O0
ZHESV3 2.874E-07 7.70bE-05 O.O00E+O0
PRN 5.862E-07 7.653E-05 O.O00E+O0
VI5 6.802E-07 7.558E-0_ O.O00E+O0
S11 2.450E-07 7.513E-05 2.511E-07
ANA 6.532E-06 6.811E-05 O.O00E+O0
AHB 1.611E-06 6.bBaE-05 O.O00E+O0
TG2 3.47BE-Oh 6.339E-05 1,411E-06
CH2 8.917E-07 6,324E-05 O.O00E+O0
RS4 1.010E-Ob 5.977E-05 O.O00E+O0
VA1 2.292E-07 5.970E-05 O.O00E+O0
TH3 3.618E-06 5.761E-05 6.088E-07
SR2 6.398E-07 5.613E-05 O.O00E+O0
HRD 2.535E-07 5.560E-05 O.O00E+O0
ASB 1.371E-06 5.077E-05 O.O00E+O0
TH2 2.722E-06 4.969E-05 1.398E-06
SA5 6.682E-07 4.773E-05 O.O00E+O0
ZHEHS5 3.508E-07 4.390E-05 O.O00E+O0
MU2 4.878E-07 4.1b?E-05 O.O00E+O0
CII 2.414E-07 4.116E-05 1.823E-05
F04 9.300E-07 4.115E-05 O.O00E+O0
RESLC2 1.484E-06 3.885E-05 O.O00E+O0
TG3 2.297E-06 3.610E-05 6.064E-07
CC4 9.501E-07 3.558E-05 O.O00E+O0
8H3 2.887E-06 3.420E-05 6.589E-07
SI2 4.818E-07 3.011E-05 O.O00E+O0
CV3 1.596E-06 2.811E-05 O.O00E_O0
F05 1.385E-06 2.727E-05 O.O00E+O0
TGI 1.008E-06 2.283E-05 7. 841E-08
LD2 4.958E-06 2. 128E-05 Ci.O00E+O0
C 12 I. IIOE-07 I. 924E-05 O. O00E4 O0
ZHEAW4 8. 748E-08 I.750E-05 0. O00E+O0
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Tabie D2. lO

UI_OM FUSS-V BIP.NBALM COH:PP'-V

ZHERF'2 1. 709E-07 I • 711E-O_ 0 • O00E+O0
CV2 3. 323E.-()7 1 • 6,1.3E-0_ 0, O00E+O0
F'RA I • 233E'"07 1 • 49BE-05 O, O00E'_ O0
SNI 7,24BE-.06 1 • 447E-05 4,0_3E-09
BBC !, 78bE-07 1 • 333E-05 O, O00E+O0
Atd9 1. 688E-06 i, 197E-05 0 • O00E+O0

" 73Z,E-06 9, b?OE-06 O, O00E+O0REACO6 *""
OH4 4,13:Y.E.'-07 9,225E-06 O, O00E+O0
CV6 .3.02_.E-07 7 • 792E-06 0, O00E+O0
8B6 6 • 398E-07 7, '3BIE-06 0. O00E+O0
OB3 2 • &B4E-O& 7.158E-06 O. OUOE+O0
T(35 .3.010E-07 6 • 7BOE-06 O. O00E+O0
TH6 2, ?B3E-07 6 • 780E-06 0. O00E+O0
SBE 4, BI6E-07 6 • 482E-06 O. O00E+O0
ZHEBN1 2 • 23bE-08 6.315E-06 0. O00E+O0
MB2 5.784E-06 5 • 984E-06 0, O00E+O0
BH5 3. 195E-07 5,746E-06 O. O00E+O0
TG6 .3• 109E-07 5,746E-06 0, O00E+O0
TH1 2 • 477E-07 5.59BE-06 7. B41E-08
CHI 2. _S_E-O? 4, O?4E-Ob 0, O00E+O0
ZHERE2 2,018E-08 3,800E-06 0, O00E+O0
RESLC £ 1. b45E-Ob :3• 545E-06 0 • O00E+O0
ZHERN3 2 • 5Ei4E-OB :3,230E-06 0 •O00E+O0
LIB8 1 • 197E-07 :3. 192E-06 0, O00E+O0
VB3 1 • 1_4E-08 :3.110E-06 0. O00E+O0
8R2 2,949E-OB :3,110E-06 0, O00E+O0
ZHEF06 1 • 153E-07 2 • 882E-06 0, O00E+O0
TH4 2,132E-07 2 • 57_E-06 4 •662E-07
REBLC3 9,3bOE-OB 1 •085E-06 0, O00E+O0
ME1 4. 979E-07 ?. 999E-07 0. O00E+O0
ZI4EOB2 5. 587E-OB &, 783E-07 0, O00E+O0
LDI 9.977E-09 b • 395E-07 0, O00E+O0
I T 1 4,9_?E- 07 5,050E- 07 0, O00E+O0
gN3 4,130E-07 4 • 15_E-07 0, O00E+O0
C52 3 • 364E-10 2 • 352E-OB 0. O00E+O0
RERC12 2 • ?2_E-Oq 1 • 373E-08 O, O00E+O0
RP2 1.215E-05 -6 •622E-04 2.691BE-06

NOTE: A nesatlve Birnbaum laportance indicates that the couplement of the event
Is dou£nant in the overall CDF expression.
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